**STRAIGHT ADDICTION**

(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled April 7, 2022

Reg. No. 2XE30  Microchip No. 985141001414713

---

**Tall Dark Stranger**
p,3,1:47.1

---

**Precocious Beauty**
p,4,1:50.1

---

**Betters Delight**
p,3,1:49.4

---

**Cam’s Card Shark**
p,3,1:50

---

**Classic Wish**
p,3,1:51.2

---

**Art Major**
p,4,1:48.4

---

**Precious Beauty**
p,2,1:53.3

---

**GALLIC SEA**
p,3,1:51.4

---

**Somebeachsomewhere**
p,3,1:48.4

---

**Mach Three**
p,3,1:49

---

**Wheres The Beach**
p,4,1:49.2

---

**Artsplace**
p,4,1:52.4

---

**1st Dam**

**GALLIC SEA**
p,2,1:54f; 3,1:51.4f ($61,294) by Somebeachsomewhere. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, The Meadows. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:54, including:

- Around Midnight p,3,1:53.1h-'23 ($37,135) (Sweet Lou). 7 wins at 3.
- Biarritz (M) BT1:57-'23 (Bettor’s Delight). Now 2 and racing.

**2nd Dam**

**GALLERIA**
p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:50.1; 4,1:49.1 ($1,814,453) by Artplace. 22 wins, 2 thru 5. Dan Patch 3-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 1998; Dan Patch Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 1999; O’Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2000. World Champion. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, elim. Lou Babin Filly S., New Jersey Fair S. at Gaitway (T). At 3, winner Breeders Crown at Colonial, elim. and Final Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, Final Breeders Filly P., Final Miss New Jersey S., Shady Daisy P., Helen Dancer Mem. At 4, winner Final Classic Ser. at Freehold, leg and Roses Are Red P. at Woodbine, Invitational P. at Meadowlands. At 5, winner and Final Classic Ser. at Mohawk, elim. Roses Are Red P. at Woodbine, leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands (2). From 11 foals, dam of 9 winners, 2 in 1:49, 7 in 1:53, 9 in 1:59, including:


**SAND BETWEEN MY TOES**


**ROCK OF THE AGES** p,3,1:51; 1:50.2 ($278,184) (Rocknroll Hanover). 42 wins, 3 thru 10. At 3, winner leg Spring Preview Ser. at Meadowlands.

**FASHION ECSTASY** (M) p,2,1:53f; 3,1:52.4f BT1:52.3 ($126,228) (Western Hanover). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Chester. Dam of **FILIBUSTER HANOVER** p,2,1:52f; 3,1:48.4; 1:48.1f ($1,883,295), **FERNANDO HANOVER** p,2,1:52.2f; 3,1:50f ($303,322), **FROZEN HANOVER** p,2,1:57.1f; 3,1:49.4 ($188,037), **BEYOND ECSTASY** p,2,1:52.1f ($324,984).

**HALLIE BY THE BEACH** (M) p,2,1:54.2f; 3,1:52.1f ($76,125) (Village Jolt). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Tompkins-Geers S. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

**GALLIC SEA** (M) p,2,1:54f; 3,1:51.4f ($61,294) (Somebeachsomewhere). As above.

**IDEAL ASSAULT** p,3,1:56.2f ($29,985) (Western Ideal). 5 wins, 3 thru 5.

**GALLANT WARRIOR** p,3,1:56.4f BT1:56.2f ($24,679) (Western Hanover). 3 wins at 3.

Producers: Galileo Too (dam of ONE AND ONLY p,3,1:54.2; 1:51f-$341,736).

**Next Dam - EMORY GIRL** p,3,1:52.4 (Sherman Almahurst-JODI’S IMAGE p,3,2:01.1-Staking Image)

---

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champlain
Fox
Great Mid-West
Hooiser Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Ralph Klein Memorial
Little Brown Jug
Manitoba Great Western Messenger
Pennsylvania Sires Fair
Progress Pace
Smooe
Pennsylvania Sires (Fair-Mutuel)
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
W. Canada Pacing Derby
GREENMAIL HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 8, 2022
Reg. No. 2XL56 Microchip No. 985141001419285
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

Reg. No. 2XL56 Microchip No. 985141001419285

1st Dam


- GAINES HANOVER 2,1:53; 3,1:52.1-'23; BT1:52s-'23 ($496,890) (Cantab Hall) wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg NJSS; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in leg Millard Farms Ser. at Mohawk; third in elim. Wellwood Mem. At 3, winner elim. Goodtimes T., Simcoe S.; second in Final Goodtimes T.

- GRACELYN HANOVER 2,1:53.3; 3,1:52.2 ($105,222) (Walner) wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner NJ Garden State S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in leg NJSS at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Tompkins-Geers Geers S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in Pegasus T. at Hoosier.

- GOTCHA HANOVER 2,1:54.4; 3,1:51.1; 4,1:50.4 ($378,811) (Muscle Hill) wins at 2 and 3; 21 wins internationally. At 2, winner leg NJSS; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in leg NJSS at Meadowlands. At 3, winner leg NJSS; second in leg NJSS; third in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in leg NJSS at Meadowlands. At 4, winner leg NJSS; second in leg NJSS; third in leg NJSS; third in leg NJSS; third in leg NJSS; third in leg NJSS. Dam of

- MELMBY JINX 2,1:53.1f 3,1:52.2 ($105,222) (Walner) wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner NJ Garden State S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in leg NJSS at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Tompkins-Geers Geers S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in Pegasus T. at Hoosier.

2nd Dam


- LOCATELLI 2,1:54.4; 3,1:51.1; 4,1:50.4 ($378,811) (Muscle Hill) wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg NJSS; second in Final NJSS; third in Bluegrass S. At 3, winner leg NJSS, elim. Goodtimes T.; third in Bluegrass S. at Mohawk, Reynolds Mem., leg NJSS at Mohawk. At 5, winner leg and Final New Holland Trot Ser. at Mohawk.

- HEAVEN'S DOOR 2,1:53.2; 3,1:52; BT1:51.2 ($240,541; $327,878 Intl.) (Muscle Hill) wins at 2 and 3. At 5 wins internationally. At 2, second in Bluegrass S., International Stallion S.; third in elim. Merrie Annabelle T. At 3, winner Final NJSS; second in Del Miller Mem., Zweig Mem. Filly; third in Bluegrass S. At 4, winner elim. and Final Stosprinten at Halmstad. Dam of

- MELMBY JINX 2,1:53.1f 3,1:52.2 ($105,222) (Walner) wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner NJ Garden State S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in leg NJSS at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Tompkins-Geers Geers S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in Pegasus T. at Hoosier.

- GOTCHA HANOVER 2,1:54.1; 3,1:56.2f; BT1:53.4f ($1,008) (Father Patrick) wins at 2. At 3, winner leg NJSS; second in leg NJSS; third in leg NJSS. Dam of

- MELMBY JINX 2,1:53.1f 3,1:52.2 ($105,222) (Walner) wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner NJ Garden State S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in leg NJSS at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Tompkins-Geers Geers S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in Pegasus T. at Hoosier.

3rd Dam


- MELMBY JINX 2,1:53.1f 3,1:52.2 ($105,222) (Walner) wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner NJ Garden State S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in leg NJSS at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Tompkins-Geers Geers S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in Pegasus T. at Hoosier.

- GOTCHA HANOVER 2,1:54.1; 3,1:56.2f; BT1:53.4f ($1,008) (Father Patrick) wins at 2. At 3, winner leg NJSS; second in leg NJSS; third in leg NJSS. Dam of

- MELMBY JINX 2,1:53.1f 3,1:52.2 ($105,222) (Walner) wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner NJ Garden State S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in leg NJSS at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Tompkins-Geers Geers S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in Pegasus T. at Hoosier.

- GOTCHA HANOVER 2,1:54.1; 3,1:56.2f; BT1:53.4f ($1,008) (Father Patrick) wins at 2. At 3, winner leg NJSS; second in leg NJSS; third in leg NJSS. Dam of

- MELMBY JINX 2,1:53.1f 3,1:52.2 ($105,222) (Walner) wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner NJ Garden State S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in leg NJSS at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Tompkins-Geers Geers S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in Pegasus T. at Hoosier.

- GOTCHA HANOVER 2,1:54.1; 3,1:56.2f; BT1:53.4f ($1,008) (Father Patrick) wins at 2. At 3, winner leg NJSS; second in leg NJSS; third in leg NJSS. Dam of

- MELMBY JINX 2,1:53.1f 3,1:52.2 ($105,222) (Walner) wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner NJ Garden State S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in leg NJSS at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Tompkins-Geers Geers S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in Pegasus T. at Hoosier.

- GOTCHA HANOVER 2,1:54.1; 3,1:56.2f; BT1:53.4f ($1,008) (Father Patrick) wins at 2. At 3, winner leg NJSS; second in leg NJSS; third in leg NJSS. Dam of

- MELMBY JINX 2,1:53.1f 3,1:52.2 ($105,222) (Walner) wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner NJ Garden State S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in leg NJSS at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Tompkins-Geers Geers S.; second in leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in Pegasus T. at Hoosier.
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

GUMPTION HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 27, 2022
Reg. No. 3XE53 Microchip No. 985141001375054

Main Hall
Row D
Stall 37

Captaintreacherous p,3,1:47.1 --
Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 --
Mach Three p,3,1:49

Wheresthebeach p,4,1:49.2
Artsplace p,4,1:49.2

World Order p,3,1:53

GUMPTION HANOVER

Bay Colt
Foaled April 27, 2022

Microchip No. 985141001375054

1st Dam

GET A CLUE p,2,2:00.1h; BT1:54.4f ($9,900) by Art Major. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers. From 4 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:57, including:

SHAKESPEARE p,3,1:53.3f; 1:50.3h-'23; BT1:50.3 ($347,095) (Somebeachsomewhere). 12 wins, 3 thru 5.

At 2, second in leg (2) and Final Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Bluegrass S., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; third in Reynolds Mem.

Gadzooks Hanover (M) BT2:00h-'23 ($1,188) (Betting Line). Now 3. At 2, third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Dayton.

Lyons Treacherous BT1:55.2f-'23 ($1,936) (Captaintreacherous). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam


At 9, third in Maryland Inv. at Rosecroft.

ASAP HANOVER p,2,1:50.4; 1:49.3f; BT1:48.4f ($255,582) (Somebeachsomewhere). 18 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner Q1:50.3. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania All-Stars. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. (2).

A PLUS HANOVER p,2,1:52.3f; BT1:50.4f ($252,827) (Well Said). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania All-Stars. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. (2).


ALLNIGHT MICKI (M) p,2,1:54f; 3,1:51.1f; BT1:50.4h ($169,517) (Downbytheseaside). 9 wins at 2 and 3.

At 2, second in leg Ohio Sires S., Arden Downs S.; third in leg Ohio Sires S. (2). At 3, winner leg (2) and Final Dr. Davis Ser., Final Falcon Almahurst Ser., leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. (3); second in leg Ohio Sires S., elim. Hackett Mem. Filly, leg Dr. Davis Ser.; third in Ohio State Fair S., leg Falcon Almahurst Ser.


ONEMOREFORTHEROAD p,2,1:55.3. Grandam of HIGHWAY QUEEN p,2,1:55.4f-'23.


AIMEE HANOVER p,2,1:55.1; 4,1:54e; BT1:52.3f ($69,615 (Betting Line). 6 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Tom Kirwan Mem. at The Meadows; third in leg Wilbur Zend Mem. at The Meadows.

3rd Dam

ALLAMERICAN COOL p,2,1:57.1f; 3,1:54.4; BT1:53.1 ($58,066) by No Nukes. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Maryland Sbd. Race Fund. At 3, winner cons. Green With Envy Ser., Maryland Sbd. Race Fund. From 13 foals, dam of 12 winners, 2 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, 12 in 2:00, including:

CAVIART ALLY (M) p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:50.2f; 1:48; BT1:47.2 ($1,974,971) (Bettor's Delight). 28 wins, 2 thru 6.

O'Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2019. At 2, winner leg Three Diamonds P., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final Pennsylvania Sires S., Jugette, Bluegrass S. At 4, winner elim. Milton S., Final Milton S., leg Great Northeast Ser. At 5, winner Breeders Crown, Milton S., Final TVG Mare P., Allerage Farm Mare P., leg (2) and Final Rainbow Blue Ser. At 6, winner Blue Chip Matchmaker P.

Next Dam - COOL WORLD p,3,1:55.2f (Nihilator-TRILOGY LOBELL-Tyler B)

Stakes Engagements

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown

Cane Pace
Champion
Fox
Hosier Stake
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Meatowlands Pace
Messenger
Pennsylvania Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Pennsylvania Sires (Fair)
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Standing Stakes
Tattersalls Pace
LOVER’S DREAM

Arden Downs

Delvin Miller

Adios

New Dam

1st Dam

Lover’s Dream p,3,1:59.2h; BT1:55.4f ($3,200) by Somebeachsomewhere. 2 wins at 3. First colt. From 2 previous living foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:55, including:

MIKI IN LUV (M) p,2,1:52.2f-'23; BT1:54.2f-'23 ($27,850) (Always B Miki). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at the Meadows.


2nd Dam

ROMANTIC MOMENT p,2,1:51.2; 3,1:50.1f; BT1:56.4f ($1,076,527) (American Ideal). 15 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Eternal Camnation P., elim. She's A Great Lady S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, Yonkers; third in Countess Adios S. At 3, winner Valley Forge P., leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers (2), Monticello, Saratoga, Vernon, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers, Glen Garnsey Mem., elim. Fan Hanover S., elim. Breeders Crown at Woodbine; second in Final Fan Hanover S., Final Empire Breeders Classic, Bluegrass S. From 5 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:47, 4 in 1:52, 5 in 2:00, including:

ROCKYROAD HANOVER (M) p,2,1:51.3; 3,1:50; BT1:49.2 ($484,038) (Rock N Roll Heaven). 12 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga, Vernon, Yonkers (2), elim. She's A Great Lady S.; second in elim. Three Diamonds P. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Buffalo, Yonkers, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers, elim. Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, elim. Empire Breeders Classic; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in Final Empire Breeders Classic, Final Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, Bluegrass S., leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Tioga. Dam of RAU RU p,2,1:51.4; 4,1:50f ($154,396).


CAPTAIN BUTLER p,2,1:55; 3,1:51.4; BT1:50.1f ($15,000) (Captaintreacherous). 2 wins at 3.

3rd Dam

TIME N AGAIN p,2,2:00.1; 3,1:54 ($60,186) by Jate Lobell. 11 wins, 2 thru 4. From 13 living foals, dam of 10 winners, 2 in 1:50, 10 in 1:55, including:

BAND OF ANGELS (M) p,2,1:51.3; 3,1:50; BT1:49.2 ($484,038) (Rock N Roll Heaven). 12 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga, Vernon, Yonkers (2), elim. She's A Great Lady S.; second in elim. Three Diamonds P. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Buffalo, Yonkers, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers, elim. Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, elim. Empire Breeders Classic; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in Final Empire Breeders Classic, Final Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, Bluegrass S., leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Tioga. Dam of RAU RU p,2,1:51.4; 4,1:50f ($154,396).


CANDLELIGHT DINNER (M) p,2,1:52.2; BT1:51.3s ($168,826) (American Ideal). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Eternal Camnation P., elim. Three Diamonds P. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, Yonkers (2), elim. New Jersey Sire S. at Yonkers. Dam of AMPERTIF p,2,1:53.3f.

Next Dam - THEN AGAIN (Nihilator-TRUDY ALMAHURST p,2,1:55-Falcon Almahurst)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

GIMLET HANOVER
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled May 21, 2022
Reg. No. 3XG79 Microchip No. 985141001414944

Main Hall
Row I
Stall 34

Bar Hopping 3,1:51.4
Cocktail Hour 4,1:55.1
Ginger Tree Bren 3,1:55.1f

Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1
Credit Winner 3,1:54
Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1
Madam Hooch 3,1:58.3

Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4
Ambro Vermouth 2,2:12.3h
Andover Hall 3,1:51.3
Credit Winner 3,1:54

GIMLET HANOVER

1st Dam
GINGER TREE BREN 2,1:57f; 3,1:55.1f; BT1:55f ($79,182) by Donato Hanover. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner cons. Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, Liberty Bell T. at Philadelphia. At 3, third in Arden Downs S. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
MADAM HOOCH 2,1:59.2f; 3,1:58.3; BT1:54.4f ($181,843) by Credit Winner. 5 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, John Simpson Mem., Reynolds Mem. From 6 foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:59, including:


GABE THE BEAR DEAN 2,1:58.3h; 1:56.1h; BT1:55.3 ($304,590) (Lucky Chucky). 11 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Yonkers (2), New York State Fair S. at Tioga, Tompkins-Geers S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Vernon; third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga. At 3, second in elim. Empire Breeders Classic; third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Tompkins-Geers S., John Simpson Mem., Reynolds Mem. From 6 foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:59, including:


GINGER TREE DAR (M) 2,2:06.4h; 3,1:58.1f; BT1:53.2 ($123,669) (Andover Hall). 14 wins, 3 thru 7. At 4, winner leg Final Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga.

3rd Dam
PIGWIDGEON by SJ's Caviar. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners, 3 in 1:59, including:

ABERFORTH 3,1:55f; 1:57.2h; BT1:55.2h ($123,669) (Andover Hall). 14 wins, 3 thru 7. At 4, winner leg and Final Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga.

MRS WEASLEY (M) 2,2:07.3h; 3,1:58.4 ($85,184) (Tejano). 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. (2) and Final Maryland Sires S.; third in Final Maryland Sires S., Maryland Stbd. Race Fund. At 3, winner elim. (2) and Final (3) Maryland Sires S.; second in elim. Maryland Sires S. Dam of BALDAQUIN 3,1:56.1f; 1:54.1f ($177,633).

RAVENCLAW 2,1:55.4f ($39,272) (Donato Hanover). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner Pennsylvania All-Stars, Pennsylvania Fair S.; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S.

4th Dam
DECENT INTERVAL by Prakas. From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners, 3 in 1:59, including:

OGHAM 2,1:57; 3,1:56.1; BT1:55.1f ($240,425) (Andover Hall). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Final Valley Victory T.; second in leg Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner Late Closer at Lexington (2).

Next Dam - BOLEYN 3,2:03.2 (Super Bowl-AUGUSTA 3,2:06.1-Hickory Smoke)

Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champion
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Hambletonian
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
Old Oaken Bucket
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Simcoe
Stardanbred
Swedish Breeders Crown
Walsh Memorial
Werners Tot
Zweig Memorial

Stakes Engagements:
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champion
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Hambletonian
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
Old Oaken Bucket
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Simcoe
Stardanbred
Swedish Breeders Crown
Walsh Memorial
Werners Tot
Zweig Memorial
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>sire 1</th>
<th>sire 2</th>
<th>dam 1</th>
<th>dam 2</th>
<th>dam 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lindy Lane</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>May 8, 2022</td>
<td>Amour Angus</td>
<td>Garland Lobell</td>
<td>FRANKLIN ZET</td>
<td>GRACELYN HANOVER</td>
<td>GOTCHA HANOVER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIX PACK</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>May 8, 2022</td>
<td>SIX PACK</td>
<td>SIX PACK</td>
<td>SIX PACK</td>
<td>SIX PACK</td>
<td>SIX PACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAY Filly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GLUTES HANOVER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>sire 1</th>
<th>sire 2</th>
<th>dam 1</th>
<th>dam 2</th>
<th>dam 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lindy Lane</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>May 8, 2022</td>
<td>Amour Angus</td>
<td>Garland Lobell</td>
<td>FRANKLIN ZET</td>
<td>GRACELYN HANOVER</td>
<td>GOTCHA HANOVER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIX PACK</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>May 8, 2022</td>
<td>SIX PACK</td>
<td>SIX PACK</td>
<td>SIX PACK</td>
<td>SIX PACK</td>
<td>SIX PACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAY Filly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stall Engagements</th>
<th>Reg. No.</th>
<th>Microchip No.</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1XK78</td>
<td>98541001374806</td>
<td>Hanover, PA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

GIDDY UP HANOVER
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled May 7, 2022
Reg. No. 2XL57 Microchip No. 985141001401952

1st Dam
GLAD ALL OVER 3,1:55.4; BT1:54 ($28,900) by Muscle Hill. 2 wins at 3. At 3, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:55, including:
GIGI HANOVER (M) 3,1:54.4-'23; BT1:52.3s-'23 ($185,057) (Chapter Seven). 3 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Saratoga, Yonkers. Now 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Yonkers; second in Empire Breeders Classic, leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Zweig Mem. Filly.
Guardian Hanover (Greenshoe). Now 2.

2nd Dam
DISTAFF by Self Possessed. From 10 foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:54, 5 in 1:59, including:
THE BUDSTER 2,Q2:05.3f; 3,1:54.4; 1:54f; BT1:53.2 ($667,515) (Broadway Hall). 49 wins, 3 thru 13. At 2, second in Keystone Classic. At 3, winner Old Oaken Bucket, Galt Mem., Keystone Classic, leg Late Closer at Tioga, Late Closer at Lexington; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. (2), leg Late Closer at Lexington, Tioga; third in Final Pennsylvania Sires S., Arden Downs S., Currier & Ives S., Reynolds Mem., Late Closer at Lexington.
KELSEY’S KEEPSAKE (M) 2,1:57.1f; 3,1:54f; BT1:52.4s ($337,187) (Yankee Glide). 14 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Keystone Classic, leg Pennsylvania Sires S.; second in cons. The Crossroads of America T.; third in Continental Victory T. Dam of LAST PAGE FIRST 2,2:00.1h; 3,1:54-23.
WANNACMYGUNS 2,2:01.1h; 3,1:58.3h; BT1:55.2s ($110,496) (Conway Hall). 3 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner leg Late Closer at Lexington (2).

3rd Dam
DUCHESS HANOVER 3,2:02.1f ($1,150) by Super Bowl. Winner at 3. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:58, including:
A ROD 2,2:03.2h; 3,1:57.2f; BT1:57 ($156,278) (Yankee Glide). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Final New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres (2). At 3, winner elim. and Final Dexter Cup, cons. and leg Wyoming Valley Ser. at Pocono; second in Landmark S.
FLOYD R TURBO 2,Q2:00.3; 3,1:56.1; 4,1:54.3; BT1:54.1 ($65,704) (Muscles Yankee). 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots (2). At 3, winner Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots.

4th Dam
DESCENT 2,2:01.3; 3,2:00 ($115,428) by Speedy Crown. 11 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Hanover-Hempst S., Breeders Filly S., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. (2). At 3, winner Coaching Club Oaks, Breeders Filly S., heat Lexington Filly S., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. From 14 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 11 winners, 1 in 1:54, 7 in 1:59, including:
DITKA HANOVER 2,1:57.3 ($585,388) (Super Bowl). 6 wins at 2. At 2, winner elim. and Final Peter Haughton Mem., E.H. Harriman Cup, Hayes Mem., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. Producers: Davallia Hanover (grandam of KLM EXPRESS 3,2:03.4h; 1:54.4-$784,346).

Next Dam - PIZZAZ (Ayres-SPRITE RODNEY 3,1:58.2-Rodney)
BETTOR'S DESIRE

(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled February 24, 2022

Reg. No. 8X12  Microchip No. 985141001418298

BETTOR'S DESIRE

Go For Sand p,4,1:51.1 f———

Santanna Blue Chip p,1:51———

Pro Bowl Best ———

Bettor's Delight p,3,1:54.9 ——— Mammiss Hanover p,2, 1:53.4

Bettor's Wish p,4,1:47.3 ——— Western Ideal p,1:48

Lifetime Star p,2,Q1:55.4 ——— Lifetime Gal

Reg. No. 8XC12

Go For Sand p,4,1:51.1 f———

Santanna Blue Chip p,1:51———

Pro Bowl Best ———

Bettor's Delight p,3,1:54.9 ——— Mammiss Hanover p,2, 1:53.4

Bettor's Wish p,4,1:47.3 ——— Western Ideal p,1:48

Lifetime Star p,2,Q1:55.4 ——— Lifetime Gal

1st Dam

GO FOR SAND p,3,1:55.3 f; 4,1:51.1 f ($196,411) by Santanna Blue Chip. 19 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, third in leg City of London P. at London. At 4, winner leg and Final Herb Coven Jr. Mem. Ser. at Miami Valley. First colt. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:52, including:

SWEET SANDY LOU (M) p,2,Q2:02.4; 3,1:52 f; BT1:51.4s-23 ($73,893) (Sweet Lou). 6 wins at 3 and 4.

2nd Dam

PRO BOWL BEST by Cambest. From 13 foals, dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:50, 4 in 1:55, 8 in 1:59, including:


SANTANNA ONE p,2,1:54.3 f; 3,1:51.4; BT1:49.3 s ($605,850) (Santanna Blue Chip). 36 wins, 2 thru 12. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Kawartha; third in elim. Battle Of Waterloo. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton, Grand River; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk. At 9, winner leg Holiday Ser. at Saratoga; third in Final Holiday Ser. at Saratoga.

GO FOR SAND (M) p,3,1:55.3 f; 4,1:51.1 f ($196,411) (Santanna Blue Chip). As above.

LIGHTNING DESIRE p,3,1:54.4; 1:54.1 f; BT1:53 f ($83,252) (Real Desire). 30 wins, 3 thru 14. At 6, winner leg Signature Ser. at Dayton, Van Wert; third in leg Signature Ser. at Bellefontaine, Urbana. At 7, winner leg Signature Ser. at Dayton; second in leg Signature Ser. at Eaton, Urbana; third in leg Signature Ser. at Lima, Washington CH.

MACH IT AGAIN p,2,1:58.3 h; 3,1:55.4 h; BT1:54.1 h ($37,329) (Mach Three). 12 wins, 2 thru 4.

PAYBACK HALL p,3,1:58.4 f; BT1:55.4 s ($12,604) (Real Artist). 3 wins at 3.

GRANITE BLOSSOM (M) p,2,1:56 ($7,830) (Santanna Blue Chip). Winner at 2.

Roll On Myway (M) p,2,1:57.2-23; BT1:56.1 s-23 ($7,830) (Jimmy Freight). Winner at 2. At 2, third in leg Ontario Prospect Ser. at Georgian.

3rd Dam

LADY IS A PRO p,2,1:54.4 ($114,536) by Jate Lobell. 6 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Trillium P. at Flamboro, Greenwood, London, elim. Three Diamonds P., leg Maidens at Greenwood (2); second in Lady Baltimore P., leg and Final Maiden Ser. at Greenwood; third in leg Trillium P. at Sarma. At 4, third in leg and Final Damsel Ser. at Woodbine, Matchmaker P. at Flamboro. Sister to World Champion 2 year old and 3 year old “PACING FILLY OF THE YEAR” TOWN PRO p,2,1:51.4 ($1,229,582). From 11 foals, dam of 5 winners, 3 in 1:52, 5 in 1:57, including:


RUNAWAY ENERGY p,3,1:51.1; BT1:50.1 f ($155,200) (Bettor's Delight). 18 wins, 3 thru 8.

HOLLYWOOD MADAM (M) p,2,2:01 f; 3,1:55.1; BT1:54.3 f ($20,081) (Cambest). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in Tompkins-Geers S. At 3, winner leg and Final Early Closer at Scioto; second in Late Closer at Delaware. Producers: Lantana Hall (dam of LAKEISHA HALL p,2,1:53.4; 3,1:51.3 f; 4,1:50.3 h-$823,793).

Next Dam - PROGRAMMED p,3,1:56.3 f (Bret Hanover-ANNA VERN A p,2,2:09.2 f-Meadow Skipper)
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Dale C. Towle.
Raised at Princeton Farms, Princeton, ON

WHYWHYWHY DALILAH
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled May 2, 2022
Reg. No. 0XD62 Microchip No. 985141001414434
Northeast Hall
Row A
Stall 9

WHYWHYWHY DALILAH

WHYWHYWHY DALILAH

1st Dam
GOLDIES BAD GIRL p,2,1:57.4f; 1:55h; BT1:54.1s ($125,603) by Badlands Hanover. 38 wins, 2 thru 7. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 2:00, including:
RAMBLING RUBY (M) p,2,1:59.4h; BT1:55.4f ($39,698) (Betting Line). 9 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Clearfield, Harvey's Lake, Honesdale (2), Hughesville, Stoneboro, York; second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Dayton, Gratz (2), Meadville, Stoneboro; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Bloomsburg, Indiana.
Fancy Lettering (M) (Stag Party). Now 2.

2nd Dam
GOLDIES CAM p,3,1:55.1; 4,1:54.1h; BT1:53.3s ($155,915) by Camluck. 15 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner leg Niagara Sires. at Woodbine; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover; third in elim. and Final Autumn P. at Woodbine, leg Trillium P. at London, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian, Sarnia. At 4, second in leg Ontario Girls S. at Woodbine. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 1:55, including:
GOLDIES MACH (M) p,2,Q1:58; 3,1:53.3; BT1:52.3s ($237,028) (Mach Three). 34 wins, 3 thru 10. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Grand River, cons. Ontario Sires S. - Gold Mid Season; third in cons. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Grand River. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton, Mohawk.
T DEGENGOLD (M) p,2,1:53.2f; 4,1:51.4f; BT1:51.3f ($204,310) (Pet Rock). 24 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Ohio Fair S. (7), Final Ohio Fair S., leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto; second in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Delaware; third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Northfield, Final Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Dayton. At 3, winner cons. Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, Ohio Fair S. (5); second in Ohio Fair S. (3); third in Final Ohio Fair S. At 4, winner Ohio Breeders Champ.

3rd Dam
ARTORIA p,3,1:54.3; BT1:53.2 ($41,300) by Artsspace. 2 wins at 3. At 3, second in leg New Jersey Sires S.; third in elim. Miss New Jersey S. From 6 foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:50, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:58, including:
MATTOX'S SPENCER p,3,1:56f; 1:49.3f ($257,713) (Camluck). 32 wins, 3 thru 11.
GAVINS GLORY p,3,1:57.4f; BT1:56.4f ($16,400) (Camluck). 4 wins at 3.

4th Dam
I'M NO ANGEL p,2,T1:56.4; 3,T1:55 ($117,823) by Meadow Skipper. 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. Sweetheart P., leg Ohio Sires S. At 3, winner heat Jugette, leg Kentucky Sires S. (2). From 7 living foals, dam of 5 winners, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:57, including:
TOWN ANGEL p,3,1:54; 4,1:53 ($189,927) (Big Towner). 35 wins, 3 thru 11. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. At 4, winner leg Complex Ser. at Meadowlands. At 7, winner leg Susquehanna River Ser.
Next Dam - ANGEL HAIR (Bret Hanover-K. NORA p,3,2:05.3h-Knight Dream)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

AMBROSIA HANOVER
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
(EMBRYO TRANSFER)

BAY FILLY Foaled May 17, 2022
Reg. No. 9X472 Microchip No. 985141001375058

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3 Mach Three p,3,1:49
Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 Where The Beach
My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1 Dragon Again p,1:48.3
My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2

AMBROSIA HANOVER

Real Desire p,4,1:48.2 Life Sign p,3,1:50.3
Allamerican Cognac p,2,1:55.1 Deadly Desire

Allamerican Cool p,3,1:54.4 No Nukes p,3,1:52.1

Cool World p,3,1:55.2f

1st Dam

ALLAMERICAN COGNAC p,2,1:55.1; BT1:53.2s ($36,463) by Real Desire. Winner at 2. From 9 previous living
foals, dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:50, 7 in 1:54, including:
JJ FLYNN p,2,1:52.3f; 3,1:51.3f; 1:49.2f ($748,849) (Western Ideal). 51 wins, 2 thru 10. At 2, winner Liberty
Bell P. at Philadelphia; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono; third in cons. Pennsylvania Sires S.

AIR FORCE HANOVER p,2,1:51; 3,1:50.1f; BT1:49.1f ($565,720) (Somebeachsomewhere). 19 wins, 2 thru
7. At 2, winner Bluegrass S., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono; second in International Stallion S., cons.

APPLE HANOVER (M) p,3,1:53.4f; 1:51; BT1:50 ($234,596) (Well Said). 14 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in


YOU TALK TOO MUCH p,2,1:55.2f; 3,1:54.3f; 4,1:54.2f ($116,419),
CHARM AND GRACE p,2,1:55. Grandam of

FEARLESS BETTOR p,2,1:51.3-'23.

APPLEJACK HANOVER p,2,Q1:59; 3,1:53f; BT1:51.3f ($131,624) (Dragon Again). 23 wins, 3 thru 7. At 2, third in Review S. At 3, third in Final Future Stars Ser. at Running Aces.

CAPTAIN KIRK p,2,1:51.2; 3,1:48.3; 4,1:47.4 ($419,365), CAPTIVA p,2,1:53.

X O (M) BT1:54.1f-23 ($4,650) (Bettings Line). Now 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows.

2nd Dam

ALLAMERICAN COOL p,2,1:57.1f; 3,1:54.4; BT1:53.1 ($58,066) by No Nukes. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Maryland Stbd. Race Fund. At 3, winner cons. Green With Envy Ser. at Meadowlands, Maryland Stbd. Race Fund. From 13 foals, dam of 12 winners, 2 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, 12 in 2:00, including:
CAVIAR ALLY (M) p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:50.2f; 1:48; BT1:47.2 ($1,974,971) (Bettor's Delight). 28 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg (2) Final Pennsylvania Sires S., Jugette, Bluegrass S. At 4, winner elim. and Final Milton S., leg Great Northeast Ser. At 5, winner Breeders Crown, Milton S., Final TVG Mare P., Allerage Farm Mare P., leg (2) and Final Rainbow Blue Ser. At 6, winner Blue Chip Matchmaker P.
Producers: ALLAMERICAN COCO p,2,1:56.1; 3,1:54.2f ($102,762) (dam of FOREIGN OFFICER p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:49.4f; 1:49.4f-$959,304, HUMILITY p,2,1:52.2; 1:49.3f-$339,396).

Next Dam - COOL WORLD p,3,1:55.2f (Nihilator-TRILOGY LOBELL-Tyler B)

Delvin Miller Adios
Breeder Crown
Arlen Dovers
Cane Pace
Bluegrass Series
Champion Filly
Hosier Stakes
Little Brown Jug
Horseman
International Stallion
Message
Pennsylvania Sires (Fair)
Penny Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Main Hall
Row B
Stall 13

Delvin Miller Adios
Breeder Crown
Arlen Dovers
Cane Pace
Bluegrass Series
Champion Filly
Hosier Stakes
Little Brown Jug
Horseman
International Stallion
Message
Pennsylvania Sires (Fair)
Penny Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
ALWAYS B HUMBLE
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled March 2, 2022
Reg. No. 1XG53 Microchip No. 985141001417630

1st Dam
GOOD OLD DAYS by Roll With Joe. From 1 previous foal, dam of:
2nd Dam
LADYS SPECIAL GIRL p,2,1:52.4; BT1:52.3 ($144,204) by Artiscape. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Countess Adios S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, International Stallion S.; third in Molly Pitcher P. At 3, third in Ladyship S. From 10 foals, dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:49, 6 in 1:55, 7 in 1:56, including:
SPECIAL SWEETHEART (M) p,2,1:53.4; 3,1:50.4; BT1:49.2 ($860,933) (Western Ideal). 26 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner elim. Three Diamonds P.; second in Final Three Diamonds P., elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands; third in Champlain S. At 3, winner Valley Forge P., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in heat Jugette, leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in Glen Garnsey Mem., elim. Fan Hanover S., elim. Miss New Jersey S. At 4, third in elim. Ellamony P. Dam of SPECIAL GRADUATE p,2,1:59.2h; 3,1:55.2h; 1:54.2h-23 ($132,145), SPECIAL OLIVIA p,2,1:58.1f; 3,1:55.2h; 1:53.3-23 ($123,423), SPECIAL PRINCESS p,2,1:56; 3,1:54.1f. BABY SHE’S GOTT IT p,3,1:57.3f.
SPECIAL T ROCKS p,3,1:57.3f; 3,1:54.3f ($751,370) (Rocknroll Hanover). 56 wins, 3 thru 11. World Champion. At 4, winner leg (2) and Final Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Exit 16W Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Dan Patch Inv. at Hoosier, leg and Final Exit 16W Ser. at Meadowlands. Final Exit 16W Ser. at Meadowlands.
ROCKNROLL SPECIAL p,3,1:57; 1:51.4; BT1:51s ($54,260) (Rocknroll Hanover). 22 wins, 3 thru 8.
SPECIAL DRAGON p,2,1:54.1 ($54,180) (Fear The Dragon). 6 wins at 2. At 2, winner Kentucky Fair S. at Lebanon (3), Lexington, Final Kentucky Fair S. at Lexington, leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Urbana; third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto, Kentucky Fair S. at Oak Grove.
DIFFERENT FOR GIRLS (M) p,3,1:55.1f; BT1:53.1 ($33,750) (Always A Virgin). 3 wins at 3. At 3, winner Kentucky Fair S. at Lebanon; third in Kentucky Fair S. at Lexington.
3rd Dam
THREE FOR YOUR LADY p,2,1:59.3h; 3,1:54.4f; 1:53.1f ($307,268) by Threefold. 16 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold, leg Ontario Sires S.; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold (2). At 3, winner leg Princess Ser. at Mohawk; second in elim. (2) and Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold; third in elim. (2) and Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold. From 2 foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:54, including:
SCORE LIKE MIKE p,2,1:53.2; BT1:53.1 ($113,399) (Presidential Ball). 5 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Nassagaweya S., leg and Final Barberry Spur Ser. at Garden State; second in Champlain S.
Next Dam - YOUR MY LADY p,2,2:05h (Dallas Almahurst-BLUE HURRICANE-Storm Cloud)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios Adonis Downs Bluegrass Series Breeders Crown
Cane Pace Century Casino Filly Pace Champlain Filly
Hoosier Stake Horseman Messenger Little Brown Jug
Penns. Sires (Par-Mutual) Penns. Sires (Fair) Old & Rumpl Memorial
Penna. Sires (Fair) Standardbred Tattersalls Pace

Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Samuel I Stoltzfus Jr.
Raised at Sam Stoltzfus Farm, Gordonville, PA
GRACEFUL STYLE by Yankee Glide. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:58, including:

- Arden Downs
- Next Dam

2,2:00.2; 3,1:55.1 ($158,064) by Speedy Crown. 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. Keystone Profile 3,1:55.1

MAJESTIC STYLE

3rd Dam

Graceful Style 3,1:55.1

Valley Victory 3,1:55.3

Maiden Yankee 3,1:59.4f

Graceful Touch 2,1:56.1

Pine Chip 4,7:1:51

Act Of Grace 3,1:52.3

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2

Majestic Style 3,1:56.4

Keystone Profile 3,1:55.1

1st Dam

GRACEFUL STYLE by Yankee Glide. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:58, including:

- Gadot Hanover (M) 3,1:57.1f-'23; BT1:56.1f-'23 ($25,002) (Cantab Hall). Winner at 3. At 2, third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Bedford, Gratz, Honesdale. At 3, third in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono.

172

Backwoods (M) (Greenshoe). Now 2.

2nd Dam

MAJESTIC STYLE 2,02:01.3; 3,1:56.4; BT1:55.4s ($70,585) by Angus Hall. 6 wins at 3. At 2, third in Late Closer at Lexington (2). At 3, winner elim. Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian, Hanover, Sarnia; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro. From 7 foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:54, 4 in 1:58, including:

- MERCHANDISER 3,1:53.4 ($60,551) (Muscle Hill). 7 wins, 3 thru 4. At 3, winner leg Tie Silk Ser. at Mohawk; third in Final Tie Silk Ser. at Mohawk.

2,1:56.4; 3,Q1:54.4-$409,365, (Father Patrick). 2 wins at 3. At 2, third in Arden Downs S. At 3, winner leg Dale McConnell Mem. at The Meadows; second in leg (2) and Final Terry Altmyer Mem. at The Meadows, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows, leg Dale McConnell Mem. at The Meadows.

3rd Dam

KEYSTONE PROFILE 2,2:00.2; 3,1:55.1 ($158,064) by Speedy Crown. 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. Bluegrass S., Frank Ervin T., leg New York-Bred LC; third in Final Bluegrass S., leg New York-Bred LC. At 3, winner World Trotting Derby Filly S., Horseman; second in Final Bluegrass S., heat Lexington Filly S.; third in Breeders Crown at Pompano. From 10 foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:59, including:


Producers:

- CHEERISHED VICTORY 2,1:57.4; 3,1:54.4 ($127,675) (dam of STAND GUARD 2,1:57.4; 3,1:54.3; 1:53.1f-$629,065), GIULIETTA AMBROSIO 3,1:58.3 (grandam of ZUEREST 3,1:55; 1:54-$199,720, TRULY DEVOTED 3,1:58f-$182,819- Sweden), Miss Marita (dam of PASSIONATE GLIDE 2,1:55.4; 3,1:52.2-$2,060,447, MARITA’S VICTORY 2,1:59.3; 3,1:54-$664,731, MR VIC 2,1:57.1; 3,Q1:54.2-$318,942; grandam of PIECERWAVE HANOVER 2,1:56.1f; 3,1:55.3f; 1:53f-$540,273, QUITE EASY 2,1:56.4; 3,Q1:54.4-$409,365, STICK MAN MOE 3,1:59.3f; 1:52.1-$389,424, ON THE BRIGHT SIDE 2,1:56f; 3,1:53.4-$270,211, FROM ABOVE 2,1:54.4; 3,Q1:54.2; 4,1:53-$252,240, VISUALIZE 3,1:58.4; 1:54.4-$248,762), Exquisite Victory (grandam of UPALAZYRIVER 2,2:00.4f; 3,1:53.3; 1:52.3-$493,943).

Next Dam - PERIDOT 2,2:14.2h (Hickory Pride-CHA CHA HANOVER-Hoot Mon)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

| Arden Downs | Currier & Ives | Horseman | Old Dalen Bucket | Simcoe | Ralph Wifling |
| Bluegrass Series | Dexter Cup | International Stallion | Ontario Sires | Standardbred | Yonkers Trot |
| Breeders Crown | Hambletonian | Kentucky Futurity | Ontario SBOA | Swedish Breeders Crown | |
| Champion | Hoosier Stake | | | Zweig Memorial | |
CHIC CHICK
3,1:58.2 ($7,715) by Kadabra. Winner at 3. From 2 previous living foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:53, including:

AVENIR (M) 2,1:55; 3, Q1:52.4 ($105,376) (Muscle Hill). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; second in elim. Jim Doherty Mem. At 3, winner Continental Industrial T.; second in Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands.

Ordained BT1:55-23 ($7,564) (Father Patrick). Now 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia.

2nd Dam
SO SO CHIC 2,2:02.1; 3, Q1:58.2; BT1:58 ($100,475) by Sir Taurus. 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Vernon, Landmark S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Yonkers, New York State Fair S. at Syracuse; third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Vernon, elim. Harrington Sophomore T.; second in New York State Fair S. at Syracuse; third in Landmark S. From 13 living foals, dam of 11 winners, 2 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, including:


YANKEE SLIDE 2, Q1:56.2; BT1:58 ($1,434,351) (Muscles Yankee). 11 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner elim. and Final Matron S.; second in elim. and Final New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Vernon, Landmark S.; third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, leg Wyoming Valley Ser. at Pocono; second in elim. and Final Wyoming Valley Ser. at Pocono.

SUGARCANE YANKEE (M) 2,1:58.4; BT1:57.1 ($59,547) (Windsong's Legacy). 4 wins at 2. At 2, winner The Standardbred S., leg Late Closer at Lexington, Late Closer at Lexington, second in leg Late Closer at Lexington (2), Late Closer at Lexington; third in New Jersey Futurity. At 3, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. Dam of YOGA 2,1:54.4 ($132,343), ALITTLEBITOFsUGAR 2,1:58.2f; 3,1:55.2f. Grandam of WARRIOR ONE 2,2:01h; 3,1:56.2; 4,1:51.4 ($624,789), SHISHITO 2,1:53; 3,1:52.2 ($327,383), SWAN CAPTAIN 2,1:57.4; 3,1:52.1 ($238,975), VINYASA 3,1:54.3f.

SOUTHERN STRENGTH 3, Q2:01; 1:58h; BT1:57.1s ($55,172) (Andover Hall). 5 wins, 3 thru 5. MUSCLEs SECRET (M) 2,1:59.3; BT1:58.2 ($6,280) (Muscles Yankee). Record at 2. At 2, third in Marion Dancer Mem., John Simpson Mem. Dam of ODYSSEY BLUE CHIP 2,1:59f; 1:56.1h ($146,846), REALLY BLUE CHIP 2,2:01h, SECRET KAOS THEORY 2, Q2:01f-23, UNCLE PETES SECRET 2,2:07.3h. Grandam of SCROLL ON BY 2,1:59f; 3,1:57.4f ($147,246).

MRS FRANK (M) 2, Q1:59; BT1:58.4 (Kadabra). Record at 2. Dam of ZAPPA 2, Q2:00.4f; 3,1:55; 4,1:53.3-23, LLOYD WRIGHT 2, Q2:01s; 3,1:55f-23.

3rd Dam
SO CHIC by Meadow Road. From 12 foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 1:59, including:


Next Dam - KRISTI THUNDER 4,2:02.3h (Nevele Thunder-TRUDI HAWK-Tiffin)
OBSEVE ME by Cambest. From 8 living foals, dam of 6 winners, 3 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:

**2nd Dam**  
GRIZZLY MAMA

**1st Dam**  
Breeders Crown  
Bluegrass Series  
Empire Breeders

**Stakes Engagements**

- **Next Dam** - CLAUDIA HANOVER p,2,1:48.4 by Albatross. Record at 2. From 12 foals, dam of 10 winners, 1 in 1:55, 3 in 1:57, including:
  - **1st Dam**  
    GRIZZLY MAMA
    - **2nd Dam**  
      GRIZZLY MAMA
      - **3rd Dam**  
        BABY BEAR
        - **4th Dam**  
          Handsoffmycookie
          - **5th Dam**  
            Seaside Grizzly
            - **6th Dam**  
              Huntsville

- **3rd Dam**  
  IDEAL OBSERVATION
  - **4th Dam**  
    JOYCE'S CHOICES
    - **5th Dam**  
      CALIFORNIA CAM
      - **6th Dam**  
        HUNTSVILLE

- **4th Dam**  
  OBSERVE ME by Cambest. From 8 living foals, dam of 6 winners, 3 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:
  - **2nd Dam**  
    GRIZZLY MAMA
    - **3rd Dam**  
      174  
      BAY FILLY Foaled April 24, 2022  
      Reg. No. 5XD11  
      Microchip No. 985141001417062

- **5th Dam**  
  Huntsville
  - **6th Dam**  
    SOMEBEACHESOMEWHERE

- **6th Dam**  
  ART MAXOR
  - **7th Dam**  
    JEF'S CELEBRATION
    - **8th Dam**  
      CAMBEST

- **9th Dam**  
  Jef's Celebration p,2,Q2:03.3f by Albatross. Record at 2. From 12 foals, dam of 10 winners, 1 in 1:50, 6

- **10th Dam**  
  JEF'S CELEBRATION
  - **11th Dam**  
    JOYCE'S CHOICES
    - **12th Dam**  
      MICHELLE'S FANTASY
      - **13th Dam**  
        CALIFORNIA CAM
        - **14th Dam**  
          HUNTSVILLE

- **15th Dam**  
  SOMEWHERE THE BEACH
  - **16th Dam**  
    MACH THREE
    - **17th Dam**  
      WHERE THE BEACH

- **18th Dam**  
  CAMBEST
  - **19th Dam**  
    WHERE THE BEACH
    - **20th Dam**  
      CAMBEST
HAILEY HANOVER p,3,1:56.4f; 3,1:53.2 ($32,558) by Well Said. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows, Late Closer at Lexington. First colt. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:56, including:

2nd Dam
HATTIE p,2,1:55.3; BT1:53 ($266,623) by Abercrombie. 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner International Stallion S., leg Kentucky Sires S. at Thunder Ridge, heat Hoosier Fut.: second in Final Breeders Crown at Woodbine, Debutante S., elim. and Final Hayes Mem., elim. Hopefulette S. At 3, winner heat Horseman; second in heat Hayes Mem., leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, heat Horseman. From 17 living foals, dam of 17 winners, 4 in 1:50. 12 in 1:55, 15 in 2:00, including:


HAFERFORD HANOVER p,2,2:00.1h; 3,1:51.1; 4,1:49 ($510,295) (The Panderosa). 35 wins, 3 thru 11. At 3, winner leg Summertime Ser. at Mohawk.

HATSOFF HANOVER (M) p,2,1:54.4; 3,1:54.1h; 4,1:54f; BT1:52.1 ($361,412) (Magical Mike). 12 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello, Saratoga, Yonkers, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers, Molly Pitcher P., New York State Fair S. at Syracuse, Arden Downs S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. At 3, winner Shady Daisy P., leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers (2); second in Lady Maud S., leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. Dam of FUNKNWAFFLES p,2,1:52.1; 3,1:50.4h; 1:49.2f ($1,110,600), POKER HAT p,2,1:55.4h; 3,1:51.1; 1:49.4f ($916,790), HATSAWAY p,2,2:00.1h; 3,1:52.1f; 4,1:51.1f ($274,265). Grandam of A BETTOR HAT p,3,1:51.1 ($394,656). Producers:
DREAMLAND'S JO JO p,2,1:55.3f; 3,1:53.1 ($192,486) (dam of REAL NICE p,2,1:55.3; 3,1:51.3; 1:49.4-$1,431,751, STAY UP LATE p,2,1:52.4f; 3,1:52.3h; 1:49-$369,266, JOLT OF JO p,3,1:54.4f; 4,1:53f-$213,355, IM WITH HER p,2,1:53.2 ($52,340) (dam of BEACH GLASS p,2,1:51.1; 3,1:47.2-$1,110,544), HOTTIE HANOVER p,2,1:55.2; 3,1:55h ($36,577) (dam of DA MAGICIAN p,2,1:55.4f; 3,1:53.1f; 1:50.2f-$242,645), HAT DANCE HANOVER p,3,1:59.4 ($11,989) (dam of DIME A DANCE p,2,1:52.2; 4,1:52.1f-$565,514, MOST HAPPY DRAGON p,2,1:58f; 1:52.2f-$282,146; grandam of SWEET THING p,2,1:52.2; 1:51.4f-$232,917).
**HARDBALL HANOVER**

**Main Hall**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stall</th>
<th>Row</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>39</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BAY COLT**

**Foaled May 9, 2022**

- **Reg. No. 9X456**
- **Microchip No. 985141001375621**
- **Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA**

**HARDBALL HANOVER**

- **(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)**
- **BAY COLT**
- **Foaled May 9, 2022**
- **Reg. No. 9X456**
- **Microchip No. 985141001375621**

**Papi Rob Hanover**

- **p,3,1:47.1f**
- **p,3,1:47.1f**

**Where's The Beach**

- **p,3,1:48.3**

**Somebeachsomewhere**

- **p,3,1:46.4**

**Rocknroll Hanover**

- **p,3,1:48.3**

**Papera Hanover**

- **p,4,1:51.2f**

**Mach Three**

- **p,3,1:49**

**Wheres The Beach**

- **p,4,1:47.3**

**Paris Hanover**

- **p,4,1:51**

**HANNA HANOVER**

**p,2,1:53.4; 3,1:49.2; 1:48.4 ($1,206,644)**

- **by Western Hanover**
- **16 wins, 2 thru 5.**
- **World Champion.**
- **At 2, third in elim. Breeders Crown at Woodbine.**
- **At 3, winner elim. and Final Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, Glen Garnsey Mem., Bluegrass S.; second in Simcoe S., elim. Matron S., elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands; second in Final Matron S., elim. Fan Hanover S. at 4, winner Allerage Farm Mare P.; second in elim. and Final Milton S.; third in elim. and Final Breeders Crown at Mohawk.**
- **At 5, winner Breeders Crown at Meadowlands; second in Golden Girls P., leg Classic Ser. at Mohawk; third in elim. and Final Milton S., Final Classic Ser. at Mohawk, Lady Liberty P.**
- **From 9 previous foals, dam of 7 winners, 2 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, including:**
  - **HAYDEN HANOVER**
    - **p,2,1:50; 4,1:47.3; BT1:47 ($627,072)**
    - **(Somebeachsomewhere).**
    - **11 wins, 2 thru 5.**
    - **At 5, second in leg Leap Year Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Final Leap Year Ser. at Meadowlands.**
  - **INVEST IN ART**
    - **p,2,1:56; 3,1:49.3f ($222,218)**
    - **(Art Major).**
    - **11 wins, 2 thru 5.**
    - **At 3, winner cons. Valley Forge P.; second in Final Town Pro Ser. at Mohawk; third in Bluegrass S.**
  - **HOLD IT HANOVER**
    - **p,3,1:51f; BT1:50.3f ($162,028)**
    - **(Somebeachsomewhere).**
    - **13 wins at 3 and 4.**
    - **At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.**
  - **HALLELUJAH HANOVER**
    - **p,2,Q1:56f; 3,1:54.1h-'23; BT1:50.4f ($118,219)**
    - **(Captaintreacherous).**
    - **5 wins at 3.**
    - **At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, Pennsylvania All-Stars, leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands.**
    - **At 3, second in Landmark S.**
  - **CAPTAIN NEMO**
    - **p,3,1:52.4; BT1:49.4s ($80,994)**
    - **(Captaintreacherous).**
    - **6 wins at 3 and 4.**
    - **At 2, second in Nassagaweya S., leg and Final Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk, leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands (2).**
  - **FRAME WORTHY**
    - **p,2,Q1:59f; 3,1:54.3; BT1:51.4 ($62,667)**
    - **(Art Major).**
    - **4 wins at 3 and 4.**
    - **At 3, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Saratoga; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers.**
    - **At 4, second in leg Worldly Beauty Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Worldly Beauty Ser. at Meadowlands.**
    - **Dam of CHEESY SMILE p,2,1:51.1 ($346,060), ANDRA DAY p,2,1:54.1f; 3,1:53; 4,1:52f ($287,583), MOANING LISA p,2,1:56.1f; 3,1:52.3f ($144,778).**
  - **HURRYMIKI HANOVER**
    - **p,3,Q1:58.3; 4,1:54.1f ($10,820)**
    - **(dam of GAME OF CHANGE p,1:51.2-$137,803).**
    - **11 wins and 2 racing.**
  - **Jk Parcells**
    - **BT1:54.3f-'23 (Captaintreacherous).**
    - **Now 2 and racing.**

**2nd Dam**

**HAWAIIAN JENNA**

- **p,2,1:53.2 ($254,186) by Jenna's Beach Boy.**
- **2 wins at 2.**
- **At 2, winner elim. and Final Sweetheart P. at Meadowlands; second in Debutante S., Molly Pitcher P. From 9 foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:49, 2 in 1:51, 6 in 2:00, including:**
  - **HARLEY D HANOVER**
    - **p,2,1:55.2f; 3,1:50.4; BT1:49.2 ($202,806)**
    - **(Western Ideal).**
    - **3 wins at 2 and 3.**
    - **At 2, second in leg Riverfront Ramble Ser. at Chester. At 3, winner Jersey Cup, leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in leg and Final Matt's Scooter Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. New Jersey Classic.**
    - **Producers: O NARUTAC KAIULANI p,2,Q1:59f; 3,1:54.3; BT1:51.4 ($62,667)**
    - **(Art Major).**
    - **4 wins at 3 and 4.**
    - **At 3, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Saratoga; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers. At 4, second in leg Worldly Beauty Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Worldly Beauty Ser. at Meadowlands.**
    - **Dam of CHEESY SMILE p,2,1:51.1 ($346,060), ANDRA DAY p,2,1:54.1f; 3,1:53; 4,1:52f ($287,583), MOANING LISA p,2,1:56.1f; 3,1:52.3f ($144,778).**
  - **HURRYMIKI HANOVER**
    - **p,3,Q1:59; 4,1:54.1f; BT1:52.2s ($55,067) (Always B Miki).**
    - **7 wins at 4 and 5.**
    - **Jk Parcells BT1:54.3f-'23 (Captaintreacherous).**
    - **Now 2 and racing.**

**Next Dam - STATION WAGON**

- **p,2,T1:55.1 (Abercrombie-Road Runner p,2,Q2:05.1f-Albatross)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stake</th>
<th>Engagements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delvin Miller Adios</td>
<td>Cane Pace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arden Owens</td>
<td>Champlain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluegrass Series</td>
<td>Fox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeders Crown</td>
<td>International Stallion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Brown Jug P</td>
<td>Messenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penna. Sires (Par-Mutuel)</td>
<td>Penna. Sires (Fair)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simcoe</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tattersalls Pace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HOLT HANOVER
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Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

BAY COLT Foaled February 9, 2022

Reg. No. 2XD11 Microchip No. 985141001404754

Main Hall
Row D
Stall 40

HOLT HANOVER

1st Dam

HEART MAJOR p,2,1:52.1; BT1:51.1f ($150,912) by Art Major. 10 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner John Simpson Mem., elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Vernon, cons. Empire Breeders Classic; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:58, including:

BOTOX BEAUTY (M) p,2,1:57.2; BT1:55.1f ($7,914) (Somebeachsomewhere). Winner at 2.

2nd Dam

RU GIRL p,2,1:57.1; 3,1:51.3; BT1:51s ($320,520) by Big Rube. 26 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner California Breeders S. at Cal Expo, California Sires S. at Cal Expo, leg California Sires S. at Cal Expo (3); second in city California Sires S. at Cal Expo. At 3, winner Final Yosemite Ser. at Cal Expo, California Gold at Los Alamitos, leg California Sires S. at Cal Expo, Los Alamitos (2); second in Cinderella S. at Los Alamitos, California Gold at Cal Expo; third in California Sires S. at Cal Expo, leg Rising Star Ser. at Los Alamitos. At 4, winner leg California Sires S. at Cal Expo. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners, 5 in 1:54, 6 in 1:59, including:

HANNAH ISABEL (M) p,2,1:55.2f; 3,1:53f; 1:52.4f; BT1:52.1f ($885,548) (Bettor's Delight). 28 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Yonkers; third in Tompkins-Geers S., Reynolds Mem. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello, Saratoga, Tioga, Yonkers, leg Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers, cons. Empire Breeders Classic; second in leg and Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers, Helen Dancer Mem., New York State Fair S. at Tioga, elim. Lady Maud S., elim. Lismore P., elim. Third in elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, leg Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers, cons. Empire Breeders Classic; second in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers; third in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers (2). At 5, second in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers. Dam of MAJORRETTE ANGIE p,2,1:57h; 3,1:54.4h; 4,1:54.3h ($178,771), JACANA p,2,1:58.1h; 3,1:54.3f; 4,1:52.3f-23 ($133,764), MAJOR JESSE p,3,1:54.2; 1:54.1, IDEAL HANNAH p,4,1:54.3f.

RU READY TO ROCK p,2,1:54.2f; 3,1:52.3f; 4,1:50.3f; BT1:50f ($589,465) (Rocknroll Hanover). 47 wins, 2 thru 11. At 3, second in leg Spring Survivor Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Spring Survivor Ser. at Meadowlands.

3rd Dam

RU BETTOR YET (M) p,3,1:58.2f; 3,1:50.3f; BT1:50f ($111,310) (Bettor's Delight). 11 wins, 3 thru 6. Dam of ATTABOY LLOYD p,2,1:56.2.


TRANSPLANTED (M) p,3,1:58.1f; 4,1:58.1h; BT1:55.3f ($31,560) (Well Said). 4 wins at 3 and 4. Dam of MYVIEWISBLOCKED p,3,1:58.4s-23.

Producers: Ru In The Game ($4,220) (dam of R U FOR ME p,3,1:53.1; 4,1:51.4-$109,481, R U IDEAL p,2,1:54.3; 4,1:52.2f, R U TALKIN p,2,Q1:58.2; 3,1:53.4, SHESAGAMEMAJOR p,3,1:56.1; 1:54.1f, NOTASHADOWOFADOUBT p,2,Q1:58.3; 3,1:55).

3rd Dam

GEE GEE GEM p,2,2:00.3f; 3,1:55.4 ($174,284) by Counselor Bret. 21 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg California Breeders S., elim. and Final California Sires S. at 3, winner leg California Breeders Champ., elim. and Final California Sires S., California Sires S. (5), California Breeders S. From 10 foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:50, 3 in 1:54, 8 in 1:58, including:


Next Dam - JADE'S CRUZE p,3,2:01 (Peter Lobell-JADE DUKE p,4,2:02-Tar Duke)
NO LIES DETECTED

(PENNSYLVANIA & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled April 13, 2022

Reg. No. 3XL29  Microchip No. 985141001402189

1st Dam

YOUR WORD IS GOOD 2,2:01.4f, 3:2:00f; BT1:56.3s ($53,987) by Striking Sahbra. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Sarnia; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, Kawartha. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Sarnia. From 7 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:52, 5 in 2:00, including:


MOULIN ROUGE (M) 2,1:56.2 ($20,240) (Deweycheatumnhowe). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner Landmark S.


Words Of Wisdom (M) 2,1:59.4; BT1:58.3f ($9,297) (Trixton). Winner at 2. At 2, third in leg New Jersey Sbtd. Race Fund at Ocean; second in leg Freehold. Fergy The Enforcer (Father Patrick). Now 2.

2nd Dam

Good As Your Word 3,2:00.3f ($10,175) by Balanced Image. 2 wins at 3. At 3, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Dresden. Full sister to O'Brien Older Trotting Horse of the Year in 1999, World Champion GOODTIMES 2,2:04.1h; 3,1:55.4f; 1:53.2; BT1:52.3 ($2,111,114; $88,233 Int.). From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:54, 4 in 2:00, including:


GOOD COMMON CENTS (M) 2,2:04.2h; 3,1:58; BT1:56.1s ($165,176) (Kadabra). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Dresden; second in leg Trillium T. at Flamboro, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, Kawartha, leg Trillium T. at Woodbine. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at London, Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, elim. WEG/SBOA S.; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian, Grand River, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, leg Trillium T. at Woodbine; third in elim. Canadian Breeders Champ., elim. Dream of Glory. T. at Hanover. Dam of PERFECT SPIRIT 2,1:56f; 3,1:51.2 ($653,919; $1,021,100 Int.), GATESHUDD UP HANOVER 2,1:57.2h, 3,1:55.2f ($256,520), GATES HANOVER 2,1:52.3 ($126,597), GAME ON HANOVER 2,02:01.2; 4,1:55.1 ($114,772), TRAIN OF THOUGHT 3,1:56.4f; Grandam of BLUEBIRD DOVE 3,1:52.2h ($226,306), BODELICIOUS 3,1:54.4; 1:54.1; 23 ($147,475), BETONAWHEELIN 3,1:58.4f; 4,1:57.1f. Your Word Is Good 3,2:01.4f, 3:2:00f; BT1:56.3s ($53,987) (Striking Sahbra). As above.

YOUR WORD IS GOOD (M) 2,2:01.4f, 3:2:00f; BT1:56.3s ($53,987) (Striking Sahbra). As above.

Produced by GOODTIMES (M) 2,2:01.4f, 3:2:00f; BT1:56.3s ($53,987) (Striking Sahbra). As above.
Consigned by BLUE CHIP FARMS LLC, AGENT for Let It Ride Stables Inc. and Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc. 
Raised at BLUE CHIP FARMS, WALLKILL, NY

WEDLOCK BLUE CHIP
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 10, 2022
Reg. No. 9XC53  Microchip No. 985141001376803

1st Dam
HEAVENLY BRIDE p,3,1:55h; 4,1:53.2h; BT1:50.3 ($252,760) by Rock N Roll Heaven. 8 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in Bluegrass S., International Stallion S., leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Tioga, Byron; third in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, Final New York Sire S. at Batavia, Tioga, Yonkers. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:52; 2 in 1:58, including:

2nd Dam
NATIVE BRIDE p,2,1:56.2f; 3,1:50 ($707,493) by No Nukes. 6 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, third in leg New Jersey Sire S. at Monticello, Yonkers. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sire S. at Hoosier Stake. Men in leg New Jersey Sire S. at Monticello, Yonkers; third in leg New Jersey Sire S. at Monticello, Yonkers.

3rd Dam
NOVA p,3,1:56.4f; 4,1:55.3f; BT1:54.2f ($13,574) (American Ideal). 6 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Monticello, Yonkers.

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champion
International Stallion Fox
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
Ralph Klein Memorial Little Brown Jug
Meatlands Pace
Messager
Penna Sires (Par-Mutual)
Pennsylvania Pace
Penna Sires (Pari-Mutual)
Progress Pace
Smocce
Standardbred Tattersalls Pace W. Canada Pacing Derby
Consigned by CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT for Dreamland Farms.
Raised at Birch Creek Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ

DREAMLANDCAPPUCINO
(PENNSYLVANIA & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled February 20, 2022
Reg. No. 7XF30 Microchip No. 985141001377096

West Hall
Row G
Stall 8

Heck Of A Band p,2,Q2:01f
DOLPHINS CAN TALK p,2,Q1:58; 3,1:52.1 ($42,186) by Camluck. 3 wins at 3. At 3, second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro. Half-sister to Dan Patch 3-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 2010, World Champion PUT ON A SHOW p,2,1:51.4; 3,1:49.4; 1:47.3 ($2,406,628; dam of BEST IN SHOW p,3,1:54.1; 3,1:49 ($871,161). From 12 foals, dam of 8 winners, 3 in 1:50, 6 in 1:54, 8 in 1:58, including:


TALK BACK p,2,Q1:58.3; 3,1:54.1f; 1:52.3f; BT1:52.0h ($163,052) (Tell All). 37 wins, 3 thru 9. At 3, winner leg (3) and Final Late Closer at Rideau Carleton; second in leg Late Closer at Rideau Carleton. At 6, second in leg Signature Ser. at Washington CH; third in leg Signature Ser. at Greenville.

DOLPHIN ISLAND (M) p,2,1:53.2f; 3,1:51.4f; BT1:51.1f ($84,643) (Somebeachsomewhere). 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, second in John Simpson Mem.


Next Dam - STIENAM'S PLACE p,3,1:50.4 (Artsplace-STIENAM'S GIRL p,3,1:53.2-Nihilator)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champion
Fox
Hooiser Stake
Horsemanship International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Meatvelands Pace
Messenger
NJ Home Grown Pace
NJ Std. Dev. Fund
Parshall Memorial
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Progress Pace
Renaissance
Simcoe
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
WARLOCK BLUE CHIP

BAY COLT Foaled May 18, 2022
Reg. No. 5XE12 Microchip No. 985141001417394
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WARLOCK BLUE CHIP

(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

SENIOR REGISTERED BLUE CHIPS

1st Dam
HERBIE'S NIECE BT2:00.2 by Chapter Seven. Starter at 2 and 3. From 2 previous living foals, dam of: Twenty Above (M) (Muscle Mass). Now 3 and bred.

2nd Dam
D LITEFUL HANOVER BT2:03 by Revenue S. Starter at 2. From 5 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:54, including:

- HL REVADON 3,1:54; 1:52f ($490,452) (Andover Hall). 25 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, winner Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga; second in Final Dancer T., Muscle Hill T., leg and Final Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga; third in cons. Pennsylvania Sires (Fair) at Meadowlands.


- EPSOM AS 3,1:57-'23 Intl. ($147,214 Intl.) (Muscle Mass) 5 wins 2 thru 4 Intl'. At 2, winner Avesta Tidnings Tvaaringslopp at Romme. At 2, winner Breeders Course Final at Solvalla, E3 Elimination at Farjestad and Breeders Course Elimination Solvalla; third E3 Final at Bergsaker.

3rd Dam
D TRAIN BT1:59.2 by Donerail. Starter at 2 and 3. From 14 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 9 winners, 4 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, including:

- DONATO HANOVER 2,1:55; 3,1:50.1 ($2,998,777) (Andover Hall). 19 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in P A All-


- CELEBRITY EXPRESS 2,1:58.4; 3,Q1:55.4; 4,1:53.4f; BT1:52.2 ($74,952) (Andover Hall). 5 wins, 2 thru 4.


- DREAM ON HANOVER (M) 2,1:57.4f; 3,1:55.4; BT1:53.2 ($119,521; $120,492 Intl.) (Andover Hall). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Reynolds Mem., Tompkins-Geers S.; second in leg NYSS at Buffalo. At 3, winner Reynolds Mem., Tompkins-Geers S.; second in leg NYSS at Buffalo. At 3, winner Reynolds Mem., Tompkins-Geers S.; second in leg NYSS at Buffalo.

- DETOUR HANOVER 2,1:58f; 3,1:54.2; BT1:53.4 ($25,375) (Andover Hall). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner Late Closer at Lexington.

- PRODUCERS: DEMOISELLE HANOVER 3,1:58.1f ($19,140) (dam of SHERRY LYN'S LADY 2,1:54-$354,078, THE IRISHMAN 2,1:56.4f; 3,Q1:53-$141,948), DECIMAL HANOVER 2,02.00 ($1,536) (dam of MICHAEL'S TURN 2,02.00; 4,1:55; grandam of RECIPROCALBLUECHIP 2,01.55; 3,1:55.4f; 4,1:54.2f), Doris Deo (dam of MAXIMUS DEO 3,Q1:57.1; 1:54.4h-$151,619, MAVENS WAY 2,1:55.3; 3,1:51.4-$141,724, SETTE DEO 2,1:56.4; 3,1:55.1), Devin Hanover (dam of DEIVUS HANOVER 2,1:56.2f), Danielle Hanover (dam of DARLENE HANOVER 2,1:53.4; 3,1:51.4f-$591,250, DELILAH HANOVER 2,1:54.4; 3,1:54.2f-$308,331).

- NEXT DAM - ALDYTH HANOVER 2,02.00 (Giant Victory-ANOTHER GEISHA 3,2:00.1-Praekas)

- STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAKES ENGAGEMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arden Downs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champlain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currier &amp; Ives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Train</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delightful Hanover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Liteful Hanover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Train</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Train</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Train</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Train</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consigned by BLUE CHIP FARMS LLC, AGENT for Blue Chip Bloodstock, Inc.
Raised at BLUE CHIP FARMS, WALLKILL, NY
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Mark C. Mullen and Stephen P. Dey III.
Raised at Heritage Hill Farm, Allentown, NJ
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RUN IT UP

(ONTARIO & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled April 14, 2022

Reg. No. 3XN80 · Microchip No. 985141001417195

Northeast Hall
Row B
Stall 13

RUN IT UP

Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50
Betters Delight p,3,1:49.4
Classic Wish p,3,1:52

Well Hello There p,3,1:51.3f
Helen of Leda p,3,1:55.2

1st Dam

BRUSH UP p,2,1:55.4f; 3,1:54.3h; BT1:53.1f ($39,295) (Somebeachsomewhere). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows.


2nd Dam
HELEN OF LEDA p,3,1:55.2 ($16,985) by Pro Bono Best. 4 wins at 3. From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners, 4 in 1:53, 6 in 2:00, including:


RING LEDA p,2,1:52; 4,1:51f; BT1:50.1f ($152,035) (Bettor's Delight). 26 wins, 2 thru 10. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington.

3rd Dam
SABELLA LOBELL p,2,1:55.2 ($83,030) by Most Happy Fella. 5 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Bluegrass S.; second in Hanover Filly S., New York State Fair S. at Syracuse, Final Lexington Filly S. From 15 foals, dam of 11 winners, 5 in 1:53, 10 in 2:00, including:

MATTARONI (M) p,2,1:52.4; 3,1:52.3; BT1:51.4 ($744,481) (Matt's Scooter). 10 wins at 2 and 3. Dan Patch, Nova 2-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 1998. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon, Final Excelsior Ser. at Monticello; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Batavia; third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Monticello. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga.

BIG BUCKS BO p,2,Q2:00.2h; 3,1:55.1f; BT1:52.4f ($45,067) (Bettor's Delight). 6 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, third in Maryland Sbd. Race Fund at Ocean.

LINEMAKER p,3,1:52.4f ($25,575) (Betting Line). 2 wins at 3. At 3, second in elim. Fall Harvest P. at Meadowlands.

Producer: Daring Escape (dam of SELLING THE DREAM p,2,2:01.1f; 3,1:51.3-$135,151).

3rd Dam
SABELLA LOBELL p,2,1:55.2 ($83,030) by Most Happy Fella. 5 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Bluegrass S.; second in Hanover Filly S., New York State Fair S. at Syracuse, Final Lexington Filly S. From 15 foals, dam of 11 winners, 5 in 1:53, 10 in 2:00, including:

MATTARONI (M) p,2,1:52.4; 3,1:52.3; BT1:51.4 ($744,481) (Matt's Scooter). 10 wins at 2 and 3. Dan Patch, Nova 2-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 1998. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon, Final Excelsior Ser. at Monticello; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Batavia; third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Monticello. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga.

BIG BUCKS BO p,2,Q2:00.2h; 3,1:55.1f; BT1:52.4f ($45,067) (Bettor's Delight). 6 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, third in Maryland Sbd. Race Fund at Ocean.

LINEMAKER p,3,1:52.4f ($25,575) (Betting Line). 2 wins at 3. At 3, second in elim. Fall Harvest P. at Meadowlands.

Producer: Daring Escape (dam of SELLING THE DREAM p,2,2:01.1f; 3,1:51.3-$135,151).

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion

Next Dam - SCENE STOPPER p,2,2:04.1 (Bret Hanover-STAND BY p,3,1:58-Worthy Boy)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

**HIPPOL HANOVER**

(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

**BAY COLT Foaled May 7, 2022**

Reg. No. 1XE84 Microchip No. 985141001405290

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3</th>
<th>Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4</th>
<th>Mach Three p,3,1:49</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1</td>
<td>Western The Beach</td>
<td>Wheres The Beach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HIPPO HANOVER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Holla Hanover p,3,1:57.1f</th>
<th>Well Said p,3,1:47.3</th>
<th>Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hattie p,2,1:55.3</td>
<td>Must See p,2,1:52</td>
<td>Abercrombie p,4,1:53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1st Dam**

**HOLLA HANOVER** p,3,1:57.1f; BT1:56.3f ($7,696) by Well Said. Winner at 3. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:53, 2 in 1:59, including:

**HALVA HANOVER** (M) p,2,Q:58.2-23; BT1:54.4s-'23 ($7,234) (Bettor's Delight). Winner at 2. Now 2, winner leg Ontario Prospect Ser. at Grand River; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Dresden.

**Harry Hanover** p,3,1:55f; 4,1:53c-'23; BT1:52.4-23 ($46,498) (Roll With Joe). 4 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello.

**2nd Dam**

**HATTIE** p,2,1:55.3; BT1:53 ($266,623) by Abercrombie. 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner International Stallion S., leg Kentucky Sires S., heat Hoosier Futurity.; second in Final Breeders Crown, Debutante S., elim. and Hayes Mem., elim. Hopeful State S. At 3, winner heat Horseman; second in heat Hayes Mem., leg Kentucky Sires S., heat Horseman; third in Review S., heat Hayes Mem., Hanover Filly S., elim. Scarlett O' Hara P. From 17 living foals, dam of 17 winners, 4 in 1:50, 12 in 1:55, 15 in 2:00, including:


**HYPERTON HANOVER** p,3,1:52f; 1:49.1 ($1,187,758) (Camluck). 52 wins, 3 thru 11. At 3, winner elim. and Final Western Canada Pacing Derby, elim. Nat Christie Mem., leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots (2); second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots; third in elim. (2) and Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots, At 7, third in leg Spring Pacing Champ.


**HAVERFORD HANOVER** p,2;1:52.2; 4,1:48.3 ($361,412) (Magical Mike). 12 wins, 2 thru 4. 1st Dam)

**REAL NICE** p,3,1:55h ($394,656). Grandam of A BETTOR HAT p,3,1:51.1 ($394,656).

**HATSOF HANOVER** (M) p,2;1:54.4; 3,1:54.1h; 4,1:54f; BT1:52.1 ($361,412) (Majestic Mike). 12 wins, 2 thru 4. 2nd Dam)

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dalvin Miller Adios</th>
<th>Cane Pace</th>
<th>Little Brown Jug</th>
<th>Penna. Sire (Par-Mutual)</th>
<th>Simcoe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arden Downs</td>
<td>Champlain</td>
<td>Horseman</td>
<td>Meadrowlands Pace</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluegrass Series</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>International Stallion</td>
<td>Messenger</td>
<td>Tattersalls Pace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeders Crown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A BETTOR HAT p,3,1:51.1</th>
<th>1:49.4f ($916,790). Grandam of Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHERE'S THE BEACH</td>
<td>AQHA HAT p,2;1:55.2f; 1:50.4h; 2:02 ($565,514).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUST SEE</td>
<td>(£369,266),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMEBEACHSOMEWHERE</td>
<td>(£1,110,544),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HATTIE</td>
<td>(£361,412),</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next Dam - ALBAQUEL p,3,1:53.3 (Ablecross-RAQUEL HANOVER p,2,1:52-Tar Heel)
HONOLULU HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 24, 2022
Reg. No. 5XF00 Microchip No. 985141001418876

FOXY VICTORY by Mr Vic. From 15 foals  (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 9 winners, 4 in 1:55, 8 in 1:59, 3rd Dam
HOLTBY HANOVER by Cantab Hall.

Arden Downs

Next Dam

Breeders Crown

Simcoe

Stakes Engagements

Arden Downs

Bar Hopping 3,1:51.4

Cocktail Hour 4,1:55.1

Holtby Hanover

Stall 40

Honeymoon 3,1:50.1

Muscies Yankee 3,1:52.2

Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f

Credit Winner 3,1:54

Ambro Vermouth 2,2:12.3h

Holtby Hanover

Cantab Hall 3,1:54

Self Possessed 3,1:51.3

Canland Hall 3,1:57

Muscies Yankee 3,1:52.2

1st Dam
HOLBY HANOVER by Cantab Hall. First colt. From 1 previous foal, dam of:

Habanera Hanover (M) BT2:00.3f-'23 (International Moni). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam
HECK ON HEELS by Muscles Yankee. From 6 foals, dam of 3 winners, 3 in 1:58, including:

IAMNOTLEFTHANDED 3,1:57.3f; 4,1:57.3f ($59,989) (Credit Winner). 6 wins at 3 and 4. At 4, second in leg

John Mongeon Sr. Mem. at Saratoga; third in Final John Mongeon Sr. Mem. at Saratoga.

BASTION (M) 3,1:56.4f; 4,1:56f; BT1:55f ($25,504) (Tagliabue). Winner at 3. At 3, second in leg

Champlain Breeders Crown

Bluegrass Series

Breeders Crown

Champion

Keystone Classic

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2

Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f

Credit Winner 3,1:54

Ambro Vermouth 2,2:12.3h

Heck On Heels

Muscies Yankee 3,1:52.2

1:55f

FIVE FISH SPECIES

BLENHEIM

BAR HOPPING

INVESTOR VOLO

3,1:57.3f; 4,1:57.4h ($301,729), ZOLI 2,Q2:00.1; 3,1:57.3f; 4,1:54.3f ($151,175). Grandam of

OBLIVION 1:55.4f (Sweden), LOGETTA HANOVER 2,1:58.2; 3,1:55.4f.

DARTY 2,1:58f; 3,1:55.1f; 4,1:54.4f; BT1:53.3f ($160,903) (Yankee Glide). 11 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, second in

Keystone Classic, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. At 3, third in Keystone

GRACEFUL WINNER (M) 3,1:54.1; BT1:52.3 ($60,050) (Manofmanymissions). 5 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg

Buckeye Stallion Ser., elim. Late Closer at Oak Grove; second in Final Late Closer at Oak Grove, leg

Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth, leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. (2); third in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth.

ARE YOU READY (M) 2,1:58.3f ($38,394) (Broadway Hall). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner Keystone Classic, leg

Pennsylvania Sires S.; second in Reynolds Mem., leg Pennsylvania Sires S.; third in Arden Downs S. Dam

of TIME TO KILL 2,1:55.1 ($495,199), BLENHEIM 2,1:58; 3,1:54.4f; BT1:52.4f ($469,474), MANON 3,1:51.1
($341,172), ALL READY HANOVER 2,02:02.1; 3,1:53.4, ABS HANOVER 2,1:58.1f; 4,1:56.2h, ARGLBARGL HANOVER 2,1:59.3f; 3,1:56.2f, READY TO ROCK 2,1:57f, ABSOLUTELY HANOVER

2,1:59.2f-'23. Grandam of ASA IM READY 1:56f, ASA READY TO GLIDE 2,1:56.2, 3,1:56.1.

BANK OF NEWPORT (M) 3,1:59; BT1:56 ($25,504) (Tagliabue). Winner at 3. At 3, second in Reynolds Mem.,

Late Closer at Lexington, leg Early Closer at Lexington; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S., leg Early

Closer at Lexington. Dam of BANKER VOLO 3,1:52.3f ($489,752), NEWPORT VOLO 2,1:59.1; 3,1:55.3;

4,1:54.4 ($395,326), OVERDRAFT VOLO 2,1:55; 3,1:52.2 ($364,764), BESTFRIEND VOLO 3,1:55f-'23,

INVESTOR VOLO 3,1:55.2. Grandam of SPENDTHEMONEYHONEY 2,1:58.4; 3,1:52.3.

Producer: Razburrito (dam of ROUGH TUFF TESTED 2,2:03.1h; 3,1:55.2-23) Makes Men Blush (dam of

Joshua BR 1:59.4f-Norway, Gianluca BR 1:59.4f-Norway).

Next Dam - FLICKERING HALO 3,Q2:03.1 (Bonefish-ROSE BOWER-Florlis)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

HOME TEAM HANOVER
(PENNYSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled May 16, 2022
Reg. No. 6XD06 Microchip No. 985141001374870

Main Hall
Row B
Stall 14

HOME TEAM HANOVER

BAY FILLY Foaled May 16, 2022
Reg. No. 6XD06 Microchip No. 985141001374870

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 -- Mach Three p,3,1:49
Papi Rob Hanover p,3,1:47.1f --- Where's The Beach
Panera Hanover p,4,1:51.2f ------- Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3

Paris Hanover

Main Hall
Row B
Stall 14

Hug A Dragoneess p,3,1:51.4 --- Dragon's Lair p,1:51.3
Hug A Dragoness p,2,1:57.4f; 3,1:51.4; BT1:51.3h ($213,227) by Dragon Again. 13 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, second in Arden Downs S.; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows (2). The Standardbred S., Pennsylvania All-Stars. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows, Final Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; third in Lady Maud S. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:56, including:
House Edge Hanover (Betting Line). Now 2.

Hip Huggers p,3,1:53.4f; 4,1:53f ($221,417) by Nobleland Sam. 36 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, second in leg Ohio Sires S. at Scioto, Ohio Fair S. (3); third in Ohio Fair S. At 3, winner leg and Final Niagara Ser. at Woodbine, Ohio Fair S. (2), leg Late Closer at Scioto (2); second in leg Niagara Ser. at Woodbine; third in Ohio Fair S. At 4, second in Scarlet & Gray S.; third in leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. Deer Mem. at Lebanon. From 9 foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:50, 6 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, including:


Notable Sam p,3,1:53


HUG ME TIGHT p,2,2:00h; 3,1:58f; BT1:56.1f ($5,625) (Dragon Again). Winner at 3.

SASSY OSBORNE p,2,1:57.4f; 3,1:55.1f; 4,1:52.1h-$208,576, MR WIGGLE IT p,3,1:52.4f).
Consigned by FOX DEN FARM, AGENT for Red Gold Acres.  
Raised at Red Gold Acres, Geneva, IN

RG'S HYPNOTIC

(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled April 12, 2022
Reg. No. 2XF52

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3
---
Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4
Masch Three p,3,1:49

Mach Three p,3,1:49

My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1
---
Dr. Again p,1:48.3

My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2

Hypnotic Tale p,4,1:52.4
---
Art Major p,4,1:48.4

Hypnotic Blue Chip p,4,1:47.2
---
A Traceofmagic p,4,1:53.3

Main Hall
Row I
Stall 38

1st Dam

HYPNOTIC TALE p,2,1:57.3h; 3,1:53.1; 4,1:52.4f; BT1:50.2f ($200,796) by Hypnotic Blue Chip. 11 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Stbd. Dev. Fund at Freehold; second in leg (2) and Final New Jersey Sires. S. at Meadowlands, leg New Jersey Stbd. Dev. Fund at Freehold. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, New Jersey Futty. From 1 previous foal, dam of:

Better's Tale BT1:59.3f-'23 (Betting Line). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam


GAMBLER'S TALE p,1:51; BT1:50.1f ('23) (Cam's Card Shark). 26 wins, 4 thru 11.


BORN OF FIRE p,3,1:55.2f; 1:51.1; BT1:50.3f ($211,553) (Dragon Again). 15 wins, 3 thru 7.

3rd Dam

FICTIONALS FILLY p,2,2:00.1f; 3,1:56.2; BT1:55.2s ($153,377) by Run The Table. 18 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, second in leg Trillium P.; third in Final Trillium P., leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots (3); second in Semi-Final and Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots (2). From 5 foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 2:00, including:

PAGE TURNER (M) p,3,1:56.2f; 4,1:52.4f; BT1:52.2 ($142,232) (Allie's Western). 8 wins at 3 and 4.

4th Dam

FICTIONAL p,2,2:03.1; 3,1:56.4 ($95,351) by Storm Damage. 21 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, second in leg New York-Bred LC at Syracuse, elim. Tarport Cheer P. at Lexington. From 8 foals, dam of 8 winners, 5 in 2:00, incl.:  

FICTIONALS FILLY (M) p,2,2:00.1f; 3,1:56.2; BT1:55.2s ($153,377) (Run The Table). As above.

VITTORIA SPEED p,3,1:57.2f; BT1:56.4f ($83,941) (Run The Table). 45 wins, 3 thru 11.

Next Dam - STARK REALITY (Most Happy Fella-SNORT p,3,2:03h-Overtrick)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios  
Arlen Dovers  
Bluegrass Series  
Breeders Crown  
Cane Pace  
Century Casino Filly Pace  
Champlain Filly  
Hosier Stake  
Horseman  
Little Brown Jug  
Messenger  
Penn Sires (Pari-Mutuel)  
G&I Rumpel Memorial  
Simeon Filly  
Standardbred  
Tattersalls Pace

1st Dam

HYPNOTIC TALE p,2,1:57.3h; 3,1:53.1; 4,1:52.4f; BT1:50.2f ($200,796) by Hypnotic Blue Chip. 11 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Stbd. Dev. Fund at Freehold; second in leg (2) and Final New Jersey Sires. S. at Meadowlands, leg New Jersey Stbd. Dev. Fund at Freehold. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, New Jersey Futty. From 1 previous foal, dam of:

Better's Tale BT1:59.3f-'23 (Betting Line). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam


GAMBLER'S TALE p,1:51; BT1:50.1f ('23) (Cam's Card Shark). 26 wins, 4 thru 11.


BORN OF FIRE p,3,1:55.2f; 1:51.1; BT1:50.3f ($211,553) (Dragon Again). 15 wins, 3 thru 7.

3rd Dam

FICTIONALS FILLY p,2,2:00.1f; 3,1:56.2; BT1:55.2s ($153,377) by Run The Table. 18 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, second in leg Trillium P.; third in Final Trillium P., leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots (3); second in Semi-Final and Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots (2). From 5 foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 2:00, including:

PAGE TURNER (M) p,3,1:56.2f; 4,1:52.4f; BT1:52.2 ($142,232) (Allie's Western). 8 wins at 3 and 4.

4th Dam

FICTIONAL p,2,2:03.1; 3,1:56.4 ($95,351) by Storm Damage. 21 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, second in leg New York-Bred LC at Syracuse, elim. Tarport Cheer P. at Lexington. From 8 foals, dam of 8 winners, 5 in 2:00, incl.:  

FICTIONALS FILLY (M) p,2,2:00.1f; 3,1:56.2; BT1:55.2s ($153,377) (Run The Table). As above.

VITTORIA SPEED p,3,1:57.2f; BT1:56.4f ($83,941) (Run The Table). 45 wins, 3 thru 11.

Next Dam - STARK REALITY (Most Happy Fella-SNORT p,3,2:03h-Overtrick)
Consigned by STONEGATE FARM LLC for Gregory S. Tucker.
Raised at Stonegate Farm, Glen Gardner, NJ

**BELLA LADRA**
(PENNSYLVANIA & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)
BAY Filly Foaled June 6, 2022
Reg. No. 3XD30 Microchip No. 985141001419453

Main Hall
Row A
Stall 26

**BELLA LADRA**

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 — Mach Three p,3,1:49
Papi Rob Hanover p,3,1:47.1f — Whereas The Beach
Panera Hanover p,4,1:51.2f — Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3
Paris Hanover

BELLA LADRA

Western Ideal p,1:48 — Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4
Ideal Nuggets p,2,1:50.4 — Leah Almahurst p,3,1:52.3
Rough Sketch p,2,1:55.4h — Go For Best p,3,1:58.2f

1st Dam

**IDEAL NUGGETS** p,2,1:50.4; BT1:50.2 ($392,152) by Western Ideal. 15 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Bluegrass S.; second in Eternal Camnation P., Debutante S., Reynolds Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in elim. and Final Three Diamonds P., leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, International Stallion S., Tompkins-Geers S. At 3, winner cons. James Lynch Mem., Tompkins-Geers S. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:52, 2 in 2:00, including:


So Opulent (M) BT1:55.1-'23 (Lazarus N). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam

**ROUGH SKETCH** p,2,1:55.4h; BT1:52.4 ($117,226) by Art Major. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Fall Harvest P. at Yonkers, leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Vernon, Yonkers. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; second in elim. Empire Breeders Classic. From 6 living foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 1:55, including:

**ROUGH ODDS** p,2,1:56f; 3,1:51.3f; 1:50.1f; BT1:49.4 ($402,415) (Bettor's Delight). 31 wins, 2 thru 9. At 3, winner leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono; second in leg (2) and Final Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono, Pennsylvania All-Stars, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia.

**IDEAL NUGGETS** (M) p,2,1:50.4; BT1:50.2 ($392,152) (Western Ideal). As above.


**ROUGH N READY** (M) p,2,1:57.3; 3,1:55; BT1:53.1f ($45,087) (Bettor's Delight). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in leg Cooper Station Ser. at Hoosier. Dam of **ENFORCER** p,2,1:53.2-'23.

3rd Dam

**GO FOR BEST** p,3,1:58.2f; BT1:57.2f ($3,915) by Cambest. Winner at 3. Full sister to **CAMMIBEST** p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:53f; 1:50 ($961,177). From 13 living foals, dam of 10 winners, 2 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, 10 in 1:59, including:


**LYONS WILLIAM** p,3,1:55f; 1:52.2h; BT1:51.3 ($175,225) (Big Jim). 20 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.

**GOTHAM HANOVER** p,3,1:56.4f; 1:49 ($164,277) (Yankee Cruiser). 11 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, second in Ohio Fair S. (3); third in Ohio Fair S. (2). At 5, second in Ryan Wilcox Mem. at Hoosier.

Next Dam - **MIB HANOVER** p,3,1:55.3f (Tyler MIGHTY IMPRESSIVE p,3,1:56.3-Harold J.)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Century Casino Filly Pace
Champlain Filly
Hosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Messenger
Parshall Memorial
Little Brown Jug (Par-Mutuel)
Penn. Sires (Fair)
Penn. Sires (Fair)
Penna. Sires (Fair-Reinassance)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Renaissance
Renaissance
G&I Rumpel Memorial
Simcoe Filly
Simcoe Filly
Simcoe Filly
Simcoe Filly
Simcoe Filly
Standardbred
Standardbred
Standardbred
Standardbred
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
Consigned by NORTHWOOD BLOODSTOCK AGENCY, AGENT for Hillside Standardbred.
Raised at Hillside Standardbred, Fredericksburg, OH

HALLOFWINE
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled February 18, 2022
Reg. No. 7XG86 Microchip No. 985141001370987

Cantab Hall 3,1:54:1.3 self Possessed 3,1:51.3 Victory Dream 3,1:53.2
Canland Hall 3,1:57 Canne Angus 2,03.3h

HALLOFWINE
Chapter Seven 4,1:50.1 La Riviera Lindy 3,2,01.1f
La Tapatia 1:58f Cumin 3,01:57.1

1st Dam
ILUVWINEANDROSES 2,2,01.1h; BT1:59.2h ($12,082) by Chapter Seven. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Saratoga. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
LA TAPATIA 3,2,00.1h; 1:58f; BT1:56.3f ($53,565) by Cumin. 11 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold. At 6, winner leg Wyoming Valley Ser. at Pocono; second in leg Wyoming Valley Ser. at Pocono; third in leg Wyoming Valley Ser. at Pocono. From 9 foals, dam of 8 winners, 3 in 1:54, 5 in 1:59, including:
TOBER 3,1:54.4f; 1:53f ($879,067) (Credit Winner). 34 wins, 3 thru 10. At 2, second in Fall Harvest T. at Yonkers, leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Tioga, Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, New York State Fair S. at Vernon. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, New York State Fair S. at Tioga, leg Late Closer at Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Goshen, Tioga, Yonkers, leg Late Closer at Tioga. At 4, second in leg Horse & Groom Ser. at Meadowlands.

GAEILIC AND GARLIC 2,2,00.4f; 3,1:57.1h; 4,1:54f; BT1:53.3f ($418,234) (Credit Winner). 30 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner leg New York-Bred LC at Saratoga (2), Tioga; second in Final New York-Bred LC at Monticello; second in leg New York-Bred LC at Monticello; third in leg New York-Sire S. at Monticello, leg New York-Bred LC at Vernon. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, leg Excelsior Ser. at Buffalo, Tioga, Vernon, Final Excelsior Ser. at Monticello; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers (2).

BJANTHONY 2,2,05h; 3,01:58.3; 1:54f ($376,527) (Credit Winner). 50 wins, 2 thru 11. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Yonkers. At 4, winner leg Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga; second in leg Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga. At 5, third in leg New York State Fair S. at Yonkers, leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers (2).

KAROLINA SOLVEIG (M) 2,1:57.3s-'23 ($25,824) (Crazy Wow). 2 wins at 2. Now 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga, Yonkers; third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga, Yonkers; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Saratoga. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. From 9 living foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:58, including:
SCORES BIG 3,2,00.4f; 4,2,00.1h; BT1:59.4h ($80,628) (Giant Hit). 17 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, winner leg New York State Fair S. at Syracuse, leg New York-Bred LC at Monticello, Saratoga, Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga.
PINE HILL PRINCE 2,2,01.3f; BT2:01.2f ($14,189) (Yankee Escapade). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York-Bred LC at Monticello; third in leg New York-Bred LC at Monticello; second in leg New York-Bred LC at Saratoga. At 3, winner leg New York-Bred LC at Monticello; second in leg New York-Bred LC at Saratoga. At 4, winner leg New York-Bred LC at Saratoga. At 5, third in leg Bonus Ser. at Yonkers, leg New York-Bred LC at Saratoga. At 6, winner leg Joe Ricci Mem. at Scarborough; second in leg and Final Joe Ricci Mem. at Scarborough. At 7, third in Charlie Day Mem. Inv. at Scarborough.

4th Dam
MAYDAY LOBELL by Mystic Park. From 3 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 1 winner, including:
ASTRONEF 2,2,04.2h; 3,01:5f; 2,00.1f ($164,107) (Astro Hill). 19 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at 3, winner leg New York Sire S.; second in leg New York Sire S. (3).

Next Dam - MISS STARRY EYES 2,2,06.2 (Hickory Smoke-EAST STAR 2,2,14h-Star's Pride)
Consigned by HUNTERTON SALES AGENCY, AGENT for Silver Creek Farm.
Raised at Silver Creek Farm, Topeka, IN

**BOLD SPEED**
(PENNSYLVANIA & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 2, 2022
Reg. No. 2XE59 Microchip No. 985141001402052

Bettor's Wish p,4:1:47.3
Lady In Pink

West Hall
Row A
Stall 3

1st Dam
LADY IN PINK BT1:57.4s ($1,230) by Rock N Roll Heaven. Starter at 2. From 2 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:53, including:

**LOST TREASURES** (M) p,2:Q1:56; 3:1:53.1; 4:1:53f; BT1:52.2s ($90,459) (Always A Virgin). 7 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner elim. Late Closer at Hoosier; second in Final Late Closer at Hoosier.


2nd Dam
WICHITA HANOVER p,3:1:55.4f ($4,707) by Cam's Card Shark. Winner at 3. From 12 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:48, 2 in 1:51, 6 in 1:59, including:


**DREAMINGOFWICHITA** (M) p,3:Q1:58.4h; BT1:54.4s ($19,441) (If I Can Dream). 2 wins at 4. Dam of **WALK IT TALK IT** p,3:1:53.3; 4:1:53.2h ($158,260).

3rd Dam
WENDYMAE HANOVER p,4:1:57 ($8,887) by Albatross. 4 wins at 4. At 4, third in Lexington Herald-Leader P. at Lexington. From 12 living foals, dam of 7 winners, 3 in 1:54, 6 in 1:57, including:


Producers:


3rd Dam
WENDY SUE HANOVER p,3:2:05.1f (Best Of All-WENDY HANOVER p,3:2:00.2-Bullet Hanover)
**I'M EARLY HANOVER**

(PENNSYLVANIA & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)

**BAY COLT**

Foaled January 2, 2022

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patrick</td>
<td>Hanover</td>
<td>Donato</td>
<td>Gala</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**I'M EARLY HANOVER**

Bay Colt Foaled January 2, 2022

Reg. No. 6XK61

Microchip No. 985141001377169

Main Hall
Row H
Stall 29

**Greenshoe 3,1:49.4**

- Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f
- Designed To Be 3,1:51.3f

**I'M EARLY HANOVER**

Bay Colt Foaled January 2, 2022

Reg. No. 6XK61

Microchip No. 985141001377169

Main Hall
Row H
Stall 29

**I'M EARLY HANOVER**

Bay Colt Foaled January 2, 2022

Reg. No. 6XK61

Microchip No. 985141001377169

Main Hall
Row H
Stall 29

**Microchip No. 985141001377169**

**I'M EARLY HANOVER**

Bay Colt Foaled January 2, 2022

Reg. No. 6XK61

Microchip No. 985141001377169

Main Hall
Row H
Stall 29

**Microchip No. 985141001377169**

**I'M EARLY HANOVER**

Bay Colt Foaled January 2, 2022

Reg. No. 6XK61

Microchip No. 985141001377169

Main Hall
Row H
Stall 29

**Microchip No. 985141001377169**

**I'M EARLY HANOVER**

Bay Colt Foaled January 2, 2022

Reg. No. 6XK61

Microchip No. 985141001377169

Main Hall
Row H
Stall 29

**Microchip No. 985141001377169**

**I'M EARLY HANOVER**

Bay Colt Foaled January 2, 2022

Reg. No. 6XK61

Microchip No. 985141001377169

Main Hall
Row H
Stall 29

**Microchip No. 985141001377169**

**1st Dam**

**I'M ON CLOUD NINE**

2,1:59.4f; 3,1:54.2 ($212,890) by Angus Hall. 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg ONSS - Grassroots at Kawartha; second in leg ONSS - Grassroots at Sudbury. At 3, winner elim. and Final WEG/SBOA S., Final ON Prep T. at Flamboro, leg (2) and Final Celias Counsel Ser. at Woodbine, elim. Canadian Breeders Champ.; third in elim. ON Prep T. at Flamboro. From 6 previous foals, dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:54, 6 in 1:59, including:

**INAMINUTE HANOVER**

2,1:58; 3,1:52.4; 1:52.3-'23; BT1:50.3-'23 ($359,011) (Bar Hopping). 15 wins, 2 thru 5. At 3, winner Simcoe S., leg PA Stallion Ser. at Pocono; second in leg PA Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; third in PA All-Stars. At 4, third in leg Graduate Ser. at Mohawk. At 5, second in Maxie Lee Mem. at Philadelphia.

**CLOUD NINE FASHION**


**I'M HAPPY HANOVER**

(M) 2,Q1:58.1f; 3,1:55.2f; BT1:53.4 ($107,739) (Muscle Hill). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Arden Downs S.; second in Matron S., NJ Garden State T.; third in cons. and leg NJSS at Meadowlands. At 3, second in cons. NJSS at Meadowlands.

**I WIN HANOVER**

2,2:01.3h; 3,1:55.4 ($34,298) (Credit Winner). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner Final Robert Keller Ser. at Vernon; second in leg Robert Keller Ser. at Vernon; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Tioga.

**I'M WININ HANOVER**

(M) 3,1:57.2f; BT1:55.3f ($21,072) (Explosive Matter). Winner at 3. At 3, third in leg PA Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

**2nd Dam**

**CELEBRITY ANGEL** BT2:02.2 by Yankee Glide. Starter at 2. Half-sister to the grandam of **ARCHANGEL** 2,1:58.2; 3,1:53.1; 1:50-$1,140,972. From 11 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 9 winners, 5 in 1:55, 7 in 1:57, including:


**BARE MY SOUL**

(M) 2,1:54.4; 3,1:52.1; BT1:51.1 ($279,252) (Chapter Seven). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S.; third in leg New York Sire S., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. (2); second in Empire Breeders Classic, leg New York Sire S.; third in Final New York Sire S., leg Kentucky Sires S. - Champ. at Lexington, elim. Hambletonian Oaks.

**MADAME SHERRY**

(M) 2,1:54.1; BT1:53.1 ($164,899) (Father Patrick). 9 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner International Stallion S., leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; second in Bluegrass S., leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; third in Final Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

**FINALLY FAMOUS** 1:57.1f ($82,779 Intl.) (Andover Hall). 12 wins int'l. At 3, second in Telebolaget Grand Prix at Orebo (Sweden).

**FEELING OPTIMISTIC** 3,1:54.4f-'23; BT1:53-23 ($26,381) (Walner). 2 wins at 3. At 3, third in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth at Lexington.

**Next Dam - Flickering Halo 3,2:03.1 (Bonefish-ROSE BOWER-Floris)**

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arden Downs</th>
<th>Currier &amp; Ives</th>
<th>Horseman</th>
<th>Old Oaken Bucket</th>
<th>Simcoe</th>
<th>Ralph Wiffing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Champions</td>
<td>Hambletonian</td>
<td>Kentucky Futurity</td>
<td>Penna. Sires (Fair)</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
<td>Zweig Memorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoosier Stake</td>
<td>Kentucky KSDF/KSBIF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

I'M A PAPI HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled June 4, 2022
Reg. No. XB55  Microchip No. 985141001401136

Main Hall
Row E
Stall 31

I'M A PAPI HANOVER

Papi Rob Hanover p,3,1:47.1f — Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 — Mach Three p,3,1:49

Panera Hanover p,4,1:51.2f — Whereas The Beach — Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3

Paris Hanover

I'M A PAPI HANOVER

Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4 — No Nukes p,3,T1:52.1

Wendymae Hanover p,4,T1:50.3 — Storm Compensation p,1:50.3

Armbro Lizzie

1st Dam
I'M SASSY p,2,1:54.2; BT1:54.1 ($2,320) by Western Hanover. Winner at 2. From 9 previous living foals, dam of 8 winners. 1 in 1:50. 6 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, including:

INDICTABLE HANOVER p,3,1:49.4; BT1:49s ($263,857) (Bettor's Delight). 20 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; third in leg and Super-Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk.


ICAPELLA HANOVER (M) p,2,1:55.2f; 3,1:54.1f; BT1:53.1f ($83,845) (Somebeachsomewhere). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, Pocono; second in leg and Final Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono. Dam of GYPSY GINGER p,2,2:03.3h.

IVORY HANOVER (M) p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:52.2f; BT1:51.2s ($59,469) (Bettor's Delight). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Rideau Carleton; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at London.

IMA WRITER HANOVER (M) p,3,2:00h; BT1:59h ($7,146) (Sportswriter). Winner at 3. In-play Hanover (Bettor's Delight). Now 2.

2nd Dam
SASS NEWTON p,2,2:03.4h; 3,2:00.1f; 1:51 ($607,466) by Storm Compensation. 38 wins, 2 thru 8. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Rideau Carleton. From 14 living foals, dam of 10 winners, 2 in 1:50, 8 in 1:55, 10 in 1:57, including:


IDEAL NEWTON (M) p,2,Q2:02.1h; 3,1:50.2f; 1:49.4f ($629,731) (Western Ideal). 24 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, winner Final James Lynch Mem., elim. Miss New Jersey S., leg Hopeful Ser. at Yonkers; second in Final Miss New Jersey S., elim. James Lynch Mem. At 6, winner leg Overbid Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Overbid Ser. at Meadowlands. Dam of CLOSING STATEMENT p,2,1:50.4; 1:49.1f ($545,175), INVERSE HANOVER p,3,1:52.2; 4,1:49.2 ($357,411).


Next Dam - ARMBRO LIZZIE (Armbro Emerson-Armbrro Elizabeth-Armbro Omaha)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeder's Crown
Cane Pace
Champion Fox
Hoosier Stake Horseman
International Stalion Little Brown Jug Messenger
Meadowlands Pace Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair) Progress Pace
Standardbred Tattersalls Pace
Simplicity
**WHISKEY FEST**

(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled February 18, 2022

**Reg. No. 1XG28**

Microchip No. 985141011405071

Consigned by STONEGATE FARM LLC, AGENT for Pheasant Hill Farm.

Raised at Pheasant Hill Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ

192

**Main Hall**

**Row A**

**Stall 31**

**Bar Hopping 3:1.51.4**

Muscles Yankee 3:1.52.2

Yankee Blondie 3:1.55.4f

Credit Winner 3:1.54

Ambro Vermouth 2:2.12.3h

**Cocktail Hour 4:1.55.1**

Whiskey Fest 3:1.55.3

Self Possessed 3:1.51.3

Canland Hall 3:1.57

Balanced Image 3:1.58.4

B Cor Tamara 3:2.02f

**Ireland 2:2.00f**

**Muscle Hill 3:1.50.1**

**Clarice Marie 3:1.57.3**

**WHISKEY FEST**

**Pen Cage**

**Ambro Vermont**

192

**WHISKEY FEST**

**Pennsylvania Eligible**

**Bay Filly**

Foaled February 18, 2022

**Reg. No. 1XG28**

Microchip No. 985141011405071

Consigned by STONEGATE FARM LLC, AGENT for Pheasant Hill Farm.

Raised at Pheasant Hill Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ
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Muscles Yankee 3:1.52.2

Yankee Blondie 3:1.55.4f

Credit Winner 3:1.54

Ambro Vermont 2:2.12.3h

Self Possessed 3:1.51.3

Canland Hall 3:1.57

Balanced Image 3:1.58.4

B Cor Tamara 3:2.02f

**1st Dam**

IRELAND 2:2.00f; BT1:57.2f ($38,865) by Cantab Hall. Winner at 2. This is her first foal.

**2nd Dam**

CLARICE MARIE 2:2.01; 3,1:57.3; BT1:56.2s ($201,230) by Balanced Image. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. Ontario Sires S. - BT1:57.2f ($38,865) (Muscles Yankee). 7 wins at 2 and 3; 5 wins Int'lly. At 2, winner leg (2) and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in elim. and Final Peter Haughton Mem., Reynolds Mem., John Simpson Mem. At 3, winner elim. and Final Earl Beal Jr. Mem., Dickerson Cup; second in Zweig Mem., leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, elim. Hambletonian S., John Simpson Mem.; third in Final Hambletonian S., Colonial T., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 4, winner Pyraasringsselten at Solvalla; second Cagnes-sur-Mer at Jagersro.

**GO GO RED MARTY** 3,1:55; 4,1:53.3; BT1:53.1s ($270,508) (Striking Sahbra). 18 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, third in leg Bridger Ser. at Mohawk. At 3, winner leg Tie Silk Ser. at Woodbine (2); second in Final Tie Silk Ser. at Woodbine; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. -  Gold at Woodbine, Flamboro, leg Ontario Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 4, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Meadowlands; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro. Dam of:

**CUCKY** 2,1:57; 3,1:52.4f; BT1:52.3f ($897,465; $101,143 Intl.) (Muscles Yankee). 7 wins at 2 and 3; 5 wins Int'lly. At 2, winner leg (2) and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in elim. and Final Peter Haughton Mem., Reynolds Mem., John Simpson Mem. At 3, winner elim. and Final Earl Beal Jr. Mem., Dickerson Cup; second in Zweig Mem., leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, elim. Hambletonian S., John Simpson Mem.; third in Final Hambletonian S., Colonial T., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 4, winner Pyraasringsselten at Solvalla; second Cagnes-sur-Mer at Jagersro.


**MOOTS** 2,2:01 ($46,500) (dam of LOOKING HANOVER 2,2:00.1; 3,1:57.3f; 1:53.2f - $1,125,136), B Cor Jazzette ($4,407) (dam of BANKER HALL 2,1:56.1; 3,1:55.2-$1,026,624).

**3rd Dam**

**B COR TAMARA** 2,2:04.4f; 3,2:02f ($186,214) by Dream Of Glory. 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Woodbine, elim. Canadian Breeders Champ.; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Super Final at Mohawk, Final Ontario Sires S. - BT1:57.2f ($38,865) (Muscles Yankee). 7 wins at 2 and 3; 5 wins Int'lly. At 2, winner leg (2) and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in elim. and Final Peter Haughton Mem., Reynolds Mem., John Simpson Mem. At 3, winner elim. and Final Earl Beal Jr. Mem., Dickerson Cup; second in Zweig Mem., leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, elim. Hambletonian S., John Simpson Mem.; third in Final Hambletonian S., Colonial T., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 4, winner Pyraasringsselten at Solvalla; second Cagnes-sur-Mer at Jagersro. Dam of:

**B COR PETE** 1:53.2 ($893,076) (Balanced Image). 37 wins, 4 thru 12. At 7, winner Final American-National S., leg Su Mac Lad Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Nat Ray, Freehold Inv. At 8, winner leg Classic Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Su Mac Lad Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Su Mac Lad Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. Maple Leaf T. At 9, winner Final Cutler Mem.


Producers: Carmennooch (dam of COLUMBUS 2,2:04.2h; 3,1:58.2h+$23).

**Next Dam**

WOOD U 2:09.3f (Lumber Boy-FROSTY LADY-Scott Frost)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

INVINCIBLE HANOVER
(Pennsylvania Eligible)
Bay Colt Foaled June 5, 2022
Reg. No. 5XC99 Microchip No. 985141001418498

Main Hall
Row E
Stall 32

1st Dam
IT WAS FASCINATION p,2,1:51.4; 3,1:51.2; BT1:49.4 ($317,222) by American Ideal. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Saratoga, Late Closer at Lexington; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, Late Closer at Lexington; third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Vernon, Yonkers, Tompkins-Geers S. At 3, winner New York Sire S. at Monticello, Yonkers, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Yonkers, cons. James Lynch Mem.; third in Simcoe S., Bluegrass S., elim. Empire Breeders Classic. From 5 previous living foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:49, 3 in 1:55, including:


IMONABEACH HANOVER (M) p,3,1:54.2 ($18,925) (Somebeachsomewhere). Winner at 3.

2nd Dam
ON THE CATWALK p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:52.3; BT1:52.1 ($29,739) by Pro Bono Best. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Tioga. At 3, winner leg Late Closer at Lexington; third in leg Late Closer at Lexington (2). From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:50, 6 in 1:54, 7 in 1:56, including:

SOCIAL SCENE (M) p,2,Q1:56.2; 3,1:51.2f; BT1:50.2s ($347,481) (American Ideal). 10 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in leg Whenuwishuponastar Ser. at Mohawk; third in leg Whenuwishuponastar Ser. at Mohawk. At 3, winner New York Sire S. at Batavia, Monticello, Tioga, Yonkers, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Yonkers, cons. James Lynch Mem.; third in Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers. Dam of SIMON SAYS HANOVER p,2,1:50.1 ($229,595). SHIPNSTROL HANOVER p,2,1:52.4f; 4,1:52.1f-'23 ($181,434).

PUT TO RIGHT p,3,1:50.2; 1:50; BT1:48.3 ($318,508) (Captaintreacherous). 15 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, second in Bluegrass S., International Stallion S., leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; third in Final Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington.

ADVANCE MAN p,3,1:52.3; 1:51.4h-'23; BT1:51.4f-'23 ($210,368) (Sweet Lou). 21 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, third in elim. Kentucky P. at Oak Grove, Kentucky Fair S. (2). At 4, winner leg Winter Wonderland Ser. at Hawthorne; second in Final Winter Wonderland Ser. at Hawthorne; third in leg George Williams Mem. Ser. at Miami Valley (2).

SOFER p,2,Q1:57.4; 3,1:54.1f; 1:52.2f; BT1:50.3 ($221,326) (Western Ideal). 23 wins, 3 thru 10. At 8, third in leg Charlie Hoffman P. at Saratoga.

CAPITANO ITALIANO p,2,1:53.2; 3,Q1:52.1; 1:50.4; BT1:50.3s ($120,435) (Captaintreacherous). 17 wins, 2 thru 7. At 5, winner leg Late Closer at Mohawk; second in leg Late Closer at Mohawk; third in leg Late Closer at Mohawk.

GOSSIP MODEL (M) p,3,1:55.2 ($54,019) (Tell All). 10 wins, 3 thru 6. At 4, second in leg Ohyouprettything Ser. at Hawthorne; third in leg Ohyouprettything Ser. at Hawthorne.

CLUB SCENE p,3,1:52h-'23; BT1:51.4s-'23 ($40,290) (Captaintreacherous). 5 wins at 3. Now 3, second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon, Yonkers, Tioga.

Producers: Modern Muse (dam of CAPTAIN'S CHOICE p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:51.3-'23).
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WEBFLOW

(PENNNSYLVANIA & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled May 22, 2022

Reg. No. 8XK62 Microchip No. 985141001413457

Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

Northwest Hall
Row A
Stall 2

1st Dam
IVORY PEARL 3,Q1:58.1; BT1:57.1 by Muscle Hill. Record at 3. From 6 previous foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of:
Forbidden Treasure (Cantab Hall). Now 2.

2nd Dam
PURE IVORY 2,1:57; 3,1:53.1; BT1:52.1 ($1,442,888) by Striking Sahbra. 23 wins, 2 thru 5.

3rd Dam
CAROLINA IVY by Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2

WEBFLOW

Love You ____________________________ Coktail Jet
International Moni 3,1:51.4  --------------
Moni Maker 1:52.1 ________________________ Speedy Crown 3,1:57.1
Guilty Of Love _________________________ Nan's Catch 3,1:54.4

WEBFLOW

Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1 _____________________ Muscles Yankee 3,1:56
Ivory Pearl 3,Q1:58.1  -------------- Striking Sahbra 3,1:56
Pure Ivory 3,1:53.1 ____________________ Image Control 3,1:56.3


At 6, third in Maple Leaf T., Caesars Trotting Classic.

ILLICIT FUNDS (M) 2,Q1:58.1; 3,1:54.4 ($32,300) (Kadabra). 3 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg Kentucky Sires S. - A at Lexington. At 3, second in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono.

Trade Secret (M) BT1:59.3s ($15,521) (Kadabra). At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, Mohawk.

Highly Prized BT2:03s-'23 (Kadabra). Now 2 and racing.

3rd Dam


Producers: Silky Celine (dam of ROCKIN WITH DEWEY 2,Q1:58.3; 3,1:55; 2:00-$145,012); Patience (Pari-Mutuel) 1,1:58.2 ($153,372); grandam of DEALIN WITH DEWEY 3,1:55; 1:53.2-23-$156,025).

Next Dam - Armbr0 Garnish 3,2:04.3h (Dream Of Glory-ARMBRO SPICE 2,2:08.3f-Speedy Crown)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Ardan Downs Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown Champions
Currier & Ives  Dexter Cup
Hambletonian  Hoosier Stake
Horseman  International Stallion
Old Daian Bucket  Kentucky Futurity
Pennsylvania Sires (Par-Mutuel)  Penna. Sires (Fair)
Simcoe  Standardbred
Ralph Witting  Yonkers Trot
Swedish Breeders Crown  Zweig Memorial
JOHN WAYNE HANOVER

(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled April 22, 2022
Reg. No. 8XK63 Microchip No. 985141001417857

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

Main Hall
Row H
Stall 30
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JOHN WAYNE HANOVER

Love You ------------------------ Coktail Jet
International Moni 3,1:51.4

Guilty Of Love
Moni Maker 1:52.1

Speedy Crown 3,1:57.1

Nan's Catch 3,1:54.4

Gracious Marla 3,1:59f

Janderson 2,1:57.3

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2

Graceful Touch 2,1:56.1

Malabar Man 3,1:53.1

Gracious Lobell

1st Dam

JANDERSON 2,1:57.3; BT1:57.3 ($176,710) by Muscle Mass. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Georgian, Grand River, Mohawk. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk. First living colt. From 2 previous living foals (1 untrained due to injury), dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:58, including:

JAKARTA HANOVER (M) 2,1:58f-'23; BT1:56.2f-'23 ($42,733) (International Moni). 2 wins at 2. Now 2, winner Pennsylvania All-Stars; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono..

2nd Dam

ARMSTEAD COLE 2,1:56.4; 3,1:54.1; 4,1:52.2-'23; BT1:52.1s-'23 ($170,661) (Johnny William). 12 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Semi-Final ONSS - Grassroots at Mohawk, leg ONSS - Grassroots at Grand River, Final ONSS - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg ONSS - Grassroots at Mohawk; at 3, winner leg ONSS - Grassroots at Mohawk, Rideau Carleton; second in leg ONSS - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg ONSS - Grassroots at Grand River, elim. Dream of Glory T. at Hanover. At 4, winner leg John Brennan Ser. at Yonkers (2); second in leg John Brennan Ser. at Yonkers.

GRACEFUL MARLA 3,1:59f ($11,628) by Malabar Man. 4 wins at 3. From 1 2 foals, dam of 7

GRACIOUS MARLA

2,1:57.3f; BT1:58.3f ($156,460)

by Malabar Man. 4 wins at 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk.

2nd Dam

GRACIOUS MARLA 3,1:59f; BT1:57.3f ($11,628) by Malabar Man. 4 wins at 3. From 12 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:53, 6 in 2:00, including:

ARMSTEAD COLE 2,1:56.4; 3,1:54.1; 4,1:52.2-'23; BT1:52.1s-'23 ($170,661) (Johnny William). 12 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Semi-Final ONSS - Grassroots at Mohawk, leg ONSS - Grassroots at Grand River, Final ONSS - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg ONSS - Grassroots at Mohawk; at 3, winner leg ONSS - Grassroots at Mohawk, Rideau Carleton; second in leg ONSS - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg ONSS - Grassroots at Grand River, elim. Dream of Glory T. at Hanover. At 4, winner leg John Brennan Ser. at Yonkers (2); second in leg John Brennan Ser. at Yonkers.

VIXEN (M) 2,Q1:58.1f; 3,1:56.2; BT1:55.4s ($101,225) (Conway Hall). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon; second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Yonkers, leg Excelsior Ser. at Monticello; third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia. At 3, second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon; third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Saratoga. Dam of HOOLIE N HECTOR 2,2:01h; 3,1:57f; 1:55.1h-'23 ($239,630). MY BELFAST ANGEL 2,2:02.3f; 3,2:01.3h-'23, EJ’S DEVIOUS DEZI 2, Q2:02.3-'23.

SOCIAL BUTTERFLY (M) 2,2:02.1f; 3,1:59.4h; BT1:58s ($95,451) (Credit Winner). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Tioga; third in Tompkins-Geers S., leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, New York State Fair S. at Tioga, Landmark S. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Yonkers, New York State Fair S. at Goshen; second in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. Dam of MOM IS BEAUTIFUL 2:00h.

BARELY FAMOUS 1:55.4f ($88,716) (Credit Winner). 15 wins, 4 thru 7.

NORMANDY 2,1:58.4f; BT1:56 ($10,052) (Muscles Yankee). Winner at 2. At 3, third in leg Magician Ser. at Meadowlands.

Producers: Two Timer (dam of TIME OUTA JAIL 3,1:55.2; 1:54.2-$353,253, DIMES MAKE DOLLARS 3,1:57f; 1:55.4f).

3rd Dam

GRACIOUS LOBELL by Speedy Crown. From 12 foals, dam of 10 winners, 1 in 1:55, 7 in 1:59, including:

BOBBI JO MAC (M) 2,1:57.3 ($122,469) (Bj’s Mac). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner elim. Harold R. Dancer Mem., Final Harold R. Dancer Mem., elim. Goldsmith Maid T.; second in Matron S. Dam of BOBBI JO’S LINDY 3,1:54.4f; 1:54.1f ($210,090). Grandam of NOVA EMPRESS 2,2:02.3h; 4f, 1:56.2f ($149,244). ALL LIES 2,1:58.4f; 4f, 1:56.4f ($134,484). DEVIL’S ARCH 2, Q1:58.1s; 3,1:54.2’-23.

Producers: MOM’S MILLIONAIRE 2,2:00.1; 3, T1:54.4 ($56,815) (dam of SNOW WHITE 2,1:52.4-$1,433,551. THATS ALL MONI 2,1:54.1; 3,1:52.1-$501,642, TOP DOLLAR 3,1:51.7; 1:53.7f-$277,980, HILLSTRIUSTRIOUS 2,1:57f; 3,1:53.3f-$188,851; $227,794 Intl.. SWEET SHIRLEY MAE 2,1:56; 3,1:52.4- $175,737. SONOFAMILLIONAIRE 2,1:56.4f; 1:56.2f-$124,866, ONE IN A MILLION 2,1:56.2; 3, Q1:53- $121,387-Norway. MILLIONDOLLARWALL 2,1:57.1f; 3, 1:54.2f-$23, grandam of LOOKS LIKE MONI 2,1:56.1; 3,1:51.4-$380,641. MA WAS RIGHT 2,1:55.1-$169,620. IT’S HALLRIGHT 2,2:00.2f; 3, 1:54.2, MISSISSIPPI DREAM 2,2:06.2h; 3,1:57.2; 4,1:57f ($44,403) (dam of DREAM NATION 2,1:55.3; 3,1:54.4f; 1:52.3-$480,949). BILLIE JEAN MAC 2,2:00.1 ($34,200) (grandam of FOLLOW MY DREAMS 3,2:04.1h; 1:56.2f-$195,296, SILENCE IS BLISS 2,2:01f; 3,1:57.4h-$117,188), Lindys Holiday (dam of NELSON NORA 1:57f; $227,061 Intl.), Hostesswithmostess 3, Q2:04.3 (grandam of CHARLIE’S SONG 2,2:09.1h; 1:58.3f-$156,460, LUV IS BLIND 2,2:00.3f; 3,1:59.1f-$137,250).

Next Dam - GLORY LOBELL (Noble Victory-GLEE HANOVER 3,2:05.1h-Hoot Mon)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs Currier & Ives Horseman Old Oaks Bucket Simcoe Ralph Wiltig
Bluegrass Series Dexter Cup International Stallion Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel) Standardbred Yonkers Trot
Breeders Crown Hambletonian Kentucky Futurity Penna. Sires (Parx-Mutuel) Swedish Breeders Crown Zweig Memorial
Champion Hoosier Stake Carousel Invitational Penna. Sires (Fair)

Main Hall
Row H
Stall 30
Accustom by Credit Winner. From 2 previous foals (first foal injured as a yearling and bred at 2), dam of 1 winner, including:
LIKEKITUSEDTOBE 2,2:02.4h-'23; BT2:00.3f-'23 ($11,825) (Walner). Winner at 2. Now 2 and racing. Now 2, winner Maryland Stdb. Race Fund at Ocean.

2nd Dam
HABIT’S LADY 2,1:58.4; 3,1:54.2; BT1:54.1 ($104,796) by Muscles Yankee. 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner American-National S.; third in Final American-National S. At 3, winner Bluegrass S.; second in heat Kentucky Filly Futu. From 9 foals, dam of 5 winners, 3 in 1:55, including:
TAKE MY PICTURE 2,2:00.2h; 3,1:54.1; 1:52.3 ($1,189,186) (Classic Photo). 43 wins, 2 thru 11. At 2, winner leg NJSS at Freehold, NJ Futy.; second in Final NJSS at Freehold. At 3, winner Townsend Ackerman T., leg NJSS at Freehold; second in elim. and Final Yonkers T., leg NJSS at Meadowlands (2), Final NJSS at Freehold, elim. Matron S., leg and Final Mr. Muscleman Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. Canadian Trotting Classic, leg Wyoming Valley Ser. at Pocono; third in Final Matron S., leg NJSS at Freehold.
ROYAL ASSETS (M) 2,1:55f; BT1:54.2 ($266,527) (Self Possessed). 9 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner John Simpson Mem.; second in Review S., leg Margot Taylor Mem. Ser. at Hoosier. From 13 foals, dam of 12 winners, 6 in 1:55, 11 in 1:59, including:
BRICKHOUSE BABE 2,1:55f; 1:52.4f-'23 ($167,191), RICH UNCLE 1,1:59h; 3,1:55.2. ROYAL LADY 2,1:58.4f; 3,1:56f.

3rd Dam
CIVIL ACTION 2,1:56.4; 3,1:53 ($630,562; $492,491 Intl.) (Pine Chip). 8 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner elim. and Final Peter Haughton Mem., leg Kentucky Sires S.; second in Final Kentucky Sires S. At 3, winner Townsend Ackerman T.; second in elim. and Final Yonkers T., leg Connecticut Futu., leg Bluegrass S., leg Gulfstream Park Futu., leg Late Closer at Lexington; third in elim. and Final Mr. Muscleman Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. Canadian Trotting Classic, leg Wyoming Valley Ser. at Pocono; third in Final Matron S., leg NJSS at Freehold.
OVER RULED 2,1:56.2; 1:55.2f; BT1:54.2 ($266,527) (Self Possessed). 9 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner John Simpson Mem.; second in International Stallion S., Hayes Mem.; third in Review S., leg Valley Victory T. At 3, second in leg NJSS, Late Closer at Lexington; third in Old Oaken Bucket, Review S., Late Closer at Lexington.

Next Dam - CUSTOM 2,2:02.1f (Homesick-KIMBERLY DUTCHESS 3,2:02.1-Kimberly Kid)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champlain Filly
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Hambitarian
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
Maryland Stdb. Race Fund
Old Oaken Bucket
Pennsylvania Sires (Fair)
Pennsylvania Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Standardbred
Swedish Breeders Crown
Yonkers Trot
LIL BIT BETTOR  
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)  
BAY FILLY Foaled March 7, 2022  
Reg. No. 0XE23 Microchip No. 985141001369749  
Northeast Hall  
Row B  
Stall 12  
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Karen E. Carroll, Seth Carroll, Makenna Carroll and David Carroll, Raised at Talbot Creek Farm, Shedden, ON
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LIL BIT BETTOR

1st Dam

JIMINI TOP p,3,1:59.2h; BT1:58.4h ($32,033) by Big Jim. 9 wins, 3 thru 5. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:59, including:

Raw Power (Bettor's Delight). Now 2.

2nd Dam

HILARIOUS p,2,1:56; 3,1:52.3 ($58,461) by Die Laughing. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Peninsular Farm P. at Lexington, leg Starlet Ser. at Hoosier (2); third in leg and Final Starlet Ser. at Hoosier. 3rd. winner leg New Jersey Sires S.; second in Scarlet O’Hara P.; leg Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands. Half-sister to the grandam of DOWNBYTHESEASIDE p,2,1:49; 3,1:48.3f ($2,179,558); three-quarter sister to the dam of SPORTSWRITER p,2,1:49.2; 3,1:48.3 ($1,566,460), to the grandam of TALL DARK STRANGER p,2,1:49.1; 3,1:47.1 ($2,020,195). From 14 foals, dam of 12 winners, 1 in 1:50, 9 in 1:54, 12 in 2:00, including:

MILLIONDOLLARSMILE (M) p,3,1:50.2 ($749,904) (Million Dollar Cam). 10 wins at 3 and 4. 2nd, in 2 Flamboro Breeders Champ., Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, leg Trillium P. at Flamboro, leg Ontario Spring Ser. at Woodbine, leg Town Pro Ser. at Mohawk; second in Ontario Sires S. - Super Final at Woodbine, elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk (2), Flamboro Breeders S.; third in Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Rideau Carleton, leg and Final Ontario Spring Ser. at Woodbine. Dam of WINDSONG JACK p,2,1:53.3f; 3,1:49.4; 4,1:49.2f ($1,030,283), CHIEF OF STAFF p,2,1:55f; 1:51-23 ($112,256), WINDSONG LIGHTNING p,2,1:55.2f; 3,1:51.1, LYONSPRINCESSRUBY p,2,1:58.3f; 3,1:54h, MILIONDOLAR BEAUTY p,2,2:02.1h; 3,1:55.1, LYONS KATRINA p,3,1:57.1h.


WIN PLACE'N SHOW p,2,1:53f; 3,1:52f-23 ($100,278) (Bettor's Delight). 11 wins at 4 and 5. 3rd, in leg Youthful Ser. at Woodbine. 3rd, in leg Youthful Ser. at Woodbine. At 3, second in leg Flamboro Breeders Champ., Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, leg Trillium P. at Flamboro, leg Ontario Spring Ser. at Woodbine. Dam of JUSTABIT MEAN p,2,1:56.3f; 3,1:55.3; 1:53 ($200,759), REBA MACH p,4,1:55.1; HICKORY MAYBELLE p,4,1:55.1h, VELSEY'S COWBOY p,5,1:59.4, GRANDAD OF CHELSIS CHOICE p,3,1:53.4; 4,1:51.4.

WIN PLACE'N SHOW p,2,1:53f; 3,1:52f-23 ($100,278) (Bettor's Delight). 11 wins at 4 and 5. 3rd, in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono. FULL DISCLOSURE p,3,1:57.5; 4,1:49.2; 5,1:50.4 ($66,696) (Sweet Lou). 5 wins at 3 and 4. 3rd, in leg Valedictory Ser. at Mohawk. 4th, in leg Snowshoe Ser. at Mohawk. 2nd, in leg Snowshoe Ser. at Mohawk. 2nd, in leg Snowshoe Ser. at Mohawk. 2nd, in leg Snowshoe Ser. at Mohawk. 2nd, in leg Snowshoe Ser. at Mohawk. 2nd, in leg Snowshoe Ser. at Mohawk.

KNEE SLAPPER (M) p,3,1:56.1f; BT1:53.3s ($93,305) (Matron). 9 wins, 3 thru 5. Dam of WHY SO SERIOUS p,2,1:56.4h, 3,1:57.4f.

Next Dam - DOMINIQUE SEMALU p,3,1:56.2f (Big Towner-MIDI A SEMALU p,3,1:54.2-Most Happy Fella)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios  
Arden Holmes  
Bluegrass Series  
Breeders Crown  
Can-Pace  
Champion Filly  
Hosier Stake  
International Stallion  
Little Brown Jug  
Messenger  
Parx Stallion Memorial  
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)  
Penna. Sires (Fair)  
Standardbred  
Tattersalls Pace  
Pennsylvania Stallion Series  
Trotting Horseman  
International Stallion  
Little Brown Jug  
Messenger  
Parx Stallion Memorial  
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)  
Penna. Sires (Fair)  
Standardbred  
Tattersalls Pace
BOULE DE GOMME  
(PENNSYLVANIA & QUEBEC ELIGIBLE)  
BAY FILLY Foaled April 9, 2022  
Reg. No. 9XD44  Microchip No. 985141001369853  

1st Dam  
JIMMYS LITTLE GIRL  
p,2,1:52f, 1:51f ($151,941) by Big Jim. 18 wins, 3 thru 7. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian, Mohawk. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam  
SHEER HOSE  
p,2,1:59.2f, 1:54.4 ($11,491) by Artsplace. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Fair S. at Showplace; second in leg New Jersey Fair S. at Showplace. From 13 foals, dam of 8 winners, 7 in 1:52, including:

GETTING REAL  
p,2,1:52.3; 4,1:50.3f ($) (Riyadh). 31 wins, 2 thru 10. At 2, winner Bluegrass S., elim. Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; second in International Stallion S. At 5, winner leg William Penn Ser. at Chester; second in cons. William Penn Ser. at Chester.

SHINE N SHIMMER  
(M) p,3,1:54.1; 1:51.1f, BT1:50.4 ($533,419) (American Ideal). 37 wins, 3 thru 9. At 4, second in leg Blizzards S. at Woodbine (2), leg HorsePlayer Interactive S. at Woodbine; third in leg HorsePlayer Interactive S. at Woodbine.

SAND SAVAGE  

KNOT IN MY KNICKERS  
p,3,1:52.3; 4,1:51.2; BT1:50.3 ($199,657) (Northern Luck). 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, third in elims. James B. Dancer Mem. At 4, winner leg and Final Carn Fella S. at Woodbine, leg Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands.

BARE LEGS  
(M) p,2,1:57; 3,1:53.4; 4,1:51.4; BT1:50.3 ($199,657) (Northern Luck). 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, third in elims. James B. Dancer Mem. At 4, winner leg and Final Carn Fella S. at Woodbine, leg Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands.

BARE LEGS  
(M) p,2,1:57; 3,1:53.4; 4,1:51.4; BT1:50.3 ($199,657) (Northern Luck). 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, third in elims. James B. Dancer Mem. At 4, winner leg and Final Carn Fella S. at Woodbine, leg Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands.

KNOt IN MY KNICKERS  
p,3,1:52.3; 4,1:51.2; BT1:50.3 ($199,657) (Northern Luck). 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, third in elims. James B. Dancer Mem. At 4, winner leg and Final Carn Fella S. at Woodbine, leg Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands.

BARE LEGS  
(M) p,2,1:57; 3,1:53.4; 4,1:51.4; BT1:50.3 ($199,657) (Northern Luck). 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, third in elims. James B. Dancer Mem. At 4, winner leg and Final Carn Fella S. at Woodbine, leg Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands.

KNOT IN MY KNICKERS  
p,3,1:52.3; 4,1:51.2; BT1:50.3 ($199,657) (Northern Luck). 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, third in elims. James B. Dancer Mem. At 4, winner leg and Final Carn Fella S. at Woodbine, leg Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands.

3rd Dam  
LADY LONGLEGS  
p,2,1:54.2 (Most Happy Fella-MARYELLEN HANOVER p,4,1:55.2h-Tar Heel) (PENNSYLVANIA & QUEBEC ELIGIBLE)  

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS  

Next Dam - SILK STOCKINGS  
p,3,1:55.2 (Most Happy Fella-MARYELLEN HANOVER p,4,1:55.2h-Tar Heel)
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Dale C. Towle.
Raised at Princeton Farms, Princeton, ON

THE SIMPLIFIER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled May 10, 2022
Reg. No. 7XD81  Microchip No. 985141001414423

Northeast Hall
Row C
Stall 11

THE SIMPLIFIER

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Delvin Miller Adios
Arlen Downs
Bluegrass Series

Next Dam - SILKSCANDIUMS p.1:56f (Falcon Seelster-HAWAIIAN TY-Tyler B)

199

Always B Miki p.1:46 ---------------
Always A Virgin p.3:1:48.4  --------
Artstopper  ------------------------
Jk Isn'tshelovely  -----------------
ợ

THE SIMPLIFIER

Jk Isn'tshelovely  -----------------
Somebeachsomewhere p.3:1:46.4  --------
Ms Malicious p.3:1:51.4f  ---------------

1st Dam
Jk Isn'tshelovely BT1:54.4f ($9,000) by Somebeachsomewhere. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:53, 4 in 2:00, including:
HIGH ROLLIN GIRL (M) p.3:1:55.1f; BT1:53.4f ($28,272) (Roll With Joe). 4 wins at 3.

2nd Dam
MS MALICIOUS p.2:1:53.2; 3:1:51.4f; BT1:51.2f ($351,963) by Art Major. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; elim. Breeders Crown at Pocono; third in leg. She's A Great Lady S. At 3, winner cons. Valley Forge P., leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Yonkers; second in leg Fall Harvest P. at Yonkers, leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, New York State Fair S. at Tioga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers (2). From 7 foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:52, 3 in 1:58, including:

3rd Dam
SILKY BT2:00f by Western Hanover. Starter at 2. From 13 foals, dam of 11 winners, 9 in 1:55, 11 in 1:57, incl.:
MALICIOUS p.2:1:51.3f; 4:1:50.1f; BT1:49.3f ($789,479) (Bettor's Delight). 29 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner Nassagaweya S., leg (2) and Final Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk, elim. Metro S., elim. Governor's Cup; third in Final Governor's Cup. At 3, winner elim. Empire Breeders Classic; second in Final Empire Breeders Classic, leg New York Sire S. (2); third in elim. Confederation Cup. At 4, second in leg Aquarius Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Joe Gerrity Jr. Mem. at Saratoga; third in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers (2), leg Aquarius Ser. at Meadowlands.
ConsIGNED BY PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Fair Winds Farm Inc. and Bellevue Farms.

RAISED AT Fair Winds Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ

SETTHEWORLDONFIRE

(NEW JERSEY & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled April 11, 2022

Reg. No. 0X439 Microchip No. 985141001402305

SETTHEWORLDONFIRE

Northeast Hall
Row C
Stall 12

Hallie Gallie p,3,1:52.1f ------------------

Shadow Play p,4,1:47.4 ------------------

Firestorm p,2,1:52.3 -------------------

Cattlewash p,3,1:46.4 -------------

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 ---

Mach Three p,3,1:49

Whereas The Beach

Road Bet p,4,1:52f -------------------

Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4

Road To Pandalay p,2,1:55.3

1st Dam

FIReSTORM p,2,1:52.3; BT1:51 ($89,582) by Shadow Play. 3 wins at 2. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, elim. Breeders Crown at Hoosier. At 3, third in Late Closer at Lexington. First colt. From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:55, including:


2nd Dam

HALLIE GALLIE  p,2,1:5f; 3,1:52.1f ($76,125) by Village Jolt. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners, 6 in 1:55, 7 in 1:56, including:

HAPPY HANNAH (M) p,2,1:53.4; 3,1:53.3; BT1:52s ($95,254) (Well Said). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Eternal Camnation P., elim. She's A Great Lady S.; third in Champlain S., Bluegrass S. Dam of RUFFIAN (M) p,2,1:51.3f; BT1:51.1f ($12,160) (Courtly Choice). Winner at 2. Now 2, winner leg Excelsior Stallion Ser. at The Meadows.

3rd Dam


Next Dam - EMORY GIRL p,3,1:52.4 (Sherman Almahurst-JODI'S IMAGE p,3,2:02.1-Striking Image)
Consigned by and Raised at CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT, Cream Ridge, NJ

A GOOD QUEST
(STANDARDBRED ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 10, 2022
Reg. No. 6XC61 Microchip No. 985141001376555

West Hall
Row H
Stall 9

Huntsville p,3,1:47.4 ----------------------------- Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 ------------------------
Wild West Show p,3,1:53.3f ---------------------- Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4 ---------------------
Art Major p,4,1:48.4 -------------------------------- Artspac p,4,1:49.2 ---------------------------------
Jated Love p,2,1:53.3 ------------------------------ Loving Proof p,3,1:55.2-----------------------------

1st Dam
JUST FINE p,3,1:50 ($51,063) by Art Major. 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello, Tioga, Late Closer at Lexington; second in Final Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon, Late Closer at Lexington. At 4, third in leg Worldly Beauty Ser. at Meadowlands. From 4 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:55, including:
O'BROCKOLI p,3,1:54.1 ($8,623) (Rockincam). Winner at 3.

2nd Dam
JATED LOVE p,2,1:53.3 ($36,078) by Jate Lobell. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner cons. Sweetheart P. at Meadowlands. From 12 foals, dam of 9 winners, 5 in 1:50, 9 in 1:54, including:
BETTOR AGAIN p,2,1:54.4f; 1:48.2 ($362,892) (Bettor's Delight). 16 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. (2), New York State Fair S. at Tioga; second in Bluegrass S., leg New York Sire S. (3); third in Tompkins-Geers S.
MODERN GESTURE p,2,Q2:02.1h; 1:31.5f-$49 ($300,556) (Artiscape). 37 wins, 3 thru 9. At 2, third in leg Excelsior Ser. (3).
STOLEN GLIMPSE p,2,Q1:55.3; 3,1:49.2 ($231,611) (Art Major). 3 wins at 3. At 3, winner Tattersalls P.; second in Final Empire Breeders Classic, leg New York Sire S. (2); third in elim. Empire Breeders Classic.
AVID ARTIST p,2,1:54; 4,1:53.2f ($104,504) (Real Artist). 25 wins, 2 thru 7. At 3, second in leg May Flowers Ser.
ENOUGH SUN p,3,1:50f ($93,508) (Somebeachsomewhere). 9 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner Pennsylvania All-Stars; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. (2).
CARBON CAPTURE (M) p,3,1:52.2f; BT1:50.2 ($87,455) (Art Major). 8 wins at 3. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S., elim. Jugette.
SO OVER p,2,1:54f; BT1:53.2 ($83,774) (Artiscape). 8 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Tompkins-Geers S.; third in Goshen Cup, New York State Fair S. at Vernon, leg New York Sire S. at 3, winner leg New York Sire S.; third in leg New York Sire S.

3rd Dam
LOVING PROOF p,2,2:01; 3,1:55.2 ($107,402) by Cam Fella. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner Adioo Volo S.

Producers:
A GOOD QUEST

Stakes Engagements

Delvin Miller Adios
Ardon Dovers
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Can P Pace

Champlain Empire Breeders
Emperor Fox
Great Mid-West Hoosier Stake

Horseman International Stallion
Ralph Klein Memorial
Little Brown Jug

Manitoba Great Western
Meadowlands Pace
Messenger
New York Sires

NJ Stbd. Dev. Fund
Parhial Memorial
Progress Pace
Renaissance

Simcoe
Trigger Pacing
Tattersalls Pace
W. Canada Pacing Derby
KELLYGREEN HANOVER

ONTARIO ELIGIBLE

BAY FILLY Foaled May 1, 2022

Reg. No. 8XN49 Microchip No. 985141001419611

Main Hall
Row G
Stall 20

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

Kimmie Hall 2,2:00.3  ---------------------
Green Manalishi S 3,1:50.3 -------
Naga Morich S 1:59.3f  ----

Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1  --------------------
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Yankee Blondie 3,1:59.4f
Enjoy Lavac 3,1:52
Dame Lavac 2,1:59.3f

KELLYGREEN HANOVER

1st Dam

KEEPSAKE HANOVER 2,1:58f; BT1:56.2s ($54,315) by Cantab Hall. Winner at 2. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Reynolds Mem.. Pennsylvania All-Stars, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, Pocono; third in Acorn S., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington. From 6 previous foals, dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:58, including:


BIG WEEZY (M) 2,1:59 1f; 3,1:57.3h; BT1:54.3 ($129,542) (Trixton). 8 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Tompkins-Geers S.; second in John Simpson Mem.., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands, Tioga, leg New Jersey Stbd. Dev. Fund. Dev. at Freehold (2); third in Final New Jersey Stbd. Dev. Fund at Freehold, leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands (3). At 3, third in leg Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga.

KEEPETHETAB HANOVER 3,1:56f ($84,917) (Bar Hopping). 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

KINGPIN HANOVER 2,1:56.4f; 3,1:55f-'23 ($68,584) (E L Titan). 5 wins at 2 and 3. Now 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga, Yonkers, Saratoga; second in leg SRF Charity Ser., leg Excelsior Ser. at Batavia; third in Excelsior Ser. at Goshen.


KICKSTART HANOVER 2,2:00.3f; BT2:00.3-23 ($17,714) (International Moni). 3 wins at 2. Now 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. - A at Butler, Bedford, Wattsburg; second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; third in leg Pennsylvania Fair S. - A at Washington, Meadville.

2nd Dam

KIMMIE HALL 2,2:00.3; BT1:59.3 ($2,000) by Striking Sahbra. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Early Closer at Lexington. From 10 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:54, 3 in 1:58, including:


ALLSWell HANOVER 3,1:56f. Grandam of KNOW STOPPING NOW 2,1:56s; 3,1:53.2s-'23.

AQUEITAS 2,02.02.2f; 3,1:55f; 4,1:55.3f; BT1:54.2f ($155,286) (Gildemaster). 10 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres; second in New Jersey Futy. At 3, second in leg Final Helen Smith Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres.

KITEFIN HANOVER (M) 2,02.02.2f; BT1:56.1 ($64,985) (Muscles Yankee). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres; second in New Jersey Futy. At 3, second in leg Final Helen Smith Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres. Grandam of HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

Producers: KELSEY HANOVER 2,02.02.2f ($11,766) (dam of ELHELPESKI 2,1:56.1-23). Kimberidge Hanover (dam of KEGLER HANOVER 2,02.00.3; 3,1:56.3; 1:55.3f-$256,664, KIRSI HANOVER 2,1:56.3f-$165,964; grandam of KIRSI DREAM 2,1:58.1h; 3,1:54.2h-$124,740).

3rd Dam

KENWOOD SCAMPER by Texas. From 14 foals, dam of 10 winners, 7 in 2:00, including:

EMILE ANGUS 2,2:10.3h; 3,1:57.4 ($191,267; $240,186 Intl.) (Garland Lobell). 18 wins at 2 and 3; 30 wins int'lly. At 2, winner leg Quebec Circuit - B. At 3, winner leg and Final Coupe Des Eleveurs, leg Quebec Circuit - A (4), leg Cherry Hill Ser. at Garden State (2).

Producers: CANNE ANGUS 2,05.3h; 2:03.3h ($36,045) (dam of CAMERON HANOVER 2,1:56; 3,1:54.2; 4,1:53.4-$1,816,236; grandam of CANTAB HANOVER 2,1:56.1; 3,1:54-$1,442,303).

Next Dam - LINDY'S SPEEDY LADY 3,2:03.1f (Speedy Count-BRENDINA HANOVER-Hoot Mon)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs  Deer Park
Currier & Ives  Dexter Cup
Hoosier State  Hambletonian
Kentucky Futurity  Horseman
Ontario SBIA  International Stallion
Ontario Sires  Old Oaken Bucket
Simcoe Filly  Standardbred
Swedish Breeders Crown  Yonkers Trot
Kingsway  Zweig Memorial
Consigned by HUNTERTON SALES AGENCY, AGENT for Tara Hills Stud Ltd., David B. Heffering and Steve H. Stewart. Raised at Hunterton Farms at Stoner Creek, Paris, KY

TH KAYCE
(ONTARIO & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 11, 2022
Reg. No. 8XN50  Microchip No. 985141001413025

West Hall
Row B
Stall 4

Green Manalishi S 3,1:50.3
Naga Morich S 3,1:50.3
Yankee Glide 3,1:55.1
Distaff 3,1:54f

Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1
Yankee Blondie 3,1:59.4f
Valley Victory 3,1:55.3

TH KAYCE

1st Dam
KELSEY'S KEEPSAKE 2,1:57.1f; 3,1:54f; BT1:52.4s ($337,187) by Yankee Glide. 14 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Keystone Classic, leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, The Meadows, Pennsylvania All-Stars. At 3, winner Keystone Classic; second in cons. The Crossroads of America T.; third in Continentalvictory T. First colt. From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, including, 1 in 1:54, including:

LAST PAGE FIRST (M) 2,2:00.1h; 3,1:54-23; BT1:53.1s-23 ($46,597) (Chapter Seven). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, leg New York Sire S. at Batavia.

2nd Dam
DISTAFF by Self Possessed. From 10 foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:54, 5 in 1:59, including:

THE BUDSTER 2,Q2:05.3f; 3,1:54.4; 1:54f; BT1:53.2 ($667,515) (Broadway Hall). 49 wins, 3 thru 13. At 2, second in Keystone Classic. At 3, winner Old Oaken Bucket, Galt Mem., Keystone Classic, leg Late Closer at Tioga, Late Closer at Lexington; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. (2), leg Late Closer at Lexington, Tioga; third in Final Pennsylvania Sires S., Arden Downs S., Currier & Ives S., Reynolds Mem., Late Closer at Lexington. WANNACMYGUNS 2,2:01.1h; 3,1:58.3h; BT1:55.2s ($110,496) (Conway Hall). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S.; second in leg New York Sire S., leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga; third in leg New York Sire S. (2). At 3, second, leg New York Sire S.; third in leg New York Sire S. (2).

DONKER MARIE (M) 3,2:01.2f; 4,1:57.3f ($50,164) (Ken Warkentin). 7 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots (2). At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots (2). GLAD ALL OVER (M) 3,1:55.4; BT1:54 ($28,900) (Muscle Hill). 2 wins at 3. At 3, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. Dam of GIGI HANOVER 3,1:54.4-'23 ($185,057).

Producer: Rocher Kemp (dam of HERE IS HELP 2,1:54.2).

3rd Dam
DUCHESS HANOVER 3,2:02.1f ($1,150) by Super Bowl. Winner at 3. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:58, including:

A ROD 2,2:03.2h; 3,1:57.2f; BT1:57 ($156,278) (Yankee Glide). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Final New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres (2); third in Final Harold R. Dancer Mem. At 3, winner elim. and final Dexter Cup, cons. and leg Wyoming Valley Ser.; second in Landmark S.; third in leg Wyoming Valley Ser. FLOYD R TURBO 2,Q2:00.3; 3,1:56.1; 4,1:54.3; BT1:54.1 ($65,704) (Muscles Yankee). 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, third in Bluegrass S., leg Early Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner leg Late Closer at Lexington (2).

4th Dam
DESCENT 2,2:01.3; 3,2:00 ($115,428) by Speedy Crown. 11 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Hanover-Hempt S., Breeders Filly S., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. (2). At 3, winner Coaching Club Oaks, Breeders Filly S., heat Lexington Filly S., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. From 14 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 10 winners, 1 in 1:54, 7 in 1:59, including:


Next Dam - PIZZAZ (Ayres-SPRITE RODNEY 3,1:58.2-Rodney)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Hambrolian
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
Kentucky SBOA
Old Oaken Bucket
Ontario SBOA
Ontario Sires
Swedish Breeders Crown
Yonkers Trot
Zweig Memorial
Consigned by VIEUX CARRE' FARMS, AGENT for Max J. Hempt.
Raised at Vieux Carre' Farms, Gettysburg, PA

FOLLY ME
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 12, 2022
Reg. No. 1XF08 Microchip No. 985141001375898

204 North Hall
Row J Stall 1

Always B Miki p,1:46 ----------------- Western Ideal p,1:48
Always A Virgin p,3:1:48.4 ------- Neverhaveevenwill p,3,Q1:55.3
Artsstopper ----------------------- Artsplace p,4,1:49.2
An't No Stopn Me p,3,1:55.1h

FOLLY ME

Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4  ------- Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50
Keystone Krystal p,3:1:56.1f ---- Classic Wish p,3,T1:52
Keystone Kismet p,4,1:54.2f  ------- Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4
Keystone Killean p,3,Q1:55.6

1st Dam
KEystone Krystal p,3,1:56.1f; BT1:53.4f ($20,095) by Bettor's Delight. Winner at 3. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winners, 1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:59, including:
Crown Of Thorns p,2;Q1:55.2f; 3,1:55.1h-'23; BT1:53.3f ($20,500) (Always B Miki). Winner at 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia.
Manalou p,2;Q1:56.2f;'23; BT1:53.4f ($67,916) by Western Hanover.

2nd Dam
KEYstone Kismet p,2;0.3;4h; 3,2:03h; 4,1:54.2f; BT1:54f ($261,320) by Rockin Image. 16 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner leg Ohio Sires S. at Dayton; 2nd in leg TVG Mare P. at Vernon; 3rd in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker at Yonkers; 2nd in leg Hoosier Cup, leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier; 3rd in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker at Yonkers; 2nd in leg Hoosier Cup, leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier; 3rd in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker at Yonkers; 2nd in leg Hal Dale Ser. at Hoosier; 3rd in leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier (2). At 4, 2nd in Blue Chip Matchmaker at Yonkers; 3rd in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; 2nd in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers (2).

3rd Dam
VENUS KILLEAN p,2;Q1:56.2; 3,Q1:56; BT1:53.2s ($103,718) by Run The Table. 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner Flamboyo Breeders S., elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Woodbine; 2nd in Final Levy Mem. at Yonkers; 3rd in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro.

Producers:
VENUS ROCKS p,2;0.58.4f; 3,1:51.3f; BT1:54f. (dam of WILLZY p,3,1:51.3f).
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Jonathan Klee Racing, Eric Taddeo, William Garofalo, Justin B. Boliasi. Raised at Eric Taddeo Farm, Warwick, NY
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HURRIKANEGRANDLADY

(NΕW YORK ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled April 4, 2022
Reg. No. 4X77 Microchip No. 985141001413479

Northeast Hall
Row B
Stall 11

Huntsville p,3,1:47.4 ------------- Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 Mach Three p,3,1:49
HURRIKANEGRANDLADY

Wild West Show p,3,1:53.3f ------------- Wheres The Beach Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4

Lady Grande p,2,1:52.3 ---------------- Big Jim p,2,1:49.1 Western Ideal p,1:48

1st Dam

LADY GRANDE p,2,1:52.3; BT1:51.4s ($187,997) by Big Jim. 5 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; leg (2) and Final Whenuwishuponastar Ser. at Mohawk. At 3, second in leg Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk. From 1 previous foal, dam of:
Hurrikane Warning (M) (Always B Miki). Now 2.

2nd Dam

LADY LATTE p,3,1:55f; 1:51.2; BT1:50.2s ($419,046) by No Pan Intended. 33 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, winner leg City of London P. at London. At 4, second in elim. Forest City P.; third in Final Forest City P. At 5, third in Final Masters Pacing Ser. at Georgian. From 5 foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:53, 3 in 1:58, including:
LADY GRANDE (M) p,2,1:52.3; BT1:51.4s ($187,997) (Big Jim). As above.

3rd Dam

MISS JEKI p,3,1:53; BT1:51.4s ($142,542) by Jenna's Beach Boy. 9 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner Glen Garnsey Mem. From 6 living foals, dam of 4 winners, 3 in 1:55, 4 in 1:56, including:
LADY LATTE (M) p,3,1:55f; 1:51.2; BT1:50.2s ($419,046) (No Pan Intended). As above.

4th Dam

WATER WELL BT2:01.1s by Jate Lobell. Starter at 2 and 3. Half-sister to SHIPPS SCHNOOPS p,2,1:56.2f; 3,1:51.4f ($658,123), to the dams of SHIPPS SAINT p,2,1:54.2f; 3,1:51.4f ($465,617), to the grandam of IN TREPID WATER p,2,1:57.1f; 3,1:51.3 ($410,748); three-quarter sister to World Champion RYAN'S MIRACLE p,2,1:52.1; 3,1:50.4 ($225,839). From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners, 6 in 1:55, 7 in 1:58, including:
MISS JEKI (M) p,3,1:53; BT1:51.4s ($142,542) (Jenna's Beach Boy). As above.

Next Dam

WATERING CAN p,3,1:54.2 (Meadow Skipper-SPRINKLE p,2,2:00-$225,839). Grandam of LADY CAPULET p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:50.4 ($251,393), ALLS WELL ROLLS WEL p,2,1:56.4.

Producers:
Water Girl Jenny (dam of EYE OF DESIRE p,2,2:01-$171,673, WARRAWEEN HERO p,2,2:00-$111,313), MRS BLACKWELL (M) p,3,1:54.3; BT1:55.3f ($37,898) (Rutter Hanover). 9 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, the heart of the season at Lexington (2). At 3, dam of 7 winners, 6 in 1:55, 7 in 1:58, including:
MISS JEKI (M) p,3,1:53; BT1:52.4s ($142,542) (Jenna's Beach Boy). As above.

WELL BET p,3,1:57.4f; 1:53.4f ($132,831) (Mach Three). 22 wins, 3 thru 7.

GET WELL (M) p,3,1:57.3f; BT1:55.3f ($37,898) (Bettor's Delight). 4 wins, 4 thru 7.

MRS BLACKWELL (M) p,3,1:54.3; BT1:52.2s ($36,513) (The Panderosa). 5 wins, 3 thru 5.

Producers: Water Girl Jenny (dam of EYE OF DESIRE p,2,2:01-$171,673, WARRAWEEN HERO p,2,2:00-$111,313, WARRAWEEN KNIGHT p,3,1:57.1h.).
LATTE LADY

p,2,1:53.4; 3,1:52.4; BT1:52.1s ($168,565) by Jenna’s Beach Boy. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Kentucky Sbtd. Sale Co. P., Hanover Filly S., elimination. At 3, winner First Kentucky Summer Champ. at Lexington; second in Hanover Filly S., elimination. Nadia Lobell P.; third in Final Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, leg Sox P. at Hawthorne, elimination. Kentucky Summer Champ. at Lexington. From 12 previous living foals, dam of 9 winners, 2 in 1:50, 6 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, including:


MAMAS FALLEN ANGEL (M) p,3,1:54f; 1:52f ($200,329) (Well Said). 15 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final Do Me Honor Ser. at The Meadows; second in elimination Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Cinderella S.; third in elimination. Fan Hanover S.


MELANIES SHARKETTE p,2,1:56.3f; 3,1:54.2f; 1:50f ($291,736) (Western Ideal). 5 wins at 3. Dam of:


LITTLE HANOVER (M) p,2,1:53f; 3,1:51.3 ($291,736) (Western Ideal). 5 wins at 3. Dam of:

MELANIE'S FILLY p,3,1:54.2f; 1:51.2f ($102,743), elimination. 2nd Dam

SHE'S THE GREATEST p,2,1:58; BT1:56.2 ($5,529) by Dexter Nukes. Winner at 2. At 2, third in Hanover Filly S. From 14 foals, dam of 10 winners, 2 in 1:50, 6 in 1:54, 8 in 2:00, including:


Next Dam - MISS DONNA MAYO (Silent Majority-SKIPPERS BEAUTY p,4,T1:57.2-Meadow Skipper)
Consigned by CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT for Jonas L. Schlabach.
Raised at Jonas L. Schlabach Farm, Apple Creek, OH

BOUQUET

(NEW JERSEY ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled May 3, 2022
Reg. No. 7XC75 Microchip No. 985141001417762

Walner 3:1:50.2  Chapter Seven 4:1:50.1  La Riviera Lindy 3:2:01.1f
Random Destiny 3:1:54.1  Ken Warkentin 3:1:52.3
Front Porch Swing

BOUQUET

Lavendar Fields 3:1:50.1  Muscles Yankee 3:1:52.2
Yankee Blondie 3:1:59.4f

1st Dam

LAVENNDAR FIELDS BT2:05.2f by Muscle Hill. Starter at 2. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 2:00, including:

IMBOSSIBLE (M) 2:1:59.2h; BT1:57.1 ($18,075) (Chapter Seven). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga.

2nd Dam

PLEASURE'S SONG 3:1:58f; BT1:56f ($49,547) by Windsong's Legacy. 3 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Wahoo what Ser. at The Meadows, leg Closing Bell Ser. at The Meadows; second in leg and Final Wahoo what Ser. at The Meadows, Reynolds Mem. From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:57, including:


SINGING SIREN (M) 2:Q2.03.1f; BT2:01.4f ($8,531) (Winning Mister). Winner at 2. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Dayton; second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Indiana; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Stoneboro.

3rd Dam

B J'S PLEASURE 2:2:04.4; 3:1:59.4f ($244,023) by Speedy Somolli. 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Acorn S. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Batavia Filly S., Arden Downs S., Landmark S.; second in Buckette, Hanover-Hempt S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. From 20 foals, dam of 13 winners, 3 in 1:55, 11 in 1:59, including:


Next Dam - MATINA HANOVER 4:2:04.2h (Speedy Count-MATORA HANOVER 3:2:04.4-Nibble Hanover)
Consigned by CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT for Windsong Farm.
Raised at Concord Stud Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ

**GHOST POST**

*(NEW YORK ELIGIBLE)*

BAY FILLY Foaled April 14, 2022
Reg. No. 0XF97  Microchip No. 985141001384737

Chapter Seven 4,1:50.1  -----------
Windsong's Legacy 3,1:53.4
Yankee Windsong 3.Q2:02.1f

La Riviera Lindy 3,2:01.1f  -----------
Dream Vacation 4,1:52
Royal Lindy

**GHOST POST**

S M S Princess 3,1:52.3f  -----------
Conway Hall 3,1:53.4
Spawning

West Hall
Row F
Stall 6

1st Dam

**S M S PRINCESS** 2,1:55.2f; 3,1:52.3f; BT1:52.2 ($176,683) by Cantab Hall. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; third in Matron S., International Stallion S. At 3, winner cons. Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono; second in Liberty Bell T. at Philadelphia, Pegasus T. at Hoosier; third in Pennsylvania All-Stars. From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:55, including:

ALL A TWITTER (M) 3,1:54.2f/23; BT1:52-23 ($13,614) (Muscle Hill). Record at 3.

2nd Dam

WON AN DONE 2,2:01.2h; 3,1:58.4h; BT1:57.3s ($95,110) by Conway Hall. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Harold Story Ser. at Saratoga; second in leg New York Sire S.; third in leg Harold Story Ser. at Saratoga. From 10 foals, dam of 8 winners, 4 in 1:55, 7 in 2:00, including:


WORLDCLASS HANOVER (M) 2,1:58.3; 3,1:54.4; BT1:53.4s ($85,752) (Cantab Hall). 5 wins and 3. At 2, second in Champlain S.

WYND CREEK (M) 2.Q2:00; 3,1:59.3h; BT1:56.4f ($52,235) (Explosive Matter). 10 wins at 3 and 4.

WOMANIZER HANOVER 2,2:02.3f; 4,1:59.3f; BT1:57.1f ($36,720) (Muscles Yankee). 3 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold.

Wunderkind Hanover (M) BT1:59.3f-23 (Cantab Hall). Now 2 and racing.

3rd Dam

SPAWNING by T V Yankee. From 12 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:54, 3 in 1:59, including:


Next Dam - TROUT (Bonefish-TARPOR LADY ANN 3,2:03f-Jamie)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAKES ENGAGEMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arden Downs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currier &amp; Ives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hambletonian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky Futurity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Oaken Bucket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yonkers Trot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluegrass Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dexter Cup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empire Breeders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Stallion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Sires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardbred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zweig Memorial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lei Trevino 4,1:58.2f -----
Lei 3,T2:01

1st Dam

LEI TREVINO

Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1
----------------
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f

Green Manalishi S 3,1:50.3 ----

Naga Morich S
----------------
Enjoy Lavec 3,1:52
Dame Lavec 2,1:59.3f

TREVINOn GREEN

Ken Warkentin 3,1:52.3
----------------
Yankee G1de 3,1:55.1
Jambo

Lei Trevino 4,1:58.2f

Lei 3,T2:01

2nd Dam

1st Dam

Lei 3,T2:01 ($22,472) by Crowning Point. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Northfield Grand Circuit S.; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Buffalo. From 13 foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:54, 3 in 1:59, including:

STROKE PLAY (M) 2,1:58.2; 3,1:54.2f; 4,1:53.4 ($1,171,649) (Yankee Glide). 18 wins, 2 thru 4.

DAN PATCH


FANCY NAPOLY Lopez (M) 2,1:58.4; 3,1:56.1h-'23; BT1:53.4f-'23 ($303,152) (What The Hill). 7 wins at 2.

MUSCLE MEX

2,Q1:58.4f; 4,1:56.2f; BT1:55.3f ($34,475) (Muscle Hill). 3 wins at 4.

TRIX ARE FOR KIDS

2,2:05.3h; 3,T2:01 ($22,472) by Crowning Point. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Northfield Grand Circuit S.; second in Festspillpokalen at Bergen and Kniksen Memorial at Bergen; second in Arjang Stora Pris at Arjang. Closer at Lexington; third in Dickerson Cup. Exported and winner Shan Rags Memorial at Leagen, winner Bluegrass S., Vernon Dancer Mem. at Pocono; second in E.H. Harriman Cup. At 3, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands (2). Now 3, winner elim. Hackett Mem. Filly, leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, Ohio Fair S. at Dayton. From 5 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:59, 4 in 1:57, including:

GOLDEN STROKE

3,1:59.4f; 1:57.1h ($91,208) (Yankee Glide). 14 wins, 3 thru 6.

PLAYFUL SWAN

2,2:05.3h; 3,T2:01 ($22,472) by Crowning Point. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Northfield Grand Circuit S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. From 13 foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:54, 3 in 1:59, including:

STRIKING VOLO

2,2:05.3h; 3,T2:01 ($22,472) by Crowning Point. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Northfield Grand Circuit S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. From 13 foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:54, 3 in 1:59, including:

GOLDEN STROKE


3rd Dam

LATTICEWORK

2,2:00 ($52,809) by Arndon. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Hoosier Futy., Tompkins-Geers S.; third in American-National S. At 3, second in heat Horseman. From 6 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:59, including:

MR COMMISSIONER

2,1:58.4; BT1:54 ($85,375; $243,192 Intl.) (Tagliabue). 2 wins at 2. 8 wins Int’llly. At 2, winner Bluegrass S., Vernon Dancer Mem. at Pocono; second in E.H. Harriman Cup. At 3, second in Late Closer at Lexington; third in Dickerson Cup. Exported and winner Shan Rags Memorial at Leagen, Festspillpokalen at Bergen and Kniksen Memorial at Bergen; second in Arjang Stora Pris at Arjang.

Next Dam - GARDEN PATH 2,2:04 (Fiorian-LOVERST 3,2:01.1-Speedster)

Privy to you, for your ears alone: LIFESTORY LOU, a BLACK COLT, was foaled on February 18, 2022, at Hillside Standardbred in Fredericksburg, OH. He is a Pennsylvania Eligible, Black Colt, Reg. No. 1XG71, Microchip No. 985141001375119. His genealogy is as follows:

**1st Dam**

LIFESTORY HANOVER, p,3,1:56.1f; BT1:55.2f ($9,927) by Somebeachsomewhere. Winner at 3. This is her first foal.

**2nd Dam**

LIVIN LIFE, BT1:58.3 by Western Ideal. Starter at 3. From 4 living foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:51, 3 in 1:57, including:


**3rd Dam**

LISJUNE, p,2,1:57.4f; 3,1:56f; 4,1:50.4 ($67,482) by Camluck. 11 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Final Late Closer at Plainridge, leg Summer Wine Ser. at Rockingham; third in Final Summer Wine Ser. at Rockingham. At 4, winner Late Closer at Lexington; second in Late Closer at Lexington. Three-quarter sister to Dan Patch, Nova, O'Brien Older Pacing Horse of the Year in 2006; O'Brien Older Pacing Horse of the Year in 2007, World Champion LIS MARA, p,2,1:59.3h; 3,1:51.4; 4,1:47.3 ($2,141,661). From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners, 3 in 1:50, 5 in 1:57, including:


**IM THE PIED PIPER**, p,3,1:49.4f ($380,044) (Western Ideal). 33 wins, 3 thru 10. At 3, winner Final Diplomat Ser. at Woodbine, leg Youthful Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg and Final Youthful Ser. at Woodbine, leg Diplomat Ser. at Woodbine (2), leg Trendsetter Junior Ser. at Meadowlands (2); third in elim. Matron S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 9, winner leg CCQ-Region at Pabos; second in leg CCQ-Region at New Jersey; third in leg CCQ-Region at St. Joseph Delegation (2). Producers: Luvthebeachlife (dam of YANKIT GITIT).

**Next Dam - LISHEEN**, p,3,1:57.2 (Abercrombie-LISMORE)
HURRIKANE HUNTRESS
(NEW YORK ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled March 5, 2022
Reg. No. 5XD43 Microchip No. 985141001419136
Northeast Hall
Row B
Stall 10

HURRIKANE HUNTRESS
p,3,1:47.4 ------------
Huntsville p,3,1:46.4 ->
Whereas The Beach
Wild West Show p,3,1:53.3f ----
Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4
Lil Pieceofheaven p,3,1:52 ----
Rock N Roll Heaven p,3,1:47.3 ---
Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 --
Sweet On Art p,4,1:52.4

HURRIKANE HUNTRESS
p,3,1:48.1 ---------
My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1

1st Dam
LIL PIECEOFHEAVEN p,3,1:52 ($26,465) by Rock N Roll Heaven. 3 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Tioga, Yonkers. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:54, including:

HURRIKANE HUNTER p,2,1:54.2h; 3,1:53.3h-'23; BT1:50.4-'23 ($124,944) (Huntsville). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner New York Sire S. at Monticello; second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. Now 3, winner Excelsior Ser. at Goshen; second in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono, leg New York Sire S. at Batavia.

2nd Dam


FORCE N FURY p,2,1:50.2 ($212,430) (Captaintreacherous). 13 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Final Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. (3)

CAVIART DAVIA (M) p,2,1:54; 3,1:52-23; BT1:50.4s ($122,999) (Captaintreacherous). 2 wins at 2. At 2, second in Champlain S., Eternal Camnation P., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands.

MY LITTLE DELIGHT (M) p,2,1:52.3; BT1:52.1 ($101,319) (Bettor's Delight). Winner at 2. At 2, winner New York Sire S. at Vernon; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Yonkers. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. Dam of MY LITTLE CAPTAIN p,2,1:52.2f ($258,247), BETTERTHANTHEBEACH p,2,1:52; 4,1:50f ($158,798), HONALI p,3,1:54.1f; 4,1:52.4h-'23.

The Dragon Reborn (Bettor's Delight). Now 2.

Next Dam - MY LITTLE PRETTY p,3,1:56.2 (Jate Lobell-AL DENTE p,3,T2:01.1-Bret Hanover)
Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

VIVIE'S WISH
(NEW YORK & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)
ROAN Filly Foaled March 6, 2022
Reg. No. 0X135 Microchip No. 985141001404990

VIVIE'S WISH

1st Dam
LILLYWHITES p,1:52.4f; BT1:51.2f ($246,245) by Artiscape. 19 wins, 4 thru 8. From 5 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:53, 3 in 1:57, including:
ROCK THE CASBAH (M) p,3,1:57.2h; 1:56.4h; BT1:54.1 ($51,970) (Rock N Roll Heaven). 9 wins, 3 thru 7. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Tioga; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Yonkers.
GREY ROOTS (M) p,2,1:53 ($26,075) (Huntsville). 2 wins at 2.
RUFFLE'S KISS (M) p,2,1:55.2f; 3,1:51.4f; 4,1:51f; BT1:50.4f ($244,995) (Blissfull Hall). 9 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, second in leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, Ohio Fair S.; third in leg Ohio Sires S. at Lebanon, Ohio Fair S. at Tioga; third in leg Ohio Sires S. at Raceway; third in leg Ohio Sires S. at Lebanon.

2nd Dam
WHITE RUFFLES p,2,Q2:07f; 3,2:03.4h ($17,212) by Smog. 10 wins at 3 and 4. From 13 living foals, dam of 7 winners, 5 in 1:55, 6 in 1:56, including:
PRIVATE AFFAIR (M) p,2,Q1:58.4; 3,1:53.3 ($41,300) (No Nukes). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg Reynolds Mem.; third in leg Countess Adios S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, elim. Miss Rosecroft P. At 3, winner cons. Comforter II Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Newcomer Ser. at Freehold; third in leg Newcomer Ser. at Freehold, Reynolds Mem. Dam of ANGRY DROWN p,2,1:55.4f; 4,1:53.3f ($283,240), I'VE GOT THE LIFE p,2,Q1:57.2; 3,1:52.3 ($133,263), IDEAL AFFAIR p,2,1:55.1 ($133,263), MOCHA MARTINI p,3,1:55.4f; 4,1:53.3f; 6,1:52.4f ($558,928), ODDS ON AVENTURE p,2,1:58f; 3,1:52.2; 1:51.1f ($338,484), PATSYS LUCK p,3,1:51.2 ($248,041), WESTERN YOUNG GUN p,3,1:54.2f; 1:51.2f ($215,245), CHAMP CHARBEL p,2,1:55.1f; 4,1:53.3f ($115,547).

3rd Dam
KIMBERLY ALMAHURST p,2,Q2:07f; 3,2:03.4h ($17,212) by Smog. 10 wins at 3 and 4. From 13 living foals, dam of 10 winners, 1 in 1:55, 7 in 2:00, including:
RUFFLE MAN SAM p,2,2:00.3h; 3,1:56.1; 1:55.4h; BT1:54.4f ($165,576) (Nobleland Sam). 12 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner Ohio Fair S. (5); second in leg Ohio Fair S. (2); third in leg Ohio Fair S. At 3, winner leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, Ohio Fair S.; second in leg Ohio Sires S. at Lebanon, Ohio Fair S.; third in leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield.
DON'T RUFFLE ME p,2,1:56.4f; 3,1:55.4f; BT1:55.4f ($84,693) (Simcoe Hanover). 15 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner elim. Ohio State Fair S., Ohio Fair S., leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, Raceway; third in leg Ohio Sires S. At 3, winner leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, Ohio Fair S.; second in leg Ohio Sires S. at Lebanon, Ohio Fair S. At 4, third in leg Ohio Sires S. at Lebanon.

Next Dam - KIMMIE HANOVER (Tar Heel-KITCHEN MAID p,3,2:04-Coffee Break)
Consigned by BLUE CHIP FARMS LLC, AGENT for Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc.
Raised at BLUE CHIP FARMS, WALLKILL, NY

WISTFUL BLUE CHIP
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 6, 2022
Reg. No. 2XL71 Microchip No. 985141001405661

WISTFUL BLUE CHIP
213

Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f
Gala Dream
Designed To Be 3,1:51.3f
Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3

Chapter Seven 4,1:50.1
Windsong's Legacy 3,1:53
La Riviera Lindy 3,2:01.1f
S J's Photo 1:53
Miss Garland 2:00f

North Hall
Row M
Stall 1

LIMA NOVELTY 2,1:57.3h; 3,1:52.1 ($278,964) by Chapter Seven. 9 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello, Saratoga, Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. At 3, winner Reynolds Mem., leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Vernon, John Simpson Mem., leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Goshen; second in Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Yonkers (2). From 2 previous foals, dam of:

HI Olmaya (M) BT1:55-'23 ($9,862) (Six Pack). Now 2, second in Landmark S., leg Kindergarten Ser. at Meadowlands; third in elim. New Jersey Classic Ser.

MISS GARLAND 2,Q2:08f; 3,2:06.2h; 2:00f; BT1:59.3f ($91,356) by Garland Lobell. 25 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner leg Quebec Circuit - B at Trois Rivieres, leg CCQ-Region at Cratbtree, E. Angus; third in leg Quebec Circuit - A at Trois Rivieres. From 11 living foals, dam of 11 winners (1 Exported prior to racing), 3 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, including:


GOODLOOKINGIRL (M) 2,2:01.3; 3,Q2:00; 4,Q1:59.4; BT1:57.4 ($154,088) (Giant Hit). 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. (2), New York State Fair S. at Syracuse, leg New York-Bred LC; second in leg New York Sire S. (2). At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. (3); second in New York State Fair S. at Syracuse, leg New York Sire S. Dam of ESCROW BLUE CHIP 2,2:01.4; 3,1:59.1; 1:55.2f ($185,070). Grandam of SHOEMAKER HANOVER 3,1:58f; 4,1:55.1f ($265,445).

Next Dam - SCENIC LINDA (Lindy's Crown-SCENIC LINDA 2,2:16h-Eric B.)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

LOURDES HANOVER
(PENNYSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled February 12, 2022
Reg. No. 7XF80 Microchip No. 985141001402444
Main Hall Row B Stall 16

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 -- Captaintreacherous p,3,1:47.1 --
Where The Beach
World Order p,3,1:53.1

THER calor’s Card Shapk p,3,1:50
Classic Wish p,3,1:51.2

Lourdes Hanover p,3,1:57.3h
LINDA LACE HANOVER

p,4,1:54f; BT1:53.2f ($41,045) by Bettor’s Delight. 4 wins at 4. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
LAZAN HANOVER
p,3,1:57.3h; BT1:54 ($9,722) by Matt’s Scooter. Winner at 3. From 9 living foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:48, 4 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, including:


LITERALLY HANOVER (M) p,3,1:59.4f; 1:57.3h; BT1:56.1f ($31,815) (Bettor’s Delight). 14 wins, 3 thru 5.

LILLIAN HANOVER (M) p,3,1:58.4f; BT1:55.2f ($27,525) (Well Said). Winner at 3. Dam of LINEDRIVE HANOVER p,2,Q1:53.2; 1:47-'23 ($410,037), LEGENDARY HANOVER p,2,1:50-'23.

LOS AL HANOVER (M) p,4,1:59.2h; 4,1:54.1h-'23; BT1:56-'23 ($28,205) (Somebeachsomewhere). 3 wins at 3 and 4.

At 3, leg CCQ-Region at Trois Rivieres, CCQ-Region at Trois Rivieres.

3rd Dam
LODI HANOVER p,3,1:57f ($15,525) by Big Towner. 4 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Washingtonian Ser. at Freestate; second in Final Washingtonian Ser. at Freestate; leg leg Washingtonian Ser. at Freestate. From 14 foals, dam of 11 winners, 1 in 1:49, 7 in 1:55, 11 in 1:58, including:


LIGHTSHIP HANOVER p,3,1:51.1; BT1:50 ($276,053) (Artsplace). 16 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner leg and Final Summertime Ser. at Woodbine, leg Lenni-Lenape Ser. at Garden State (2); third in elim. Motor City P. at Hazel. At 4, winner Final Cam Fella Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg Cam Fella Ser. at Woodbine; leg in leg Aquarius Ser. at Meadowlands.

Next Dam - LAURI LOBEL p,3,1:58.4 (Adios Vic-LADY LOVAT-Overtrick)
**SELFIE STICK**

(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)

BAY Filly Foaled March 27, 2022

Reg. No. 2XM63 Microchip No. 985141001376810

Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

Northwest Hall
Row C
Stall 2

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

DALVIN MILLER ADIOS

Arden Downs

Bluegrass Series

**Next Dam - AL DENTE**

p,3,T2:01.1 (Bret Hanover-CHIN CHIN p,4,1:57.1-Meadow Skipper)

**1st Dam**

MY LITTLE ART by Artsplace. From 9 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 3 in 1:55, 4 in 1:58, including:

**MY LADY DUDE** (M) p,2,Q1:59; 3,Q1:53.1; 4,1:52.4h; BT1:52.2 ($72,536) (American Ideal). 4 wins at 4 and 5. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga. At 5, third in leg Herb Coven Jr. Mem. Ser. at Miami Valley.

**ONLY ONE STAR** (M) p,2,Q2:03h; 3,1:53.2 ($71,973) (American Ideal). 17 wins, 3 thru 6.

**SNOW PATROL** p,2,Q2:01h; 3,1:55h; BT1:54.1 ($56,411) (Bettor's Delight). 8 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Saratoga; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Yonkers.

**DRAGON A LITTLE** p,3,1:57.4h; BT1:54.1s ($12,412) (Dragon Again). 5 wins at 3.

Producers: A Little Roll ($6,250) (dam of

Weston Sahara p,2,1:55.2 $1,247,985, p,3,1:51.1f- $1,469,461; grandam of

**IF I CAN DREAM** p,2,1:50.4f; 3,1:49.4f- $1,990,276, (Dragon Again). 24 wins, 2 thru 5. Dan Patch 2-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 2005; Dan Patch, Nova, O'Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2008. World Champion DELINQUENT ACCOUNT p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:53.3; 1:51.4 ($1,038,997; dam of ARTISCAPE p,2,1:53.3; 3,1:49.3s-$1,469,461; grandam of IF I CAN DREAM p,2,1:50.4f- 3,1:49.4f-$1,990,276, WESTERN SHORE p,2,Q1:56.2; 3,1:51; 1:51.4h ($212,430) (Bret Hanover). 3 wins at 3.

**Abercrombie** p,4,1:53 $1,095,862, p,2,1:51.3; 3,1:50.2; 4,1:48.1 - $2,323,854 (Dragon Again). 17 wins, 3 thru 6. **My Little Pretty** p,3,1:56.2; BT1:54.1 ($12,412) (Bettor's Delight). 8 wins at 2. At 2, one of 5 winners, 1 in 1:49, 4 in 1:53, including:

**MY LITTLE DRAGON** p,2,1:52; 3,1:50.2; 4,1:48.1 ($2,323,854) (Dragon Again). 24 wins, 2 thru 5. Dan Patch 2-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 2005; Dan Patch, Nova, O'Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2008. World Champion DELINQUENT ACCOUNT p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:53.3; 1:51.4 ($1,038,997; dam of ARTISCAPE p,2,1:53.3; 3,1:49.3s-$1,469,461; grandam of IF I CAN DREAM p,2,1:50.4f- 3,1:49.4f-$1,990,276, WESTERN SHORE p,2,Q1:56.2; 3,1:51; 1:51.4h ($212,430) (Bret Hanover). 3 wins at 3.

Producers: A Little Roll ($6,250) (dam of

Caviar Aidan p,2,1:53.4; 3,1:51-23).
Consigned by TWINBROOK FARMS, AGENT for Crystal Springs Farm.
Raised at Crystal Springs Farm, Millersburg, OH

EURO CRAZY
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled February 19, 2022
Reg. No. 8XK50  Microchip No. 985141001418228

East Hall
Row C
Stall 4

International Moni 3,1:51.4  
Moni Maker 1:52.1  
Crazed 3,1:52.2  
My Dolly's Dream 3,2:00

Love You
Cocktail Jet
Guilty Of Love
Speedy Crown 3,1:57.1
Nan's Catch 3,1:54.4
Credit Winner 3,1:54
Mary Lou Hall 3,2:02.4h
Pine Chip 4,1:51
My Dolly 4,1:54.3

1st Dam
LINDYS CRAZY DOLLY 2,2:00; 3,1:58.2f; BT1:57.1s ($32,145) by Crazed. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia. From 4 previous living foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:58, including:


PRETTY BOY LINDY 2,1:58.3; BT1:58.1 ($142,331) (Cantab Hall). 5 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon. At 3, winner Townsend Ackerman T., Keystone Classic, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono, The Meadows; second in Oliver T.

LINDY MCDREAMY 2,1:58.4; 3,1:55.2f; BT1:52.4f ($127,502) (Credit Winner). 3 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. At 3, third in Landmark S., leg Excelsior Ser. at Buffalo.

TO LINDY'S CREDIT (M) 3,1:59.2f; BT1:55.1s ($136,214) (Credit Winner). 6 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga, Yonkers (2); second in elim. Empire Breeders Classic; third in Final Empire Breeders Classic, leg New York Sire S. at Vernon.

Producers: DREAM FOR LINDY 2,1:57.3 (dam of LITE THE CANDLES 3,1:54.2-'23).

3rd Dam
MY DOLLY 2,1:58.4; 3,1:56.4f; 4,1:54.3 ($576,059) by Valley Victory. 7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner elim. and Final Breeders Crown at Mohawk, Bluegrass S., elim. Goldsmith Maid T.; second in International Stallion S.; third in elim. and Final Merrie Annabelle T., Champlain S. At 3, second in elim. and Final Matron S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; third in American-National S., Simcoe S., elim. Breeders Crown at Colonial. At 4, winner leg Classic Ser. at Harrington; second in leg Classic Ser. at Woodbine, Pasquantonio Mem. From 9 foals, dam of 6 winners, 6 in 2:00, including:

TO LINDY'S CREDIT (M) 3,1:59.2f; BT1:55.1s ($136,214) (Credit Winner). 6 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga, Yonkers (2); second in elim. Empire Breeders Classic; third in Final Empire Breeders Classic, leg New York Sire S. at Vernon.

Producers: CROWN N LINDY 2,1:57.1; 1:56 ($317,981), THE LINDY RESERVE 2,1:55.3; 4,1:54f-$317,981.

Next Dam - LADY STARLET 2,1:59.2 ($14,659) (Conway Hall). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg New Year-Bred LC at Tioga.

UNCLE MARTY 3,1:59.2h; BT1:59.1h ($13,792) (Donato Hanover). 2 wins at 3. Produces: DREAM FOR LINDY 2,1:57.3 (dam of LITE THE CANDLES 3,1:54.2-'23).

Stakes Engagements

Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champlain Filly
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Hambletonian
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
Old Galvan Bucket
Pennsylvania (Pari-Mutuel)
Pennsylvania (Fair)
Pine Chip
Pine Hall Memorial
Simpson Filly
Son of Amity
Trotting Trot

International Moni 3,1:51.4  
Moni Maker 1:52.1  
Crazed 3,1:52.2  
My Dolly's Dream 3,2:00

Love You
Cocktail Jet
Guilty Of Love
Speedy Crown 3,1:57.1
Nan's Catch 3,1:54.4
Credit Winner 3,1:54
Mary Lou Hall 3,2:02.4h
Pine Chip 4,1:51
My Dolly 4,1:54.3

1st Dam
LINDYS CRAZY DOLLY 2,2:00; 3,1:58.2f; BT1:57.1s ($32,145) by Crazed. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia. From 4 previous living foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:58, including:

LINDYS DOLLYWOOD (M) 2,1:54; BT1:53.3 ($68,107) (Muscle Hill). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner NJ Garden State T.

Pardon My Lindy (M) 2,1:58f; BT1:56.1 ($17,060) (Muscle Hill). Winner at 2. At 2, third in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge. From 9 foals, dam of 8 winners, 2 in 1:54, 8 in 2:00, including:

LINDYS DOLLYWOOD (M) 2,1:54; BT1:53.3 ($68,107) (Muscle Hill). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner NJ Garden State T.

Pardon My Lindy (M) 2,1:58f; BT1:56.1 ($17,060) (Muscle Hill). Winner at 2. At 2, third in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge. From 9 foals, dam of 8 winners, 2 in 1:54, 8 in 2:00, including:

LINDYS DOLLYWOOD (M) 2,1:54; BT1:53.3 ($68,107) (Muscle Hill). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner NJ Garden State T.

Pardon My Lindy (M) 2,1:58f; BT1:56.1 ($17,060) (Muscle Hill). Winner at 2. At 2, third in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge. From 9 foals, dam of 8 winners, 2 in 1:54, 8 in 2:00, including:

LINDYS DOLLYWOOD (M) 2,1:54; BT1:53.3 ($68,107) (Muscle Hill). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner NJ Garden State T.

Pardon My Lindy (M) 2,1:58f; BT1:56.1 ($17,060) (Muscle Hill). Winner at 2. At 2, third in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge. From 9 foals, dam of 8 winners, 2 in 1:54, 8 in 2:00, including:

LINDYS DOLLYWOOD (M) 2,1:54; BT1:53.3 ($68,107) (Muscle Hill). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner NJ Garden State T.

Pardon My Lindy (M) 2,1:58f; BT1:56.1 ($17,060) (Muscle Hill). Winner at 2. At 2, third in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge. From 9 foals, dam of 8 winners, 2 in 1:54, 8 in 2:00, including:

LINDYS DOLLYWOOD (M) 2,1:54; BT1:53.3 ($68,107) (Muscle Hill). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner NJ Garden State T.
LIVIN LARGE HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY Filly Foaled February 1, 2022
Reg. No. 9XD13  Microchip No. 985141001405540

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st Dam</th>
<th>Livin Life BT1:58.3 by Western Ideal. Starter at 3. From 3 previous living foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:51, 3 in 1:57, including:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOUIE HANOVER</td>
<td>p,2,Q1:56.4f; 3,1:55.1f-'23; BT1:54.1h-'23 ($28,231) (Captaintreacherous). 3 wins at 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIFESTORY HANOVER</td>
<td>p,2,1:51.3f; 3,Q1:48.4; 1:48.4-'23; BT1:48.3 ($694,093) (Captaintreacherous). 2 wins at 2 and 3.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2nd Dam</th>
<th>Lisjune p,4,1:50.4 -------------------------- Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUSMORE</td>
<td>p,3,1:56.1f; BT1:55.2f ($9,927) (Somebeachsomewhere). Winner at 3.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3rd Dam</th>
<th>Lisjune p,4,1:50.4 -------------------------- Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUSMORE</td>
<td>p,3,1:57.2 (Albatross-BRETS ROMANCE p,4,2:02f-Bret Hanover)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**
Consigned by ANVIL AND LACE FARM, AGENT for Shaffer and Sons.
Raised at Winning Key Farm, Leechburg, PA

**ZELDY**
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled May 1, 2022
Reg. No. 2XF71  Microchip No. 985141001417478

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Self Possessed 3,1:51.3</th>
<th>Canland Hall 3,1:57</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gala Dream</td>
<td>Enjoy Lavec 3,1:52</td>
<td>Maple Frosting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ZELDY**

Looking For Zelda 3,1:54h

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Break The Bank K 3,1:51.3</th>
<th>Revenue S 1:51.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gala Dream</td>
<td>American Misty 3,1:59.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Winning Way K 3,1:59.4f</td>
<td>Conway Hall 3,1:53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sister's Winner K 3,2:01.4f</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam

**LOOKING FOR ZELDA** 2,1:54; 3,1:54h; BT1:52.2 ($439,234) by Break The Bank K. 12 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner International Stallion S., Ohio State Fair S., leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield (2), Scioto (2), John Simpson Mem.; second in Final Ohio Sires S. at Scioto, Ohio Breeders Champ. At 3, winner Buckette, leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, Scioto, Scarlet & Gray Inv., Currier & Ives Filly S.; third in The Crossroads of America T., Ohio State Fair S., leg Ohio Sires S. at Miami Valley, elim. Breeders Crown at Pocono. From 2 previous foals, dam of: Hillookin (Muzzle Hill). Now 2.

2nd Dam

**MY WINNING WAY K** 3,1:59.4f; BT1:56.4f ($77,488) by Conway Hall. 3 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, leg New York-Bred LC at Saratoga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, leg Scraton Ser. at Pocono (2); third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, leg New York-Bred LC at Batavia, Vernon, elim. Empire Breeders Classic. From 8 foals, dam of 5 winners, 3 in 1:55, 5 in 1:58, including:

- **MOVEOUTOFMYWAY K** 2,1:56f; 4,1:54.4f; BT1:52.2 ($182,726) (Muscle Massive). 8 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner The Madison County T., Liberty Bell T. at Philadelphia; second in The Standardbred S., leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; third in Matron S.
- **BOYZ N GUITARS** 2,1:58.3f; 1:54.3f ($79,654) (Muscle Massive). 8 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner Pennsylvania All-Stars; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows.
- **BANK MY WAY** (M) 3,1:57.1f; BT1:56.2f ($21,168) (Break The Bank K). Winner at 3. At 2, second in leg Ohio Sires S. at Scioto.
- **Bank Breaks** (M) 3,1:57f; 4,1:56f-'23; BT1:54.3-'23 ($258,069) (Break The Bank K). 6 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, third in Ohio Breeders Champ.
- **Lady Builder** (M) BT1:57.4f ($18,768) (Muscle Massive). At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows. At 3, third in leg Margaret Provost Mem. at The Meadows.
- **Caviart Irish Luck (M) BT1:58.3f-'23 ($7,104) (Six Pack).** Now 2 and racing.

3rd Dam

**SISTERS WINNER K** 3,2:01.4f; BT1:58s ($8,541) by American Winner. Winner at 3. From 4 foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:

- **PAY Me SISTER (M)** 3,1:56.2; 1:54.1f ($146,165) (Revenue S). 13 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner The Circle City T., Horseman. Dam of **TRICKY SISTER 2,1:55.1; 4,1:54.4f ($218,530).**
- **GRACEFUL SISTER (M)** 3,1:58.2f; BT1:55.2 ($104,522) (Yankee Glide). 3 wins at 3. At 2, third in The Standardbred S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final Closing Bell Ser. at The Meadows; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, leg Closing Bell Ser. at The Meadows. Dam of **OLYMPIC SON 2,2:00.1; 3,1:56.4; 4,1:53.1 ($258,069).**
- **WINNING SISSY (M)** 2,2:01h; 3,1:57.3f; BT1:57.2f ($26,358) (Angus Hall). Winner at 2. At 2, winner elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro.

4th Dam

**BJS SUPER SISTER 2,Q2:07.2f; 3,Q2:05.3f ($2,089)** by Speedy Somolli. Record at 3. From 12 foals, dam of 8 winners, 6 in 2:00, including:

- **AMERICANGENERATION 2,Q2:02.2f; 1:55.4f ($177,110) (American Winner).** 34 wins, 2 thru 11. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. At 4, winner Ken Weaver Mem. at The Meadows.
- **B J'S SUPER SON 2,2:02.4f; 3,2:01.4f; 4,Q1:59.1f; BT1:58.2f ($150,646) (Meadow Road).** 7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. (3); second in Final New York Sire S., Landmark S. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S., Arden Downs S. At 4, winner leg Kenny Ross Chevrolet Ser. at The Meadows.

**Next Dam** - TIE SCORE (Super Bowl-GRETCHEN C. 3,2:06-Sharpshooter)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arden Downs</th>
<th>Currier &amp; Ives</th>
<th>Dexter Cup</th>
<th>Hambletonian</th>
<th>Hoosier Stake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bluegrass Series</td>
<td>Horseman</td>
<td>International Stallion</td>
<td>Kentucky Futurity</td>
<td>Old Daniel Bucket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeders Crown</td>
<td>Old Standardbred</td>
<td>Penna. Sires (Fair)</td>
<td>Simcoe Filly</td>
<td>Yonkers Trot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champlain Filly</td>
<td>American Winner</td>
<td>Pennsylvania Sires (Pari-Mutuel)</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
<td>Zweig Memorial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SHE'S POISON
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled March 22, 2022
Reg. No. 6XF11 Microchip No. 985141001375789

A Yanke Classic p,3,1:56.1f
Artiscape p,3,1:49.3z

Falkns Future p,3,1:51f
Sweet Dahrln p,3,1:55.4

Yankee Cruiser p,3,1:49.3
Sweet Future p,3,1:54.2

A Yankee Classic p,3,1:56.1f
Sweet Dahrln p,3,1:55.4

Falcons Future p,3,1:51f

SHE'S IVORY

Yankee Cruiser p,3,1:49.3
Sweet Future p,3,1:54.2

She's Poisen p,3,1:54f

Ponder p,1:48.1
The Penderosa p,3,1:49.3

Lovely Laura p,1:48.1
Empty Feeling p,1:53.1

Western Ideal p,1:48
She's A Great Lady p,4,1:50.4

1st Dam
Lovely Laura BT1:55f ($8,429) by Ponder. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; third in Maryland Sbdt. Race Fund at Ocean. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
SHE'S POISON p,3,1:54f; BT1:51.2 ($19,200) by Western Ideal. 2 wins at 3. From 7 foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:50, 3 in 1:52, 4 in 1:56, including:

POISONOUS p,3,1:52.4; 1:49.4f; BT1:49f ($269,605) (Art Major). 20 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, second in leg Summertime Ser. at Mohawk; third in leg Summertime Ser. at Mohawk.

ARSENIC p,2,1:53.4; 3,1:51.1; BT1:50.1f ($222,874) (Bettor's Delight). 14 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, Mohawk. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Kawartha, Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk, Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian, Mohawk.

TOXICITY p,2,Q1:58.1; 1:50.1 ($251,648). 16 wins, 3 thru 7.

Deadly Delight (M) BT1:53.2s-'23 ($9,348) (Bettor's Delight). Now 3, second in elim. Kin P. at Clinton. Totally Toxic p,2,Q1:55.4f-'23 (Count Chice). Now 2 and racing.

3rd Dam
SHE'S A GREAT LADY p,2,1:53.3; 3,1:51.1; 4,1:50.4 ($973,382) by Dexter Nukes. 26 wins, 2 thru 4. Dan Patch, Nova 3-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 1995; Dan Patch, O'Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 1996. World Champion. At 2, winner elim. Hayes Mem. At 3, winner elim. Mistleetoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, Final Mistleetoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, Final Nadia Lobell P., elim. Fan Hanover S., Final Fan Hanover S., elim. Scarlett O'Hara P., Final Scarlett O'Hara P., Cinderella S., elim. Breeders Crown at Woodbine, leg Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands, Final Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Courageous Lady P. At 4, winner Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, Milton S., Late Close at Delaware; second in leg Roses Are Red P. at Woodbine (2); third in Final Roses Are Red P. at Woodbine. At 5, second in Final Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands. From 10 living foals, dam of 8 winners, 4 in 1:54, 7 in 1:59, including:


H B CARTER p,1:52f; BT1:51.3s ($123,315) (Western Hanover). 21 wins, 4 thru 8.

CIROC p,3,1:52.4; BT1:51.2 ($84,658) (Real Desire). 9 wins, 3 thru 7. At 2, second in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington (2); third in Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner leg The Count B. Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg Valedictory Ser. at Woodbine; third in Late Closer at Lexington (2).

Producers:

LADY BE GREAT p,2,Q1:58f ($2,140) (dam of GREATEST ENDING p,2,Q1:55.1; 3,1:50.3f-$342,958, GREAT SOMEWHERE p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:52.2f; 1:51.4h-'23-$244,587, ENAVANT p,1:48f-$222,027), Beachy Lady p,2,Q2:01 ($7,200) (dam of CABANA FEVER p,2,1:51.4; 3,1:51.2; 4,1:51-$472,466, SUMMER SIDE p,2,1:51.4f; 3,1:50.2f-$431,336, WICKED LITTLE MINX p,2,1:54.3f; 3,1:50-$228,601, TO BEACH HIS OWN p,2,1:50.3f; 3,1:50.4f-$251,648, LUCY LEONARD p,2,1:55.1f; 1:54.2f-$147,919; granddam of LYONS SURFING p,2,1:50.1-$251,648).

Next Dam - MISS DONNA MAYO (Silent Majority-SKIPPERS BEAUTY p,4,1:57.2-Meadow Skipper)
KINGSTOWN
(PENNSYLVANIA, KENTUCKY & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND
ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 18, 2022
Reg. No. 8XB76 Microchip No. 985141001417104

Main Hall
Row K
Stall 7

GIANNA'S DELIGHT
Delvin Miller Adios
1st Dam
220
Breeders Crown
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown

SHERRY
2nd Dam
Next Dam
FUZZY NAVEL
p,2,2:08h; 3,2:02h; 1:57.1f ($113,702) by Warren Hanover. 36 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner New York Sire S. at Buffalo; second in leg New York Sire s. at Monticello.

1st Dam
GIANNA'S DELIGHT p,2,1:56.1f; 3,1:53f; 4,1:50f; BT1:50f ($267,850) by Bettor's Delight. 23 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga. At 3, second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga. First colt. From 2 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:55, 2 in 2:00, including:

BELLE BRIELLE (M) p,2,1:59.2h-'23; BT1:55.4h-'23 ($26,682) (American Ideal). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo; second in leg New York Sire s. at Monticello.

2nd Dam
SHERRY p,3,2:00.1f; 1:50f ($216,721) by Keystone Raider. 24 wins, 3 thru 6. World Champion. At 2, second in Michigan Colt S. at Big Rapids. At 3, winner Michigan Colt S. at Allegan, Hale, Harrison; second in Michigan Colt S. at Big Rapids, Centreville; third in Michigan Colt S. at Hillsdale, Ithaca, Marshall. From 2 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:50, 2 in 1:51, including:

UBETTORBETURLIFE (M) p,2,1:58.1h; 3,1:52.1f; 1:49.4f ($390,430) (Bettor's Delight). 33 wins, 2 thru 8. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello, Vernon; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Buffalo, Yankees; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yankees. At 8, second in leg Gerry Kazmaier Mem. at Hoosier.

3rd Dam


MARGARAILDA (M) p,2,2:03.1h; 3,2:02f; 1:54.4f; BT1:54.1f ($166,208) (Keystone Raider). 32 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner Michigan Colt S. at Caro, Centreville, Charlotte, Kalamazoo; second in Michigan Colt S. at Cassopolis, Gladwin, Hillsdale, Mason; third in Michigan Colt S. at Midland. At 3, winner Michigan Colt S. at Cadillac, Marion; second in Michigan Colt S. at Gaylord, Hastings. At 4, second in elim. and Final Michigan-Bred Pari-Mutuel S. at Northville.

CARVEY WALLBANGER p,3,1:59.2h; 1:55.1f ($89,278) (Ogden Lobell). 42 wins, 3 thru 9. At 2, third in Michigan Colt S. at Big Rapids, Lincoln, Vassar. At 3, winner Michigan Colt S. at Hale; third in Michigan Colt S. at Marion.

THE FUZZ p,2,2:03.2h; 3,1:55.4f; BT1:54.1f ($72,608) (Keystone Raider). 14 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Michigan Colt S. at Bad Axe, Caro, Lake Odessa; second in Michigan Colt S. at Harrison, Holland; third in Michigan Colt S. at Adrian, Big Rapids. At 3, second in elim. Michigan Sires S. at Hazel.

SCREWDRIVER p,3,2:03.2h; 1:56.2f; BT1:55.3f ($51,821) (Keystone Raider). 17 wins, 3 thru 7.


Producers: Gin Fizz (dam of RAISIN GIN p,2,2:06h; 3,1:55.1f; 1:52.1f, BIG BOY BLUE p,3,1:58.1f; 4,1:58f).
Consigned by NORTHWOOD BLOODSTOCK AGENCY, AGENT for Joie De Vie Farm LLC.
Raised at Joie De Vie Farm, Jobstown, NJ

GOT LUCKY DE VIE
(PENNSYLVANIA & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled May 3, 2022
Reg. No. 9XC50 Microchip No. 985141001417805

Main Hall
Row B
Stall 9

GOT LUCKY DE VIE
Bar Hopping 3,1:51.4
Cocktail Hour 4,1:55.1
My Lucky Word 4,1:54.1

Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1
Credit Winner 3,1:54

Racing

GOT LUCKY DE VIE
My Lucky Word 4,1:50.1


1st Dam
MY LUCKY WORD 3,1:55.4; 4,1:51.4; BT1:54s ($196,853) by Lucky Chucky. 24 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon; third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia. At 3, winner cons. New York Sire S. at Vernon; second in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia; third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga. From 2 previous foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 1 winner, including:

LUCKBALADY DE VIE (M) 2,2:08.3h-'23; BT2:01f-'23 ($10,219) (Cantab Hall). 4 wins at 2. Now 2, winner PA Fair S. - B at Clearfield, Waynesburg, Wattsburg, Dayton; second PA Fair S. at Stoneboro; third PA Fair S. at Indiana.

2nd Dam
GIVE YOU MY WORD 2,2:00.4; BT1:59.3 ($7,785) by Yankee Glide. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Late Closer at Lexington; second in leg Late Closer at Lexington; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold. From 5 foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:55, including:

THE FIXER 2,1:58f; 3,1:54.1; 4,1:54.1f; BT1:53.2f ($247,859) (Trixton). 22 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, second in leg Wood End Light Ser. at Plainridge; second in leg MASS at Plainridge (2), leg Wood End Light Ser. at Plainridge; third in leg and Final MASS at Plainridge, leg Wood End Light Ser. at Plainridge. At 3, second in leg (2) and Final MASS at Plainridge; third in leg MASS at Plainridge.

Producers: Lauries Lucky Lady 3,2:02.2f ($2,500) (dam of BLUEBIRD LADYLUCK 2,1:58.1; 3,1:58f-$111,762, BUCK NOME 2,Q1:58; 3,1:54).

3rd Dam
AIMEE'S PROMISE by American Winner. From 8 foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of 7 winners, 2 in 1:54, including:

GRAIN OF TRUTH 3,Q1:57.2; 1:53.1f; BT1:52.2f ($1,507,617) (Self Possessed). 81 wins, 3 thru 14. At 3, second in leg Lotto S Collins Ser. at Vernon. At 4, winner leg Super Bowl Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Super Bowl Ser. at Meadowlands. At 9, winner leg August Fun Ser. at Saratoga; second in leg August Fun Ser. at Saratoga. At 10, winner leg and Final August Fun Ser. at Saratoga.


NADAL BROLINE 1:51.1f Intl. ($973,272 Intl.) (Yankee Glide). 26 wins Int'l. Productions: Won't She Tell (granddam of REAL HOUSEWIFE 3,1:56.2-$119,809), Celebrity Whisper (dam of LE TISSIER 2,Q2:04.1f; 3,1:58.4f; 1:56.1f-$177,289), Alianna (grandam of A FANCY FACE 2,Q2:04f; 3,1:53.3f; 4,1:53.1f-$407,702).

4th Dam
PETROLIANNA 2,2:00.2; 3,1:56.2 ($293,764) by Texas. 12 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner New York State Fair S. at Syracuse, leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Vernon. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Vernon, Final Bluegrass S., Hanover Filly S., Lexington Filly S., Zweig Mem. Filly, heat Hambletonian Oaks. From 12 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 9 winners, 6 in 2:00, including:


Producers: Lindiliana 3,Q2:03 ($6,022) (dam of LINDY LANE 2,1:56; 3,1:53-$895,110; grandam of EUROBOND 2,Q1:59; 3,1:51.3; 4,1:50.1-$610,230, LINDY'S TRU GRIT 2,Q2:00.1; 3,1:53.3; 1:52.1-$503,638).

Next Dam - VICTORIA REGINA 3,2:02.4 (Speedy Rodney-VICTORY PRIZE-Victory Song)
GET LUCKY p,2,Q1:58.1 by Camluck. Record at 2. From 4 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 3 in 1:54, 4 in 1:57, including:

**CURBSIDE PICKUP** p,3,1:53.2f; 4,1:52f; BT1:58.1 (Somebeachsomewhere). 4 wins, 3 thru 5.

**COP A PLEA** p,2,1:54.2f; 3,1:51.1f ($66,350) (Captaintreacherous). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

**Bet I'm Lucky** p,2,1:54.2f; 3,1:51.1f ($66,350) (Captaintreacherous). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in leg Ruby Cook Mem. at The Meadows; third in leg Donna Dunm Mem. at The Meadows.

**Hungry For You** (M) p,3,1:56.4h-'23 ($19,120). 3 wins at 3.
Consigned by NORTHWOOD BLOODSTOCK AGENCY, AGENT for Russell C. Williams.
Raised at Hanover Shoe Farms, Hanover, PA

PANTOFOLAIO
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled February 18, 2022
Reg. No. 1XG64 Microchip No. 985141001377335

Bar Hopping 3,1:51.4 --------------
Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1  
Muscules Yankee 3,1:52.2
Yankee Blöße 3, 1:55.4f
Credit Winner 3,1:54
Ambro Vermouth 2,2:12.3h

PANTOFOLAIO

Cocktail Hour 4,1:55.1  
Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f

Mad Elf 1:57.1; 3,1:58.1f; BT1:57.4f ($22,480) (Cantab Hall). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonweath at Lexington. At 3, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. - Golden Rod at Lexington; second in leg and Final Kentucky Sires S. - Golden Rod at Lexington.

BUCKHEAD RIDGE 2,1:57.1; 3,1:53.4-'23; BT1:54.2s ($43,713) (Nuncio). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. - Golden Rod at Lexington; second in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Golden Rod at Lexington; second in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Golden Rod at Lexington.

FINLANDIA (M) 2,1:57.6f; 3,1:57.2f; BT1:54.3f ($39,188) (Bar Hopping). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Harvey's Lake, Honesdale.

1st Dam
MAD ELF by Andover Hall. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
TUONELA 2,Q2:00.3f; 3,1:58.1f; BT1:57.4f ($22,480) by Cantab Hall. Winner at 3. From 5 foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:54, 3 in 1:58, including:

AGGIOGNAMENTO 2,1:54.3; 3,1:52.2 ($104,140) (Nuncio). 10 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonweath at Lexington. At 3, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. - Golden Rod at Lexington (3); second in leg and Final Kentucky Sires S. - Golden Rod at Lexington.

BUCKHEAD RIDGE 2,1:57.1; 3,1:53.4-'23; BT1:54.2s ($43,713) (Nuncio). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. - Golden Rod at Lexington; second in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Golden Rod at Lexington; second in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Golden Rod at Lexington.

FINLANDIA (M) 2,1:57.4f; 3,1:57.2f; BT1:54.3f ($39,188) (Bar Hopping). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Harvey's Lake, Honesdale.

3rd Dam
TATTERDEMALION 2,2:09.3h; BT2:00.3f ($11,590) by Mr Lavec. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Quaker State Fair S. at Honesdale, York; second in Quaker State Fair S. at Port Royal; third in Quaker State Fair S. at Gratz, Washington. From 2 foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:59, including:

TUONELA (M) 2,Q2:00.3f; 3,1:58.1f; BT1:57.4f ($22,480) (Cantab Hall). As above.

4th Dam
Guard The Dream 2,Q2:06.3f; 3,2:04h; BT2:00.3s ($50,136) by Dream Of Glory. 3 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, Woodbine. At 3, second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Barrie, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Barrie. From 6 foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:59, including:


GUARDIAN IMAGE (M) 2,2:05.3h; BT2:05.2f ($3,931) (Balanced Image). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Trillium T. at Hanover. Dam of PARKHILL HORTON 3,2:02.1f; 1:54.2 ($199,654), PARKHILLKRYPTONITE 3,2:01.3h; 4,1:58.4f, PARKHILL JUGERNAUT 3,2:00h; 4,1:59h, PARKHILL MAXIMUS 3,1:59f.

5th Dam
Centenarus 2,2:12.4h; 4,2:05.3f ($15,690) by Surge Hanover. 2 winners, 2 thru 4. At 2, third in leg Trillium T. at Windsor. From 9 foals, dam of 8 winners, including:


Ultimate Jazz (M) 2,2:09.3h; 3,Q2:05.3h ($44,451) (Jazz Cosmos). Winner at 2. At 2, second in leg Trillium T. at Kawartha; third in leg Ontario Sires S. at Greenwood, Kingston, Mohawk. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. at Flamboro, Sudbury; third in leg Ontario Sires S. at Hanover, Orangeville. Dam of ULTIMATELY 3,2:03.1f; 1:58f.

Producers: Flirting Image 2,Q2:05.1f; 3,2:00.3f ($27,623) (dam of FLIRTING LAVEC 2,1:58.4-$113,060, DILLAVEC 3,1:59.1h; 1:54.4-$111,802, MISTER MACHINE 2,2:03.1f; 3,2:00h; 4,1:58f-$101,296; grandam of MASSIVE MUSCLES 2,1:58.2f-$151,737, BIG MONEY HONEY 3,1:58.4h; 1:57.3h).

Next Dam - HURRICANE HONEY (Arnie Almahurst-LAMBETH-Florican)

MANOLO HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
(EMBRYO TRANSFER)
BAY Colt Foaled June 14, 2022
Reg. No. 4X462 Microchip No. 985141001419562

Main Hall
Row H
Stall 31

Cantab Hall 3,1:54.1 ----------------- Victory Dream 3,1:53.2
Caniland Hall 3,1:57.3 ----------------- Feeling Great 3,1:57.3
Pigwidgeon ----------------------------- Garland Lobell 3,1:55.3

MANOLO HANOVER

224

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

Reg. No. 4X462

Cantab Hall 3,1:54.1

MANOLO HANOVER

Self Possessed 3,1:51.3

Caniland Hall 3,1:57.3

American Winner 3,1:52.3

Pigwidgeon

Lawn Tennis

Decent Interval

Main Hall
Row H
Stall 31

Stakes Engagements

Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champlain
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Hambletonian
Hoosier State
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
Old Oaken Bucket
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Simcoe
Swedish Breeders Crown

Ralph Wilfing
Yonkers Trot

Zweig Memorial

Stakes Engagements

1st Dam
MADAM HOOCH 2,1:59.2f; 3,Q1:58.3; BT1:54.4f ($181,843) by Credit Winner. 5 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Yonkers (2), New York State Fair S. at Tioga, Tompkins-Geers S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Vernon; third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga. At 3, second in elim. Empire Breeders Classic; third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Tompkins-Geers S., John Simpson Mem., Reynolds Mem. From 5 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:59, including:


GABE THE BEAR DEAN 2,1:58.3h; 1:56.1h; BT1:53.4 ($304,590) (Lucky Chucky). 11 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello, Yonkers, Landmark S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. At 3, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Goshen; third in Final Dexter Cup, leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Monticello, Saratoga.


GABE THE BEAR DEAN 2,1:58.3h; 1:56.1h; BT1:53.4 ($304,590) (Lucky Chucky). 11 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello, Yonkers, Landmark S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. At 3, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Goshen; third in Final Dexter Cup, leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Monticello, Saratoga.


GINGER TREE DAR (M) 2,2:06.4h; 3,1:58.1f; BT1:56.2f ($24,939) (Andover Hall). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Bloomsburg, Gratz (2); second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Meyersdale; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Harvey’s Lake, York. At 3, third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Stoneboro.

2nd Dam
Pigwidgeon by SJ’s Caviar. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners, 3 in 1:59, including:

ABERFORTH 3,1:58f; 1:57.2h; BT1:55.2h ($123,669) (Andover Hall). 14 wins, 3 thru 7. At 4, winner leg and Final Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga.

MRS WEASLEY (M) 2,2:07.3h; 3:20.04f ($83,715) (Tejano). 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elig. (2) and Final Maryland Sires S. at Ocean; third in Final Maryland Sires S. at Ocean, Maryland Stbd. Race Fund at Ocean. At 3, winner elig. Maryland Sires S. at Ocean, Rosecroft, Final Maryland Sires S. at Rosecroft, Ocean (2); second in elim. Maryland Sires S. at Ocean. Dam of BALDAQUIN 3,1:56.1f; 1:54.1f ($177,833).

RAVENCLAW 2,1:55.4f ($39,272) (Donato Hanover). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner Pennsylvania All-Stars, Pennsylvania Fair S. at Wattsburg; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows.

3rd Dam
DECENT INTERVAL by Prakas. From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners, 3 in 1:59, including:

OGHAM 2,1:57; 3,1:56.1; BT1:55.1f ($240,425) (Andover Hall). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Final Valley Victory T.; second in Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner Late Closer at Lexington (2).
Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

COURTLY MAIDEN

NEw YORK & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE

BAY FILLY Foaled April 12, 2022

Reg. No. 9X007 Microchip No. 985141001376861

Northwest Hall
Row D
Stall 3

1st Dam

MAID WEST p,2,1:56.2f, 4,1:54.1f; BT1:53.4f ($60,598) by Western Hanover. 3 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono; second in Maryland Sbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft, Pennsylvania All-Stars; third in Champlain S., Keystone Classic. At 4, winner leg May Flowers Ser. at Pocono; second in leg May Flowers Ser. at Pocono (2). From 11 previous foals, dam of 7 winners, 2 in 1:50, 4 in 1:54, 7 in 1:59, including:


WESTERN EXPRESSION p,2,Q1:56.4; 3,1:52.1; 1:51.2f ($249,457) (Artsplace). 34 wins, 3 thru 10. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, elim. Pennsylvania All-Stars; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono (2). From 11 previous foals, dam of 7 winners, 2 in 1:50, 4 in 1:54, 7 in 1:59, including:

LITTLE MICHAEL B p,2,1:55.3h; 3,1:52.3h; 4,1:50f ($232,364) (Cam's Card Shark). 16 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner Final Lou Babic S., leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold. At 4, third in leg Exit 16W Ser. at Meadowlands.

MAID AGAIN (M) p,3,1:53.4f ($22,923) (Dragon Again). 3 wins at 3. At 3, winner Pennsylvania Fair S.

WEST COAST KID p,3,1:57.3h; 4,1:56.2h; BT1:54.1s ($22,594) (Betterthancheddar). 5 wins at 3 and 4.

CHEER FOR COURT (M) p,3,1:58.1e; BT1:57.3e ($20,573) (Art Official). 4 wins at 3. At 2, second in ASHA Filly S.

THREE WEST p,2,Q1:57.4f; BT1:54.1s ($7,384) (Mach Three). Record at 2.

Producer: Lilli Maid (dam of MS CHEESMAN p,2,2:00.1h; 3,1:52.2-$124,436, LILLISBAGSRPACKED p,3,1:56.1f; 4,1:56.1h).

2nd Dam

CASCADIA p,3,1:55.1 ($64,545) by Falcon Almahurst. 8 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner cons. Seashore Ser. at Delmarva, leg Seashore Ser. at Delmarva. At 4, winner leg and Final Comforter Ser. at Meadowlands, cons. and leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Comforter Ser. at Meadowlands. From 13 foals, dam of 12 winners, 1 in 1:50, 8 in 1:55, 12 in 1:59, including:

GIMMEBACKMYBULLETS p,2,1:55f; 3,1:53.3h; 4,1:49.3 ($664,742) (Bettor's Delight). 28 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello (2), Saratoga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Landmark S. At 4, winner America's Fair P. at Buffalo; second in Des Smith Classic.

CASCADE OF FIRE p,2,Q1:56f; 3,1:55.4h; 1:53.1f; BT1:52.1f ($334,505) (Dragon's Lair). 48 wins, 2 thru 11. At 2, third in leg Summer Solstice Ser. at Pocono.


Producers: ZOOMING BY p,3,1:58.2f ($12,185) (dam of CAPITAL ADVISOR p,2,1:58.2h; 3,1:52.4-$252,917), TRIPLE FLIP p,3,1:55.4; 4,1:54.2 ($11,014) (dam of THREE OF SPADES p,3,1:55.4f; 1:49.2-$788,402, DOUBLE FLIP p,2,1:53.4f; 3,1:52.4h-$289,253, NEW PATROL p,2,Q1:58.4; 3,1:55.2; 1:50.4-$260,203, FLIP FOR LOVE p,2,1:55.4h; 3,1:55.1h; 1:52.2-$233,469; grandam of IDEAL FLIP p,2,Q1:55.3f; 3,1:51.4f; 1:50.1f-$412,234, FRESH CUT p,2,1:54.2f; 3,1:51.1f-$279,468, Fall Festival (dam of FALL TOY p,3,1:57.3h; 1:49.1f-$408,872).

Next Dam - CHARISSA HANOVER p,3,2:05.2f (Best Of All-CHAPPAQUA p,2,12h-Bye Bye Byrd)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

MANNY HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 29, 2022
Reg. No. 4XE83 Microchip No. 985141001402153

Main Hall
Row E
Stall 33

MANNY HANOVER

Papi Rob Hanover p,3,1:47.1f
Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4
Panera Hanover p,4,1:51.2f
Art Major p,4,1:48.4
Major Graduate p,3,1:52.4f
Western Graduate p,4,1:51.1

MACH THREE p,3,1:49
Wheresthebeach Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3
Paris Hanover Perfect Profile p,2,Q1:59.1

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios Cane Pace
Arden Downs Champlin Hoosier Stake
Bluegrass Series Champlain Little Brown Jug
Breeders Crown Fish Meadowlands Pace

1st Dam
MAJOR GRADUATE p,3,1:52.4f ($15,940) by Art Major. 2 wins at 3. From 3 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:58, including:


2nd Dam


SUMMA CUM LAUDE p,2,1:50.2; BT1:48.4s ($551,275) (Somebeachsomewhere). 5 wins at 2. At 2, winner Final Breeders Crown at Hoosier, leg (2) and Final Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands, NJ Home Grown P.; second in Bluegrass S., International Stallion S., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania All-Stars, elim. Breeders Crown at Hoosier; third in Governor's Cup. At 3, third in Cane P., Bluegrass S.

BETTERTHANGRADUATE (M) p,2,1:55; 3,1:55f; BT1:51.3f ($169,316) (Betterthancheddar). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Vernon; second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Yonkers (2); third in Bluegrass S., leg New York Sire S. at Tioga. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Yonkers. Dam of DRAGONS BETTER p,2,1:53.1f-'23, DRAGON GRAD p,2,1:57.4h; 3,1:53.4f-'23.

ODDS ON HOLLYWOOD (M) p,2,2:00h; 3,Q1:56.1; BT1:54 ($27,170) (Captaintreacherous). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sbd. DEV. Fund at Freehold; second in elim. Renaissance P.; third in Final Renaissance P., leg New Jersey Sbd. Dev. Fund at Freehold.

3rd Dam
COUNTRYVIEW MISS p,2,1:59.1h; 3,1:51.4 ($173,801) by Camluck. 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots; second inleg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots. At 3, winner elim. (4) and Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold, leg Triulism P. at Sarnia. From 10 foals, dam of 10 winners, 9 in 1:55, 10 in 1:57, including:

WESTERN ALUMNI p,2,1:54.2; 3,1:52.4; 1:50.4f ($455,798) (Western Hanover). 51 wins, 2 thru 13. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S.

PARLEE BEACH (M) p,2,1:50.4; BT1:49.4 ($331,249) (Somebeachsomewhere). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner International Stallion S., leg and Final Whenuwishuponastar Ser.; second in Eternal Carnation P. At 3, second in Glen Gamsey Mem., Bluegrass S.

FRANKY'S BEACH BOY p,2,1:55.3f; 3,1:52.1; 4,1:51.2f; BT1:51f ($272,383) (Somebeachsomewhere). 25 wins, 2 thru 9. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. At 8, winner leg Late Closer at Northville (2); second in leg Late Closer at Northville.

Next Dam - SERENE HANOVER p,3,1:59.3f (Big Towner-SELMA HANOVER p,3,2:01.1h-Best Of All)

Confidante - DELVIN MILLER ADIOS

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios Cane Pace
Arden Downs Champlin Hoosier Stake
Bluegrass Series Champlain Little Brown Jug
Breeders Crown Fox Meadowlands Pace

MIKE N IKE HANOVER
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled June 1, 2022
Reg. No. 1XF38 Microchip No. 985141001419352

MIKE N IKE HANOVER
227
Main Hall
Row E
Stall 34

MIKES N IKE HANOVER
(penNSylvania Eligible)
Bay colt foaled june 1, 2022
Reg. No. 1XF38 Microchip No. 985141001419352

MIKES N IKE HANOVER
(penNSylvania Eligible)
Bay colt foaled june 1, 2022
Reg. No. 1XF38 Microchip No. 985141001419352

MIKES N IKE HANOVER
(penNSylvania Eligible)
Bay colt foaled june 1, 2022
Reg. No. 1XF38 Microchip No. 985141001419352

1st Dam
MAJORSSPECIALLADY p,2,1:56.2; BT1:54.1f ($64,649) (Big Jim). 21 wins, 3 thru 5.

SEE MAJOR p,2,1:56.2h; BT1:54.1s ($76,100) by Art Major. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Buffalo, Tioga, Yonkers. From 8 foals, dam of:
- BUDDY LIGHT p,3,1:56.2; 1:54.2f; BT1:53.1f ($188,915) (Riggins). 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Delaware Stbd. Breeders S. Dam of:
- THE CLAW p,3,1:49.4 ($179,165), DAVEY DAY TRADER p,2,1:58.3h; 3,1:56h-23.

SEE AND BE SEEN p,2,1:57.4f; 3,1:51f ($82,425) (Rocknroll Hanover). 8 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Extreme Velocity Ser. at Hoosier. Dam of:

LA PLAYA DEO p,3,1:59h; BT1:53.1s ($23,973) (Sunshine Beach). 4 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in leg Ontario Prospect Ser.; third in leg and Final Ontario Prospect Ser., leg Ontario Autumn Ser. At 3, third in leg Pop Up Ser. at Mohawk.

4th Dam
MUST SEE p,2,1:52 ($487,122) by Artsway. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. and Final Sweetheart P. at Meadowlands, International Stallion S., Bluegrass S., elim. She's A Great Lady S.; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. From 14 foals, dam of 10 winners, 2 in 1:50, 9 in 1:54, 10 in 1:58, including:


Next Dam - GRAND LADY p,3,1:52.4 (Matt's Scooter-GRAND VITESSE p,4,1:57.2-Albatross)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champlain
Fox
Hoosier Stake
Horseshoe
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Meadowlands Pace
Messenger
Penna. Sires (Par-Mutual)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

WISHFUL IDEAL
(NEW YORK & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled May 28, 2022
Reg. No. 0X278 Microchip No. 985141001372879

Northwest Hall
Row F
Stall 1

American Ideal p,3,1:47.4 ----------------- Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4
Leah Almahurst p,3,1:52.3 

WISHFUL IDEAL

Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50 ----------------- Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4

Wishful Ideal p,3,1:56f
Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50.1

Breeders Crown

Mako Wish p,3,1:56f

American Ideal p,3,1:47.4
Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4
Leah Almahurst p,3,1:52.3
Matt's Scooter p,3,1:48.2
Three Diamonds p,3,1:53.1

Microchip No. 985141001372879

1st Dam
MAKO WISH p,3,1:56f; BT1:54z ($10,934) by Cam's Card Shark. 2 wins at 3. From 4 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:52, 2 in 1:57, including:

MAJOR MAKOVER p,2,Q1:56; 3,1:53.2; 4,1:53.1h; BT1:51.1f ($175,998) (Art Major). 12 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Vernon; third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Tioga. At 3, winner leg Snowshoe Ser. at Mohawk; second in cons. and leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon, leg Snowshoe Ser. at Mohawk.

Producer: Writers Wish (dam of WISHING ROCK p,2,2:00f).

2nd Dam
SIMPLE GESTURE by Western Hanover. From 10 foals, dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:50, 4 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57, incl.:


THE VILLAGE RUSTY p,2,1:56.4f; 3,1:54.1f; 1:51.1f ($145,666) (Village Jolt). 15 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Sire S. at The Meadows; second in Arden Downs S.

THE GODMOTHER (M) p,3,1:57f; BT1:53.3f ($22,460) (Somebeachsomewhere). Winner at 3.

UNCLE NICKY p,2,1:54.3f; BT1:52 ($18,490) (Philos Hanover). Winner at 2. At 2, second in Late Closer at Lexington.

3rd Dam
EMPTY FEELING p,2,2:00.1f; 3,1:53.4; 1:53.1; BT1:52.3s ($354,657) by Abercrombie. 20 wins, 2 thru 5. At 3, second in leg (2) and Final Blizzard Ser. at Greenwood; third in American-National S. At 4, winner Pretty Direct P. at Hawthorne, leg Damsel Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg Damsel Ser. at Woodbine, elim. Guys & Dolls P. at Freehold; third in Breeders Crown at Freehold, Final Guys & Dolls P. at Freehold, leg Roses Are Red P. at Woodbine. At 5, winner leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Overbid Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg (2) and Final Overbid Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:49, 3 in 1:54, 5 in 1:59, including:


Next Dam - EVERGREEN SANDY p,3,T1:58.3 (Most Happy Fella-EVERGREEN DOT p,2:01.3h-Chipman's Heel)
MANHATTAN MAYHEM

BAY Filly Foaled March 16, 2022
Reg. No. 2XN81 Microchip No. 985141001418804

229 Northeast Hall Row B Stall 9

MANHATTAN MAYHEM

1st Dam
MANHATTAN AGAIN p,3,1:54.1f; 4,1:51; BT1:50.2s ($148,917) by Dragon Again. 15 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, third in leg Niagara Ser. at Woodbine. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
MANHATTAN DESIGN p,2,Q2:02.2f; 1:55.2f; BT1:54.3f ($68,109) by The Panderosa. 9 wins, 4 thru 7. At 4, winner leg Late Closer at The Meadows; second in leg Late Closer at The Meadows (2); third in Final Late Closer at The Meadows. From 9 foals, dam of 8 winners, 6 in 1:55, 7 in 1:56, including:

- DRY RIDGE CUTIE (M) p,3,1:54.4f; 4,1:53.4h-'23; BT1:53.3h-'23 ($157,313) (Sunfire Blue Chip). 15 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 3, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands.

- FOILED AGAIN (M) p,3,1:54.4f; 4,1:53.4h-'23; BT1:53.3h-'23 ($157,313) (Sunfire Blue Chip). 15 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands.

- DRAY RIDGE ERIE p,2,2:01.2h-'23. At 2, second in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Delaware, Scioto. Dam of DRY RIDGE EDDIE p,3,1:54.4f; 4,1:53.4h-'23; BT1:53.3h-'23 ($157,313) (Sunfire Blue Chip). 15 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. At 3, third in leg Walter Russell Mem. at The Meadows.

- FOILONCEMORE (M) p,2,1:54.4f; BT1:53.1f ($74,185) (Dragon Again). 4 wins, 2 thru 5.

- DESIGNED TO SEE (M) p,2,1:54.4f; BT1:53.1f ($74,185) (Dragon Again). 4 wins, 2 thru 5.

3rd Dam
IN A SAFE PLACE p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:52.2f; 1:51.3f-1:48f; BT1:47.1f ($7,635,588) (Dragon Again). 109 wins, 2 thru 14. At 2, winner leg Battle Of Lake Erie, Hoosier Park Pacing Derby, elim. Breeders Crown at Woodbine. At 13, winner George "Duke" Dranichak P. (M) p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:50.4f; 4,1:49.1f ($194,356), Safe From Harm (dam of LEGENDARY RON p,2,2:01.4h (Dexter Nukes-FLOY FLOY p,4,2:01h-Crash).

- JET'S MAGIC TRICK p,3,1:56.4f; 3,1:56.3h-$122,634). 16 wins, 3 thru 10.

Producers: PLACE YOUR BEST p,3,1:58.4h ($2,728) (dam of SO SO DE VIE p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:52.2f; 1:51.3f-$194,356), Safe From Harm (dam of LEGENDARY RON p,2,2:01.4h; 3,1:53.2f-$122,634), Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Tony F. Basile and Andrew Atlas.
MAI TAI HANOVER  
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)  
BROWN COLT Foaled May 27, 2022  
Reg. No. 9X337  
Microchip No. 985141001375549

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

230  
Main Hall  
Row E  
Stall 35

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3 -  
Maremma Hanover p,4,1:53.3f -  
\[ \text{Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4} \]  
\[ \text{Mach Three p,3,1:49} \]  
\[ \text{Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4} \]  
\[ \text{No Nukes p,3,T1:52.1} \]  
\[ \text{My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1} \]  
\[ \text{Whereas The Beach} \]  
\[ \text{Wendymae Hanover p,4,T1:57} \]  
\[ \text{My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2} \]  
\[ \text{Magic Sign p,1:55h} \]  
\[ \text{Life Sign p,3,1:50.3} \]  
\[ \text{Nukes Magic p,3,1:53.3} \]

1st Dam

MAREMMA HANOVER p,2,1:58f; 3,1:54.3f; 4,1:53.3f; BT1:52.3f ($102,190) by Western Hanover. 6 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono; second in leg Early Closer at The Meadows (2); third in The Standardbred S., leg and Final Early Closer at The Meadows. At 3, winner Keystone Classic; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows (2). From 13 previous foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:49, 6 in 1:55, 9 in 1:58, including:  
MARTINI HANOVER p,2,1:51.1; 3,1:49.3f; 1:49; BT1:48.3f ($487,939) (Dragon Again). 22 wins, 2 thru 7. At 3, winner cons. Governor's Plate at Summerside; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Yonkers, leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, cons. Empire Breeders Classic. Dam of MARSALA HANOVER p,2,1:52f; 3,1:50f ($413,099), MONEY SHOT HANOVER p,2,1:53f ($254,238), ALEXIS'S BEACH p,2,1:53f; 3,1:50 ($113,952), MADEIRA HANOVER p,2,Q1:55.1, 3,1:51.2f ($110,825).  
MISTUP MAGIC (M) p,2,1:55.4f; 4,1:55; BT1:52.3f ($78,441) (Dragon Again). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. At 3, in leg Dragon Again (2). From 8 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:54, 3 in 2:00, including:  
WORTHY OPPONENT p,3,1:54.3; SHERWENTHATAWAY p,3,1:57.2.  
MERITO HANOVER p,3,1:53.4; 4,1:52.3h; BT1:51.4f ($65,100) (Bettor's Delight). 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 4, winner cons. Governor's Plate at Summerside; second in leg Snowshoe Ser. at Mohawk.  
MARC HANOVER p,3,Q2:00.2f; 1:57.4f; BT1:54.3f ($21,533) (Cam's Card Shark). 5 wins at 5 and 6. Macadamia Hanover (M) (Stay Hungry). Now 2.

2nd Dam

MAGIC SIGN p,2,2:01.1h; 3,1:56f; 1:55h; BT1:53.2f ($213,514) by Life Sign. 22 wins, 2 thru 7. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. At 6, third in leg Signature Ser. at Hockessin. At 7, second in leg Signature Ser. at Hockessin; third in leg Late Closer at Northville.  
MAI TAI HANOVER (M) p,3,1:52.1; 3,1:51.2f; BT1:50.1 ($139,071) (Bettor's Delight). 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner Governor's Plate at Summerside; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Yonkers, leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, cons. Empire Breeders Classic. Dam of WENDYMAE HANOVER p,2,1:52f; 3,1:50f ($254,238), ALEXIS'S BEACH p,2,1:53f; 3,1:50 ($113,952), MADEIRA HANOVER p,2,Q1:55.1, 3,1:51.2f ($110,825).  
MISTUP MAGIC (M) p,2,1:55.4f; 4,1:55; BT1:52.3f ($78,441) (Dragon Again). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. At 3, in leg Dragon Again (2). From 8 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:54, 3 in 2:00, including:  
WORTHY OPPONENT p,3,1:54.3; SHERWENTHATAWAY p,3,1:57.2.  
MERITO HANOVER p,3,1:53.4; 4,1:52.3h; BT1:51.4f ($65,100) (Bettor's Delight). 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 4, winner cons. Governor's Plate at Summerside; second in leg Snowshoe Ser. at Mohawk.  
MARC HANOVER p,3,Q2:00.2f; 1:57.4f; BT1:54.3f ($21,533) (Cam's Card Shark). 5 wins at 5 and 6. Macadamia Hanover (M) (Stay Hungry). Now 2.

MOZELLE HANOVER (M) p,3,1:56.3; BT1:56.1e ($35,185), No Nukes p,3,1:53.3f; BT1:52.3f ($102,190) (Western Hanover). 6 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono; second in leg Early Closer at The Meadows (2); third in The Standardbred S., leg and Final Early Closer at The Meadows. At 3, winner Keystone Classic; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows (2). From 13 previous foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:49, 6 in 1:55, 9 in 1:58, including:  
MAX HANOVER p,2,1:53.1f; 3,1:52.3f; 1:52.3h; BT1:50f ($146,390) (Somebeachsomewhere). 21 wins, 2 thru 7. At 3, winner cons. Governor's Plate at Summerside; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Yonkers, leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, cons. Empire Breeders Classic. Dam of MARSALA HANOVER p,2,1:52f; 3,1:50f ($413,099), MONEY SHOT HANOVER p,2,1:53f ($254,238), ALEXIS'S BEACH p,2,1:53f; 3,1:50 ($113,952), MADEIRA HANOVER p,2,Q1:55.1, 3,1:51.2f ($110,825).  
MISTUP MAGIC (M) p,2,1:55.4f; 4,1:55; BT1:52.3f ($78,441) (Dragon Again). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. At 6, third in leg Signature Ser. at Hockessin. At 7, second in leg Signature Ser. at Hockessin; third in leg Late Closer at Northville.  
MARC HANOVER p,3,Q2:00.2f; 1:57.4f; BT1:54.3f ($21,533) (Cam's Card Shark). 5 wins at 5 and 6. Macadamia Hanover (M) (Stay Hungry). Now 2.
FEED THE FIRE

(PENNSYLVANIA & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled January 23, 2022
Reg. No. 9X548  Microchip No. 985141001401954

Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

MIB HANOVER p,3,1:55.3f ($25,702) by Tyler B. 4 wins at 3. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. from 2nd Dam

Arden Downs
Delvin Miller
Adios

Next Dam

1st Dam

MARIETTA HALL p,3,1:51.4; 1:51.1; BT1:50.2s ($603,207) by Cambest. 31 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, winner leg Early Closer at Lexington (2); third in John Simpson Mem. At 4, winner leg and Final White Ruffles Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands, leg White Ruffles Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg and Final Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands. From 8 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 3 in 1:54, including:

MIGHTY IMPRESSIVE p,3,T1:56.3 (Harold J-LYNDENETTE p,4,2:00.4f-Meadow Skipper)

2nd Dam

MIB HANOVER p,3,1:55.3f -----------------

Cambest p,T1:46.1 ------------------------

My Little Dragon p,4,1:54.81 ------------

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3 ---------------

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 — Mach Three p,3,1:49

Where the Beach

My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2

FEED THE FIRE

Livemoney p,2,1:50.4f; 3,1:57.3f ($434,326) (Western Terror). 30 wins, 3 thru 11. At 11, second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Saratoga; second in leg Willowdale Ser. at Mohawk; third in leg Willowdale Ser. at Mohawk. At 5, winner leg Presidential Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Willowdale Ser. at Mohawk; second in leg Willowdale Ser. at Mohawk; leg Spring Pacing Champ. at Mohawk; second in Final Spring Pacing Champ. at Mohawk; third in Nicole Hudock Mem., leg Classic Ser. at Meadowlands.

ITS THAT TIME p,3,1:54; 1:50-$725,497).

MIGHTY IMPRESSIVE

Stay Hungry p,3,1:52.4; 1:51.3f-$419,166), My Gal Hall (dam of

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller  Adios

Breeders Crown

Horseman


Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)

Bluegrass Series

Champlain Filly

International Stallion

Little Brown Jug  Maryland Stbt.  Race Fund  Messenger

Penna. Sires (Fair)

Row C  Stall 3

Northwest Hall

Consignors:  MIGHTY IMPRESSIVE

Northwest Hall

Reg. No. 9X548  Microchip No. 985141001401954

Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

MIB HANOVER p,3,1:55.3f ($25,702) by Tyler B. 4 wins at 3. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. From 16 foals, dam of 12 winners, 2 in 1:50, 11 in 1:55, 12 in 2:00, including:

CAMMIBEST p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:53f; 1:50; BT1:49 ($550,003) (Real Artist). 25 wins, 2 thru 10. At 2, winner leg Kentucky Sires S., Northfield Grand Circuit S., Arden Downs S., leg Royal Travel Ser. at The Meadows (2); second in The Standardbred S. At 3, elim. Adios S., Reynolds Mem.; second in Bluegrass S., elim. Matron S.; third in Jug Preview. At 4, winner leg Presidential Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Willowdale Ser. at Mohawk; third in leg Willowdale Ser. at Mohawk. At 5, winner leg Presidential Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Aquarius Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Four Leaf Clover Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Four Leaf Clover Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Four Leaf Clover Ser. at Meadowlands.


ONE MORE MIRACLE p,3,1:53f; 4,1:51.3f; BT1:50 ($311,026) (Western Terror); third in leg Willowdale Ser. at Mohawk. At 4, winner leg Presidential Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Aquarius Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Four Leaf Clover Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Four Leaf Clover Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Four Leaf Clover Ser. at Meadowlands.

ONLY THE BEST (M) p,2,1:59.1f; 3,1:50.4 ($309,955) (Cambest). 16 wins, 3 thru 7. At 2, third in Reynolds Mem. At 3, winner leg (3) and Final Town Pro Ser. at Woodbine, Hayes Mem.; second in heat Jugette, Final Hopewell Ser. at Hoosier; third in leg Hopewell Ser. at Hoosier. At 4, winner leg Classic Ser. at Mohawk, leg Roses Are Red P. at Woodbine; third in Final Roses Are Red P. at Woodbine. Producers:  KABBALAH KAREN B p,2,1:56.4f; 3,1:52.4 ($243,509) (dam of OURLITTLEGENERAL A) p,1:49.4f-$623,637), PARTY PLANNER p,2,1:57.3; 3,1:55 ($21,300) (dam of NOT ENOUGH p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:49-$1,308,261; grandam of CARNIVORE p,2,1:50.3-$595,828), GO FOR BEST p,3,1:58.2f ($3,915) (grandam of ROUGH ODDS p,2,1:56f; 3,1:51.3f; 1:50.1f-$402,415, IDEAL NUGGETS p,2,1:50f-

MIGHTY IMPRESSIVE

p,2,1:52.3f-$364,674), Born To Be Best (dam of PALMER'S Z TAM p,3,1:52.4; 4,1:51.3f-$419,166), My Gal Hall (dam of WARRAWEE KOINE p,3,1:53; 1:50-$725,497).
Wisdom Hanover

(Pennsylvania Eligible)

Bay Filly Foaled April 11, 2022
Reg. No. 3XL27 Microchip No. 985141001418765

Main Hall
Row G
Stall 21

Consigned by and Raised at Hanover Shoe Farms, Inc., Hanover, PA

Greenshoe 3, 1:49.4
- Father Patrick 3, 1:50.2f
- Gala Dream
- Designed To Be 3, 1:51.3f
- Sheer Soul 3, 1:54.3

Wisdom Hanover

Design To Be 3, 1:51.3f
- Garlod Lobell 3, 1:55.3
- Amour Angus 3, 2:03.1f
- Pine Chip 4, T1:51
- Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f

WISDOM HANOVER

Winbak Maya 3,1:55.4
- Angus Hall 3, 1:54.3
- Met's Rival 3, 1:55.3

1st Dam

Winbak Maya 2, Q2:01; 3, 1:55.4 ($31,631) by Angus Hall. 3 wins at 3. At 3, second in leg Celias Counsel Ser. at Woodbine. From 8 previous foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:55, 6 in 1:59, including:


Pandora's Box (M) 3, 1:56.3f; BT1:54.3 ($52,340) (Cantab Hall). 5 wins at 3.

Winery Hanover (M) 2, 2:00.1; 3, 1:57.4; 4, 1:56.4; BT1:55.4s ($25,443) (Explosive Matter). 7 wins, 2 thru 4.

Wow Factor Hanover (M) BT1:59.1f-'23 ($2,040) (Greenshoe). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam

Met's Rival by Pine Chip. From 10 foals, dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:55, 6 in 2:00, including:

Met's Inn (M) 3, 1:57.4; 4, 1:56.4; BT1:55.2s ($184,034) (Mutineer). 3 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold (2); second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold. Dam of Met's Hall 2, 1:52.4; 3, 1:51.2 ($1,295,306), Amazing Catch 2, 1:55.1-'23, Blue Max Inn 1:59.2f Int'l.


Rule of Hall (M) 2, 1:59.4f; 3, 1:54.4f ($60,943) (Andover Hall). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; second in Final Whata Donato Ser. at The Meadows, leg Mary Wohlmuth Mem. at The Meadows.

Jula Grand Cru 3, 1:58.4; BT1:58s ($16,559) (Donato Hanover), 2 wins at 3.

Wicked Wizard 3, 1:56f; BT1:54.2 ($14,300) (Kadabra). 2 wins at 3.

3rd Dam

Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f; BT1:57.1 ($8,434) by American Winner. Winner. 2 wins at 3. At 3, second in Horseman & Fair World T., Maryland Stbd. Race Fund. From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:51, 7 in 1:59, including:


Next Dam - Yankee Bambi (Hickory Pride-Yankee Duchess-Duke Of Lullwater)

Stakes Engagements

Ardoin Downs Dexter Cup Oldfield Bucket
Bluegrass Series Horsemanship Simcoe Fifty
Breeders Crown International Stallion Swedish Breeders Crown
Champion Fifty Penna. Sires (Fair) Yanks Trot
Stakes Engagements Penna. Sires (Par-Mutuel) Standardbred
Winbak Maya Yankee Blondie Zweig Memorial
Winbak Maya Yankee Blondie Zweig Memorial

Next Dam - Yankee Bambi (Hickory Pride-Yankee Duchess-Duke Of Lullwater)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

DIVE BAR HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 1, 2022
Reg. No. 6XF21 Microchip No. 985141001402584

Main Hall
Row H
Stall 32

233

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Yankee Blondie 3, 1:55.4f
Ambro Vermouth 2,2:12.3h

Cocktail Hour 4,1:55.1
Credit Winner 3,1:54

Muscles Massive 3,1:51
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Andover Hall 3,1:51.3

DIVE BAR HANOVER

Bar Hopping 3,1:51.4
Yankee Hill 3,1:50.1
Ambro 2,2:12.3h

Dive-massive

Muscle Massive 3,1:51
Graceful Touch 2,1:56.1
Monet Blue Chip 3,1:56.2h

1st Dam
DELI-MASSIVE BT2:00.2f by Muscle Massive. Starter at 2. First colt. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, including:
Demi Hanover (M) (Cantab Hall). Now 2.

2nd Dam
UP FRONT LAURA 2,Q2:05.1f; 3,1:58f ($65,102) by Andover Hall. 2 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg Early Closer at The Meadows. At 3, winner Arden Downs S., leg PASS at The Meadows; second in Casual Breeze T., Buckette, Reynolds Mem. From 14 foals, dam of 9 winners, 3 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, including:

3rd Dam
MONET BLUE CHIP 2,1:59; 3,1:56.2h ($303,828) by Sir Taurus. 10 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, Reynolds Mem. From 9 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:55, 5 in 1:59, including:
SHOW ME THE MONET 2,2:00.4; 3,1:55; BT1:53.2 ($330,607) (Self Possessed). 28 wins, 2 thru 10. At 3, winner leg Ontario Autumn Ser. at Flamboro. At 3, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Samia. At 3, third in leg Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga.

4th Dam
-Joan T Collins 3,T2:00.4 (Texas-JOAN COLLINS 4,2:04-Noble Victory)

Producers:
MILESTONE HANOVER 2,2:02.4h; 3,T1:57.2 ($28,272) (dam of MONKEY BONES 2,1:57.3f; 3,1:56.3f-$231,811; granddam of STUBBORN BELLE 2,1:54.1-$607,323).

Next Dam - Joan T Collins 3,72:20.4 (Texas-JOAN COLLINS 4,2:04-Noble Victory)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champion
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Hambletonian
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
Old Ocean Bucketh
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Simcoe
Ralph Witting
Yonkers Trot
Zweig Memorial
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Clay Harland Horner.
Raised at Seelster Farms Inc., Lucan, ON

BIRDSTONE
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled February 16, 2022
Reg. No. 2XE82 Microchip No. 985141001328421

Northeast Hall
Row C
Stall 13

BIRDSTONE

Papi Rob Hanover p,3,1:47.1f -- Where The Beach
Panera Hanover p,4,1:51.2f ------- Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3

MISS MARY LOU by Art Major.
First colt. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, including:
Dear Birdie (M) p,3,2:01h-'23; BT1:59.1h-'23 ($9,314) (Betting Line). Winner at 3. At 3, second in leg Mark Austin Ser. at Dresden.

2nd Dam
MUSICALE HANOVER p,2,Q1:57.2; BT1:55s by Rocknroll Hanover. Record at 2. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:49, 3 in 1:55, including:


Muckaist Hanover BT1:57.2s-'23 (Betting Line). Now 2 and racing.

3rd Dam
MARY MATTGALANE p,2,1:59.2; 3,1:53.2 ($97,897) by Matt's Scooter. 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, 3rd in elim. Breeders Crown at Colonial. At 3, second in leg Niagara Ser. at Mohawk (2); third in Final Niagara Ser. at Mohawk. At 4, winner leg Damsel Ser. at Woodbine; third in leg Damsel Ser. at Woodbine. From 13 foals, dam of 12 winners, 2 thru 4, 3 in 1:58, including:

MY TIME HANOVER p,2,1:55.1; 3,1:51.3; BT1:51f ($387,036) (Western Hanover). 55 wins, 2 thru 13. At 2, 3rd in elim. Nassagaweya S., Late Closer at Lexington.


MARYMATT HANOVER p,2,1:59.2; 3,1:51; BT1:50 ($378,375) (Western Hanover). 31 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, 2nd in leg Valedictory Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg Valedictory Ser. at Woodbine. At 3, 3rd in elim. Gold Cup And Saucer, cons. Governor's Plate at Summerside. At 4, 2nd in Gold Cup And Saucer.


MANCHESTER HANOVER p,3,1:52.2; BT1:50.4s ($119,243) (Western Ideal). 5 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, 3rd in elim. Youthful P. at Woodbine. At 4, 3rd in leg Snowshoe Ser. at Woodbine.

Next Dam - NARACULOUS p,3,2:02.3f (Big Towner-'NADIA LOBELL p,3,1:53.4f-No Nukes)
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Princeton Farms Inc.
Raised at Princeton Farms, Princeton, ON

BIG BIG ENERGY
(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 8, 2022
Reg. No. 2XN87 Microchip No. 985141001412809

235

Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50 ---------------
Cam Fella p,4,1:53.1

Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4 ----------
Jef's Magic Trick p,2,2:02f

Classif Wish p,3,T1:52 -------------
Ambro Emerson p,4,T1:51.4

Best Of The Best p,3,2:04.1f

Northeast Hall
Row C
Stall 14

BIG BIG ENERGY

Marymenow Hanover p,2,1:59.2; 3,1:51; BT1:50 ($378,257) (Artiscape). 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Nassagaweya S., Late Closer at Lexington.


MARYMATT HANOVER p,2,Q2:04.2h; 3,1:53.4f; BT1:53.2f ($203,688) (Blissfull Hall). 26 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner leg Valedictory Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg Valedictory Ser. at Woodbine. At 5, second in elim. Gold Cup And Saucer, cons. Governor's Plate at Summerside. At 6, second in Final Gold Cup And Saucer.


MANCHESTER HANOVER p,3,1:52.2; BT1:50.4s ($119,243) (Western Ideal). 5 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, third in elim. Youthful P. at Woodbine. At 4, third in leg Snowshoe Ser. at Woodbine.

MCKENNA HANOVER (M) p,3,1:53.4f; BT1:53.2f ($35,700) (Sportswriter). 7 wins at 3. At 4, winner leg Walter Russell Mem. at The Meadows (3).

MEGABALL HANOVER (M) p,3,1:54.2f ($27,000) (Western Terror). 3 wins at 3. Dam of MEGA MIKI p,3,1:55h; 4,1:54.2h.

MEDICI HANOVER (M) p,2,1:55.2f; 3,1:55.1h; BT1:54s ($26,444) (Sportswriter). 9 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, 3rd in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk.

Producers: MUSICALE Hanover p,2,Q1:57.2 (dam of MAYHEM Hanover p,2,1:51.1; 3,1:50; 4,1:48.4-$363,097; MAY BRIDE Hanover p,2,1:52.3f; 3,1:51f-$129,683).

3rd Dam

NARACULOUS p,3,2:02.3f; BT1:57.1 ($1,155) by Big Towner. Winner at 3. From 16 foals, dam of 12 winners, 1 in 1:50, 8 in 1:55, 12 in 1:57, including:

ARTICULATOR p,2,1:52.3; 4,1:49.2; BT1:48.4 ($439,107) (Artiscape). 15 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner leg and Final Dream Maker Ser.; second in elim. Metro S. At 3, 4 in 1:57, including:

Next Dam - NADIA LOBELL p,3,1:53.4f (No Nukes-NORAH BELL-Albatross)

Delvin Miller Ads
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Dalvin Miller Ads
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champlain
Fox
Hoosier Stake
Horseshoe Stake
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Manitoba Great Western
Meadows Pace
Messenger
Ontario SBOA
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Ontario SBOA
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Ontario SBOA
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Ontario SBOA
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Steakhouse
Saratoga Pace
W. Canada Pace Derby
Consigned by HUNTERTON SALES AGENCY, AGENT for Merle E Yoder.
Raised at Topville Acres, Topeka, IN

TOPVILLE MARVELOUS
(Ohio Eligible)
Bay Colt Foaled April 14, 2022
Reg. No. 7XF01 Microchip No. 985141001416810

Topville Marvelous
(Oh) Eligible
Bay Colt Foaled April 14, 2022
Reg. No. 7XF01
Microchip No. 985141001416810

1st Dam
McWicked Bella by McArdle. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
ISLE OF PATMOS p,2,1:55.4h ($189,861) (McArdle). 30 wins, 3, 1:53. 9 in 1:57, including:

DON MCHWITE p,3,1:52.4f; 4,1:51f; BT1:50.3s ($189,861) (McArdle). 30 wins, 3, 1:53. 9 in 1:57, including:

ALL OVER YOU (M) p,1:55.3f; BT1:50.3s ($577,325) (Astreos). 18 wins, 2, 1:50, 5 in 1:53, 9 in 1:57, including:

SEER OF PATMOS p,2,Q1:55.3; 3,1:53.3f; 1:52.2; BT1:50.4s ($65,180) (Astreos). 7 wins, 3, 1:53. 9 in 1:57, including:

3rd Dam
BUNTING (M) p,2,1:57.4f; 1:54.1f; BT1:52.4f ($324,570) (Survivor Gold). 29 wins, 2, 1:54. 8 in 1:57, including:

BELLYS UP (M) p,2,1:57.4f; 1:54.1f; BT1:52.4f ($324,570) (Survivor Gold). 29 wins, 2, 1:54. 8 in 1:57, including:

SAM MCSMITH p,2,1:53.3f; 3,1:52.2f; 4,1:49.4f ($183,281) (McArdle). 12 wins, 2, 1:53. 9 in 1:57, including:

Next Dam - HUNA BUNA p,3,1:57.4f (Big Towner-BUNA HANOVER p,4,1:56.1-Albatross)

Producers:

On the Choo Choo p,2,1:58.3f; 3,1:56.3h ($56,900) (dam of Long Train Runnin)

Miller's Bird p,3,1:55.3f ($50,998) (dam of Twin B Tipster)

Delvin Miller Adios
Arlen Downs
Bluegrass Series

Breeders Crown
Care Page
Champion

Fox
Hooiser Stake
Horseman

International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Meadeowlspace

Message
Ole Sires
Progress Pace

Simcox
Tattersalls Pace

Stakes Engagements
MONEYBALL HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY Filly Foaled May 30, 2022
Reg. No. 8XE31 Microchip No. 985141001401251

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

Main Hall
Row B
Stall 19

Papi Rob Hanover p,3,1:47.1f ---
Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 ---
Moneyball Hanover p,4,1:51.2f ---
Mach Three p,3,1:49
Wheresthebeach p,3,1:48.3
Panera Hanover p,4,1:51.2f ---
Rockroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3
Mean Leen p,2,1:52.3 ---
Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4
Mean Leen p,2,1:52.3  ------------
Must See p,2,1:52
Mean Leen p,2,1:52.3 ($58,298) by Well Said. 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Liberty Bell P. at Philadelphia, Late Closer at Lexington (2); second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. From 2 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:53, 2 in 1:56, including:


MACAPELO ROSE p,3,1:53.3f ($50,806) by McArdle. 4 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows (2); leg Late Closer at The Meadows; third in leg Late Closer at The Meadows. From 6 living foals, dam of 5 winners, 5 in 1:55, including:

MAYHEM SEELSTER (M) p,2,1:53; 3,1:51.3; BT1:50.1s ($300,709) (Mach Three). 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg (2) and Semi-Final and Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots; third in Final Breeders Crown. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold; second in elim. and Final WEG/SBOA S., leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold; third in Simcoe S., leg Ontario Sires S. – Gold (2). elim. Fan Hanover S. Dam of MAD MAX HANOVER p,2,1:54f; 3,1:47.4 ($725,003), MILEIU HANOVER p,2,1:55.2f; 3,1:51f ($376,207), MOLLOP HANOVER p,3,1:50-'23.

MOHAWK SEELSTER p,3,1:53.3; 1:50.3h-'23 ($124,851) (Sportswriter). 11 wins, 3 thru 7.

MARLBORO SEELSTER p,4,1:53.4f; 1:51.2f-'23; BT1:51f-'23 ($80,758) (Bettor's Delight). 9 wins at 4 and 5. At 2, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots

Mogul Seelster (All Bets Off). Now 2.


RESISTANCE FUTILE p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:49.2f; 4,1:49.1f; BT1:48.2 ($402,595) (Real Desire). 22 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S., heat Little Brown Jug, leg (2) and Final Trendssetter Junior S.; second in Bluegrass S., cons. Pennsylvania Sires S.

CAPELA (M) p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:52.4; 4,1:52.4h; BT1:51.2s ($254,115) (Sportswriter). 12 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots.

MIKI ROSE (M) p,2,1:55.3f; 3,1:52.3h; BT1:52.2f ($247,569) (Always B Miki). 15 wins, 2 thru 4. At 3, second in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono.


Next Dam - TUPELO ROSE N p,1:51.2 (In The Pocket-HOLLYWOOD ROSE-Butler B G)
SHES A STREAKER

(NY & NJ STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)

BAY Filly Foaled March 21, 2022

Reg. No. 0XB97 Microchip No. 985141001377107

Mikayla Rose p,3,1:51.3f

Ponder p,1:48.1

Northern Rose p,4,1:52.2

Consigned by WALNRIDGE FARM, INC., AGENT for Walnridge Farm Inc., and Bonnie M Benson.
Raised at Walnridge Farm Inc., Cream Ridge, NJ

Huntsville p,3,1:47.4

Wild West Show p,3,1:53.3f

SHES A STREAKER

1st Dam

MIKAYLA ROSE p,2,1:56.4f; 3,1:51.3f; BT1:50.3f ($303,286) by Ponder. 14 wins, 2 thru 7. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, leg (2) and Final Late Closer at The Meadows, Reynolds Mem.; second in Final Pennsylvania Sires S. at Chester, Keystone Classic; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Chester, Pocono. From 4 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 3 in 1:55, including:

THAT DOG WILL HUNT p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:54.2h-$20 ($66,144) (Huntsville). 3 wins at 2 and 3.

BEALINE HANOVER p,3,1:59.1f; 1:53.3 ($172,512) by Big Towner. 15 wins, 3 thru 5. At 5, second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Saratoga, Vernon.


2nd Dam

NORTHERN ROSE p,4,1:52.2 (Albatross-BUOYANA HANOVER p,2,2:07f-Best Of All) 22 wins, 2 thru 7. At 3, winner leg Empire Breeder's S. at Garden State, leg New Jersey Fair S. at Showplace. Full sister to the dam of:

SHARKY SPUR p,2,1:58f; 3,1:50; 4,1:49.4 ($1,004,618), to the dam of:

BEALINE HANOVER p,3,1:51.3f (Albatross-BUOYANA HANOVER p,2,0:17f-Best Of All)

Next Dam - BUNA HANOVER p,4,1:56.1 (Albatross-BUOYANA HANOVER p,2,0:17f-Best Of All)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arklen Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Century Casino Filly Pace
Champlain Filly
Empire Breeder's
Great Mid-West
Hoosier Stake
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Manchester Great Western
New York Sires
Where'as The Beach
Western Hanover
Messenger
NJ Home Grown Pace
NJ Stallion Dev. Fund
Parx Hall Memorial
Renaissance
G&L Rumpel Memorial
Simcoe Filly
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
MISS FIDGET
Arden Downs
Next Dam
1st Dam

MISS FIDGET 2,1:59.4f; 3,Q1:59.3f BT1:55.3f ($136,996) by Conway Hall. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg NYSS at Buffalo, Monticello, Yonkers, Tompkins-Geers S.; second in leg NYSS at Vernon, NY State Fair S. at Vernon; third in leg NYSS at Yonkers (2), leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington. At 3, winner leg NYSS at Buffalo; second in leg NYSS at Yonkers, Fall Harvest T. at Yonkers; third in leg NYSS at Vernon. From 6 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:58, including:

BRADY BUNCH 2,Q1:58.1; 3,1:53.2; BT1:52.4s ($258,631) (Muscle Mass). 16 wins, 3 thru 7. At 2, second in international Stallion S., Bluegrass S., cons. NYSS at Batavia, leg NYSS at Saratoga, Tioga, Tompkins-Geers S., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg NYSS at Vernon, Yonkers. At 3, winner cons. NYSS at Vernon.

YUGE 2,1:57.3f; 3,1:54.1f; 4,1:54f ($199,049) (Muscle Mass). 12 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello, Tioga, Final Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Saratoga, Yonkers. At 3, second in leg NYSS at Saratoga; third in leg NYSS at Buffalo.


FLOTUS (M) 2,1:58; 3,1:58h; BT1:55s ($79,806) (RC Royalty). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg NYSS at Monticello, leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon, Yonkers; second in leg NYSS at Monticello, leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia; third in cons. NYSS at Vernon, leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Saratoga.

MELANIA (M) 2,1:57.2f; 3,1:53.3f ($78,323) (Donato Hanover). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner John Simpson Mem.; second in leg PASS at The Meadows; third in leg PASS at The Meadows.

1st Dam
MISS FIDGET 2,1:59.4f; 3,Q1:59.3f BT1:55.3f ($136,996) by Conway Hall. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg NYSS at Buffalo, Monticello, Yonkers, Tompkins-Geers S.; second in leg NYSS at Vernon, NY State Fair S. at Vernon; third in leg NYSS at Yonkers (2), leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington. At 3, winner leg NYSS at Buffalo; second in leg NYSS at Yonkers, Fall Harvest T. at Yonkers; third in leg NYSS at Vernon. From 6 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:58, including:

BRADY BUNCH 2,Q1:58.1; 3,1:53.2; BT1:52.4s ($258,631) (Muscle Mass). 16 wins, 3 thru 7. At 2, second in international Stallion S., Bluegrass S., cons. NYSS at Batavia, leg NYSS at Saratoga, Tioga, Tompkins-Geers S., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg NYSS at Vernon, Yonkers. At 3, winner cons. NYSS at Vernon.

YUGE 2,1:57.3f; 3,1:54.1f; 4,1:54f ($199,049) (Muscle Mass). 12 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello, Tioga, Final Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Saratoga, Yonkers. At 3, second in leg NYSS at Saratoga; third in leg NYSS at Buffalo.


FLOTUS (M) 2,1:58; 3,1:58h; BT1:55s ($79,806) (RC Royalty). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg NYSS at Monticello, leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers; second in leg NYSS at Monticello, leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia; third in cons. NYSS at Vernon, leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Saratoga.

MELANIA (M) 2,1:57.2f; 3,1:53.3f ($78,323) (Donato Hanover). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner John Simpson Mem.; second in leg PASS at The Meadows; third in leg PASS at The Meadows.

2nd Dam
SO WONDERFUL by Donerail. From 12 foals (1 Exported prior to racing) dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:55, 5 in 2:00, including:

DOMINUS 2,1:59.3f; 3,1:13.5kr; BT1:59 ($25,000; $134,206 Int.) (Andover Hall). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. (2); second in leg Pennsylvania Ser.

POPPY HILLS 3,2:03.2f; 4,1:58.1f Int.; BT1:54.1f Int. ($117,863 Int.) (Credit Winner). 6 wins Int’lly. At 4, second in $80,000 Prix Cagnes-sur-Mer at Jagersro, Taroks Mindlop at Charlottenlund, Firearseliten at Charlottenlund (Denmark).

CASCADE 2,1:57; 3,1:55.5s BT1:54.4s ($107,616) (Muscle Mass). 14 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Monticello. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Saratoga.

JACOBY KEEPER 3,2:02f Int.; 4,1:57.3f Int.; BT1:57.2f Int. ($88,961 Int.) (Conway Hall). 7 wins Int’lly. At 4, winner Elim Konung Gustav V:s Pokal at Aby; third in Konung Gustav V:s Pokal at Aby (Sweden).


ARCADIA BLUFFS 3,1:57f; 4,1:56.3f BT1:56f ($49,653) (Andover Hall). 4 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner leg Final Wyoming Valley Ser. at Pocono; second in leg Final Wyoming Valley Ser. at Pocono.

TRISH (M) 2,2:01.4f BT1:59.1f ($46,911) (Conway Hall). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Monticello, Saratoga, Tioga; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon, Final Excelsior Ser. at Monticello; third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Batavia. At 3, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Goshen, Yonkers.

Next Dam - TEAGARDEN HANOVER 2,1:59 (Royal Strength-TOUCH OF JAZZ 3,2:02.4h-Jazz Cosmos)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champions
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Great Mid-West
Hambletonian
Hoosier Stake
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
Manitoba Great Western
Old Dutch Bucket
Parshall Memorial
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Pennsylvania Sires (Fair)
Ralph Wifing
Simcoe
Swedish Breeders Crown
Zweig Memorial
MARTINE LOBELL by Joie De Vie. Half-sister to 3rd Dam MARLA BAR 2,1:58.2f; 3,1:56.2h; BT1:54.4f ($240,637) by Malabar Man. 7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New 2nd Dam MODEL BEHAVIOR Arden Downs

SEVENTH GEN

Model Behavior 3,1:53.2 Marla Bar 3,1:56.2h Martine Lobell

1st Dam

MODEL BEHAVIOR 2,1:55.1; 3,1:53.2 ($103,784) by muscles Yankee. 7 wins and 2 at 3. At 2, winner John Simpson Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold (2); second in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold. At 3, winner Reynolds Mem.; second in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Tompkins-Geers S. From 4 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:57, including: ALDEBARAN ACRUX (M) 3,1:57f; 4,1:55f-'23 ($50,872) (Chapter Seven). 3 wins at 3 and 4. TAKE SHAPE 1:56.3f; BT1:56.2f ($17,930) (Donato Hanover). Winner at 5. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows.

Crevior 3,2:03.3f; BT1:59.2f ($14,110) (Credit Winner). Winner at 3. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers, leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Vernon; third in leg New Jersey Stbd. Dev. Fund at Freehold, leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Tioga.

2nd Dam

MARLA BAR 2,1:58.2f; 3,1:56.2h; BT1:54.4f ($23,490) (Andover Hall). 3 wins at 3. At 2, winner leg Late Closer at Lexington; second in Late Closer at Lexington (2). At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro.

DEVINE EQUINE (M) 2,1:59.2; 3,1:57.3; BT1:57 ($135,748). 28 wins, 3 thru 9. 3rd Dam

MARTINE LOBELL by Joie De Vie. Half-sister to Dan Patch 2-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 1986; Dan Patch Horse of the Year; Dan Patch Trotter of the Year; Dan Patch Older Trotting Horse of the Year in 1987; Dan Patch Horse of the Year; Dan Patch Trotter of the Year; Dan Patch Older Trotting Horse of the Year in 1988; World Champion MACK LOBELL 2,1:55.3; 3,1:52.1 ($3,917,594). From 14 foals, dam of 8 winners, 2 in 1:55, 8 in 1:58, including:


Next Dam - MATINA HANOVER 2,4:04.2h (Speedy Count-MATORA HANOVER 3,2:04.4-Nibble Hanover)
HEART FULL OF SOUL
(PENNSYLVANIA & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 30, 2022
Reg. No. 4X62 Microchip No. 985141001417602

Consigned by COOL WINDS FARM for James P. Magno and Joseph P. Fonte.
Raised at Pin Oak Lane Farm, New Freedom, PA

HEART FULL OF SOUL

Captain Crunch p,3,1:47.2 -------- Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4

Jk Molly p,2,1:52.1 -----------------

1st Dam
Jk MOLLY p,2,1:52.1; BT1:51.1f ($176,872) by Art Major. 5 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Tioga, Vernon, John Simpson Mem., Tompkins-Geers S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in Reynolds Mem., leg New York Sire S. at Monticello. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Yonkers. From 5 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:53, 2 in 1:56, including:

JOKER ON JACK p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:52.4-'23; BT1:50.2s-'23 ($50,930) (Bettor's Delight). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk, leg Ontario Prospect Ser. at Georgian. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. – Grassroots at Mohawk.

Jk MOLLYS DELIGHT p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:52.4-'23; BT1:50.2s-'23 ($50,930) (Bettor's Delight). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk, leg Ontario Prospect Ser. at Georgian. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. – Grassroots at Mohawk.

2nd Dam
HEATHER'S WESTERN p,3,1:53f -----------

Captain Crunch p,3,1:47.2 -------

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Delvin Miller Adios
Art Major
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champion Filly
Canes Pace
Champlain Filly
International Stallion
Kentucky KDFF/KSBF
Messenger
North Hall
Perfect Profile p,2,0:15.9
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace

CAVIART HEATHER p,2,1:55.4h; 3,1:51.3f

Captaintreacherous p,3,1:47.1 ------

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4

Worldly Treasure p,2,1:53.1

Sweet Paprika p,4,1:51.1f ---------

Artspase p,3,1:49.3z

Sweet Future p,3,1:54.2

Joker On Jack p,2,1:53.3h; 3,1:51.3f

Bettor's Delight

Shooting First p,2,1:53.4h; 3,1:53.3f

Bettor's Delight

ALL OR NONE p,2,1:55.1; 3,1:52f; 4,1:50f ($225,053) (Cam's Card Shark). 13 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, third in leg Freehold, third in leg Early Closer at The Meadows. At 3, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, third in leg Late Closer at The Meadows.

SOMEPLACE SPECIAL p,3,1:50.3f; BT1:49.1 ($254,425) (Somebeachsomewhere). 33 wins, 3 thru 10. At 2, third in John Simpson Mem. At 8, winner leg Baystate P. at Plainridge; third in leg Henry David Thoreau Ser. at Plainridge, leg Baystate P. at Plainridge.

ALL OR NONE p,2,1:55.1; 3,1:52f; 4,1:50f ($225,053) (Cam's Card Shark). 13 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold.

BACK BEYOND p,3,1:57.3h; 1:51.3h ($84,449) (Artiscape). 15 wins, 3 thru 8. At 4, second in leg J. P. Morel Mem. at Saratoga.

Next Dam - SANTASTIC p,4,1:54.3f (Cantastic-MARFA NEWTON p,2,1:58.1f-Big Towner)
WHISKEY BLUE CHIP

(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled April 8, 2022

Reg. No. 4XM22  Microchip No. 985141001405020

WHO'S YOUR DADDY

1st Dam

SUNNYSEVENTYFIVE p,2,1:50.2 (Somebeachsomewhere) by Somebeachsomewhere. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Pennsylvania All-Stars. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:55, including:

VIS A VIS BLUECHIP p,2,Q1:54.1-'23; BT1:52.4s-'23 ($17,042) (Bettor's Delight). Winner at 2. Now 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.

2nd Dam

IN FOR LIFE p,3,1:50.4; BT1:50.3 ($191,274) by Life Sign. 2 wins at 3. At 3, winner elim. Fan Hanover S.; second in Final Fan Hanover S.; third in elim. Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, elim. Matron S. From 13 foals, dam of 11 winners, 2 in 1:50, 8 in 1:55, 11 in 1:58, including:

SIR JILLIAN Z TAM (M) p,3,1:58.3h; 1:52; BT1:51.3s ($641,151) (Bettor's Delight). 26 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, winner leg Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers (2). At 4, winner leg (2) and Final Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers. Dam of JILLIAN B MIKI p,2,Q2:00.2h; 3,1:53f; 4,1:52f-'23, TEAM COLORS p,2,1:54.3f.

2nd Dam


WHISKEY BLUE CHIP


ETERNITY'S DELIGHT (M) p,3,1:51.4; BT1:50.2 ($277,496) (Bettor's Delight). 6 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at McAllister. At 3, winner leg and Final Fan Hanover S.; second in cons. Pennsylvania Sires S. at Chester, Reynolds Mem.; second in cons. Miss Intensity p,4,1:57.2h by Wheres The Beach.

TAKE THE DEAL p,3,1:58.4h; 4,1:51.3s ($154,043) (Western Ideal). 33 wins, 3 thru 13. 4th dam of WICKEDLY INNOCENT p,3,1:54.4f ('23), Miss Innocent (dam of Life Sign p,3,1:50.3, Life Sign p,3,1:50.3), Miss Intensity p,4,1:57.2h by Wheres The Beach.

TOOK A LEAD p,2,1:57.4h; 4,1:51.3s ($154,043) (Western Ideal). 33 wins, 3 thru 13.

SHE'S IN FOR LIFE (M) p,2,1:56f; 3,1:53f; 4,1:52h ($128,270) (Well Said). At 2, winner leg and Final Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, elim. Pennsylvania Sires S. at Chester, Reynolds Mem. At 3, winner leg Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers; second in elim. Jeff Little P.; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers (2). At 4, winner leg (2) and Final Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers. Dam of JILLIAN B MIKI p,2,Q2:00.2h; 3,1:53f; 4,1:52f-'23, TEAM COLORS p,2,1:54.3f.

Miss Intensity p,4,1:57.2h by Wheres The Beach.
Consigned by CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT for Windsong Stable.  
Raised at Concord Stud Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ

KICK 'EM JENNY  
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)  
BAY FILLY Foaled May 25, 2022  
Reg. No. 2XL78  
Microchip No. 985141001377530

West Hall  
Row E  
Stall 7

Greenshoe 3,1:49.4  
Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f  
Cantab Hall 3,1:54

KICK 'EM JENNY  
Gala Dream  
Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1

Monroe County 1:56h  
Ladyvict 3,2:00.4f  
Ms Vic 3,1:57

KICK 'EM JENNY  
Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3

1st Dam  
MONROE COUNTY  
2,1:59.4f; 3,Q1:58f; 1:56h; BT1:53.4f ($409,699) by Glidemaster. 33 wins, 2 thru 7. At 3, winner leg Mary Wohlmuth Mem. at The Meadows, Pennsylvania Fair S. at Butler, Dayton, Gratz, Hughesville, Meadville, Port Royal, Washington, York; second in Final Pennsylvania Fair S. at The Meadows,leg Mary Wohlmuth Mem. at The Meadows, leg Trotslikethewind Ser. at The Meadows (2), Pennsylvania Fair S. at Bedford, Honesdale; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, The Meadows. At 4, winner cons. Bonus Ser. at Yonkers; second in leg Bonus Ser. at Yonkers; third in leg Bonus Ser. at Yonkers. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 2:00, including:  
ALWAYS A RANGER  
2,2:04.3h; 3,2:01.2h; BT1:58.3h ($25,526) (Credit Winner). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Saratoga.

2nd Dam  
LADYVIC  
3,2:00.4f; BT2:00.1f ($6,076) by Striking Sahbra. Winner at 3. Exported to Sweden in 2019. From 12 foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of 7 winners, 4 in 1:58, including:  
NEYMAR  

3rd Dam  
MS VIC  
2,1:58.3; 3,1:57; BT1:55.3z ($294,979) by Valley Victory. 37 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner leg Mary Wohlmuth Mem. at The Meadows, Pennsylvania Fair S. at Butler, Dayton, Gratz, Hughesville, Meadville, Port Royal, Washington, York; second in Final Pennsylvania Fair S. at The Meadows, leg Mary Wohlmuth Mem. at The Meadows, leg Trotslikethewind Ser. at The Meadows (2), Pennsylvania Fair S. at Bedford, Honesdale; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, The Meadows. At 4, winner cons. Bonus Ser. at Yonkers; second in leg Bonus Ser. at Yonkers; third in leg Bonus Ser. at Yonkers. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 2:00, including:  
ALWAYS A RANGER  
2,2:04.3h; 3,2:01.2h; BT1:58.3h ($25,526) (Credit Winner). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Saratoga.

Arden Downs  
Chapel Hill  
Hamburghian  
Penns Sires (Pari-Mutuel)

Bluegrass Series  
Currier & Ives  
Kentucky Futurity  
Penna. Sires (Fair)

Breeders Crown  
Del Miller Mem. Full sister to LOOKOUT VICTORY  
MS NAUGHTY

Producers:  
MISS POSSESSED  
2,1:59.1; 3,1:56.1 ($91,435) (dam of MAGIC TONIGHT  
2,1:55.1; 3,1:52.4f; 
1:51.2f-$486,288; 1:56.1f-$494,497, $876,000 Int'l., TESTIMONIAL OK  
3,1:56.2f; 1:55f-$543,101 Int'l., HUSTLE RAIN  
3,1:56.3f; 1:52.3f-$190,237 Int'l., ROTARY OK  
3,1:55.2f-$153,673 Int'l., MS NAUGHTY  
2,02:00.2f; 3,T1:55.2 ($77,703) (dam of SPEAK TO ME  
2,1:53.4-$466,416, SEVENSHADESOFFREY  
2,01:59; 3,1:56.1f-$371,664, THE ERM  
2,1:56; 3,1:54.4f; 4,1:50.3-$209,178, OYSTER KRONOS  
3,1:55.4f; 4,1:55.3f-$243,208 Int'l. (dam of BEYOND KRONOS

2,1:54.4f-$230,329).

Next Dam - HIGHER LOVE  
2,1:59.3 (Joie De Vie-ALLEGRO  
2,02:00.2-Arnie Almahurst)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs  
Chapel Hill  
Hamburghian  
Penns Sires (Pari-Mutuel)

Bluegrass Series  
Currier & Ives  
Kentucky Futurity  
Penna. Sires (Fair)

Breeders Crown  
Del Miller Mem. Full sister to LOOKOUT VICTORY  
MS NAUGHTY

Producers:  
MISS POSSESSED  
2,1:59.1; 3,1:56.1 ($91,435) (dam of MAGIC TONIGHT  
2,1:55.1; 3,1:52.4f; 
1:51.2f-$486,288; 1:56.1f-$494,497, $876,000 Int'l., TESTIMONIAL OK  
3,1:56.2f; 1:55f-$543,101 Int'l., HUSTLE RAIN  
3,1:56.3f; 1:52.3f-$190,237 Int'l., ROTARY OK  
3,1:55.2f-$153,673 Int'l., MS NAUGHTY  
2,02:00.2f; 3,T1:55.2 ($77,703) (dam of SPEAK TO ME  
2,1:53.4-$466,416, SEVENSHADESOFFREY  
2,01:59; 3,1:56.1f-$371,664, THE ERM  
2,1:56; 3,1:54.4f; 4,1:50.3-$209,178, OYSTER KRONOS  
3,1:55.4f; 4,1:55.3f-$243,208 Int'l. (dam of BEYOND KRONOS

2,1:54.4f-$230,329).

Next Dam - HIGHER LOVE  
2,1:59.3 (Joie De Vie-ALLEGRO  
2,02:00.2-Arnie Almahurst)
Bar Hopping 3:1:51.4 ---------------------
Muscle Hill 3:1:50.1

Cocktail Hour 4:1:55.1 ---------------------
Muscles Yankee 3:1:52.2
Yankee Blondie 3:1:59.4f
Credit Winner 3:1:54
Ambro Vermouth 2:2:12.3h

MR HOPPER

Andover Hall 3:1:51.3 ---------------------
Garland Lobell 3:1:55.3
Amour Angus 3:2:03.1f
Balanced Image 3:1:58.4
B Cor Tamara 3:2:02f

Moots 3:1:56f ---------------------
Clarice Marie 3:1:57.3

1st Dam
MOOTS 2:Q2:00.4f; 3:1:56f; BT1:55.2f ($70,350) by Andover Hall. 5 wins at 3. At 2, second in Arden Downs S., leg PA Stallion Series at Pocono; third in leg PA Stallion Series at The Meadows (2). At 3, third in Currier & Ives Filly S., Arden Downs S. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:59, including:

He's Limitless (Six Pack). Now 2.

2nd Dam
CLARICE MARIE 2:2:01; 3:1:57.3; BT1:56.2s ($201,230) by Balanced Image. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. ONSS - Gold at Woodbine, elim. Canadian Breeders Champ.; second in ONSS - Super Final at Mohawk, Final ONSS - Gold at Woodbine, Final Canadian Breeders Champ. At 3, second in Colonial Lady T., elim. ONSS - Gold at Kawartha, Woodbine; third in elim. ONSS - Gold at Flamboro, leg ONSS - Grassroots at Dresden, Windsor. From 11 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 8 winners, 2 in 1:59, 6 in 2:00, including:
CORKY 2:1:57; 3:1:52.4f; BT1:52.3f ($897,465; $998,608 Intl.) (Muscles Yankee). 12 wins at 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg (2) and Final NJSS at Meadowlands; second in elim. and Final Peter Haughton Mem., Reynolds Mem., John Simpson Mem. At 3, winner elim. and Final Earl Beal Jr. Mem., Dickerson Cup; second in Zweig Mem., leg and Final NJSS at Meadowlands, elim. Hambletonian S., John Simpson Mem.; third in Final Hambletonian S., Colonial T., leg NJSS at Meadowlands. At 4, winner Fyraringseiliten at Solvalla; second Cagnes-sur-Mer at Jagero.

GO GO RED MARTY 3:1:55; 4:1:53.3; BT1:53.1s ($270,508) (Striking Sahbra). 18 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, third in leg Bridger Ser. at Mohawk. At 3, winner leg Tie Silk Ser. at Woodbine (2); second in Final Tie Silk Ser. at Woodbine; third in elim. and Final ONSS - Gold at Flamboro, elim. Canadian Breeders Champ.


IRELAND (M) 2:2:00f; BT1:57.2f ($38,865) (Cantab Hall). Winner at 2.

MIGUEL DUHAMEL 2:2:02.4h; BT1:59.4f ($28,893) (Angus Hall). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg ONSS - Grassroots at Flamboro; third in elim. ONSS - Gold at Grand River.

Producers: Carmenooch (dam of COLUMBUS 2:2:04.2h; 3:Q1:58.2h-'23).

3rd Dam
B COR TAMARA 2:2:04.4f; 3:2:02f ($186,214) by Dream Of Glory. 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. (4). At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. (3). Ontario Harness Horsemen's S. at Greenwood; second in leg Ontario Sires S. (3). From 19 foals, dam of 16 winners, 2 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, including:

Producers: LADY BAR (M) 2:2:01; BT1:57.4 ($46,500) (dam of LOOKING HANOVER 2:2:00.1; 3:1:57.3f; 1:53.2f-$1,125,136), B Cor Jazzette ($4,407) (dam of BANKER HALL 2:1:56.1; 3:1:55.2-$1,026,624).

Next Dam - WOOD U 2:09.3f (Lumber Boy-FROSTY LADY-Scott Frost)
WAR EAGLE LINDY
(NEW YORK & MASSACHUSETTS ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 5, 2022
Reg. No. 4XE18 Microchip No. 985141101402331

Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Lindy Farms of Conn.
Raised at Lindy Farms, Somersville, CT

WAR EAGLE

Wild West Show p,3,1:53.3f -------- Cam’s Card Shark p,3,1:50

See To Believe p,3,1:53.1f ------- Artplatz p,4,1:49.2

Mach Three p,3,1:49

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4

Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4

Where’s The Beach

War Eagle

Huntsville p,3,1:47.4

Wild West Show p,3,1:53.3f

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4

Microchip No. 985141001402331

245

Northeast Hall
Row C
Stall 15

1st Dam

SEE TO BELIEVE p,3,1:53.1f; BT1:53f ($19,671) by Bettor’s Delight. 3 wins at 3. From 2 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:56 including:
BELIEVE ITS LINDY (M) p,3,1:55.4f; BT1:54f ($47,695) (American Ideal). 2 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge. At 3, second in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge; third in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge.
O’ER THE RAMPARTS p,2,Q2:00.4f-'23; BT1:59.3f-'23 (American Ideal). Record at 2.

2nd Dam

MUST SEE p,2,1:52 ($487,122) by Artsplace. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. and Final Sweetheart P. at Meadowslands, International Stallion S., Bluegrass S., elim. She’s A Great Lady S.; second in Final She’s A Great Lady S., elim. Breeders Crown at Woodbine. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in Ladyship S. Full sister to Nova, O’Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2006, World Champion GLOWING REPORT p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:50.1; 1:49.2 ($2,095,144). From 15 foals, dam of 10 winners, 2 in 1:50, 9 in 1:54, 10 in 1:58, including:
WELL SAID p,2,1:59.4; 3,1:54; BT1:51.3 ($229,043) (Western Hanover). 4 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in Bluegrass S., elim. She’s A Great Lady S.; third in Final Three Diamonds P. At 3, winner leg Late Closer at Lexington; second in Bluegrass S., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; third in leg Late Closer at Lexington. Dam of GIGI DEO p,2,1:53f; 3,1:52.4f ($188,915), WATCH N BE WATCHED p,2,1:57.4f; 3,1:51f, SEEN AT RIO DEO p,3,1:53f, PERSPECTIVE p,2,1:54.3; 4,1:53.3f, ARIANNA GRANDEO p,2,1:57.2h; 3,1:57.1h; 1:54.3f-'23, SEE MAJOR p,2,1:56.2h. Grandam of COACH STEFANOS p,2,1:50; 3,1:48.4-'23 ($466,545), MAJORSPECIALLADY p,2,1:52.4f; 3,1:52.1f ($363,672), THE CLAW p,3,1:49.4 ($179,165), JKA E ONE p,3,1:54.1; 1:53.1f-'23, BUDDY LIGHT p,3,1:56.2f; 1:54.2f, DAVEY DAY TRADER p,2,1:58.3h; 3,1:56h-'23, TWIN B SEEN p,2,Q1:58.2f. ROCKET J p,3,1:53.3f; 1:51.1; BT1:50.1 ($133,635) (Rock N Roll Heaven). 8 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Yonkers; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Tioga. At 3, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello, leg Nichols True Value Ser. at Tioga; third in leg and Final Nichols True Value Ser. at Tioga, leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Tioga, Yonkers.
EMILIO’S STRIDE (M) p,2,1:57h; 3,1:52f; BT1:51.2 ($89,440) (Rocknroll Hanover). 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold.

Sight Line (M) (Betting Line). Now 2.

Producers: Must Read (dam of MUST BE NICE p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:52.3f-$109,516).

Next Dam - GRAND LADY p,3,1:52.4 (Matt’s Scooter-GRAND VITESSE p,4,1:57.2-Albatross)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champion
Champlain
Empire Breeders
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Massachusetts Sires
Meadowlands Pace
Message
New York Sires
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace

Sight Line (M) (Betting Line). Now 2.
ST LUCIA

Consigned by ALL AMERICAN HARNESSBREDS, Seaford, DE
Raised at All American Harnessbreds, Federalsburg, MD

ST LUCIA

(PENNSYLVANIA & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)
BLACK Filly Foaled April 9, 2022
Reg. No. 1XE54  Microchip No. 985141001401845
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Bettor's Wish p,4,1:47.3 ---------------------------------

Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4 ------------------------
Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50

Classic Wish p,3,T1:52 -------------------------

Western Ideal p,1:48 ---------------------------

Lifetime Gal ---------------------------------

Main Hall  Row D  Stall 56

ST LUCIA

Black Filly

Foaled April 9, 2022

Reg. No. 1XE54

Microchip No. 985141001401845

ST LUCIA

ST LUCIA

(p,1:52.2f) (PENNSYLVANIA & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)

(p,3,1:56.1f; 1:52.2f; BT1:51.3f) ($154,886) by Somebeachsomewhere. 16 wins, 3 thru 5. At 4, winner leg Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers; second in leg and Final Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers; third in leg Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:52, including:

ST NEVIS (M) p,2,1:51.4f ($95,551) (Always B Miki). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands.

ST NEVIS (M) p,2,1:51.4f ($95,551) (Always B Miki). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands.

ST NEVIS (M) p,2,1:51.4f ($95,551) (Always B Miki). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands.

ST NEVIS (M) p,2,1:51.4f ($95,551) (Always B Miki). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands.

ST NEVIS (M) p,2,1:51.4f ($95,551) (Always B Miki). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands.

ST NEVIS (M) p,2,1:51.4f ($95,551) (Always B Miki). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands.

ST NEVIS (M) p,2,1:51.4f ($95,551) (Always B Miki). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands.

ST NEVIS (M) p,2,1:51.4f ($95,551) (Always B Miki). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands.

ST NEVIS (M) p,2,1:51.4f ($95,551) (Always B Miki). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands.
Consigned by and Raised at VIEUX CARRE' FARMS, Gettysburg, PA
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GREEN BAY
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled May 19, 2022

Reg. No. 2XL79 Microchip No. 985141001373240

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patrick 3:1:50.2f</td>
<td>Greenshoe 3:1:49.4</td>
<td>Cantab Hall 3:1:54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donato Hanover 3:1:50.1</td>
<td>Gala Dream</td>
<td>North Hall Row H Stall 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designed To Be 3:1:51.3f</td>
<td>Sheer Soul 3:1:54.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GREEN BAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Muscle Massive 3:1:51</th>
<th>Mrs Muscle Hanover</th>
<th>Muscles Yankee 3:1:52.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Designed To Be 3:1:51</td>
<td>Mrs Ronerail 3:2:00.2f</td>
<td>Graceful Touch 2:1:56.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donorail 2:1:55.4</td>
<td>Sumpin Sweet 2:Q2:02.3</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam
MRS MUSCLE HANOVER BT2:00f by Muscle Massive. Starter at 2. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
MRS RONERAIL 3:2:00.2f by Donorail. 2 wins at 3. From 12 foals, dam of 5 winners, 3 in 1:55, 4 in 1:56, including:

**MURMUR HANOVER** 2:1:55.2; 3:1:54.3; 1:52.3f; BT1:52.2f ($925,525) (Majestic Son). 39 wins, 2 thru 11. At 2, winner elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Georgian, Mohawk (2), Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk (2); second in elim. and Final Wellwood Mem.; third in Final Breeders Crown at Woodbine, Champlain S. At 3, winner elim. Canadian Breeders Champ.; second in Final Canadian Breeders Champ. At 5, second in Earl Rowe Mem. at Georgian. At 10, second in leg Signature Ser. at Bucyrus.


**PARIS METRO** (M) 3,1:56.4 Intl. ($15,581; $26,472 Intl.) (Cantab Hall). At 2, second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington, Late Closer at Lexington; third in Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner Trearingslopp at Lindesberg (Sweden).


3rd Dam
SUMPIN SWEET 2:Q2:02.3 ($7,865) by Royal Prestige. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners, 2 in 1:54, 3 in 2:00, including:


Next Dam - BATHONIA (Florida Pro-BOLEYN 3:2:03.2-Super Bowl)

---

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

|-------------|------------------|----------------|-------------|---------------|-----------|-------------|--------------------|------------------|----------------|------------------------|-------------------|--------------------|-------------------|-------------|---------------|-------------|

---
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

MATTIAS HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 19, 2022
Reg. No. 2XL81 Microchip No. 985141001402037

Main Hall
Row H
Stall 33
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Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f Cantab Hall 3,1:54

Galway Dream 3,1:50.1

Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1

Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3

MATTIAS HANOVER

Designed To Be 3,1:51.3f

Chapter Seven 4,1:50.1

Random Destiny 3,1:54.1

Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1

Borrow And Spend 3,1:58.1h

Main Hall
Row H
Stall 33

Greenshoe 3,1:49.4

Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f

Hambeltonian 3,1:50.2f

Hooiser State 3,1:50.2f

Kentucky Sires/KSBF

Kentucky Futurity

Kentucky State Fair S.

Sires of Champions

Horseman

Hambeltonian

Hooiser State

KSBF

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky Futurity

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.

Kentucky State Fair S.
Consigned by ANVIL AND LACE FARM, AGENT for Shaffer and Sons.
Raised at Winning Key Stables, Leechburg, PA

MUNSTER MASH TRICK
(PENNSYLVANIA & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled January 25, 2022
Reg. No. 3XG97  Microchip No. 985141001374890

Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f  Cantab Hall 3,1:54
Cantab Hall 3,1:57
Enjoy Lavec 3,1:52
Maple Frosting

MUNSTER MASH TRICK
Chapter Seven 4,1:50.1
Windsgon's Legacy 3,1:53
La Riviera Lindy 3,2:01.1f
Varenne 1:51.1
Pine Dust

MUNSTER MASH TRICK
Richesse Oblige S 4,1:55.4f

1st Dam
MUNSTER 2,1:57.4h; 3,1:53 ($116,448) by Chapter Seven. 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg NYSS at Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Tioga. At 3, second in leg NYSS at Yonkers; third in leg NYSS at Tioga, Vernon. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
RICHESSE OBLIGE S 2,2:01.3; 3,1:55.4; 4,1:55.4f ($56,959) by Varenne. 13 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington. From 6 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:53, including:

MUNSTER (M) 2,1:57.4h; 3,1:53 ($116,448) (Chapter Seven). As above.

3rd Dam
PINE DUST ($906,428 Intl.) by Pine Chip. 27 wins. At 3, winner E3 Långa, Gay Gals Lopp, Grains Lopp, Sommerfavorit, Svenskt Trav-Oaks, Värdfavorit; second in Guldstoet; third in E3 Korta, Kriterieievanschen. At 4, winner Stochampionatet, Sto-SM. At 5, winner Hoppelop Bjerke, Queen L’s Lopp. At 6, winner Smedträffen; second in Queen L’s Lopp. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 2:00, including:


4th Dam
WEB CHANCE by Tibur. From 11 foals, dam of 6 winners, including:

EMPIRE DUST 1:55.4f ($192,374 Intl.) (Shogun Lobell). 9 wins Int’lly. At 6, second in The Owners Trophy.

5th Dam
SUSHI by Speedy Crown. From 4 foals, dam of 3 winner, including:


AH SO 2,2:01.4 ($47,051) by Speedy Count. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner American-National S., leg PASS From 13 foals, dam of 6 winners, 3 in 1:58, including:

WORKING GAL (M) 2,2:01.2; 3,1:57.1f ($384,650) (Speedy Crown). 12 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg NYSS (3). New York State Fair S. At 3, winner Hambletonian Oaks, Colonial Lady T., leg NYSS, Buckette, Lady Suffolk T., New York State Fair S.; second in heat Hambletonian Oaks, leg NYSS (2). Producers: Foot Loose 3,T2:02.2 ($22,748) (grandam of AWESOME VALLEY 3,1:54.3; 1:52.2f-$625,223), Amity Pride (grandam of OAKLEA JULIÁN 2,1:57.2; 1:53.4-$516,113), Baltic Holiday (grandam of HOLIDAY CREDIT 2,1:56f-$737,626).

Next Dam - LALITA HANOVER (Hoot Mon-LARK HANOVER 3,2:05.3h-Dean Hanover)
MILESTONE HANOVER
2nd Dam
Arden Downs
Next Dam
1st Dam
Champlain
Breeders Crown
Hoosier Stake
Old Oaken Bucket
Pennsylvania Sires (Mirror-Mutuel)
Pennsylvania Sires (Fair)

Bar Hopping 3,1:51.4
Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Yankee Blondie 3,1:59.4f
Credit Winner 3,1:54
Ambro Vermouth 2,2:12.3h

MUSSETTA HANOVER
Cocktail Hour 4,1:55.1
Monet Blue Chip 3,1:56.2h

Mussetta Hanover
Canland Hall 3,1:57
Self Possessed 3,1:51.3

MESSENGER HANOVER
Milestone Hanover 3,T1:57.2
Valley Victory 3,1:55.3
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MESSENGER HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
GRAY COLT Foaled May 14, 2022
Reg. No. 0X866  Microchip No. 985141001375477

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

Main Hall
Row G
Stall 27

1st Dam
MUSSETTA HANOVER by Canbalt Hall. From 10 previous foals, dam of 6 winners, 4 in 1:55, 6 in 1:56, including:


CRAZY GRIGIO (M) 2,2:01h; 3,Q1:55.4; 4,1:54.3f; BT1:53.4 ($142,088) (Crazed). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Tioga, Vernon. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. At 4, third in Late Closer at Lexington (2). Dam of DON GRIGIO 2,1:57f; 3,1:55.2f, CASH HUDDSON 2,1:58h; 1:55.2f-23, GREY CLOUDS 4,1:56.1, CAESARS CRAZY 2,1:58.2; 3,1:57.

CRYSTAL ICE 2,1:58.2; 3,1:55.4; 1:54; BT1:53.4s ($166,615) (Donato Hanover). 14 wins, 2 thru 7. At 6, winner leg Grosse Pointe Ser. at Hoosier. Dam of ANOTHER LIKE ME 2,1:54.1; 3,1:52.2-23, STUBBORN CHEE 2,1:55.3-23.

MIMI OCEAN HANOVER (M) 2,1:57f; 3,1:54.3f ($89,081) (Bar Hopping). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows. At 3, second leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; third in Currier & Ives S.

1st Dam
MUSSETTA HANOVER by Canbalt Hall. From 10 previous foals, dam of 6 winners, 4 in 1:55, 6 in 1:56, including:


CRAZY GRIGIO (M) 2,2:01h; 3,Q1:55.4; 4,1:54.3f; BT1:53.4 ($142,088) (Crazed). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Tioga, Vernon. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. At 4, third in Late Closer at Lexington (2). Dam of DON GRIGIO 2,1:57f; 3,1:55.2f, CASH HUDDSON 2,1:58h; 1:55.2f-23, GREY CLOUDS 4,1:56.1, CAESARS CRAZY 2,1:58.2; 3,1:57.

CRYSTAL ICE 2,1:58.2; 3,1:55.4; 1:54; BT1:53.4s ($166,615) (Donato Hanover). 14 wins, 2 thru 7. At 6, winner leg Grosse Pointe Ser. at Hoosier. Dam of ANOTHER LIKE ME 2,1:54.1; 3,1:52.2-23, STUBBORN CHEE 2,1:55.3-23.

MIMI OCEAN HANOVER (M) 2,1:57f; 3,1:54.3f ($89,081) (Bar Hopping). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows. At 3, second leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; third in Currier & Ives S.

2nd Dam
MILESTONE HANOVER 2,2:02.4h; 3,T1:57.2 ($28,272) by Valley Victory. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Garden State; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold, Garden State, elim. Harold R. Dancer Mem. From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 1:59, including:


MILEY HANOVER (M) 3,Q1:57.3f; BT1:55.2f ($42,259) (Broadway Hall). 4 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono, The Meadows. Dam of REAL MCCOY 3,1:57.1f.

MINOTTO HANOVER 1,58.1f; BT1:55.4h ($31,894) (Andover Hall). 4 wins, 5 thru 7.

ORK HANOVER 2,2:03.3h; BT2:02.3f ($13,810) (Sebastian K S). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. (3); second in Pennsylvania Fair S.; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. (2).

MYSTERYMAN HANOVER 2,2:07.4h; BT2:03.2f ($8,220) (Sebastian K S). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. (3); second in Pennsylvania Fair S. (2); third in Pennsylvania Fair S.

Producers: Mary Ana Hanover 3,Q2:01.3 ($4,625) (dam of PRESIDENT 2,1:59.3f; 3,1:57.2f; 4,1:55.4f).
PRIVATE SECTOR

(BENZSUNNY & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled April 16, 2022
Reg. No. 3XL20 Microchip No. 9851411001419348

251

Topcat Hall 3:2:00 ------------------

Sheez On A CRUZE 3,2:00; BT1:57.2 ($7,145) by Conway Hall. 3 wins at 3. At 3, winner Topline S. at Urbana. From 9 previous foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:50, 4 in 1:55, 6 in 2:00, including:

JL CRUZE 2,2:06.3h; 3,1:56.1f; BT1:54.3 ($10,337) (Conway Hall). 2 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Monticello; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon, Yonkers; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Goshen. At 4, winner Hambletonian Maty., leg (2) and Final Graduate Ser. at Meadowlands, Sun Inv. at Pocono, leg (2) and Final Shiaway St. Pat Ser. at Meadowlands, leg and Final Super Bowl Ser. at Meadowlands, leg and Final Charles Singer Ser. at Meadowlands, leg (2) and Final Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono; second in leg Charles Singer Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Super Bowl Ser. at Meadowlands. At 5, third in leg Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, John Cashman Mem., Allerage Farm T. At 6, winner Spirit of Massachusetts T.; second in Final Maple Leaf T.; Maxie Lee Mem. at Philadelphia; third in leg Breeders Crown at Meadowlands. At 7, second in leg Breeders Classic; third in leg Adena Classic at Malaysian - Gold; third in leg Breeders Classic at Meadowlands. At 8, third in leg Breeders Classic at Miami Gardens. Dam of:

Sheez On A CRUZE 2,2:07.2h; 3,1:56.4f; 4,1:56.1f ($117,448). From 5 foals, dam of 5 winners, 5 in 2:00, including:

JL CRUZE 2,2:04.2h; 4,1:58.3h; BT1:56.2f ($68,245) (Conway Hall). 5 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. At 3, third in leg Breeders Classic at Miami Gardens. Dam of:

Now My Chance 3,1:54.3 ($467,977). From 5 foals, dam of 5 winners, 5 in 2:00, including:

Now My Chance 3,2:00; BT1:57.2 ($7,145) by Conway Hall. 3 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Monticello; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon, Yonkers; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Goshen. At 4, winner Hambletonian Maty., leg (2) and Final Graduate Ser. at Meadowlands, Sun Inv. at Pocono, leg (2) and Final Shiaway St. Pat Ser. at Meadowlands, leg and Final Super Bowl Ser. at Meadowlands, leg and Final Charles Singer Ser. at Meadowlands, leg (2) and Final Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono; second in leg Charles Singer Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Super Bowl Ser. at Meadowlands. At 5, third in leg Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, John Cashman Mem., Allerage Farm T. At 6, winner Spirit of Massachusetts T.; second in Final Maple Leaf T.; Maxie Lee Mem. at Philadelphia; third in leg Breeders Crown at Meadowlands. At 7, second in leg Breeders Classic; third in leg Adena Classic at Malaysian - Gold; third in leg Breeders Classic at Meadowlands. At 8, third in leg Breeders Classic at Miami Gardens. Dam of:

Sheez On A CRUZE 3,2:00; BT1:57.2 ($7,145) by Conway Hall. 3 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Monticello; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon, Yonkers; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Goshen. At 4, winner Hambletonian Maty., leg (2) and Final Graduate Ser. at Meadowlands, Sun Inv. at Pocono, leg (2) and Final Shiaway St. Pat Ser. at Meadowlands, leg and Final Super Bowl Ser. at Meadowlands, leg and Final Charles Singer Ser. at Meadowlands, leg (2) and Final Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono; second in leg Charles Singer Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Super Bowl Ser. at Meadowlands. At 5, third in leg Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, John Cashman Mem., Allerage Farm T. At 6, winner Spirit of Massachusetts T.; second in Final Maple Leaf T.; Maxie Lee Mem. at Philadelphia; third in leg Breeders Crown at Meadowlands. At 7, second in leg Breeders Classic; third in leg Adena Classic at Malaysian - Gold; third in leg Breeders Classic at Meadowlands. At 8, third in leg Breeders Classic at Miami Gardens. Dam of:
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Fair Winds Farm Inc. and Steve Jones. Raised at Fair Winds Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ

CAFE CULTURE
(PENNSYLVANIA & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled May 24, 2022
Reg. No. 8X950  Microchip No. 985141001374822

MUST SEE
p,2,1:52 ($487,122) by Artsplace. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. and Final Sweetheart P. at Arden Downs Delvin Miller Adios. At 3, winner Bluegrass Series CAFE CULTURE.

Next Dam - GRAND LADY p,3,1:52.4 (Matt's Scooter-GRAND VITESSE p,4,1:57.2-Albatross)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios - PENS.-NJ/MD Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Arden Downs - MEADOWLANDS PACE, N.J./PA Sires (Fair)
Bluegrass Series - NJ Standardbred Pace, NJ Big 5
Breeders Crown - PA Sires (Fair), NJ Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fair), PA Sires (Fa...
MOOLAH HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 17, 2022
Reg. No. 2XL83 Microchip No. 985141001413189

MOOLAH HANOVER
(Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA)

GREENSHOE 3:1:49.4
First colt.

MOOLAH HANOVER

1st Dam
MY FIRST LADY BT1:59.1f by Muscle Hill. Starter at 2 and 3. First colt. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:57, including:
Michelle Hanover (M) 3:1:57.4f; 4:1:57.4h-'23; BT1:56f-'23 ($94,423) (Donato Hanover). 13 wins at 3 and 4. Melanie Hanover (M) (Greenshoe). Now 2.

2nd Dam
PRIME MISTRESS 3:1:58.3; BT:1:57.1 ($20,898) by Super Bowl. 2 wins at 3. At 3, second in Review S.; third in PA Fair S. at Gratz. At 4, winner leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono; second in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Freehold. 18 wins, 2 thru 4.

3rd Dam
ME MAGGIE 3:1:56.1f
Super Bowl 3,1:56.2
1st Dam
My First Lady


3rd Dam

Next Dam - GRASSBED 2:1:59.1f (Bonefish-PURE LILY-Florlis)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Arden Downs Dexter Cup
Breeders Crown Ohio Sires Stakes
Champion Pennsylvania Championship
Currier & Ives International Hambletonian
Duke of York
Horseman Kentucky Futurity
Old Oaken Bucket Penna. Sires (Par-Mutuel)
Hoeiser Stake Penna. Sires (Fair)
Hoosier Stake Swedish Breeders Crown
Horseman Stakes Zweig Memorial
ZEUS DE VIE

(NEW JERSEY ELIGIBLE)
(EMBRYO TRANSFER)

BAY COLT Foaled April 22, 2022
Reg. No. 2X590 Microchip No. 985141001375666

Main Hall
Row C
Stall 7

Tactical Landing 3,1:50.2
---
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f
Southwind Serena 3,1:55.2
---
Varenne 1:51.1
Spice On Ice 3,1:57.4

ZEUS DE VIE

Myth 3,T1:57.3
---
Valley Victory 3,1:55.3
Lindiliana 3,Q2:03
Lady Starlet 2,1:59.2
---
Joie De Vie 3,1:56.3
Crown Starlet 3,1:57.1

1st Dam
MYTH 3,T1:57.3 ($2,875) by Lindy Lane.
Winner at 3. From 12 previous foals, dam of 9 winners, 5 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, including:

MYTHICAL LINDY 2,1:57.1f; 3,1:53.2f; BT1:51.2 ($629,104) (SJ’s Caviar).

MYTHICAL HALL 2,1:57.3f; 3,1:55.3f; 1:54.4h; BT1:54.1 ($587,320) (Andover Hall).

PUB CRAWL (M) 2,1:53.4; BT1:51.1 ($489,545) (Bar Hopping).

SCIROCCO IMSOSMART 3,1:57f; 4,1:54.1f ($132,351) (Cantab Hall).

VALBRUNA (M) 2,1:57.4; 3,1:56.1; BT1:56 ($116,112) (Conway Hall).
4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Kentuckiana Stallion Mgmt T., Hoosier S., John Simpson Mem.; third in Bluegrass S. At 3, winner leg NYSS at Vernon. Dam of VALBRUNELLA 2,1:59f; 3,1:56.3 Exported, SAMARTINA 2,1:58.4; 3,1:57.3f. Grandam of KADS KISS 2,2:02.1h; 3,2:01.2f. Dam of TALOS 1:57.4f Intl.

THRUTH TO POWER 3,2:00.4f; 4,2:00f; BT1:58f ($37,983) (Andover Hall).
4 wins at 3 and 4.

MIND MELD (M) 2,1:59.1 ($3,250) (Trixton).

2nd Dam
LADY STARLET 3,1:56.1f; BT1:56 ($251,112) by Joie De Vie.
8 wins at 2. At 2, winner elim. and Final Merrie Annebalance T., Acom S., leg New Jersey Sires S. (2). Grandam of CLASSIC GRAND DU 3,2:02; 1:54.3-1:195,874 Intl. From 8 living foals, dam of 7 winners, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 2:00, including:

DOLLY 2,1:58.4; 3,Q1:56.4; 4,1:54.3 ($576,059) (Valley Victory).
7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner elim. and Final Breeders Crown, Bluegrass S., elim. Goldsmith Maid T. At 4, winner leg Classic Ser. Grandam of ANDY RAY 2,2:00.2h; 3,1:54.1; 1:53.2f ($609,307), MISTERY WOMAN 2,1:53.3; 3,1:52.1; 4,1:51 ($480,360).

Producers: Possessed by Lindy 2,2:00 ($3,900) (dam of LINDYSMUSCLEMANIA 1:51.4f; BT1:51.3f - $56,355; $32,766 Intl; grandam of KIDS LUCKY LINDY 2,1:58.1f; 3,1:54.2f; 1:53.3f-23-$563,572), LADY STARLET (grandam of FILUR SISU 3,1:56.2 Intl., AUTOBAHN 1:57.4 Intl. (dam of DAS AUTO 1:56.3f Intl.

Next Dam - CROWN STARLET 3,1:57.1 (Speedy Crown-VICTORY STARLET 3,1:59.3-Noble Victory)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Ardon Downs
Breeders Crown
Bluegrass Series
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Hambletonian
International Stallion
NJ Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
NJ Stdb. Dev. Fund
Swedish Breeders Crown
Yonkers Trot
Consigned by HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC. for Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. and Edwin R. Harwood.
raised at Hanover Shoe Farms, Hanover, PA

NAMASTE HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 18, 2022
Reg. No. 4XC81 Microchip No. 985141001377342

Main Hall
Row E
Stall 36

NAMASTE HANOVER

Papi Rob Hanover p,3:1:47.1f

Somebeachsomewhere p,3:1:46.4

Whereas The Beach

Panera Hanover p,4:1:51.2f

Rocknroll Hanover p,3:1:48.3

Betters Delight p,3:1:49.4

Cam’s Card Shark p,3:1:50

Shezarealcaesar p,3:1:56.4f

Real Artist p,3:Q1:51

Main Hall
Row E
Stall 36

NAMASTE HANOVER

NAMASTE HANOVER

255

Microchip No. 985141001377342

NAMASTE HANOVER

255

Microchip No. 985141001377342

1st Dam
NAUGHTY MARIETTA p,2:Q1:55f; 3:1:52.4f; 4:1:58.2f ($124,762) by Bettor’s Delight. 15 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia. At 3, third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga. From 3 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:49, 3 in 1:55, including:


NELSONEDDY HANOVER p,2:Q1:58.4f; 3:Q1:57.2f; 4:1:55f; BT1:51.2s ($39,861) (Somebeachsomewhere). 7 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, third in leg Late Closer at Mohawk.

2nd Dam
SHEZAREALCAESAR p,2:1:59.1f; 3:1:56.4f ($19,345) by Real Artist. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, second in leg Hopeful Ser. at Yonkers. From 9 foals, dam of 6 winners, 6 in 1:55, including:

HEZA REAL SHOOTER p,2:1:59.2; 3:1:54.4; BT1:53.2s ($41,289) (Straight Shooting). 6 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Incredible Finale P. at Hawthorne; third in elim. Cardinal S.


SHEZLOCKEDNLOADED (M) p,2:1:56; 3:1:54; BT1:52.3s ($28,255) (Straight Shooting). 3 wins at 2 and 3.

At 2, second in leg Cooper Station Ser. at Hoosier. At 3, third in leg Zelica P. at Hoosier.

Rockin The Jackpot BT1:56.3s-’23 (Rockin Image). Now 2 and racing.

3rd Dam

MAJESTIC JACKPOT p,2:Q1:55.3f; 3:1:49.4 ($180,637) (Real Artist). 11 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner leg Late Closer at Pocono; second in leg and Final Late Closer at Pocono. At 4, winner leg Exit 16W Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands (2); second in Final Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Exit 16W Ser. at Meadowlands.

Next Dam - TRACY’S JACKPOT p,2:2:05.2 (Albatross-PERKY MINDY p,3:1:59-Adios Vic)
NEW SMYRNA HANOVER
(Ohio Eligible)

BAY FILLY Foaled February 24, 2022
Reg. No. 2XB31 Microchip No. 985141001405108

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

256

Main Hall
Row B
Stall 20

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 ---
Sprig Hanover p,3,1:52.1 ---------
Western Terror p,3,1:48.3 ---------
New Album p,3,1:51.2f ---------

Commonwealth p,3,1:48.3
Allamerican Native p,3,1:49.4
Special Beauty p,3,1:53.4
Arterra p,2,1:53.4
Falcon Seelster p,3,1:51h

1st Dam

NEW ALBUM p,2,1:52.3f; 3,1:51.2f; BT1:49.4f ($476,972) by Western Terror. 15 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner elim. Matron S., leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, leg New York-Bred LC at Yonkers; second in New York State Fair S. at Vernon; third in Final Matron S., leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. At 3, winner cons. Valley Forge P., leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Buffalo, Tioga, Yonkers, New York State Fair S. at Tioga, elim. Empire Breeders Classic; second in Final Lady Maud S., leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, Yonkers; third in Final Empire Breeders Classic, Ladyship S.; Shady Daisy P., leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers (2). At 4, third in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers, leg Green With Envy Ser. at Meadowlands. From 7 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:50, 4 in 1:53, 5 in 1:56, including:


2nd Dam

ALWAYS REMEMBER p,2,00.1f by Falcon Seelster. Record at 2. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:54.4 in 1:57, including:

REMEMBER TERROR (M) p,2,1:57.4f; 3,1:53.3f ($116,573) (Western Terror). 19 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, second in elim. Northlands Filly S.; third in Wild Rose S.

ALL TOGETHER p,3,1:55.3f; BT1:54.4f ($9,844) (Western Terror). 3 wins at 3.

Producers: Always A Terror (dam of YOU SHOULD BE HERE p,3,1:53.1; 1:50.3-$148,122).

3rd Dam

LEGACY OF GLORY BT2:02.2f by Artsplace. Starter at 3. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:50, 4 in 1:53, 5 in 1:59, including:

PAMS LEGACY p,3,1:53.4f; 1:52f; BT1:50 ($460,204) (The Panderosa). 38 wins, 3 thru 9.


Producers: WINNING VENTURE p,2,1:59.2; 3,1:56 ($15,125) (dam of McARDLES LIGHTNING p,2,1:51f; 4,1:48.3-$466,849, LIGHTNING PAIGE p,2,1:56f; 3,1:53.2f; 4,1:49f-$348,858).

Next Dam - ELLENS GLORY (Meadow Skipper-Gloria Barmine p,3,1:59.2-Greentree Adios)

Stakes Engagements:
Delvin Miller Adios
Breeders Crown
Arden Downs
Care Pace
Bluegrass Series
Champlain Filly
Horseman
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Messenger
Ohio Sires
Smore Filly
Tattersalls Pace

Delvin Miller Adios
Breeders Crown
Arden Downs
Care Pace
Bluegrass Series
Champlain Filly
Horseman
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Messenger
Ohio Sires
Smore Filly
Tattersalls Pace
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

GULF COAST HANOVER
(OHIO ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled May 13, 2022
Reg. No. 9X844  Microchip No. 985141001375439

Main Hall
Row B
Stall 21

Downbythesea p,3,1:48.3f — Mach Three p,3,1:49
Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4f — Wheresthebeach
Sprig Hanover p,3,1:52.1f — Allamerican Native p,3,1:49.4
Special Beauty p,3,1:53.4

GULF COAST HANOVER

Western Ideal p,1:48 — Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4
Leah Almahurst p,1:53.3 — Falcon Seelster p,3,1:51h

Good News Lady p,3,1:51.1 — Shocksing Secret p,3,1:54.1

GULF COAST HANOVER

1st Dam

GOOD NEWS LADY p,2,1:52.3; 3,1:51.1; BT1:50.1 ($775,760) by Western Ideal. 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Eternal Camnation P., Bluegrass S., John Simpson Mem.; second in Kentuckiana Stallion Mgmt P.; third in elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Jugette, Bluegrass S.; second in Final Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, Valley Forge P., Final Lismore P., elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, elim. Miss New Jersey S.; third in Nadia Lobell P., Final Miss New Jersey S. Glen Gamsey Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S.; elim. Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands. From 8 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 4 in 1:53, 5 in 1:56, including:

GINGER TREE PETE p,3,1:54.4f; 1:52.1f; BT1:51.1f ($373,990) (Captaintreacherous). 20 wins, 3 thru 7.

NEWSDAY (M) p,2,1:56.3f; 3,1:51.3; BT1:50.3f ($359,727) (Art Major). 15 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Tioga; second in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Yonkers (2); second in Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in Tompkins-Geers S.

VEGAS DREAM p,2,1:58.1f; 3,1:53.1f; 1:51.1f; BT1:50.4 ($238,457) (Bettor’s Delight). 16 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River, Mohawk, Rideau Carleton; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk. At 5, third in Paul Bunyan Inv. at Bangor, Mountain Skipper Inv. at Fryeburg.

EXPOSE (M) p,2,Q1:58.2h; 3,1:52.4; BT1:51.4 ($17,440) by Falcon Seelster. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. at Monticello; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, Tompkins-Geers S. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Saratoga, Final Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. Dam of PLAY THE PONIES p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:51.2; 4,1:51f ($195,188).

ROCK CENTER p,3,1:55.4f; 4,1:55.3h; BT1:52.3f ($30,218) (Bettor’s Delight). 5 wins at 3 and 4.

2nd Dam

WHATS NEW p,2,2:02; 3,1:53.3; BT1:52.3 ($174,440) by Falcon Seelster. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, second in elim. Mistletoe Shalene P. at Meadowlands. From 13 foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:50, 6 in 1:55, 9 in 1:59, including:


IDEAL NEWS (M) p,2,Q1:55.3; 3,1:51.4f; BT1:51 ($268,975) (Western Ideal). 9 works at 3. At 2, third in Late Closer at Lexington (2). At 3, winner Final Miss New Jersey S., leg (2) and Final Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands, Adioo Volo S., leg New Jersey Sires S. Meadowlands (2), elim. Fan Hanover S.; second in elim. Miss New Jersey S. Dam of ESCAPE THE NEWS p,2,1:50.3; 3,1:50f; 4,1:48.4 ($1,020,647).


Producers:


IDEAL NEWS (M) p,2,Q1:55.3; 3,1:51.4f; BT1:51 ($268,975) (Western Ideal). 9 wins at 3. At 2, third in Late Closer at Lexington (2). At 3, winner Final Miss New Jersey S., leg (2) and Final Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands, Adioo Volo S., leg New Jersey Sires S. Meadowlands (2), elim. Fan Hanover S.; second in elim. Miss New Jersey S. Dam of ESCAPE THE NEWS p,2,1:50.3; 3,1:50f; 4,1:48.4 ($1,020,647).

MIDNIGHT ART p,2,1:55.2; 3,1:50.1f - $562,820, ARTIST NIGHT p,2,1:54f; 3,1:50.1f-$562,820, ARTIST NIGHT p,2,1:53f; 3,1:51.1f-$327,383, MANCHINE p,3,1:54.2; 4,1:52.2-$269,080, SAFTA PERRY p,2,Q1:57.4; 3,1:53.2 ($31,861) (dam of ROCKIN SPEED p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:50.2; 4,1:49.1-$493,648), Newsletter (dam of COLLAGE p,2,Q1:57; 3,1:51.4f; 1:50.4f-$406,393).

Next Dam - SHOCKING SECRET p,3,1:54.1 (Landslide-COVER STORY p,3,201.1-Fulla Napoleon)
Consigned by NORTHWOOD BLOODSTOCK AGENCY, AGENT for Franklin Equine LLC.
Raised at Franklin Equine LLC, Wooster, OH

MORNING TILL NIGHT
(NEW JERSEY ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled February 8, 2022
Reg. No. 6XH63 Microchip No. 985141001375961

Main Hall
Row D
Stall 8

258

MORNING TILL NIGHT

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Graceful Touch 2,1:56.1
Cantab Hall 3,1:54
Victory Please

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Yankee Blondie 3,1:59.4f
Yankee Glide 3,1:55.1
Day For Night 3,1:54.2

Six Pack 3,1:49.1
Pleasing Lady 3,1:56f
Muscle Mass 2,1:53.4
Nights On Broadway

1st Dam
NIGHTS ON BROADWAY by Muscle Hill. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
NIGHTSTHATNEVEREND BT2:04.4 by Yankee Glide. Starter at 2. From 4 foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:55, including:


3rd Dam

THROUGH THE NIGHT 3,2:02.3h; 1:55.2f ($159,690) (Credit Winner). 26 wins, 3 thru 10.

4th Dam
VICTORIOUS TAIL 3,1:55.1 ($142,926) by Bonefish. 13 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner Zweig Mem. Filly. Arden Downs S., Landmark S., leg Kentucky Sires S.; second in heat Kentucky Futy. (2), leg Kentucky Sires S. (2); third in Final Bluegrass S. At 4, second in elim. and Final Maple Leaf T., Speedy Scot T. at Lexington; third in Coors Inv. at Lexington. From 11 foals, dam of 6 winners, 5 in 1:55, including:


Next Dam - VICTORIOUS LOU 3,1:59 (Noble Victory-LOU SIDNEY-Darnley)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Waffle Blue Chip
(Pennsylvania Eligible)

BAY COLT Foaled June 25, 2022
Reg. No. 7XG84 Microchip No. 985141001416265
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VICTORY

BY BIG TOWNER
8 wins at 2 and 3.

3rd Dam
Waffle Blue Chip
(Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4)

VICTORY

BY ARTSCAPE
A Yankee Classic p,3,1:56.1f

Sweet Lou p,1:47f
Yankee Cruiser p,3,1:49.3z

Sweet Future p,3,1:54.2
Falcons Future p,3,1:51f

WAFFLE BLUE CHIP

Sweet Dahrin p,3,1:55.4

VICTORY

BY WESTERN IDEAL
16 wins, 3 thru 6.

1st Dam
Can't Stop Me Now p,3,1:51.1f ($191,839) by Western Ideal. 16 wins, 3 thru 6. From 5 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:48, 2 in 1:53, including:


CANT STOP LOU p,2,1:52.2f; 3,1:49.2f-'23; BT1:49.4 ($229,130) (Sweet Lou). 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg (2) and Final Kentucky Sires S. at Oak Grove, leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth at Lexington, leg Kentucky Sires S. - Golden Rod at Lexington (2); second in Matron S., The Elevation P., elim. Governor's Cup; third in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth at Lexington.

Bettorstopmenow (Bettor's Delight). Now 2.

3rd Dam

1st Dam
VICTORY BT1:55f ($1,832) by Somebeachsomewhere. Starter at 2.

2nd Dam
Arden Downs Delvin Miller Adios

Next Dam - SUAVE ALMAHURST (Bret Hanover-SAVILLA SONG p,2,2:04-Victory Song)
FACE THE NEW TIME
BAY COLT Foaled March 2, 2022
Reg. No. 2X443 Microchip No. 985141001365402
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FACE THE NEW TIME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Face Time Bourbon</td>
<td>Oblivion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ready Cash</td>
<td>Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vita Bourbon</td>
<td>Donatela Lightning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam

OBLIVION 3,1:55.4 Intl.; BT1:56.4f ($3,000; $40,157 Intl.) by Muscle Hill. 3 wins, at 3 in Sweden. At 3, winner Treakingseliten at Solvalla, Elim Anders Kihlstroms Minne at Bollnas. Exported. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

DONATELA LIGHTNING BT2:07.2f by Donato Hanover. Starter at 2. From 4 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of:
- Ronno (Walner). Now 2. Exported.

3rd Dam

- MASSIVE LIGHTNING 3,1:55.3f; 1:54f; BT1:52.3f ($307,704) (Muscle Massive). 28 wins, 3 thru 11.
- ZOLI 2,Q2:00.1; 3,1:57; 4,1:54.3f ($151,175) (Deweycheatumnhowe). 11 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, second in Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, second in leg Summer Survivor Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Summer Survivor Ser. at Meadowlands.

MOONEY 1:59.4f; BT1:55.3 Intl. (Donato Hanover). 4 wins and 3 in Sweden. Producers: Lady Violet 2,Q2:02.2f (dam of LOGETTA HANOVER 2,1:58.2; 3,1:55.4f).

4th Dam

FOXY VICTORY by Mr Vic. From 15 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 9 winners, 4 in 1:55, 8 in 1:59, including:


GRACEFUL WINNER (M) 3,1:54.1; BT1:52.3 ($60,050) (Manofmanymissions). 5 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Northfield, elim. Late Closer at Oak Grove; second in final Late Closer at Oak Grove, leg KYSS - Commonwealth at Lexington, leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Northfield, Scioto; third in leg KYSS - Commonwealth at Lexington.

ARE YOU READY (M) 2,1:58.3f ($38,394) (Broadway Hall). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner Keystone Classic, leg PASS at The Meadows; second in Reynolds Mem., leg PASS at The Meadows; third in Arden Downs S. Dam of TIME TO KILL 2,1:55.1 ($495,199), BLEenheim 2,1:55.6; 3,1:54h; 1:52.4f ($469,474), MANOON 3,1:51.1 ($341,172), ALL READY HANOVER 2,Q2:02.1; 3,1:53.4. Grandam of ASA IM READY 1:56f Intl., ASA READY TO GLIDE 2,1:56.2, 3,1:56.1. Producers: BANK OF NEWPORT 3,1:59; BT1:56 ($25,504) (dam of BANKER VOLO 3,1:52.3f-$489,752, NEWPORT VOLO 2,1:59.1; 3,1:55.3; 4,1:54.4-$395,326, OVERDRAFT VOLO 2,1:55; 3,1:52.2-$364,764, BESTFRIEND VOLO 3,1:55f-23; grandam of SPENDTHEMONEYHONEY 2,1:58.4; 3,1:52.3), Razburrito (dam of ROUGH TUFF TESTED 2,2:03.1h; 3,1:55.2f-23).

Next Dam - FLICKERING HALO 3,2:00.1 (Bonefield-ROSE BOWER-Florlis)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

- Arden Downs
- Bluegrass Series
- Hambletonian
- Hoosier Stake
- Kentucky Futurity
- Old Oaken Bucket
- Simtowl
- Standardbred
- Swedish Breeders Crown
- Yonkers Trot
- Zweig Memorial
QUEEN OF GRACE by Yankee Glide. From 10 previous foals, dam of 6 winners, 4 in 1:55, 6 in 1:59, including:

**QUEEN OF GRACE** by Yankee Glide. From 10 previous foals, dam of 6 winners, 4 in 1:55, 6 in 1:59, including:

**1st Dam**
QUEEN OF GRACE by Yankee Glide. 1st Dam of the dam of six winners, 4 in 1:55, 6 in 1:59, including:

**ROYAL CHARM** by Super Bowl. 2 wins at 3. At 3, second in Review S.; third in Coaching Club Oaks.

**ROYAL CHARM** by Super Bowl. 2 wins at 3. At 3, second in Review S.; third in Coaching Club Oaks.

**2nd Dam**
QUEENDOM HANOVER by LIFETIME PURSUIT. 2, 1:56.1f; 3, 1:54.1 ($43,349) (Father Patrick). 3 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Vernon.

**QUEENDOM HANOVER** by LIFETIME PURSUIT. 2, 1:56.1f; 3, 1:54.1 ($43,349) (Father Patrick). 3 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Vernon.

**3rd Dam**
LIFETIME PURSUIT by ROYAL CHARM. 3, 1:58.2f ($7,195) (Conway Hall). Winner at 3. At 3, third in leg Late Bloomers T. at Vernon.

**LIFETIME PURSUIT** by ROYAL CHARM. 3, 1:58.2f ($7,195) (Conway Hall). Winner at 3. At 3, third in leg Late Bloomers T. at Vernon.

**4th Dam**
ROYAL CHARM by QUEBEC HANOVER. BT2:00f-'23 (Father Patrick). Now 2 and racing.

**ROYAL CHARM** by QUEBEC HANOVER. BT2:00f-'23 (Father Patrick). Now 2 and racing.

**5th Dam**
QUEBEC HANOVER by QUEBEC HANOVER. BT2:00f-'23 (Father Patrick). Now 2 and racing.

**QUEBEC HANOVER** by QUEBEC HANOVER. BT2:00f-'23 (Father Patrick). Now 2 and racing.

**6th Dam**
QUEBEC HANOVER by QUEBEC HANOVER. BT2:00f-'23 (Father Patrick). Now 2 and racing.

**QUEBEC HANOVER** by QUEBEC HANOVER. BT2:00f-'23 (Father Patrick). Now 2 and racing.

**7th Dam**
QUEEN OF GRACE by Yankee Glide. From 10 previous foals, dam of 6 winners, 4 in 1:55, 6 in 1:59, including:

**QUEEN OF GRACE** by Yankee Glide. From 10 previous foals, dam of 6 winners, 4 in 1:55, 6 in 1:59, including:

**QUEEN OF GRACE** by Yankee Glide. From 10 previous foals, dam of 6 winners, 4 in 1:55, 6 in 1:59, including:

**8th Dam**
QUEENDOM HANOVER by LIFETIME PURSUIT. 2, 1:56.1f; 3, 1:54.1; BT1:57.1 ($43,349) (Father Patrick). 3 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, Mohawk; third in Simcoe S., elim. Eleganteimage S.

**QUEENDOM HANOVER** by LIFETIME PURSUIT. 2, 1:56.1f; 3, 1:54.1; BT1:57.1 ($43,349) (Father Patrick). 3 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, Mohawk; third in Simcoe S., elim. Eleganteimage S.

**9th Dam**
LIFETIME PURSUIT by ROYAL CHARM. 3, 1:54.4; 4, 1:54.1; BT1:53.3s ($294,038) (Majestic Son). 9 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner Final Eleganteimage S., leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, Mohawk; third in Simcoe S., elim. Eleganteimage S.

**LIFETIME PURSUIT** by ROYAL CHARM. 3, 1:54.4; 4, 1:54.1; BT1:53.3s ($294,038) (Majestic Son). 9 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner Final Eleganteimage S., leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, Mohawk; third in Simcoe S., elim. Eleganteimage S.

**10th Dam**


**11th Dam**


**12th Dam**
(NEW YORK & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled May 10, 2022
Reg. No. 0X337 Microchip No. 985141001374968

DANDY IDEAL

First colt. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:54, including:

Reg. No. 0X337

raised at Heritage Hill Farm, Allentown, NJ

ConsIGNED by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Stephen P. Dey III and Dandy Farms Inc.

262 Northeast Hall
Row D
Stall 16

DANDY IDEAL

American Ideal p,3:1:47.4  ----------------------------------

Western Ideal p,1:48                      Western Hanover p,3:1:50.4
Leah Almahurst p,3:1:52.3                  Matt's Scooter p,3:1:48.2
Lifetime Success p,3:1:52.2
Three Diamonds p,3:1:53.1

DANDY IDEAL

Ok Heavenly p,1:49.4  ----------------------------------

Sportswriter p,3:1:48.3                      Artips p,4:1:49.2
Precious Beauty p,2:1:53.3
Double Creme p,4:1:51.4
La Creme p,3:1:56.2

1st Dam

OK HEAVENLY p,2:1:55; 3:1:52.4f; 1:49.4 ($336,054) by Sportswriter. 28 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton, Georgian, Mohawk. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover; second in elim. and Final Kin P. at Clinton; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian. Mohawk (3). First colt. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:54, including:


2nd Dam


Producers:


Next Dam - LA CREME p,3:1:56.2 (On The Road Again-LIBERTY'S JEWEL p,3:1T:57-Nero)
ALACRITY HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 29, 2022
Reg. No. 9XB85 Microchip No. 985141001419748

ALWAYS ON A ROLL
Arden Downs
Delvin Miller
Adios
Next Dam
1st Dam
ALWAYS ON A ROLL p,3,1:55.4f; 4,1:52; BT1:51.4 ($50,160) by Rocknroll Hanover. 9 wins at 3 and 4. From 5 previous living foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 4 in 1:58, including:


ALADDIN HANOVER p,2,1:54.1f; 3,1:54.2f; BT1:51.4f ($91,562) (Betting Line). 10 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Bloomsburg, Clearfield, Hughesville, Meadville, Stoneboro, Washington, Wattsburg; second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Waynesburg; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Indiana.

ALWAYS AN ART by No Nukes. From 13 living foals, dam of 8 winners, 3 in 1:54, 7 in 1:59, including:


ALADDIN HANOVER p,2,1:54.1f; 3,1:54.2f; BT1:51.4f ($91,562) (Betting Line). 10 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Bloomsburg, Clearfield, Hughesville, Meadville, Stoneboro, Washington, Wattsburg; second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Waynesburg; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Indiana.


ALWAYS AN ART (M) p,4,1:54.2f; BT1:54.4f ($182,860), 3,1:51.4h ($111,993), 3,1:51.4h ($50,160) (Rocknroll Hanover). 9 wins at 3 and 4. From 5 previous living foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 4 in 1:58, including:

ALWAYS AN ART (M) p,4,1:54.2f; BT1:54.4f ($182,860), 3,1:51.4h ($111,993), 3,1:51.4h ($50,160) (Rocknroll Hanover). 9 wins at 3 and 4. From 5 previous living foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 4 in 1:58, including:

ALWAYS AN ART p,2,1:57.4h; 3,1:55.1f; 4,1:54.2f, ($182,860), 3,1:51.4h ($111,993), 3,1:51.4h ($50,160) (Rocknroll Hanover). 9 wins at 3 and 4. From 5 previous living foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 4 in 1:58, including:

ALWAYS ON A ROLL (M) p,4,1:52.4f; BT1:51.4 ($50,160) (Rocknroll Hanover). As above.

ALWAYS ON A ROLL (M) p,4,1:52.4f; BT1:51.4 ($50,160) (Rocknroll Hanover). As above.

ALWAYS ON A ROLL (M) p,4,1:52.4f; BT1:51.4 ($50,160) (Rocknroll Hanover). As above.

ALWAYS ON A ROLL (M) p,4,1:52.4f; BT1:51.4 ($50,160) (Rocknroll Hanover). As above.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIDDELE N STEEL</th>
<th>Northeast Hall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reg. No. 1XE98</td>
<td>Row B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microchip No. 98514100137536</td>
<td>Stall 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Stephen P. Dey III. Raised at Heritage Hill Farm, Allentown, NJ

BAY FILLY Foaled April 16, 2022
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FIDDLE N STEEL

(PENNSYLVANIA & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)

Always B Miki p,1:46 ---------------
Always A Virgin p,3:1:48.4 ---------------
Western Ideal p,1:48

Fiddle N Steel p,3:1:49.4 ---------------
Bettor's Delight p,3:1:48.4 ---------------
Cam's Card Shark p,3:1:50

Orchestra Bluechip p,3:1:53.2f -
Incredible Beauty p,3:1:54.4 ---------------
Art Major p,4:1:48.4

Stakes Engagements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delvin Miller Adams</th>
<th>Breeders Crown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arden Downs</td>
<td>Camel Pace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluegrass Series</td>
<td>Champion Filly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoosier Stake</td>
<td>Horseman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Stallion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messenger</td>
<td>NJ Home Grown Pace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renaissance</td>
<td>Sionce Filly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam

ORCHESTRA BLUECHIP p,3:1:53.2f; BT1:52.4f ($45,195) by Bettor's Delight. 4 wins at 3. From 2 previous foals, dam of:

Jazzville (M) ($9,570) (Huntsville). Now 3 and racing.

2nd Dam

INCREDIBLE BEAUTY p,2:1:58.3f; 3:1:54.4f ($134,630) by Art Major. 11 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello; Emerald Filly S. at Northlands; second in Premier's Filly S. at Northlands. At 3, winner Final Western Filly P.; second in elim. Ralph Klein Breeders; third in Wild Rose S. At 4, winner elim. Miss Valentine P. at Fraser. From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:49, 5 in 1:55, 7 in 1:56, including:


SKYLINE BLUE CHIP p,2:1:58.4f; 3:1:55.2h; BT1:53.4h ($59,666) (American Ideal). 9 wins at 3. From 13 foals, dam of 11 winners, 1 in 1:49, 10 in 1:55, 11 in 1:56, including:


3rd Dam

PRECIOUS BEAUTY p,2:1:53.3; BT1:52.2 ($112,842) by Jate Lobell. 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Kentucky Stbd. Sale Co. P., cons. Kentucky Fair S. at Players Bluegrass, Kentucky Fair S. at Lexington (2); third in cons. Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. At 3, winner Kentucky Fair S. at Lexington; second in Final Kentucky Summer Champ. at Lexington, Kentucky Fair S. at Lexington; third in elim. Kentucky Summer Champ. at Lexington. From 13 foals, dam of 11 winners, 1 in 1:49, 10 in 1:55, 11 in 1:56, including:


BEAUTYONTHEBEACH p,2:1:51; 3:1:49.2 ($540,426),

BEAUTYONTHEBEACH p,2:1:51; 3:1:49.2 ($540,426),


Next Dam - DOMINIQUE SEMALU p,3:1:56.2f (Big Towner-MIDI A SEMALU) p,3:1:54.2-Most Happy Fella
OUTTATHISWORLD BT1:58.3f by Rocknroll Hanover. Starter at 2. From 8 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:51, 3 in 1:59, including:

**BEYOND DELIGHT** p,2,1:51; BT1:58.2h; BT2:53.3 ($14,871) (Art Major). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Miami Valley.

**SUS** (M) p,2:1:58.2h; BT1:53.3 ($14,871) (Art Major). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Miami Valley.

**BETTORIFFIC** p,3,1:52.1; 3,1:50.3f; 1:48.3 ($712,737), **WORLD OF ROCKNROLL** p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:50.3 ($338,561). Grandam of **SIR RICHARD Z TAM** p,2,1:51.4f; 3,1:50.1 ($377,874).

**ODDS ON ST LUCIE** p,2,1:50.4 ($45,245), **ROCK OUT** p,1:51.4f-23 ($352,003). Grandam of **SIR RICHARD Z TAM** p,2,1:51.4f; 3,1:50.1 ($377,874).

**ODDS ON LAUDERDALE** p,3:1:49.1 ($362,043), **GUNSLINGER HILL** p,3:1:53.3f; 1:51.3f ($288,493).

**BANK SEA** p,3:1:53.4f; 1:50.2 ($254,654).


**WORLD ORDER** p,2:1,54.3; 3:1,53; BT1:58.4h; BT2:53.3 ($267,205) by Nihilator. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Kentucky Stbd. Sale Co., P., elim. Sweetheart P. at Meadowlands; second in Final Sweetheart P. at Meadowlands;

**TALLDARKLATTE** p,3,1:47.1 ----

**TALLDARKSTRANGER** p,3:1:47.1 ----

**Precocious Beauty** p,4:1,50.1 ----

**RODINE HANOVER** p,3,1:52.4f; 3,1:50.3f; 1:49.3 ($415,576).

**ROCKNROLL HANOVER** p,3,1:49.3f ($404,828), **CULT ICON** p,2,1:53.3f; 3,1:50.2 ($418,679). Grandam of **WORLD OF ROCKNROLL** p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:50.3 ($338,561).

**RODDY HANOVER** p,2,1:54.2f; 3,1:50.3f; 1:49.3 ($404,828), **ART'S TEMPTRESS** p,2,1:55; 3,1:50.1 ($217,943).

**ROCK ICON** p,3,1:53.3f; 1:50.2 ($253,588), **ROCK N ROLL WORLD** p,2,1:54.2f; 3,1:50.3 ($397,943); grandam of **ROCK N ROLL WORLD** p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:50.3 ($338,561). Grandam of **SIR RICHARD Z TAM** p,2,1:51.4f; 3,1:50.1 ($377,874).

**ODDS ON LAUDERDALE** p,3,1:49.1 ($362,043), **GUNSLINGER HILL** p,3,1:53.3f; 1:51.3f ($288,493).

**BANK SEA** p,3,1:53.4f; 1:50.2 ($254,654).


**BEYOND DELIGHT** p,2,1:51; BT1:58.2h; BT2:53.3 ($14,871) (Art Major). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Miami Valley.

**SUS** (M) p,2:1:58.2h; BT1:53.3 ($14,871) (Art Major). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Miami Valley.

**ROCK OUT** p,1:51.4f-23 ($352,003). Grandam of **SIR RICHARD Z TAM** p,2,1:51.4f; 3,1:50.1 ($377,874).
Consigned by HUNTERTON SALES AGENCY, AGENT for Jeremy L Yoder. Raised at Topville Acres, Topeka, IN

TOPVILLE LIGHTNING
(PENNSYLVANIA & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 19, 2022
Reg. No. 6XD58  Microchips 985141001375178

266  West Hall
    Row B  Stall 5

**Topville Lightning**

BAY COLT Foaled March 19, 2022
Reg. No. 6XD58  Microchips 985141001375178

Consigned by HUNTERTON SALES AGENCY, AGENT for Jeremy L Yoder. Raised at Topville Acres, Topeka, IN

**Topville Lightning**

BAY COLT Foaled March 19, 2022
Reg. No. 6XD58  Microchips 985141001375178

266  West Hall
    Row B  Stall 5

Cantab Hall 3:1:54 ------------------
Self Possessed 3:1:51.3  ----------------
Victory Dream 3:1:53.2  ----------------
Feeling Great 3:1:57.3

Canland Hall 3:1:57 ------------------
Garland Lobell 3:1:55.3

Muscles Yankee 3:1:52.2
Maiden Yankee 3:1:59.4f

Gift Card 2:1:55.2
Credit Winner 3:1:54

Microchip No. 985141001375178
West Hall
Row B
Stall 5

**Topville Lightning**

BAY COLT Foaled March 19, 2022
Reg. No. 6XD58  Microchips 985141001375178

266  West Hall
    Row B  Stall 5

Cantab Hall 3:1:54 ------------------
Self Possessed 3:1:51.3  ----------------
Victory Dream 3:1:53.2  ----------------
Feeling Great 3:1:57.3

Canland Hall 3:1:57 ------------------
Garland Lobell 3:1:55.3

Muscles Yankee 3:1:52.2
Maiden Yankee 3:1:59.4f

Gift Card 2:1:55.2
Credit Winner 3:1:54

1st Dam

OVERPOWERING LINDY BT1:59 ($4,975) by Muscles Yankee. Starter at 2 and 3. From 2 previous living foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:54, including:

SEVEN OVER 3:1:54-'23; BT1:53-'23 ($71,377) (Chapter Seven). 4 wins at 3. At 2, winner leg Excelsior S. at Yonkers; third in leg NYSS at Yonkers. At 3, winner leg Excelsior S. at Vernon.

2nd Dam

GIFT CARD 2:1:55.2; BT1:54.4 ($253,733) by Credit Winner. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Bluegrass S., leg NYSS at Saratoga, NY State Fair S. at Tioga; second in Final Pennsylvania Stallion S. at Pocono, The Meadows; second in Final Pennsylvania Stallion S. at Philadelphia, Liberty Bell T. at Philadelphia; third in Old Oaken Bucket. At 3, second in cons. Late Closer at Northfield; third in leg Late Closer at Northfield. At 9, third in leg Late Closer at Northfield. At 10, second in cons. Late Closer at Northfield.

3rd Dam

MARY LOU HALL 2:2:03.4h; 3:2:02.4h; BT2:02.3s ($46,003) by Mr Lavec. 4 wins at 2 and 3. From 11 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:58, including:


4th Dam

MISS SELECTED 2:2:03.4h; 3:2:02.4h; BT2:02.3s ($46,003) by Mr Lavec. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboy, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Belleville, John Simpson Mem. From 11 foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:58, including:


LOLLO TROT (M) 3:1:56.4f Intl. ($52,542) (Southwind Frank). 2 wins at 3 Int'g. At 3, winner E3 Consolation at Eskilstuna (Sweden).


Producers:

**Lady Eloise** ($6,310) (dam of LINNEA HANOVER 4,1:57.3f), She's Nutz ($3,840) (dam of RHEIA ROSE 2,2:01h; 3:1:56.3, ROONEY BLUE CHIP 3:1:58.2h), Hallmarker T ($1,056) (dam of BARN WINNER 2,1:58.1h; 3:1:56h-$210,226, ALL MUSCLE N SASS 3,1:56.2; 4,1:55.3f), Kahlua Cabana (dam of WILDINTENTION AS 3,1:56f, CAPRINIA AS 3,1:58.2f).

4th Dam

MISS SELECTED 3:2:02.3f; 4:Q1:59; BT1:58.1 ($3,625) by Crowning Point. 2 wins at 3. From 10 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:57, 2 in 2:00, including:

SIMMY 3:2:04.1h; 1:56.1h; BT1:56h ($90,111) (Victory Sam). 39 wins, 3 thru 11. At 7, winner leg Signature Ser. at Greenville.

Producers: Mae Jean Hall (grandam of KNIGHT ANGEL 2,1:58.1h; 3:1:54.2; 1:53.2f-$314,871), New Selection (dam of SPIDER THE BITER 2,2:08.2h; 3,1:54.3f).

Next Dam - SPECIAL LOBELL (Noble Victory-SPECIAL HILL 3,2:02.2-B.F.Coaltown)

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champlain
Colonial & Ives
Hambletonian
Kentucky
KSFKSBIF
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Ralph Wilfing
Simcoe
Old Oaken Bucket
Penna. Sires (Par-Mutuel)
Swedish Breeders Crown
Zweig Memorial

**Producers:** Lady Eloise ($6,310) (dam of LINNEA HANOVER 4,1:57.3f), She’s Nutz ($3,840) (dam of RHEIA ROSE 2,2:01h; 3:1:56.3, ROONEY BLUE CHIP 3:1:58.2h), Hallmarker T ($1,056) (dam of BARN WINNER 2,1:58.1h; 3:1:56h-$210,226, ALL MUSCLE N SASS 3,1:56.2; 4,1:55.3f), Kahlua Cabana (dam of WILDINTENTION AS 3,1:56f, CAPRINIA AS 3,1:58.2f).

**Producers:** Mae Jean Hall (grandam of KNIGHT ANGEL 2,1:58.1h; 3:1:54.2; 1:53.2f-$314,871), New Selection (dam of SPIDER THE BITER 2,2:08.2h; 3,1:54.3f).

**Next Dam - SPECIAL LOBELL (Noble Victory-SPECIAL HILL 3,2:02.2-B.F.Coaltown)**
PIERRE HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 5, 2022
Reg. No. 9X820 Microchip No. 985141001401956

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

Main Hall
Row E
Stall 37

PANNED OUT 2nd Dam
PARIS HANOVER by Camluck. From 11 previous foals, dam of 6 winners, 4 in 1:50, 6 in 1:52, including:

Arden Downs
Delvin Miller Adios
Next Dam

PANETTONE HANOVER

ART HISTORY p,3,1:51.1f; 4,1:48.2- $496,789), (grandam of

PHILLY HANOVER

PIRATE HANOVER p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:50; BT1:49.1 ($176,208) (Captaintreacherous). 9 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, second in International Stallion S.; third in Chapmain S. At 3, second in Simcoe S.; third in Somebeachsomewhere P.

PANEDA HANOVER
(M) p,2,1:55.1; 3,1:53.3f; 4,1:50.1f ($185,712) (Rocknroll Hanover). 10 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Lou Babcic Filly S., New Jersey Futy. At 4, third in leg Artistic Vision Ser. at Meadowlands. Dam of PAPI ROB HANOVER p,2,1:50f; 3,1:47.1f ($927,979), ODDS ON WHITNEY p,2,Q1:51.2; 3,1:50.2f ($196,809), PANETTONE HANOVER p,3,1:50.3f-'23, POMPEO HANOVER p,3,1:51.3f.

PYRENEES HANOVER BT1:54.3s-'23 ($9,800) (American Ideal). Now 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Yonkers; third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Saratoga, Vernon.

Producers: Painter Hanover (dam of POWER RANKINGS p,3,1:54.2f; 4,1:52.4h-'23).

2nd Dam
PANNED OUT p,2,1:54.3; 3,1:51.1; BT1:50.4 ($353,853) by Jate Lobell. 12 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Kentucky Stbd. Sale Co. p,3,1:51.1; BT1:50.4 (Art Major). 66 wins, 2 thru 10. At 2, winner Landmark S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Batavia, Saratoga, Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga, New York County Fair S. at Tioga.


PIRATEN THEANER
(M) p,2,1:55.1; 3,1:53.3f; 4,1:50.1f ($185,712) (Rocknroll Hanover). 10 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Lou Babcic Filly S., New Jersey Futy. At 4, third in leg Artistic Vision Ser. at Meadowlands. Dam of PAPI ROB HANOVER p,2,1:50f; 3,1:47.1f ($927,979), ODDS ON WHITNEY p,2,Q1:51.2; 3,1:50.2f ($196,809), PANETTONE HANOVER p,3,1:50.3f-'23, POMPEO HANOVER p,3,1:51.3f.

PYRENEES HANOVER BT1:54.3s-'23 ($9,800) (American Ideal). Now 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Yonkers; third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Saratoga, Vernon.

Producers: Painter Hanover (dam of POWER RANKINGS p,3,1:54.2f; 4,1:52.4h-'23).

Producers: PANTHER HANOVER p,2,1:52.1; 3,1:47.2 ($367,877) (Rocknroll Hanover). 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner Final New Jersey Classic, Simcoe S.

PASSMASTER HANOVER p,2,1:56; 3,1:50.2; BT1:50 ($316,312) (Cam's Card Shark). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner elim. and Final New Jersey Classic.

Producers: PLATINUM HANOVER p,3,1:50.3 ($249,771) (dam of PLENZANCE HANOVER p,3,1:50.4; 1:49.2f-'23-$593,961), Whapscupuz p,2,Q2:00.2; 3,1:52.1 ($84,724) (grandam of PYRO p,2,1:53f; 3,1:49; 4,1:49f-$442,063, ART HISTORY p,3,1:51.1f; 4,1:48.2-$496,789), PROMISE ME HANOVER p,3,1:54.3 ($9,322) (grandam of ART SCENE p,2,1:57.1; 3,1:49.4, 4,1:49.3f-$608,675).

Next Dam - PANIC ATTACK p,3,1:54 (Masquerade-ABACUS ABBY p,4,1:57.4f-Bret Hanover)
Consigned by VIEUX CARRE' FARMS, AGENT for Roll The Dice Stable.
Raised at Roll The Dice Stable, Wilmington, DE

IT GONNA FEEL GOOD
(PENNSYLVANIA & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 22, 2022
Reg. No. 2XE04 Microchip No. 98514101401126

268

North Hall
Row K
Stall 1

Always B Miki p,1:46  ---------------
Always A Virgin p,3,1:48  --------------
Western Ideal p,1:48

Artstopper ------------------------------
Artstable p,4,1:49.2

An't No Stopn Me p,1:55.1h

IT GONNA FEEL GOOD

Passing Fancy --------------------------

IT GONNA FEEL GOOD

IT GONNA FEEL GOOD

IT GONNA FEEL GOOD

IT GONNA FEEL GOOD

IT GONNA FEEL GOOD

IT GONNA FEEL GOOD

IT GONNA FEEL GOOD

IT GONNA FEEL GOOD

1st Dam

PASSING FANCY BT1:56.4f ($5,250) by Somebeachsomewhere. Starter at 2. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:50, including:

ALWAYS GONNA B YOU (M) p,2,1:51.1; 3,1:49.4; 4,1:49.4f-'23; BT1:49.1-'23 ($412,013) (Always A Virgin).
8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier (2); second in leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier; third in Super-Final Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier. At 3, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. - Champ. at Lexington, leg Kentucky Sires S. at Hoosier (2); second in leg (3) and Super-Final Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier, leg Kentucky Sires S. - Champ. at Lexington.

2nd Dam


Tails Never Fails (M) BT2:00.1h-'23 ($8,170) (Well Said). Now 2, second in Ohio Fair S. at Berea, Croton, Mount Gilead; third in Ohio Fair S. at Hilliard.

Producers: Lima Fairest (dam of FORREST BLU p,2,1:54h; 3,1:53f-$153,112, OSIAS p,2,2:02h; 3,1:57.4h), Allergic To Money (dam of

3rd Dam

THELADYAPPEALSTONE p,2,1:58; BT1:54.4 ($15,291) by Jate Lobell. 2 wins at 2. At 3, second in cons. Green With Envy Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Green With Envy Ser. at Meadowlands. Half-sister to KITTIWAKE p,2,1:52.4; 3,1:54.3; 1:54.3f ($554,206). From 11 living foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, including:

FOX VALLEY APPEAL p,2,1:54.4; 3,1:50; BT1:49.4s ($296,477) (Sportsmaster). 15 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg and Final (2) Incredible Finale Ser. at Balmoral; second in leg Incredible Finale Ser. at Maywood; third in ISOBA Sales Bonus S. at Maywood. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final Trendsetter Junior Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Matt's Scooter Ser. at Meadowlands; second in cons. Meadowlands P., cons. North America Cup; third in Final Matt's Scooter Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. Langley Mem. At 4, winner leg Aquarius Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Aquarius Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. Monticello OTB Classic; third in leg Levy Mem. at Yorkers.


FOX VALLEY EESCORT p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:53.4; 4,1:52.3; BT1:50.1s ($247,246) (Incredible Finale). 48 wins, 3 thru 13. At 3, winner Illinois Fair S. at Sandwich; second in leg Illinois Fair S. at Mendota; third in leg Newcomers Ser. at Maywood. At 4, winner elim. Cubs Ser. at Hawthorne.


FOX VALLEY EESCORT p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:53.4; 4,1:52.3; BT1:50.1s ($106,227) (Sportsmaster). 10 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner Bye Bye Byrd P. at Balmoral; second in ISOSBA S. at Balmoral (2); third in Hanover Colt S.

DR BRAVESTONE p,3,1:53.3; 4,1:52.4f ($63,714) (Time To Roll). 5 wins at 3 and 4.

Fox Valley Julian p,2,1:55-'23; BT1:59-'23 ($6,124) (Somestarsomewhere). Winner at 2. At 2, third in Governor's Cup at Duquoin.

Next Dam - LADY ALBATROSS p,3,1:55.3 (Albatross-BUOYANA HANOVER p,2,2:07f-Best Of All)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champion
International Stallion
Kentucky KDF/KSBIF
Horseman
Hoosier Stake
Little Brown Jug
Meatowlands Pace
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
W. Canada Pacing Derby
Consigned by WALNRIIDGE FARM, INC., AGENT for Barbara L Matthews. Raised at Walnridge Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ

**STAY OUT LATE**

(PENNSYLVANIA & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled March 9, 2022

Reg. No. 0XG67 Microchip No. 985141001416850

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STALLION</th>
<th>REG. NO</th>
<th>MICROCHIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CASUAL BEAUTY</td>
<td>p,3,1:47.3</td>
<td>999999999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somebeachsomewhere</td>
<td>p,3,1:46.4</td>
<td>999999999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mach Three</td>
<td>p,3,1:49</td>
<td>999999999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheresthebeach</td>
<td>p,3,1:49</td>
<td>999999999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Little Dragon</td>
<td>p,4,1:48.1</td>
<td>999999999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hanover</td>
<td>p,3,1:50.4</td>
<td>999999999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Almahurst</td>
<td>p,3,1:52.3</td>
<td>999999999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camluck</td>
<td>p,1:48.4</td>
<td>999999999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casual Beauty</td>
<td>p,3,1:54.4</td>
<td>999999999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**269**

**STAY OUT LATE**

1st Dam

PASSION STRUCK p,2,Q1:56.4; 3,1:56f; BT1:53.2 ($16,607) by Western Ideal. 3 wins at 3. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

STONEBRIDGE BEAUTY p,3,1:56f ($44,462) by Camluck. 12 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners, 3 in 1:54, 4 in 1:56, including:

- **BOURBON CHASE** p,3,1:50.3; 1:50.2; BT1:49.4s ($232,662) (Palone Ranger). 16 wins, 3 thru 9. At 3, winner elim. (4) and Final Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier, Horseman S., elim. and Final Late Closer at Hoosier; second in elim. and Final Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier; third in Final Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier (2). At 5, winner elim. Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier.

- **HIGHWAY STAR** p,2,1:54.3; 4,1:52.3; BT1:51.2s ($27,410) (Rockin Image). 2 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, second in leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier.

3rd Dam

CASUAL BEAUTY p,2,1:57f; 3,1:54; BT1:53.2 ($56,987) by Artsplace. 4 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Arden Downs S.; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. Three-quarter sister to the dam of OYSTER BAY p,3,1:54.1f; 1:50.4 ($512,566). From 13 foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:47, 4 in 1:54, 9 in 1:59, including:


- **STONEBRIDGE ADONIS** p,3,Q1:55.4f; 1:54f ($74,421) (Cam Fella-Albatross). 18 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Honesdale, Quaker State Fair S. at Butler, Hughesville; third in Pennsylvania Sires S. at Dayton (2). Meadville. At 3, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Dayton; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Waynesburg. At 5, second in leg Behind The Gate Ser. at Presque Isle.

- **STONEBRIDGE ELAN** p,3,Q1:56; BT1:55f ($21,975) (Camluck). Winner at 4. At 4, second in leg Juggernaut Ser. at Sudbury, leg Late Closer at Sudbury (2); third in Final Juggernaut Ser. at Sudbury.

- **STONEBRIDGE WONDER** p,3,1:59.4f; 1:57.4f; BT1:56.3f ($20,601) (Western Hanover). 5 wins, 3 thru 5.

- **CASUAL LAUNCH** p,3,1:53.2f; BT1:51.4f ($16,677) (McArdle). Winner at 3. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

Producer: **STONEBRIDGE MUSE** p,4,1:58.4f ($3,602) (dam of STONEBRIDGE ENVEY p,3,1:55.3h; 4,1:53.1f, SON OF A BEACH p,2,1:57.4f; 3,1:54.1f-23, STONEBRIDGE MEDIUSA p,3,1:57.3h, STONEBRIDGE SEARCH p,3,1:58.1h; 4,1:57.3h).

**Next Dam** - CASUAL BRILLIANCE p,3,1:58 (Cam Fella-VELVET DREAM p,4,1:55.1-Albatross)
PILAR HANOVER
(EMBRYO TRANSFER)
BAY FILLY Foaled February 26, 2022
Reg. No. 9X471 Microchip No. 985141001377097

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

PILAR HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
EMBRYO TRANSFER
BAY FILLY Foaled February 26, 2022
Reg. No. 9X471 Microchip No. 985141001377097

1st Dam
PAULA'S BEST p,2,1:55h; 3,1:51.2 ($269,860) by Pro Bono Best. 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Saratoga, Final New York Sire S. at Saratoga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, New York State Fair S. at Tioga. At 3, winner elim. and Final Empire Breeders Classic, leg New York Sire S. at Vernon; second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Yonkers. From 11 previous living foals, dam of 9 winners, 2 in 1:50.7, 7 in 1:55, 9 in 1:59 including:
PIROUETTE HANOVER (M) p,2,1:51.1; 3,1:50.3 ($608,759) (Western Ideal). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Final Sweetheart P. at Meadowlands, leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in Countess Adios S., elim. She's A Great Lady S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in Final She's A Great Lady S., Breeders Crown at Woodbine, Final Three Diamonds P., Champlain S. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, elim. Fan Hanover S.; third in Final Miss New Jersey S., John Simpson Mem. Dam of ALEXA SKYE p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:50.1; 1:49.4f-'23 ($422,469), MACADOODLEDOO p,3,1:51.2f; 1:49.4f ($387,251), MAC ATTACK p,2,1:54.2f; 3,1:50.2f,
ALEXA'S FANTASY p,2,1:52.2.

PEDRO HANOVER p,2,1:51f; 4,1:49.3; BT1:49.1s ($504,897) (Somebeachsomewhere). 22 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows (2), Final Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, Nassagaweya S., elim. Metro S.; third in Final Metro S.

PAPARAZZI HANOVER p,2,1:54f; 3,1:51.4f; 1:50; BT1:49.1 ($376,491) (Well Said). 36 wins, 2 thru 11. At 3, second in Liberty Bell P. at Philadelphia; third in cons. Battle Of The Brandywine P.


PRIVACY HANOVER (M) p,3,1:52f ($92,171) (Captaintreacherous). 6 wins at 3. At 3, third in elim. Lismore P.

PATRIOT WAY p,3,1:54.2f; 1:53.3f; BT1:53f ($69,755) (Artspeak), 8 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner Pennsylvania Sire S. at Philadelphia; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Clearfield; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Hughesville.


PARAMELONS HANOVER (M) p,3,1:56.2f; BT1:54.1f ($19,455) (Dragon Again). Winner at 3. At 3, second in Pennsylvania All-Stars. Dam of STOP STARING p,3,1:53.3h; 1:50.4f-'23 ($256,929), EYE POPPING p,3,1:52.4 ($171,201),

2nd Dam
CD'S GIRL p,2,1:59.3f; BT1:57.3f ($4,206) by Artsplace. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Walnut Ridge Farm Ser. at The Meadows; second in leg Walnut Ridge Farm Ser. at The Meadows. Full sister to ARTURO p,2,1:53.2f; 3,1:51.2f; BT1:50.3 ($1,298,491). From 12 foals, dam of 9 winners, 5 in 1:54, 8 in 2:00, incl.:
STRATOCASTER p,2,1:59.1h; 3,1:55.1h; 1:51.1f; BT1:50f ($286,326) (Rocknroll Hanover). 43 wins, 2 thru 8. At 4, second in Final Nichols True Value Ser. at Tioga.

ALLAMERICAN CELEB (M) p,2,1:57.2h; 4,1:51.4 ($160,151) (Pro Bono Best). 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S., Landmark S.; second in leg New York Sire S., New York State Fair S. At 3, second in New York State Fair S. Dam of ALBERGO HANOVER p,3,1:49.4f; 1:49.4f ($356,663), BIG SIR p,3,1:54.2f; 1:52.2h ($251,480), AMIO HANOVER p,2,1:57.3h; 3,1:51.1f; 1:49 ($233,221).
HANDS OFF MY PEACH  

(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE & NJ STDB. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)  

BAY FILLY Foaled May 20, 2022  

Reg. No. 0XP77  Microchip No. 985141001377201  

271  

West Hall  
Row F  
Stall 7  

Consigned by and Raised at CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT, Cream Ridge, NJ  

1st Dam  


DRINKS AT HOME 2,1:57.1; 3,1:54.2; BT1:54s ($151,733) (Royalty For Life). 10 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner cons. Wellwood Mem.; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, Mohawk. At 3, winner elim. Dream of Glory T. at Hanover; second in final Dream of Glory T. at Hanover, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Rideau Carleton.  

MUSCLESANDMARTINIS 3,Q1:57.2; BT1:54.4 ($94,172) (Muscles Yankee). 8 wins, 3 thru 5.  

DON'TALKABOUTBRUNO 2,2:04.4h-'23; BT2:00.4s-'23 ($4,083) (Alarm Detector). Winner at 2. Now 2, winner leg Ontario Prospect Ser. at Clinton.  

2nd Dam  

ABRAMO MARTINI 3,1:59.1; 4,1:57.4f; BT1:57.2s ($100,281) by Dream Of Glory. 8 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, third in leg Trillium T. at Greenwood, elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Kawartha. At 3, winner elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, Woodbine; second in Flamboro Breeders S.; third in Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Woodbine. From 12 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 7 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 2:00, including:  

CORDIAL MARTINI 2,Q2:06; 3,1:58.1; 1:53.4; BT1:53.1 ($360,918) (Lindy Lane). 24 wins, 3 thru 9. At 3, winner Late Closer at Lexington. At 4, winner leg Charles Singer Ser. at Meadowlands, Late Closer at Lexington; second in leg Charles Singer Ser. at Meadowlands. At 5, winner leg Father Foley Mem. Ser. at Meadowlands.  


AMAZING ADVENTURE (M) 2,2:00; 3,1:56.2; BT1:55.2 ($50,152) (Malabar Man). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. At 3, third in Duenna Inv.; third in Zweig Mem. Filly. Dam of  

ABSOLUT SEELSTER 3,1:57.2; 4,1:54.4f ($250,321), ARCHERY SEELSTER 2,1:56.1: 4,1:53.4f-$23 ($156,737).  

Next Dam - GIN DAISY (Speedy Crown-GLYNIS HANOVER 2,T2:05.3-Hoot Mon)
Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

WORLD OF WISHES
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled April 18, 2022
Reg. No. 8XE43 Microchip No. 985141001413577

Northwest Hall Row E Stall 1

Bettor's Wish p,4,1:47.3
Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.3
Lifetime Star p,2,Q1:55.4
Peak Of Chic p,3,1:55.2f
Roddy's Bags Again p,1:48.4
Get The Bags p,3,1:55.2

WORLD OF WISHES

1st Dam
PEAK OF CHIC p,2,Q1:59.4f; 3,1:55.2f; BT1:51.2f ($101,149) by Roddy's Bags Again. 5 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner cons. Delaware Stbd. Breeders S. at Dover; second in leg Delaware Stbd. Breeders S. at Harrington; third in leg Delaware Stbd. Breeders S. at Dover, Maryland Stbd. Race Fund at Ocean. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
FIT N BAD by Badlands Hanover. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners, 3 in 1:53, 5 in 1:58, including:

BRAVE WORLD p,2,Q1:55.3; 3,1:51; BT1:50.2f ($388,800) (Royal Mattjesty). 43 wins, 3 thru 9. At 2, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian, leg Autumn P. at Mohawk. At 3, winner leg Valedictory Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg Valedictory Ser. at Woodbine. At 7, leg late closer at Northville; second leg late closer at Northville.


BETTERTHANBAD (M) p,2,Q1:58.1; 3,1:53 ($15,895) (Betterthancheddar). 2 wins at 3.

3rd Dam
FIT N FANCY by Life Sign. Full sister to HOLDING COURT p,3,1:53; 1:50.3 ($569,356; dam of HONKY TONK HANOVER p,2,Q1:58.2; 3,1:53; 1:51; BT1:49.2f ($336,031), HONORARY HANOVER p,3,1:58f; 1:51.2f-$165,730, HAMLIN HANOVER p,4,1:49.2-$131,913). From 13 foals, dam of 9 winners, 8 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, including:

BELIEVE IN ME (M) p,2,1:54f; 3,1:51.2f ($218,489) (Roll With Joe). 12 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers. At 3, third in Final Lismore P., leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, John Simpson Mem., elim. Empire Breeders Classic.

FANCY CAMELOT (M) p,3,1:55.2f; 1:53.4; BT1:52s ($170,704) (Camelot Hall). 45 wins, 3 thru 9.


AMAZING CONTROL (M) p,2,1:55.2; 3,1:55; 4,1:54.1; BT1:52s ($99,044) (Shadow Play). 10 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian, Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk. At 3, winner leg Autumn P. at Woodbine; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian, Hanover, leg Autumn P. at Woodbine; third in leg (2) and Final Niagara Ser. at Woodbine. At 4, winner leg Ontario Girls Ser. at Woodbine, leg Blizzard Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg Blizzard Ser. at Woodbine. Dam of BET A BUNDLE p,3,1:52.2f; 4,1:50.1-23.


FIFTYSHADESOFHAY p,2,Q1:58f; 3,1:56.2h; 4,1:54.3h; BT1:53.3 ($68,371) (American Ideal). 14 wins, 3 thru 5.

REVIVAL CARDS (M) p,2,1:53.4f; BT1:52.4s ($25,853) (Royal Mattjesty). Winner at 2. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk.

MANIC MARTIN p,3,1:53.2f; BT1:52.3 ($13,000) (Cam's Card Shark). 2 wins at 3. Producers: Fancy Cards (dam of PLAYNCARDSWITRODDY p,3,1:54.1f).

Next Dam - NUKESSA p,2,1:55 (No Nukes-CANTA LIBRA p,4,2:01.2f-Breit's Champ)

Producers: Fancy Cards (dam of PLAYNCARDSWITRODDY p,3,1:54.1f).

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Always B Dreaming BT2:04h by Always B Miki. Starter at 2. This is her first foal.

Dreamland's Jo Jo p,3,1:53.1
Classic Wish p,3,1:52
Betts Delight p,3,1:49.4
Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50
Always B Miki p,1:46
Dreamland's Jo Jo p,3,1:53.1
Always A Virgin p,3,1:48.4
Artstopper
Hattie p,2,1:55.3

1st Dam
ALWAYS B DREAMING BT2:04h by Always B Miki. Starter at 2. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
DREAMLAND'S JO JO p,2,1:55f; 3,1:53.1; BT1:52.4f by Western Hanover. 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Reynolds Mem., Pennsylvania All-Stars; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, Keystone Classic, Arden Downs S.; third in Final Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, International Stallion S. At 3, winner Pennsylvania All-Stars, leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows (2); second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono; third in Final Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono. From 13 foals, dam of 9 winners. 2 in 1:50, 8 in 1:54, 9 in 1:57, including:

REAL NICE p,2,1:55.3; 3,1:51.3; 1:49.4; BT1:49.2f ($1,431,751) (Real Artist). 57 wins, 2 thru 12. At 3, third in Bud Light S. At 4, winner leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers, leg Willowdale Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; third in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers (3), Final Willowdale Ser. at Woodbine. At 5, second in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; third in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; at 3, winner leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers (2) and Final Joe Gerrity Jr. Mem. at Saratoga, leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers. At 7, winner leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers (5); third in Final Levy Mem. at Yonkers.

STAY UP LATE p,2,1:52.4f; 3,1:52.3h; 1:49 ($369,266) (Artiscape). 17 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga.

JOLT OF JO (M) p,3,1:54.4f; 4,1:53f; BT1:52.4f ($1,431,751) (Real Artist). 57 wins, 2 thru 12. At 3, third in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; third in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers (3), Final Willowdale Ser. at Woodbine. At 5, second in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; third in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; at 3, winner leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers (2) and Final Joe Gerrity Jr. Mem. at Saratoga, leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers. At 7, winner leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers (5); third in Final Levy Mem. at Yonkers.

LATE NIGHT p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:51.4f; BT1:51s ($113,295) (Art Major). 23 wins, 2 thru 7.


HAKIMA (M) p,3,1:52.3f; BT1:51.1s ($32,230) (Captaintreacherous). 4 wins at 3. Pass The Dream (M) p,2,1:56.1f-'23, BT1:53.4-'23 ($12,090) (Lazarus N). Winner at 2.

3rd Dam
HATTIE p,2,1:55.3; BT1:53 ($266,623) by Abercrombie. 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner International Stallion S., leg Kentucky Sires S.; heat hoosier Futurity; second in Final Breeders Crown. At 3, winner heat Horseman. From 17 living foals, dam of 17 winners. 2 in 1:50, 12 in 1:55, 15 in 2:00, including:


Next Dam - ALBAQUEL p,3,1:53.3 (Albatross-RAQUEL HANOVER p,2,2.02-Tar Heel)
SHUTTER GREEN  
(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)  
BAY COLT Foaled January 28, 2022  
Reg. No. 8XN80  
Microchip No. 985141001375024  

Main Hall  
Row B  
Stall 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st Dam</th>
<th>2nd Dam</th>
<th>3rd Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERFECT SUMMER K</strong> (2,1:56.3f; BT1:52.1\ ($219,883)) by Conway Hall. 5 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner John Simpson Mem.; second in Matron S., leg New York Sire S. at Tioga; third in International Stallion S., cons. New York Sire S. at Monticello, leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, Yonkers. At 3, second in Del Miller Mem., leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in Zweig Mem. Filly, leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Tioga, Frank Zanuzccki T. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, including:</td>
<td><strong>AMERICAN MISS K</strong> by American Winner. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 2:00, including:</td>
<td><strong>Miss Brenda B</strong> (2,2:07.2f; BT2:02f) ($39,167) by Sunday Model. 10 wins, 4 thru 6. At 3, third in leg Quebec Circuit S. at Blue Bonnets. From 15 foals, dam of 8 winners, 6 in 2:00, including:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summer Shoes</strong> (M) (2,1:59.3-'23; BT1:57.2f-'23\ ($12,640)) (Greenshoe). Record at 2. Now 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono. <strong>Perfect Patrick</strong> BT1:58.4f-'23 ($8,009) (Father Patrick). Now 3, third in Pennsylvania Fair S. - A at Butler, Meyersdale.</td>
<td><strong>MISS CHIP K</strong> (2,1:56.3f; BT1:52.1\ ($142,903)) (Chip Chip Hooray). 6 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in Reynolds Mem., Tompkins-Geers S.; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows. At 3, winner Keystone Classic, leg and Final Syrinx Hanover Ser. at Meadowlands, Arden Downs S.; second in leg Syrinx Hanover Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Zweig Mem. Filly, leg and Final Action Broadway Ser. at The Meadows. Dam of <strong>BANK GUARD</strong> 3,1:57.1h; 1:54.4h ($219,383), <strong>MISS CHIP AWAY</strong> 2,2:01.1h-'23, <strong>CHIPSEY K</strong> 2,2:07.4h.</td>
<td><strong>JOEY I</strong> (2,2:05.3h; 3,1:55.2\ ($291,956)) (Cumin). 34 wins, 2 thru 11. At 2, winner Landmark S. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. (3), leg New Jersey Sires Stake LC at Garden State, Final New Jersey Sires Stake LC at Freehold; third in elim. and Final Charles I. Smith Mem. At 4, winner Horse &amp; Groom Ser. at Meadowlands (2); second in Final Leap Year Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Leap Year Ser. at Meadowlands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERFECT SUMMER K</strong> (M) (2,1:56.3f; BT1:52.1\ ($219,883)) (Conway Hall). As above.</td>
<td><strong>MISS CHIP K</strong> (M) (2,Q2:01f; 3,1:56f; BT1:54.1s\ ($30,237)) (Angus Hall). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.</td>
<td><strong>Ella G</strong> (2,1:58.4; 3,1:57; BT1:55.4\ ($257,667)) (Cumin). 22 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner Acorn S., leg New Jersey Sires S.; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. (2). At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. (2), elim. Matron S.; second in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S., Helen Smith Mem.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S., elim. Del Miller Mem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMERICAN MISS K</strong> by American Winner. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 2:00, including:</td>
<td><strong>TO B MZ AMERICA</strong> (M) (2,2:08.4h; 3,1:57.2f; BT1:56.3s\ ($149,775)) (American Winner). 9 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in Keystone Classic. At 3, winner Final Currier &amp; Ives Filly S., Tompkins-Geers S., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. (2), Keystone Classic, Late Closer at Lexington; second in Final Pennsylvania Sires S., elim. Currier &amp; Ives Filly S.; third in Colonial Lady T., leg Pennsylvania Sires S., Northfield Grand Circuit S., Late Closer at Lexington, Grandam of <strong>TRICKY NICK</strong> 2,2:03.2; 3,1:55; 1:54f ($365,234).</td>
<td><strong>WINNING MISSION</strong> (2,1:56.3; 3,1:52\ ($1,599,436)), <strong>WINNING MISTER</strong> (2,1:56.1; 3,1:54.3; 1:51.3\ ($1,116,484)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERFECT SUMMER K</strong> (M) (2,1:56.3f; BT1:52.1\ ($219,883)) (Conway Hall). As above.</td>
<td><strong>WINNING MISSBRENDA</strong> (M) (2,Q2:05f; 3,1:57.4\ ($117,659)) (American Winner). 7 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. At 3, winner Lady Suffolk T., leg Pennsylvania Sires S., Keystone Classic; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S., John Simpson Mem. At 4, second in leg Don Mills Ser. at Woodbine; third in leg Lifetime Dream Ser. at Woodbine, leg Don Mills Ser. at Woodbine. Dam of <strong>WIN MISSY</strong> (2,1:53.3; 3,1:52\ ($1,116,484)).</td>
<td><strong>Next Dam - BRENDA LOBELL</strong> (Noble Victory-BARBAR HANOVER-Hickory Smoke)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Main Hall**  
  - **Row B**  
  - **Stall 7**

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

- Arden Downs  
- Bluegrass Series  
- Breders Crown  
- Champlain  
- Currier & Ives  
- Dexter Cup  
- Hambletonian  
- Hoosier State  
- Horseman  
- International Stallion  
- Kentucky Futurity  
- Old Oaken Bucket  
- Ontario Sires  
- Ontario SBOA  
- Parshall Memorial  
- Swedish Breeders Crown  
- Simcoe  
- Standardbred  
- Yonkers Trot

**Consigned by NORTHWOOD BLOODSTOCK AGENCY, AGENT for Winning Key Inc. Raised at Winning Key Farm, Leechburg, PA**
Consigned by and Raised at TWINBROOK FARMS, Embro, ON

TWIN B CARDI B
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BROWN FILLY Foaled March 24, 2022
Reg. No. 9XG87 Microchip No. 985141001413421

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3 ------------
Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 ---
Mach Three p,3,1:49

My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1 ---------
Dragon Again p,1:48.3
My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2

Sweet Lou p,1:47f -----------------
Yankee Cruiser p,3,1:49.3
Sweet Future p,3,1:54.2

Perfectlysweet -------------------
Perfectionist p,3,1:52f ------------
Western Ideal p,1:48

TWIN B CARDI B

275

Perfectlysweet

1st Dam
PERFECTLYSWEET BT1:53.4 by Sweet Lou. Starter at 4. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
PERFECTIONIST p,2,1:52.3f; 3,1:52f; BT1:50.1 ($354,421) by Western Ideal. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Bluegrass S., elim. Matron S., Reynolds Mem.; second in International Stallion S., Tompkins-Geers S., John Simpson Mem.; third in Kentuckiana Stallion Mgmt P. At 3, winner cons. Valley Forge P.; second in Tarport Hap P., Shady Daisy P., Reynolds Mem.; third in elim. and Final Lady Maud S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold. From 6 foals, dam of 5 winners, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:56, including:


DONT TELL WAYNE p,2,1:59.1h; 3,1:54h; 4,1:52.3h; BT1:51f ($143,215) (Tell All). 17 wins, 2 thru 6. At 4, second in leg Sagamore Hill Ser. at Yonkers.

CEDAR DUNES p,3,1:53.4f; BT1:53.2s ($46,806) (Somebeachsomewhere). 12 wins at 3 and 4.

SHELBY'S COBRA p,3,1:51.2; 1:50; BT1:49.3s ($169,311) (Western Ideal). 12 wins, 3 thru 7. At 4, winner leg Beat The Heat Ser. at Mohawk; second in leg Beat The Heat Ser. at Mohawk; third in Final Beat The Heat Ser. at Mohawk.


SHERRY MY SHERRY (M) p,4,1:53.3f; BT1:53.1f ($38,742) (Rocknroll Hanover). 5 wins at 4. Dam of MOSSY'S DRAGON p,2,1:55.1h; 3,1:50h-.

PERFECT TOUCH (M) p,2,1:56.1; 3,1:56.1 ($28,742) (Camluck), 3 wins at 2 and 3. Dam of AMERICAN HISTORY p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:47 ($1,534,333), TOUCHAMATIC p,2,1:57h; 3,1:53; 4,1:50f ($499,907), PERFECT TRUTH p,2,2:05.1f; 1:54.2f ($110,364).
Consigned by NORTHWOOD BLOODSTOCK AGENCY, AGENT for Lindwood Farm.
Raised at Lindwood Farm, Greensburg, PA

PHIL'N HUNGRY
(PENNYSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BROWN COLT Foaled February 12, 2022
Reg. No. 9X421 Microchip No. 985141001401309

PHIL'N HUNGRY
276
Row F
Stall 10

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4

Mach Three p,3,1:49

Whereas The Beach

My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1

Dragon Again p,1:48.3

My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2

Main Hall
Row F
Stall 10

Philadelphia p,4,1:52.1

Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4

No Nukes p,3,T1:52.1

Wendymae Hanover p,4,T1:57

Pleasure Chest p,3,1:50.4

Cambest p,T1:46.1

Treasure Coast p,3,Q1:58.4

1st Dam

PHILADELPHIA p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:53.1f; 4,1:52.1f ($160,537) by Western Hanover. 11 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono; second in Molly Pitcher P., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Arden Downs S. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Keystone Classic; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono. From 8 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:50, 2 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:


PHILADELPHIA (M) p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:53.1f; 4,1:52.1f ($160,537) (Western Hanover). As above.

2nd Dam


LIGHTNING TREASURE p,2,Q1:50.4f; 3,Q1:50.4 ($54,374), REAL SPECIAL p,2,1:53.4; 3,1:50.2f ($412,333), to the dam of

PAVLA HANOVER (M) p,2,1:55.3f; 3,1:52.2f; BT1:52.0 ($217,116) (Western Hanover). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Kentuckiana Stallion Mgmt P., Reynolds Mem.; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Chester, Pocono. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, The Meadows, Late Closer at The Meadows; second in Adioo Volo S., Final Late Closer at The Meadows; third in Courageous Lady P., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Chester, Keystone Classic, Reynolds Mem., leg Late Closer at The Meadows. Dam of LOVE FORBIDDEN p,2,1:55.3f; 3,1:52.1f; 1:51.3h ($412,333), SOLONGO p,3,1:55.2f; 1:52.1, GINGERBREAD ROCK p,2,1:56f.

PHILADELPHIA (M) p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:53.1f; 4,1:52.1f ($160,537) (Western Hanover). As above.

PONG PONG HANOVER (M) p,2,2:07h; 3,1:55.2f ($64,712) (Western Ideal). 12 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Dayton, Hughesville, Meadville; second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Gratz, Waynesburg; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Bloomsburg, Clearfield, Dayton, Indiana, Stoneboro. At 3, winner Quaker State Fair S. at Gratz, Indiana, Meadville; second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Clearfield, Waynesburg, Quaker State Fair S. at York.

QUEEN HANOVER (M) p,2,1:55.3f; 3,1:53.3f; BT1:53.0 ($37,016) (Allamerican Native). 6 wins, 2 thru 5.

Producers: Pirategirl Hanover (dam of LOUTHEPIRATE p,1:52.2-'23, FLYING PIRATE p,3,Q1:57f; 4,1:56f, AMERICAN PIRATE p,4,1:59.4h).

Next Dam - TREASURE COAST p,3,Q1:58.4 (Direct Scooter-REFRESHING TOUCH p,3,1:54.1-Niatross)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Konica Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champlain
Fox
Little Brown Jug
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Pennsylvania Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Pennsylvania Sires (Fair)
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Stanh海绵
Tattersalls Pace
ONE HOT BABE
(NEW JERSEY & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY Filly Foaled April 18, 2022
Reg. No. 0X564 Microchip No. 985141001372858
Northeast Hall
Row B
Stall 7

ONE HOT BABE
PINUP by Art Major. This is her first foal.

Western Babe p,3,1:55.4 _____________________________ Babe Ruthless p,2,1:55.3

Stakes Engagements
Delvin Miller Adios - Canoe Pace
Bluegrass Series - Champion Filly
Breeders Crown - International Stallion

Producers:
Sing Flying Monkey p,3,1:55.3f (Artsplace), Singnoevil Hanover p,2,1:55.3f-S134,706 (dam of Safensound Hanover), Rose Ruthless (S3,203,725), SWEET TRUTH p,2,1:51-23-$146,261)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

PICK ME UP HANOVER

BAY Filly Foaled May 17, 2022

Reg. No. 3XN51 Microchip No. 985141001374959

Main Hall
Row B
Stall 24

PLAUDIT HANOVER p,3,1:52.4f ($47,672) by Somebeachsomewhere. 4 wins at 3. At 2, third in Pennsylvania All-Stars. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:55, including:

Praise Hanover (M) p,2,2:03.4h; BT1:56.1f ($9,620) (Betting Line). Now 3. Winner at 2. At 2, second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Harvey's Lake, Honesdale.
Praise Me Hanover p,2,1:57f; 3,1:54.3f ($21,075) (Betting Line). 3 wins at 2 and 3.
Lady Wishes (M) BT1:56-'23 ($1,500) (Bettor's Wish). Now 2 and racing.

PLATINUM HANOVER p,3,1:50.3 ($249,771) by Western Ideal. 8 wins at 3. At 3, winner Adioo Volo S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands (2); second in Final New Jersey S., Shady Daisy P., leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold, leg New Jersey Sires S. Meadowlands; third in Valley Forge P., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold. From 8 foals, dam of 8 winners, 3 in 1:50, 7 in 1:54, 8 in 2:00, including:

PENZANCE HANOVER p,3,1:50.4; 1:49.2f-'23; BT1:49f ($593,961) (Somebeachsomewhere). 39 wins, 3 thru 9. At 3, third in leg Valedictory Ser. at Woodbine.
YUCATAN p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:52f; 4,1:51; BT1:50.1s ($188,109) (Somebeachsomewhere). 15 wins, 2 thru 7. At 3, winner Final Valedictory Ser. at Woodbine; third in leg Valedictory Ser. at Woodbine.
PENJI HANOVER p,2,1:52.1; 3,1:49.4; BT1:48.4s ($134,262) (Tell All). 16 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner Hanover Filly S.
PICKET HANOVER p,2,Q1:57.2f; 3,1:54f; BT1:52.3 ($54,963) (Bettor's Delight). 6 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia.


Producer: WHATSUPCUZ p,2,Q2:00.2; 3,1:52.1 (dam of ACE OF PACe) p,2,1:52; 3,1:51.3f; 4,1:51.1- $489,799; grandam of PYRO p,2,1:53f; 3,1:49; 4,1:49f-$742,063, ART HISTORY p,3,1:51.1f; 4,1:48.2- $496,789), PROMISE ME HANOVER p,3,1:54.3 ($9,322) (grandam of ART SCene) p,2,Q1:57.1; 3,1:49.4s-$608,675).

PANIC ATTACK p,3,1:54 (Masquerade-ABACUS ABBY p,4,1:57.4f-Bret Hanover)

Stakes Engagements

Delvin Miller Adios
Breeders Crown
Hoosier Stake
Little Brown Jug
Ontario SBOA
Standardbred
Arden Downs
Cane Pace
Horseman
Messenger
Simcoe Filly
Tattersalls Pace
Bluegrass Series
Champlain Filly
International Stallion
Ontario Sires
PLAY LADY PLAY
BT1:57.3f by Shadow Play.

First colt.

Breeders Crown

CHANCEY LADY p,2,1:52; 3,1:50.3f; 1:48.4f; BT1:48.2 by Camluck. 43 wins, 2 thru 8. O'Brien

Cattlewash p,3,1:46.4 ———— p,3,1:46.4

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 ———— Mach Three p,3,1:49

Whereas The Beach

Road Bet p,4,1:52f ———— Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4

Road To Pandalay p,2,1:55.3

RED MENACE

Play Lady Play ———— Shadow Play p,4,1:47.4

The Panderosa p,3,1:49.3

Matt's Filly p,2, 1:55.3

Chancey Lady p,1:48.4f ———— Camluck p,T1:48.4

Art Of Design p,2,1:57.4

1st Dam

PLAY LADY PLAY BT1:57.3f by Shadow Play. Starter at 2. First colt. From 1 previous foal, dam of:


2nd Dam

CHANCEY LADY p,2,1:52; 3,1:50.3f; 1:48.4f; BT1:48.2 ($2,072,092) by Camluck. 43 wins, 2 thru 8. O'Brien

3-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 2008.

At 2, winner Ontario Sires S. - Super Final at Woodbine, elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands; second in Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, Woodbine; third in elim. Fan Hanover S. At 4, winner leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers (2); second in Final Overbid Ser. at Meadowlands, Final Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers; third in leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. Ellamony P. At 5, winner leg and Final Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Artiscape P. at Tioga, Allerage Farm Mare P.; third in leg Breeders Crown at Pocono, leg Overbid Ser. at Meadowlands. At 6, winner elim. Milton S., leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers (2); second in Final Breeders Crown at Woodbine, Forest P P, Allerage Farm Mare P.; third in Golden Girls P., Final Betsy Ross P. at Chester. At 7, winner leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers (4); third in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers. From 7 foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:50, including:

SOME BEACH BARON p,2,1:55.4h; 3,1:52.3f; 1:49f ($361,893) (Somebeachsomewhere). 35 wins, 2 thru 9.


Raffle Winner (M) p,3,1:54; 1:50 ($202,244) (Somebeachsomewhere). 19 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, third in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono.

3rd Dam

ART OF DESIGN p,2,1:57.4; BT1:56.3 ($17,249) by Artsplace. 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres (2); second in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres. From 11 foals, dam of 11 winners, 2 in 1:49, 5 in 1:55, 10 in 1:58, including:

CAMILLE (M) p,2,1:54.4; 3,1:50.1; 1:48.3f ($1,276,532) (Camluck). 37 wins, 2 thru 7. World Champion.

At 2, winner leg and Semi-Final and Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots. At 3, winner Final Princess P. at Woodbine, elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold, elim. Canadian Breeders Champ.; second in Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold. At 4, winner Final Ellamony P.; Final Masters Pacing Ser. at Georgian, elim. Forest City P.; second in Final Forest City P. At 5, winner Artiscape P. at Tioga, leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. (3); second in Final Allerage Farm Mare P., leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. At 6, winner Laverne Hill Mem.; second in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. (2). At 7, winner leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. (2); second in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. (2). Dam of HELLO YES HI p,2,1:52.4f; 3,1:52.2f-$162,131.

GAVINS DESIGNER p,3,1:54f; 4,1:52.2; BT1:51.2s ($266,081) (Camluck). 29 wins, 3 thru 7.

JDS CHANCEY DESIGNER p,3,1:54f; 4,1:52.2; BT1:51.2s ($266,081) (Camluck). 29 wins, 3 thru 7.


JDS CUPID (M) p,2,1:57.4f; 4,1:57 ($67,623) (dam of PRINCESS KATIE) p,3,1:58.3h; 4,1:51.3-192,453, CHECK MACH p,3,1:57.1f; 1:54.2f-$131,048, MACHO POLO p,1:52.3-$113,289.

Next Dam - SHY DEVIL p,3,1:53.3 (New Nukes-BASHFUL ANGEL p,3,1:55.3-Albatross)
PROXY HANOVER

(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled April 14, 2022

Reg. No. 2XL89  Microchip No. 985141001413649

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

280

Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f -------------- Cantab Hall 3,1:54
Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f -------------- Cantab Hall 3,1:54

Gala Dream

Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1

Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3

GREENSHOES 3,1:49.4

Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f -------------- Cantab Hall 3,1:54

Designed To Be 3,1:51.3f -------------- Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3

Federal Flex 3,1:53.3

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2

Please Okay 4,1:55.1f

Scully Fbi 1:54

Lakeside Bride 2,1:59.1

Duke Of York 3,1:55.4

PROXY HANOVER

1st Dam

Please Okay 2,1:58.3; 3,1:56.3f; 4,1:55.1f ($91,433) by Federal Flex. 9 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River; third in elim. Dream of Glory T. at Hanover. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:57, including:

JBN 3,1:57f; BT1:54f-'23 ($81,866) (Chapter Seven). 4 wins at 2 and 3; 1st Dam

PAUC HANOVER 2,2:06.2h; 3,1:56.4f-'23; BT1:56.3f-'23 ($59,439) (Cantab Hall). 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at JBN; 2nd Dam

LAKESIDE BRIDE 2,1:59.1; BT1:58.3s ($106,568) by Duke Of York. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Rideau Carleton; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, Rideau Carleton. From 5 foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:52; 3 in 1:58, including:


Put Option Hanover 2,1:59.4f; BT1:57f-23 ($26,814) (Greenshoe). Now 2, second in Arden Downs S., leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows (2); third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

2nd Dam

LAKESIDE BRIDE 2,1:59.1; BT1:58.3s ($106,568) by Duke Of York. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Rideau Carleton; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, Rideau Carleton. From 5 foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:52; 3 in 1:58, including:


Dexter Lake Club 2,1:57.3; BT1:56.2f ($25,352) (Credit Winner). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga.

3rd Dam

Conch 2,1:57.4 ($485,889) by Bonefish. 14 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Acorn S., heat Hayes Mem., heat Review S., Debut Ser. at Lexington, Breeders Filly S.; second in heat Hayes Mem., elim. Merrie Annabelle T.; third in Final Merrie Annabelle T. At 3, winner Hambletonian Oaks, Coaching Club Oaks, Hanover-Hempt S., Breeders Filly S.; second in elim. and Final Simcoe S. From 10 foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 2:00, including:


Producers:

HOSTESS 3,1:57.1 ($3,680) (dam of INFAMY 3,1:56.3; 4,1:55; grandam of GOLDEN KRONOS 3,1:54.4; 1:53.1f-$374,213, INXS 2,1:58.3f; 3,1:56.2f; 4,1:53.1-$167,587, ROCCOS TACOS 3,1:56.2f, ORIGINAL SMOKEY 3,2:01.1h; 4,1:57.4f, CONCHER 3,0:1:58.2 ($3,600) (dam of SOUTHFORK 2,1:57.3; 3,0:1:54.4-$167,587, ONLY IN ITS CLASS 2,0:20.4; 3,1:55.2, PRIZED FIGHTER 2,1:57.3f; 1:55.4f, OPEN ALL DOORS 1:56.1, Celebration ($6,182) (dam of SUZIE SUNSHINE 2,1:57.3; grandam of AETOS KRONOS 1:52.2f Intl.f-$1,133,907 Intl., WOMANS WILL 2,1:54.2f; 3,1:54.1f-$602,991, EXTRAORDINAIRE 2,1:59.2; 3,1:56.1f-$285,867, DOC 1:55.2f-$120,479, CHANGE THE FUTURE 3,1:59.1h; 4,1:57h, PARTY LIFE 4,1:57.1, JUST LIKE THIS 3,1:57.3, MAJESTIC STREAK 2,1:57.3, Lovable Truth (dam of TIME TO QUIT 3,1:53.2-$298,527).

Next Dam - VIKINGS VENUS (A. C.'s Viking-CARMITA HANOVER 2,04.2h-Star's Pride)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Main Hall

Row E

Stall 14
Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

NOLA’S BET
(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled May 18, 2022
Reg. No. 4XN12 Microchip No. 985141001373308

Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4
Classic Wish p,3,T1:52

Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50
Jef's Magic Trick p,2,2:02f
Ambro Emerson p,4,T1:51.4
Best Of The Best p,3,2:04.1f

NOLA'S BET
Ponder p,1:48.1
Pleasant Thoughts p,2,1:55.3f

The Panderosa p,3,1:49.3
Artspace p,4,1:49.2

Northwest Hall
Stall 4
Row D

Ponder Dat

Ponder p,1:48.1

 Tradition of Fame ($1,762,386) by Ponder. Starter at 3. Dam of: Pondameri p,2,1:57; BT1:56.4s-'23 (American Ideal) ($3,000). Winner at 2.

2nd Dam
PLEASANT THOUGHTS
p,2,Q2:03.3h; 3,2:01.2h; 1:54.3f ($62,635) (Bettor's Delight). 14 wins, 3 thru 6.

BETTOR'S CHANCE
(M) p,3,1:56; BT1:51.4s ($17,048) (Bettor's Delight). 4 wins at 3. Dam of: DIAMONDBEACH p,3,1:53.3f; 1:51.4h ($337,211), BETTER BID HANOVER p,2,2:06.3h; 3,2:01.3h; 1:53.4f-'23, BETTER BID HANOVER p,2,Q1:59.4; 3,1:53.1; 4,1:51.3f-'23 ($217,363), BETTER BID HANOVER p,2,2:06.3h; 3,2:01.3h; 1:53.4f-'23, Producer: Speedy Saturn p,3,1:56.2; 1:56f ($48,265) (dam of LIFE ISA SHORTWALK p,2,2:00h; 3,1:56f; 1:52.2f-$221,513), ARTFUL TOUCH p,3,1:57.4h ($6,516) (dam of SHADYTOUCH p,2,2:07h; 3,2:00h; 1:53.4f-$141,707), Producer: Artful Touch p,3,1:57.4h ($6,516) (dam of SHADYTOUCH p,2,2:07h; 3,2:00h; 1:53.4f-$141,707), MS Dragon Flys dam of: NUCLEAR DRAGON p,2,2:00h; 3,1:56f; 1:52.2f-$221,513)

3rd Dam
GIBBER GABBER BT2:00.2 by Jate Lobell. Starter at 2 and 3. 13 wins, 2 thru 5. Dam of: Cheater p,2,1:51.4f; 3,1:50.1f ($569,511), Producer: Speedy Saturn p,3,1:56.2; 1:56f ($48,265) (dam of LIFE ISA SHORTWALK p,2,2:00h; 3,1:56f; 1:52.2f-$221,513), ARTFUL TOUCH p,3,1:57.4h ($6,516) (dam of SHADYTOUCH p,2,2:07h; 3,2:00h; 1:53.4f-$141,707), TOUCH OF CHARACTER p,3,1:56.2; 1:52.2f-$726,692, Producer: Speedy Saturn p,3,1:56.2; 1:56f ($48,265) (dam of LIFE ISA SHORTWALK p,2,2:00h; 3,1:56f; 1:52.2f-$221,513), ARTPURE TOUCH p,3,1:57.4h ($6,516) (dam of SHADYTOUCH p,2,2:07h; 3,2:00h; 1:53.4f-$141,707)

Next Dam - WHISPERING SANDS (Race Time-SHIFTING SANDS p,3,2:02.3-Shadow Wave)

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series

Breeders Crown
Can-Pac
Championship
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Ontario SBOA
Standardbred
Smoketown
Tattersalls Phase

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Can-Pac
Championship
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Ontario SBOA
Standardbred
Smoketown
Tattersalls Phase

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Can-Pac
Championship
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Ontario SBOA
Standardbred
Smoketown
Tattersalls Phase
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Fashion Farms LLC.
Raised at Fashion Farms, New Hope, PA

PRECIOUS LANDING

(NEW JERSEY ELIGIBLE)

BAY Filly Foaled May 10, 2022
Reg. No. 0X466  Microchip No. 985141001374949

Northeast Hall
Row G
Stall 5

Tactical Landing 3,1:50.2 -----------
Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1 --------------------
Southwind Serena 3,1:55.2
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f
Varenne 1:51.1
Spice On Ice 1:57.4

PRECIOUS LANDING

Precious Fashion 2,Q2:03.4f ---
Yankee Glide 3,1:55.1 ------------------
Valley Victory 3,1:55.3
Grats Yankee 2,2:03

1st Dam

PRECIOUS FASHION 2,Q2:03.4f by Yankee Glide. Record at 2. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:58, including:
Precise Fashion 3,1:57.2h; BT1:54 ($33,081) (Walter). 3 wins at 3.
Hey Toodles (M) BT2:18.4f-'23 (Possess The Will). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam

HONORABLE DAUGHTER 2,1:55.1f; BT1:54.2 ($797,236) by Malabar Man. 11 wins at 2 and 3. Dan Patch, Nova 2-Year-Old Trotting Filly of the Year in 2008. World Champion. At 2, winner Final Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, elim. and Final Merrie Annabelle T., elim. and Final Matron S., Bluegrass S., Acorn S., leg New York Sire S. at Monticello; second in elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands. At 3, winner elim. and Final Empire Breeders Classic; second in elim. Hambletonian Oaks; third in elim. Matron S. From 7 foals, dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:54, 5 in 1:57, including:

WORTHY OF HONOR 2,1:56.4h; 3,1:55.4f; 1:55.2f; BT1:53.3f ($237,393) (Cantab Hall). 11 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner The Standardbred S.; second in cons. Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia; third in Pennsylvania All-Stars, leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands.

HONOR ABOVE ALL 3,1:55.1; 4,1:54; BT1:53.3 ($178,783) (Muscles Yankee). 15 wins, 3 thru 7. At 2, second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington.

BET BIG ON BLUE 3,1:58f; 4,1:55.3; BT1:54.4s ($113,335) (Muscle Hill). 19 wins, 3 thru 7.

HONOR THY DAUGHTER (M) 2,Q1:56.4f ($57,164) (Donato Hanover). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania All-Stars. Dam of BEAUTIFUL GAME 2,1:54.1 ($295,451), SPECIAL HONOR 2,1:54.2; 3,1:53.4 ($290,638).

3rd Dam

HONORABLE MOTHER by Mr Vic. From 13 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:55, 3 in 1:56, including:
UNCLE LEO 2,2:08h; 3,1:55.3; BT1:54.2 ($183,260) (Elegant Man). 21 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Indiana Fair S. at Converse; second in elim. Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier; third in elim. and Final Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier. At 3, winner Maple City T. at Goshen, Parshall Futy.

SISTAS (M) 2,1:57; 3,1:54.2f; BT1:54f ($95,895) (Andover Hall). 9 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, Pocono, The Meadows; second in Final Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. At 2 and 3. At 2, winner Indiana Fair S. at Connersville, Converse, Goshen, Kendallville, Shelbyville; second in Indiana Fair S. at Frankfort, Shelbyville; third in Indiana Fair S. at Corydon, Frankfort, Final Indiana Fair S. at Indianapolis, ISA Elite S. at Indianapolis.

MOMSGOTTITGOINON (M) 2,2:02.3; 3,2:01.3f; BT1:58.2f ($31,474) (Yankee Paco). 10 wins at 2 and 3, At 2, winner Kentucky Fair S. (3), Final Kentucky Fair S. at Lexington; second in Kentucky Fair S. (2); third in Late Closer at Lexington, Kentucky Fair S. At 3, winner Kentucky Fair S. (4); third in Kentucky Fair S. (2). Dam of BIKINI SO TEENY 2,1:55.4; 3,1:55f ($118,223).

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arlington Downs
Breiders Crown
Bluegrass Series
Carrier & Ives
Hambrotonian
NJ Garden State Trot
NJ Sires (Par-Mutuel)
NJ Std. Dev. Fund
Swedish Breeders Crown

Next Dam - CHINA LADY 3,2:00.4 (Speedy Crown-CHINA SMOKE 4,1:55.4-Diamond Exchange)
TWIN B LOULOULEMON

(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY Filly Foaled March 22, 2022
Reg. No. 8XE28 Microchip No. 985141001415926

Consigned by and Raised at TWINBROOK FARMS, Embro, ON

Sweet Lou p,1:47f

Yankee Cruiser p,3,1:49.3 Artiscape p,3,1:49.3z
Sweet Future p,3,1:54.2 A Yankee Classic p,3,1:56.1f

TWIN B LOULOULEMON

American Ideal p,3,1:47.4 Western Ideal p,1:48
Presto Blue Chip p,3,1:53 Cantor's Daughter p,2,1:53.3

1st Dam

PRESTO BLUE CHIP p,2,1:55.2f; 3,1:53; BT1:52.3s ($56,671) by American Ideal. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner Reynolds Mem.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon; third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Yonkers. From 1 previous foal, dam of:

Twin B Player BT1:57.2f'-23 ($4,122) (Betting Line). Now 3 and racing.

2nd Dam

CANTOR'S DAUGHTER p,2,1:53.3; BT1:51.1 ($198,083) by Cambest. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Final Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; second in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington (3), elim. Sweetheart P. at Meadowlands. At 3, second in Ladyship S.; third in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners, 3 in 1:50, 5 in 1:55, including:

MISSILE J p,3,1:51; 4,1:49.1f; BT1:48.3s ($900,749) (American Ideal). 33 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, winner elim. and Final Art Rooney P., leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Yonkers, Tompkins-Geers S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. At 4, winner leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers (3); second in Hoosier Park Pacing Derby; third in Final Levy Mem. at Yonkers, Dan Rooney Inv., Dayton Pacing Derby, leg Graduate Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. Breeders Crown at Hoosier. At 5, winner leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; second in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; third in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers (2). At 6, third in leg Emperor Palpatine Ser. at Hoosier, leg Jammin Joshua Ser. at Hoosier (2).


BROWNSVILLE BOMBER (M) p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:51.1f; 4,1:51.1f; BT1:50.3f ($253,672) (American Ideal). 12 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner New York State Fair Ser. at Vernon, Tompkins-Geers S.; third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Buffalo. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers (2); third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Tioga. Dam of CIGAR SMOKING TONY p,3,Q1:54.4h; 1:49.2f-'23 ($133,782), FRAZELLEBERRY p,2,Q1:57f; 4,1:51f, NO CIGAR TONY p,2,Q1:57f; 3,1:59f-23.

MAJOR WAR p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:50.1f; 4,1:49.2 ($162,000) (Art Major). 13 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, second in Late Closer at Lexington, Late Closer at Lexington; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers. At 3, third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Tioga.

3rd Dam

SWIFTY BUT NIFTY p,2,1:55.2f; BT1:54 ($132,735) by Jate Lobell. 6 wins at 2. At 2, winner Countess Adios S., The Standardbred S., Arden Downs S., Tompkins-Geers S., Reynolds Mem.; second in Pink Bonnet P., leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, elim. Matron S.; third in final Matron S., leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. From 12 foals, dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:50, 6 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, including:


Producers: BITTORSWEEET TERROR p,2,1:56.4f; 3,1:52.1f ($43,895) (dam of BEAUMOND HANOVER p,2,1:52.3; 3,1:49.1-$446,357), CHIP WALTHER p,2,1:50.3-$436,386.

Next Dam - MAC NIFTY p,3,Q1:58h (Falcon Almahurst-OUTVISION-Strike Out)

Producers: BAY FILLY Filled 2022 (PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
PALMETTO HANOVER
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 25, 2022
Reg. No. 6XF91  Microchip No. 985141001419538

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

CAPTAIN TREACHEROUS p,3,1:47.1  --  Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4  ---  Mach Three p,3,1:49

WHERES THE BEACH  p,4,1:49.2  --  Worldly Treasure p,2,1:53.1  ---  Artsplace p,4,1:49.2

PALMETTO HANOVER

SWEET LOU p,1:47f  ---  Yankee Cruiser p,3,1:49.3

PRETTY N FAST p,3,1:52f  ---  Sweet Future p,3,1:54.2

MAIN HALL  Row B  Stall 25

1st Dam
PRETTY N FAST p,2,1:55f; 3,1:52f; BT1:51 ($111,839) by Sweet Lou. 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in The Standardbred S.; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono, The Meadows. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final Ruby Cook Mem. at The Meadows; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Pennsylvania All-Stars. From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner:


2nd Dam
DANIKA HANOVER p,3,1:54f; 1:51.4f; BT1:49.3 ($253,172) by Western Hanover. 18 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner leg Snow Angel Ser. at Meadowlands, Landmark S.; third in Horseman. At 4, winner leg Capital City Ser. at Scioto; second in leg and Final Capital City Ser. at Scioto. From 4 foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 1:53, including:

DANIKOVA (M) p,2,Q1:57.4f; 3,1:52.3f; 4,1:51.4f; BT1:51.2f ($376,332) (Bettor's Delight). 41 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, second in Keystone Classic. At 3, winner leg Snow Angel Ser. at Pocono, The Meadows. At 4, winner leg Late Closer at Northville; second in leg Late Closer at Northville. At 5, second in leg (2) and Final Late Closer at Northville.


3rd Dam
DUTCH LOVE by Abercrombie. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:53, 5 in 2:00, including:

DUNHTREAT HANOVER p,3,1:57h; 1:52.3f; BT1:52.2f ($146,575) (Bettor's Delight). 22 wins, 3 thru 7. At 7, second in leg Signature Ser. at Dayton.

LABOR OF LOVE (M) p,2,1:55.4f; BT1:51 ($43,102) (Western Hanover). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in The Standardbred S.; leg Early Closer at The Meadows. Dam of WHO DOESNT p,2,1:54.4h; 1:50.4 ($273,352), LINKJACK HANOVER p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:53.2f; 1:52.1h ($193,661), HE'S A LOVE SHARK p,3,1:53.4f; 1:52.4f ($113,210).

DUTCH DIVA (M) p,2,Q1:59.1f; BT1:57f ($11,653) (Western Hanover). Record at 2. At 2, second in leg Early Closer at The Meadows.

4th Dam
FIVE O'CLOCK CINDY p,2,1:58.3; 3,1:54.4 ($116,375) by Cam Fella. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg (3) and Final New Jersey Sires S., leg Metropolitan Ser. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. (2). From 10 foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:50, 5 in 1:53, including:

JENNA'S BEACH BOY p,2,1:51.4; 3,1:48.4; 4,1:47.3 ($1,972,172) (Beach Towel). 30 wins, 2 thru 4. Dan Patch, Nova 2-Year-Old Pacing Colt of the Year in 1994; Dan Patch Pacer of the Year; Dan Patch, Nova 3-Year-Old Pacing Colt of the Year in 1995; Dan Patch Pacer of the Year; Dan Patch Older Pacing Horse of the Year; Nova Older Pacer of the Year in 1996, World Champion. At 2, winner elim. and Final Breeders Crown at Woodbine, elim. and Final Smullin Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S. At 3, winner Breeders Crown, elim. and Final New Jersey Classic, elim. and Final Provincial Cup, elim. and Final William E. Miller Mem., Rambling Willie P., Burlington P., Magical Mike Inv., leg New Jersey Sires S., Meadow Skipper P. At 4, winner Breeders Crown, elim. and Final Driscoll Mem., Dan Patch Inv., leg U.S. Pacing Champ., leg Graduate Ser., Senior Jug.

Next Dam - EYEWASH (Windshield Wiper-BELOVED HANOVER p,2,2:01.3-Adios)
PIZZAZZ HANOVER

(PENSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled April 26, 2022

Reg. No. 8XD65 - Microchip No. 985141001375384

PIZZAZZ HANOVER

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

Bay Filly Foaled April 26, 2022

PIZZAZZ HANOVER

Reg. No. 8XD65 - Microchip No. 985141001375384

Main Hall
Row C
Stall 25

BAY FILLY Foaled April 26, 2022

Reg. No. 8XD65 - Microchip No. 985141001375384

Prospective purchasers are reminded to make their own due diligence, including but not limited to inspecting the consignment and conducting their own independent research.

**PIZZAZZ HANOVER**

**1st Dam**

**PRINCESS FABULOSA** p,2,1:54.1f; 3,1:51.2f; BT1:50.3f ($246,160) by Well Said. 9 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, The Meadows, Liberty Bell P. at Philadelphia. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania All-Stars. At 5, third in Final Burning Point Ser. at Meadowlands. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, including:


**PIZZAZZ HANOVER**

**2nd Dam**

**THUMBPRINT** p,2,1:55.3f; 3,1:52.1f; BT1:51.1f ($205,925) by Art Major. 12 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg New York-Bred LC at Batavia; second in leg New York-Bred LC at Vernon, Yonkers. At 3, winner New York State Fair S. at Goshen, leg Late Closer at Tioga (2); second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, New York State Fair S. at Tioga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, leg and Final Late Closer at Tioga, leg Snow Angel Ser. at Meadowlands. From 5 foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:52, 4 in 1:58, including:

**AMERICA'S GUEST** p,3,1:52.2f; 1:51.3f; BT1:51.1f ($222,234) (American Ideal). 18 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers; third in elim. Lawrence B. Sheppard Mem.

**PIZZAZZ HANOVER**

**3rd Dam**

**ARL'S TROUBLEMAKER** p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:54.2; 4,1:53.2; BT1:51.2 ($143,945) by Troublemaker. 20 wins, 2 thru 3rd.

**STOCK MARKET WIZ** p,2,1:56.1; 3,1:55.2; 1:49.3 ($739,283) (Three Wizzards). 33 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello, Saratoga. From 13 foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:51.3, 4 in 1:59, including:


**PIZZAZZ HANOVER**

**4th Dam**

**Breakin The Law** p,3,1:56.1 (Huntsville) ($22,880). 3 wins at 3.

**PIZZAZZ HANOVER**

**5th Dam**

**Percy Hanover (M)** (Always B Miki). Now 2.

**PIZZAZZ HANOVER**

**6th Dam**

**PIZZAZZ HANOVER**

**7th Dam**

**PIZZAZZ HANOVER**

**8th Dam**

**PIZZAZZ HANOVER**

**Next Dam - KAWARTHA QUALITY** p,1:59f (Southampton V-VIOLET RAINBOW-Best Of All)

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

Delvin Miller Adios
Ardon Dovers
Bluegrass Series

Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champlain Filly

Hoosier Stake
Horseshoe International Stallion

Little Brown Jug
Messager
Penna. Sires (Fair)

Rutland Oaks
Penna. Sires (Fair-Share)
Penna. Sires (Post-Mutual)
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Hull Prairie Farms LLC.
Raised at Hull Prairie Farms LLC, Bealeton, VA

THE HUNGRY PRINCE
(PENNSYLVANIA & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 21, 2022
Reg. No. 6XF72 Microchip No. 985141001375339

286
Northeast Hall
Row D
Stall 14

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3
Mach Three p,3,1:49

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4
Whereas The Beach

My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1
Dragon Again p,1:48.3

My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2

THE HUNGRY PRINCE

Princess Layla p,2,1:55
Sportswriter p,3,1:48.3

ARTSPLACE p,1:48.3

Janns Bid p,4,1:52.1f
Jenna's Beach Boy p,4,1:47.3

Bust Out The Bid p,1:52.4f

1st Dam
PRINCESS LAYLA p,2,1:55; BT1:54.2s ($14,729) by Sportswriter. Winner at 2. At 2, second in leg Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk. From 1 previous foal, dam of:
Princessandthedragon (Fear The Dragon). Now 2.

2nd Dam
JANNS BID p,3,1:54.1f; 4,1:52.1f; BT1:51.2f ($244,203) by Jenna's Beach Boy. 24 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner leg and cons. Empire City Ser. at Yonkers. At 4, third in leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands. From 5 foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 1:55, including:
CHASETHECLOUDSAWAY (M) p,3,1:55.2; 1:52.2f ($222,439) (Sunshine Beach). 27 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River. At 3, winner leg Ontario Prospect Ser. at Sarnia; third in leg Ontario Prospect Ser. at Georgian.

JANN AND DEAN p,3,1:51.2 ($82,767) (Art Major). 14 wins, 3 thru 5.


3rd Dam
BUST OUT THE BID p,2,1:57.3; 3,1:55.4h; 1:52.4f ($387,216) by Hit The Bid. 47 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, second in Illinois Fair S. at Pinckneyville, elim. Illinois Fair S. at Martinsville; third in Illinois Fair S. at Newton, Final Illinois Fair S. at Martinsville. At 3, winner ISOBA S. at Hawthorne, Missel Renvae S., Panic Attack S. From 11 foals, dam of 10 winners, 9 in 1:55, 10 in 1:57, including:

Dam of I'LL BE MYSELF p,3,Q1:56.4; 1:54h-'23.


BID WRITER (M) p,2,1:55.3; 4,1:52.4; BT1:52.2s ($156,689) (Sportswriter). 8 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner elim. and Final Battle of the Belles, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.

AVA DESTRUCTION (M) p,3,2,02.4h; 1:53.4h; BT1:52f ($87,535) (Artiscape). 17 wins, 3 thru 7.

CLOVA (M) p,2,1:52.4; BT1:52 ($75,567) (Jenna's Beach Boy). 3 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington; second in Lexington Selected Sale P., elim. Lexington Breeders Classic; third in Final Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, Final Lexington Breeders Classic, John Simpson Mem. At 3, third in Final Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington.

CELTIC ART p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:54.3f; 4,1:53.2f; BT1:52.2f ($75,705) (Artiscape). 12 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Monticello, Tioga; third in leg New York Sire Sire S. at Saratoga.

MERIT WINGS p,2,Q1:59.2f; 3,1:54.2h; 4,1:53.1f; BT1:52.1f ($71,066) (Quik Pulse Mindale). 10 wins, 3 thru 6.

BR ROYAL BOOM p,3,1:54.3f; 3,1:54.3f; 4,1:53.2f; BT1:52f ($49,891) (Royal Mattjesty). 11 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, second in leg Sharpes Summer Ser. at Hanover. Producer: Bidforakiss (dam of VICTORY AT LAST p,3,1:52.3f; 1:51-$204,846, JOE'S BID p,2,Q2:04h; 3,1:54.2h; 4,1:51.3-$107,607, BLUE ME A KISS p,3,1:51.4f; 4,1:51.3, BIDFORA HUG p,3,1:54; 4,1:53.1, SIX BEFORE SEVEN p,2,Q2:02.1h, 1:58.1h; 4,1:53.3f, TWISTED SIS p,2,1:56.3f; 3,1:55f).

Next Dam - BUSTOUT SUNSHINE 2:01.1 (Steve Lobell-SUNNY PRIDE 4,2:05f-Star's Pride)

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champlain
Fox
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Kentucky KD/KSBIF
Little Brown Jug
Meadowlands Pace
Messenger
Penna. Sires (Par-Mutual)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Simcco
Tattersalls Pace
W. Canada Pacing Derby

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champlain
Fox
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Kentucky KD/KSBIF
Little Brown Jug
Meadowlands Pace
Messenger
Penna. Sires (Par-Mutual)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Simcco
Tattersalls Pace
W. Canada Pacing Derby
Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

GOLD LEAF

(BAY FILLY Foaled May 15, 2022)

Reg. No. 0X341 Microchip No. 985141001373602

Northwest Hall
Row C
Stall 4

287

American Ideal p,3,1:47.4 ----------------- Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4
Leah Almahurst p,3,1:52.3
Matt's Scooter p,3,1:48.2
Three Diamonds p,3,1:53.1

Lifetime Success p,3,1:52.2

GOLD LEAF

Roddy's Bags Again p,1:48.4 ---------------- Dragon Again p,1:48.3
Get The Bags p,3,1:55.2

Purrfect Bags p,3,1:51.2 ---------------- Badlands Hanover p,2, 1:50z

Purrfectly Bad ------------------------------ Purrfect Kitty p,3,1:54.3f

1st Dam

PURRFECT BAGS p,2,1:53.2h; 3,1:51.2h ($675,489) by Roddy's Bags Again. 31 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg Delaware Stdb. Breeders S. at Dover (2), Harrington (2), Final Delaware Stdb. Breeders S. at Harrington; second in Final Delaware Stdb. Breeders S. at Dover. At 3, winner Lismore P., Lady Maud S., leg Delaware Stdb. Breeders S. at Harrington (2), Dover (2), Final Delaware Stdb. Breeders S. at Harrington. At 4, third in Sam "Chip" Noble Ill Mem. From 2 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:57, including:

PURRFECT PATRICIA (M) p,2,2,05.1h-'23; BT1:55.4s-'23 ($13,875) (Courtly Choice). 3 wins at 2. Now 2, winner New York County Fair S. at Norwich, Boonville, Palmyra; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Buffalo; third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Batavia.

Purrfectly Blue p,3,1:56.2f-'23; BT1:54.2f-'23 ($14,394) (Heston Blue Chip). 2 wins at 3.

2nd Dam

PURRFECTLY BAD by Badlands Hanover. From 7 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:52, 2 in 1:57, including:

LUCKY FORTUNE (M) p,3,2,03.2h; 1:56.4h; BT1:56.4h ($36,712) (Classic Card Shark). 12 wins, 3 thru 5.


Curtsyforpurrsco (M) BT1:55.2f-'23 (Roddy's Bags Again) ($1,521). Now 2 and racing.

3rd Dam

PURRFECT KITTY p,2,2,00.4h; 3,1:54.3f; BT1:54.2 ($56,771) by Laag. 6 wins, 2 thru 4. At 3, winner Maryland Stdb. Race Fund; second in leg Comforter Ser., leg New Jersey Sires Stake LC. From 13 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:49, 3 in 1:55, 7 in 1:58, including:

WINBAK SPEED p,2,1:54.4; 3,1:52.2f; 1:49; BT1:48.3s ($879,682) (Village Jove). 29 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner New York State Fair S. at Syracuse, Maryland Stdb. Race Fund; second in Landmark S.; third in leg New York Sire S. (2). At 3, winner leg New York Sire S., Standardbred Retirement Fund S., Maryland Stdb. Race Fund; second in leg New York Sire S., New York State Fair S. at Tioga; third in elim. and Final Max Hemp Mem. At 4, winner leg (2) and Final Presidential Ser., leg Classic Ser., Mohawk, elim. Graduate S.; second in leg and Final Classic Ser., Dan Patch Inv. at Hoosier; third in Final Graduate S., elim. Ben Franklin P. At 7, second in leg Presidential Ser.

NOTHINGS PERFECT p,2,1:58.1f; 4,1:53.2f ($68,108) (No Nukes). 27 wins, 2 thru 8. At 3, third in leg May Flowers Ser. at Pocono. At 6, second in leg Late Closer at Raceway (2).

SEA OF ENVY p,2,1:59.4f; 3,1:57.1f; Q1:55f; BT1:54.2f ($54,732) (Pacific Fella). 10 wins, 2 thru 6.

PERFECT KING p,2,2,04.4f; 3,1:55.1f; BT1:53.4s ($54,215) (Riverboat King). 11 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, third in leg New York-Bred LC (2). At 3, winner leg New York-Bred LC (4); third in leg New York Sire S., New York-Bred LC.

Purrfect Bliss (M) p,3,1:55.2 ($20,897) (Blissful Hall). 4 wins at 3.

PurrfectyWonderful (M) p,3,2,02.2h; 4,1:57.2h; BT1:55.1 ($19,091) (No Nukes). 4 wins, 3 thru 5.

TOTALLY PERFECT p,2,2,01.2; 3,1:57.2f; BT1:55.1f ($19,062) (Totally Western). 5 wins at 3 and 4.

4th Dam

CITY KITTY p,2,1:57; 3,1:55 ($23,156) by Albatross. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. From 10 foals, dam of 8 winners, 4 in 1:55, 8 in 1:59, including:


Next Dam - TOY TOWN p,2,1:57 (Big Towner-ONA HANOVER-Tar Heel)
FEAST OR FAMINE

(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled March 4, 2022

Reg. No. 3XD18  Microchip No. 985141001418312

Habit 2,1:58.2

Andover Hall 3,1:51.3

Trolley Square 3,2:00.4f

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2

Habit 2,1:58.2

Self Possessed 3,1:51.3

Garland Lobell 3,1:55.3

Canne Angus 2:03.3h

Fancy Step 4,1:59h

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2

Trolley Square 3:2.00.4f

Habit 2,1:58.2

2nd Dam

Habit Of Creature BT1:58.1s ($4,983) by Andover Hall. Starter at 3. From 6 foals, dam of 5 winners, 5 in 1:59, including:

YOU CANT HABIT 2,1:57f; 1:56.3f; BT1:54.2 ($119,400) (Cantab Hall). 10 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner leg PASS at The Meadows, Landmark S.; second in leg PASS at The Meadows; third in leg PASS at Pocono.

GOTTA GET CRACKIN (M) 2,1:56.3; BT1:56.1 ($20,250) (Walner). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner elim. NJ Classic B; third in leg NJ Sbdl. Dev. Fund at Freehold.

GO TO HILL 2,Q1:59.1; 3,1:56.2f; BT1:53 ($18,960) (Muscle Hill). 2 wins at 2.

THOTHEHILLAREYOU 2,1:56.3f; 1:52.4f-'23-$167,191), 3,1:54.4f-'23; BT1:54.3h-'23 ($113,759) (What The Hill). 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Bucyrus, Delaware, Scioto, leg Late Closer at Scioto; second in Final Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Dayton, leg and Final Late Closer at Scioto, OH Fair S. at Cortland, Marion; third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto. Now 3, winner leg Buckeye Stallion ser. at Northfield; second in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Northfield.

3rd Dam


Producers: HABIT'S LADY 2,1:58.4; 3,1:54.2 ($104,796) (dam of TAKE MY PICTURE 2,2:00.2h; 3,1:54.1; 1:52.3-$1,189,186). ROYAL ASSETS 2,1:55f-$466,884; grandam of BRICKHOUSE BABE 2,1:54.1; 3,1:53.2-$346,162, SHARE THE WEALTH 2,1:56.3f; 1:52.4f-'23-$167,191), A GIRL NAMED SUGAR 3,1:57.3f; 4,1:57.1 ($61,187) (grandam of SQUEE HANOVER 2,1:59.2; 3,1:56.4; 4,1:54.3f-$253,457).

Habit’s Best 2,Q2:02.2 ($1,940) (dam of HABITAT 2,1:53.4; 3,1:53f-$1,271,440 Intl., ON A STREAK 2,1:52.4-$803,475, HAT TRICK HABIT 2,1:55.1; 3,1:52.3-$220,054).

Next Dam - CUSTOM 2,Q2:01.1 (Homesick-KIMBERLY DUTCHESS 3,2.02.1-Kimberly Kid)
Consigned by BLUE CHIP FARMS LLC, AGENT for Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc. and Let It Ride Stables Inc.
Raised at BLUE CHIP FARMS, WALLKILL, NY

WIRED BLUE CHIP
(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 7, 2022
Reg. No. 3XN11 Microchip No. 985141001405598
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Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4 ------
Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50 -------
Classic Wish p,3,T1:52 ----------

WIRED BLUE CHIP

Shaka Blue Chip ------------------

1st Dam
SHAKA BLUE CHIP BT2:00.3f by Captaintreacherous. Starter at 2. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
AMORA HANOVER p,2:02.3h; 3,1:53.1f; BT1:50.4 ($241,270) (Somebeachsomewhere). 44 wins, 2 thru 5. At 3, winner Bud Light S., leg (2) and Final Late Closer at Pocono; second in leg Trillium P. at Woodbine; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Meadowlands, Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. From 9 foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:49, 6 in 1:54, including:

OCEAN COLONY p,2,1:50.1; 1:49 ($483,809) (Somebeachsomewhere). 25 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner Bud Light S., leg (2) and Final Late Closer at Pocono; second in leg Trillium P. at Woodbine; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Meadowlands, Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono; second in leg Delaware P. at Delaware; third in leg Bluegrass S., elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands. At 4, winner Delaware P. at Delaware; second in leg Trillium P. at Woodbine; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Meadowlands. From 9 foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:49, 2 in 1:54, 6 in 1:58, including:

THE ONE-NIGHT PAN p,2,1:57.1f; 4,1:49.1 ($348,979) (Western Hanover). 23 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, second in leg Summertime Ser. at Woodbine; third in leg Summertime Ser. at Woodbine.

3rd Dam
ARMBRO ROMANCE p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:49.4 ($794,375) (By Artsplace). 15 wins at 2 and 3. Nova, O'Brien 3-Year-Old Pace Filly of the Year in 1998. World Champion. At 2, winner elims. Three Diamonds P. At 3, winner Glen Garnsey Mem., Tarport Hap P., Jugette, Final Matron S., Bluegrass S., leg (3) and Final (2) New Jersey Sires S., Ladyship S., elim. Miss New Jersey S.; second in Final Miss New Jersey S.; third in leg. Misteltoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands. From 12 foals, dam of 8 winners, 2 in 1:50, 3 in 1:53, 6 in 1:56, including:

Champlain Filly
International Stallion
Ontario Sires
Ontario SBOA
Simcoe Filly

Tattersalls Pace

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
BC Stake
Bluegrass Sales
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Century Casino Filly Pace
Champlain Filly
Horseman
Little Brown Jug
Messenger
G & I Rompal Memorial

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Ready Any Time 1:53f  -------------
Greenshoe 3,1:49.4  -----------------

Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f  ---------------
Gala Dream 3,1:51.3f  ---------------

Designed To Be 3,1:51.3f  ---------------
Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1f  ---------------
Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3f  ---------------

Right Here Hanover
Kadabra 4,1:51.3  ----------------------
Primrose Lane 1:57.2f  ---------------
Quillo 3,1:53.5  ---------------

Ready Any Time 1:53f  ---------------
Spice Queen 3,1:53  ----------------------
Yankee Glide 3,1:55.1  ---------------

1st Dam
Ready Any Time 2,Q1:56.1; 1:53f ($177,263) by Kadabra. 11 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Georgian. At 3, winner leg Bobby Weiss Ser. At Pocono; third in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. (2). From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:58, including:

Rhiannon Hanover (M) 2,1:57.4f; BT1:58.4f ($40,247) (Cantab Hall). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. (2); second in Pennsylvania Fair S. (2); third in Pennsylvania Fair S. At 3, third in Lady Suffolk T., leg Bobby Weiss Ser. At Pocono.

Father Mike BT2:01f-'23 ($4,509) (Father Patrick). Now 2, second in Landmark S, Pennsylvania Fair S. - B at Bedford (2); third in Pennsylvania Fair S. - B at Honesdale.

2nd Dam
Spice Queen 2,Q2:00; 3,1:53; BT1:52.1 ($402,864) by Yankee Glide. 12 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner elim. Helen Smith Mem., leg (2) and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Final Helen Smith Mem., Late Closer at Lexington; third in Bluegrass S. At 2, third in leg Classical Ser. at Dover, Meadowlands, Mohawk, Final Classic Ser. at Mohawk, elim. Breeders Crown; third in Final Breeders Crown, elim. Armbror Flight T. From 9 foals, dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:55, 6 in 2:00, including:

Trixar 3,1:55.1f; BT1:54f ($188,365) (Trixton). 13 wins, 3 thru 7.

Dancing For Money (M) 2,1:58.1; BT1:55.2 ($117,970) (Muscles Yankee). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner Kentuckiana Stallion Mgmt T., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in Champlain S., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. Dam of Dip Me Hanover 3,1:56.3f; 1:55.1f; BT1:53.2 ($84,307) (Kadabra). 9 wins, 3 thru 6.

Magic n Spice 3,1:56.3f; 1:55.1f; BT1:53.2 ($842,815) (Father Patrick). 12 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner elim. Helen Smith Mem., leg (2) and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Final Helen Smith Mem., Late Closer at Lexington; third in Bluegrass S. At 3, third in leg Classical Ser. at Dover, Meadowlands, Mohawk, Final Classic Ser. at Mohawk, elim. Breeders Crown; third in Final Breeders Crown, elim. Armbror Flight T. From 6 foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 2:00, including:

Margarita Nights (M) 3,1:54.2; BT1:54.1 ($248,614) (Yankee Glide). 6 wins at 3. At 2, third in Bluegrass S. At 3, winner elim. and Final Del Miller Mem., Lady Suffolk T. Dam of Behindclosedoors 2,1:56.4f; 3,1:53.2f ($589,226), Tequila Talkin 2,2:01.3f; 3,1:55f; 1:51.3h-230 ($471,938), Seven Nation Army 2,Q1:57; 3,1:55.2 ($123,024). Grandam of SISTER SLEDGE 2,1:53.1; 3,1:51.2 ($842,815), Don't Take My Keys 2,2:10.3h; 3,1:59.1h; 1:53.1h-23 ($115,729), FORTISSIMO FASHION 3,1:56.3f.

Tijuana Rhythm (M) 2,2:07h; 3,2:05; 1:59.3; BT1:57.2s ($29,257) (Dancer's Victory). 7 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Illinois Fair S. at Lincoln, Martinsville; second in Illinois Fair S. at Charleston; third in Hoosier S. At 3, third in heat Great Midwest T.; third in heat Great Midwest T., Topline S. at Springfield. Producers: Yo Quijero 3,2:04.4f ($16,925) (dam of CHE 2,Q2:03.1f; 3,1:57.1f; 4,1:56.1f), Luchita 3,2:00.3f ($4,780) (dam of Tough Call 2,1:59.1f; 3,1:55.1f; 1:54.2f-$275,943).

Next Dam - Sweetheart Lobell 3,2:02 (Lindy's Crown-Sugar Crown 2,2:05.4h-Nobly-Victory)
REAL SMOKESHOW
(NEW YORK ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled March 29, 2022
Reg. No. 1XA76 Microchip No. 985141001413725

Huntsville p,3,1:47.4
Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4
Mach Three p,3,1:49
Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4

Wild West Show p,3,1:53.3f
Sweet On Art p,4,1:52.4

REAL SMOKESHOW
Real Appealing p,3,1:51.2
Life Sign p,3,1:50.3
Deadly Desire

Real Deal Lindy

1st Dam
REAL APPEALING p,3,1:51.2 ($64,294) by Real Desire. 6 wins at 3. At 2, second in Late Closer at Lexington; third in Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. From 8 previous foals, dam of 6 winners, 5 in 1:52, 6 in 1:57, including:

BEACHIN LINDY p,2,2:00.2h; 3,1:52.1; 4,1:51.2; BT1:50.4s ($235,437) (Somebeachsomewhere). 29 wins, 2 thru 8. At 3, winner leg Valedictory Ser. at Mohawk. At 7, second in Kelli Burnett Mem., Roddy Goguen Mem. at Exhibition, Lindsay Construction Cup at Truro, Cecil Ladner Mem. at Charlottetown; third in elim. Governor's Plate at Summerside.

LUCK BE A LINDY (M) p,2,1:49.4f ($198,016) (Bettor's Delight). 14 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg (2) and Final Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge. At 3, winner cons. New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Yonkers, cons. Matron S. Dam of BEACHBLANKETLINDY p,2,1:53.3 ($107,988), FOUR LEAF LINDY p,2,1:51.4.


LINDY BEACH p,2,Q1:55.1; 3,1:50.3; BT1:49.3 ($144,200) (Somebeachsomewhere). 14 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, second in Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner Bluegrass S.

LINDYS REAL DEAL p,2,1:58.2f; 3,1:52 ($27,856) (Bettor's Delight). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge (3).

2nd Dam
IDEAL GAL by Western Ideal. From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:50, 4 in 1:53, 7 in 1:57, including:


GALIMONY (M) p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:52.4f ($485,913) (Artscape). 11 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Vernon, New York State Fair S. at Tioga, Landmark S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga. At 3, winner Final Empire Breeders Classic, leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Monticello, Saratoga, Yonkers, Tompkins-Geers S., New York State Fair S. at Tioga; second in (2) and Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers, John Simpson Mem., elim. Empire Breeders Classic.

RACHEL WELCH (M) p,2,Q1:57.1; 3,1:52.3; BT1:52.2s ($72,860) (Real Desire). 3 wins at 3. Dam of THE MIDNIGHT TRAIN p,2,1:58.1h; 3,1:53.3f.

Next Dam - BEFORE SUNRISE p,2,1:53 (Precious Bunny-MOONSHAKER p,3,1:55.3-Sonsam)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Champlain Filly
Cana Pace
Hooiser Stake
Little Brown Jug
Manitoba Great Western Messenger
Simcoe Filly
Stanbridge
Tattersalls Pace
Consigned by COOL WINDS FARM for Jeffrey P Conger.
Raised at Jeffrey Conger Farm, Hudson, OH

IMJUSTTELLINYOU
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY Filly Foaled February 11, 2022
Reg. No. 8XK30 Microchip No. 985141001367497

International Moni 3,1:51.4
--------------
Cocktail Jet
Guilty Of Love
Speddy Crown 3,1:57.1

Moni Maker 1:52.1
--------------
Nan's Catch 3,1:54.4

IMJUSTTELLINYOU
Reflection Hanover 2,1:58
--------------
Andover Hall 3,1:51.3
D Train

Remarkable Image 2,1:59.2
--------------
Balanced Image 3,1:58.4
Ambro Mckeown

1st Dam
REFLECTION HANOVER 2,1:58; BT1:55.3s ($54,223) by Donato Hanover. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Champlain S., elim. Peaceful Way S. From 2 previous living foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:56 including:

REPLICA HANOVER 2,1:58.2h; 1:55.2f-'23; BT1:54.4f-'23 ($158,434) (Uncle Peter). 9 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, Ohio State Fair S.; second in leg Ohio Sires S. at Scioto (2); third in Ohio Breeders Champ., leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield.

Reverie Hanover (M) BT2:01.4f ($5,449) (Sebastian K S). At 2, second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Gratz, Indiana, Meadville; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Dayton, Hughesville.

2nd Dam

RUSHMORE HANOVER 2,1:58.4f; 3,1:55.2; BT1:48.34 ($48,341) (Credit Winner). 13 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, second in E.H. Harriman Cup, leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga; third in Bluegrass S. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Monticello, Saratoga, Yorkers, elim. Empire Breeders Classic; third in New York State Fair S. at Tioga. At 4, second in leg Super Bowl Ser. at Meadowlands (2); third in Final Super Bowl Ser. at Meadowlands.


REVONAH HANOVER 3,2:00.4f; 2:00h; BT1:57s ($75,503) (Striking Sahbra). 15 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Kawartha; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian, Woodstock, leg Bridger Ser. at Mohawk. At 3, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Kawartha. At 6, winner leg CCQ-Region at St. Aime Des Lacs. At 7, winner leg CCQ-Region at St. Aime Des Lacs. At 8, second in leg CCQ-Region at Ormstown.

ROUX HANOVER (M) 3,Q1:59.2; 4,1:57.1; BT1:55.1s ($50,547) (Mr Lavec). 3 wins at 4. Dam of SAINT MISBEHAVIN’ 2,2:05h; 3,2:00.4h, STAND BAYOU 1:57.1f Intl. Grandam of PEPIN COOLIE 1:55.3h ($122,428).

3rd Dam
ARMBRO MCKEOWN by Dream Of Glory. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners, 4 in 2:00, including:

HALLO 2,2:03.3; 3,1:55.2 ($200,835) (Angus Hall). 14 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in leg and Final Bridger Ser. at Mohawk; third in cons. Wellwood Mem. At 3, winner leg Tie Silk Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg Simcoe S., elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Rideau Carleton; third in elim. Goodtimes T.


Producers: DUTCHESS OF KENT 3,2:00.2f; BT1:58.4s ($18,552) (dam of KENT COUNTY 2,2:00.4h; 3,1:57h; 1:55.4f-$105,447, grandam of KEEP THE CASH 3,1:57.1-$150,193).

Next Dam - ARMBRO GINA (Joie De Vie-GIN DAISY-Speedy Crown)

Arden Downs Bred at Bluegrass Series
Currier & Ives at Dexter Cup
Breeders Crown at Hambletonian
Champlain Filly at Hoosier State
Horseman at International Stallion
Old Oaken Bucket at Parshall Memorial
Penna. Sires (Fair) at Simcoe Stakes
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel) at Standardbred
Swedish Breeders Crown at Zweig Memorial

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs
Breeders Crown
Champlain Filly
Currier & Ives
Horseman
Old Oaken Bucket
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Standardbred
Swedish Breeders Crown

Stakes Engagements
SANDBAR BABE

BAY FILLY Foaled April 24, 2022

Reg. No. 0X360 Microchip No. 985141001384111

American Ideal p,3,1:47.4 -------- Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4
Leah Almahurst p,3,1:52.3
Life Time Success p,3,1:52.2 -----------------------------------------------
Matt's Scooter p,3,1:48.2
Three Diamonds p,3,1:53.1

Sanbeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 --------------------------------
Where's The Beach p,3,1:49.2

Keystone Rebecca p,3,1:50.2f ----------------------

1st Dam

2nd Dam
KEYSTONE REBECCA BT2:06f by Artsplace. Starter at 2. From 10 foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:51, 4 in 1:58, including:

KEYSTONE RIPTIDE (M) p,3,1:52f; 1:50.2f; BT1:49.3 ($330,940) (Somebeachsomewhere). As above.
KELLY KELLY (M) p,2,1:58.1h; 3,1:52.2; 4,1:50.3; BT1:50 ($83,131) (Bettor's Delight). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Batavia; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers; winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B by Yonkers, leg Spring Preview Ser. at Meadowlands.

3rd Dam
KEYSTONE ROMANCE BT2:02.1f by Keystone Ore. Starter at 2. From 12 foals, dam of 8 winners, 3 in 1:53, 7 in 2:00, including:

KEYSTONE ROMANCE p,2,1:54; 1:51h; BT1:50.2f ($725,180) (Western Hanover). 34 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner Bluegrass S., elim. Governor's Cup, leg Dream Maker Ser. at Woodbine; second in Final Dream Maker Ser. at Woodbine, elim. Metro S.; third in Final Metro S., Abe Lincoln S. At 7, winner leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers (2); second in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; third in leg and Final Levy Mem. at Yonkers.

4th Dam
ROMAINE DANCER p,3,1:56.2f; BT1:55.1f ($29,599) (Grinfromeartoear). 6 wins, 3 thru 5.

LAST ROMANCE (M) p,3,1:58.3; 4,1:56.2f; BT1:55s ($23,348) (Dragon Again). 3 wins at 3 and 4.

KEYSTONE RHyme (M) p,3,1:58f; BT1:55.2f ($19,079) (Camluck). 4 wins at 3.

KEYSTONE ROMANY p,3,1:59.2f; BT1:57.2f ($11,216) (Albatross). 3 wins at 3 and 4.

Producers: Keystone Romona p,2, Q1:59.2; 3,1:54.3; 1:52.4f; BT1:52.4f ($108,968) (Western Hanover). 21 wins, 3 thru 8.

KEYSTONE RASCAL p,1:56.2f; BT1:55.1f ($29,599) (Grinfromeartoear). 6 wins, 3 thru 5.

LAST ROMANCE (M) p,3,1:58.3; 4,1:56.2f; BT1:55s ($23,348) (Dragon Again). 3 wins at 3 and 4.

KEYSTONE ROYCE p,2,2:06h; 3,1:58.2f; 1:52.3f-$237,035, KEYSTONE ROCO p,2,2:03.2h; 3,1:55.4f; 1:52.4f-$186,452, THE MAN'S MAN p,2, Q1:57.4f; 3,1:54.4f, Keystone Romantic (dam of ROMANCE IN CAMELOT p,2,2:04.2h; 3,1:55.4; 1:52.3-$113,664, UCAN CALL ME REI p,2,2:01.3h; 3,1:56.4h; 1:52.4f-$110,732).

Next Dam - ROMANTIC HANOVER p,4,2:04.4h (Tar Heel-ROMOLA HAL p,3,2:00.3-Hal Dale)

Delvin Miller Adios
Artisan Show Sticks
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Century Casino Filly Pace
Champlain Filly
Empire Breeders
Hoosier Stake
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Messenger
New York Sires
NJ Stdb. Dev. Fund
Pan Hall Memorial
Renaissance
G&I Rumpel Memorial
Simcoe Filly
Standingbred
Tattersalls Pace

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Artisan Show Sticks
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Century Casino Filly Pace
Champlain Filly
Empire Breeders
Hoosier Stake
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Messenger
New York Sires
NJ Stdb. Dev. Fund
Pan Hall Memorial
Renaissance
G&I Rumpel Memorial
Simcoe Filly
Standingbred
Tattersalls Pace
LADY RIVIERA 2,1:58; BT1:56.1f ($162,492) by Sand Vic. 4 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga, Yonkers, John Simpson Mem.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Reynolds Mem.; elim. Merrie Annabelle T.; third in Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, including:

- **Trump's Rally** 3,1:55.1f; 4,1:54.1-$107,230.

2nd Dam

LA RIVIERA LINDY 3,2:01.1f ($2,430) by Dream Vacation. Winner at 3. From 8 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:52, 5 in 2:00, including:

- **Flexible Mane** 2,1:58; BT1:56.1f ($162,492) by Sand Vic. 4 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga, Yonkers, John Simpson Mem.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Reynolds Mem.; elim. Merrie Annabelle T.; third in Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, including:

3rd Dam

ROYAL LINDY by Harmonious. Half-sister to **World Champion SIR TAURUS** 2,1:56.3 ($484,810). From 15 foals, dam of 11 winners, 1 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, including:

- **Royal Lindy**
- **Dream Vacation** 4,1:52
- **Cindy Q**
- **Mr Vic** 3,1:54.2
- **Designed To Be** 3,1:51.3
- **Sheer Soul** 3,1:54.3
- **Mr Vic 3,1:54.2
- **Cindy Q**
- **Dream Vacation 4,1:52
- **Royal Lindy**

1st Dam

LADY RIVIERA 2,1:58; BT1:56.1f ($162,492) by Sand Vic. 4 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga, Yonkers, John Simpson Mem.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Reynolds Mem.; elim. Merrie Annabelle T.; third in Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, including:

- **Trump's Rally** 3,2:00.4h; BT1:57 ($29,521) (Cantab Hall). 3 wins at 3.
- **Producers: Duchess Of Lindy** (dam of **DON'T CALL US** 2,1:59.2; 1:58.3f-$126,231, **BLOCKING THE WAY** 3,1:55.1; 4,1:54.1-$107,230).

Next Dam - VANESSA HILL p,3,2:00.4f (Hickory Pride-VIOLA HILL-B.F. Coaltown)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Ardon Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champion
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Hambletonian
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
Old Dane Bucket
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Simcoe
Standardbred
Yonkers Trot
Yonkers Trotting

Main Hall
Row G
Stall 30

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

RED VELVET HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled May 10, 2022
Reg. No. 3XC72 Microchip No. 985141001419744

Main Hall
Row C
Stall 24

295

Stay Hungry p.3,1:47.3 ------------- Mach Three p.3,1:49
Somebeachsomewhere p.3,1:46.4 Where's The Beach
(My Little Dragon p.4,1:48.1 Dragon Again p.1:48.3
My Little Pretty p.3,1:56.2

RED VELVET HANOVER

Rockingcam Park p.3,1:51.2 ------------- Western Ideal p.1:48
Rocknroll Hanover p.3,1:48.3 Rich N Elegant p.3,1:56.4
Cameron D Art p.3,1:52.1 Camluck p.T1:48.4
(L'artesienne p.2,Q2:02f

1st Dam

ROCKINGCAM PARK p.2,1:52.4; 3,1:51.2; BT1:50 ($164,152) by Rocknroll Hanover. 8 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands (2); second in Eternal Camnation P., Reynolds Mem. At 3, winner John Simpson Mem.; second in Tompkins-Geers S., Reynolds Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. From 4 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:49, 2 in 1:53 including:


Resurrect Hanover (M) (Stay Hungry). Now 2.

2nd Dam

CAMERON D ART p.3,1:52.1 ($75,371) by Camluck. 8 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover; third in leg Ontario Spring Ser. at Woodbine. At 4, third in leg Ontario Girls Ser. at Woodbine. From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:50, 4 in 1:52, 6 in 1:57, including:

AVATARIST p.3,1:51; 4,1:50 ($411,054) (Rocknroll Hanover). 34 wins, 3 thru 10. At 3, winner Valedictory Ser. at Woodbine; third in Final Summertime Ser. at Mohawk, leg and Final Valedictory Ser. at Woodbine. At 4, winner leg (2) and Final Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands. At 8, second in leg Hot Lead Ser. at Meadowlands (2).

SEA SHADOWS (M) p.2,1:55.4f; 3,1:54.4; 4,1:50.1f ($368,924) (Shadow Play). 45 wins, 2 thru 7.


PAINTING THE TOWN (M) p.3,1:54; 4,1:53.2s ($69,879) (The Panderosa). 7 wins, 3 thru 5.


Next Dam - LADY MATTINGLY p.3,1:53 (Matt's Scooter-LADY HATHAWAY p.2,1:57.4-No Nukes)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

IDEAL AMY

(BAY FILLY Foaled March 1, 2022)

Reg. No. 0X543 Microchip No. 985141001375754

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foaled</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Stakes Engagements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reg. No.</td>
<td>0X543</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**American Ideal p,3,1:47.4**
- Western Ideal p,1:48
- Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4
- Leah Almahurst p,3,1:52.3

**Roll With Amy p,3,1:53.3f**
- Lifetime Success p,3,1:52.2
- Matt's Scooter p,3,1:48.2
- Three Diamonds p,3,1:53.1

**Lifetime Success p,3,1:52.2**
- Classic Wish p,3,1:52
- The Panderosa p,3,1:49.3
- Armbrus Tea p,3,1:53.2

**Roll With Joe p,3,1:48.2**
- Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50

1st Dam

**ROLL WITH AMY** p,2,1:57.2f; 3,1:53.3f; BT1:52.4f ($29,592) by Roll With Joe. 3 wins at 3. At 3, third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Tioga. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

**BALASUN** p,2,1:58.2; 3,1:54.3; BT1:53f ($78,605) by The Panderosa. 10 wins, 2 thru 4. At 3, third in leg Niagara Ser. at Woodbine. At 4, winner leg White Ruffles Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final White Ruffles Ser. at Meadowlands. From 4 living foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:56, including:
- **FULL MOON FIX** (M) p,2,1:58.2h; 3,1:55.2f; BT1:52.3f ($39,847) (Bettor's Delight). 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in leg Ontario Autumn Ser. at London. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at London.

**SUNSHINE CHIP** (M) p,2,2:00.1h; BT1:55.2f-'23 ($10,437) (Heston Blue Chip). Winner at 2. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S.; second in leg Pennsylvania Fair S. (2); third in Pennsylvania Fair S.

**RETIRE RICH** p,3,1:54.2 ($3,300) (Artiscape). 2 wins at 3.

3rd Dam

**ARMBRO TEA** p,2,2:00.1; 3,1:53.2; BT1:52.2s ($91,457) by Matt's Scooter. 5 wins, 2 thru 4. At 3, second in Simcoe S., leg Town Pro Ser. at Woodbine; third in leg and Final Miss Vera Bars Ser. at Mohawk. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners, 6 in 1:55, 7 in 1:56, including:


**TSM WARHOL T** p,2,1:55f; 3,1:53.2f; 4,1:50.3h- $500,613, (M) p,2,1:57.2f; 3,1:56.4f). Grandam of

Producers: Tea Time (dam of BYE BYE FELICIA p,2,1:52.1f; 3,1:52.2f; 4,1:50.3h-$500,613, HARAMBE DEO p,2,1:55f; 3,1:53.2f; 1:48.3-$122,639, FANTASY LIFE p,2,1:52.3f; 1:45.2f-'23-$199,495, BABY’S IN BLACK p,2,1:54.3f; 3,1:53.4f, 4,1:53h-$134,399, DENIAL p,2,1:52.2h-’23, DRAGONS LAST p,2,Q1:59.4h; 3:1:58.3h; 4,1:54f). Tsm Showmetherenon (dam of TSM ARTEMIS T p,3,1:59f; 1:54.2- $122,639, TSM MONEY DRAGON p,2,1:57.2f; 3,1:56.4f).

Next Dam - CAFE MARIPosa p,2,1:58.4f (Tyler B-SANDIA HANOVER-Albatross)
Consigned by NORTHWOOD BLOODSTOCK AGENCY, AGENT for Always For Sale Stable and J L Benson Stables Inc. Raised at Anvil and Lace Farm, Cynthia, KY

ROMANTIC LOU
(PENNYSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 28, 2022
Reg. No. 4XG64 Microchip No. 985141001419818

Main Hall
Row F
Stall 9

Sweet Lou p.1:47f
Yankee Cruiser p.3,1:49.3s
A Yankee Classic p.3,1:56.1f
Sweet Future p.3,1:54.2
Falcons Future p.3,1:51f
Sweet Dahnin p.3,1:55.4

ROMANTIC LOU
Roll With Joe p.3,1:48.2
Cam's Card Shark p.3,1:50
Classic Wish p.3,1:51.2
Amora Hanover p.3,1:53.1f
Western Ideal p.1:48
Armbro Romance p.3,1:49.4

1st Dam
ROMANCE BLUE CHIP p.2,Q2:03.1f; 3,1:53.2f; BT1:52.1f ($29,215) by Roll With Joe. 6 wins at 3. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
AMORA HANOVER p.2,2:03.3h; 3,1:53.1f; BT1:50.4 ($241,270) by Western Ideal. 12 wins, 2 thru 5. At 3, winner Bud Light S., leg (2) and Final Late Closer at Pocono; second in leg Trillium P. at Woodbine; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Meadowlands, Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. From 9 foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:50, 6 in 1:54, including:


AMORA BEACH p.2,1:54.2; 3,1:51.3f; 1:52.2h; BT1:51f ($329,251) (Somebeachsomewhere). 43 wins, 2 thru 11. At 2, second in leg (2) and Final Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk. At 3, 3rd in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono.

QUAN BLUE CHIP p.2,1:57.2h; 3,1:56f; 4,1:51.2; BT1:51s ($225,622) (Sunshine Beach). 27 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, 3rd in leg Ontario Autumn Ser. at Flamboro.

TE AMO BLUE CHIP p.2,1:52.1h; BT1:50.2h-'23 ($142,757) (Roll With Joe). 7 wins at 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello; third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Yonkers, elim. MGM Springfield S. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Goshen.

3rd Dam

THE ONE-NIGHT PAN p.2,1:57.1f; BT1:50.1 ($348,979) (Western Hanover). 19 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Summer Time Ser. at Woodbine; third in leg Summer Time Ser. at Woodbine.


Next Dam - ARMBRO INTIMATE (Cam Fella-ARMBRO BRAMBLE p.3,1:56-B.G's Bunny)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Champlain
International Stallion
Broadgrays Series
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Progress Pace
Stakes
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
LONG LEGS

(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)

BROWN Filly Foaled April 21, 2022
Reg. No. 8XNS4 Microchip No. 985141001413403

West Hall
Row E
Stall 8

298

LONG LEGS

Muscle Hill 3:1:50.1: Muscles Yankee 3:1:52.2

Naga Morich S: 1:59.4f

Amigo Hall 3:1:54: Balanced Image 3:1:58.4

Sahalee 4:1:58.1: Keystong Holly Ann 2:04.3h

2022 Stakes Engagements

Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champlain Filly

Deer Creek
Kentucky Futurity
Ontario SBOA

Hambletonian
Old Oaks Buckat
Simcoe Filly

International Stallion
Ontario Sires

Ontario SBOA
Simcoe Filly

Swedish Breeders Crown

Yonkers Trot

Zweig Memorial

Producers:

Yankee Blondie 3:1:59.4f

Dame Lavec 2:1:59.3f

Ali's Cat 1:57.1h

Garland Lobel 3:1:55.3

Keyesleg Holly Ann 2:04.3h

Thoroughbred Winter Series
Thoroughbred Winter Series
Thoroughbred Winter Series


CONSIGNED BY CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT for Windsong Stable.
Raised at Concord Stud Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ

2022 Stakes Engagements

Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champlain Filly

Deer Creek
Kentucky Futurity
Ontario SBOA

Hambletonian
Old Oaks Buckat
Simcoe Filly

International Stallion
Ontario Sires

Ontario SBOA
Simcoe Filly

Swedish Breeders Crown

Yonkers Trot

Zweig Memorial

Producers:

Yankee Blondie 3:1:59.4f

Dame Lavec 2:1:59.3f

Ali's Cat 1:57.1h

Garland Lobel 3:1:55.3

Keyesleg Holly Ann 2:04.3h

Thoroughbred Winter Series
Thoroughbred Winter Series
Thoroughbred Winter Series


Consigned by CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT for Windsong Stable.
Raised at Concord Stud Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ
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LONG LEGS

Muscle Hill 3:1:50.1: Muscles Yankee 3:1:52.2

Naga Morich S: 1:59.4f

Amigo Hall 3:1:54: Balanced Image 3:1:58.4

Sahalee 4:1:58.1: Keystong Holly Ann 2:04.3h

2022 Stakes Engagements

Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champlain Filly

Deer Creek
Kentucky Futurity
Ontario SBOA

Hambletonian
Old Oaks Buckat
Simcoe Filly

International Stallion
Ontario Sires

Ontario SBOA
Simcoe Filly

Swedish Breeders Crown

Yonkers Trot

Zweig Memorial

Producers:

Yankee Blondie 3:1:59.4f

Dame Lavec 2:1:59.3f

Ali's Cat 1:57.1h

Garland Lobel 3:1:55.3

Keyesleg Holly Ann 2:04.3h

Thoroughbred Winter Series
Thoroughbred Winter Series
Thoroughbred Winter Series

Consigned by and Raised at VIEUX CARRE' FARMS, Gettysburg, PA

SILVER LAKE
(NEW JERSEY ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled April 23, 2022

Reg. No. 6XH54  Microchip No. 985141001373549

North Hall
Row I
Stall 1

Silent Lake 2,1:57.3f; BT1:56.4f-23 ($13,444) (Greenshoe). At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser., at Meadows.

1st Dam
SABRINA DEO 2,1:59.3; 3,1:56.4f; 4,1:55.1; BT1:54.2s ($518,263) by Angus Hall. 12 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro; third in Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.

2nd Dam
CAUGHT MY EYE 2,1:59.3; 4,1:55.1; BT1:54.2s ($518,263) (Angus Hall). As above.

3rd Dam
LOKING AT YOU Babe by Malabar Man. From 9 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:56, including:

CAUGHT MY EYE (M) 2,1:59.3; 4,1:55.1; BT1:54.2s ($518,263) (Angus Hall). As above.

4th Dam
Yankee Phoenix BT2:02f ($2,896) by Valley Victory. At 2, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State. From 5 foals, dam of 1 winner, including:

Lookin At You Babe (M) (Malabar Man). As above.

5th Dam
GRATYS KELSI 3,1:58.3f; 1:56f - $251,667 (granddam of BETTER CALL SAUL 3,1:58.3f; 1:56f- $251,667), Yankee Tanya 2,2:04.2f ($3,725) (granddam of GASLIGHT 3,2:00.4; 1:54f-$196,897).

Next Dam - YANKIE FLIGHT 2,2:05.3 (Hickory Pride-YANKIE DUCHESS-Duke Of Lullwater)

Stakes Engagements

Yankee Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champlain Filly

Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Hambletonian
Hoosier Stake

Horsemanship
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
NJ Sires (Par-Muscle)
NJ Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
NJ Sird, Dev. Fund

Old Oaken Bucket
Simcoe Filly
Yankees Trot

Swedish Breeders Crown
Standardbred
Zwice Memorial
Consigned by and Raised at VIEUX CARRE' FARMS, Gettysburg, PA

ALWAYS ORDERLY
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled June 1, 2022
Reg. No. ZXG98 Microchip No. 985141001373725

300

Always B Miki p,1:46
-----
Always A Virgin p,3:1:48.4
Western Ideal p,1:48
Always ORDERLY
Neverhaveneverwill p,3:Q1:55.3
Artspace p,4:1:49.2
Artstopper
-----
An't No Stopn Me p,3:1:55.1h

ALWAYS ORDERLY

Sailaja Deo p,2:Q1:55
-----
Somebeachsomewhere p,3:1:46.4
Mach Three p,3:1:49

1st Dam
SAILAJA DEO
p,2:Q1:55; BT1:54.3f ($22,398) by Somebeachsomewhere. Winner at 2. At 2, winner Pennsylvania All-Stars; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. From 1 previous foal, dam of:

2nd Dam
SHOW THE WORLD
p,3:1:55.2f; BT1:52.3 ($21,755) by Western Ideal. 2 wins at 3. At 2, third in elim. Late Closer at Dayton. At 8, second in leg Roy Kautz Mem. at Hoosier.

3rd Dam
WORLDLY BEAUTY
p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:51.1; 4,1:49.3 ($1,900,255) by Artsplace. 21 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Tompkins-Geers S., Final New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres; second in Final Lawrence B. Sheppard Mem., Reynolds Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres; third in New Jersey Futurity. At 3, winner cons. Adios S., New Jersey Futurity; cons. in Bluegrass S., cons. North America Cup, Reynolds Mem., John Simpson Mem., elim. Art Rooney P., leg New Jersey Sires S.; third in Tattersalls P., Final Art Rooney P., elim. Meadowlands P. At 4, second in leg Overbid Ser., leg Cape & Cutter Ser.; third in Final Cape & Cutter Ser. From 15 foals, dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:49.6 in 1:54.8 in 1:56, including:
ROCK N' ROLL WORLD
WORLD OF ROCKNROLL
p,2:1:54.1; 3:1:50.3; BT1:50 ($338,561) (Rocknroll Hanover). 5 wins at 2 and 3.

Next Dam - WORLD ORDER
p,3:1:53 (Nihilator-RODINE HANOVER)


Next Dam - WORLD ORDER
p,3:1:53 (Nihilator-RODINE HANOVER)

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown

Cane Pace
Championship
Horseman
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Meadowlands Pace
Messenger
Pennsylvania (Pari-Mutuel)
Pennsylvania (Fair)
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Stakes Engagements
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
Consigned by STONEGATE FARM LLC, AGENT for Pheasant Hill Farm. Raised at Pheasant Hill Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ.

MARIN COUNTY

(new jersey eligible)

BROWN FILLY Foaled April 24, 2022
Reg. No. 4XK08

301

Main Hall
Row A
Stall 30

MARIN COUNTY

Propulsion 4,1:52.1 --------------
Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f
Andover Hall 3,1:51.3
Deanella Hanover 3,1:56.4

MARIN COUNTY

Sausalito 2,1:57.4f -------------
D Train
Lady Holiday
Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f

1st Dam

SAUSAITO 2,1:57.4f; BT1:56.4f ($22,120) by Donato Hanover. 2 wins at 2. From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:57, including:

POINT REYES (M) 2,2:01h; 3,1:56.3h-'23; BT1:54.3f-'23 ($100,290) (E L Titan). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg (2) and Final New Jersey Stbd. Dev. Fund at Freehold; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Tioga. Now 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon, leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo; third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga.

2nd Dam

LADY HOLIDAY by Lindy Lane. From 10 foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of 6 winners, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:58, including:

HOLIDAY CREDIT 2,1:58.3f; 3,1:56.3h; 4,1:55.1f; BT1:53.3 ($737,626) (Credit Winner). 11 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Tioga, Yonkers, New York State Fair S. at Tioga; second in International Stallion S., leg New York Sire S at Saratoga, Tompkins-Geers S.; third in Reynolds Mem. At 3, elim. and Final Dexter Cup, leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga, Yonkers; second in Final Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, elim. and Final Matron S., Zweig Mem., Bluegrass S., Galt Mem., leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, elim. Empire Breeders Classic; third in Colonial T., Final Empire Breeders Classic, leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. Exported.

3rd Dam

BALTIC HOLIDAY by Baltic Speed. From 12 foals, dam of 7 winners, 5 in 2:00, including:


BALTIC LANE 3,2:00.3f; 4,1:59.2f; BT1:57.4f ($140,190) (Lindy Lane), 24 wins, 3 thru 9. Producers: Home forthefinals (grandam of MAMBACITA 2,1:53.2; 3,1:50.4-'23-$703,918).

Next Dam - AH SO 2,2:01.4 (Speedy Count-LALITA HANOVER-Hoot Mon)

Stakes Engagements

Arden Downs Bluegrass Series Breders Crown Champlain Fifty Currier & Ives Dexter Cup Hambletonian Hoosier Stake Horseman International Stallion NJ Garden State Trot NJ Sires (Pari-Mutual) Old Oaken Bucket Parshall Memorial Smcoe Filly Standardbred Yonkers Trot Zweig Memorial
1st Dam
SAWYER p,2,1:53.3f; BT1:51.4f ($268,975) by Western Ideal. 9 wins at 3. At 2, third in Late Closer 2nd Dam.

CULTURE SHOCK (M) p,2,1:54.2f; 3,1:51.4f-'23; BT1:51.4f-'23 ($59,440) (Captaintreacherous). 4 wins 2 and 3. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono. Now 3.

Sinatra Hanover p,2,1:52.2-'23 ($25,393) (Bettor's Delight). 2 wins at 2. Now 2, winner, Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk and Grand River, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Kawartha.

2nd Dam
IDEAL NEWS p,2,Q1:55.3; 3,1:51.4f; BT1:51.4 ($268,975) by Western Ideal. 9 wins at 3. At 2, third in Late Closer at Lexington (2). At 3, winner Final Miss New Jersey S., leg (2) and Final Blossom Ser., Adioo Volo S., leg New Jersey Sires S. (2), elim. Fan Hanover S.; second in elim. Miss New Jersey S. From 6 foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:49.4, 4 in 1:54, 6 in 1:58, including:

ESCAPE THE NEWS p,2,1:50.3; 3,1:50.4f-$406,393). Dam of

BRONSON p,4,1:55.3f; BT1:53.2 ($10,540) (Captaintreacherous). 2 wins at 4 and 5. Producers: ALL THE BUZZ p,3,Q1:58 ($1,500) (dam of SPECIAL MENU p,2,1:51.1f-'23, HURRIKANE CHUCK p,2,1:57h, 2,1:54f-'23).

3rd Dam
WHATS NEW p,2,2:02; 3,1:53.3; BT1:52.3 ($17,440) by Falcon Seelster. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, second in elim. Mistletoe Shalee P. From 13 foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:50, 6 in 1:55, 9 in 1:59, including:

GOOD NEWS LADY (M) p,2,1:52.3; 3,1:51.1; BT1:50.1 ($775,760) (Western Ideal). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Eternal Cannation P., Bluegrass S., John Simpson Mem., second in Kentuckiana Stallion Mgmt P. At 3, winner Jugette, Bluegrass S.; second in Final Mistletoe Shalee P., Valley Forge P., Final Lismore P., elim. Breeders Crown, elim. Miss New Jersey S. Dam of GINGER TREE PETE p,3,1:54.4f; 1:52.1f ($373,990), NEWSDAY p,2,1:56.3f; 3,1:51.3 ($359,727), VEGAS DREAM p,2,1:58.1f; 3,1:53.1f; 1:51.1f ($238,457). Grandam of PLAY THE PONIES p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:51.2; 4,1:51f ($195,188).


WESTERN NEWS (M) p,2,1:54.3; BT1:54.1f ($154,735) (Western Hanover). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Kentucky Sbtd. Sale Co. P., International Stallion S., Arden Downs S.

Producers: MIDNIGHT ART p,2,1:55.2; 4,1:54 ($66,405) (dam of ARTIE’S IDEAL p,2,1:54.1f; 3,1:50.1f-$562,820, ARTIST NIGHT p,2,1:53f; 3,1:51.1f-$327,383, MACHINER p,3,1:54.2; 4,1:52.2-$269,080).

SAFTA PERRY p,2,Q1:57.4; 3,1:53.2 ($31,661) (dam of ROCKIN SPEED p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:50.2; 4,1:49.1-$493,648), Newsletter (dam of COLLAGE p,2,Q1:57, 3,1:51.4f; 1:50.4f-$406,393).

Next Dam - SHOCKING SECRET p,3,1:54.1 (Landslide-COVER STORY p,3,2:01.1-$562,820).
Consigned by FOX DEN FARM, AGENT for Olive Branch Farm. Raised at Olive Branch Farm, Wingate, NC

**IMPERFECT CIRCLE**
(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 26, 2022
Reg. No. 3XN46  Microchip No. 985141001415574

Main Hall
Row I
Stall 39

Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50 ----------- Cam's Card Shark p,4,1:53.1
Jef's Magic Trick p,2,2:02f ------- Jef's Magic Trick p,2,2:02f
Classic Wish p,3,T1:52 ----------- Classic Wish p,4,T1:51.4
Best Of The Best p,3,2:04.1f

**IMPERFECT CIRCLE**

Always A Virgin p,3,1:48.4 ----------- Always A Virgin p,3,1:49.5
Neverhaveneverwill p,3,Q1:55.3 ------ Neverhaveneverwill p,3,Q1:55.3
Jate Lobell p,3,1:51.2 ----------- Jate Lobell p,3,1:51.2
She's Pure Silk p,3,1:58.1f ------- She's Pure Silk p,3,1:58.1f

1st Dam
SCARLET N SILK p,3,1:53.4; 4,1:52.3; BT1:51.4s ($228,160) by Always A Virgin. 34 wins, 3 thru 9. At 5, second in leg Late Closer at Hawthorne. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
SOME COTTON BT2:01.2 by Jate Lobell. Starter at 2. From 8 living foals, dam of 6 winners, 5 in 1:54, 6 in 1:56, including:

SCARLET N SILK (M) p,3,1:53.4; 4,1:52.3; BT1:51.4s ($228,160) (Always A Virgin). As above.

PURE COTTON (M) p,2,1:59h; 3,1:51.4; 4,1:50.2f; BT1:50s ($225,365) (Rockin Image). 17 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Indiana Fair S. at Converse, Portland. At 3, winner leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier, leg Go On BB Ser. at Hoosier, Indiana Fair S. at Portland (2); second in Final Go On BB Ser. at Hoosier, Elkhart County Classic at Goshen; third in leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier, leg Go On BB Ser. at Hoosier, ISA Elite S. at Indianapolis, Indiana Fair S. at Goshen.

PURE SILKY (M) p,2,2:03.3h; 3,1:51.4; 4,1:51.2f-'23; BT1:51.1s ($188,355) (Tellitlikeitis). 15 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Indiana Fair S. at Converse (3), Corydon. At 3, winner leg Indiana Fair S. at Converse, Portland. At 4, winner leg Indiana Fair S. at Converse, leg and Final Late Closer at Hoosier (2); second in horseman S., Elkhart County Classic at Goshen, elim: Late Closer at Hoosier, Indiana Fair S. at Portland.

SOMEHOWSOMEDAY (M) p,2,1:55.1; 3,1:50.2; 4,1:50.2 ($82,867) (Net Ten Eom). 18 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner Indiana Fair S. at Frankfort; second in Indiana Fair S. at Converse, Indianapolis. At 4, winner leg Indiana Fair S. at Converse, leg Final Late Closer at Hoosier; second in Horseman S., Elkhart County Classic at Goshen, elim: Late Closer at Hoosier, Indiana Fair S. at Portland.

SWISS COTTON (M) p,2,2:05.4f; 3,1:53.4; 4,1:53.3; BT1:53.2s ($15,357) (Tellitlikeitis). 20 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Indiana Fair S. at Converse (3), Corydon. At 3, winner leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier, leg Go On BB Ser. at Hoosier, ISA Elite S. at Indianapolis, Indiana Fair S. at Goshen.

SOMEHOWSOMEDAY (M) p,2,1:55.1; 3,1:53.2 ($82,867) (Net Ten Eom). 18 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner Indiana Fair S. at Frankfort; second in Indiana Fair S. at Converse, Portland. At 4, winner leg Indiana Fair S. at Converse, leg Final Late Closer at Hoosier; second in Horseman S., Elkhart County Classic at Goshen, elim: Late Closer at Hoosier, Indiana Fair S. at Portland.

SOMEHOWSOMEDAY (M) p,2,1:55.1; 3,1:53.2 ($82,867) (Net Ten Eom). 18 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner Indiana Fair S. at Frankfort; second in Indiana Fair S. at Converse, Portland. At 4, winner leg Indiana Fair S. at Converse, leg Final Late Closer at Hoosier; second in Horseman S., Elkhart County Classic at Goshen, elim: Late Closer at Hoosier, Indiana Fair S. at Portland.

3rd Dam
SHE'S PURE WESTERN p,3,1:55.2f; 4,1:55.2f; BT1:55.2f ($317,983) (Western Hanover). 50 wins, 3 thru 12. At 4, second in cons. Trendsetter Senior Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Trendsetter Senior Ser. at Meadowlands. Producers: Silk Canvas p,2,2:07.1h ($3,134) (dam of CULTURAL PARADISE p,2,1:57.1f; 3,1:51.3f-$328,087; grandam of WESTERN WISH p,2,1:57.4h; 3,1:50.4f-$341,183). Kayla Paige (dam of TIDEWATER TOMAHAWK p,2,2:01.3h; 3,1:50.4f-$459,335).

**Next Dam - SILK STOCKINGS** p,3,1:55.2 (Most Happy Fella-MARYELLEN HANOVER p,4,2:01.22-$317,983)

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**
Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Century Casino F. P.
Champlain Filly
Great Mid-West
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Melmont Great Western Messenger
Ontario Sires
Ontario SBOA
Simcoe Filly
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
TH AVERY
(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 13, 2022
Reg. No. 0XP90  Microchip No. 985141001413717

Muscle Mass 2,1:53.4  --------------
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2  
Valley Victory 3,1:55.3

Graceful Touch 2,1:56.1  
Maiden Yankee 3,1:59.4f 
Pine Chip 4,1T:51

Northeast Hall 
Row G
Stall 6

TH AVERY
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SCORCHED ROMANCE 2,1:57.1; 3,1:57; BT1:55.3s ($80,716) by Kadabra. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg ONSS - Grassroots at Grand River, Mohawk, Final ONSS - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg ONSS - Grassroots at Mohawk. At 3, winner leg Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk (2); second in leg ONSS - Grassroots at Mohawk. This is her first foal.

TEQUILA SLAMMER 2,1:56.4; BT1:55s ($256,861) by Yankee Glide. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Bluegrass S., Robert Stewart S., Bud Light S.; second in Champlain S.; third in elim. and Final Breeders Crown at Woodbine, International Stallion S., elim. Peaceful Way S. At 3, winner Bud Light S.; third in Casual Breeze T. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners, 3 in 1:54, 5 in 1:57, including:

THE VETERAN 2,Q1:57.1; 3,1:51.2; 1:50.1 ($503,223) (Muscle Mass). 15 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner New York Sire S. at Monticello; third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Saratoga, Yonkers, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers. At 3, winner New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Tioga, Yonkers, cons. Empire Breeders Classic, Late Closer at Lexington; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers, Late Closer at Lexington. At 4, second in Spirit of Massachusetts T.

RESOLVE T 2,1:56.1 ($46,323) (Deweycheatumnhowe). 10 wins at 3 and 4.

SUNSHINE LADY (M) BT2:07.4s-'23 (Muscle Mass). Now 2 and racing.

TH AVERY

SILLY SENORITA BT2:03.3h by Balanced Image. Starter at 3. From 4 foals (1Exported prior to racing), dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:57, incl.: 

TEQUILA SLAMMER (M) 2,1:56.4; BT1:55s ($256,861) (Yankee Glide). As above.

SALT AND LIME 1:59.1f; BT1:58.1f Intl ($17,992 Intl.) (Yankee Glide). 5 wins at 4 in Sweden.

SILLY SENORITA SIERA by Sierra Kosmos. From 11 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:52, 6 in 1:58, including:

TWIN B EXCALIBUR 3,1:57.4; 4,1:51.1 ($247,790) (Ken Warkentin). 34 wins, 3 thru 11. At 3, second in leg Ontario Graduate Ser. at Mohawk.

TWIN B SENSATION (M) 2,Q2:00.1; 3,1:55.3h ($361,816). Dam of SENSIBILITY 2,Q2:00.1; 3,1:55.3h ($361,816).
CHORINE HANOVER BT2:14 by Malabar Man. Starter at 2. From 7 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 4th Dam
SECRET LOVE 3,1:59; BT1:58.2s ($5,100) by Lucky Chucky. 2 wins at 3.

Arden Downs

Next Dam
SECRET MAGIC (M) 3,1:59; BT1:58.2s ($5,100) (Lucky Chucky). As above.

2nd Dam
MAGICAL AFFAIR 3,2:00.4f; BT1:58.1f ($6,900) by Glidemaster. Winner at 3. At 3, second in leg PA Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. From 3 foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:59, including:
SECRET LOVE (M) 2,1:59f; 3,1:57.3f; BT1:55.2 ($139,472) (S J's Photo). 5 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg and Final NJSS at Meadowlands, elim. Merrie Annabelle T. At 3, win leg and Final NJSS at Meadowlands, elim. Hambletonian Oaks; second in Final Del Miller Mem., American-National S., Bluegrass S.; third in World Trotting Derby Filly S. From 8 living foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:58, including:
MAGICAL AFFAIR (M) 2,2:00; 3,1:54.4f; BT1:54f ($198,260) (Cantab Hall). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg PASS, leg Late Closer at Pompano; second in Final PASS. Dam of MANCHEGO 2,1:52.4; 3,1:50; 4,1:49 ($3,144,777), IN SECRET 2,2:00.3f; 3,1:54.2; 1:52.3f ($976,816).

3rd Dam
HILLMAN 2,Q2:01.3h; 3,1:54.2; 1:52.3f ($976,816). Grandam of ALLEGRO 2,2:00.2 (Arnie Almahurst-APPASSIONATO-Tamerlane). 10 wins, 2 thru 7. At 3, winner leg and Final KYSS at Lexington; second in leg PASS (2). Dam of IN SECRET 2,1:57.1-'23.

4th Dam
CONCERT GOER 2,2:08.3h; 3,1:59 ($57,006) by Baltic Speed. 6 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner New Jersey Fair S. at Ridgew. From 11 living foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 2:00, including:

CLAREEN (M) 2,1:59f; 3,1:57.3f; BT1:55.2 ($139,472) (S J's Photo). 5 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg and Final PASS, Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner Currier & Ives Filly S. Producers: Swan Lake (dam of SWAN IMAGE 2,2:02.2; 3,1:55.2; 4,1:51.4-$628,952, MAGIC SWAN 2,1:57.2; 3,1:56.2f; 4,1:51.1-$450,047).
JUST TOUCH IT
(NEW JERSEY & MASSACHUSETTS ELIGIBLE)
(EMBRYO TRANSFER)
BAY COLT Foaled April 11, 2022
Reg. No. 9X191 Microchip No. 985141001376255

Chapter Seven 4,1:50.1
Random Destiny 3,1:54.1
Front Porch Swing

Baltic Speed 3,1:56
Valley Victoria 3,2:00.3f
Speedy Crown 3,1:57.1

JUST TOUCH IT

Valley Victory 3,1:55.3

Moni Maker 1:52.1

Just Touch It 2,1:57.1

1st Dam
TOUCH OF MONI 2,1:57.1: BT1:56.3 ($80,375) by Valley Victory. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Final Lexington Breeders Classic, Kentucky Sbtd. Sale Co. T., leg Early Closer at Lexington; second in elim. Lexington Breeders Classic. From 8 previous foals, dam of 7 winners, 2 in 1:55, 6 in 1:59, including:
FRENCH MONI 2,1:57.4f; 3,1:56.3; 4,1:54.1f; BT1:53.1 ($166,206) (Love You). 15 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge; second in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge. At 3, third in Final Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge. At 4, third in Late Closer at Lexington.
WALLET 2,1:57.2f; 3,1:54.3; BT1:52.4 ($143,327) (Walner). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge (3).
CANT TOUCH IT (M) 2,1:56.2; 3,1:55.3f; BT1:55 ($94,130) (Cantab Hall). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands (2). At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.
MADOFFWITHTHEMONI 3,1:56.1; BT1:55.3 ($47,071) (Cantab Hall). 4 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, second in Late Closer at Lexington (2).
GRAN CAVALLA (M) 3,1:58.3f; BT1:58f ($18,036) (Cantab Hall). 2 wins at 2 and 3. Dam of INCOMMUNICADO 2,1:56.2f; 3,1:56.1f; 4,1:55.1 ($673,257), MONI LISA 2,02:02.1; 3,1:53.4f.23.
TOUCHED BY LINDY 3,Q1:58.1f; BT1:55.2 ($3,000) (Donato Hanover). Winner at 3.
Producer: A Touch Of Lindy (dam of ROCKEFELLER LINDY 2,2:07.4h; 3,1:56.3f; 4,1:55.1f-$312,090).

2nd Dam
Producers: NOTHING BUT MONI 2,Q2:01.2; 3,1:55.4 ($156,895) (dam of READY FOR MONI 2,Q1:54; 3,1:51.1; 4,1:50.3-$1,204,068), Live Moni (dam of MONI FOR LINDY 2,1:55.3f; 3,1:53.4-$429,248).

Next Dam - NANN’S CATCH 3,1:54.4

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Bluegrass Series
Chesapeake
Dexter Cup
Kentucky Futurity
Massachusetts Sires
International Stallion
NJ Sires (Pari-Mutual)
NJ Stb. Dev. Fund
Simcoe
Yonkers Trot
Chapter Seven
Random Destiny
La Riviera Lindy
Ken Warkentin
Front Porch Swing
La Riviera Lindy
Chapter Seven
Nan’s Catch
Baltic Speed
Valley Victoria
Speedy Crown
Just Touch It
Valley Victory
Chapter Seven
Random Destiny
Front Porch Swing
Baltic Speed
Valley Victoria
Speedy Crown

Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Moni Maker Stable.
Raised at Lindy Farms, Somersville, CT
### Shalamar Hanover

**BAY FILLY**
**Foaled April 10, 2022**
**Reg. No. 8XE45**
**Microchip No. 985141001419457**

**Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setntheworldonfire</th>
<th>Self Possessed</th>
<th>3:1:51.3</th>
<th>Cantab Hall</th>
<th>3:1:54</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canland Hall</td>
<td>3:1:57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SHALAMAR HANOVER**

- **Muscles Yankee** 3:1:52.2
- **Gaelic** 4:2:00.3f

**307**

**1st Dam**

**SETNTHEWORLDONFIRE**

- **BT1:56.1s ($64,748)** by Muscles Yankee. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. John Simpson Mem.; third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:56, including:


**Sky Flyer Hanover** (International Moni). Now 2.

**2nd Dam**

**GAELIC**

- **2:1:58.1; 3:1:55.2; 1:54.3; BT1:54.1s ($199,923)** (Muscle Yankee). 13 wins, 3,1:53.4f ($206,191) (Muscle Hill). 11 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner Final Kentucky Sires S. at GAELIHILL.

**Tom D Baker**

- **3:1:59.2; 4:1:58.2h; BT1:55.3 ($34,410)** (Muscle Mass). 4 wins at 3 and 4.

**WARRAWEE KIRRA**


**GAELIHILL**


**WARRAWEE KIRRA**


**3rd Dam**

**CLOVERLEAF KOSMOS** by Jurgy Hanover. Full sister to CONDOR KOSMOS 2:2:02.3; 3:1:57.2; 1:55.3 ($364,120). From 11 living foals, dam of 6 winners, 3 in 1:59, including:

**KING OF TROT**


**WARRAWEE KIRRA**


1st Dam
SETTE DEO 2,1:56.4; 3,1:55.1; BT1:54.2s ($55,822) by Chapter Seven. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Final
Pure Ivory Ser. at Mohawk; third in leg Pure Ivory Ser. at Mohawk. From 1 previous foal, dam of:

Seven Reps BT1:56.23 ($11,231) (Muscle Hill). Now 2, second in Tompkins-Geers S.

2nd Dam
DORIS DEO by Andover Hall. From 8 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 6 winners, 3rd Dam

DORIS DEO by Andover Hall. From 8 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:58,
including:

MAXIMUS DEO 3, Q1:57.1; 1:54.4h ($151,619) (Muscle Yankee). 24 wins, 4 thru 7.

MAVEINS WAY 2, 1:55.3; 3, 1:51.4 ($141,724) (Muscle Hill). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Kindergarten
Classic Ser. at Lexington; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington. Final Kindergarten Classic
Ser. at Vernon, International Stallion S. At 3, winner cons. Colonial T., leg New NJSS at Meadowlands;
third in Final NJSS at Meadowlands.

DIVA DEO (M) 3, 1:52.1f; 4, 1:57.2f Intl. ($83,774 Intl.) (Muscle Yankee). 12 wins Intl’lly; 3 thru 6.

CELIA CANTABA (M) 2, Q2:01.4f; 3, 1:56f ($141,724) (Muscle Hill). At 2, winner leg NYSS at Saratoga, Landmark S., Reynolds Mem.; second in leg NYSS at Buffalo. At 3, winner elim. and Final Matron S., elim. and Final Great Mid-West

3rd Dam
D TRAIN BT1:59.2 by Donerail. Starter at 2 and 3. From 14 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 9 winners,
4 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, incl.:

DONATO HANOVER 2, 1:56.4; 3, 1:55.1; BT1:54.2s ($2,998,777) (Andover Hall). 19 wins at 2 and 3. Dan Patch, Nova 2-
Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 2006; Dan Patch Horse of the Year in 2007; World Champion. At 2, winner elim. and Final Breeders Crown Woodbine, elim., Final Peter Haughton Mem., Bluegrass S., Intl Stallion S., E.H. Harriman Cup. 3, winner elim. and Final Hambletonian S., elim. and Final Canadian Trotting Classic, World Trotting Derby, elim. and Final Stanley Dancer T., Kentucky Futurity, Bluegrass S., Dickerson Cup; second in elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands; third in Final Breeders Crown at Meadowlands.

HERE COMES HERBIE 2, 1:56f; 3, 1:52 ($365,541) (Credit Winner). 8 wins and 3. World Champion. At 2,

DREAM ON HANOVER (M) 2, 1:57.4f; 3, 1:55.4; BT1:53.2 ($119,521) (Andover Hall). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2,
winner Reynolds Mem., Tompkins-Geers S.; second in leg Dutchess S. at Mohawk. At 3, winner elim. and Final Kentucky Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in leg International Stallion S. at Vernon, Late Closer at Lexington.

CELEBRITY EXPRESS 2, 1:58.4; 3, 1:55.4f; 4, 1:53.4f; BT1:52.2 ($74,952) (Andover Hall). 5 wins, 2 thru 4.
At 2, winner leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon, Late Closer at Lexington; second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington; third in International Stallion S.

DETOUR HANOVER 2, 1:58.4f; 3, 1:54.2f; BT1:53.4 ($25,375) (Andover Hall). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington.


Producers: D Litwak Hanover (dam of HL REVADON 3, 1:57.9f-Prakas), EPSOM AS 3, 1:57-23-$147,214), Danielle Hanover (dam of DARLENE HANOVER 2, 1:53.4; 3, 1:51.4f-591,250, DELILAH HANOVER 2, 1:54.4; 3, 1:54.2f-$308,321).

Next Dam - ALDYTH HANOVER 2, Q2:00.4 (Giant Victory-ANOHER GEISHA 3, 2:00.1-Prakas)
Explosive High

BT1:56.4 ($24,330) by Explosive Matter. At 2, third in leg PA Stallion Ser. at Pocono. At 3, third in leg PA Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:56, including:

BY THE BOOK 2,1:57.3; 3,1:54.4f ($132,081) (Chapter Seven). Now 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Saratoga; third in leg Late Closer at Lexington; third in leg N J Fair S. at Freehold, Final N J Fair S. at Garden State, Flemington, Garden State (2); second in leg NJ Fair S. at Freehold, Final NJ Fair S. at Garden State, Frank Ervin T. at Lexington. At 3, winner Rosalind T. at Lexington, leg NJ Fair S. at Showplace (2); second in Peace Corps T. at Lexington. From 9 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 4 winners, 4 in 1:58, incl.:


PRIVATE PENNANT 3,2:02.4; 1:55.2f ($177,887) (American Winner). 19 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, in leg Reynolds Mem. At 7, winner leg Late Closer at Pocono (2). Producers: Mayflower Volo (dam of TWO HIP DIP 1:43.5-$127,892, MAX VOLO 2,1:56; 3,1:52 ($392,375).)

SEVEN OUT HANOVER

Chapter Seven 4,1:50.1 ——- Windsong's Legacy 3,1:53

Seven High 3,Q1:55.2 ——- Explosive High ——- Madonna Volo 2,1:56.4

1st Dam
SEVEN HIGH 3,Q1:55.2 by Chapter Seven. Record at 3. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
Explosive High BT1:56.4 ($24,330) by Explosive Matter. At 2, third in leg PA Stallion Ser. at Pocono. At 3, third in leg PA Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:56, including:

BY THE BOOK 2,1:57.3; 3,1:54.4f ($132,081) (Chapter Seven). 10 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; second in John Simpson Mem. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Saratoga, Yonkers.

Locomotion BT1:58.1-'23 ($7,400) (Chapter Seven). Now 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Saratoga; third in leg PA Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:56, including:


3rd Dam
MADAME VOLO 2,1:56.4; BT1:55.2 ($32,504) by Yankee Glide. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington; third in Late Closer at Lexington, John Simpson Mem. At 3, winner elim. Helen Smith Mem.; second in leg Late Closer at Tioga. From 6 foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:58, including:


4th Dam
MISSYS GOAL 2,2:00.4; 3,1:56 ($28,252) by Ambro Goal. 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg NJ Fair S. at Flemington, Garden State (2); second in leg NJ Fair S. at Freehold, Final NJ Fair S. at Garden State, Frank Ervin T. at Lexington. At 3, winner Rosalind T. at Lexington, leg NJ Fair S. at Showplace (2); second in Peace Corps T. at Lexington. From 9 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 4 winners, 4 in 1:58, incl.:

GALLERIA
GALLERIA BY THE BEACH

1st Dam


Goto Hanover p,2,Q1:57.4f; 3,1:52.2f-'23; BT1:51.4f-'23 ($23,185) (Sweet Lou). 2 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia.

Goliath Hanover p,2,1:54.1f-23; BT1:53.3f-'23 ($2,926) (Betting Line). Winner at 2.

2nd Dam


Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 --- Mach Three p,3,1:49

GALLERIA HANOVER

1st Dam

310

**310**
**GATSBY HANOVER**
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled April 21, 2022
Reg. No. 5XCl9 Microchip No. 985141001419609

Betts Delight p,3,1:49.4 --------------- Cam's Card Star p,3,1:50

Precocious Beauty p,4,1:50.1 ------------ Art Major p,4,1:48.4

GATSBY HANOVER

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 --- Where To Be p,4,1:49.2

GALLERIA HANOVER p,3,1:52.4 ---- Emory Girl p,3,1:52.4

1st Dam


Gator Hanover p,2,Q1:57.4f; 3,1:52.2f-'23; BT1:51.4f-'23 ($23,185) (Sweet Lou). 2 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia.

Goliath Hanover p,2,1:54.1f-23; BT1:53.3f-'23 ($2,926) (Betting Line). Winner at 2.
ROLL SEVENS by Chapter Seven. Starter at 3.

First colt. From 2 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:58, including:

**FUZZY DICE** (M) 2,1:57.2f; BT1:57 ($277,783) (International Moni). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg KYSS at Oak Grove; third in leg KYSS - Golden Rod at Lexington.

**SIX INCH HEELS** (M) 2,2:00.2f-'23; BT1:58f-'23 ($26,462) (Six Pack). Winner at 2. Now 2, winner MD Stbd. Race Fund at Ocean.

2nd Dam

**NEW ROYALTY** (M) 2,2:02f; 3,1:57.4z ($19,522) by Giant Hit. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg NY - 2nd Dam

**NEW LEAF** (M) 2,1:56.4f; 3,1:54.4f; BT1:54.1 ($98,236) (Muscles Yankee). 6 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg NYSS at Buffalo; third in leg NYSS at Saratoga.


**CREDITORA** 2,1:57.2 ($94,858) (Credit Winner). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, Yonkers (2); third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Goshen; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Batavia, Monticello, Saratoga.

**YANKEE ROYALTY** 2,2:00; 3,1:57f; BT1:56 ($50,633) (Muscles Yankee). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Tompkins-Geers S.

**ROYAL LEAF** 2,2:03.3h; 3,1:58.4f; BT1:56.1f-'23 ($43,277) (Cantab Hall). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner leg Late Closer at Georgian (2).

**ROYALTY WINNER** (M) 3,1:53.83; BT1:57.2s ($14,450) (Credit Winner). Winner at 3. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon, Late Closer at Lexington.

3rd Dam

**MISS GARLAND** 2,2:08f; 3,2:06.2h; 2:00f; BT1:59.3f ($91,356) by Garland Lobell. 25 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner leg Quebec Circuit - B at Trois Rivieres, leg CCQ-Region (2). From 11 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 10 winners, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 2:00, including:

**VIVID PHOTO** 2,2:02.2f; 3,1:51.2; 4,1:50.2z ($3,273,387) (S J's Photo). 49 wins, 2 thru 10. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. - A at Monticello; second in leg NYSS at Saratoga. From 9 living foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:55, 6 in 1:59, including:

**MILITARY BLUE** 3,1:55.2f; BT1:53.4f ($245,845) (Lucky Chucky). 12 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner leg NYSS at Monticello; second in leg NYSS at Buffalo; third in leg NYSS at Vernon.


**CREDITORA** 2,1:57.2 ($94,858) (Credit Winner). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, Yonkers (2); third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Goshen; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Batavia, Monticello, Saratoga.

**YANKEE ROYALTY** 2,2:00; 3,1:57f; BT1:56 ($50,633) (Muscles Yankee). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Tompkins-Geers S.

**ROYAL LEAF** 2,2:03.3h; 3,1:58.4f; BT1:56.1f-'23 ($43,277) (Cantab Hall). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner leg Late Closer at Georgian (2).

**ROYALTY WINNER** (M) 3,1:53.83; BT1:57.2s ($14,450) (Credit Winner). Winner at 3. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon, Late Closer at Lexington.

At 6, second in Patriot Inv.

**DEVIOUS MAN** 2,1:53.2; 3,1:52.2; BT1:51 ($1,338,677) (Credit Winner). 11 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg (5) and Final NYSS, International Stallion S.; second in leg NYSS at Saratoga. At 3, winner leg NYSS at Saratoga. At 3, winner leg NYSS at Saratoga. At 3, winner Final Earl Beal Jr. Mem. elim. and Final Empire Breeders Classic, leg NYSS; second in elim. and Final Hambletonian S., Final Kentucky Fut. at Mohawk, Titan Cup, Credit Winner T., Patriot Inv.; second in Maple Leaf T., leg Classic Ser. at Mohawk. At 6, second in Patriot Inv.

**WHITEHOUSE EXPRESS** 1:54.1f ($202,776 Int.) (Yankee Glide). 16 wins Int'lly. At 5, winner elim. and Final Mantorpoloppet at Mantorp, Bromdivisionen at Vermo, Boden, second in Final Brondivisionen at Eskilstuna. At 6, winner Final Silverdivisionen at Bergsaker, Gavle, Boden, Gotlandslopnngen at Visby.

Next Dam - SCENIC DOLLY (Lindy's Crown-SCENIC LINDA 2,2:16h-Eric B.)

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champion
Currier & Ives
Daxler Cup
Hambletonian
Hoofer Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
Maryland Sbdl. Race Fund
Old Daiken Basket
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Simoce
Standardbred
Swedish Breeders Crown
Ralph Wifling
Yonkers Trot
Zweig Memorial
Consigned by NORTHWOOD BLOODSTOCK AGENCY, AGENT for Pleasant Hill Farm. 
Raised at Pleasant Hill Farm, Huntsburg, OH

ALWAYS A BANG
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BROWN COLT Foaled May 26, 2022
Reg. No. 6XF08 
Microchip No. 985141001418511

ALWAYS A BANG

Shabang, p,3,1:59h; BT1:54 4h ($25,335) by Art Major. Winner at 3. At 2, third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers. At 3, third in leg Gridiron Ser. at Northfield. First colt. From 1 previous foal, dam of:

- American Bang (M) BT2:00.3f-'23 (American Ideal). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam
Swift N Shout BT1:56.1 ($6,050) by Rocknroll Hanover. Starter at 2. At 2, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres; third in leg New York Sires S. - Green Acres. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners, 3 in 1:55, 5 in 1:59, including:

- MANCEIVER p,2,1:54.2; 1:53.1h-'23; BT1:52.4s ($202,650) (Sportswriter). 23 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold. At 4, winner leg Henry David Thoreau Ser. at Plainridge; second in leg Henry David Thoreau Ser. at Plainridge.


SWIFT OPERATOR p,2,1:55.4f; 1:55f-'23; BT1:53.2s-'23 ($21,482) (Stay Hungry). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Maryland Stbd. Race Fund at Ocean. Bet N Shout p,2,1:57.4f-'23; BT1:55.3f-'23 ($6,220) (Betting Line). Record at 2.

3rd Dam

IDEAL CANDIDATE p,2,1:56.1h; 3,1:55.4f; 1:50.3f ($432,796) (Western Ideal). 75 wins, 2 thru 14. At 3, third in leg Sagamore Hill Ser. At 11, winner Final Spring Ser. at Monticello.


SWIFTLY NIFTY (M) p,3,1:57.3h; BT1:57f ($13,050) (American Ideal). 4 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Monticello.


Next Dam - SWIFTY BUT NIFTY p,2,1:55.2f (Jate Lobell-MAC NIFTY p,3,1:58h-Falcon Almahurst)
Consigned by BLUE CHIP FARMS LLC, AGENT for Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc.
Raised at BLUE CHIP FARMS, WALLKILL, NY

WILLIAM BLUE CHIP
(NEW YORK ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled February 11, 2022
Reg. No. 2XG06 Microchip No. 985141001368354

WILLIAM BLUE CHIP
(NEW YORK ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled February 11, 2022
Reg. No. 2XG06 Microchip No. 985141001368354

Chapter Seven 4,1:50.1 -----------------------------------------------
Windsong's Legacy 3,1:53.4
Yankee Windsong 3,02:02.1f

La Riviera Lindy 3,2:01.1f -----------------------------------------------
Dream Vacation 4,1:52
Royal Lindy

WILLIAM BLUE CHIP
(NEW YORK ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled February 11, 2022
Reg. No. 2XG06 Microchip No. 985141001368354

Queendom 4,1:50.3 -----------------------------------------------
Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1
Emilie Cas El 3,1:57.1f

Queen Serene 4,1:51.4 -----------------------------------------------
Dream Vacation 4,1:52
Queen Of Queens

1st Dam
QUEENDOM BT2:00.4f by Trixton. Starter at 2. From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:59, including:

VIKTORY BLUE CHIP 2,1:58.4f-'23; BT1:57.4f-'23 ($18,500) (International Moni). Winner at 2. Now 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; second in Arden Downs S.

2nd Dam
QUEEN SERENE 2,1:57.1; 3,1:52; 4,1:51.4; BT1:51.3 ($748,602) by Dream Vacation. 12 wins, 2 thru 5. World Champion. At 2, winner Bluegrass S., John Simpson Mem.; second in International Stallion S. At 3, winner elim. and Final Hudson Filly T., elim. and Final Matron S., heat Kentucky Filly Futurity, leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands (2), elim. Del Miller Mem.; second in Final Del Miller Mem., leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, heat and race-off Kentucky Filly Futurity., elim. Moni Maker T. At 4, winner Perretti Matchmaker S.; third in Arden Hall T., Allerage Farm T., leg Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. At 5, second in elim. Maxie Lee Mem. at Chester. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:54, including:


MUSCERENE 3,02:05.4; 1:53.4f ($103,986) (Muscle Hill). 15 wins, 4 thru 6.
TIMO DEO 2,2:00.2; BT1:53.4 ($33,670) (Muscles Yankee). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands.

King Trix 2,02:01.3; BT1:55s-'23 ($12,810) (Trixton). Record at 2. At 2, third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. Now 3.
Bourbon Queen (M) (Tactical Landing). Now 2.

3rd Dam
QUEEN OF QUEENS BT2:06.4 by Sierra Kosmos. Starter at 2. From 16 foals, dam of 11 winners, 4 in 1:55, 9 in 1:59, including:


MONARCH 2,1:56.3; 3,1:55.3; 4,1:55f ($183,143) (Guccio). 12 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, third in Final Viper T. at Hoosier. At 3, second in leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier (3).

MALEDICTORIAN 3,02:02.3; 1:57.3f; BT1:56.3s ($155,801) (Malabar Man). 26 wins, 3 thru 11.

KINGAPORE 2,03:03.3; 3,1:55.2; 1:54.4; BT1:53.4 ($147,809) (Revenue S). 13 wins, 3 thru 7. At 2, second in Harold R. Dancer Mem.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 3, second in leg Late Bloomers T. at Vernon; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold.

QUEENS ON FIRE (M) 2,1:59.2; 3,1:55.2f; BT1:55f ($104,448) (Big Stick Lindy). 15 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Indiana Fair S.; second in leg Late Closer at Hoosier, Indiana Fair S. (3); third in leg Indiana Fair S. At 3, winner Indiana Fair S. (4); second in Indiana Fair S. (5). At 4, winner leg Signature Ser.; second in leg Signature Ser.; third in leg Signature Ser.

Producers:

Next Dam - SUPERCROWN HANOVER (Speedy Crown-SUPERLOU 3,1:57.1-Super Bowl)

Adrian Dowers
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champion
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Empire Breeder
Hambltonian
International Stallion
Kentucky F Dudley
Old Oaken Bucket
Ralph Wilfong
Yonkers Trot

Stakes Engagements
Arden Downs
Breeders Crown
Champion
Consignor
Empire Breeder
Hambtonian
International Stallion
Kentucky F Dudley
Old Oaken Bucket
Ralph Wilfong
Yonkers Trot
Overswl Power

(Pennsylvania & New Jersey Std. Dev. Fund Eligible)

Bay Colt Foaled May 17, 2022
Reg. No. 3XL03 Microchip No. 985141001375546

Row E Stall 6

Overswl Power

Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f
Gala Dream
Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1
Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3

Over Power

Muscle Mass 2,1:53.4
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Graceful Touch 2,1:56.1
Garland Lobell 3,1:55.3
Armbro Whirl 3,2:01.2

1st Dam

SHEER ENERGY 2,1:58.1; 3,1:55.2; BT1:53.3 ($93,136) by Muscle Mass. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, Champlain S. At 3, winner leg Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk; third in leg and Final Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton, Rideau Carleton. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

ARMBRO VANQUISH 2,1:58.1; 3,1:55.4; BT1:54.4 ($321,522) by Garland Lobell. 9 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner International Stallion S., leg New York Sires S. at Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga. Yonkers; third in Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Vernon, Yonkers (2), Buckette, Hudson Filly T.; second in Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. From 15 foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of 11 winners, 6 in 1:55, 10 in 1:58, including:


STONEBRIDGE ARMOUR 2,Q2:00.1; 3,1:57.1f; 4,1:53.4 (M) 2,2:00.3; 3,1:57 ($571,711) (Speedy Crown). 14 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Debut Ser. At 3, second leg New York Sire S. (2), Coaching Club Oaks, New York State Fair S. At 4, winner Breeders Crown. Dam of ARMBRO MONARCH 2,1:57.4; 3,1:54.3 ($670,374), ARMBRO OFFICER 2,1:58.3; 3,1:55.4 ($631,144). Grandam of FALLS FOR YOU 2,1:56; 3,1:53.2; 4,1:52.2 ($1,311,150), DUKE OF YORK 2,1:57.3; 3,1:55.4 ($882,528).


3rd Dam

ARMBRO ESCOBAR 1:57.4f Intl. ($633,875 Intl.) (Enjoy Lavec). 11 wins 1 thru 5 in Sweden.


Next Dam - CATHERINE LOBELL (Noble Victory-CANNY IMP 2,2:04.2-Florican)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

SEAWORTHY HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 19, 2022
Reg. No. 6XD67 Microchip No. 985141001419499

Main Hall
Row E
Stall 39

315

SEAWORTHY HANOVER

3rd Dam
SAMICAM p,2,1:55.4f; 3,1:56.3f ($5,534) by No Nukes. 2 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg Butterfly Stakes at Springfield; third in leg Golden Fleece at Springfield. Dam of MIKISOFINE p,3,1:51.4f ($170,530).

Producers:

Next Dam - FRENCH DRESSING p,2,1:56.2 (Sonsam-LA POMME SOUFFLE p,2,2:02-Nevele Pride)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Cheamplain
Horseman
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Meatwards Pace
Messenger
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Stephen P. Dey III.
Raised at Heritage Hill Farm, Allentown, NJ

316

(NORTH & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled May 16, 2022
Reg. No. 0X203 Microchip No. 985141001375265

Northeast Hall
Row D
Stall 13

**XPERT**

**SIR JILLIAN Z TAM**
Arden Downs
Delvin Miller Adios
Next Dam

**IN FOR LIFE**
2nd Dam

**Eternity's Delight**
Western Glory

**WESTERN GLORY**
p,2,1:54 (3)h ($191,274) by Life Sign. 2 wins at 3. At 2, winner leg Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers (2). At 4, winner leg (2) and Final Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers. First colt. From 3 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 2:00, including:

**JILLIAN B MIKI** (M) p,2,1:54.3f; BT1:52.1s ($82,252) (American Ideal). Winner at 2. At 2, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadows, Arden Downs S.; third in elim. Breeders Crown at Woodbine. At 3, winner elims. Max Hempt Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadows (2); second in elimination. From 3 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 2:00, including:

**YXONS MIKI** (M) p,3,1:55.4f; BT1:55-'23 ($15,103) (Always B Miki). 2 wins at 3.


**1st Dam**

**SIR JILLIAN Z TAM** p,3,1:58.3h; 1:52; BT1:50.5f ($641,151) by Bettor's Delight. 26 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, winner leg Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers (2). At 4, winner leg (2) and Final Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers. First colt. From 3 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 2:00, including:

**JILLIAN B MIKI** (M) p,2,1:54.3f; BT1:52.1s ($82,252) (American Ideal). Winner at 2. At 2, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadows, Arden Downs S.; third in elim. Metro S., elim. Breeders Crown at Woodbine. At 3, winner elims. Max Hempt Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadows (2); second in elimination. From 3 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 2:00, including:

**LYONS MIKI** (M) p,3,1:55.4f; BT1:55-'23 ($15,103) (Always B Miki). 2 wins at 3.


**2nd Dam**

**IN FOR LIFE** p,3,1:50.4; BT1:50.3 ($191,274) by Life Sign. 2 wins at 3. At 3, winner elims. Fan Hanover S.; second in final Fan Hanover S.; third in elim. Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, elim. Matron S. From 13 foals, dam of 11 winners, 2 in 1:50, 8 in 1:55, 11 in 1:58, including:


**LYONS MIKI** (M) p,3,1:55.4f; BT1:55-'23 ($15,103) (Always B Miki). 2 wins at 3.


**Western Glory** p,2,1:54.3f; BT1:52.1s ($82,252) (American Ideal). Winner at 2. At 2, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadows, Arden Downs S.; third in elim. Metro S., elim. Breeders Crown at Woodbine. At 3, winner elims. Max Hempt Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadows (2); second in elimination. From 3 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 2:00, including:


**Take The Deal** p,3,1:58.4h; 1:51.4f ($154,043) (Western Ideal). 33 wins, 3 thru 13.


**Next Dam - MISS INTENSITY** p,4,1:57.2h (No Nukes-MISS ALLISON PLATE) p,2,1:57.4-Nero)

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

Delvin Miller Adios  Arden Downs  Breeders Crown  Canepace  Champion  Empire Breeders  Fox  Hoosier Stake  Messenger  New York Sire  NJ Home Grown Pace  Renaissance  SJHD Dev Fund  Progress Pace  Simcoe
KING CRUNCH
(PENNSYLVANIA & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 12, 2022
Reg. No. 7XA16 
Microchip No. 985141001419021

KING CRUNCH
Captain Crunch p,3,1:47.2 ------- Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4
Sweet Paprika p,4,1:51.1f ----------- Worldy Treasure p,2,1:53.1

SKINNY DIP p,2,1:57.2h  ------------
Skinny Dip p,2,1:57.2h

1st Dam
SKINNY DIP p,2,1:57.2h; BT1:53.3 ($86,920) by Western Ideal. 4 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold (4); second in Bluegrass S., Final New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold; third in International Stallion S., elim. Matron S. From 10 previous foals, dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:50, 8 in 1:54, including:

NOT BEFORE EIGHT (M) p,3,1:53.1; 4,1:49.3; BT1:49.2 ($267,290) (Bettor's Delight). 19 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Vernon.

DARK FORCE (M) p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:52.1f; 4,1:50.3f ($218,713) (Bettor's Delight). 15 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, third in Liberty Bell P. at Philadelphia. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows.

DUNKIN' p,2,1:54.4h; 3,1:50.4f-'23; BT1:50.1f-'23 ($204,147) (Pet Rock). 23 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Ohio Fair S. at Carrollton, Cortland, Hilliard, Mansfield, Mount Vernon, Final Ohio Fair S. at Northfield; second in Ohio Fair S. at Croton, Delaware, Lisbon; third in Ohio Fair S. at Painesville. Now 3, winner Ohio State Fair S., leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto, Ohio Fair S. at Berea, Carrollton, Cortland, Hilliard, Lisbon, Mount Vernon, Painesville, Paulding, Burton, Wellington, Napoleon; second in leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield; third in Ohio Sires S. at Scioto.


BROOKDALE SONNY p,3,1:53.3; 1:52.4f; BT1:51.3s ($132,180) (Somebeachsomewhere). 23 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, second in leg Diplomat Ser. at Woodbine. At 4, winner Exhibition Cup at Truro, Cecil Ladner Mem. at Charlottetown, elim. Governor's Plate at Summerside. At 5, second in James "Roach" MacGregor Mem., Exhibition Cup at Truro; third in Chippin Mem., elim. Governor's Plate at Summerside.

SKIPPING STONE p,2,1:53.1f; 1:52.1f; 4,1:50.3f ($218,713) (Bettor's Delight). 19 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, third in leg Ohio Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.

Up The Creek p,2,1:54.4h; 3,1:53.5f; 23; BT1:51.4 ($78,214) (Bettor's Delight). 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.

Producers: Catchin' Rays (dam of SPECTACULAR SUNSET p,2,1:56.2f; 3,1:54.1).

2nd Dam

BIKINI LINE BT1:58.2s ($1,200) by Artsplace. Starter at 3. From 14 foals, dam of 10 winners, 8 in 1:54, 10 in 1:59, including:


HANG TEN p,2,1:54.4f; 4,1:50.1f; BT1:49.3 ($316,662) (Western Ideal). 18 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres. At 4, winner leg Exit 16W Ser.; second in leg Sagamore Hill Ser.

ALL TUCKED UP (M) p,2,1:54.2; 3,1:53.1; 4,1:52; BT1:51.3s ($186,631) (Western Ideal). 7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, second in cons. She's A Great Lady S. Dam of ABUCKABETT HANOVER p,2,1:50.3; 3,1:49.1; 1:47.2-$23 ($1,116,579), ALL HANDS ON DECK p,2,1:54.1f; 3,1:52.3f; 1:50.3 ($225,082). Producers: Sunbather (dam of ST LADS NEPTUNE p,2,1:55.5; 3,1:50.3-$292,077).

Next Dam - SUMMER CHILD p,2,1:54.2 (No Nukes-SONSPREE-Sonsam)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Canes Pace
Champlain
Fox Trot
Great Mid-West
Horseman Stake
International Stallion
Klein Memorial
Little Brown Jug
Marathon Great Western
Meadowlands Pace
Messenger
NJ Stb. Dev. Fund
Panhall Memorial
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutual)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Progress Pace
Renaissance
Simcoe
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
W. Canada Pacing Derby
SNOW CONE HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 23, 2022
Reg. No. 2XE67  Microchip No. 985141001419520

Main Hall
Row E
Stall 17

Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f  -----------
Cantab Hall 3,1:54  -----------------------------------
Gala Dream  ------------------------
Maple Frosting  -----------

SNOWFLAKE HANOVER
Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1  ----
Andover Hall 3,1:54.1  ----------------
D Train  1:
Malabar Man 3,1:53.1

She's A Blizzard 4,1:57.2  ----------

Bounced Check

Snowflake Hanover 3,1:59.4  ---

McKesson Hall 3,1:54.4  1:

1st Dam
SNOWFLAKE HANOVER BT2:05.2s by Donato Hanover. Starter at 2. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:55, including:

TOTTALLY RELENTLESS (M) 2,Q1:56.2; 3,1:55f-'23; BT1:55.4 ($21,525) (Bar Hopping). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

2nd Dam
SHE'S A BLIZZARD 3,2:00.3f; 4,1:57.2 ($123,185) by Malabar Man. 16 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner leg NJSS Green Acres, leg Holiday Ser., leg Wyoming Valley Ser. at Pocono (2); second in leg NJSS - Green Acres, leg Magician Ser. at Harrington, leg Holiday Ser., leg Wyoming Valley Ser. at Pocono; third in Arden Downs S., leg NJSS - Green Acres, leg Holiday Ser. At 4, second in cons. and leg Bonus Ser. at Youngers. From 10 foals (1 untrained due to injury), dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:59, including:

MYMOMSABLIZZARD (M) 3,1:58.1f; 1:54.1f; BT1:53.2f ($480,879) (CR Excalibur). 47 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, second in leg New York-Bred LC at Vernon. At 3, winner leg Late Closer at Pocono (2), Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. (2), Final Late Closer at Tioga; third in leg New York Sire S. (2), New York State Fair S. at Tioga.

STAR TRACK HANOVER 3,1:54.2; BT1:53.1 ($177,493) (Chapter Seven). 17 wins, 3 thru 7.


SWIFT BLIZZARD 2,Q2:05f; 3,2:01.4f; 4,1:58.2h; BT1:56.4f ($51,294) (Cantab Hall). 6 wins, 3 thru 5.

3rd Dam
Bounced Check by Lindy's Crown. From 9 living foals, dam of 7 winners, 3 in 2:00, including:

GIANT BOUNCEDCHECK (M) 3,1:59.1; 4,1:57.4; BT1:54.4 ($320,715) (Giant Victory). 13 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner Lady Suffolk T., leg Holiday Ser. (3); second in elim. and Final Currier & Ives Filly S., Keystone Classic, leg Pennsylvania Sires S., Pennsylvania All-Stars; third in Hudson Filly T., Buckette. At 4, third in Final Horse & Groom Ser. At 5, second in leg and Final Classic Ser.


Certified Check 2:01:2f; BT2:00f ($57,104) (Trade Balance). 19 wins, 4 thru 7. At 4, third in leg Wyoming Valley Ser.

Producers: Redeposit (dam of SKYWAY RAPTOR 2,1:58.2; 3,1:56.1; 1:55.4f-$206,110).


Next Dam - BET'S BEAUT (Tag Me-MABLE GOLDDUST-Governor Scott)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Ardens Downs  Bred & Raised
Bluegrass Series  By
Breeders Crown  Sired
Champion Filly  following
Currier & Ives  Winners
Horsemen  Studs
Hoosier State  by
Kentucky Futurity  
Penna. Sires (Fair)  
Swedish Breeders Crown
Dexter Cup  Bold
Horsemen  Strategy
Old Caken Bucket  Heavy
Simcoe Filly  Houdini
Yonkers Trot

Deficit 2:06.1h ($43,762) by Jerry Shannon. 13 wins, 6 thru 10. From 10 foals, dam of 6 winners, 4 in 2:00, including:


SO HELP ME HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled March 22, 2022
Reg. No. 3XD43 Microchip No. 985141001377029

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

BETTER'S DELIGHT p,3,1:49.4; Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50
CLASSIC WISH p,3,1:52; Western Ideal p,1:48
LIFETIME STAR p,2,Q1:55.4; Lifetime Gal

SO BRAVE HANOVER

BETTER'S WISH p,4,1:47.3

SPECIAL BEAUTY
So Brave Hanover p,3,1:54.4

BELT OF RUSTLER HANOVER ($83,296) by Rustler Hanover. 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner
2nd Dam
SO BRAVE HANOVER by Somebeachsomewhere. From 5 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in
Arden Downs, Delvin Miller Adios

Next Dam

1st Dam
SO HELPS HANOVER by Somebeachsomewhere. From 5 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in
Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows.

SO IT GOES HANOVER ($8,714) (Well Said). Winner at 3.

Shoo-in Hanover (M) BT2:01.2f-'23 (Bettor's Wish). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam
SPECIAL BEAUTY p,2:1:54.1; 3,1:53.4; BT1:53s ($83,296) by Rustler Hanover. 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner
Late Closer at Lexington; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Kawartha. At 3, winner leg (2) and
Final Silver Reign Ser. at Woodbine, Final Miss Vera Bars Ser. at Woodbine, leg Princess Ser. at Mohawk;
third in leg Miss Vera Bars Ser. at Woodbine (2). Half-sister to the dams of SPORTSWRITER p,2:1:49.2;
3,1:48.3 ($1,566,460), SWINGING BEAUTY p,2:1:54.1; 3,1:52; 4,1:49.4 ($893,266), PRECIOUS
BEAUTY p,2:1:50.1; 4,1:50.1 ($838,904), to the grands of TALL DARK STRANGER p,2:1:49.1;
3,1:47.1 ($2,020,195), WINDSOME JACK p,2:1:53.1; 3,1:49.4; 4,1:49.2f ($1,030,283),
WHICHEVERBEANTHEBEACH p,2:1:51.1f; 3,1:49.2 ($663,737), CAPTAIN BARBOSSA p,2:1:51.2;
3,1:49.1h; 4,1:47.1 ($637,889). From 13 foals, dam of 10 winners, 2 in 1:50, 7 in 1:53, 10 in 1:59, including:
STEELHEAD HANOVER p,2:1:52.1; 3,1:50; 4,1:48.3f ($577,450) (Bettor's Delight). 24 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2,
winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Vernon, Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia,
Yonkers; third in elim. and Final Matron S., leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, Tompkins-Geers S., John
Simpson Mem. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Tompkins-Geers S.; second in leg New York
Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga, Vernon, Yonkers (2), elim. Cane P.; third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga.

SPRING HANOVER (M) p,2:Q1:57.3; 3,1:52.1; BT1:50.3 ($438,458) (Allamerican Native). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At
2, winner Flamorboro Breeders S.; second in Champlain S., International Stallion S.; third in elim. Three
Diamonds P., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows. At 3, winner Final Northlands Filly S., heat
Juette; second in race-off Juette, elim. Fan Hanover S., elim. Northlands Filly S.; third in Bud Light S.

WAX TOOTH RANDB p,2:1:55.3h; 3,1:53.2f; 4,1:49.2f ($1,030,283), VAMPIRE BLUE CHIP p,2:1:53.3-'23,
GRETZKY p,2:1:53.4f.

SPENDER HANOVER p,2:Q1:57.3; 3,1:52.1f; 3,1:50; 4,1:48.3f ($577,450) (Bettor's Delight). 24 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2,
winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Vernon, Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia,
Yonkers; third in elim. and Final Matron S., leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, Tompkins-Geers S., John
Simpson Mem. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Tompkins-Geers S.; second in leg New York
Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga, Vernon, Yonkers (2), elim. Cane P.; third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga.

SPRING HANOVER (M) p,2:Q1:57.3; 3,1:52.1; BT1:50.3 ($438,458) (Allamerican Native). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At
2, winner Flamorboro Breeders S.; second in Champlain S., International Stallion S.; third in elim. Three
Diamonds P., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows. At 3, winner Final Northlands Filly S., heat
Juette; second in race-off Juette, elim. Fan Hanover S., elim. Northlands Filly S.; third in Bud Light S.
Always B Miki p,1:46 ---------------
Always A Virgin p,3:1:48.4
Artstopper ------------------------

SOAP OPRA

Main Hall
Row E
Stall 7


CAPTAIN MCKEE p,2:1:53.2; 3,1:51f; 1:50.4f; BT1:50.2f ($100,594) (Captaintreacherous). 12 wins, 2 thru 5. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia.

San Remo Hanover BT1:58.4f-23 (Captaintreacherous). Now 2 and racing.

3rd Dam

ON THE CATWALK p,2:1:54.4f; 3,1:52.3; BT1:52.1 ($29,739) by Pro Bono Best. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. At 3, winner leg Late Closer at Lexington; third in leg Late Closer at Lexington (2). From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners. 1 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, including:

PUT TO RIGHT p,3:1:50.2; 1:50; BT1:48.3 ($318,508) (Captaintreacherous). 15 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, second in Bluegrass S., International Stallion S., leg Kentucky Sires S.; third in Final Kentucky Sires S.


CAPITANO ITALIANO p,2:1:53.2; 3:1:52.1; 1:50.4; BT1:50.3 ($317,222) (Captaintreacherous). 17 wins, 2 thru 7. At 5, winner leg Late Closer at Mohawk; second in leg Late Closer at Mohawk; third in leg Late Closer at Mohawk.

GOSSIP MODEL (M) p,3:1:55.2 ($54,019) (Tell All). 10 wins, 3 thru 6. At 4, second in leg Ohyouprettything Ser. at Hawthorne; third in leg Ohyouprettything Ser. at Hawthorne.


Mcstrut (M) (Mcwicked). Now 2.

Next Dam - ALLAMERICAN MODEL (Artsplace-MOONSHAKER p,3:1:55.3-Sonsam)
SOLAR ECLIPSE BT1:58.3 by Western Ideal. Starter at 2. From 3 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:52, 3 in 1:57, including:


MANY MOONS p,2,1:51.3 ($55,293) (Sweet Lou). 3 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk.


1st Dam

SOLAR ECLIPSE BT1:58.3 by Western Ideal. Starter at 2. From 3 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:52, 3 in 1:57, including:


MANY MOONS p,2,1:51.3 ($55,293) (Sweet Lou). 3 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk.


2nd Dam

SUN N MOON p,2,1:56.2; 3,1:55.4; 4,1:52.3; BT1:52.2 ($207,616) by Artsplace. 12 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Cane Pace; Breeders Crown; Bluegrass Series; p,3,1:49.3. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Buffalo; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers.

Arden Downs Delvin Miller Adios

Next Dam

3rd Dam

Western Ideal p,1:48 Western Hanover p,1:50.4
Leah Almahurst p,3,1:52.3
Artscapes p,4,1:49.2
Sweet Rein

2nd Dam

SUN N MOON p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:51f; BT1:49.2f ($772,486) (Western Ideal). 21 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, second in leg New Jersey Sire S. at Meadowlands; second in leg Clara Barton Ser. at Garden State, leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Clara Barton Ser. at Garden State; third in leg Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands. From 16 foals, dam of 11 winners, 2 in 1:50, 9 in 1:54, 11 in 1:57, including:

IDEAL WEATHER (M) p,2,1:56h; 3,1:52.3f; BT1:48.4 ($850,128) (Western Ideal). 21 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner Final Lou Babic Filly S.; leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold (2), Meadowlands; second in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; third in Mollie Pitcher P., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; elim. Lou Babic Filly S. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Meadowlands (3), Adioo Volo S.; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Final Miss New Jersey S.; third in Final New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Helen Dancer Mem., elim. Matron S. At 4, winner elim. Breeders Crown at Mohawk; second in Artscape P. at Vernon, Allerage Farm Mare P.; third in Golden Girls P. At 5, winner Strada Mem.; second in Second Chance Farm Mare P., leg Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Overbid Ser. at Meadowlands. At 6, second in leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands. Dam of IDEATION HANOVER p,2,1:51.2; 3,1:50.2 ($407,967), IMIDEAL HANOVER p,2,1:57f; 3,1:55.1f; 1:51.1f ($234,070), IDEALBEACH HANOVER p,2,1:52.3; 1:51h ($223,705), GINGER TREE CAREY p,2,1:53.1f ($147,013), BET THE MOON p,2,1:53h; 3,1:50.3f ($766,646) (Bettor's Delight). 31 wins, 2 thru 10. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Buffalo, Saratoga, Tioga, Vernon, Yonkers, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Yonkers (2), Tompkins-Geers S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Monticello; third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, elim. Empire Breeders Classic.

JACKED UP p,3,1:56f; 1:50.3f ($766,229) (Western Hanover). 41 wins, 3 thru 11. At 3, second in leg Late Closer at The Meadows (2); third in leg Late Closer at The Meadows, Tioga (2). At 4, winner leg Late Closer at The Meadows (2); second in Final Late Closer at The Meadows.

MOON BEAM p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:51f; BT1:49.2 ($772,486) (Dragon Again). 9 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Goshen Cup, elim. Metro S., Reynolds Mem., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in Final Metro S., Woodrow Wilson P. At 3, winner cons. Battle Of The Brandywine P., cons. Adios S.; second in cons. Meadowlands P.; third in elim. Art Rooney P., Final Art Rooney P., Final Cane P. Producers: Sunone (dam of SMASHBOX p,3,1:55.2; 1:51h-$246,282, BROOKLYNITE p,2,1:54.2f; 3,1:52.3; 4,1:50.4-$233,616; grandam of COCONUT BEACH p,2,1:54; 3,1:54f; 4,1:52.2f-$171,982), Gravity (dam of MAJOR MILLIE p,2,1:52.4; 3,1:51.1f-$160,174). At 2, winner leg Cane Pace; Breathless Ser. at Tioga, elim. W. Canada Pacing Derby; second in leg Late Closer at The Meadows (2); third in leg Late Closer at The Meadows, Tioga (2). At 4, winner leg Late Closer at The Meadows (2); second in Final Late Closer at The Meadows.

Next Dam - SWEET REIN (Allwin steady-SUGAR MOVE p,2,1:56-Most Happy Fella)

Stakes Engagements

Delvin Miller Adios
Ardie Coven
Bluegrass Series
Breeders' Crown
Cane Pace
Champlain
Fox Valley
Great Mid-West
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Manitoba Great Western
Meadowlands Pace
Meadowlands Pace
 Messenger
Messenger
Penna. Sire (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sire (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sire (Fair)
Penna. Sire (Fair)
Progress Pace
Progress Pace
Reynnaissance
Reynnaissance
Simcoe
Simcoe
Standardbred
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
Tattersalls Pace
W. Canada Pacing Derby
W. Canada Pacing Derby
Consigned by WINBAK SALES AGENCY, AGENT for Harry A. Smith Jr. & Carolyn L. Smith.
Raised at Harry Smith Farm, Millington, MD
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CARRY Z

(PENNSYLVANIA & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 12, 2022
Reg. No. 4XG79 Microchip No. 985141001415961

Northwest Hall
Row C
Stall 5

Always B Miki p,1:46 ---------------
Always A Virgin p,3:1:48.4 -------
Artstopper ------------------------

Western Ideal p,1:48
Neverhaveneverwill p,3:Q1:55.3
Artsplace p,4:1:49.2

It's No Stopn Me p,3:1:55.1h

Northwest Hall
Row C
Stall 5

Northwest Hall
Row C
Stall 5

Microchip No. 985141001415961

Always B Miki p,1:46 ---------------
Always A Virgin p,3:1:48.4 -------

CARRY Z

(PENNSYLVANIA & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 12, 2022
Reg. No. 4XG79 Microchip No. 985141001415961

CARRY Z

(PENNSYLVANIA & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 12, 2022
Reg. No. 4XG79 Microchip No. 985141001415961

SOMELOVESOMEWHERE p,3:1:54.3f ($13,465) by Somebeachsomewhere. 4 wins at 3. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam


SEE MY REFLECTION p,2:Q1:59.4; BT1:56.2f ($4,814) (Western Ideal). Record at 2.

4th Dam

SHY REFLECTION p,2:1:59.1f; BT1:56.4f ($4,338) by No Nukes. 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Fair S. From 10 living foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:49, 4 in 1:55, 6 in 2:00, including:

REAL IMAGE p,2:1:53.2; 3:1:52.4; 4:1:52.1f; 5:1:49.3f; BT1:50.4 ($353,065) (Real Desire). 36 wins, 3 thru 12. At 2, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. At 3, winner leg Kentucky Sires S., Kentucky Fair S.; second in leg Late Closer at Lexington (2), Kentucky Fair S. (4), Final Kentucky Fair S.; third in leg and Final Kentucky Sires S. At 4, winner leg Complex Ser. at Meadowlands (2); second in leg Final Complex Ser. at Meadowlands. At 11, second in leg Late Closer at Northville.

BOLD GUY p,3:1:54; 4:1:52.4f; BT1:52.3f ($124,745) (Life Sign). 22 wins, 3 thru 10. At 2, second in leg Late Closer at Lexington.


Next Dam - SWEET AFFECTION p,4:1:56.2h (Direct Scooter-SWEET REFLECTION p,3:1:53.1-Big Towner)
CONTEMPT

(PENNSYLVANIA & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled May 31, 2022

Reg. No. 4X009 Microchip No. 985141001423349

West Hall
Row A
Stall 5

Consigned by HUNTERTON SALES AGENCY, AGENT for Steve H. Stewart and Oakwood Farms.
Raised at Huntertons Farms at Stoner Creek, Paris, KY
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Always B Miki p,1:46 ---------------

Artstopper -------------------

Always A Virgin p,3,1:48.4 Neverhaveneverwill p,3,1:55.3

Western Ideal p,1:48

Somesleazetoplease p,3,1:53.1f

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4  ---

Mach Three p,3,1:49

Doc's Girl p,3,1:53.4

West Side Glory p,3,1:53.2  --- Western Ideal p,1:48

West Hall

SOMESLEAZETOPLEASE p,2,1:54.1f; 3,1:53.1f; BT1:51.3 ($85,286) by Somebeachsomewhere. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, The Meadows. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:53, including:

WHAMMER JAMMER p,3,1:52.2; 4,1:51-23; BT1:51.3 ($49,089) (Always B Miki). 6 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, third in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth at Lexington.

2nd Dam


GENTLEMENS DELIGHT (M) p,2,1:56h; BT1:53.2s ($80,134) (Bettor's Delight). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello; second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga. Dam of SWEET DEISEL p,2,1:55; 3,1:53.4f; 4,1:51.4f - ($130,665). IVY LEAGUE p,2,1:52.2f; RADICAL p,2,2:03.1h; 3,1:54.4f. Grandam of GEOCENTRIC p,2,1:49.4-23 ($294,501).

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT (M) p,2,1:53.4f; 3,1:52.1f; BT1:50.2f ($230,502) (Real Artist). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Pennsylvania All-Stars; second in elim. and Final Matron S. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, Keystone Classic, leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono; second in cons. Valley Forge P. Dam of KATHY'S MOMENT p,3,1:53.4f; 4,1:51.4f.


LOVE AT FIRST BITE (M) p,2,1:54.4f; BT1:52.4 ($33,835) (Sweet Lou). Winner at 2.

LOVE FOR SAIL (M) p,2,1:55.2f; BT1:51.3 ($24,310) (Captaintreacherous). Winner at 2. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, Late Closer at Lexington, leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands, Tioga. Dam of ITS A LOVE THING p,2,1:52.2-'23 ($115,390).

Canadian Ballet (M) p,2,1:52.4f; BT1:51.2-'23 ($65,655) (Lazarus N). 6 wins at 2 and 3. 2nd in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands.

3rd Dam

DOC'S GIRL p,2,1:57.3h; 3,1:53.4; BT1:53.1s ($411,890) by Dragon's Lair. 17 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S., elim. La Paloma P. At 3, winner Bronx Filly P., leg New York Sire S. (6), leg and Final Newcomer Ser., New York State Fair S. From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners, 6 in 1:55, 7 in 1:58, including:


Next Dam - HUSTLE N BUSTLE (Nihilator-BUZZY'S GAL p,2,2:04f-Ralph Hanover)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series

Breeders Crown
Champlain
Little Brown Jug

International Stallion
Kentucky KDFF/KSBF
Messenger

Meadowlands Pace
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Tattersalls Pace

Penna. Sires Pace
Progress Pace
Penna. Sires (Pa-Mutual)
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Samuel I. Stoltzfus Jr.  
Raised at Christian K. Stoltzfus Farm, Ronks, PA

**SOUTH FILLY**  
(Pennsylvania Eligible)  
BAY FILLY Foaled April 24, 2022  
Reg. No. 8XK23 Microchip No. 985141001416963

Northeast Hall  
Row G  
Stall 7

International Moni 3:1:51.4  
Love You  
Coktail Jet
Moni Maker 1:52.1  
Guilty Of Love

SOUTH FILLY

Southside Ebby  

Ebbtide Hall 2, Q2:04.2f

1st Dam

SOUTHSIDE EBBY by Southwind Frank. From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:58, including:


2nd Dam

EBBTIDE HALL 2, Q2:04.2f; BT2:00.4 by Cash Hall. Record at 2. From 10 foals, dam of 5 winners, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:56, including:

**DOG GONE LUCKY** 2,1:54; 1:54f; BT1:52.3f ($672,572) (Lucky Chucky). 13 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner elim. and Final Valley Victory T., Matron S., leg and Final Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon, leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, International Stallion S., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Vernon.


**LUCKY JUNE BUG** 2,2:00h; 3,1:56.3h; 1:54.3f; BT1:54.2s ($131,545) (Lucky Chucky). 20 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Tioga, Vernon; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Batavia, Goshen, Monticello, Saratoga, Tioga, Yonkers (2); second in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Vernon; third in New York County Fair S. at Buffalo.


**DAYTONA DREAMIN** 2,1:56.2f; 3,1:55.4f; 4,1:54.3f; BT1:54 ($118,228) (Donato Hanover). 10 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, Pocono; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. 

Kevinsonshav triplets (Creatine). Now 2. 

Producer: Chuckys Luckycharm (dam of **SIERRA GIRL** 2,1:54.4f-'23 ($211,273), HIP HOP GRACIE 2, Q2:02.3h; 3,1:56.2f).

3rd Dam

**ENCHANTING LADY** 3,T1:55.2 ($1,742) by Angus Hall. Record at 3. From 9 foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:58, including:

**JESSE STONE** 2,1:57; 3,1:57; 4,1:55.1; BT1:54.2s ($88,099) (Jailhouse Jesse). 11 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner elim. Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier; second in elim. Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier. At 3, second in cons. Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier.

**ENCHILADA AS** (M) 2,2:01.2; 3,1:57.2; BT1:56.3 ($14,857) (In Dix Huit). 3 wins at 2 and 3.

**ENCHANTING HALL** 2,2:07h; BT2:01.2s ($8,296) (Broadway Hall). Winner at 2. At 2, winner Ohio Fair S. at Wilmington; second in Parshall Futy., Ohio Fair S. at Lebanon; third in Ohio Fair S. at Circleville, Eaton. 

4th Dam

**ENCHANTED VICTORY** by Valley Victory. From 6 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:53, 3 in 1:57, including:

**MYSTERY PHOTO** 2, Q1:58.3f; 3,1:54.1; 4,1:52.3f ($377,258) (S J's Photo). 13 wins, 3 thru 5. World Champion. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S.; second in cons. Colonial T., elim. Hambletonian S. At 4, winner leg Horse & Groom Ser. at Meadowlands.

Next Dam - **CAMELIA LOBELL** 3,1:56.1 (Speedy Crown-CRYSTAL LOBELL-Noble Victory)

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Champion Filly</td>
<td>Speedy Crown</td>
<td>STAKES ENGAGEMENTS</td>
<td>SWedish</td>
<td>SWedish Breeds Crown</td>
<td>Yonkers Trot</td>
<td>Zweig Memorial</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Breeders Crown** | **CAMELIA LOBELL** 3,1:56.1 (Speedy Crown-CRYSTAL LOBELL-Noble Victory)
LITTLE MISS K p,2,1:52.2 ($530,089) by Artsplace. 6 wins at 2. At 2, winner elim. and Final She's A Great
2nd Dam
SPECIAL KAY DEO
Arden Downs
Delvin Miller Adios
Next Dam
LADY MATTINGLY
3rd Dam
SPECIAL KAY DEO
Arden Downs
Delvin Miller Adios
TH KAY C CRUNCH
p,3,1:52.4; 3,1:51-$164,152,
p,2,1:55.4f; 3,1:54.4; 4,1:50.1f -$368,924,

SPECIAL KAY DEO p,2,1:56f; 3,1:52f ($87,500) by American Ideal. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Monticello, Yonkers. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Saratoga; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello.

First colt. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:53, including:

T H Anik (M) BT1:57f-'23 ($1,040) (Sweet Lou). Now 2 and racing.

LIAM LANE (M) p,2,1:59.3h; 3,1:51.2-$219,362, p,2,1:58.4-Albatross) (Rock N Roll Heaven). 14 wins, 2 thru 7.
At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Sable Hanover, elim. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Sable Hanover, elim. Adios S., leg New Jersey Sbd. Dev. Fund at Freehold; third in leg NYSS at Buffalo. At 6, second in leg Late Closer at Yonkers; third in leg Late Closer at Yonkers.

MAGNUS DEO p,2,1:54; 4,1:53.4f; BT1:52.3f ($137,133) (Western Ideal). 20 wins, 3 thru 8.


REIGNING DEO p,2,1:54.2h; 3,1:54.1f; BT1:48.3 ($496,307) (Rock N Roll Heaven). 14 wins, 2 thru 7.
At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Sable Hanover, elim. Adios S., leg New Jersey Sbd. Dev. Fund at Freehold; third in leg NYSS at Buffalo. At 6, second in leg Late Closer at Yonkers; third in leg Late Closer at Yonkers.


MAGNUS DEO p,2,1:54; 4,1:53.4f; BT1:52.3f ($137,133) (Western Ideal). 20 wins, 3 thru 8.

SEABREEZES

3rd Dam

HOLY MCMOOSE p,3,1:55.2; 1:54.3; BT1:53.1 ($59,793) (McArdie). 9 wins, 3 thru 7.

Producers: LADY JBB p,2,1:59.3h ($4,613) (dam of RUSSIAN RIVER p,2,1:53.1, ROCKABOY p,3,1:56.3f, Mcbeth Lady ($4,804) (dam of MACE HANOVER p,3,1:58.3f), L'artesienne p,2, Q2:02f (dam of CAMERON LUCKY p,3,1:53.2f; 1:51.4f-$282,381, CAM COOL p,2,1:59.4h; 3,1:51.2-$291,362, LADY J K p,3,1:54; 4,1:52.1-$120,958, grandam of AVATARTIST p,3,1:51; 4,1:50-$411,054, SEA SHADOWS p,2,1:55.4f; 3,1:54.4; 4,1:50.1f-$368,924, SIR GALAHAD p,1:51-$192,362, ROCKINGCAM PARK p,2,1:52.4; 3,1:51.2-$164,152, MATTPARAZI p,2, Q2:01.3h; 4,1:55.3, SEA BREEZES p,3,2:00f; 1:57f).
### Under Your Spell

2nd Dam

SPELLS WELL by Well Said. From 4 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:58, including:

- **Arden Downs**
- **Delvin Miller Adios**

### Next Dam

1st Dam

SPELLCHECK HANOVER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Breeders Crown</strong></th>
<th><strong>Bluegrass Series</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SALAZAR HANOVER</strong></td>
<td><strong>Snake Eyes Hanover</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spells Well</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sidis Hanover</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>p,3,1:46.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>(Betting Line)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>p,3,1:48.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>Now 2.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Spells Well

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Breeders Crown</strong></th>
<th><strong>Bluegrass Series</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spells Well</strong></td>
<td><strong>1st Dam</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Well Said</strong></td>
<td><strong>p,3,1:47.3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Life Sign</strong></td>
<td><strong>p,3,1:50.3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western Hanover</strong></td>
<td><strong>Nukes Magic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>p,3,1:50.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>p,3,1:53.3</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam

SPELLS WELL by Well Said. From 4 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:58, including:


  - **THE CATAMOUNT KID** p,2,1:52; 3,1:51.2f; BT1:51.1f ($263,912), (M) p,3,1:57.4 ($465,876) by Life Sign. 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Champlain S., leg Kentucky Sires S., John Simpson Mem., leg Starlet Ser. at Hoosier; second in elim. Metro S. At 3, winner Pennsylvania All-Stars; second in elim. Pennsylvania Classic, leg Youthful Ser. at Woodbine.

  - **CARDMASTER** p,2,1:55; 3,1:51.3; BT1:51f ($227,919) (Cam's Card Shark). 17 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, second in Final Battle Of Closer, elim. Lou Babi S.


  - **MYSTICAL GYPSY** (M) p,2,1:55.3f; 3,1:51.2 ($376,860) (Bettor's Delight). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York-Bred LC at Tioga. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Vernon; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Yonkers (2), New York State Fair S. at Tioga. Dam of **TIME TO DANCE** p,2,1:53.2; 1:51.3h ($202,341). **MIRI** p,2,Q1:57.3f; 3,1:53.1, **TRIBAL WAR** p,2,Q1:55.3; 3,1:53.1. Grandam of **SWEET SHUNEY MOON** p,3,1:52; 4,1:51.

  - **GAS BOY** p,3,1:54.3f; 1:52.4f; BT1:52.3f ($70,138). 9 wins, 3 thru 6. **Gretzky The Great** p,2,1:54.2f; BT1:51.4f-23 ($20,710) (Huntsville). 2 wins at 2. At 3, second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Saratoga.

Next Dam - **NUKES MAGIC** p,3,1:53.3 (No Nukes-JUST LIKE JOANNA) p,3,1:54.3f-Falcon Almahurst)
STREISAND
(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled May 30, 2022
Reg. No. 4XN03  Microchip No. 98514100144451

Consigned by TWINBROOK FARMS, AGENT for Garth S. Bechtel.
Raised at Northfield Farms, Meaford, ON

STREISAND

WELL SPOKEN LADY
p,2,1:56.2f; 3,1:54.1 ($24,166) by Well Said. 4 wins at 2 and 3. From 1 previous foal, dam of:

She Comes And Goes (M) BT1:56s-'23 ($2,025) (Bettor’s Delight). Now 2, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Sarnia.

THOU SHALT NOT
p,2,1:52.1 ($139,609) by Real Desire. 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner Bluegrass S., John Simpson Mem.; second in American-National S., leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; third in International Stallion S., Kentuckiana Stallion Mgmt P., leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:50, 5 in 1:55, including:

LOST FOR WORDS

LINDWOOD BEACHGIRL (M) p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:50.2; BT1:49.1 ($145,413) (Somebeachsomewhere). 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, third in Final James Lynch Mem. Dam of WATCHMAKER p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:53.3-'23, 4,1:52.1f. WHO SAID NOT TO p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:52.3; 1:51.1f ($157,215). Dam of:

GIFT OF LIFE
p,2,1:58.4; 3,1:53.4; BT1:52.3 ($140,838) (Life Sign). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, The Meadows, elim. North America Cup. At 4, winner leg Willowdale Ser. at Woodbine (2); second in leg Cam Fella Ser. at Woodbine (2); third in Woodbine Pacing Derby.

LIFES KG GUY

BECAUSE I SAID SO by Jate Lobell. Full sister to:

BECAUSE IM KG
1st Dam

SPRECKLES p,2,1:56.4h; 3,1:55.3h; 4,1:53f; BT1:52.3 ($110,392) by Art Major. 12 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner Arden Downs Delvin Miller Adios Next Dam

2nd Dam

CATHARSIS p,2,1:55.4f; BT1:52.3 ($155,632) by Beach Towel. 19 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner BEACH DANCER 3rd Dam

MASS TRANSIT (M) p,3,1:55.3h; BT1:53.1 \(\text{Art Major} p,4,1:55.4f; \text{BT1:52.1}^\text{s-23} (\text{Roll With Joe})\). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Tioga, Yonkers; second in Parshall Fut.; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon. Noa Blu (M) p,3,1:55.3f; BT1:53.3f ($13,972) (Downbythesesaid). Winner at 3. At 2, third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Delaware.

3rd Dam

BETTACO p,2,1:55.4h; 3,1:54; 4,1:58, including: World Champion. At 2, winner elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold. At 3, winner Ontario Sires S. - Gold - Mid Season, elim. and Final Canadian Breeders Champ., leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold (3); second in elim. Art Rooney P. At 4, winner leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers (3); second in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers (2). At 5, winner William R. Haughton Mem. at Meadowlands, Quillen Mem., leg TVG P. at Meadowlands, leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; second in Final TVG P. at Meadowlands, leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers. At 6, winner leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers (3); second in Final TVG P. at Meadowlands, Quillen Mem., leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers. At 7, winner William R. Haughton Mem. at Meadowlands, Final TVG P. at Meadowlands, elim. Breeders Crown at Hoosier; second in Joe Gerrity Jr. Mem. at Saratoga, Quillen Mem., leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers, cons. Levy Mem. at Yonkers. At 8, winner leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers (2), leg Great Northeast Ser. (2); second in Van Rose Mem.

WINDFALL BLUE CHIP p,2,1:51; 4,1:49.4 ($539,204) (Art Major). 20 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner elim. and Final Woodrow Wilson P., leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. MONTE CARLO MADAM (M) p,2,1:58.1h; 3,1:56.1f; 1:54.3f; BT1:52.2s ($273,113) (Camluck). 15 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner Flamboy Breeder S., leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots; second in leg (3) and Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots. At 4, winner leg Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers (2); second in Final Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers. Dam of PALOMAR p,3,1:52f; 1:48.4 ($350,084), MOJOTO HANOVER p,3,1:51f; 4,1:51.3f ($184,511).

SPOILED BEACH (M) p,3,1:52.7f; 1:51.7 ($264,477) (Camluck). 12 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Bud Light S., leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots. At 3, winner leg Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots (2), leg Tender Loving Care Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Tender Loving Care Ser. at Meadowlands, leg and Final Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands, leg (2) and Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots, elim. Lismore P. Dam of WE’RE GONNA ROCK p,3,1:56.2h ($132,983).

Next Dam - MISTY DANCER p,4,1:56.3 (Sundance Skipper-SAVANNAH MIST p,3,2:02.2-B.G’s Bunny)
ACCLAMATION by A Rocknroll Dance. From 2 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:58, including:

Delvin Miller Adios

Next Dam

1st Dam

Bluegrass Series

ALWAYS GAME

ART SALE

2nd Dam

ALWAYS GAME

ROCKLAMATION

1st and 2nd Dam

ROCKLAMATION

Producers:

Hillard, Napoleon.


Social Drinker p,2,1:54.3; 3,1:52; BT1:50 ($104,166) (Somebeachsomewhere). 6 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth; third in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth, cons. Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono; third in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser., leg Ruby Cook Mem. at The Meadows (2).

Producers:

EXCLAMATION p,2,1:57.4 ($33,748) (dam of SEVEN HUNDRED p,2,1:56.1h; 3,1:51.4f; 4,1:52.4f; 5,1:53.4f; 6,1:54.4f; 7,1:55.4f; 8,1:56.1 ($104,166) (Somebeachsomewhere). 6 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg and Final Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth; third in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser., leg Ruby Cook Mem. at The Meadows (2).

Producers:
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Stephen J. Palermo and Jeffery E. Ruch.
Raised at Pinestone Farms, Innisfil, ON

COVER MY SHORT
(PENNYSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BROWN COLT Foaled April 6, 2022
Reg. No. 3XL13 Microchip No. 985141001416940

Northeast Hall
Row E
Stall 7

Greenshoe 3,1:49.4  ----------------
Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f  ---------------
Galaxy Dream 3,1:54  -------------------
Designed To Be 3,1:51.3f  ----------------
Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3

Stacey Hanover  ---------------------
Trixton 3,1:50.3  ----------------------
Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1

Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f  ----------------
Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1

COVER MY SHORT

BROWN COLT Foaled April 6, 2022
Reg. No. 3XL13 Microchip No. 985141001416940

Northeast Hall
Row E
Stall 7

Stacey Hanover

1st Dam
STACEY HANOVER BT2:02.3s by Trixton. Starter at 2. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
SPECIAL APPEAL 2,1:57.3; BT1:55.3f ($60,765) by Cantab Hall. 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington (2). At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono, leg Windylane Hanover Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg and Final Windylane Hanover Ser. at Meadowlands, Duenna Inv. From 8 living foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:59, including:


SPECIAL ACTION 2,1:54.3; BT1:54.2f ($135,110) (Yankee Glide). 9 wins, 2 thru 10. At 2, 2nd in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Late Closer at Lexington; second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows, leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono.

COAST ALONG 3,1:58.3f; BT1:56.3 ($13,835) (Yankee Glide). Winner at 3. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia.

3rd Dam
CRESSIDA HANOVER BT1:59.2 by Mr Lavec. Starter at 2 and 3. From 12 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 8 winners, 4 in 1:55, 8 in 1:58, including:

GLIDEMASTER 2,1:55.3; 3,1:51.1 ($1,968,023) (Yankee Glide). 11 wins at 2 and 3. Dan Patch Horse of the Year; Dan Patch Trotter of the Year; Dan Patch, Nova 3-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 2006. World Champion. At 2, winner elim. Wellwood Mem.; second in Champlain S. At 3, third inelim and Final Canadian Trotting Classic, Final Masters Crown at Woodbine, elim and Final Goodtimes T., elim. Hambletonian S.

TRUTH IN ACTION 2,Q2:00.4; 3,1:56.1; 1:54.4f; BT1:54s ($353,733) (Cantab Hall). 26 wins, 3 thru 11. At 2, second in leg Bridger Ser. at Mohawk, Late Closer at Lexington; third in cons. Wellwood Mem. At 3, second in elim. and Final Goodtimes T.; third in Simcoe S.


GLOBAL DESIRE (M) 2,1:55.4; 3,1:54.4f; 4,1:53.2f; BT1:52.4f ($173,901) (Father Patrick). 11 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; second in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth at Lexington; third in Final Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth at Lexington.

GLOBAL DESIRE (M) 2,1:57.1; BT1:56.2 ($131,287) (Yankee Glide). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner Champlain S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Acorn S. Dam of:

GANGSTER HANOVER 2,1:52.3; 1:52.1f ($395,913). BELLA GLOS 2,1:56.1f; 3,1:51.2 ($143,427).

GLACIER HANOVER 3,1:54f, BIG BALLER BEANE 2,1:58.1f; 3,1:56.2f-'23. Grandam of LAS ALTURAS 2,1:57.1f.

Producer: Sail On By 3,2:05f ($3,785 Intl.) (dam of GLOBAL WIRELESS 3,1:59.3f; 1:58.2f-Sweden), Think Twice (dam of TEMPORAL HANOVER 2,1:53.2; 3,1:52.2-$972,166, HILL STREET 2,1:56.2; 3,1:54.3f-$149,607; $202,239 Intl., TANDEM HANOVER 2,1:54.2-'23. TWICE IS RIGHT 2,1:56.1, SCIROCCO BIG JOHN 2,Q2:03.1f; 3,1:57.4f; 4,1:56.3f; grandam of PAYMAQ 3,1:55f, HEY THERE DELILAH 2,1:55.3).

Next Dam - CRISTI HANOVER 3,T2:04 (Florida Pro-CRYSTAL RODNEY-Rodney)
Consigned by CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT for Dublin Valley Farm.
Raised at Dublin Valley Farm, Fredericksburg, OH

DUBLINS AMARETTO
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled May 2, 2022
Reg. No. 9XE06  Microchip No. 985141001375192,
985141001473797

West Hall
Row F
Stall 9

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Yankee Blonde 3, 1:59.4f
Credit Winner 3,1:54
Ambro Vermouth 2,2:12.3h

DUBLINS AMARETTO

Bar Hopping 3,1:51.4
Cocktail Hour 4,1:55.1

Stay Foolish

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Yankee Blonde 3, 1:59.4f
Credit Winner 3,1:54
Ambro Vermouth 2,2:12.3h

Windsong's Legacy 3,1:53
La Riviera Lindy 3,2:01.1f

Cocktail Hour 4,1:55.1
Credit Winner 3,1:54

La Riviera Lindy 3,2:01.1f

1st Dam
STAY FOOLISH by Chapter Seven. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, including:

STAY TUNED 2,2:02.3h; BT1:58.1f ($23,595) (What The Hill). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Urbana, Ohio Fair S. at Wooster; second in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Northfield, leg Late Closer at Scioto; third in leg and Final Late Closer at Scioto.

2nd Dam
READY TO SPARKLE by Cantab Hall. From 1 foal, dam of 1 winner:

Kaj Di Quattro 3,1:50.1f (Credit Winner). 3 wins. At 3, second in Star Destroyer T.

3rd Dam
FIREWORKS HANOVER 3,Q1:58.1; 4,1:55.2 ($15,525) by Muscles Yankee. 2 wins at 4. From 12 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 7 winners, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:56, including:


WINNING FIREWORKS 2,1:56.4; 4,1:54.2f; BT1:52 ($349,057) (Credit Winner). 12 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner International Stallion S.; second in Bluegrass S., John Simpson Mem. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Yonkers, Fall Harvest T. at Yonkers; second in New York State Fair S. at Tioga; third in Zweig Mem., Bluegrass S. At 4, third in leg and Final August Fun Ser. at Saratoga.


READY TO IGNITE (M) 3,1:55.4; BT1:54.3 ($47,527) (Cantab Hall). 2 wins at 3. At 2, second in International Stallion S., Late Closer at Lexington. Dam of KEN'S WALKER 2,Q1:55.3; 3,1:53.3 ($124,665).

ARIEL SALUTE 4,1:55.1; BT1:55 ($25,782) (Credit Winner). 4 wins at 4 and 5. Producers: Light The Flame (dam of OUTSIDE THE FIRE 2,1:57.2f; 3,1:53.4f-$225,123), Ready To Sparkle (dam of LUCA DI QUATTRO 1:59.2f Intl.).

4th Dam
FINANCIAL MATTERS 3,1:59; BT1:58.3s ($47,338) by Sir Taurus. 7 wins at 3. At 3, winner New York State Fair S. at Goshen, leg New York-Bred LC at Buffalo, Monticello, Syracuse, Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Saratoga, leg New York-Bred LC at Saratoga; third in New York State Fair S. at Syracuse, leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. From 11 foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 2:00, including:


FINEX HANOVER (M) 3,1:59.2; BT1:57.4f ($5,086) (Andover Hall). Winner at 3. Producers: Finally Hanover (dam of GD STRIKER 3,2:02.2h; 4,1:58.3h, FINANCIAL SWAN 2,2:03.2h), Finesse Hanover (dam of FARSETTI HANOVER 2,1:57-$101,148, FLEEK HANOVER 1:58.1f-$223,672 Intl.).

Next Dam - MATCHED PEARLS 1:59.3f (Jurgy Hanover-FORMAL SUITE-Formal Notice)
**Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD**

**FREEZE WARNING**
(NEW YORK & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled February 26, 2022

Reg. No. 0X477 Microchip No. 985141001402596

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Ideal</td>
<td>p,3</td>
<td>1:47.4</td>
<td>February 26, 2022</td>
<td>NEW YORK &amp; MARYLAND ELIGIBLE</td>
<td>Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4, Leah Almahurst p,3,1:52.3, Matt's Scooter p,3,1:48.2, Three Diamonds p,3,1:53.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FREEZE WARNING**

Northwest Hall
Row D
Stall 6

1st Dam

STONEBRIDGE FROSTY p,3,1:55; BT1:54.4s ($11,949) by Shadow Play. 3 wins at 3. From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:57, including:
- Avalon Freeze (M) p,2,1:59.1h; 3,1:56.1h-'23; BT1:53.3s-'23 ($20,670) (Bettor's Delight). 3 wins at 2 and 3.

2nd Dam


STONEBRIDGE ON ICE p,3,1:54.2; 1:49.4; BT1:49.1s ($513,465) (Camluck). 32 wins, 3 thru 10. At 4, winner leg and Final Ontario Boys Ser. at Woodbine, leg (2) and Final Snowshoe Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg Ontario Boys Ser. at Woodbine.

STONEBRIDGE MAGNUM p,3,1:52.2f; BT1:50.4f ($222,485) (The Panderosa). 26 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, winner leg Diplomat Ser. at Woodbine; third in Burlington P., Cleveland Classic, leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono.

STONEBRIDGE QUEST (M) p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:51.1; BT1:51s ($196,326) (Camluck). 16 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton, Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk. At 3, winner elim. and Final Kin P. at Clinton, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian (2), Mohawk (2); third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Grand River, Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.


3rd Dam

ELECTRICAL EXPRESS p,3,1:52.1 ($318,633) by Storm Damage. 11 wins at 3. At 3, winner Simcoe S., Lady Maud S., Tarpot Hap P., leg and Final Princess Ser. at Mohawk, Cinderella S., Flambroro Breeders S.; second in Courageous Lady P., American-National S., elim. Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, elim. Nadia Lobell P.. elim. Scarlett O'Hara P. From 12 foals, dam of 10 winners, 3 in 1:54, 10 in 1:59, including:

ELECTRICAL ART (M) p,2,1:53.3; 3,1:51 ($1,010,568) (Arctapsle). 9 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. and Final Three Diamonds P.; second in Final Matron S.. Harvest S.. The Standardbred S. At 3, winner Final Miss New Jersey S., leg (2) and Final New Jersey Sires S., heat Jugette; second in Final Fan Hanover S., elim. and Final Mistletoe Shalee P., Simcoe S., elim. Miss New Jersey S. Grandam of ALL CHARGED UP p,2,2:02h; 3,1:59h; 1:51.2 ($361,057).

Next Dam - NIAFREIGHT p,4,1:58.3f (Niatross-CREAM OF FREIGHT p,3,2:00h-Most Happy Fella)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stake</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delvin Miller Adios</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arden Downs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluegrass Series</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champlain Filly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empire Breeders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Stallion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horseman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland Sb. Race Fund</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messenger</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Sires</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simcoe Filly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardbred Tattersalls Pace</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Delvin Miller Adios**

**Arden Downs**

**Bluegrass Series**

**Champlain Filly**

**Empire Breeders**

**International Stallion**

**Horseman**

**Maryland Sb. Race Fund**

**Messenger**

**New York Sires**

**Simcoe Filly**

**Standardbred Tattersalls Pace**
STUNNING LADY
Arden Downs
Delvin Miller
Adios Next Dam
1st Dam
Breeders Crown
Bluegrass Series

SHORTSTOP HANOVER
p,3,1:54.2f; BT1:51.2s ($25,800) by Art Major. 3 wins at 3. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 3 in 1:54, including:

CLEMSON p,3,1:54.1f; 1:53.2h; BT1:51.4f ($112,796) (Well Said). 12 wins, 3 thru 8. At 7, winner cons. Late Closers at Northfield.

SPINNAKER HANOVER p,3,1:53.3; BT1:51.4 ($183,220) (Captaintreacherous). 3 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner leg Toys For Tots Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Toys For Tots Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Final Toys For Tots Ser. at Meadowlands.

SMOKIN JOE HANOVER p,3,1:53.3f; 1:52.3f-'23 ($60,935) (Always B Miki). 7 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Gratz, Harvey's Lake; second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Bedford, Honesdale, Hughesville, Meyersdale; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Bloomsburg, Gratz, Honesdale, Indiana, Stoneboro.


1st Dam
STUNNING BEAUTY p,3,1:54.2f; BT1:51.2s ($25,800) by Art Major. 3 wins at 3. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 3 in 1:54, including:

CAMELIA p,4,1:49.2 ($25,800) (Art Major). 5 wins at 3. At 2, second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Woodbine, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton, Georgian. Half-sister to the dams of SPORTSWRITER p,2,1:49.2; 1:48.3 ($1,586,460), to the grandams of TALL DARK STRANGER p,2,1:48.1; 1:47.1 ($2,020,195), WINDSONG JACK p,2,1:53.3f; 1:49.4 ($1,566,460), to the grandams of

SWINGING BEAUTY (M) p,2,1:54.1; 1:52h; 4,1:49.3h ($383,062). At 2, 2nd in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Woodbine, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton, Georgian. Half-sister to the dams of SPORTSWRITER p,2,1:49.2; 1:48.3 ($1,586,460), to the grandams of


SWINGING BEAUTY (M) p,2,1:54.1; 1:51.2; 1:49.2 ($112,796) (Art Major). 12 wins, 3 thru 8. At 7, winner cons. Late Closers at Northfield.


RACEBYTHESEASIDE p,2,1:56.1; BT1:53.2f ($48,812) (Somebeachsomewhere). 6 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.


Next Dam - DOMINIQUE SEMALU p,3,1:54.2f (Big Towner-MIDJ A SEMALU) p,3,1:54.2-23 ($60,935) (Always B Miki). 7 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Gratz, Harvey's Lake; second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Bedford, Honesdale, Hughesville, Meyersdale; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Bloomsburg, Gratz, Honesdale, Indiana, Stoneboro.

Shailene Hanover (M) BT1:57.3f-'23 ($1,600) (Huntsville). Now 2 and racing.

SWINGING BEAUTY p,3,1:53.1f; BT1:51.4s ($177,220) by Camluck. 3 wins at 3. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 3 in 1:54, including:

PERFECT PROFILE p,2,Q1:59.1 ($112,796) (Art Major). 12 wins, 3 thru 8. At 7, winner cons. Late Closers at Northfield.

SOMEBOYSOMEWHERE p,3,1:54.2f; BT1:54.2f ($73,020) (Somebeachsomewhere). 12 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Woodbine, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton, Georgian. Half-sister to the dams of SPORTSWRITER p,2,1:49.2; 1:48.3 ($1,586,460), to the grandams of TALL DARK STRANGER p,2,1:48.1; 1:47.1 ($2,020,195), WINDSONG JACK p,2,1:53.3f; 1:49.4 ($1,566,460), to the grandams of


RACEBYTHESEASIDE p,2,Q1:56.1; BT1:53.2f ($48,812) (Somebeachsomewhere). 6 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

MAJOR PLAYER p,3,1:55.1f; 1:54.2f; BT1:52.3f ($44,064) (Art Major). 6 wins at 3 and 4.


SLING SHOCK (M) p,2,1:52h; 3,1:49.3h ($383,062).
Consigned by TWINBROOK FARMS, AGENT for Jesse R. Gebhardt.
Raised at JS Farm, Hanover, ON

JS BETTORBLAZNFAST

(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled March 9, 2022

Reg. No. 2XN72 Microchip No. 985141001419679

JS BETTORBLAZNFAST

Raised at JS Farm, Hanover, ON

Betor's Delight p,3,1:49.4

Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50

Classic Wish p,3,T1:52

Cam Fella p,4,1:53.1

Jef's Magic Trick p,2,2:02f

Ambro Emerson p,4,T1:51.4

Best Of The Best p,3,2:04.1f

Sudden Passing p,3,1:51.1

Mach Three p,3,1:49

Gold Not Silver p,3,1:52.4

Matt's Scooter p,3,T1:48.2

All Included p,4,1:56.2f

No Pan Intended p,3,1:50.3

Silver Seven p,3,1:53

1st Dam

SUDDEN PASSING p,2,Q1:56.2f; 3,1:51.1; BT1:50.3s ($221,127) by Mach Three. 10 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, elim. Battle of the Belles; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Georgian. At 3, winner elim. Fan Hanover S., leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in WEG/SBOA S.; third in Final Fan Hanover S., leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

GOLD NOT SILVER p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:52.4 ($110,986) by No Pan Intended. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Champlain S.; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, elim. Three Diamonds P.; third in Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk. From 9 foals, dam of 9 winners, 7 in 1:55, 9 in 1:59, including:

GALLANT SEELSTER p,3,1:51; 4,1:50.2f; BT1:49.2s ($553,496) (Stonebridge Regal). 43 wins, 3 thru 10. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Rideau Carleton; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; third in Ontario Sires S. - Gold - Mid Season, cons. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Grand River. At 10, second in leg Signature Ser. at Canton.

GLAMOUR SEELSTER (M) p,3,1:52.1; BT1:50.4s ($174,757) (Jereme's Jet). 8 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in Ontario Sires S. - Super Final at Woodbine, leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; third in Simcoe S. Dam of GRANDEUR SEELSTER p,2,1:51.1.

3rd Dam


SYNERGY SEELSTER (M) p,2,1:56.1; 3,1:53.2; 1:50.4 ($298,728) (Mach Three). 21 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Dresden, Kawartha, Windsor. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton, Georgian, Grand River. At 4, winner leg HorsePlayer Interactive Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg Damsel Ser. at Woodbine; third in Final HorsePlayer Interactive Ser. at Woodbine, leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers, leg Damsel Ser. at Woodbine.

Next Dam - DEAR ME p,3,1:55.2f (Laag-GENTLE MISS) p,1:56.2-Adios Vic)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown

Cane Pace
Century Casino Filly Pace
Champion Filly
Hooiser Stake

Horseman International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Ontario Sires

Marlimer Messenger Ontario SBOA
Old Rumpel Memorial Simcoe Filly
Standardbred Tattersalls Pace
FLOS CONCH SHACK
2,2:00.2h; BT1:56.1 ($31,150) by Father Patrick. 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg and Final Arden Downs
1st Dam
Champlain Filly
Breeders Crown
Bluegrass Series
ULTIMATE CAMERON
2,1:58.2; 3,1:53.3 ($794,217) by Yankee Glide. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Final 3rd Dam
Donato Hanover. Winner at 2. From 1 foal, dam of 1 winner, incl.:
PRELUDE
2,1:59.2  ---------------------------
Prelude 2,1:59.2  ---------------------------
Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f  -----------------
MOLLY CAN DO IT
Bluegrass Series
Arden Downs
Delvin Miller
Adios
Next Dam
1st Dam
Molly Can Do It p,1:49.4

WINSTON BLUE CHIP

1st Dam
MOLLY CAN DO IT p,2,1:56.2; 3,1:53; 1:49.4 ($889,308) by Camluck. 19 wins, 2 thru 7. At 3, winner elim. and Final Ontario SBOA S., elim. Canadian Breeders Champ. At 4, third in Late Closer at Lexington. At 5, winner elim. and Final Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, leg Overbid Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Classic Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Overbid Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. Liberty P., leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands. At 6, winner Golden Girls P., leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Overbid Ser. at Meadowlands. From 11 previous foals, dam of 10 winners, 9 in 1:54, 10 in 1:59, including:

BILLIE BLUECHIP (M) p,2,1:55.4f; 3,1:52.3f; 1:51.1; BT1:50.1 ($602,818) (Western Hanover). 28 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Tioga, Vernon, Final Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Tioga; second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Tioga; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Tioga. At 3, winner leg (2) Final Pennsylvania Sires S.; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. (2), Keystone Classic, Reynolds Mem. At 4, winner leg Industrial Highway Ser. at Chester, second in leg Industrial Highway Ser. at Chester; third in Final Industrial Highway Ser. at Chester. Dam of BEACHCHIP HANOVER p,3,1:52.4f; 4,1:50.4 ($331,328), BITTY BITTY p,3,1:53.3f; 1:53h ($135,376).

UCANDOIT BLUE CHIP (M) p,2,1:51.1; 3,1:50.2f; 1:50.2h ($282,410) (Western Terror). 35 wins, 3 thru 9. At 3, third in


MONTERO BLUE CHIP p,3,1:53.1f; 1:50.2h ($282,410) (Western Terror). 35 wins, 3 thru 9. At 3, third in

HIGHLANDER p,3,1:51.1; 4,1:50.2f; 1:49.4s ($232,731) (Western Ideal). 19 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S.; third in Goshen Cup. At 3, winner Landmark S.; second in leg Matt’s Scooter Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Mohegan Ser. at Pocono.

SARATOGA BLUE CHIP p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:51h ($10,358) (dam of WATCHING p,3,1:53.2). At 2, winner leg Final Pennsylvania Sires S., elim. Canadian Breeders Champ. At 3, champion elim. and Final Ontario SBOA S., elim. Canadian Breeders Champ. At 4, third in Late Closer at Lexington. Dam of

RY’S RED ROCKET p,2,1:51.2h; 3,1:50.3f-'23-$240,730). Grandam

POWERTRAIN p,2,1:53.2f; 3,1:50h ($305,040). Grandam of

OMOES ON PICK SIX p,2,1:54.2f; 3,1:50.2f; 4,1:50 ($220,371) and ANGEL HILL p,3,1:50h-'23.

Racing Rampage p,2,1:51.2h-$281,821, 3,1:53.4f-'23-$10,358. The winner of the $1 million Elusive P. at the Meadowlands. At 3, second in leg Late Closer at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots. Dam of

Producer: MMILLION BLUE CHIP p,3,1:59h ($10,358) (dam of POWERTRAIN p,3,1:48.2-$239,814). Stefani Blue Chip (dam of BIG BOY DREAMS p,2,1:51.3; 3,1:51.01; 4,1:49.4-$575,252; grandam of RACING RAMPAGE p,2,1:51.2h-$281,821, 3,1:53.4f-'23-$10,358). The winner of the $1 million Elusive P. at the Meadowlands. At 3, second in leg Late Closer at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots. Dam of
CONSIGNED BY AND RAISED AT HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

SHANGRI LA HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled May 21, 2022
Reg. No. 6XC74 Microchip No. 985141001419093

Reg. No. 6XC74 Microchip No. 985141001419093

1st Dam

SURFSIDE SEXY p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:52.3; BT1:55.1 ($65,848) by Rocknroll Hanover. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, in John Simpson Mem. From 5 previous living foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 1:53, including:


SHANGRI LA HANOVER

2nd Dam

SURFSIDE SEXY p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:52.3; BT1:55.1 ($65,848) by Rocknroll Hanover. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, in John Simpson Mem. From 5 previous living foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 1:53, including:


SHANGRI LA HANOVER

3rd Dam

SURFSIDE SEXY p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:52.3; BT1:55.1 ($65,848) by Rocknroll Hanover. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, in John Simpson Mem. From 5 previous living foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 1:53, including:


SHANGRI LA HANOVER

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios  Breeders Crown  Hoosier Stake  Little Brown Jug  Penna. Sires (Fair)  Standardbred
Arden Downs  Cara Pace  Horseman  Messenger  Simcoe Fifty  Tattersalls Pace
Bluegrass Series  Champlain Filly  International Stallion  Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)  Tattersalls Pace

Next Dam - SHE’S A GREAT LADY p,4,1:50.4 (Dexter Nukes-MISS DONNA MAYO-Silent Majority)
Consigned by VIEUX CARRE' FARMS, AGENT for Vieux Carre' Farms LLC and Max J Hempt.
Raised at Vieux Carre' Farms, Gettysburg, PA

TEMTING

(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled May 29, 2022

Reg. No. 8XF39  Microchip No. 985141001373366

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>North Hall</th>
<th>Row K</th>
<th>Stall 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Always B Miki p,1:46  ---------------
Always A Virgin p,3:1:48.4
---------------------------------------------
Western Ideal p,1:48
Neverhaveneverwill p,3:Q1:55.3
Artsstopper  ---------------------------
Artstopper p,4:1:49.2
-------------------------------------------
An't No Stopn Me p,3:1:55.1

1st Dam

SWEET BODY p,2:Q1:57.4f by Sweet Lou. Record at 2. From 2 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:53, including:


2nd Dam


SWELLookINBeach (M) p,3:Q1:56.2f ($15,418) (Well Said). 3 wins, 3 thru 5.

3rd Dam

SILKY BT2:00f by Western Hanover. Starter at 2. From 13 foals, dam of 11 winners, 9 in 1:55, 11 in 1:57, incl.:

MALICIOUS p,2:1:51.3f; 4:1:50.1f; BT1:49.3f ($789,479) (Bettor's Delight). 29 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner Nassagaweya S., leg and (2) and Final Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk, elim. Metro S., elim. Governor's Cup; third in Final Governor's Cup. At 3, winner elim. Empire Breeders Classic; second in Final Empire Breeders Classic, leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Youngers; At 4, second in leg Aquarius Ser. at Meadowlands; leg Joe Gentry Jr. Mem. at Saratoga; third in leg Levy Mem. at Youngers (2), leg Aquarius Ser. at Meadowlands.

MS MALICIOUS (M) p,2:1:53.2; 3,1:51.4f; BT1:51.2f ($351,963) (Art Major). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Final Sweetheart P. at Meadowlands, elim. Breeders Crown at Pocono. At 3, winner cons. Valley Forge P., leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Youngers; second in Fall Harvest P. at Youngers, leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, New York State Fair S. at Tioga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Youngers (2).

Next Dam - SILKSNDIAMONDS p,3:1:56.1 (Falcon Seelster-HAWAIIAN TY-Tyler B)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series

Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champlain Filly

Hoosier Stake
Horsename
International Stallion

Little Brown Jug
Messenger
Penna. Sires (Fair)

Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Tattersalls Pace

BAY COLT Foaled April 13, 2022
Reg. No. 3XE48 Microchip No. 98514100149650

339
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

SALTY DOG HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

Main Hall
Row F
Stall 34

Captaintreacherous p,3,1:47.1 —
Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 —
Mach Three p,3,1:49
Sympathy Hanover

Worldly Treasure p,2,1:53.1 —
Whereas The Beach p,2,1:52.1f
Artsplace p,4,1:49.2
Salty Dog Hanover

Camm's Card Shark p,3,1:50 —
World Order p,3,1:53
Sympathy Hanover

Shady Past p,2,Q2:01.1f —
Camm Fella p,4,1:53.1
Shady Past

1st Dam

SYMPATHY HANOVER by Cam's Card Shark. From 4 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:56, including:
URKILLINMESMALLS p,3,1:55.3; 4,1:55.3f; BT1:53.2f-'23 ($65,705) (Art Major). 12 wins, 3 thru 5.

SHADY PAST p,2,Q2:01.1f by No Nukes. Record at 2. Half-sister to
SALTY DOG HANOVER

SHADY SHARK HANOVER p,2,1:50.4; 3,1:55.3; BT1:52.4 ($106,460) (Presidential Ball). 5 wins, 2 thru 14. At 2, winner Northfield Grand Circuit S. At 3, third in Cleveland Classic, leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 6, winner Chesapeake Bay P. at Ocean, Late Closer at Lexington.

SHADYSHARK HANOVER p,2,1:50.4; 3,1:55; BT1:53.1s ($69,532) (Matt's Scooter). 20 wins, 3 thru 5.


SHAKY HANOVER (M) p,2,1:53.3f; 1:51.2f ($508,189) (Bettor's Delight). 17 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Vernon, Yonkers (2), New York State Fair S. at Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Final New York Sire S. at Vernon; third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Tompkins-Geers S. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; second in Tompkins-Geers S., John Simpson Mem.; third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, elim. Empire Breeders Classic. Dam of TIGER BARON p,2,1:57.2h; 3,1:54.1f: ($939,828).

SECRET HANOVER p,2,Q2:01.2f; 3,1:55; 4,1:51.1 ($186,612) (Matt's Scooter), 23 wins, 3 thru 7.

SURPRISE HANOVER p,2,Q1:58.1f; 3,1:51.3; BT1:50.4s ($176,821) (Bettor's Delight). 12 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, third in leg Summertime Ser. at Mohawk.

SHADY DESIRE (M) p,2,2:01.1h; 3,1:51.1; 4,Q1:55; BT1:52.4 ($106,460) (Presidential Ball). 5 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner elim. La Paloma P., Landmark S.; third in Molly Pitcher P., New Jersey Fut. ; third in elim. and Final Three Diamonds P., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, leg New Jersey Fair S. at Garden State. Dam of FRATERNITY p,2,1:53f; 3,1:52.1f; 1:51.2f ($391,460), DREAM MCQUEEN p,2,1:55.3; 3,1:54.4, SHARKY SHARK p,3,1:57.1; 4,1:54.4, REDSIDE MANNER p,4,Q1:56.1, DAVINCI CODE p,3,1:57.3h. Grandam of MCDAZZLE p,3,1:55.2f; 1:51.3h ($390,256).

SHOWCASE HANOVER p,3,1:55; BT1:53.1s ($69,532) (Matt's Scooter). 20 wins, 3 thru 5.

SAYO HANOVER (M) p,2,1:56.1f; 3,1:54.2f; BT1:54s ($45,142) (AllAmerican Native). 10 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, second in Keystone Classic. At 3, winner leg Late Closer at The Meadows; third in leg Late Closer at The Meadows. Dam of SASSA HANOVER p,2,1:50.1; 3,1:49.4 ($1,227,824), CLOSING BELL p,2,1:52.4; 4,1:51.2f ($110,619), SHAREN HANOVER p,3,1:53.4; 4,1:51.2f, SOULMATE HANOVER p,2,Q1:55f; 3,1:52.3f, SATOMIE HANOVER p,3,Q1:57.3f, SADAYO HANOVER p,2,Q1:59f. Grandam of LOUIS SASSIN p,2,1:51.3; 3,1:50.3f ($125,993), ALWAYS SASSY p,2,2:03.4h-'23.

SHYSTER HANOVER p,3,1:54.2f; BT1:52.3s ($38,931) (E Dee's Cam). 4 wins, 3 thru 5.

Next Dam - FORBIDDEN PAST p,4,T1:51.2 (Albatross-BARBRET p,3,2:05f-Bret Hanover)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champlain
Fox
Hooiser Stake
Horseshow
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Meatwalks Pace
Messenger
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Part-Mutual)
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
DA CAPTAIN MARVEL

(PENNYSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled March 25, 2022

Reg. No. 6XC91 Microchip No. 985141001413650

Consigned by and Raised at DEAN & ASHLEY WILSON, Kerwood, ON
HALFADOZEN

(BAY FILLY Foaled February 25, 2022
Reg. No. 6XH93 Microchip No. 985141001377288

341
North Hall
Row G
Stall 4

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Graceful Touch 2,1:56.1
Cantab Hall 3,1:54

Victory Please

1st Dam


2nd Dam

ENS TAG SESSION 2,1:57.1f-’23; 3,1:56.1f ($94,668) by Tagliabue. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Reynolds Mem.; second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Chester, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Chester. At 5, third in Late Closer at Lexington. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 1:59, incl.: ANTONE (M) 2,1:59.1f; 3,1:54.2h; 4,1:51.4 ($796,794) (SJ’s Caviar). 16 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono, elim. Breeders Crown at Woodbine, Keystone Classic. At 4, third in leg Dream Dream Ser. at Woodbine. From 16 foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of 9 winners, 4 in 1:54, 8 in 2:00, including:


PRAYER SESSION 2,1:55.4; 3,1:53.2; BT1:51 ($728,894) (SJ’s Caviar). 9 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Lexington, leg Late Closer at Lexington, Kentucky Fair S. at Lexington; second in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; third in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. At 3, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; second in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; third in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. At 3, winner Old Oaken Bucket, elim. and Final Connors Mem., The Circle City T., leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; second in Final Goodtimes T., leg and Final Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, Hanover Colt S., Late Closer at Lexington, Kentucky Fair S. at Lexington; third in elim. Goodtimes T.


THEATRICAL SESSION 2,1:53.2f; BT1:53.2f ($192,620) (Broadway Hall). 10 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, leg and Final Bridger Ser. at Mohawk; third in The Standardbred S. At 3, winner leg Scioto River Ser. at Scioto; second in Final Scioto River Ser. at Scioto; third in Old Oaken Bucket, elim. Connors Mem. At 4, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, leg and Final Bridger Ser. at Mohawk; third in The Standardbred S. At 3, winner leg Scioto River Ser. at Scioto; second in Final Scioto River Ser. at Scioto; third in Old Oaken Bucket, elim. Connors Mem. At 5, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, leg and Final Bridger Ser. at Mohawk; third in The Standardbred S. At 3, winner leg Scioto River Ser. at Scioto; second in Final Scioto River Ser. at Scioto; third in Old Oaken Bucket, elim. Connors Mem.

MAN ON FIRE 3,1:55.3f ($37,525) (SJ’s Caviar). 7 wins at 3. At 3, winner Maryland Stbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft (2).

LOVE SESSION (M) 2,1:59.4f; BT1:58f ($26,643) (Muscle Massive). 2 wins at 2.

Greenback Session 2,1:57.1f-’23; BT1:53.2f ($20,954) (Greenshoe). Winner at 2; third in leg PASS at Meadows.

Producers: Tantalizing Donna ($10,824) (dam of DONTTEASEHIM 2,2:03.1h; 3,1:57.3h-$161,891).

Next Dam - REGRESSION 3,2:02.3f (Town Escort-WINSOMUCH-Florlis)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs Currier & Ives
Bluegrass Series Dexter Cup
Breeders Crown Great Mid-West
Champlain Filly Hambletonian
TRUNK BAY HANOVER

FOaled May 10, 2022
Reg. No. 6XC43  Microchip No. 985141001417068

TRUNK BAY HANOVER

Main Hall
Row C
Stall 21

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

Downbytheseaside p,3;1:48.3f

Sprig Hanover p,3;1:52.1

Take That Hanover p,3;1:49.4f

TRUNK BAY HANOVER

Well Said p,3;1:47.3

Transfer Hanover p,3;1:56.3f

1st Dam
TAKE THAT HANOVER
p,2;1:52.4; 3;1:49.4f ($193,068) by Well Said. 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in Eternal Camnation P. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S., Pennsylvania All-Stars, leg Princess Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg and Final Princess Ser. at Woodbine; third in Final Fan Hanover S. From 6 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:50, 3 in 1:54, including:

NO QUARTER p,2;Q1:56.1h; 3;1:49.4; 4;1:49.1f ($178,490) (Somebeachsomewhere). 15 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser., Larry Rheinheimer Mem. at Hoosier; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. At 4, second in leg Tom Tharps Mem. Ser.; third in leg Tom Tharps Mem. Ser.;

TOODLES HANOVER (M) p,2;2:07h; 3;1:55.2f; 4;1:49.1f ($113,141) (Betting Line). 8 wins. 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S.; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. At 3, second in Pennsylvania Fair S.; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. (2);

TOXIC HANOVER p,3;1:53.2f; BT1:52.2f ($30,415) (Somebeachsomewhere). 4 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Mark Austin Ser. at Dresden; second in leg Mark Austin Ser. at Dresden, leg Sharpe's Summer Ser. at Hanover; third in Final Mark Austin Ser. at Dresden, leg Sharpe's Summer Ser. at Hanover.

TAHINI HANOVER (M) p,2;2:03h; 3;Q2:00.1f-'23; BT1:55.1f ($20,447) (Stay Hungry). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. (2); second in Pennsylvania Fair S. (2); third in leg Late Closer at The Meadows, Pennsylvania Fair S. (5). Now 3, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. - B; second in Pennsylvania Fair S. - B (2); third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Dayton.

Tyson Hanover BT1:56.2-23 (Stay Hungry). Now 2.

2nd Dam
TRANSFER HANOVER p,3;1:56.3f; BT1:55.1 ($3,623) by Cam's Card Shark. 2 wins at 3. From 12 living foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:50, 6 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, including:

TICA HANOVER (M) p,3;1:50.3f ($136,360) (Western Ideal). 10 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, second in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono. At 4, third in leg Burning Point Ser. at Meadowlands.


THISORTHAT HANOVER (M) p,2;1:53.2f; 3;1:52.2; BT1:52.1s ($95,245) (Sportswriter). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold; third in Ontario Sires S. - Super Final, leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots. Dam of THE LEGEND HANOVER p,2;1:52.1; 1:50.2'23 ($114,419).

TAKEN CONTROL (M) p,2;Q1:58.3; 3;1:54.4; 4;1:54.2; BT1:52.3 ($44,749) (Control The Moment). 12 wins at 3 and 4.

TERRACOTTA HANOVER (M) p,2;1:56.4f; 3;1:55.4f; BT1:53.3f ($32,117) (Dragon Again). 6 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Delaware (OH) Open P.; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. SOUTHWIND TALISA p,3;1:55.1f ($101,030).

TOUGH GUY HANOVER p,2;1:54f ($20,688) (Western Hanover). Winner at 2. At 2, winner Reynolds Mem.

TRICKY HANOVER (M) p,4;1:59.2h; BT1:57h ($11,360) (American Ideal). 3 wins at 4 and 5.

TAMARA HANOVER (M) p,2;1:59.2f-'23; BT1:55.2'23 ($9,509) (Artspeak). Winner at 2. Now 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Dresden.

3rd Dam
TARPORT HERALD p,2;1:56.4f; 4;1:56.5f ($84,111) by Walton Hanover. 19 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner elim. Milynn Hanover P., Pennsylvania Fair S. (7). At 3, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. (2). From 14 foals, dam of 13 winners, 2 in 1:50, 8 in 1:54, 13 in 1:59, including:


Next Dam - FOCAL POINT p,2;T1:59.1 (Meadow Skipper-MEADOW WILMA p,2;1:59-Columbia George)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adidas
Arden Downs
INTERNATIONAL STATION

Breeders Crown
Hosier Stake
Little Brown Jug
Ohio Sires
Arden Downs
Hosier Horseman
Little Brown Messenger
Ohio Sires
INTERNATIONAL STATION

Cane Pace
Hosier Horseman
Little Brown Messenger
Ohio Sires
INTERNATIONAL STATION

Champlain Filly
Hosier Horseman
Little Brown Messenger
Ohio Sires
TENTERTONSA PACE
TAMGO DONATO BT2:06.4f by Donato Hanover. Starter at 2. From 2 previous living foals, dam of 2 winners, Arden Downs Next Dam

1st Dam
TAMGO DONATO BT2:06.4f by Donato Hanover. Winner at 2. Now 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in Tompkins-Geers S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in elim., New Jersey Classic Ser.

2nd Dam
WILDFIRE BLUE CHIP 3,1:59.4f; 4,1:56.3; BT1:56.1 ($24,567) by A Go Go Lauxmont. 6 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner leg ONSS - Grassroots at Kawartha. At 4, winner Peace Corps T. at Lexington; second in Rosalind T at Lexington. From 16 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 7 winners, 3 in 1:54, 6 in 1:57, including:


B COR TAMGO 3,1:59.1f; 4,1:56.3; BT1:52.3 ($78,766) (Donato Hanover). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows.

NEW YORK COLOSSUS 3,1:55.4f ($54,554) (Andover Hall). 6 wins, 3 thru 5. At 4, second in leg Late Closer at Rideau Carleton.

WILL CAN GO 3,1:55.4; BT1:54.2s ($24,549) (Possess The Will). 2 wins at 3. At 2, third in Final Define The World Ser. at Mohawk.

Producers:
- Lavern Lavec 2,2:04.3; 3, ($9,104) (dam of
- NUNKERI 2,1:59.4f; 3,1:58f; BT1:57.1f ($103,655), Veronika (dam of

3rd Dam
B COR TAMARA 2,2:04.4f; 3,2:02f ($186,214) by Dream Of Glory. 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. (4). At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. (3). Ontario Harness Horsemens’ S. at Greenwood; second in leg Ontario Sires S. (3). From 19 foals, dam of 16 winners, 2 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, including:

- B COR PETE 1:53.2 ($793,201; $99,875 Intl.) (Balanced Image). 37 wins, 4 thru 12. At 7, winner Final American-National S., Final Su Mac Lad Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Nat Ray, Freehold Inv. At 8, winner leg Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; leg Mac Lad Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Su Mac Lad Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. Maple Leaf T. At 9, winner Final Cutter Mem. Winner Focus Open; second in Copenhagen Cup; third in Oslol Grand Prix Internationally.

Producers:
TIKTOK HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

Reg. No. 5XF38  Microchip No. 985141001419210
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TIKTOK HANOVER

Bar Hopping 3,1:51.4
Cocktail Hour 4,1:55.1
Tangent

Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1
Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f
Self Possessed 3,1:51.3

Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f
Credit Winner 3,1:54
Canland Hall 3,1:57

Ambro Vermouth 2,2:12.3h
Andover Hall 3,1:51.3
Decimal Hanover 2,Q2:00

1st Dam
TANGENT BT1:59.2 ($1,500) by Cantab Hall. Starter at 2. From 2 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:58, including:


2nd Dam
FRACTION by Andover Hall. From 6 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:57, including:

RECIPIROCALBLUECHIP (M) 2,Q1:59f; 3,1:55.4f; 4,1:54.2f ($66,930) (Chapter Seven). 5 wins at 3 and 4.

SHERRYS LADY (M) 2,1:56.3; BT1:59f; 3,1:55.4f; 4,1:54.2f ($66,930) (Chapter Seven). 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Saratoga.

3rd Dam
DECIMAL HANOVER 2,Q2:00; BT1:56.2 ($1,536) by SJ's Caviar. Record at 2. At 2, third in John Simpson Mem. From 3 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:55, including:

MICHAEL'S TURN 2,Q2:00.2; 4,1:55; BT1:54.3s ($67,343) (Muscle Hill). 8 wins at 4 and 5.

4th Dam
D TRAIN BT1:59.2 by Donerail. Starter at 2 and 3. From 14 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 9 winners, 4 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, including:


DREAM ON HANOVER 2,1:57.4f; 3,1:55.4f; BT1:53.2 ($119,521) (Andover Hall). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Reynolds Mem., Tompkins-Geers S.; second in Kentuckiana Stallion Mgmt T. At 3, winner elim. and Final Breeders Crown, elim. Kentucky Futurity, Bluegrass S.

CELEBRITY EXPRESS 2,1:58.4; 3,Q1:55.4f; 4,1:53.4f; BT1:52.2 ($74,952) (Andover Hall). 5 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon, Late Closer at Lexington; second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington; third in International Stallion S.

DETOUR HANOVER 2,1:58f; 3,1:54.2; BT1:53.4 ($25,375) (Andover Hall). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington.
Consigned by HUNTERTON SALES AGENCY, AGENT for Steve H. Stewart.  
Raised at Hunterton Farms at Stoner Creek, Paris, KY

**TACIT**

(NEW JERSEY & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)

**BAY FILLY Foaled May 3, 2022**

Reg. No. 8XJ96  
Microchip No. 985141001373498

Consignment: HUNTERTON SALES AGENCY, AGENT for Steve H. Stewart.

Raised at Hunterton Farms at Stoner Creek, Paris, KY

**West Hall**

Row D

Stall 6

**Lazarus N** p, Q1:48.3  
**Betty’s Delight** p, 3:1:49.4  
**Classic Wish** p, T1:52

**BETHANY**

**Christian Cullen**

**Spirit of Beth**

**Teenage Paige** p, 1:50f

**Real Desire** p, 4, 1:48.2  
**Life Sign** p, 3:1:50.3  
**Deadly Desire**

**Paige Nicole Q** p, 3:1:52  
**Beach Towel** p, 3:1:50  
**Turn To Stone** p, 2:1:56.3

1st Dam

**TEENAGE PAIGE** p, 3:1:50.4; 1:50f ($379,619) by Real Desire. 24 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, winner Tarport Hap P., leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; second in John Simpson Mem.; third in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. At 4, winner leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands (2); third in leg Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands. From 6 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:50, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:56, including:


**CRUSHER Q** p, 2:1:56.1f; 3:1:53f; 1:49.4; BT1:49s ($275,659) (Mach Three). 30 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk, leg Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk. At 3, winner leg Halloween Ser. at Northfield (3); second in leg Halloween Ser. at Northfield; third in Final Halloween Ser. at Northfield. At 6, second in leg Jon Schuster Mem. at Hoosier.

**NURSE PIE Q** (M) p, 2:1:56.1; 3:1:54f; BT1:51.4 ($46,474) (Mach Three). 6 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg Whenuwishuponastar Ser. at Mohawk (2).

**ODDS ON ROXETTE** (M) p, 2:1:55.2; BT1:52.3 ($17,300) (Captaintreacherous). Winner at 2. At 2, second in Final Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth at Lexington. Dam of **SILVER BLUE** p, 2:2:00.2h; 23.

2nd Dam


**CUE THE PAIGE** p, 2:1:54.2; 4:1:49.3f ($326,973) (Real Desire). 24 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. (2), leg Early Closer at Lexington; second in Final Kentucky Sires S., Bluegrass S., International Stallion S. At 3, second in elim. Berry’s Creek P.


**WESTERN PAIGE** p, 3:1:57f; 4:1:55; BT1:54.1 ($13,668) (Western Hanover). 5 wins, 3 thru 5.

**PAIGIE PIE Q** (M) p, 3:1:56.2f; BT1:56.1f ($11,221) (Artsplace). 4 wins at 3. Dam of **RIDE A COWBOY** p, 2:2:00.2h; 3:1:58h; 1:51.3f ($242,620).


3rd Dam

**TURN TO STONE** p, 2:1:56.3 ($36,409) by Cam Fella. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. From 11 living foals, dam of 7 winners, 5 in 1:55, 7 in 2:00, including:

**SEA MAN** p, 3:1:54.1; 1:50.4; BT1:50.2 ($320,290) (Beach Towel). 27 wins, 3 thru 9. At 3, winner leg Trendsetter Junior Ser. At 4, winner leg Trendsetter Senior Ser. (2).

Next Dam - MADAM MADUSA p, 4:1:55.1 (Albatross-MISS EXCEPTIONAL p, 3:2:06.1-Greentree Adios)
Consigned by and Raised at VIEUX CARRE' FARMS, Gettysburg, PA

GLOWING LOU
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 23, 2022
Reg. No. 5XE21 Microchip No. 985141001372907

Sweet Lou p,1:47f ------------------ Yankee Cruiser p,3,1:49.3z
Yankee Classic p,3,1:56.1f -------------- Artiscape p,3,1:49.3z
Microchip No. 985141001372907

Glowing Report p,1:49.2 ----------------- Arisplace p,4,1:49.2
Artsplace p,4,1:49.2 ------------------ Nova, O'Brien
Glowing Report p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:50.1; 1:49.2 ($2,095,144) by Artsplace. 24 wins, 2 thru 5. Nova, O'Brien
Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2006. World Champion. At 2, winner elim. and Final Three Diamonds P., International Stallion S., Harvest S., Chaplin S.; second in Bluegrass S., elim. Sweetheart P. at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Jugette, Glen Garsey Mem., Bluegrass S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in Final Miss New Jersey S. , elim. and Final Matron S., Simcoe S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, elim. Fan Hanover S.; third in elim. Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands. At 4, winner Breeders Crown at Mohawk, Allerage Farm Mare P.; second in Milton S., leg Classic Ser. at Dover, Meadowlands, Final Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Golden Girls P. At 5, winner elim. and Final Milton S., Matriarch P., leg Classic Ser. at Dover, Woodbine, Allerage Farm Mare P.; third in leg Classic Ser. at Meadowlands, Final Classic Ser. at Dover. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:53, 4 in 2:00, including:


EIGHT TEN EOM p,3,1:52.3; 1:52.3f; BT1:51.2s ($137,524) (Western Ideal). 13 wins, 3 thru 7.

THIRTY X (M) p,3,1:52; BT1:51.2 ($27,400) (Rocknroll Hanover). 3 wins at 3. Dam of THE GREEK FREAK p,2,3,1:49.4f; 1:49.3-23 ($363,926), RIFLEMAN p,2,1:51.2f ($199,037).

North Hall
Row J
Stall 3

1st Dam
TEENYBOPPER BT1:58.2f by Somebeachsomewhere. Starter at 3. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:55, including:


2nd Dam
GLOWING REPORT
p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:50.1; 1:49.2 ($2,095,144) by Artsplace. 24 wins, 2 thru 5. Nova, O'Brien
Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2006. World Champion. At 2, winner elim. and Final Three Diamonds P., International Stallion S., Harvest S., Chaplin S.; second in Bluegrass S., elim. Sweetheart P. at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Jugette, Glen Garsey Mem., Bluegrass S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in Final Miss New Jersey S. , elim. and Final Matron S., Simcoe S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, elim. Fan Hanover S.; third in elim. Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands. At 4, winner Breeders Crown at Mohawk, Allerage Farm Mare P.; second in Milton S., leg Classic Ser. at Dover, Meadowlands, Final Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Golden Girls P. At 5, winner elim. and Final Milton S., Matriarch P., leg Classic Ser. at Dover, Woodbine, Allerage Farm Mare P.; third in leg Classic Ser. at Meadowlands, Final Classic Ser. at Dover. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:53, 4 in 2:00, including:


EIGHT TEN EOM p,3,1:52.3; 1:52.3f; BT1:51.2s ($137,524) (Western Ideal). 13 wins, 3 thru 7.

THIRTY X (M) p,3,1:52; BT1:51.2 ($27,400) (Rocknroll Hanover). 3 wins at 3. Dam of THE GREEK FREAK p,2,3,1:49.4f; 1:49.3-23 ($363,926), RIFLEMAN p,2,1:51.2f ($199,037).

3rd Dam
GRAND LADY p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:52.4 ($235,571) by Matt's Scooter. 17 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Molly Pitcher P., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Meadowlands; second in elim. and Final Lou Babic Filly S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State, Meadowlands, leg Rancocos Ser. at Garden State. At 4, second in leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands. From 16 foals, dam of 14 winners, 4 in 1:55, 12 in 1:55, 14 in 1:56, including:


URGENT ACTION p,2,1:55f; 3,1:51.2f; 1:49.3; BT1:49f ($699,700) (Artsplace). 24 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; second in Final New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold. At 3, second in Final Messenger S. At 4, winner leg (3) and Final Sagamore Hill Ser. at Yonkers, leg Joe Gerrity Jr. Mem. at Saratoga; second in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers, leg Joe Gerrity Jr. Mem. at Saratoga. At 5, third in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers.

Producers: MUST SEE p,2,1:52 ($487,122) (dam of WELL SAID p,2,1:51; 3,1:47.3-$2,569,342), SUBTLE CHARM p,2,1:55.3 ($28,850) (grandam of MISO FAST p,2,1:53.1f; 3,1:49.2f; 4,Q1:49f-$877,947, TREACHEROUS REIGN p,2,1:51.1f; 3,1:48.3-$877,893), FIT TO FRAME p,3,1:53.1f ($16,134) (dam of FIRE START HANOVER p,2,1:50.3; 3,1:49-$1,273,448).

Next Dam - GRAND VITESSE p,4,1:57.2 (Albatross-SUSIE TUP p,1:57.4-Race Time)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

TAKE OUT HANOVER
(PENNYSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 8, 2022
Reg. No. 9X224 Microchip No. 985141001405094

TAKE OUT HANOVER
(Main Hall
Row F
Stall 35)

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3 -------- Somewhere p,3,1:46.4 ----------
My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1 -------- Dragon Again p,1:48.3
My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2

TAKE OUT HANOVER
Tempest Blue Chip p,3,1:54.3f -
Advantest p,3,1:54.3  

1st Dam
TEMPEST BLUE CHIP p,3,1:54.3f ($69,493) by Bettor's Delight. 5 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg New York-Bred LC at Monticello (2), Saratoga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Saratoga, leg New York-Bred LC at Syracuse. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, leg Late Closer at Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga; third in leg New York State Fair S. at Goshen. From 12 previous foals, dam of 11 winners, 1 in 1:50, 8 in 1:55, 11 in 2:00, including:
TIVO HANOVER p,3,1:52.3h; 1:49.3; BT1:49s ($396,366) (Pet Rock). 25 wins, 3 thru 7. At 5, second in Ohio Sires S. at Dayton. At 6, winner leg and Final Jammin Joshua Ser. at Hoosier; second in Brad Hanners Mem. at Hoosier; third in Honest Mem. at Hoosier, leg Jammin Joshua Ser. at Hoosier. At 7, third in Honest Mem. at Hoosier.

2nd Dam

3rd Dam
TEA POT HANOVER (M) p,2,1:54f; 3,1:52.3f; BT1:52f ($188,483) (Western Hanover). 14 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner Arden Downs S.; second in Eternal Camnation P. At 3, third in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono. At 7, second in elim. and Final Jim Vinnell Mem.

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown

Cheerful Earful
Nihilator-TARPOR CHEER

TAKE OUT HANOVER

Main Hall
Row F
Stall 35
**TATER TOT HANOVER**

(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled March 18, 2022

Reg. No. 5XC81 Microchip No. 985141001402231

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3

TATER TOT HANOVER

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4

Mach Three p,3,1:49

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3

Whereas The Beach

My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1

Dragon Again p,1:48.3

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3

My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2

Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4

TATER TOT HANOVER

Well Said p,3,1:47.3

Must See p,2,1:52

Temptation Hanover p,2,1:52.3

Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4

Temptation Hanover p,2,1:52.3

Advantest p,3,1:54.3

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4

Mach Three p,3,1:49

My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1

Dragon Again p,1:48.3

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3

My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2

Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4

TATER TOT HANOVER

Well Said p,3,1:47.3

Must See p,2,1:52

Temptation Hanover p,2,1:52.3

Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4

Temptation Hanover p,2,1:52.3

Advantest p,3,1:54.3

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4

Mach Three p,3,1:49

My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1

Dragon Again p,1:48.3

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3

My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2

Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4

TATER TOT HANOVER

Well Said p,3,1:47.3

Must See p,2,1:52

Temptation Hanover p,2,1:52.3

Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4

Temptation Hanover p,2,1:52.3

Advantest p,3,1:54.3

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4

Mach Three p,3,1:49

My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1

Dragon Again p,1:48.3

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3

My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2

Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4

TATER TOT HANOVER

Well Said p,3,1:47.3

Must See p,2,1:52

Temptation Hanover p,2,1:52.3

Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4

Temptation Hanover p,2,1:52.3

Advantest p,3,1:54.3

1st Dam

TEMPATION HANOVER  p,2,1:52.3; BT1:52 ($27,019) by Well Said.  2 wins at 2.  At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington; second in Arden Downs S.; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows.  From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 3 in 1:52, 4 in 1:56, including:

Patriot Nation  p,2,1:53.2f; 1:50.1f; BT1:49.2 ($246,663) (Somebeachsomewhere).  14 wins, 2 thru 5.  At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, Pocono; second in Final Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono, Pennsylvania All-Stars.  At 3, second in John Simpson Mem., Liberty Bell P. at Philadelphia.  Full sister to KENNETH J  p,2,1:50.3; 3,1:49.3; 4,1:49.3f; BT1:49 ($1,562,007).  From 12 foals, dam of 1 1 winner, 1 in 1:50, 8 in 1:55, 11 in 2:00, including:

KENNETH J  p,2,1:50.3; 3,1:49.3; 4,1:49.3f; BT1:49 ($1,562,007).  From 12 foals, dam of 1 1 winner, 1 in 1:50, 8 in 1:55, 11 in 2:00, including:


2nd Dam

TEMPETY BLUE CHIP  p,3,1:54.3f ($69,493) by Bettor's Delight.  5 wins at 3.  At 2, second in leg New York-Bred LC at Monticello (2), Saratoga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Saratoga, leg New York-Bred LC at Syracuse.  At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, leg Late Closer at Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, New York State Fair S. at Goshen.  Full sister to KENNETH J  p,2,1:50.3; 3,1:49.3; 4,1:49.3f; BT1:49 ($1,562,007).  From 12 foals, dam of 1 1 winner, 1 in 1:50, 8 in 1:55, 11 in 2:00, including:


Next Dam - ADVANTEST  p,3,1:54.3 (Artsplace-CHEERFUL EARRFUL p,3,2:00.4f-Nihilator)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios  Breeders Crown  Hoosier Stake  Little Brown Jug  Penna. Sires (Fair)  Standardbred

Arden Downs  Cane Pace  Horseman  Messenger  Simcoe Filly  Tattersalls Pacing


Arden Downs  Cane Pace  Horseman  Messenger  Simcoe Filly  Tattersalls Pacing
LOUIS PRIMA
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled February 25, 2022
Reg. No. 0XA95 Microchip No. 985141001401427
West Hall
Row G
Stall 10

Sweet Lou p.1:47f ———— Yankee Cruiser p.3:1:49.3 ———— Artiscape p.3:1:49.3z
LOUIS PRIMA

Sweet Future p.3:1:54.2 ———— Falcons Future p.3:1:51f

Terroronthebeach p.3:1:48.3 ———— Western Hanover p.3:1:50.4

Beach Guest p.4:1:51.3 ———— Beach Towel p.3:1:50

1st Dam

TERRORONTHEBEACH p.2:1:54.3; 3:1:53.2; BT1:52.3 ($147,408) by Western Terror. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Eternal Camnation P. At 3, second in Bud Light S., leg Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands. From 6 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:50, 5 in 1:54, including:


ROLLWITHTHEPUNCHES p.2:1:56.2h; 3,1:53.1; BT1:52.4s ($59,320) (Sportswriter). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Grand River; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk.

2nd Dam

BEACH GUEST p.2,1:56.1; 3:1:53.4; 4:1:51.3 ($182,801) by Beach Towel. 12 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Trillium P. at Woodbine, leg Maid Ser. at Woodbine. From 10 living foals, dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:50, 5 in 1:54, including:

DINNER GUEST p.3:1:52.2; 1:49.3; BT1:49.2 ($738,481) (No Pan Intended). 77 wins, 3 thru 14. At 3, winner elim. Autumn P. at Woodbine, leg Valedictory Ser. at Woodbine (2). At 4, winner leg Willowdale Ser. at Woodbine, leg Ontario Boys Ser. at Woodbine; second in Final Ontario Boys Ser. at Woodbine. At 14, winner leg Holiday Ser. at Saratoga; second in leg Holiday Ser. at Saratoga.

GUESTIMATE (M) p.3:1:54.4f; 1:50.3; BT1:50 ($609,005) (The Panderosa). 28 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, winner Final ASHA Breeders S. at Stampede, Calgary Lady S. at Stampede; second in elim. and Final Compass Rose S. at Northlands, Final Stampede Princess S., Miss Edmonton S.; third in elim. ASHA Breeders S. at Stampede, leg Stampede Princess S. At 6, second in Matriarch P.

WHATS UP NOW p.2,1:52.1; BT1:51.1f ($82,289) (Western Hanover). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Goshen Cup, Reynolds Mem. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows.

STORMIN THE BEACH p.2,Q1:56.3; BT1:56.1h ($18,780) (American Ideal). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg New York-Bred LC at Batavia; second in leg New York-Bred LC ; third in Final New York-Bred LC.

BEACH VOLLEY BALL p.3,Q1:55f; BT1:54.1f ($17,323) (Sportswriter). 2 wins at 3. At 3, second in elim. City of London P.; third in Final City of London P., leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro.


3rd Dam

SURMISE p.3,T1:56 ($31,758) by Bret Hanover. 3 wins at 3. From 12 living foals, dam of 10 winners, 5 in 1:53, 10 in 1:59, including:


Next Dam - EASY TO LOVE p.2,T1:58.4 (Meadow Skipper-PAMMY LOBELL p.4:1:57.1-Aliner)
ECHOTEEEN (NEW YORK ELIGIBLE)

Echoteen (New York Eligible) is a Bay Colt foaled February 25, 2022, raised at Winning Key Farm, Leechburg, PA. He is consigned by ANVIL AND LACE FARM, AGENT for Shaffer and Sons. His Reg. No. is 0X414, and his Microchip No. is 985141001375690.

### Bloodlines

**1st Dam**

**Terrortina** p,2,1:55.4f; 3,1:53f; BT1:51.2f ($143,804) by Western Terror. She has won 5 races, including the Keystone Classic. At 2, she was third in the Keystone Classic. She has also won the Arden Downs S. at The Meadows, and the Final Donna Dunn Mem. at The Meadows, leg (2) and Final Medusa Ser. at The Meadows; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, elim. Jugette, Liberty Bell P. at Philadelphia. She is damsired by Western Terror.

**2nd Dam**

**Alladorable** p,2,1:57.1f; 3,1:52.4f ($96,526) by Allamerican Native. She has won 6 races, including the Reynolds Mem., leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono. She has also won the Reynolds Mem. at The Meadows; second in the Horseman. She has sired 4 winners, including: **Volley Ball Beach** p,2,1:52.4f; 3,1:50.4f ($256,410) (Somebeachsomewhere). She has 32 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, she won the Keystone Classic, Arden Downs S.; second in the The Madison County P.; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, and John Simpson Mem.; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono.

**3rd Dam**

**Mattadorable** by Matt's Scooter. She has sired 5 winners, including: **Mattamerican** p,2,Q1:56.3f; 3,1:49.4f; 1:49.2f; BT1:49f ($538,843) (Allamerican Native). She has 44 wins, 3 thru 10. At 2, she was third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Arden Downs S. At 3, she won the Horseman S., leg Visible Gold Ser. at The Meadows, cons. Max Hemp Mem., leg (2) and Final Walter Russell Mem. at The Meadows, leg Visible Gold Ser. at The Meadows; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, Final Visible Gold Ser. at The Meadows, leg Walter Russell Mem. at The Meadows. At 4, she was third in leg Graduate Ser. at Tioga. At 6, she was third in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers.

**Mattacardle** p,2,1:53.4f; 3,1:52f; 1:51.1f; BT1:50f ($244,161) (McArdle). She has 17 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, she won the leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Chester, Reynolds Mem.; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. She has also won the leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Niatross P., Arden Downs S., John Simpson Mem.; third in Keystone Classic. At 3, she won leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, and John Simpson Mem.; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, and John Simpson Mem.; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono. At 4, she was third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. She has also won the leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers.

**Mattarolla** p,2,1:57.1f; 3,1:56.4h; BT1:53.2f ($30,845) (Rock N Roll Heaven). She has 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, she won leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Buffalo; third in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono, leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Buffalo; third in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono.

**Serpenteen** p,3,1:57.3f; BT1:54.1f ($15,765) (McArdle). She has won 3 races, including the leg Pennsylvania Sires S. She has also won the leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, Final Little Mermaid Ser. at Pocono.

**4th Dam**

**Matadora** BT1:58.4f by Abercrombie. From 11 foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:55, 5 in 2:00, including:**

**Adora K** (M) p,2,1:57.1f; 4,1:56.3f; BT1:54.2f ($115,724) (Western Hanover). She has 12 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, she won leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Final Little Mermaid Ser. at Pocono. She has also won the leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Final Little Mermaid Ser. at Pocono. Producers: Maddy West (dam of **Maddy Seelster** p,2,1:56.4; 3,1:53.4; 1:51-$293,621).

### Stakes Engagements

- Delvin Miller Adios
- Arden Downs
- Bluegrass Series
- Breeders Crown
- Cane Pace
- Champlin
- Empire Breeders
- Fox
- Hooiser Stake
- Horseman
- International Stallion
- Little Brown Jug
- Meadowns Pace
- Messenger
- New York Sires
- Parshall Memorial
- Progress Pace
- Simcoe
- Standardbred
- Tattersalls Pace

**Next Dam - Valentina** p,2,1:56 (Tyler B-TRIXIE HANOVER p,2,2:02.1-Bullet Hanover)
TAHARI HANOVER

(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled February 15, 2022

Reg. No. 9X48 - Microchip No. 985140105335

Main Hall
Row C
Stall 19

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

351

Tessa Seelster p,4,1:50 -------

Tahari Hanover  ----------------------------

Tahari Hanover p,2,2:01.3f (Dragon's Lair-)

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

1st Dam

TESSA SEELSTER p,2,1:54.1; 1:50.2; 4,1:50 ($521,648) by Shadow Play. 25 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Autumn P. at Woodbine; second in leg Autumn P. at Woodbine; third in Final Autumn P. at Woodbine. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; third in Ontario Sires S. - Super Final at Woodbine. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:56, including:

Titanic Hanover p,2,Q1:55-'23; BT1:52.4f-'23 ($5,000) (Captaintreacherous). Record at 2. Now 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

2nd Dam

TITANIA SEELSTER by Camluck. From 10 foals, dam of 8 winners, 9 in 1:55, 7 in 1:59, including:

TOMI SEELSTER (M) p,2,1:56.3f; 1:52.2h; BT1:51.3h ($198,239) (Stonebridge Regal). 39 wins, 2 thru 7.

TAHITI SEELSTER (M) p,2,1:55.2; 3,1:54.1f; 1:53f; BT1:52.3f ($170,656) (Up The Credit). 25 wins, 2 thru 6.

TWILIGHT SEELSTER (M) p,2,1:56h; 4,1:54.4f; BT1:51.4s ($164,943) (Modern Art). 24 wins, 2 thru 5.

TALAINA SEELSTER (M) p,2,1:55.3f; 3,1:51.2; BT1:50.1f ($483,331) (Big Jim). 49 wins, 2 thru 9.

3rd Dam


TATIANA SEELSTER (M) p,2,1:56.1f; 1:54.1f; BT1:53f ($170,656) (Up The Credit). 25 wins, 2 thru 5.

TALADEGA SEELSTER (M) p,2,1:55.3h; 3,1:52.1; BT1:51.2s ($201,517) (Apaches Fame). 12 wins, 3 thru 5.

1st Dam

TESSA SEELSTER p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:50.2; 4,1:50 ($521,648) by Shadow Play. 25 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Autumn P. at Woodbine; second in leg Autumn P. at Woodbine; third in Final Autumn P. at Woodbine. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; third in Ontario Sires S. - Super Final at Woodbine. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:56, including:

Titanic Hanover p,2,Q1:55-'23; BT1:52.4f-'23 ($5,000) (Captaintreacherous). Record at 2. Now 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

2nd Dam

TITANIA SEELSTER by Camluck. From 10 foals, dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:50, 5 in 1:55, 8 in 1:59, including:

TOMI SEELSTER (M) p,2,1:56.3f; 1:52.2h; BT1:51.3h ($198,239) (Stonebridge Regal). 39 wins, 2 thru 7.

TAHITI SEELSTER (M) p,2,1:55.2; 3,1:54.1f; 1:53f; BT1:52.3f ($170,656) (Up The Credit). 25 wins, 2 thru 6.

TWILIGHT SEELSTER (M) p,2,1:56h; 4,1:54.4f; BT1:51.4s ($164,943) (Modern Art). 24 wins, 2 thru 5.

TALAINA SEELSTER (M) p,2,1:55.3f; 3,1:51.2; BT1:50.1f ($483,331) (Big Jim). 49 wins, 2 thru 9.

3rd Dam


TATIANA SEELSTER (M) p,2,1:56.1f; 1:54.1f; BT1:53f ($170,656) (Up The Credit). 25 wins, 2 thru 5.

TALADEGA SEELSTER (M) p,2,1:55.3h; 3,1:52.1; BT1:51.2s ($201,517) (Apaches Fame). 12 wins, 3 thru 5.

1st Dam

TESSA SEELSTER p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:50.2; 4,1:50 ($521,648) by Shadow Play. 25 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Autumn P. at Woodbine; second in leg Autumn P. at Woodbine; third in Final Autumn P. at Woodbine. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; third in Ontario Sires S. - Super Final at Woodbine. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:56, including:

Titanic Hanover p,2,Q1:55-'23; BT1:52.4f-'23 ($5,000) (Captaintreacherous). Record at 2. Now 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.
TORRONE HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
Main Hall
BAY COLT Foaled May 7, 2022
Reg. No. 1XF84 Microchip No. 985141001405062
Stall 36

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

TORRONE HANOVER
Bay Colt
Foaled May 7, 2022
Reg. No. 1XF84
Microchip No. 985141001405062

Sweet Lou p,1:47f
Yankee Cruiser p,3,1:49.3
A Yankee Classic p,3,1:56.1
Artiscape p,3,1:54.2
Falkons Future p,3,1:51f
Sweet Dahrlin p,3,1:55.4

TORRONE HANOVER
Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4
Mach Three p,3,1:49
Wheres The Beach
Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4

1st Dam
THE GODMOTHER p,3,1:57f
BY Somebeachsomewhere. Winner at 3. From 2 previous foals, dam of:
Tattaglia Hanover (Bettor’s Delight). Now 2.

2nd Dam
SIMPLE GESTURE by Western Hanover. From 10 foals, dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:50, 4 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57, including:


UNCLE NICKY p,2,1:54.3f; BT1:52 ($18,490) (Philos Hanover). Winner at 2. At 2, second in Late Closer at Lexington.

MAKO WISH (M) p,3,1:56f; BT1:54z ($10,934) (Cam’s Card Shark). 2 wins at 3. Dam of MAJOR MAKOVER p,2,1:55.6; 3,1:53.2; 4,1:53.1h ($175,998). Grandam of WISHING ROCK p,2,2:00f.

3rd Dam
EMPTY FEELING p,2,2:00.1f; 3,1:53.4; 1:53.1; BT1:52.3s ($354,657) by Abercrombie. 20 wins, 2 thru 5. At 3, second in leg (2) and Final Blizzard Ser. At 4, winner Pretty Direct P.; elim. Damsel Ser.; second in leg Damsel Ser., elim. Guys & Dolls P. At 5, winner leg Cape & Cutter Ser., elim. Overbid Ser.; second in leg (2) and Final Overbid Ser., leg Cape & Cutter Ser. Three-quarter sister to LAUGHS p,2,1:55.1; 3,1:52.1 ($1,383,172). From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:49, 3 in 1:54, 5 in 1:59, including:


FULFILLED p,2,1:53.3; BT1:52.3f ($82,593) (Western Hanover). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. (2); second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. At 3, winner leg Battle Of Saratoga Ser.; second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. (2).

FEEL IDEAL p,3,2:02.3h; 4,1:57.3h ($16,272) (Western Ideal). 16 wins, 3 thru 8.

Next Dam - EVERGREEN SANDY p,3,1:58.3 (Most Happy Fella-EVERGREEN DOT p,2:01.3h-Chipman’s Heel) STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Dalvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champion
Fox
Cheetah Pace
Horseshoe Stake
International Stallion
Meat Packers Pace
Messenger
Pennsylvania Pace (Fair)
Progress Pace
Standardbred
Stakes Engagements
Tattersalls Pace
HOSTUS MOSTUS
(NJ BREEDERS MATURED)

BAY FILLY Foaled May 19, 2022
Reg. No. 9X852  Microchip No. 985141010418293

Huntsville p,3:1:47.4 M
Somebeachsomewhere p,3:1:46.4 M
Mach Three p,3:1:49 F
Where's The Beach F
Art Major p,4:1:48.4 M
Western Hanover p,3:1:50.4 M
Ar'l's Troublemaker p,4:1:53.2 M
Sweet On Art p,4:1:52.4 M

HOSTUS MOSTUS

353

Arl's Troublemaker p,2:1:54
Wild West Show p,3:1:53.3f
Arl's Troublemaker p,4:1:49.2

3rd Dam

Kawartha Quality p,1:59f

1st Dam

THUMBPRINT p,2:2:01.1h; 3:1:54.2f; BT1:51.1f ($205,925) by Art Major. 12 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg New York-Bred LC at Batavia; second in leg New York-Bred LC at Vernon, Yonkers. At 3, winner New York State Fair S. at Goshen, leg Closest at Tioga (2); second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, New York State Fair S. at Tioga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers and leg Late Closer at Tioga, leg Snow Angel Ser. at Meadowlands. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:52, 4 in 1:59, including:


2nd Dam

AR'L'S TROUBLEMAKER p,2:1:55.4; 4:1:53.2; BT1:51.2 ($143,945) by Troublemaker. 20 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner leg New York-Bred LC at Batavia; second in leg New York-Bred LC at Vernon, Yonkers. At 3, winner New York State Fair S. at Goshen, leg Closest at Tioga (2); second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, New York State Fair S. at Tioga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers and leg Late Closer at Tioga, leg Snow Angel Ser. at Meadowlands. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:52, 4 in 1:59, including:
ART MAKER p,3:1:52; 3:1:49.1 ($1,036,217) (Arturo). 60 wins, 3 thru 13. At 3, second in leg Mohawk Ser. at Mohawk. At 4, winner leg (2) and Final Fox Sports Net Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Exit 16W Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Four Leaf Clover Ser. at Meadowlands.

STOCK MARKET WIZ p,2:1:56.1; 2:1:54 ($739,283) (Three Wizzards). 33 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello, Saratoga, Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at New York; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello, Saratoga, Vernon; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers.

BREAKIN THE LAW p,2:1:57.4h; 3:1:50.3; 4:1:49.4; BT1:48.1f ($524,805) (Artiscape). 22 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner Maryland Sbd. Race Fund at Ocean (2). At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Yonkers; leg (3) and Final Spring Survivor Ser. at Meadowlands; second in elim. and Final Empire Breeders Classic, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in elim. and Final Adios S.

SOLO STORY p,2:1:57.2f; 3:1:52.4; 1:50; BT1:49.1 ($374,874) (Bettor's Delight). 18 wins, 2 thru 8. At 3, winner leg Alliance Ser. at Georgian; second in leg Alliance Ser. at Georgian; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk. At 7, winner elim. Fall Harvest P. at Meadowlands.


Producers:
TIME FLIES HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled March 14, 2022

Reg. No. 8XD28 Microchip No. 985141001419523

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

Reg # 354

Main Hall
Row C
Stall 18

TIME FLIES HANOVER

3rd Dam

TIME SAVER HANOVER p,2,Q1:59h; BT1:54f ($3,600) by Well Said. Record at 2. At 2, third in Pennsylvania All-Stars. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:54, including:

TICKER TAPE HANOVER p,2,1:51.2; BT1:50f ($158,436) (Huntsville). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Nassagaweya S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, elim. Metro S., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. At 3, third in Empire Breeders Crown, leg of New York Sires S. at Tioga.

LITTLE TORO p,3,1:53.2f ($44,422) (Roll With Joe). 4 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in New York County Fair S. at Gouverneur; third in New York County Fair S. at Norwich. At 3, second in New York County Fair S. at Boonville, Norwich; third in New York County Fair S. at Batavia, Buffalo, Lowville, Morris, Vernon.

Time Out Hanover (M) BT1:53.4-'23 (Stay Hungry). Now 2 and racing.

TRIPLE V HANOVER p,2,1:52.4; 3,1:50.3f ($188,103) (Somebeachsomewhere). 7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Trillium S. at Windsor; second in leg Trillium P. at London. At 3, winner Simcoe S., leg Trillium P. at Rideau Carleton, leg Miss Vera Bars S. at Woodbine (2); second in Glen Garnsey Mem., heat Jugette, leg Trillium P. at Woodbine, Final Miss Vera Bars S. at Woodbine, leg Princess Ser. at Mohawk. From 20 foals, dam of 15 winners, 1 in 1:49, 14 in 1:55, 15 in 1:59, including:


TECHTOPIA HANOVER p,3,1:52.4f; 4,1:51f ($239,217) (Artspeak). 21 wins, 3 thru 6 At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. At Pocono.


TYLER HANOVER p,3,1:50.4f; BT1:50f ($175,452) (The Panderosa). 12 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner Final Late Closer at Tioga, Semi-Final Spring Survivor Ser.; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. At Pocono, Tompkins-Geers S., leg Spring Survivor Ser. (2), leg Late Closer at Tioga; third in leg Late Closer at Tioga.

TENS HANOVER p,2,1:56.3f; 3,1:51.1f; 4,1:50.3f ($196,630) (Western Hanover). 21 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, third in leg Reynolds Mem.

WESTERN TORO p,3,1:58.1h; 3,1:50.4s ($139,068) (Western Ideal). 26 wins, 3 thru 10.

TRIM HANOVER (M) p,2,1:57.1; 3,1:52.4f; BT1:51.3s ($123,117) (Camluck). 3 wins at 3. At 2, second in cons. She's A Great Lady S., elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; third in leg Champlain P., Bluegrass S., International Stallion S. At 3, third in leg Town Pro Ser. at Mohawk. Dam of AMERICAN JEWEL p,2,1:50.2; 3,1:48.2 ($1,840,565), LUCK BE WITHYOU p,2,1:50f; 3,1:48f; 1:47.4f ($1,454,166), SOURCE OF PRIDE p,2,1:52.4; 3,1:50.4h ($322,734), Grandam of US CAPTAIN p,2,1:54h ($390,577). Producers: Tessa Hanover (dam of AMERICAN MERCURY p,2,1:54.4; 3,1:49.3-$992,200).

Next Dam - TRILOGY LOBELL (Tyler B. - THREE DIAMONDS p,3,1:53.1-Albatross)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delvin Miller</th>
<th>Breeders Crown</th>
<th>Hoosier Stake</th>
<th>Little Brown Jug</th>
<th>Penna. Sires (Fair)</th>
<th>Standardbred</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ardene Dovers</td>
<td>Canes Pace</td>
<td>Horseman</td>
<td>Messenger</td>
<td>Simcoe Sires</td>
<td>Tattersalls Pace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluegrass Series</td>
<td>Champlain Filly</td>
<td>International Stallion</td>
<td>Penna. Sires (Par-Mutual)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Consigned by NORTHWOOD BLOODSTOCK AGENCY, AGENT for Hillside Standardbred.
Raised at Hillside Standardbred, Fredericksburg, OH

**TIS CRUNCHER**
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled March 11, 2022
Reg. No. 2XE77  Microchip No. 985141001418304

Main Hall  
Row G  
Stall 8

### Captain Crunch p,3:1:47.1

---

Somebeachsomewhere p,3:1:46.4  
Worlty Treasure p,2:1:53.1

### Sweet Paprika p,4:1:51.1f

---

Artiscape p,3:1:49.3z  
Sweet Future p,3:1:54.2

### TIS CRUNCHER

- **Well Said p,3:1:47.3**
  - Western Hanover p,3:1:50.4
  - Must See p,2:1:52

- **Tricky Tooshie p,1:52.1**
  - Rumpus Hanover p,2:1:52.3
  - Sangria Belle p,4:2:01.3f

---

**1st Dam**

**TISDALL HANOVER** p,3:Q1:58.1f; BT1:56.1s ($15,277) by Well Said. 2 wins, 3 thru 5. From 2 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:57, including:

- **CHAKKA** (M) p,2:2:00.1h; 3:1:56.2h-'23; BT1:53s ($31,982) (All Bets Off). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover; second in leg Ontario Prospect Ser. at Georgian; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River. At 3, winner leg Ontario Prospect Ser. at Hanover; third in elim. Kin P. at Clinton, Ontario Sires S. – Grassroots at Hanover.

**2nd Dam**

**TRICKY TOOSHIE** p,2:1:55.1f; 3,1:54f; 1:52.1; BT1:51.3s ($1,005,566) by Rumpus Hanover. 44 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner leg and Final Coupe Des Eleveurs at Blue Bonnets, leg Quebec Circuit - A at Blue Bonnets, Quebec, Trois Rivieres; second in elim. and Final La Trifluvienne P. at Trois Rivieres, leg Quebec Circuit - A at Blue Bonnets. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final Coupe Des Eleveurs at Quebec, leg Quebec Circuit - A at Blue Bonnets, Connaught, Quebec (2). Trois Rivieres (2), elim. and Final Critérium Des Pouliches at Quebec. At 5, second in leg Roses Are Red P. at Woodbine (2); third in Final Roses Are Red P. at Woodbine. At 6, second in Milton S. From 12 living foals, dam of 11 winners, 1 in 1:50, 9 in 1:55, 11 in 2:00, including:


- **CASH CAB** p,2:Q1:55.4; 3:1:53.2f; 1:50.2f; BT1:50 ($626,348) (Western Ideal). 48 wins, 2 thru 12. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold (2); third in Woodrow Wilson P.

- **MAJOR UPTREND** p,2:Q1:53.3f; 3:1:51.3; 1:49f ($590,256) (Somebeachsomewhere). 47 wins, 2 thru 11. At 4, winner leg Sonsam Ser. at Meadowlands (2), leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono (2), leg Escort Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Sagamore Hill Ser. at Yonkers; second in Final Sonsam Ser. at Meadowlands, Final Escort Ser. at Meadowlands, Final Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono.

- **TIBER HANOVER** p,2:1:54.3; 3:1:52f; 1:51.1f; BT1:50.1 ($395,469) (Cam's Card Shark). 19 wins, 2 thru 7. At 3, winner leg Commodore Barry Ser. at Chester (3), leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Meadowlands, leg Windshield Wiper Vper Ser. at Freehold; second in Final Commodore Barry Ser. at Chester, Final Windshield Wiper Ser. at Freehold, leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; third in Battle Of The Brandywine P. At 4, second in leg Complex Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Final Complex Ser. at Meadowlands.

- **UP FRONT BRAD** p,2:Q1:58.4f; 3:1:55.3h; BT1:54.3 ($142,800) (Run The Table). 26 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

- **TEST CASE HANOVER** p,2:1:57.5f; 3:1:56.1f; 4:1:55.3h; BT1:54.3 ($142,800) (Run The Table). 26 wins, 2 thru 8.


- **TUTU HANOVER** p,2:1:56.1h; 3:1:52 ($117,687) (Western Ideal). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; second in Lucien Bombardier S.; third in Final New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold.

**Dam of LYONS SENTINEL** p,2:1:49.3; 3:1:49.2f; 4:1:48 ($2,139.086).

**Next Dam** - SANGRIA BELLE p,4:2:01.3f (Tijuana Taxi-SANGRIA p,3:2:02.1f-Meadow Skipper)
PINBALL (NEW JERSEY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 19, 2022
Reg. No. 5XK64 Microchip No. 985141001374947

West Hall
Row H
Stall 11

PINBALL

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Graceful Touch 2,1:56.1
Pleasing Lady 3,1:58f

Tommi Canu Hearme, 2,1:51.3
---------------------
RC Royalty 3,1:55.1
Bourbon 'n Grits 2,2:04h

Tommi My Girl, 3,1:52.3
---------------------
Ken Warkentin 3,1:52.3
Razzle Dazzle Tom 3, 1:57.4f

Six Pack, 3,1:49.1
Muscle Mass 2,1:53.4

GRACEFUL TOUCH

Pinball

Consigned by CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT for Dustin Jones Stables Inc. and Hebert Horses Inc.
Raised at Concord Stud Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ

TOMMI CANU HEARME 2,1:58.1; BT1:55.2 ($112,884) by Royalty For Life. 4 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, Champlain S.; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk. At 3, winner leg Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk. First colt. From 1 previous foal, dam of:

L A Parti (M) BT1:59.2s-'23 (Six Pack). Now 2 and racing.

TOMMI MY GIRL 3,1:55.2; BT1:54s ($210,367) by Ken Warkentin. 18 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Grand River; third in Robert Stewart S. At 3, winner Bud Light S., leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton, Sarnia; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk. From 6 foals, dam of

L A Parti (M) BT1:59.2s-'23 (Six Pack). Now 2 and racing.

RAZZLE DAZZLE TOM 2,2:00.2; 3,1:57.4f ($573,921) by A Go Go Lauxmont. 15 wins at 2 and 3.


RAZZLE ROYALE 2,2:06.2f; 3,2:00.4f; 1:56f; BT1:55.2s ($245,326) (Royal Strength). 38 wins, 2 thru 12. At 2, third in leg ONSS - Grassroots at Kawartha. At 3, second in leg ONSS - Grassroots at Kawartha.

TOMMI MY GIRL (M) 3,1:55.2; BT1:54s ($210,367) (Ken Warkentin). As above.

K Dazzle 3,1:59.4f; 1:59.1h; BT1:58.2h ($45,882) (Ken Warkentin). 8 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian. At 4, winner leg City of London T. at London; third in Final City of London T. at London.

Whatabout Tom 2,02.2; BT1:58s ($34,532) (Ken Warkentin). Record at 2. At 2, second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Grand River, Mohawk; third in Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Grand River.

Betty P (M) 3,2:02.2h; BT2:01.1f ($5,930) (Muscle Mass). Winner at 3. At 3, third in leg Alliance Ser. at Georgian.

SEGRIFF 2,2:07.3f; 3,2:00.2 ($181,941) by Speedy Crown. 11 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner Batavia Filly S., Reynolds Mem., Matron S.; second in La Belle Province S. - Liberty Bell, The Meadows, Tompkins Mem., Saul Camp Mem. at Lexington. At 4, winner Ontario Jockey Club Maty. at Greenwood. From 15 foals, dam of 9 winners, 5 in 2:00, including:

NAZCA 3,2:05.4h; 1:58f ($261,097) (Dream Of Glory). 37 wins, 3 thru 9. At 3, second in leg Ojibway Ser. at Windsor.

Producers: CHELSEA SHOW 2,02.06.3f ($5,727) (dam of ZORGWJK HEAVENLY 1:56.2h-$299,492.


Next Dam - B ABE LOBELL 4,2:05.4f (Noble Victory-BRIANA HANOVER 2:08.1h-Hoot Mon)
**BLUE HERON**  
**BAY COLT Foaled June 6, 2022**

**Reg. No. 0XM45**  
**Microchip No. 985141001375735**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakes Engagements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bluegrass Series</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeders Crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champlain Hambletonian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Stallion Kentucky Futurity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky KSBF/KSBIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario Sires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario SBOA Simcoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkers Trot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zweig Memorial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Archangel 1:50**  
- Credit Winner 3,1:54  
- American Winner 3,1:52.3  
- Lawn Tennis  
- Andover Hall 3,1:51.3  
- Almost An Angel 3,1:56

**BLUE HERON**  
- Yankee Glide 3,1:55.1  
- Valley Victory 3,1:55.3  
- Gratis Yankee 2,2:03  
- American Winner 3,1:52.3  
- Coral Glory 3,2:02

**1st Dam**

- TOO GOOD FOR YOU by Yankee Glide. From 13 previous living foals, dam of 12 winners, 5 in 1:55, 12 in 1:59, including:

  | **BEER BUDGET** | 2,1:59; 3,1:57.1h; 4,1:55.2; BT1:54.4f ($) | **American Winner** | 3,1:52.3 |
  | 2,1:54s ($) | **Lawn Tennis** |
  | **Andover Hall** | 3,1:51.3 |
  | **Almost An Angel** | 3,1:56 |

  | **TIGER’S TOO GOOD** | 2,1:57.2; 3,1:55.3f; 1:53.3 ($) | **Conway Hall** |
  | 2,1:59 ($) | **Hambletonian** |
  | **Champlain** |
  | **Kentucky Futurity** |
  | **Ontario Sires** |

  | **ENTIN** | (M) 2,1:59.3f; 3,1:56.3f; 1:54.4f; BT1:53.3 ($) | **Angus Hall** |

  | **ONLY LONELY** | (M) 2,1:59f; 3,1:58.1; 4,1:55.2 ($) | **Conway Hall** |
  | 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, Rideau Carleton. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover, Sarnia; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River; third in Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River.

  | **ELIN** | (M) 2,1:59.3f; 3,1:56.3f; 1:54.4f; BT1:53.3 ($) | **Angus Hall** |
  | 24 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, Rideau Carleton. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover, Sarnia; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River; third in Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River. At 4, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro. At 3, winner Bud Light S., leg Cellas Counsel Counsel Ser. at Woodbine (2); second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Super Final at Woodbine, elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Georgian, Mohawk, Rideau Carleton, Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, Final Cellas Counsel Counsel Ser. at Woodbine; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro. Dam of VAYA CON DIOS 3,1:55.4f; 4,1:54.4f ($192,772), DIVISIONIST 2, Q2:00.4f; 3,1:56.4f ($136,428), LINCOLN TUNNEL 2,2:06.1h; 3,2:01.1h; 4,1:55.

  | **SHAPE SHIFTER** | (M) 2,1:57.3; 3,1:55.2; BT1:53.3 ($) | **Resolve** |

  | **ALLEGIANt** | (M) 2,1:52.2-'23 ($) | **Tactical Landing** |
  | 4 wins at 2. Now 2, winner leg and Final Kentucky Sires S. at Oak Grove and Lexington (2), leg New Jersey Sires S.; second in leg New Jersey Sires S.

  | **WEST SIDE STORY** | 3,1:55; 4,1:53.3 ($141,027) (Conway Hall) | **Donato Hanover** |
  | 13 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. At 4, winner leg and Final Don Mills Ser. at Woodbine. Exported.

  | **MARACANA** | 2,2:00.4f; 3,1:59.2f; 1:56.1f; BT1:54.2f ($) | **Donato Hanover** |
  | 10 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

  | **CLOCKWORK ORANGE** | (M) 2,1:57.3; BT1:55.1s ($) | **Resolve** |
  | 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, leg Pure Ivory Ser. at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Grand River, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg and Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian; third in elim. WEG/SBOA S., Final WEG/SBOA S.

  | **THE HAZELTON** | 2,1:56.4; 3,1:53.4-’23 ($) | **Muscle Mass** |
  | 10 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg (2) and Final Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk. Now 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk, elim. Dream of Glory T. at Hanover; second in leg Ontario Sires S. at Grand river, Mohawk; third in Final Dream of Glory T. at Hanover.

  | **CAPTAIN SULLY** | 2,1:58.1f; 3,1:55.1f ($) | **Conway Hall** |
  | 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg A.W. Capone Mem. at The Meadows (2); second in Final A.W. Capone Mem. at The Meadows, leg New York Sire S. Bred LC. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. Exported.

**Next Dam** - **Little Ms Queenie** (American Winner-CORAL GLORY 3,2:02-Dream Of Glory)
DB BLUE CHIP by Art Major. From 9 previous foals, dam of 9 winners, 2 in 1:49, 6 in 1:54, 9 in 1:58, including:

**Arden Downs**
**Delvin Miller**
**Adios**
**Next Dam**

1st Dam

**Bluegrass Series**
**p,2,1:56.3f; 3,1:54 ($296,896) by Masquerade.** 18 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner elim. and Final Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, thru 5. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia; second in Final Metro S., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Pennsylvania All-Stars; third in leg and Final Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, Matron S., elim. Metro S. At 3, third in Bluegrass S., leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. At The Meadows. At 4, second in leg Late Closer at Mohawk; third in Final Late Closer at Mohawk.

**BAYFIELD BEACH**
**p,2,1:52.4; 3,1:51.1f; 4,1:50.3; BT1:50.2 ($435,813) (Somebeachsomewhere).** 18 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, third in leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk.

**BAYFIELD BEACH**
**p,2,1:57.2; 3,1:53.4f; 1:52.2h; BT1:50.2 ($ 395,578) (Somebeachsomewhere).** 26 wins, 2 thru 5.

**BETTOR AT HIGHTIDE**
**p,2,1:50.4-$751,513, 3,1:49.2f-'23 ($593,961), Panfastic (dam of **1st Dam**).** Winner at 2.

**CARIBOU BEACH**
**p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:52.4 ($230,863),**

**CARIBOU BEACH**
**p,2,1:53.2; BT1:54.1 ($16,325) by Jate Lobell.** Record at 2. Dam of

**CONSHOHOCKEN BEACH**
**p,3,1:56.3 ($3,250),**

**CONSHOHOCKEN BEACH**
**p,4,1:51.2f ($136,282) (Dragon Again).** 9 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Chester, leg Equinox Ser. at Pocono. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final Trendsetter Junior Ser. at Meadowlands.

**Dublin Dasher p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:52.4 ($230,863), ALWAYSABEACHDAY p,2,1:54.2, 3,1:54.**

**Dublin Dasher p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:52.4 ($78,413) (Somebeachsomewhere).** 7 wins, 3 thru 5.

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,2,1:51.3; 3,1:52.4 ($230,863),**

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,3,1:48.3 ($454,869) (Always B Miki).** Winner at 2.

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,2,1:57.1f; 3,1:52.1; 1:51f-$454,869; (M) p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:52.4 ($230,863),**

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,4,1:50.3, Panfastic (dam of **1st Dam**).** Winner at 2.

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,2,1:57.4h; 3,1:52.1f; 1:47.3-$662,789,**

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,3,1:50.4; 1:49.3f-$136,282 (dam of **1st Dam**).** Winner at 2.

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,3,1:54.2; 3,1:54.**

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,3,1:57.4f; 3,1:52.1f; 1:47.3-$523,246; granddam of **1st Dam**.** Winner at 2.

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,3,1:50.4; 1:49.2f-$593,961, ACE OF PACE p,2,1:52; 3,1:51.3f; 4,1:51.1-$489,799,**

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,2,1:50.4-$751,513, PLAYIN FOR KEEPS p,2,1:52.1-$1,151-$454,869; grandam of ROCK N TONY p,2,1:52.3; 1:50.2-$799,724.**

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,3,1:56f ($3,250) (American Ideal).** 2 wins at 3.

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,3,1:50.4 ($296,896) by Masquerade.** 18 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner elim. and Final Orange & Blue Filly S., elim. and Final Violet S., Illinois State Fair Colt S., elim. and Final Glad Rags S. At 3, winner leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; third in Final TVG P. at Meadowlands. At 6, winner leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers. **EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,3,1:50.4-$751,513,**

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,2,1:51.2 ($353,853) (dam of **1st Dam**).** Winner at 2.

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,3,1:59.2-Albatross) $16,325 by Jate Lobell.** Record at 2. At 2, third in leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk.

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,3,1:56.3 ($8,294) (Always B Miki).** Winner at 2.

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,2,1:57.1f; 3,1:52.1; 1:51f-$454,869; (M) p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:52.4 ($230,863),**

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,2,1:57.2; 3,1:53.4f; 1:52.2h; BT1:50.2 ($395,578) (Somebeachsomewhere).** 22 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, third in leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk.

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,2,1:55.3; BT1:54.1 ($78,413) (Somebeachsomewhere).** 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, second in Somebeachsomewhere P. At 4, second in leg Graduate Ser. at Meadowlands, Late Closer at Mohawk (2).

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,2,Q1:56.3; 3,1:54.2f; BT1:51.1 ($7,815) (Somebeachsomewhere).** Record at 2. At 2, second in leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk.

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,2,1:54.3; 3,1:51.1 ($353,853) (dam of **1st Dam**).** Winner at 2.

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,2,1:53.1f-23 ($8,294) (Always B Miki).** Winner at 2.

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,3,1:51h ($598,579) (Jate Lobell).** 14 wins at 3. World Champion. At 3, winner elim. and Final Prix de Montreal, Cleveland Classic, elim. Cane Pace, elim. Confederation Cup, leg Forrest Skipper Ser. at Meadowlands (2); second in elim. and Final Art Rooney P., elim. Meadowlands P.

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,2,1:54.3; 3,1:51.1 ($353,853) (dam of **1st Dam**).** Winner at 2.

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,3,1:50.4; 1:49.3f-$136,282 (dam of **1st Dam**).** Winner at 2.

**EASTWOOD BLUE CHIP**
**p,3,1:50.4-$751,513, PLAYIN FOR KEEPS p,2,1:52.1-$1,151-$454,869; grandam of ROCK N TONY p,2,1:52.3; 1:50.2-$799,724.**

Next Dam - ABACUS ABBY p,4,1:57.4f (Bret Hanover-**OCEAN BIRD** p,3,1:59.2-Albatross)
PIRATE LINDY

(PENNSTATIVALIA & MASSACHUSETTS ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled April 28, 2022

Reg. No. 4X9A96 Microchip No. 985141001376163

Northeast Hall
Row D
Stall 10

PIRATE LINDY

Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Lindy Farms of Conn.
Raised at Lindy Farms, Somersville, CT

359

Pirate Lindy p,3,1:54.3f --

Mach Three p,3,1:49

Wheres The Beach

Artsplace p,4,1:49.2

World Order p,3,1:53

PIRATE LINDY

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 ---

Captaintreacherous p,3,1:47.1 --

Worldly Treasure p,2,1:53.1 --------

PIRATE LINDY

Bettor’s Delight p,3,1:49.4 -----------

Linndy’s Bandita p,3,1:54.3f -------

Maxines Bandit p,4,1:53.1f ---------

PIRATE LINDY

Betts Love p,4,2:00h

World Order p,3,1:51.2

Laag p,3,1:51.2

Maxines Love p,4,2:00h

1st Dam

LINDY’S BANDITA p,2,Q1:57.2f; 3,1:54.3f; BT1:53.3s ($96,728) by Bettor’s Delight. 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner New York State Fair S. at Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Tioga, Vernon, Fall Harvest P. at Yonkers. From 9 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 1:54, including:


LINDY THE KID p,2,Q1:55.1; 3,1:54f; BT1:52.3s ($112,416) (Artistic Fella). 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg and Final Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge; second in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk. At 3, winner leg (3) and Final Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge (3).

LINDY’S OLD LADY (M) p,3,1:51; BT1:50.3 ($43,113) by Laag. 10 wins at 3 and 4. At 4, winner leg and Final Late Closer at Pompano. From 10 foals, dam of 10 winners, 4 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, including:

LINDY’S BANDIT p,2,1:56.2f; 3,1:52.3f; 4,1:50.4; BT1:50f ($481,351) (Bettor’s Delight). 20 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, leg Town Pro Ser. at Mohawk, leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge; second in final Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge, leg Town Pro Ser. at Mohawk; third in Final Town Pro Ser. at Mohawk, cons. The USS Indianapolis P. Dam of ODDS ON ORLANDO p,3,1:57.1f.

BIKINI BEACH LINDY p,3,1:51.4f.

LINDY’S NIGHTMARE (M) p,3,1:50.4; BT1:50.1f ($48,858) (Western Terror). 5 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg and Final Town Pro Ser. at Mohawk. Dam of LINDY AT THE BEACH p,2,1:54.4f ($130,834), EVERY MAN’S DREAM p,2,1:51.3-’23.

Hunting Lindy (M) BT1:54.4f ($16,954) (American Ideal). Now 3. At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga.

Lindys Lolita (M) (Huntsville). Now 2.

2nd Dam

MAXINES BANDITA p,3,1:56.4f; 4,1:53.1f ($43,113) by Laag. 10 wins at 3 and 4. At 4, winner leg (2) and Final Late Closer at Pompano. From 10 foals, dam of 10 winners, 4 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, including:

LINDY’S BANDIT p,2,1:56.2f; 3,1:52.3f; 4,1:50.4; BT1:51f ($481,351) (Bettor’s Delight). 20 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner leg New York-Bred LC at Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, leg New York-Bred LC at Tioga. At 3, winner elim. Bergstein P.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Vernon, elim. Empire Breeders Classic; third in Final Empire Breeders Classic, Battle Of The Brandywine P., elim. Matron S.

MAXINE’S MENACE p,3,1:56; 1:51.4f ($256,968) (Cambest). 32 wins, 3 thru 11. At 5, winner leg Late Closer at Tioga; second in leg and Final Late Closer at Tioga.

AMERICAN BANDITA (M) p,1:54h ($64,771) (American Ideal). 21 wins, 4 thru 10. At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo.

PH LINDY p,3,2:01.3h; 4,1:55.1f; BT1:54.2h ($30,564) (Art Major). 3 wins at 3 and 4. At 4, second in leg Battle Of Saratoga Ser. at Saratoga.


MOB RULE p,3,2:00h; BT1:58.2h ($10,213) (Aahm Canadian Now). 3 wins at 3. At 2, third in Joe O’Brien Mem. - Grassroots, leg Atlantic Sires S.-B at Charlottetown. At 3, winner leg Atlantic Sires S.-B at Charlottetown.

MAXINE’S LINDY (M) p,2,Q2:01.3; 3,1:57.4f; BT1:56s ($7,780) (Bettor’s Delight). 2 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg New York-Bred LC at Yonkers. Dam of IDEAL DELIGHT p,3,Q1:55.4; 1:53 ($100,922).

Next Dam - MAXINES LOVE p,4,2:00h (Walton Hanover-MAXINE’S DELIGHT p,4,1:58.3f-Most Happy Fella)
TRUFFLE HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled February 10, 2022
Reg. No. 9X465 Microchip No. 985141001405112

Main Hall
Row C
Stall 17

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3 ---------
Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 ---
Mach Three p,3,1:49
Where's The Beach
Dragon Again p,1:48.3
My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1 --
My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2

TRUFFLE HANOVER

Camluck p,T1:48.4 -----------------
Transference ------------------------
Lucky Lady p,3,1:55
National Gallery p,3,1:53.2 -------------
Emory Girl p,3,1:52.4

TRUFFLE HANOVER

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

360 TRUFFLE HANOVER

1st Dam

TRUFFLE HANOVER

TRANSFERENCE by Camluck. From 11 previous foals, dam of 8 winners, 2 in 1:50, 6 in 1:54, 8 in 1:58, including:

TRACEUR HANOVER p,2,1:50.3; 3,1:50.1f; 4,1:49.2; BT1:48.4f-'23 ($1,124,387) (Western Ideal). 75 wins, 2 thru 11. At 2, winner elim. and Final Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, Nassagaweya S.; second in International Stallion S., elim. Governor's Cup; third in Bluegrass S. At 10, winner leg and Final Late Closer at Yonkers; second in leg Late Closer at Yonkers.

TORRIN HANOVER p,3,1:50.3; 4,1:49.3; BT1:49.2f-'23 ($467,096) (Well Said). 36 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, third in leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk. At 3, winner Somebeachsomewhere P. At 5, second in leg MGM Borgata P. At Yonkers; third in leg MGM Borgata P. At Yonkers (2).

TRANSIT HANOVER (M) p,3,1:54; 1:52.2; BT1:52s ($168,062) (Western Ideal). 21 wins, 3 thru 7. At 7, second in leg Richard Oldfield Mem. at Hoosier.

TEXT ME HANOVER (M) p,3,1:55.4f; 1:54f; BT1:52.3f ($114,956) (The Panderosa). 19 wins, 3 thru 9.


TANZANITE HANOVER (M) p,3,1:57.2h; BT1:53.3f ($51,691) (Western Hanover). 3 wins at 3. Dam of GUSSY'S DRAGON p,3,1:54.1h; 4,1:53f ($102,974), GUSSY'S TRUMP CARD p,2,1:58.4h; 3,1:54.3h, GUSSY'S REALDEAL p,3,1:55.4.

TWEETER HANOVER (M) p,3,1:55.3f; BT1:53.4 ($17,619) (Western Ideal). 2 wins at 3 and 4. Trojan Hanover BT2:00.2s-'23 (Artspeak). Now 2 and racing.

Producers: Top Choice Hanover ($3,960) (dam of A FEW CHOICE WORDS p,2,1:56.3h-'23).

2nd Dam

NATIONAL GALLERY p,3,1:53.2; BT1:52.4 ($35,530) by Artsplace. 3 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold. From 13 foals, dam of 10 winners, 1 in 1:49.8 in 1:55, 10 in 2:00, including:

LORRIE PLEASE (M) p,3,1:54.1f; 1:50.2f ($558,774) (Western Ideal). 39 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, second in leg Northeast Extension Ser. at Chester. At 4, winner leg Petticoat Ser. At Yonkers (3); third in leg White Ruffles Ser. At Meadowlands. Dam of EASY TO PLEASE p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:52.2h; 4,1:51.4h ($409,868), SALT LIFE p,3,1:54.2f; 1:50.3f-'23 ($178,576), CAPTAIN MIKEY p,2,1:53.3f ($103,021).


GALLERY OPENING p,2,2:03h; 3,1:57f; 1:51f ($286,947) (Western Terror). 28 wins, 2 thru 11. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. At The Meadows, Pennsylvania Fair S. (3); third in leg Late Closer at The Meadows, Pennsylvania Fair S. (3).


Producers: ALETHIA p,3,1:59.1h ($5,273) (dam of LIFE IS BETTER p,2,1:57.4h; 3,1:56.1h; 1:54h-'23-$112,619), Victoria Gallery ($2,440) (dam of ROSE RUN UPTOWNGL OR p,2,1:53.4f; 3,1:51.3f-$259,357, ROSE RUN VICTORIA p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:50.4-$257,225, Crickets Can Talk (dam of BURTON BLUE CHIP p,3,1:55.4f; 1:52h-$271,030, TALKIN AGAIN p,2,1:57.4f; 3,1:54.4; 1:53h-$150,092).

Next Dam - EMORY GIRL p,3,1:52.4 (Sherman Almahurst-JODI'S IMAGE p,3,2:02.1-Striking Image)

Delvin Miller Adonis
Arlen Doers
Bluegrass Series

Breeders Crown
Canes Pace
Champlain Filly

Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion

Little Brown Jug
Mesenger
Pennsylvania Sires (Pari-Mutuel)

Pennsylvania Sires (Fair)
Simcoe Filly
Tattersalls Pace

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adonis
Arlen Doers
Bluegrass Series

Breeders Crown
Canes Pace
Champlain Filly

Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion

Little Brown Jug
Mesenger
Pennsylvania Sires (Pari-Mutuel)

Pennsylvania Sires (Fair)
Simcoe Filly
Tattersalls Pace

Delvin Miller Adonis
Arlen Doers
Bluegrass Series

Breeders Crown
Canes Pace
Champlain Filly

Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion

Little Brown Jug
Mesenger
Pennsylvania Sires (Pari-Mutuel)

Pennsylvania Sires (Fair)
Simcoe Filly
Tattersalls Pace

Delvin Miller Adonis
Arlen Doers
Bluegrass Series

Breeders Crown
Canes Pace
Champlain Filly

Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion

Little Brown Jug
Mesenger
Pennsylvania Sires (Pari-Mutuel)

Pennsylvania Sires (Fair)
Simcoe Filly
Tattersalls Pace
Consigned by FOX DEN FARM, AGENT for Mahantongo Farms.
Raised at Mahantongo Farms, Dornsife, PA

PA ROCKET
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled February 8, 2022
Reg. No. 3XL21

Greenshoe 3,1:49.4 --------------------------------- Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f
Gala Dream
Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1
Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3

PA ROCKET
Traviata 2,1:57.1 --------------------------------- Kadabra 4,1:51.3
Primrose Lane 1:57.2f
Quillo
Credit Winner 3,1:54
Oh Shes So 3,1:59.1

1st Dam
TRAVIATA 2,1:57.1; BT1:56.3s ($44,926) by Kadabra. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk, Rideau Carleton, Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Dresden, Mohawk.

2nd Dam
NIRVANA BLUE CHIP 2,2:00.4h; 3,Q1:58.1f; BT1:57.1s ($181,741) by Credit Winner. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, New York State Fair S. at Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Saratoga, Tioga, Yonkers, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, Lady Suffolk T., elim. Empire Breeders Classic; third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. From 9 foals, dam of 5 winners, 5 in 1:58, including:


PUCCINI 2,Q2:00.4f; 3,1:57.2f ($21,429) (Conway Hall). Winner at 3. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Monticello.

3rd Dam
OH SHES SO 3,1:59.1 ($32,194) by Sir Taurus. 4 wins at 3. Winner leg New York-Bred LC at Vernon, leg New York-Bred LC at Monticello, Syracuse (2). From 3 foals, dam of 3 winners, 3 in 2:00, including:

UPSIDE BLUE CHIP (M) 2,2:01.3h; 3,1:59.2h; BT1:58.1f ($156,713) (Dream Vacation). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York-Bred LC at Saratoga; second in New York State Fair S. at Tioga, Fall Harvest T. at Yonkers, leg New York Sire S. (2), Tompkins-Geers S. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. (3); second in leg New York Sire S., Tompkins-Geers S. Dam of BLUE AND BOLD 2,1:58.4f; 3,1:55.4f; 1:54.2h ($245,087), BLUE MUSE 2,1:57.2f; 3,1:53.2 ($132,015), HOW DOO YOO GOO 2,2:00.3h; 3,1:57.2f-23, Grandam of SWEET BOY BEN 2,1:56.1; 3,1:53.4; 4,1:53-23 ($182,802).

BROOKE BLUE CHIP (M) 3,1:59h; 4,1:56.2; BT1:56.1f ($101,722) (Credit Winner). 11 wins at 3 and 4. At 4, winner leg Super Bowl Ser. at Meadowlands (2), leg Yankee Bambino Ser. at Rockingham; second in leg and Final Yankee Bambino Ser. at Rockingham. Dam of CHIPLSIVE 3,1:54.2f; 1:51.3 ($337,959), WITH OUR LUCK 3,2:00.4h; 1:56.4-23 ($218,134), BDONKADONK HANOVER 2,1:59.1f.

Next Dam - Coalette Frost 3,2:02.4f (B.F. Coaltown-AUDREY FROST-Saturn Hanover)
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Stephen P. Dey III and David P. Reid.
Raised at Heritage Hill Farm, Allentown, NJ

ENTERTAIN ME
(NEW JERSEY ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 24, 2022
Reg. No. 9XF78  Microchip No. 985141001417028

Walner 3,1:50.2 ---------------
Chapter Seven 4,1:50.1

Random Destiny 3,1:54.1
Ken Warkentin 3,1:52.3

Front Porch Swing

ENTERTAIN ME

Trixton 3,1:50.3
Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1

Emilie Cas El 3,1:57.1f

Malabar Man 3,1:53.1

Marla Bar 3,1:56.2h

Martine Lobell

1st Dam
TRIC TRAC 2,Q2:02.1f; BT1:58 by Trixton. Record at 2. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, including:
Waltrie BT1:58.2-'23 ($1,404) (Walner). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam
MARLA BAR
2,1:58.2f; 3,1:56.2h; BT1:54.4f ($240,637) by Malabar Man. 7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in leg Bluegrass S. At 3, winner Final Hambletonian Oaks, Bluegrass S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Meadowlands; second in Final New Jersey Sires S. S. at Freehold, elim. Hambletonian Oaks. From 10 foals, dam of 8 winners, 4 in 1:55, 6 in 1:58, including:

GIGFY 3,1:57.1h; 1:54.4h; BT1:54.2 ($367,285) (Broadway Hall). 28 wins, 3 thru 9.

TECH TITAN 2,Q1:59.2; 3,1:57.3f; 1:55; BT1:53.2 ($199,490) (Muscle Hill). 24 wins, 3 thru 10. At 4, winner leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono.

MODEL BEHAVIOR (M) 2,1:55.1; 3,1:53.2 ($103,784) (Muscles Yankee). 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner John Simpson Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold (2); second in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold. At 3, winner Reynolds Mem.; second in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Tompkins-Geers S. Dam of ALDEBARAN ACRUX 3,1:57f; 4,1:55f-23, TAKE SHAPE 1:56.3f.

TAPAS BAR 2,1:59.2; 3,1:57.3; BT1:57 ($45,150) (Angus Hall). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Early Closer at Lexington; second in Late Closer at Lexington; second in Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro.

DEVINE EQUINE (M) 2,Q1:58.3; 3,1:55.3f; BT1:54.4f ($23,490) (Andover Hall). 3 wins at 3. Producers: Podagros 2,Q2:03.3; 3,Q2:02 ($6,140) (dam of NEW PLYMOUTH 2,Q2:03.3; 3,1:55.3f, MISS KENDRA D 2,1:58.3f; 3,1:57.3h), Bar Ballad (dam of FURY ROAD 2,1:58.4h; 3,1:57h-$242,946, BACK STAGE 4,1:55.4f, CRAZY EVERY TIME 2,2:03.3h; 3,1:58f; 4,1:57.1f, BAR BAR 4,1:59.2f).

3rd Dam
MARTINE LOBELL by Joie De Vie. From 14 foals, dam of 8 winners, 2 in 1:55, 8 in 1:58, including:
V EIGHT 3,1:57.3; 4,1:54.4; BT1:53.2 ($426,565) (Royal Prestige). 56 wins, 3 thru 14. At 3, winner New York State Fair S. at Syracuse, leg Cherry Hill Ser. (3), leg Armbrno Goal Ser. at Pompano (2); second in leg New York Sire S. At 7, winner leg Heartland Ser. at Hoosier (2). At 13, winner leg Crete Ser. at Balmoral.

BAR NONE 2,1:55.4; 3,Q1:57; 1:56.1f; BT1:55.2f ($219,811) (Malabar Man). 32 wins, 2 thru 12. At 2, winner E.H. Harriman Cup. At 4, winner leg Super Bowl Ser. at Meadowlands. At 5, second in leg Army-Navy Ser. at Pocono, leg Late Closer at Tioga.

CIGAR BAR 2,1:58.3; 3,1:54.4; BT1:53.3 ($198,095) (Lindy Lane). 5 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington; second in Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner elim. Hambletonian S.; second in heat World Trotting Derby.

Next Dam - MATINA HANOVER 4,2:04.2h (Speedy Count-MATORA HANOVER 3,2:04.4-Nibble Hanover)

Northeast Hall
Row G
Stall 8

Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown

Champion Filly
Corner & Inex
Dexter Cup

Hambrookian
Hoosier Stake
International Stallion

JGarden State Trot
NJ Sires (Pan-Mutual)

NJ Stb Dev. Fund
Old Oaken Bucket
Simone Filly

Swedish Breeders Crown
Yonkers Trot
Zweig Memorial
Consigned by and Raised at CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT, Cream Ridge, NJ

BEST SELLERS LIST
(NEW YORK & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 28, 2022

Reg. No. 5XE75  Microchip No. 985141001384615

West Hall
Row F
Stall 10

BAY FILLY Foaled April 28, 2022
Reg. No. 5XE75
Microchip No. 985141001384615

Windsong's Legacy 3,1:53.4
Conway Hall 3,1:53

Chapter Seven 4,1:50.1

La Riviera Lindy 3,2:01.1f
Royal Lindy

BREEDERS LIST

West Hall

1st Dam

TRUE FRIENDS 2,1:57.3f; 3,1:55f; BT1:54.1f ($76,000) by Andover Hall. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. At 3, second in John Simpson Mem., Pennsylvania All-Stars; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:59, including:

Tanglewild Road 2,Q2:00.1f; 3,1:58.4f; BT1:55f ($31,483) (Chapter Seven). Winner at 3. At 2, third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga.

Sister Wives (M) 2,Q2:03.3h-'23; BT1:56.2f-'23 ($17,450) (Uncle Peter). Record at 2. Now 2, third in leg Ohio Sires S. at Scioto.

2nd Dam

JUST A VALLEY GAL 2,1:59.2; BT1:58.3 ($93,495) by Valley Victor. 10 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, Late Closer at Lexington, Kentucky Fair S. at Lebanon (2), Lexington (2), Paducah, Final Kentucky Fair S. at Lexington; second in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, Late Closer at Lexington, third in leg and Final Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, Hoosier S., Kentucky Fair S. at Thunder Ridge. At 3, winner Kentucky Fair S. at Lebanon; second in leg Kentucky Fair S. at Lebanon, Lexington, Mayfield, Final Kentucky Fair S. at Lexington; third in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. From 8 foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:57, including:

TRUE FRIENDS (M) 2,1:57.3f; 3,1:55f; BT1:54.1f ($76,000) (Andover Hall). As above.

TRAK 2,1:58.1f; 3,1:56.2f; BT1:55.2f ($62,989) (Andover Hall). 7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, third in Reynolds Mem.

JUSTICE MATTERS 2,06.4h; 3,2:05.4h; BT2:01.1f ($13,045) (Explosive Matter). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Dayton, Gratz; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Gratz, Stoneboro. At 3, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Clearfield, Washington; second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Hughesville; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Meadville, Wattsburg.

JUST HAVING FUN 4,1:59.2h ($24,869) by Royal Prestige. 4 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga.

3rd Dam

JUST HAVING FUN 4,1:59.2h ($24,869) by Royal Prestige. 4 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello. From 15 foals, dam of 12 winners, 3 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, including:


JUSTA REBEL 2,2:06.1h; 3,2:05.4h; BT2:01.1f ($13,045) (Explosive Matter). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Dayton, Gratz; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Gratz, Stoneboro. At 3, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Clearfield, Washington; second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Hughesville; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Meadville, Wattsburg.

JUST FOR FUN (M) 2,1:59.1; 3,1:56.2f; BT1:54.2 ($469,890) (Armbro Tropicana). 27 wins, 2 thru 10. At 2, winner cons. Lincoln Land S.; second in Plesac S., elim. Illinois State Fair Colt S.


FESTIVAL HALL 2,1:57.4; 3,1:58.4; 1:58.2f; BT1:57.3 ($166,147) (Esquire Surr.). 35 wins, 3 thru 8, 2nd in Mairs Mem. at Wooster.

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champion Filly
Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

TASTY WIN

(PENNSYLVANIA & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled May 9, 2022

Reg. No. 3XB93 Microchip No. 985141001373624

Northwest Hall
Row B
Stall 2

1st Dam
TRUFFLES by Chocolatier. From 7 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56, including:

TRUFFLES TOO 2,1:56.3f, 3,1:54.1; 1:53-'23 BT1:52s-'23 ($236,914) (Donato Hanover). 16 wins, 2 thru 5. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, Pocono. At 4, winner leg (2) and Final Family Day Ser. at Mohawk; second in Earl Rowe Mem. at Georgian.

ENERGY BAR (M) 4,1:56f; BT1:54.4f ($100,366) (Muscles Yankee). 6 wins at 4 and 5. At 2, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 4, second in leg and Final Winners Circle OTB Ser. at Hoosier, leg and Final Bea Farber Ser. at Hawthorne, leg Ray Paver Sr. Mem. at Miami Valley; third in leg Ray Paver Sr. Mem. at Miami Valley, leg Winners Circle OTB Ser. at Hoosier.

RUFFLE MY TRUFFLES (M) 2,2:04.3h; BT1:58f ($34,913) (Explosive Matter). 10 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Bedford, Dayton, Indiana, Meadville, Washington; second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Clearfield, Gratz (2), Hughesville, Stoneboro. At 3, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Gratz, Indiana.

2nd Dam
JUDGE JUDY 2,Q2:04.2; 3,1:56.3; BT1:55.1 ($96,545) by Garland Lobell. 10 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner New York State Fair S.; second in elim. Currier & Ives Filly S.; third in Bluegrass S., Final Currier & Ives Filly S., Review S., elim. Elegantimage S., John Simpson Mem. From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners, 2 in 1:55, 7 in 1:59, including:


FIX-IT-UP 2,Q2:00f; 3,1:58f; 4,1:53.2; BT1:53 ($101,613) (Chapter Seven). 10 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, third in leg New York Sire S.

3rd Dam
LADY LEESUN 3,1:58.1 ($63,573) by Crowning Point. 6 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. (2), Hanover-Hempft S.; second in Northfield Grant Circuit S., elim. Horseman. From 12 foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:55, 6 in 2:00, including:


Producers: Queen Mum (dam of GRAND SWAN 2,1:55; 3,1:53.1; 4,Q1:52.4-$730,732).

Next Dam - SUPER SAMANTHA 3,2:03.2h (Super Bowl-ROSALIND'S GIRL-Speedy Count)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs Currier & Ives Horseman International Stallion Maryland Stbt. Race Fund Penna. Sires (Fair) Swedish Breeders Crown
Bluegrass Series Dexter Cup Off Duty Bucket Simcoe Filly Yonkers Trot
Breeders Crown Hambletonian Hoosier State Champion Filly Zweig Memorial
Champion Filly
The document contains information about a racehorse named Payback Moni. It includes details about the horse's breeding, performances, and other related data. The document also mentions various stakes engagements and a page number indicating it might be part of a larger report or catalog. The text is structured in a way that chapters or sections are indicated, possibly for easier navigation through the document.
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

TRAVOLTA HANOVER

Main Hall
Row F
Stall 33

366

Valley Victory 3,1:55.3
Maiden Yankee 3,1:59.4f
American Winner 3,1:52.3
Yankee Bambi

Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Valley Victory 3,1:55.3

Maiden Yankee 3,1:59.4f
American Winner 3,1:52.3
Yankee Bambi

Main Hall
Row F
Stall 33

TRAVOLTA HANOVER

Bay Colt
Foaled February 24, 2022
Reg. No. 5XL18
Microchip No. 985141001402386

1st Dam
TWICE A NIGHT 2,1:59.2f; 3,1:58f; BT1:57.3f ($69,253) by Donato Hanover. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Keystone Classic, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; third in Liberty Bell T. at Philadelphia, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, including:
Kill A Word 2,2:01f-'23; BT1:57f-'23 ($17,483) (Father Patrick). Winner at 2. Now 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Arden Downs S.

2nd Dam
Working Girl 2,Q2:01.2; BT1:59.4s ($15,361) by Ken Warkentin. Winner at 2. At 2, third in leg Ontario Sires S.-Grassroots at Flamboro. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:54, 3 in 1:58, including:
WORKINONBROADWAY 3,1:54.3f; 1:53.4f; BT1:53.2f ($336,576) (Broadway Hall). 39 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, second in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Urbana, Ohio Fair S. at Findlay, Kenton; third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Delaware. At 3, winner leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Northfield, Scioto; third in leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, cons. Ohio Sires S. at Scioto, leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto. At 4, second in Arnie Almahurst T. at Greenville. At 5, winner leg Signature Ser. at Celina, Greenville, Lancaster, Lima, Montpelier, Final Signature Ser. at Delaware; second in leg Signature Ser. at Dayton, Urbana; third in leg Signature Ser. at Findlay. At 6, winner leg Signature Ser. at Celina, Findlay, Greenville, Ottawa, Upper Sandusky, Wellston, Final Signature Ser. at Delaware; second in leg Signature Ser. at Marion.
Midnight Daydream (M) 2,Q2:00.2f-'23; BT1:56.3f-'23 ($15,760) (Long Tom). Record at 2. Now 2, third in leg Ohio Sires S. at Scioto, Northfield.

3rd Dam
POSTER PRINCESS 2,Q2:00; 3,1:56.4h; 4,1:56.2; BT1:55.1 ($153,407) by Pine Chip. 3 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in cons. Merrie Annabelle T. At 3, winner Coaching Club Oaks, Buckette; second in elim. Breeders Crown at Mohawk; third in elim. and Final Del Miller Mem. From 8 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 7 winners, 2 in 1:54, 6 in 2:00, including:

EVERYONE’S TALIKN 3,1:57f; 1:55.1f; BT1:54.1f ($398,610) (Donato Hanover). 45 wins, 3 thru 12.

Next Dam - ME MAGGIE 3,1:56.1f (Prakas-GRASSBED 2,1:59.1-Bonefish)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champlain
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Hamburgenian
Hooiser Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
NJ Sires (Pari-Mutual)
NJ Stb. Dev. Fund
Old Oaken Bucket
Simcoe
Ralph Wifing
Yonkers Trot

NJ Sires (Par-Mutual)
New Jersey Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
NJ Stdb. Dev. Fund
Standardbred
Swedish Breeders Crown
Zweig Memorial
Consigned by WALNRIDGE FARM, INC., AGENT for Jared Pagano and Rebecca Boothby.
Raised at Briar Oak Farm, Egg Harbor Township, NJ

TWIN FURY
(NEW JERSEY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled June 9, 2022
Reg. No. 0X231 Microchip No. 985141001419039

North Hall Row F Stall 5

1st Dam
TWIN B ELITE p,2,1:54.3; 3,1:53; 1:51.2f; BT1:50.3f ($408,523) by Jersey's Jet. 28 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, Georgian, Sarnia. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River, elim. Ontario Prep P. at Flamboro; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Georgian, elim. WEG/SBOA S. From 4 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 3 in 1:55, including:

B ON THE HUNT (M) p,2,1:55.4h; 3,1:53.4f-'23; BT1:53.2s ($77,513) (Huntsville). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Yonkers; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon. At 3, winner leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo; third in New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Monticello, cons. Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono, Landmark S.

LUCKY BENJII p,2,1:54.4; BT1:54s ($6,598) (Sunshine Beach). Winner at 2.

B My Sunshine (M) p,2,1:54.1; BT1:53.1s ($40,339) (Sunshine Beach). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk.

2nd Dam
WHAT AN ATTITUDE p,2,1:59.4h; 3,1:53.4z; 4,1:52.3 ($116,833) by Cam's Card Shark. 16 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner elim. Hopefulette S., leg New Jersey Fair S. at Freehold; third in Final Hopefulette S.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State, leg New Jersey Fair S. at Garden State. At 3, winner leg Miss Williamsburg Ser. at Colonial; second in leg and Final Newcomer Ser. at Freehold; third in leg Newcomer Ser. at Freehold, leg Miss Williamsburg Ser. at Colonial, leg New Jersey Fair S. at Garden State. From 11 living foals, dam of 10 winners, 1 in 1:50, 6 in 1:54, 10 in 1:59, including:


TWIN B FAMOUS p,3,1:50.4; BT1:50.3s ($334,256) (Jersey's Jet). 22 wins, 3 thru 10. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk. At 4, second in leg Sagamore Hill Ser. at Yonkers (2).


Next Dam - SALES GIRL p,3,1:53.4 (Abercrombie-LEANA-Tar Heell)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champion
Fox
Hambeltonian
Hooiser Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Meatowlands Pace
Messenger
NJ Home Grown Pace
NJ Sires (Pan-Mutuel)
NJ Stsb. Dev. Fund
Progress Pace
Renaissance
Simcoe
Standardsbred
Tattersalls Pace

Row F
Stall 5
Consigned by and Raised at TWINBROOK FARMS, Embro, ON

TWIN B BEACHSIDE

(Ohio Eligible)

BAY FILLY Foaled April 3, 2022

Reg. No. 4XE50 Microchip No. 985141001413443

East Hall
Row B
Stall 13

368

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 -- Wheres The Beach
TWIN B BEACHSIDE
Downbytheseaside p,3,1:48.3f ---
Sprig Hanover p,3,1:52.1 -----------

TWIN B BEACHSIDE

Rock N Roll Heaven p,3,1:47.3 -- Rockroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3
Twin B Exquisite ---------------------
Sprig Hanover p,3,1:52.3 -----------

TWIN B BEACHSIDE

Bay Filly Foaled April 3, 2022
Reg. No. 4XE50

Microchip No. 985141001413443

1st Dam

TWIN B EXQUISITE by Rock N Roll Heaven. From 4 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:54, 3 in 1:56, incl.:

TWIN B EDGE p,2,1:52.4f; 3,1:52.1f ($72,700) (Betting Line). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows (2); second in leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk. At 3, third in leg Tom Kirwan Mem. at The Meadows.


Twin B Empress (M) p,2,1:54-'23 ($8,058) (Always B Miki). Winner at 2.

2nd Dam

WHAT AN ATTITUDE p,2,1:59.4h; 3,1:53.4z; 4,1:52.3 ($116,833) by Cam's Card Shark. 16 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner elim. Hopefulette S., leg New Jersey Fair S. (3); second in Final Hopefulette S. At 3, winner leg Miss Williamsburg Ser. at Colonial; second in leg and Final Newcomer Ser. From 11 living foals, dam of 10 winners, 1 in 1:50, 6 in 1:55, 10 in 2:00, including:


TWIN B ELITE (M) p,2,1:54.3; 3,1:53; 1:51.2f; BT1:50.3f ($408,523) (Jereme's Jet). 28 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, Georgian, Sarnia. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River, elim. Ontario Prep P. at Flamboro. Dam of


ALL NIGHT LONG (M) p,2,1:55f; 3,1:53.4f; 1:53.3f; BT1:51.2f ($202,580) (The Panderosa). 12 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S.; second in Arden Downs S. At 3, winner leg Navratilova-Evert Ser.; third in Final Navratilova-Evert Ser. Dam of

A LA NOTTE HANOVER p,2,1:50.4; 3,1:49.4f ($117,043). AIRBORNE HANOVER p,3,1:53f. Grandam of LYONS BETTORDAY p,2,1:55.4 ($321,745), A LA NOTTE HANOVER p,2,1:54.1h; 4,1:53.4f; 4,1:53.4f ($264,155). SIGNIFICANCE p,3,1:55.2h; 1:54.1f ($117,043), AIRBORNE HANOVER p,3,1:53f. Grandam of LYONS BETTORDAY p,2,1:51.2; 3,1:49.4-23 ($238,847), NO WHERE TO HIDE p,2,Q1:56.3; 3,1:55.1; 4,1:51.1f ($127,356).

IM ON THE EDGE p,3,1:52.3.

Producers: TWIN B EPIC p,3,1:58.3 ($9,113) (dam of PEARL SNAPS p,2,Q1:54; 3,1:49.4f-$139,985).

Next Dam - SALES GIRL p,3,1:53.4 (Abercrombie-LEANA-Tar Heel)
HALLIE GALLIE
p,2,1:54f; 3,1:52.1f ($76,125) by Village Jolt. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania 2nd Dam

GALLERIA
3rd Dam

TYPHOON
Arden Downs
Delvin Miller
Adios

Next Dam

1st Dam
TYPOON p,2,1:55.3f; BT1:47.3 ($22,360) by A Rocknroll Dance. Winner at 2. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. First colt. From 2 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:53, 2 in 1:56, including:

RAVENOUS (M) p,2,1:52.2; BT1:52 ($28,886) (Stay Hungry). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. - Golden Rod at Lexington.


2nd Dam
HALLIE GALLIE p,2,1:54f; 3,1:52.1f ($76,125) by Village Jolt. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S., Tompkins-Geers S.; third in Reynolds Mem. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners, 5 in 1:55, 6 in 1:56, including:

HAPPY HANNAH (M) p,2,1:53.4; 3,1:53.3; BT1:52s ($95,254) (Well Said). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Eternal Carnation P., elim. She's A Great Lady S.; third in Champlain S., Bluegrass S. Dam of DROPTHERAKEFREDDY p,3,1:52.1h. TACK ROOM CHATTER p,3,1:54.1h-'23.


BALI BEACH p,3,1:53.4f; 4,1:53.2h; BT1:53.1f ($78,914) (Somebeachsomewhere). 8 wins at 3 and 4. At 4, second in leg MGM Rewards Gents at Yonkers (2).


ROAD READY WES p,3,1:55f; 1:54.1 ($23,981) (Western Ideal). 5 wins, 3 thru 5.

RUFFIAN (M) p,2,1:55-23; BT1:52.4-23 ($12,160) (Courtly Choice). Winner at 2. Now 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser.

3rd Dam


Producers: FASHION ECSTASY p,2,1:53f; 3,1:52.4f ($128,228) (dam of FIBILUSTER HANOVER p,2,1:52f; 3,1:48.4; 1:48.1f-$1,883,295.).

Next Dam - EMORY GIRL p,3,1:52.4 (Sherman Alamhurst-JODI'S IMAGE p,3,2:01.3-Striking Image)
Consigned by CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT for Concord Stud Farm LLC and Birnam Wood Farms.
Raised at Concord Stud Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ

WORKLIFE BALANCE

BAY FILLY Foaled May 6, 2022
Reg. No. 0X450 Microchip No. 985141001380176

Mach Three p,3,1:49
Whereas The Beach
Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4
Road To Pandalay p,2,1:55.3

Road Bet p,4,1:52f

Art Major p,4,1:48.4

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4

Mach Three p,3,1:49
Wheres The Beach
Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4
Road To Pandalay p,2,1:55.3

WORKLIFE BALANCE

Cattlewash p,3,1:46.4 ---

UBETTERGO GO p,3,1:50f

LATE FOR DINNER (M) p,2,1:52.1f; 3,1:51.3f-'23; BT1:49.4f-'23 ($96,331) (Stay Hungry).

UBETTERGO GO (M) p,2,1:53; 3,1:50f ($176,596) (Art Major).

1st Dam

UBETTERGO GO p,2,1:53; 3,1:50f ($176,596) by Art Major. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Buffalo, Vernon; second in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Yonkers. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Saratoga, Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner.

UBETTERTHINK THINK p,3,1:52; 1:50 ($776,999) by Bettor's Delight. 39 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Saratoga, leg Princess Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, elim. Empire Breeders Classic. At 4, second in leg Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands. At 6, winner leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers (2); second in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers (2); third in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers (2); third in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers (2); third in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers (2); third in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers. From 5 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:50, 4 in 1:54, 5 in 1:56, including:

TODDLER TANTRUM p,2,1:53f; 1:51f; BT1:49.4f-'23 ($262,855) (Western Terror).

UBETTERGO GO (M) p,2,1:53; 3,1:50f ($176,596) (Art Major). As above.

2nd Dam

UBETTERTHINK THINK p,3,1:52; 1:50 ($776,999) by Bettor's Delight. 39 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Saratoga, leg Princess Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, elim. Empire Breeders Classic. At 4, second in leg Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands. At 6, winner leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers (2); second in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers; second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. From 12 living foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:50, 5 in 1:54, 9 in 1:58, including:

TARRYN A STRIP (M) p,2,Q1:59.1; 3,1:51.4; BT1:50.4s ($62,123) (Captaintreacherous). 8 wins at 3 and 4.

BIG THINKER p,2,Q1:58f; 3,1:55.1f; BT1:53s ($24,901) (American Ideal). 4 wins at 3 and 4.

3rd Dam

PENSIVE p,2,1:54.1; 4,1:52.2h ($262,666) by Jate Lobell. 20 wins, 2 thru 5. World Champion. At 2, winner leg Hayes Mem., leg Kentucky Sires S. at Louisville, elim. Hoosier Futy.; second in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; third in Final Hoosier Futy. At 3, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, elim. John W. Miller Mem.; second in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, leg Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands. At 4, winner leg Rancocas Ser. at Garden State; second in elim. Guys & Dolls P. at Freehold; third in Clare P. at Yonkers. From 12 living foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:50, 5 in 1:54, 9 in 1:58, including:

UBETTERTHINK THINK (M) p,3,1:52; 1:50 ($776,999) (Bettor's Delight). As above.

THE BOY WONDER p,2,1:53.4f; BT1:53.1f ($63,362) (Jenna's Beach Boy). 6 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Arden Downs S.; third in Fox S.

JOHNNY J p,3,1:56.4h; 1:52.4f; BT1:51.4 ($57,672) (Cambest). 26 wins, 3 thru 10.


Next Dam - SURMISE p,3,T1:56 (Bret Hanover-EASY TO LOVE p,2,1:58.4-Meadow Skipper)

Delvin Miller Adsos
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown

Cane Pace
Century Casino Filly Pace
Champion Filly
Hooiser Stake

Horsman
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
NJ Sires (Par-Mutuel)

Messanger
NJ Home Grown Pace
Renaissance
GAI Rumpel Memorial

NJ Stdbl. Dev. Fund
Standardbred
Simcoe Filly
Tattersalls Pace

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adsos
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown

Cane Pace
Century Casino Filly Pace
Champion Filly
Hooiser Stake

Horsman
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
NJ Sires (Par-Mutuel)

Messanger
NJ Home Grown Pace
Renaissance
GAI Rumpel Memorial

NJ Stdbl. Dev. Fund
Standardbred
Simcoe Filly
Tattersalls Pace
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

UNFAILING HANOVER
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT FOALED MAY 12, 2022
REG. NO. 8XK14

Love You ---------------------------- Coktail Jet
Guilty Of Love----------------------- Speedy Crown 3:1:57.1
Moni Maker 1:52.1 ------------------ Nan's Catch 3:1:54.4

UNFAILING HANOVER

Andover Hall 3:1:51.3 --------------- Garland Lobell 3:1:55.3
Up Front Annika 2:1:55.1 ----------- Guilty Of Love
Photo Of A Lady 1:55z --------------- S J's Photo 1:53

1st Dam
UP FRONT ANNIKA 2:1:55.1 ($376,217) by Andover Hall. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. and Final Goldsmith Maid T., International Stallion S., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in Bluegrass S.; Arden Downs S.; third in Reynolds Mem. At 3, winner Reynolds Mem.; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows. From 7 previous living foals, dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:54, 5 in 1:59, including:


2nd Dam
PHOTO OF A LADY 3:1:58.1f; 1:55z; BT1:54.2 ($138,620) by S J's Photo. 28 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, second in Final Virginia Breeders S. at Colonial. At 4, third in cons. Super Bowl Ser. at Meadowlands. At 5, winner elim. and Final Virginia Breeders S. at Colonial. At 6, second in Virginia Breeders S. at Colonial. From 8 foals, dam of 5 winners, 3 in 1:58, including:

PEARSON HANOVER 2:1:55.1; 1:56.1; BT1:55.1s ($124,117) (Cantab Hall). 15 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.
PITTYPAT HANOVER (M) 2:1:57.4f; BT1:55.3f ($53,402;$76,685 Intl.) (Yankee Glide). 2 wins at 2.

3rd Dam
TESSIE'S MOTHER by Lindy's Crown. Half-sister to World Champion KASH MINBAR 2:2:07.4h; 3:1:59.2; 1:56.1 ($651,418). From 12 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:


Next Dam - LAMBETH (Florian-MARBETH RODNEY-Rodney)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Horseman International Stallion
Old Oaken Bucket Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Simcoe & Standardbred
Ralph Wifing

Adrian Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champlain
Cutter & Ives
Darkey Cup
Hambeltonian
Hoosier Stake
Horsemanship
Kentucky Futurity
Old Oaken Buckets
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Simcoe & Standardbred
Swedish Breeders Crown
Zweig Memorial
UP IN TIME HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled May 3, 2022
Reg. No. 9X422 Microchip No. 985141001419572
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

UP FRONT LAURA 2,Q2:05.1f; 3,1:58f; BT1:57.2s ($65,102) by Andover Hall. 2 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg Arden Downs - Next Dam
1st Dam

1st Dam
UP FRONT LAURA 2,Q2:05.1f; 3,1:58f; BT1:57.2s ($65,102) by Andover Hall. 2 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg Early Closer at The Meadows. At 3, winner Arden Downs S., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in Casual Breeze T., Buckette, Reynolds Mem. From 13 previous foals, dam of 9 winners, 3 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, including:


FUMATA BIANCA 4,1:59.3f; BT1:59.2 ($44,861) (Muscle Hill). Winner at 4.

SPARKLE PLENTY (M) 2,Q1:59f; 3,1:57.2f; BT1:55f ($43,473) (Muscle Massive). 2 wins at 3. 3, second in Lady Suffolk T.

ARNIE 3,2:00.3; 4,1:59f; BT1:58.3s ($20,800) (Explosive Matter). 2 wins at 3 and 4.

Usurp Hanover 3,1:57.4f; 4,1:56.2; BT1:55.3-'23 ($64,440) (Wheeling N Dealin). 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Samia. At 3, third in leg Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga.

Umpteen Hanover (M) BT1:56s ($24,411) (Muscle Mass). At 2, second in leg Ontario Autumn Ser. at Flamboro. At 3, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.

Ursula Hanover (M) BT1:59.4f-'23 (Cantah Hall). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam

FUMATA BIANCA 4,1:59.3f; BT1:59.2 ($44,861) (Muscle Hill). Winner at 4.

SPARKLE PLENTY (M) 2,Q1:59f; 3,1:57.2f; BT1:55f ($43,473) (Muscle Massive). 2 wins at 3. 3, second in Lady Suffolk T.

ARNIE 3,2:00.3; 4,1:59f; BT1:58.3s ($20,800) (Explosive Matter). 2 wins at 3 and 4.

Usurp Hanover 3,1:57.4f; 4,1:56.2; BT1:55.3-'23 ($64,440) (Wheeling N Dealin). 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Samia. At 3, third in leg Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga.

Umpteen Hanover (M) BT1:56s ($24,411) (Muscle Mass). At 2, second in leg Ontario Autumn Ser. at Flamboro. At 3, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.

Ursula Hanover (M) BT1:59.4f-'23 (Cantah Hall). Now 2 and racing.

Next Dam – Joan T Collins 3,2:00.4 (Texas-JOAN COLLINS 4,2:04-Noble Victory)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Ardon Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champion
Currier & Ives
Dartise Cup
Hamburgenian
Horseman Stake
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
Old Equal Bucket
Penna. Sires (Pac-Mutual)
Smocoe
Ralph Witling
Yonkers Trot

Hayes Mem., elim. Peter Haughton Mem.; second in Final Breeders Crown. At 3, third in Zweig Mem.


Produtor: MILESTONE HANOVER 2,2:02.4h; 3,T2:00.4 (dam of MONKEY BONES 2,1:57.3f; 3,1:56.3f-$231,811, ANOTHER AMARETTO 3,1:54.1f-$168,256, grandam of STUBBORN BELLE 2,1:54.1-$60,323, MUAY HANOVER 2,1:57.1f; 3,1:56.2f; 1:55.3-$205,739).

Next Dam – Joan T Collins 3,2:00.4 (Texas-JOAN COLLINS 4,2:04-Noble Victory)
**UNCLE JOE HANOVER**  
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)  
BAY COLT Foaled April 18, 2022  
Reg. No. 9XD63 Microchip No. 985141001374917

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

---

**UPSIDE SURPRISE**

p,2,1:53.4f; $77,178 by Art Major. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in elim. 

Arden Downs  
Delvin Miller  
Adios  
Next Dam

---

**LATTE LADY**

p,2,1:58; BT1:56.2 ($5,529) by Dexter Nukes. Winner at 2. At 2, third in Hanover Filly S. – Grassroots at Grand River; second in leg Ontario Sires S. – Grassroots at Kawartha and Mohawk.

---

**FROZEN FEAR**

p,2,1:53.4f; 3,1:52.4f; $168,565 by Jenna’s Beach Boy. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Final Kentucky Summer Champ. at Lexington; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Pennsylvania All-Stars; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, Pocono. At 3, third in elim. Century Casinos Filly P. At 4, winner elim. and Final Penny Bath Mem. at Fraser, Final Century Casinos Filly P.

---

**UNRIVALED HANOVER**

p,2,1:56.1-'23; BT1:51.3s-'23 ($)386,318 (Somebeachsomewhere). Winner at 2. Now 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Pennsylvania All-Stars; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, Pocono. Dam of

---

**LITERL LAD HANOVER**


---

**MELANIE’S FILLY**

p,3,1:54.2f; 1:52f; BT1:51f ($200,329) (Well Said). 15 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final Do Me Honor Ser. at The Meadows; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Cinderella S.; third in elim. Fan Hanover S.

---

**BORDEAUX NOURRIR**


---

**MELANIES SHARKETTE**


---

**MAMAS FALLEN ANGEL**

(M) p,3,1:54f; 1:52f; BT1:51f ($)200,329, 11 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Pennsylvania All-Stars; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, Pocono. Dam of

---

**ODDS ON EQUULEUS**

p,2,1:50; 1:47.3 ($)395,816, 20 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, Pocono. Dam of

---

**ODDS ON HEMERA**

p,3,1:54f; 1:52f; BT1:51f ($261,970) (Somebeachsomewhere). 15 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, Pocono. Dam of

---

**BAY COLT**  
Foaled April 18, 2022  
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)  
Main Hall  
Row F  
Stall 37
Consigned by BLUE CHIP FARMS LLC, AGENT for Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc.
Raised at BLUE CHIP FARMS, WALLKILL, NY

WHIRL BLUE CHIP

(NEW YORK ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled April 18, 2022

Reg. No. 8XD11 Microchip No. 985141001373716

WHIRL BLUE CHIP

374

Chapter Seven 4,1:50.1 ———
Windsong's Legacy 3,1:53.4

Yankee Windsong 3,2:02.1f

La Riviera Lindy 3,2:01.1f ———
Dream Vacation 4,1:52

Royal Lindy

North Hall
Row N
Stall 5

Conway Hall 3,1:53.4

American Winner 3,1:52.3

Lawn Tennis

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2

Cruise Team 3,1:55.1

1st Dam

NOREASTER BLUECHIP BT2:03.2h by Credit Winner. Starter at 3. From 4 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 2:00, including:

**Upnaway Blue Chip**

2,1:56f; BT1:57s ($9,950) (Chapter Seven). Record at 2. At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. Now 3.

Vortex Blue Chip (M) (International Moni). Now 2.

2nd Dam

SOUTHWIND CATLIN 2,1:57.2; BT1:56.3 ($203,734) by Muscles Yankee. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in Merrie Annabelle T. At 3, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold. From 11 foals, dam of 9 winners, 5 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, including:


**BERKERY J** 2,1:57.3h; 3,1:53.2 ($286,235) (Chapter Seven). 9 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga.

**MANDELA BLUE CHIP** 2,1:59.1f; 3,1:59.1f; 1:53.4f; BT1:53.2f ($190,777) (Crazed). 17 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. At Tioga; third in Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, second in leg Catherine Burton Ser. At Vernon; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Saratoga, leg Catherine Burton Ser. at Vernon.

**EVERY THING** 2,1:58; 3,1:55.2; BT1:52.2 ($161,594) (Chapter Seven). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Tioga, Yonkers, elim. Peter Haughton Mem. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, elim. Dexter Cup; third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Tioga, elim. Yonkers T.

**UNION FORCES** 2,1:55.3; 3,1:52.2; BT1:50.3 ($157,365; 214,861 Intl.) (Cantab Hall). 6 wins at 2 and 3; 7 wins internationally. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. At Tioga; second in Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, second in leg Catherine Burton Ser. At Vernon; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Saratoga, leg Catherine Burton Ser. at Vernon.

**ANOTHER CHAPTER** 2,1:54.3s; BT1:52.4 ($161,594) (Chapter Seven). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in cons. New Jersey Sire S. at Saratoga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Monticello, Tioga, Yonkers, elim. Peter Haughton Mem. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, elim. Dexter Cup; third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Tioga, elim. Yonkers T.

**DEPP BLUE CHIP** 2,1:59.3f ($28,306) (Equinox Bi). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon.


**Make It Blue Chip** (M) BT1:59.3s ($21,717) (Crazed). At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Yonkers. Dam of **UNO MAS BLUE CHIP** 2,1:57.4f; 3,1:54.3f-'23, QISS ME BLUE CHIP 3,1:55.4f.

3rd Dam

Cruise Team 3,1:55.1; BT1:54.2 ($187,113) by Supergilig. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner elim. Hambletonian Oaks, leg New Jersey Sires S. At 4, winner Final Hiram Woodruff Ser. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:58, including:

**SOUTHWIND CALIFON** 3,1:56.8f; 1:54.1; BT1:53.2s ($481,335) (Dancer's Victory). 47 wins, 3 thru 12. At 4, winner leg General Brock Ser. at Woodbine.

**Next Dam - FOREIGN WATERS** (Homesick-REEL FISH 3,2:00.1-Bonefish)
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Brent C. Vincent.
Raised at Tara Hills Stud, Port Perry, ON

375

TH SUMMER LOVIN
(NEW JERSEY ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled May 19, 2022
Reg. No. 0X210 Microchip No. 985141001414619

Cattlewash p,3,1:46.4 ------------------- Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 Mach Three p,3,1:49
Road Bet p,4,1:52f --------------------- Wheres The Beach

TH SUMMER LOVIN

Road To Pandalay p,2,1:55.3

Waasmula p,1:49.2 Million Dollar Cam p,3,1:50.2h Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50

With Threewins p,2,1:36.3h

Waasmowin p,1:52 Apachis Fame p,4,1:51.4f

$1,46.4  -------------
---
- --------------
------------
- ------------

3rd Dam
THREEWINS p,4,1:53.4f; 1:52 ($274,750) by Apaches Fame. 19 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner elim. and Final
Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk. At 4, third in leg Damsel Ser. at Woodbine. From 3 foals, dam of 2
winners, 1 in 1:50, 2 in 1:56, including:

WAASMUL (M) p,3,1:51.2; 1:49.2; BT1:48.2s ($954,282) (Million Dollar Cam). As above.
ASTROMW (M) p,3,1:56.3f; 4,1:55.3h; BT1:51.1f ($79,747) (Astreos). 12 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner leg
and Final Middlesex County Ser. at London; third in leg Middlesex County Ser. at London. Dam of
DOWNERS DELIGHT p,3,1:53.1f; 1:51.4f -'23 ($204,439), EATAAMS TRAUMA p,2,2:01h; 1:53.3 ($175,834),
NOCH TEN p,2,1:55; 3,1:52.3; 1:51.1 ($105,772), WARRABEE ROCKET p,2,1:59.1; 3,1:56.

4th Dam
Allwins Hope p,2,2:03h ($15,528) by Allwin Steady. 3 wins at 2. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. at Windsor.

From 1 foal, dam of 1 winner, including;

Threewins (M) p,4,1:53.4f; BT1:56.2s ($4,927) (Threeply). As above.

5th Dam
WHITNEYS HOPE p,2,2:11h; 2:06.1h ($3,923) by Byrd Whitney. 4 wins, 2 thru 5. From 5 foals, dam of 1 winner,

including:

Allwins Hope (M) p,2,2:03h ($15,528) (Allwin Steady). As above.

Next Dam - POTEEN (Uncle Ben-CEDAR CREST DEB-Symbol Gantle)
WAITINGFORGUFFMAN

(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BROWN COLT Foaled June 6, 2022

Reg. No. 2XF33 Microchip No. 985141001404845

West Hall Row G Stall 11

Consigned by CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT for Birnam Wood Farms.
Raised at Concord Stud Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ

Sweet Lou p,1:47f ------------
Yankee Cruiser p,3,1:49.3z ------------- Artiscape p,3,1:49.3z
Sweet Future p,3,1:54.2 ----------------- Falcons Future p,3,1:51f

WAITINGFORGUFFMAN

Wait Til April p,4,1:56f ------------
Dragon Again p,1:48.3 --------------- Dragon's Lair p,1:51.3
Summers Soul p,4,1:52.1 ---------------- Artspase p,4,1:49.2

1st Dam

WAIT TIL APRIL p,3,1:56.1f; 4,1:56f; BT1:53.1f ($80,105) by Dragon Again. 6 wins at 3 and 4. This is her first living foal.

2nd Dam

SUMMERS SOUL p,3,1:54.3z; 4,1:52.1 ($114,618) by Artsplace. 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 4, second in leg Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands. From 13 living foals, dam of 10 winners, 6 in 1:54, 10 in 1:58, including:

ALWAYS THE SUN p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:51.3; 4,1:50.1f; BT1:49.1s ($608,933) (Always A Virgin). 46 wins, 2 thru 12. At 2, winner leg The Big Dog Ser. at Balmoral (2); second in leg Indiana Sires S. - Silver at Hoosier (2). At 3, second in elim. and Super-Final Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier; third in elim. Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier (3). At 4, third in elim. Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier. At 6, third in leg Dan Messner Ser. at Hoosier.

MACHAROUNDTHECLOCK (M) p,2,1:53.4f; 3,1:51.1; BT1:50.3s ($501,013) (Cambest). 10 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, winner leg Grey/Huron Ser. at Clinton; second in leg Grey/Huron Ser. at Clinton; third in elim. Autumn P. at Woodbine, leg City of London P. at London. At 4, second in leg Ontario Boys Ser. at Woodbine.


SUMMERS PAST p,2,1:58.1 (Bret Hanover-Cupid's Flight by Racetime).

Next Dam - SEASON’S PAST p,2,1:58.1 (Bret Hanover-Cupid’s Flight by Racetime)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

DIGNIFICED HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled April 20, 2022
Reg. No. 2XD12 Microchip No. 98514001419647

Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1  ———— Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Southwind Frank 3,1:52.1  ———— Yankee Blonde 3, 1:59.4f
Flawless Lindy 3,1:58.1f  ———— Cantab Hall 3,1:54
Classically Designed 3,1:56.2

DIGNIFICED HANOVER

Credit Winner 3,1:54 ———— American Winner 3,1:52.3
Don't Wait Up  ———— Lawn Tennis
Fabulous Kemp 3,1:57.3  ———— Yankee Glide 3,1:55.1
Emilie Cas El 3,1:57.1f

1st Dam
DON'T WAIT UP BT2:06.3 by Credit Winner. Starter at 2. From 4 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:52, 2 in 1:56, including:

DELAYED HANOVER 2,1:53.4; 3,1:51.1; BT1:57 ($245,199) by Garland Lobell. 19 wins at 2 and 3.

3rd Dam
MUSCLE HILL 2,1:50.1  ———— Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Yankee Glide 3,1:59.4f
Cantab Hall 3,1:54

DIGNIFICED HANOVER

2nd Dam
FABULOUS KEMP 2,1:59.1; 3,1:57.3; BT1:57 ($36,062) by Yankee Glide. 4 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, John Simpson Mem., early Closer at Lexington (2); second in leg Early Closer at Lexington; third in Bluegrass S., leg Early Closer at Lexington. From 6 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:54, 2 in 2:00, including:

ORDER BY KEEPER 2,1:59.3; 3,1:53.4 ($164,728; $243,054 Intl.) (Credit Winner). 4 wins at 3. 10 wins internationally. At 2, third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; at 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers (2); second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga. At 7, winner Gosta Bergengren Minne at Bergsaker. Exported.

BACKORDER (M) 4,1:55.4 ($3,000; $73,899 Intl.) (Chocolatier). At 2, second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Tioga. 11 wins internationally. At 5, winner Final MalardalsCuppen at Eskilstuna (Sweden).

AMOUR HEIRESS (M) 2,1:59.4f; BT1:57.3 ($6,000) (Cantab Hall). Winner at 2. Dam of SPY BOOTH 2,1:59.3; 3,1:52.3 ($521,031), PERICULUM 2,1:53.1; 3,1:50.3 ($395,139), KING ALPHONSO 2,1:52 ($352,265), CROWN 2,1:55.3; 3,1:52.4f-'23 ($298,964).

Birthright (M) BT2:01.4 ($11,308) (Credit Winner). At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello. Dam of RAISED BY LINDY 2,1:51.3; 3,1:51.1; 4,1:51.2s-'23 ($762,186), INTERNATIONAL MAN 2,1:55; 3,1:54.2f-'23 ($165,597), ELECTRIC LEMONADE 2,1:57.2f, CHASE MY LINDY 2,1:59.4; 3,1:59, BORN LINDY 2,1:59.4. Grandam of STAMPED BY LINDY 2,1:59.2f; 3,1:56.1f; 4,1:55.3h-'23 ($127,019).

3rd Dam
EMILIE CAS EL 2,1:59.2f; 3,1:57.1f ($245,199) by Garland Lobell. 19 wins at 2 and 3. O'Brien Horse of the Year; O'Brien 2-Year-Old Trotting Filly of the Year in 1994. At 2, winner leg (2) and Final Coupe Des Eleveurs, elim. and Final Canadian Breeders Champ., leg Quebec Circuit - A (5), leg Quebec Circuit - B. At 3, winner leg Quebec Circuit - A (4), leg Coupe Des Eleveurs. From 12 foals (3 Exported prior to racing), dam of 6 winners, 3 in 1:55, 5 in 1:58, including:


DATE NIGHT HANOVER (M) 2,1:54f-'23 ($84,025) (Chapter Seven). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Saratoga, leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington.

Dusktodawn Hanover 3,2:00.4f; BT2:00f-'23 ($127,019) (Cantab Hall). 2 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, second in leg Late Closer at Georgian.

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS


Next Dam - AMOUR ANGUS 3,2:03.1f (Magna Force-KENWOOD SCAMPER-Texas)
Consigned by TWINBROOK FARMS, AGENT for Crystal Springs Farm. Raised at Crystal Springs Farm, Millersburg, OH

BETTOR ANSWER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BROWN FILLY Foaled May 26, 2022
Reg. No. 9XB06 Microchip No. 985141001373178

378

Bettor's Wish p,4,1:47.3
Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4
Classic Wish p,3,1:52
Lifetime Star p,2,Q1:55.4
Western Ideal p,1:48
Lifetim Gal

1st Dam
WANT ANSWERS p,2,1:53.1f; BT1:52.3 ($103,111) by Western Terror, 6 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, The Meadows (2), Final Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, Keystone Classic; second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; third in Bluegrass S., Arden Downs S. From 4 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:53, 2 in 1:56, including:

GET ANSWERS (M) p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:52.1f-'23; BT1:50.4-'23 ($140,155) (Lazarus N). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 3, second in leg and final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in New Jersey S. at Meadowlands.


2nd Dam
DOCTOR SETH p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:54.2; BT1:52.1 ($41,027) by At Point Blank. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Early Closer at Lexington. From 3 foals, dam of 3 winners, 3 in 1:54, including:


WELL WISHERS (M) p,2,1:59.4h; 3,1:53.4f; 1:52.2; BT1:51.2 ($168,227) (Western Terror). 23 wins, 2 thru 7.

3rd Dam
CATCH THE FALCON p,3,1:56f; 4,1:52 ($124,645) by Falcon Seelster. 9 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in leg New Jersey Fair S. at Garden State. At 3, second in leg Green With Envy Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Clara Barton Ser. at Garden State (2), leg New Jersey Fair S. at Garden State; third in Reynolds Mem. At 4, winner leg Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg and final Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands. From 5 foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:58, including:

CATCH THE TERROR p,3,1:57.1h; BT1:56.2h ($41,007) (Western Terror). 13 wins, 3 thru 5.

4th Dam
LADY LONGLEGS p,2,1:58.1 ($258,149) by B.G's Bunny. 7 wins at 2. At 2, winner elim. International Stallion S., Molly Pitcher P., elim. and Final Lou Babic Filly S., leg New Jersey Sires S. S at Freehold, Meadowlands; second in leg Lady Baltimore P., Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 3, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold (2); third in elim. and Final Bluegrass S., Breeders Filly S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold. From 13 foals, dam of 9 winners, 5 in 1:55, 9 in 1:58, including:

DON'T POINT AT (M) p,1:50.4f ($203,040) (At Point Blank). 12 wins, 4 thru 6. At 5, second in leg Girls Night Out Ser. at Mohawk (2); third in Final Girls Night Out Ser. at Mohawk.


EXTEMPORENOUS (M) p,3,1:55.2f; 1:54.4f; BT1:53.2f ($111,847) (Jenna's Beach Boy). 14 wins, 3 thru 7. Dam of WESTERN SILK p,2,1:52.1; 3,1:50.1 ($1,679,347). Grandam of GRACE HILL p,2,1:51f; 3,1:49f; 1:47.4-23 ($1,482,716).


Next Dam - SILK STOCKINGS p,3,1:55.2 (Most Happy Fella-MARYELLEN HANOVER p,4,2:02.1h-Tar Heel)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series

Breeders Crown
Cane Pace

Hoosier Stake
Horseshoe

Little Brown Jug
Meadowlands Pace

Parshall memorial
Penn. Sires (Par-Mutual)

Stakes Stakes
Champlain Filly
International Station

Messenger
Meadowlands Pace

Penna. Sires (Fair)
Tattersalls Pace

WHOLEHOUSE HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled June 6, 2022
Reg. No. 5XE91 Microchip No. 985141001419624

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

WHEELHOUSE HANOVER

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4f -- Mach Three p,3,1:49
Papi Rob Hanover p,3,1:47.1f -- Wheres The Beach
Panera Hanover p,4,1:51.2f ------- Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3

Well What's New p,4,1:52.3f --- Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4
Well Said p,3,1:47.3 ---------------- Must See p,2,1:52
Whats New Pussycat p,3,1:51.4f ---- Art Major p,4,1:48.4
Molly Can Do It p,1:49.4

1st Dam
WELL WHAT'S NEW p,2,1:55f; 3,1:53.4f; 4,1:52.3f; BT1:52.2f ($97,884) by Well Said. 7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Liberty Bell P. at Philadelphia; second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon; third in Reynolds Mem., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Std. Dev. Fund at Freehold; third in leg Bluegrass Series at Philadelphia, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:54, including:


Producer: Stefani Blue Chip (dam of BIG BOY DREAMS p,2,1:51.3; 3,1:50.1; 4,1:49.4f-$575,252).
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

380 WICKET HANOVER (PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)  BAY FILLY
Foaled June 2, 2022  Reg. No. 3XL26

Microchip No. 985141001375048

Main Hall  Row E  Stall 19

Greenshoe 3,1:49.4  ----------------
Father Patrick 3,1:50.2  ------------------
Cantab Hall 3,1:54  
Gala Dream  
Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1  
Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3

WICKET HANOVER
Winbak Blondie 3,1:57.4f  ---------
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2  ---------------
Valley Victory 3,1:55.3  
Maiden Yankee 3,1:59.4f  
Yankee Blondie 3,1:59.4f  ---------------
American Winner 3,1:52.3  
Yankee Bambi

1st Dam
WINBAK BLONDIE 3,1:57.4f; BT1:57.1s ($16,257) by Muscles Yankee. 2 wins at 3. At 3, second in New Jersey Futy. From 6 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:54, including:


BLONDE BOMBSHELL 2,1:55.1; 3,1:53.2-'23 ($204,589).

Smokin Blonde (M) (Greenshoe). Now 2.

2nd Dam
YANKEE BLONDIE 3,1:59.4f; BT1:57.1 ($8,434) by American Winner. 2 wins at 3. At 3, second in Horseman & Fair World T. at Lexington, Maryland Stbd. Race Fund at Ocean; third in Peace Corps T. at Lexington. From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:51, 7 in 1:59, including:


MANFROMNANTUCKET 2,Q2:15.3h; 3,1:57.3; BT1:57f ($152,857) (Giant Hit). 15 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Vernon; second in leg New York-Bred LC at Monticello; third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, New York State Fair at Saratoga, leg New York-Bred LC at Saratoga. At 2, winner Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover, Mohawk; third in elim. Balanced Image T. at Hanover.


ALL STAR YANKEE 3,1:55.3; BT1:54.2 ($25,236) (My MVP). Winner at 2. At 2, winner Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover, Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover, Mohawk. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Vernon; second in leg New York-Bred LC at Monticello; third in leg New York-Bred LC at Saratoga. Dam of

EDDICTION (M) 3,1:58.2f; BT1:56.1f ($14,420) (Cantab Hall). Winner at 3.

Producers: Met's Rival (dam of

MET'S INN 3,1:57.4; 4,1:56.4- $184,034, COMMANDO QUEEN 2,2:05f; 3,Q1:59.1-$124,941; grandam of

MET'S HALL 2,1:52.4; 3,1:51.2-$1,295,306, WINE RACK HANOVER 2,1:56; 3,1:54.2-$224,197, ORDER BY COMMANDER 3,1:58.2; 1:55.1- $164,215), BLUE MAX INN 1:59.2f (Finland).

3rd Dam
YANKEE Bambi ($2,803) by Hickory Pride. Starter at 2. From 16 foals, dam of 11 winners, 7 in 2:00, including:

TV YANKEE 2,1:56 ($571,224) (Speedy Crown). 17 wins, 2 thru 5.


Producers: Met's Rival (dam of

MET'S INN 3,1:57.4; 4,1:56.4- $184,034, COMMANDO QUEEN 2,2:05f; 3,Q1:59.1-$124,941; grandam of

MET'S HALL 2,1:52.4; 3,1:51.2-$1,295,306, WINE RACK HANOVER 2,1:56; 3,1:54.2-$224,197, ORDER BY COMMANDER 3,1:58.2; 1:55.1-$164,215, BLUE MAX INN 1:59.2f (Finland).

Next Dam
YANKEE DUCHESS (Duke Of Lullwater-CHINA L-Whippet)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

WATERLOO HANOVER
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
(EMBRYO TRANSFER)
BAY COLT Foaled June 2, 2022
Reg. No. 8XK05 Microchip No. 985141001375476

381

Window Willow
----------------------

INTERNATIONAL MONI 3,1:51.4

Love You .......................... Guilty Of Love
Moni Maker 1:52.1 ..................... Speedy Crown 3,1:57.1
                      Nan's Catch 3,1:54.4

WATERLOO HANOVER

Window Willow ..........................

Tagliabue 4,1:53.3 .......................... Super Bowl 3,1:56.2

                      Double Coverage 3,1:57

                      Crystal Vic 3,1:54.2

                      Crystal Spur

1st Dam

Window Willow BT2.05.2h ($1,899) by Tagliabue. At 3, second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Gratz; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Butler. From 5 previous living foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:50, 2 in 1:57, including:

CRYSTAL FASHION 2,1:53.2; 3,1:50.1; 4,1:50; BT1:49.3 ($2,240,949) (Cantab Hall). 29 wins, 2 thru 8.


Willtowin Hanover (M) 3,1:57f; BT1:54.4 ($60,431) (Cantab Hall). 5 wins at 3. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; third in cons. Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows.

2nd Dam

CRYSTAL VIC by Mr Vic. From 8 living foals, dam of 7 winners, 2 in 1:53, 7 in 1:59, including:


FARMER JONES 2,1:59z; 3,1:52.2z ($369,199) (Credit Winner). 33 wins, 2 thru 11. World Champion. At 2, second in leg New York-Bred LC at Monticello, Saratoga; third in elim. and Final Virginia Breeders S. at Colonial; third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, New York State Fair S. at Syracuse. At 7, second in leg Late Closer at Pompano; third in leg Late Closer at Pompano.


BAROQUE FASHION 3,1:56.2; BT1:56s ($58,424) (Broadway Hall). 10 wins, 3 thru 5.


VICTORIOUSBROADWAY (M) 2,1:58.3f ($14,120) (Broadway Hall). Winner at 2. Dam of VICTORY NOW 3,1:52:00.4h.

3rd Dam

CRYSTAL SPUR by Prakas. From 8 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 5 winners, 5 in 2:00, including:

GOLD STRIKE (M) 1:54.3f ($294,806 Intl.) (Striking Sahbra). 12 wins Int'lly. At 5, winner Suur-Hollola-Ajo at Lahti. At 6, second in Suur-Hollola-Ajo at Lahti. Dam of VILLIAM 3,1:55.4f; 1:54.4 ($728,568 Intl.).

MEADOWBRANCH RIO 3,Q1:58; BT1:57.2s ($77,614) (Mr Vic). 15 wins, 3 thru 8.

GOTTA LINE ON YOU 2,2:02h; 3,1:59.2f; 1:58.3 ($58,294) (Lucky Almahurst). 19 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner leg Ohio Sires S. At 3, winner leg Ohio Sires S., heat Ohio Fair S., Ohio Fair S. (5), leg Eagle Sticks Golf Course Ser. at Scioto; second in Ohio Fair S., leg Indian Trails Ser. at Hoosier, elim. Parshall Futurity.

Next Dam - CHILLING THOUGHTS 2,1:59 (Arnie Almahurst-GHOST WRITER 3,2:04f-Dartmouth)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arcadian Downs  Currier & Ives  Horseman  Old Quality Bucket  Simcoe  Ralph Wiffling
Bluegrass Series  Dexter Cup  International Stallion  Penna. Sires (Par-Mutuel)  Standardbred  Yonkers Trot
Breeders Crown  Hambletonian  Kentucky Futurity  Penna. Sires (Fair)  Swedish Breeders Crown  Zweig Memorial
Champion  Hoosier Stake  Hoosier Stake  Pennsylvania Sires (Fair)  Pennsylvania Sires (Fair)

Main Hall  Row G  Stall 34
MUSCLE SPASM

ONTARIO ELIGIBLE

BAY COLT Foaled April 25, 2022

Reg. No. 1XP11 Microchip No. 985141001419805

Muscle Mass 2,1:53.4  -------------- Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2  --------- Valley Victory 3,1:55.3
Graceful Touch 2,1:56.1  -------------- Maiden Yankee 3,1:59.4f  
Pine Chip 4,1:51  -------------- Act Of Grace 3,1:52.3

Windsong Nolwenn  -------------- Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1  --------- Andover Hall 3,1:51.3
Diamond Image 4,1:56.1  -------------- D Train  
Balanced Image 3,1:58.4  

1st Dam

WINDSONG NOLWENN by Donato Hanover. From 5 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:57, including:

FULL OF MUSCLES 2,Q2:02.2; 3,1:53.3 ($133,186; $36,821 Intl.) (Muscle Mass). 4 wins, 3 and 4. At 2, second in leg ONSS - Gold at Mohawk (2), Champlain S.; third in Super-Final ONSS - Gold at Mohawk, elim. Wellwood Mem. Exported.

FREEDOM EXPRESS 3,1:57; BT1:56.4f ($72,526) (Wheeling N Dealin). 5 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner leg ONSS - Grassroots at Kawartha, Mohawk.

Maisys Muscles (M) 2,Q2:04.2; 3,2:00.2; BT1:57.4f ($24,524) (Muscle Hill). Winner at 3. At 3, second in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono.

Abra Abra Kadabra (M) (Kadabra). Now 2.

2nd Dam

DIAMOND IMAGE 3,1:58.2; 4,1:56.1; BT1:55.3s ($149,923) by Balanced Image. 6 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner leg Trillium T. at Rideau Carleton; second in Simcoe S., elim. ONSS - Gold at Mohawk, leg Trillium T. at Woodbine; third in elim. ONSS - Gold at Flamboro, Windsor. At 4, third in leg Lifetime Dream Ser. at Woodbine (2). From 7 living foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:55, 3 in 1:59, including:


WINDSONG MAGIC (M) 3,1:54.4; 4,1:54.2 ($119,397) (Kadabra). 9 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner leg ONSS - Grassroots at Georgian, leg Celias Counsel Ser. at Mohawk; second in leg ONSS - Grassroots at Flamboro, leg Celias Counsel Ser. at Mohawk. At 4, winner leg Bonus Ser. at Yonkers (2).

WINDSONG INVINCIBLE (M) 4,1:59; BT1:54.3s ($57,394) (Kadabra). 4 wins at 4.

Producers: Windsong Fashion (dam of WINDSONGMUSCLELADY 3,1:57.1; 4,1:52.3f-$122,977, LADYDABRA 2,2:02.4; 3,1:58.4f, WINDSONG OPHELIA 3,2:01.1h; 1:59h; grandam of NATURDAYS 2,1:56; 3,1:52.4-'23-$163,715, MUSCLE DAN 3,1:58.2h; 4,1:57.2h-'23-$132,867).

3rd Dam

ARMBRO HUSKER by Speedy Crown. From 5 foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:58, including:

BRISCOS HUSKER (M) 3,2:01; 1:57.3; BT1:57s ($145,903) (Brisco Hanover). 19 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, second in leg Future Stars Summer Ser. at Lexington; third in leg Future Stars Summer Ser. at Lexington. Dam of OUT OF THE HAT 2,Q2:06.3; 3,1:59.4f; 1:55.4f ($215,751), BRISCO RODEO 2,1:59; 3,1:58.4 ($123,740).

4th Dam

SISSIE BLAZE 3,2:05.2f ($6,241) by Blaze Hanover. Record at 3. From 15 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:58, including:


HEIR TO THE CROWN 1:58.1f ($152,721 Intl.) (Speedy Crown). 39 wins Intl'y. Winner Skovbo, Mesterskab for Danmark at Charlottelund, heat Aby Cup at ABY; second Mesterskab for Danmark at Charlottelund, elim Koster Mem. at Charlottelund (Denmark).

Producers: CASTLETON BLAZE 2,2:02.4 ($9,993) (dam of FIERY CHIP 2,2:02.2; 3,1:53.4-$233,312; grandam of MCCARRON 3,1:58-$253,380, HILLARY BR 3,1:57.4f; 1:52.2f-$467,518 Intl., Armbror Oriole (grandam of CLASSIC GLORY 2,2:05.4h; 3,1:59.3f-$159,648).

Next Dam - STAR ACT 3,2:01.1 (Victory Song-MISS TILLY 3,2:01.2-Nibble Hanover)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs  Bluegrass Series  Breders Crown  Chrysler
Currier & Ives  Dexter Cup  Great Mid-West  Habibolian
Hoosier Stake  Horseman  International Stalion  Kentucky Futurity
Manitoba Great Western  Old Oaken Bucket  Ontario Sires  Ontario SBOA
Parshall Memorial  Simcoe  Standardbred  Swedish Breeders Crown
Ralph Wilfong  Yonkers Trot  Zweig Memorial
383

CONSIGNMENT: Berry Nice Muscles (Muscles Yankee) Reg. No. 0XE42 Microchip No. 985141001419372

WINE BAR HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 12, 2022
Reg. No. 0XE42 Microchip No. 985141001419372

WINE BAR HANOVER

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

383

Main Hall
Row G
Stall 35

Bar Hopping 3,1:51.4
Conway Hall 3,1:53.4
Winterberry 3,1:56.2

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Yankee Blondie 3,1:59.4f
Credit Winner 3,1:54
Ambro Vermouth 2,12:3h

1st Dam

Winterberry BT1:56.1s ($5,368) by Conway Hall. At 3, third in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Batavia. From 4 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:54, including:

WENTHORPE HANOVER 3,1:54.2f-'23 ($37,530) (International Moni). 2 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono.

Whoops Hanover (M) BT1:59.1-'23 ($1,000) (Greenshoe). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam


MISTER ANSON 2,2:00.4f; 3,1:53.4; BT1:53.2 ($249,457) (Conway Hall). 19 wins; 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg NYSS at Saratoga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Vernon; third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Buffalo. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Buffalo, Yorkers, cons. Zweig Mem.

STRAWBERRY WINE (M) 3,1:59.4; 4,1:56f ($101,285) (Kadabra). 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, second in leg and Final Middlesex County Ser. at London; third in leg Middlesex County Ser. at London. Dam of Bacardi 2,1:58.1f; 3,1:56.3f; 4,1:55.2h ($152,256), JULY 2,2:00.2h, HEMOSPHERE 3,1:57f Intl.

3rd Dam

BLACKBAR HANOVER 2,1:56.2 ($209,314) by Doneral. 4 wins at 2. At 2, winner elim. Matron S., Final Matron S., Bluegrass S., International Stallion S.; third in Hayes Mem., elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands. From 3 foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:56, including:

HERE'S THE MAGIC 2,1:59.1f; 4,1:55.1; BT1:54.4f ($522,166) (Kadabra). 46 wins; 2 thru 11. At 2, winner elim. ONSS - Gold at Flamboro, Kawartha; second in Final ONSS - Gold at Kawartha, Woodbine; third in ONSS - Super Final at Woodbine, elim. ONSS - Gold at Rideau Carleton, Woodbine, Final ONSS - Gold at Flamoro. At 3, second in leg ONSS - Grassroots at Clinton, Georgian; third in elim. ONSS- Gold at Georgian, London.

EWALD F BOKO 3,2:00.4f; BT1:57.2 ($103,187 Intl.). (Super Arnie). 4 wins thru 5. At 3, second in Elim. Final Deutches Trabar Derby at Berlin Mariendorf (Germany).

4th Dam

BRITTANY'S DREAM 2,2:01.3; 4,1:58.2f ($36,054) by Workaholic. 8 wins; 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, leg New Jersey Fair S.; second in New Jersey Futy., leg New Jersey Fair S. At 3, second in Charles I. Smith Mem. Filly S. From 13 foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:55, 5 in 1:58, including:

BRUMAL HANOVER 2,2:00.4f; 3,1:56.3f; BT1:54.2 ($253,493) (American Winner). 9 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg PASS, Arden Downs S.; second in Reynolds Mem. At 3, winner elim. and Final Currier & Ives S., leg and cons. PASS, elim. Yorkers T., Reynolds Mem., elim. Connors Mem.; second in Bluegrass S. Producers:

BELTANE HANOVER 2,2:01.3 ($3,932) (dam of SWEET THING 2,1:55.3; 3,1:55.2; 1:53.1f-$238,858, ALL RISE 2,1:55.4; 3,1:44.4s-$187,168).

Next Dam: VIKING SPIRIT 2:07h (Honor Rodney-ADELA VIKING-A. C.'s Viking)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

**WISH LIST HANOVER**  
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)  
BAY FILLY Foaled May 8, 2022  
Reg. No. 9X555  
Microchip No. 985141001419626

**Stall 20**  
Main Hall  
Row E

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>384</th>
<th>Arden Downs</th>
<th>Currier &amp; Ives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>Next Dam</td>
<td>Hoosier State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>1st Dam</td>
<td>Kentucky Futurity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>1st Dam</td>
<td>Penna. Sires (Fair)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>1st Dam</td>
<td>Swedish Breeders Crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>2nd Dam</td>
<td>Dexter Cup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>2nd Dam</td>
<td>Simcoe Filly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>2nd Dam</td>
<td>Yonkers Trot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>2nd Dam</td>
<td>Zweig Memorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>Spawning</td>
<td>Old Oaken Bucket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>Conway Hall</td>
<td>Penna. Sires (Pat-Mutual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>Conway Hall</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>Conway Hall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WOOD BLUE CHIP BT2.00.4f ($3,153) by Kadabra. Starter at 2 and 3. From 4 previous living foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:57, including:

**CHAPTER TOO** (M) 2:02.1f ($32,615) by Angus Hall. 3 wins at 3. At 3, winner Late Closer at Lexington; FRAULIEN BLUESTONE 2nd Dam

Angus Hall 3:1:54.3

**FALNOS BABELL** ($23,674) by Mack Lobell. 5 wins at 4. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:56, including:

**SIMPSON MEM.** At 4, winner cons. Bonus Ser. at Yonkers; second in leg Bonus Ser. at Yonkers. At 7, winner Joe Ricci Mem. at Scarborough. MADMATTER BLUECHIP 3rd Dam

Woohoo Hanover (dam of **BIG BOY ERNEST** 3,2:04.2f ($3,613) (Knight Of Intrigue). Record at 3. At 2, third in Ohio Fair S. (3).

**WINTER WAYS** 3,1:56.3f; BT1:55.4f ($79,229) (Muscles Yankee). 13 wins, 3 thru 5.

**BEEFCAKE** LITTLE MACABEE 4th Dam

35 wins, 3 thru 9.

**MADHATTER BLUECHIP** 3,1:54.3 ($468,072) (Muscle Hill). 43 wins, 3 thru 12. At 5, winner leg Bonus Ser. at Yonkers; third in leg Bonus Ser. at Yonkers. At 7, winner Joe Ricci Mem. at Scarborough.

**LITTLE MACABEE** 3,1:59.4f; 4,1:56f ($92,819) (Bonefish). 14 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, second in leg KYSS (2). Inquiries:

**WOOD BLUE CHIP** BT2.00.4f ($3,153) by Kadabra. Starter at 2 and 3. From 4 previous living foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:57, including:

**CHAMPAIN** ARDEN DOWNS 1st Dam

385

**WILDWOOD HANOVER**

Kadabra 4,1:51.3f

**WOOD BLUE CHIP**

FRAULIEN BLUESTONE 3,1:55.2

3,1:49.4 ----------------- Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f -------------- Cantab Hall 3,1:54

Designed To Be 3,1:51.3f ---------------- Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1 Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3

FRAULIEN BLUESTONE 3,1:55.2 ($32,615) by Angus Hall. 3 wins at 3. At 3, winner Late Closer at Lexington; FRAULIEN BLUESTONE 2nd Dam

Angus Hall 3:1:54.3

Wood Blue Chip ----------------- Falnos Babell

**FALNOS BABELL** ($23,674) by Mack Lobell. 5 wins at 4. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:56, including:

**TAC'S DELIGHT** 2:02.1f ($21,779 Intl.) (Muscles Yankee). 3 wins Int'lly. Magic Muscles (M) 3,1:56.1f-'23; BT1:55.4f ($38,885) (Cantab Hall). Winner at 3. At 2, second in leg PA Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; third in leg PA Stallion Ser. at Pocono. White Shoe Hanover 2,1:57.3; BT1:57.2f-'23 ($12,096) (Greenshoe). 2 wins at 2.

Producers: Woohoo Hanover (dam of **BIG BOY ERNEST** 2,1:58.2f; 3,1:54f-'23).
Consinged by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Fair Winds Farm Inc. and The Bay's Stable LLC. Raised at Fair Winds Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ

BACKSWING
(PENNSYLVANIA & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)

BROWN Filly Foaled April 6, 2022
Reg. No. 3XL02 Microchip No. 985141001416839

Northeast Hall
Row G
Stall 10

386

Greenshoe 3,1:49.4 -----------
Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f --------

Designed To Be 3,1:51.3f -------

Canter Hall 3,1:54

Gala Dream

Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1

Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3

BACKSWING

Seven Wood ---------------
Chapter Seven 4,1:50.1 -------

Woodshopper 2,1:58

Windsong's Legacy 3,1:53

La Riviera Lindy 3,2:01.1f

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2

Woodwork 2,2:00.1

1st Dam
SEVEN WOOD BT1:58.2 by Chapter Seven. Starter at 2. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
WOODSHOPPER 2,1:58; BT1:57.4 ($25,810) by Muscles Yankee. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold; third in leg (2) and Final New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold, Late Closer at Lexington. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:54, 4 in 1:59, including:


Flash Fly (M) BT1:58.1f-'23 ($9,100) (Greenshoe). Now 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows.

3rd Dam
WOODWORK 2,2:00.1 ($4,250) by Pine Chip. Winner at 2. At 2, winner Hall Of Fame T. at Lexington. Half-sister to the dam of CIVIL ACTION 2,1:56.4; 3,1:53 ($630,562; $492,491 Intl.), to the granddam of HABITAT 2,1:53.4; 3,1:53f ($1,189,186), ON A STREAK 2,1:52.3 ($803,475). From 18 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 9 winners, 6 in 2:00, incl.:

ROBIN WOULD 2,1:58.2f; 3,1:56.1; BT1:55.2 ($491,829) (Crazed). 14 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga, Landmark S.; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon, leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Monticello, Vernon; second in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono, leg Excelsior Ser. at Goshen; third in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono, leg Excelsior Ser. at Batavia, Saratoga.

BATBREAKER (M) 2,Q2:02.4; 3,1:59.1f; BT1:56.2 ($65,574) (Muscles Yankee). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; second in leg Kentucky Stallion Mgmt T.; third in elim. Harold R. Dancer Mem. At 3, winner Reynolds Mem.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold (2). Dam of UPFRONTLUCKYCAROL 2,1:56.4; 3,1:55f; 4,1:53.3 ($311,934), BERNICE G HANOVER 3,1:59.2.

WOULD WORKOUT (M) 3,1:59.3h; BT1:56.3 ($49,804) (Muscles Yankee). 3 wins at 3. At 2, winner leg December Sales Sale Co. T.; third in Final Helen Smith Mem. Smith Mem.

WINDJAMMER 3,2:02.1h; 4,1:59.2h ($25,257) (Justice Hall). 7 wins at 3 and 4.

ITALIAN MILLION 3,2:02h; 4,1:59.1f; BT1:58.4 ($14,313) (Malabar Man). 5 wins, 3 thru 5.

Wood Shed 4,2,01.1h-'23; BT1:59.2h-'23 ($23,319) (Prestidigitator). 4 wins at 4. At 3, second in leg Late Closer at Georgian.

Bench Coach 2,2:00.4; BT1:59.2 ($5,036) (Muscles Yankee). Winner at 2. At 2, third in Hoosier S., leg Early Closer at Lexington (2).

Next Dam - CUSTOM 2,2:01.1h (Homesick-KIMBERLY DUCKETT 3,2:02.1-Kimberly Kid)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Ardien Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champlain Filly
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Hamblian
Hoosier State
Horseman
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
NJ Stdb. Dev. Fund
Old Dutchman Bucket
Pennsylvania Sires (Fair)
Pennsylvania Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Pennsylvania Sires (Halflinger)
Pennsylvania Sires (Parx-Mutuel)
Pennsylvania Sires (Standardbred)
Pennsylvania Sires (Yonkers Trt)
Pennsylvania Sires (Zweig Memorial)
HAMMER AND TONG
(PENNSYLVANIA & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled May 23, 2022
Reg. No. 8XA78 Microchip No. 985141001375133
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Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Fair Winds Farm Inc.
Raised at Fair Winds Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ

2nd Dam

WOODSOPPER 2,1:58; BT1:57.4 ($25,810) by Muscles Yankee. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold; third in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold, leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Late Closer at Lexington. From 8 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:54, 4 in 1:59, including:


Flash Fly (M) BT1:58.1f-'23 ($9,100) (Greenshoe). Now 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows.

2nd Dam

WOODWORK 2,2:00.1 ($4,250) by Pine Chip. Winner at 2. At 2, winner Hall Of Fame T. at Lexington. Half-sister to HABIT 2,1:58.2; BT1:56.2, $171,776 (dam of CIVIL ACTION 2,1:56.4; 3,1:53-$630,562;$492,491 Intl., MUSCLE BOUND 4,1:53.2f-$397,405 Intl.; grandam of HABITAT 2,1:53.4; 3,1:53f-$1,271,440 Intl., TAKE MY PICTURE 2,2:00h; 3,1:54.1; 1:52.3-$1,189,186. From 18 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 10 winners, 6 in 2:00, including:

ROBIN WOULD 2,1:58.2f; 3,1:56.1; BT1:55.2 ($82,145) (Crazed). 14 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga, Landmark S.; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon, leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Monticello, Vernon; second in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono, leg Excelsior Ser. at Goshen; third in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono, leg Excelsior Ser. at Batavia, Saratoga.


WOULD WORKOUT (M) 3,1:59.3h; BT1:53.6 ($49,804) (Muscles Yankee). 3 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg Kentucky Stdb. Sale Co. T. At 3, third in Final Helen Smith Mem. Exported.

WOOD JACK 3,2:02.1h; 4,1:59.2h ($25,257) (Justice Hall). 7 wins at 3 and 4.

ITALIAN MALLION 3,2:02h; 4,1:59.1f; BT1:58.4 ($143,131) (Malabar Man). 5 wins, 3 thru 5.

Wood Shed 4,2:01h-'23; BT1:59.2h-'23 ($23,319) (Prestidigitator). 4 wins at 4. At 3, second in leg Late Closer at Georgian.

Bench Coach 2,2:00.4; BT1:59.2 ($5,036) (Muscles Yankee). Winner at 2. At 2, third in Hoosier S., leg Early Closer at Lexington (2).

Wood Chippin (Lookslikeachipndale). Now 2.

Next Dam - CUSTOM 2,2:01.1 (Homesick-KIMBERLY DUTCHESS 3,2:02.1-Kimberly Kid)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horseman</th>
<th>Stakes Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HABIT</td>
<td>rt. $630,562; $492,491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVIL ACTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSCLE BOUND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HABITAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAKE MY PICTURE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAQEN H’GHAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURRIKANE SWEETIE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOOTSIE BI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash Fly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HABIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVIL ACTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSCLE BOUND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HABITAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAKE MY PICTURE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAQEN H’GHAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURRIKANE SWEETIE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOOTSIE BI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash Fly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HABIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVIL ACTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSCLE BOUND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HABITAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAKE MY PICTURE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAQEN H’GHAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURRIKANE SWEETIE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOOTSIE BI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash Fly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HABIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVIL ACTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSCLE BOUND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HABITAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAKE MY PICTURE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAQEN H’GHAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURRIKANE SWEETIE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOOTSIE BI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash Fly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HABIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVIL ACTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSCLE BOUND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HABITAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAKE MY PICTURE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAQEN H’GHAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURRIKANE SWEETIE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOOTSIE BI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash Fly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HABIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVIL ACTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSCLE BOUND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HABITAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAKE MY PICTURE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAQEN H’GHAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURRIKANE SWEETIE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The above table lists the horseman's name and the stakes engagement they have engaged in. The format is horseman's name followed by the stakes engagement. The numbers in the table represent the purse values in thousands of dollars. The purse values are listed in parentheses. The last line shows the next dam, which is CUSTOM, and the staked engagement is Homesick-KIMBERLY DUTCHESS 3,2:02.1-Kimberly Kid.
WOOHOO HANOVER by Donato Hanover. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:54, including:

**Arden Downs**

Next Dam

1st Dam

**Champlain Filly**

Breeders Crown

Bluegrass Series

Horseman

International Stallion

Penna. Sires (Fair)

Penna. Sires (Par-Mutual)

Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutual)

Standardbred

Zweig Memorial

**WHOOPEE HANOVER**

WHOOPEE HANOVER by Donato Hanover. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:54, including:

**Big Boy Ernest** 2,1:57.3f; BT1:57.2f-'23 (Greenshoe). Now 2 and racing.

**Canland Hall** 3,1:57

**Donato Hanover** 3,1:50.1

**Wood Blue Chip**

**Specialty Equipment**

**TAC’S DELIGHT**

**Self Possessed** 3,1:51.3

**Feeling Great** 3,1:57.3

**Garland Lobell** 3,1:55.3

**Canne Angus** 2:03.3h

**Woohoo Hanover**

**Andover Hanl**

**D Train**

**Kadabra** 4,1:51.3

**Fraulien Bluestone** 3,1:55.2

1st Dam

**WOOD BLUE CHIP** BT2:00.4f ($3,153) by Kadabra. Starter at 2 and 3. From 5 living foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:54, 1 in 1:57, including:

**Chapter Too** (M) 2,02:01.4f; 3,1:55.1; 4,1:53.4f; BT1:52.1 ($283,523) (Chapter Seven). 13 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, second in Hudson Filly T., leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Saratoga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, John Simpson Mem. At 4, winner cons. Bonus Ser. at Yonkers; second in leg Bonus Ser. at Yonkers; third in leg Bonus Ser. at Yonkers.

**Fraulien Bluestone** 3,1:56.1f-'23; BT1:55.4f ($38,885) (Cantab Hall). Winner at 3 . At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

**White Shoe Hanover** 2,1:57.3f; BT1:57.2f-'23 (Greenshoe). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam

**WOOD BLUE CHIP** BT2:00.4f ($3,153) by Kadabra. Starter at 2 and 3. From 5 living foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:57, including:


**MADHATTER BLUECHIP** 3,1:56.1; 1:54h; BT1:53.4 ($468,072) (Muscle Hill). 43 wins, 3 thru 10. At 5, winner leg Bonus Ser. at Yonkers; third in leg Bonus Ser. at Yonkers. At 7, winner Joe Ricci Mem. at Scarborough.

**Little Macabee** 2,Q1:58.1f, 3,1:56.4; 3,1:52.4f ($366,379 ; $675,023 Intl.), 4,1:53.1f ($283,523). 13 wins, 3 thru 5.

**BEEFCAKE** 3,1:56.3f; BT1:55.4f ($79,229) (Muscle Hill). 44 wins, 2 thru 12.

**Magic Muscles** (M) 2:02.1f ($21,779 Intl.) (Muscles Yankee). 3 wins Int’Ily.

**Knights Legend** 3,Q2:04.2f ($3,613) (Knight Of Intrigue). Record at 3. At 2, third in Ohio Fair S. at Greenville, Kenton, Sidney.

3rd Dam

**Fraulien Bluestone** 3,1:55.2 ($32,615) by Angus Hall. 3 wins at 3. At 3, winner Late Closer at Lexington; second in Casual Breeze T.; third in Late Closer at Lexington. From 9 foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:54, 4 in 1:57, including:

**Little Pink Lies** 2,1:55.2 ($232,367), 3,1:55.4; 3,1:53.1f ($127,293), 4,1:55.3f ($193,110), 2,Q1:58.1f, 3,1:56.4; 4,1:53.4f; BT1:52.1 ($283,523) (Chapter Seven). 13 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, second in Hudson Filly T., leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Saratoga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, John Simpson Mem. At 4, winner cons. Bonus Ser. at Yonkers; second in leg Bonus Ser. at Yonkers; third in leg Bonus Ser. at Yonkers.

**Wisteria Hanover** (M) 3,1:56.1f-'23; BT1:58.2f ($38,885) (Cantab Hall). Winner at 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

**White Shoe Hanover** 2,1:57.3f; BT1:57.2f-'23 (Greenshoe). Now 2 and racing.

4th Dam

**FALNOS BABEL** ($23,674) by Mack Lobell. 5 wins at 4. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:56, including:

**TAC’S DELIGHT** 2:20:00f; 3,1:55; 1:52.3f; BT1:52.1f ($506,430) (Self Possessed). 44 wins, 2 thru 12.

**SOUTHWIND FLANDERS** (M) 2,1:56.4; 3,1:54.2 ($390,112) (Lindy Lane). 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner American-National S., Kentuckian Sbd. Sale Co. T., Hayes Mem.; second in International Stallion S. At 3, winner American-National S., heat Kentucky Filly Fut., Horseman; second in Old Oaken Bucket, Bluegrass S., heat and race-off Kentucky Filly Fut., Coaching Club Oaks. Dam of I'M THE ANSWER 2,1:56.4; 3,1:52.4f ($366,379; $675,023 Intl.), WINDY WAYS 1:53.4 ($310,282 Intl.), GIRLIE TOUGH 3,1:55.4f, RED WIES AND BLUE 3,1:57.2f, TEDDYBEAR SONG 2,01:58.4; 3,01:57.3f. Grandam of LOCATELLI 2,1:54.4; 3,1:51.1; 4,1:50.4 ($378,811), GATKA HANOVER 2,1:55.4; 3,1:53.1f ($260,800), HEAVEN’S DOOR 2,1:57.2; 3,1:52 ($240,541), LITTLE PINK LIES 2,1:55.2 ($232,367), GRIMMIE HANOVER 3,1:54.3 ($193,110), INQUIRING MIND 2,Q2:01.1f; 3,1:56.4; BT1:55.3f ($127,293), VOXY 3,1:55.1f, HIGH HEELS 2,Q1:58.1f, GUIDO HANOVER 3,2:02.3h; 4,1:59.5f. Third dam of MELBY JINX BT1:53.4f ($355,600).

Next Dam - ROYDON LASS (Arnie Almahurst-ROYDON GAL-Super Bowl)
Consigned by VIEUX CARRE' FARMS, AGENT for Roll The Dice Stable and Brenda K. Reno.

Raised at Roll The Dice Stable, Wilmington, DE

MORE THAN A WOMAN
(PENNSYLVANIA & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled March 5, 2022
Reg. No. 5XE64 · Microchip No. 985141001414038
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North Hall
Row K
Stall 5

MORE THAN A WOMAN

Reg. No. 5XE64 · Microchip No. 985141001414038

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horse Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Foaled</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Reg. No.</th>
<th>Microchip No.</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Consigned By</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Stable</th>
<th>Trainer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WORLD ORDER</td>
<td>Filly</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>March 5, 2022</td>
<td>Bay</td>
<td>5XE64</td>
<td>985141001414038</td>
<td>Eligible</td>
<td>VIEUX CARRE' FARMS</td>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>Roll The Dice Stable</td>
<td>Brenda K. Reno</td>
<td>Wilmington, DE</td>
<td>Roll The Dice Stable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Win Conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAVITATOR</td>
<td>2:1:57.2</td>
<td>3:1:57.1; 4:1:55f; BT1:54f ($206,815) by Kadabra. 4 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S.-Gold at Mohawk; second in Ontario Sires S.-Gold at Grand River, Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S.-Gold at Georgian, Mohawk. At 3, second in elim. and Final WEG/SBOA S.; third in leg Ontario Sires S.-Gold at Mohawk (2). From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:55, including:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUR PRIORITY</td>
<td>2:02:06.1</td>
<td>1:57.2; 1:56.1h ($171,118) (Valley Victor). 36 wins, 3 thru 10. At 3, winner County Fair Challenge - AA at DuQuoin, elim. Illinois State Fair Colt S., Illinois Fair S. (3); second in elim. Su Mac Lad T., Illinois Fair S. (2); third in final Su Mac Lad T.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIORITY PHOTO</td>
<td>2:1:57.4</td>
<td>3:1:54.4; BT1:53.3s ($170,524; $261,183 Intl.) (Classic Photo). 2 wins at 2 and 3; 10 wins Int'l'. At 2, winner Bluegrass S.; third in International Stallion S. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S.; second in Final Goodtimes T.; third in elim. Goodtimes T. Exported.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEVITATOR</td>
<td>2:01:58.4</td>
<td>1:57.3 ($52,675) (Kadabra). Winner at 2. 2nd in leg Ontario Sires S.-Gold; second in leg Ontario Sires S.-Gold.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madam Shazam</td>
<td>1:57.3s</td>
<td>($21,932) (Kadabra). At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S.-Grassroots at Hanover. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S.-Grassroots; third in elim. WEG/SBOA S.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Next Dam** - SCRUPS 4:2:05 (Tarport Devlin-SILVIA HANOVER-Hickory Smoke)
Consigned by ALL AMERICAN HARNESSBREDS, Seaford, DE
Raised at All American Harnessbreds, Federalsburg, MD
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SOUTH SLOPE
(NEW JERSEY & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 24, 2022
Reg. No. 9XE89 · Microchip No. 985141001416496

Walner 3:1:50.2 ———— Windsong’s Legacy 3:1:53
Chapter Seven 4:1:50.1 ———— La Riviera Lindy 3:2:01.1f
Random Destiny 3:1:54.1 ———— Ken Warkefint 3:1:52.3
Front Porch Swing

SOUTH SLOPE

Brooklyn Eagle 2:Q2:01.4f ———— Muscles Yankee 3:1:52.2
Muscle Massive 3:1:51 ———— Graceful Touch 2:1:56.1
Brooklyn 3:1:57.2 ———— Conway Hall 3:1:53.4
Anna Karin’s Girl 2:Q2:02.1

1st Dam
BROOKLYN EAGLE 2:Q2:01.4f; BT1:57.3f ($2,400) by Muscle Massive. Record at 2. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:56, including:
PROSPECT PARK (M) 2:1:56; BT1:55.4f’23 ($48,424) (Father Patrick). Winner at 2. AT 2, winner Pennsylvania Sire S. at Pocono; second in Pennsylvania All-Stars.
Park Slope (M) 2:1:58.2f; 3:1:55.3f’23; BT1:55.1 ($38,270) (Chapter Seven). 3 wins, 2 and 3. At 2, third in John Simpson Mem. At 3, second in leg Excelsior Sires S. at Yonkers.

2nd Dam
BROOKLYN 2:1:59.2; 3:1:57.2; BT1:55.4 ($185,522) by Conway Hall. 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Bluegrass S., leg NY-Bred LC at Saratoga, Tioga, Yonkers; second in leg NY-Bred LC at Tioga. At 3, winner leg NYSS at Vernon, Yonkers, NY State Fair S. at Tioga; second in leg NYSS at Monticello, Tioga; third in leg NYSS at Saratoga. From 7 living foals, dam of 5 winners, 4 in 1:55, including:
CASH MACHINE GIRL (M) 2:1:55.1f; 3:1:53.4f ($76,598) (Muscle Hill). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner cons. NJSS at Meadowlands.
No Regerts (Father Patrick). Now 2.

3rd Dam
Anna Karin’s Girl 2:Q2:02.1; BT1:58.4s ($7,620) by Malabar Man. Record at 2. At 2, second in Late Closer at Lexington; third in cons. Oakville S. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners, 3 in 1:58, including:
TROUBLE 2:Q2:00.1; 3:1:56.4f; 4:1:56.3h; BT1:54.1s ($224,250) (Convoy Hall). 8 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, winner leg Charles Singer Ser. at Meadowlands (2), leg Spring Survivor Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg NYSS at Monticello, Saratoga, Vernon, Yonkers, elim. Dexter Cup, leg Spring Survivor Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg and Final Spring Survivor Ser. at Meadowlands.
MICHAEL’S WILD BOY 3:1:52.3; BT1:51.4f ($159,536) (Credit Winner). 18 wins, 3 thru 9. At 3, second in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono; third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon.
FAIRPLAY PELLINI 1:59.2 ($77,816 Intl.) (Maharajah). 7 wins Int’ly.

4th Dam
CREAM PUFF BT1:59 by Pine Chip. Starter at 3 and 4. From 13 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:

Next Dam - PEACE A PIE (Valley Victory-ARMBRO ECLAIR 2:1:59-Speedy Crown)
Consigned by COOL WINDS FARM for Spurwood Farm LLC.
Raised at Spurwood Farm, Marysville, OH

FUN SIZE
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY Filly Foaled May 5, 2022
Reg. No. 8XA83 Microchip No. 985141001405168

Always B Miki p,1:46 ------------------- Western Ideal p,1:48
Always A Virgin p,3:1:48.4  --------------- Nevehavenneverwill p,3:Q1:55.3
Artsstopper  --------------------------- Artsplace p,4:1:49.2
FUN SIZE
You're Too Funny p,4:1:53.3h  -------------- An't No Stopn Me p,3:1:55.1h
American Ideal p,3:1:47.4  --------------- Western Ideal p,1:48
Fancy Creek Funny p,1:51.1  ----------- Lifetime Success p,3:1:52.2

North Hall
Row C
Stall 3

1st Dam
YOU'RE TOO FUNNY p,3:1:56h; 4:1:53.3h; BT1:51.3s ($205,178) by American Ideal. 25 wins, 3 thru 7. At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Goshen, leg Late Closer at Tioga. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:53, including:
Lyons Courtney (M) (Captain Crunch). Now 2.

2nd Dam
ONE LAST LAUGH p,2:1:54.1h; 3:1:53.4h; 1:49.1h ($358,782) (McArdle). 22 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner Ohio Fair S. at Northfield; third in leg Ohio Sires S. at Scioto. At 3, second in leg (2) and Final Gridiron Ser. at Northfield, leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Northfield, Ohio Fair S. at Northfield; third in leg Gridiron Ser. at Northfield. At 5, second in Myron Charna President's P. at Northfield.
GOTTA LAUGH AGAIN p,3:1:55.4f; 1:53.2h; BT1:52.1h ($208,362) (McArdle). 17 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, third in elim. Lawrence B. Sheppard Mem.

3rd Dam
- CLOWN MUSIC (Tyler B-ALL THE TRICKS p,2,T2:01.3-Steady Star)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Delvin Miller Ads
Breeder's Crown
Hoosier Stake
International Stallion
Pennsylvania Sires (Par-Mutuel)
Standardbred

Stakes Engagements
Tattersalls Pace

Producers:
ZEPHYR HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 28, 2022
Reg. No. 6XBS2 Microchip No. 985141001418845
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

393 Main Hall
Row F
Stall 39

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Dalvin Miller Adios
Arklen Dovers
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champion Fox
Hoosier Stake Horseman International Stallion Little Brown Jug Meadowlands Pace Messenger Penna. Sires (Par-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair) Progress Pace Simcoe Standardbred Tattersalls Pace

Next Dam - WENDY JO HANOVER p,3,1:59.1h (Big Towner-WENDY SUE HANOVER p,3,2:05.1f-Best Of All)

1st Dam
ZELLEWGER BLUECHIP p,2,1:57.1f; 3,1:52.3f; BT1:50.4f ($116,991) by American Ideal. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Buffalo. From 8 previous foals, dam of 7 winners, 6 in 1:53, 7 in 1:56, including:

LINE EM UP (M) p,3,1:54h; 1:50.1f-23; BT1:52 ($233,610) (Betting Line). 15 wins, 3 thru 5.
JD’S NOAH p,2,Q1:58f; 3,1:55.1f; 1:51.2f; BT1:50.1h-23 ($117,121) (Captaintreacherous). 13 wins, 3 thru 7.

2nd Dam
B J’S SUNSHINE p,2,Q1:59.1; 1:51.4; BT1:51.2 ($138,316) by Artsplace. 19 wins, 4 thru 6. At 4, winner cons. Holiday Ser. at Yonkers; second in leg Holiday Ser. at Yonkers; third in leg Holiday Ser. at Yonkers. From 12 living foals, dam of 10 winners, 1 in 1:50, 9 in 1:55, 10 in 1:59, including:

FASHION DELIGHT p,2,1:51; 3,1:50.2f; 1:49.4; BT1:49.1s ($1,074,303) (Bettor’s Delight). 39 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner final Woodrow Wilson P., Niataross P., leg New York Sire S., elim. Breeders Crown at Pocono; second in International Stallion S., Reynolds Mem., elim. Governor’s Cup; third in Final Governor’s Cup, Final Breeders Crown at Pocono. At 3, winner Final Empire Breeders Classic, elim. Progress P.; second in elim. Empire Breeders Classic; third in Tattersalls P.
NO CLOUDS BLUECHIP (M) p,2,1:54.2f; 3,1:50.1f ($384,528) (Roll With Joe). 9 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. (3); second in leg New York Sire S. (2); third in leg New York Sire S. (2). At 3, winner elim. and Final Empire Breeders Classic, leg New York Sire S. (2); second in leg New York Sire S.; third in leg New York Sire S. (2).

 PURE SUNSHINE p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:53.4f; BT1:53.1f ($75,163) (Sunshine Beach). 6 wins, 2 thru 4.
PEARL BLUE CHIP (M) p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:51; BT1:49.3 ($74,909) (Somebeachsomewhere). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, third in cons. Pennsylvania Sires S.

MINTJULEP BLUECHIP (M) p,2,1:54.4f; BT1:53.3 ($44,791) (Bettor’s Delight). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Reynolds Mem., elim. Sweetheart P. at Meadowlands. Dam of JULERICA p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:52.3; 1:50.2 ($469,529), ALI BLUE p,2,1:51.4f ($315,281), PERCY’S Z TAM p,2,1:55.1h; 3,1:53.2h; 4,1:53h ($260,660), TINT OF MINT p,3,1:51.4 ($111,678). Grandam of BLUE IVY p,2,1:52.3f; 3,1:50.1f ($813,509), HUNTER HILL p,2,1:55f; 3,1:51.4; 1:50.1h-23 ($126,519), IVY PARK p,2,1:53.4f-23.
MORNING BLUE CHIP p,3,Q1:58.3; BT1:56.3h ($5,696) (Bettor’s Delight). Winner at 3. At 3, second in New York County Fair S. at Morris, Norwich.

Next Dam - WENDY JO HANOVER p,3,1:59.1h (Big Towner-WENDY SUE HANOVER p,3,2:05.1f-Best Of All)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

ABRAHAM HANOVER
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 30, 2022
Reg. No. 2XL02 Microchip No. 985141001417148

Main Hall
Row G
Stall 37

ABRAHAM HANOVER

Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f  
Gala Dream  
Designed To Be 3,1:51.3f  
Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3

Greenshoe 3,1:49.4

Microchip No. 985141001417148

ABRAHAM HANOVER

ABRAHAM HANOVER

A Gift For You 3,1:55.3f  
American Winner 3,1:52.3

Credit Winner 3,1:54

Lawn Tennis

Soprano Hanover 3,1:56.2

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2

Syrinx Song 3,1:57.1

1st Dam
A GIFT FOR YOU 2,Q1:57.2; 3,1:55.3f; BT1:55.1s ($102,586) by Credit Winner. 6 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Yonkers. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Buffalo, Goshen, Monticello, Tioga, Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, including:

Alms Hanover (Cantab Hall). Now 2.

2nd Dam
SOPRANO HANOVER 2,1:58; 3,1:56.2; BT1:54.1s ($70,669) by Muscles Yankee. 7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon. From 5 foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 1:57, including:

SWAN HARBOR 2,1:56.1; 3,1:54.3; BT1:51.3f-'23 ($91,805) (Swan For All). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Final Gary Maynard Mem. at Hoosier, elim. Rick Blaine T. at Hoosier; third in leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier. At 3, winner cons. Chad E. Carlton Ser. at Hoosier; second in leg Expresson Ser. at Hoosier.

MAMA'S GIFT (M) 2,Q2:01.1; 3,Q1:57 ($26,784) (Chapter Seven). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Yonkers; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Saratoga.

BOX OF GIFTS (M) 3,1:56.2f ($18,200) (RC Royalty). 3 wins at 3. Dam of

INTERNATIONAL GIFT 2,1:56.2f-'23.

3rd Dam
SYRINX SONG 2,2:01.3h; 3,Q1:57.1; BT1:56 ($21,296) by Conway Hall. 4 wins at 2 and 3. From 5 living foals, dam of 3 winners, 3 in 1:58, including:

SYRINX MINX (M) 2,1:56.4; 3,Q1:55.3f; BT1:55 ($62,549) (Muscle Massive). 5 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington; third in Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. The Meadows.

SYREN HANOVER (M) 2,2:04.1h; 3,1:58f; BT1:55.1f-'23 ($39,973) (Explosive Matter). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Bedford, Clearfield, Dayton, Stoneboro; second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Butler, Washington; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Hughesville, Meadville, Stoneboro.

Producers: Spot On Hanover (dam of SPOT ON GONE 2,2:11.3h; 3,2:02h).

4th Dam

SYENITE 3,1:54f; BT1:53.4f ($177,654) (Credit Winner). 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner leg (3) and Final Exit 8 Ser. at Chester, leg Paul Doherty Mem. at Meadowlands, Final Paul Doherty Mem. at Meadowlands; second in leg New York-Bred LC at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello.

SASSY SYRINX (M) 3,1:53.3f ($170,292) (Yankee Glide). 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in Final Hambletonian Oaks, Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands.

SYRINXIAN 2,1:57.4; BT1:57 ($62,074) (Windsong's Legacy). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner Bluegrass S.; third in International Stallion S.

SEXY SIREN (M) 2,2:03.1h; BT1:58.1s ($16,038) (Angus Hall). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Dresden; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk. Dam of

GLOBAL CRUSADER 1:59.2f Intl. (dam of TAD KRAZY HANOVER 3,1:59f; 1:54.3h ($215,479).

Next Dam - MINX HANOVER 2,1:59.1 (Super Bowl-Madame Cezanne 3,2:01.3-Bonefish)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

ARROWHEAD HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled May 8, 2022
Reg. No. 7XK90 Microchip No. 985141001417016

ARROWHEAD HANOVER
395
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

3rd Dam
PRECIOUS PLEASURE by Super Bowl. From 8 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:57, including:
IMAGINATION K (M) 4,2:04.9h; BT2:01.2f ($20,666) (Kadabra). 2 wins at 4. At 4, winner leg Grey/Huron Ser. at Clinton, Final New Jersey Sires S. at Maple Leaf, at Clinton; third in leg Grey/Huron Ser. at Clinton. From 53 foals, dam of 10 winners, 2 in 1:53.5, 5 in 1:54.2, including:
AMERICAN WINNER 2,1:57.2; BT1:55.9 ($376,210) (Super Bowl). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at the Meadows; third in International Stallion Ser. at Pocono, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono. From 12 foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:53.4.


Next Dam - MATINA HANOVER 4,2:04.2h (Speedy Count-MATORA HANOVER 3,2:00.2-

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Ardon Downs
Breeders Crown
Champlain
Bluegrass Series
Horseman
Old Oaken Bucket
Smoove
Ralph Witting

Currier & Ives
Hambletonian
Hoosier Stake
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Standardbred

Dexter Cup
Pennsylvania Stallion Ser.
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Swedish Breeders Crown
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Stall 38
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ARETE HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 29, 2022
Reg. No. 2XL04 Microchip No. 985141001419140

Main Hall
Row G
Stall 39

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

ARETE HANOVER
(ABBIE HALL X ARMBRO ARCHER)

First living colt From 1 previous living foal, dam of:

1st Dam
ABBIE HALL 3,1:56.3; BT1:56.1 ($41,358) by Conway Hall. 3 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello, Vernon; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Goshen, Tioga, Yonkers.

2nd Dam

IRON WILL 3,2:00.2f; 1:53.4f ($287,898) (Credit Winner). 26 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello.

BEANTOWN MADNESS 2,1:56.1f; BT1:54.2 ($177,033) (Conway Hall). 13 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge, leg Wood End Light Ser. at Plainridge, leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Tioga (2), Vernon, Yonkers; second in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge (2). At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers; third in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge, leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Goshen.


ABRAKADABRA 2,Q2:03.4; 3,2:00f; 1:57; BT1:55.4s ($55,638) (Kadabra). 5 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian.


LENOX HILL (M) 3,2:03.4h-23; BT1:55.3f-23 ($23,500) (What The Hill). 3 wins. At 3, now 3, winner Ohio Fair S. at Carrollton, Cortland, Bowling Green and Wellington; third in Ohio Fair S. at Painesville.

Producers: Arabella Hall 2,Q2:01 ($8,945) (dam of ARABELLA’S CADETT 2,Q2:02; 3,1:56.3; 1:52f-$316,576, ANNASOPOLIS HALL 2,Q2:01f; 3,1:57.4h; Q1:56.1-$218,029, AMAL HALL 2,1:58.4h; 3,1:56.4-$216,193, CHARGIN CADET 3,1:57.1h-$102,156), Arch Magic (dam of ARCH CREDIT 2,1:57.2; 3,1:55.2f; 4,1:54f-$257,457).

3rd Dam
ARMED FORCES by Nearly Perfect. From 6 foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:57, including:


ARMED FORCES DECIMAL 3,2:03.1h; 1:57f; BT1:56.1s ($133,850) (Striking Sahbra). 10 wins. At 3, third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Kawartha.

Next Dam - ARMED FORCES ERIN H (Speedy Crown-ARMED FORCES FLIGHT 3,1:59-Star’s Pride)
### 1st Dam

**ABOVE AVERAGE** p,2,1:57.3f; 3,1:57.2f; BT1:55.4s ($5,025) by Art Major. Winner at 3. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:54, including:  
- **STILL ALICE** p,3,1:55.3f; BT1:55f ($7,900) (Somebeachsomewhere). 2 wins at 3.  
- **WESTERN ACE** p,2,1:53.4; 3,1:52; 1:51.3f; BT1:50.1f ($599,292) (Western Ideal). 35 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga; third in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; third in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers. At 8, third in elim. Monticello OTB Classic; third in Final Quillin Mem. At 5, third in leg (2) and Final Isle Of Capri Inv. at Pompano, Final Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. At 7, winner leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; second in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers. At 8, third in elim. Gold Cup And Saucer.  
  
### 2nd Dam

**ASK ALICE** p,2,Q2:02; BT1:57f ($3,199) by The Panderosa. Record at 2. From 7 foals, dam of 7 winners, 3 in 1:53, 6 in 1:58, including:  
- **VERY SPECIAL AGENT** p,2,Q1:57; 3,1:56f; BT1:51.2 ($111,976) (Art Major). 2 wins at 3. At 2, second in Champlain S., leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. From 8 living foals,dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:49, 4 in 1:53, 6 in 1:59, including:  
  
### 3rd Dam

**ALICE ALICE** p,4,1:52 by Albert Albert. 31 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Fair S. (3); second in Final Follow My Star Ser. at Garden State, leg New Jersey Fair S. (2); third in leg Follow My Star Ser. at Garden State. At 3, winner leg Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Comforter II Ser., leg Comforter Ser., leg Newcomer Ser. at Freehold, leg New Jersey Fair S.; third in leg Comforter II Ser., leg and cons. New Jersey Fair S. At 4, third in leg Jersey Girls Ser., cons. N.J. Maturity Ser. at Meadowlands. From 8 living foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:49, 4 in 1:53, 6 in 1:59, including:  
- **ALICE'S RESTAURANT** p,2,1:58.3-Best Of All) (Tyler B-FARRAH HANOVER) p,3,1:58.3-Best Of All) (Somebeachsomewhere). 2 wins at 3.
ALWAYS SAY YES
(PENNSYLVANIA & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled May 5, 2022
Reg. No. 4X668 Microchip No. 985141001373297

398

Purpose:

Always B MiKi p,1:46

Always A Virgin p,3:1:48.4

Neverhaveneverwill p,3:Q1:55.3

Artstopper

Artsplace p,4:1:49.2

 Ain't No Stopn Me p,3:1:55.1h

ALWAYS SAY YES

Yes Deer

Dragon Again p,1:48.3

Dragon's Lair p,1:51.3

Ever And Again p,3:1:55.4f

Artstopper

Sea Biscuit p,3:1:54.3f

1st Dam

YES DEER BT1:56f ($2,720) by Dragon Again. Starter at 3. From 4 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:53, including:

Yes And Yes (M) p,2,Q1:56.4f; 3,Q1:53f; BT1:50.4 ($97,943) (Always B MiKi). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in International Stallion S., Keystone Classic; third in Bluegrass S. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia.

Captain Picard BT1:59.4f-'23 (Captaintreacherous). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam

DEER VALLEY MISS p,2,1:58.3h; 3,1:52.4; BT1:51.4 ($187,125) by Artsplace. 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner elim. Lou Babic Filly S.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. At 3, winner New Jersey Fut. , leg Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg New Jersey Sires S., leg newcomer Ser. at Freehold; third in leg and Final Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands, leg New Jersey Sires S. (2). From 17 foals, dam of 15 winners, 2 in 1:48, 12 in 1:55, 13 in 2:00, including:


De La Hoya Hanover p,2,Q1:59.1f-'23; BT1:54.3f-'23 (Stay Hungry) ($3,636). Record at 2.

Producers: CAROLINA ANGEL p,3:1:52.3 ($17,425) (dam of CAPTIVATE HANOVER p,2,1:56.2; 3,Q1:54.3; 1:51h=23-$355,320, grandam of TAKECHARGEBLUECHIP p,2,1:55.2f-$120,615).

Next Dam - SEA BISCUIT p,3:1:54.3f (Sonsam-SEA QUICK p,2,1:54.4-Seahawk Hanover)
TAKTER N HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled February 6, 2022
Reg. No. 8XB73 Microchip No. 985141001404873

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

Tall Dark Stranger p,3,1:47.1

BETTER'S DELIGHT
Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50


TASK BAR HANOVER p,3,1:54.3f; 1:51.4f-'23; BT1:51.2f-'23 ($173,047) (Captaintreacherous). 14 wins, 3 thru 6.

Three Way Split (M) p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:52.4f; BT1:52 ($61,786) (Somebeachsomewhere). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands (2).


2nd Dam

ALL ACCOUNTED FOR p,2,1:54.2; 3,1:52.2 ($331,941) by Camluck. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. She's A Great Lady S.; second in Ontario Sires S. - Super Final at Woodbine, Eternal Cannation P., Champlain S., Robert Stewart S.; third in elim. and Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Rideau Carleton, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton, Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro; second in Bud Light S., leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, Kawartha; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro. Half-sister to World Champion STRIKE AN ATTITUDE p,2,1:51.2; 3,1:48.4 ($1,000,870), to the dams of NIRVANA SEELSTER p,3,1:52; 1:48 ($992,994), NATIONAL SEELSTER p,3,1:50.2 ($428,056); full sister to the dam of KEYSTONE PHOENIX p,3,1:55h; 1:50.3h ($539,557). From 11 foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:50, 4 in 1:54, 8 in 2:00, including:

ACCOUNT ROLLOVER p,3,1:51.1; 4,1:50 ($330,420) (Rocknroll Hanover). 34 wins, 3 thru 9. At 3, winner leg Youthful Ser. at Woodbine. At 4, winner leg and Final Caramore Ser. at Meadowlands. At 8, second in leg Bill Dalley Mem. at Miami Valley.

COUNTER OFFER p,2,2:00h; 4,1:53.2f; BT1:51.2f ($88,064) (Shadow Play). 3 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Ontario Prospect Ser. at Leamington; second in leg Ontario Prospect Ser. at Grand River; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.

On The Rocks p,2,Q1:57; 3,1:52.3; BT1:51.4s ($45,431) (Rocknroll Hanover). 7 wins, 3 thru 5.

Count to Three (M) p,3,1:57.1h; 4,1:56.3h; BT1:53.4s ($42,373) (Mach Three). 7 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River, leg Ontario Prospect Ser. at Samaria. At 5, second in elim. Kickoff P. at Columbia; third in Final Kickoff P. at Cumberland.


Take Into Account (M) p,2,1:55; 3,1:53.4f; BT1:53.3f ($32,914) (The Panderosa). As above.

Worth Considering (M) p,3,1:55.1f ($23,096) (Ponder). 2 wins at 3.

Rethink Possible (M) p,3,1:59.1; BT1:55.4 ($9,954) (Ponder). Winner at 3.

Next Dam - Strike A Balance p,1:51.4-On The Road Again

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champion Filly
Hoosier Stake
Horseman International Stallion
Penny Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Messenger
Penny Sires (Fair)
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
400

CONSIDED BY ALL AMERICAN HARNESSBREDS, Seaford, DE
Raised at All American Harnessbreds, Federalsburg, MD

EXCEPTIONALISM
(PENNYSYLVANIA, KENTUCKY & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled March 13, 2022
Main Hall
Reg. No. 0XD73 Microchip No. 985141001376161

Row E
Stall 56

Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50
Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4

American Ideal p,3,1:47.4

Western Ideal p,1:52
Artsplace p,4,1:49.2

Clear Copy p,2,1:56

American Truth p,3,1:51.2

Lifetime Success p,3,1:52.2

1st Dam

AMERICAN TRUTH
p,2,Q1:59.2; 3,1:51.2f ($74,205) by American Ideal. 6 wins at 3. At 2, winner Hayes Mem.; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Tioga. From 3 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:52.2, 2 in 1:56, including:
RULE OF LAW
DESTINYNS CHILD
(M) p,2,1:55.1f; BT1:49.2f-'23 ($20.880) (Captaintreacherous). Winner at 2. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono. At 3, second in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Clearfield, Harvey's Lake; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Honesdale, Hughesville, York.

1st Dam

COPYWRITER
p,2,1:53; 3,1:51.2 ($339,560) by Artsplace. 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Hayes Mem.; second in leg Early Closer at Lexington; third in Kentucky Stbd. Sale Co. P. At 3, winner Glen Garsey Mem., Bluegrass S., John Simpson Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S., elim. Miss New Jersey S., Late Closer at Lexington; third in elim. Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands. From 7 foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:50, 4 in 1:54, including:

PENPAL
(M) p,2,1:54.2; 3,Q1:51.2; 4,1:49.2; BT1:48.3 ($483,496) (American Ideal). 15 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, second in Matron S.; third in leg New York Sire S. (2). At 3, winner leg Empire Breeders Classic; second in Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, Matron S., leg New York Sire S.; third in Final Empire Breeders Classic, Glen Garsey Mem., Bluegrass S., elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands. At 4, second in elim. Roses Are Red P. at Mohawk; third in Lady Liberty P.

2nd Dam

CAPITAL ACCOUNT
p,2,1:53.3; 3,1:51; 4,1:50f; BT1:49 ($459,022) (American Ideal). 25 wins, 2 thru 8. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S., leg Buddy Gilmour Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Tattersalls P., Matron S., final Buddy Gilmour Ser. at Meadowlands, leg New York Sire S.; third in Final Empire Breeders Classic, Glen Garsey Mem., Bluegrass S., elim. Empire Breeders Classic. At 8, winner leg Opportunity Knock Ser. at Buffalo (2); second in Final Opportunity Knocks Ser. at Buffalo.

ANGELOU
(M) p,2,Q1:54.3; 3,1:54f; BT1:53 ($53,443) (American Ideal). 5 wins at 3. Dam of CAPTAIN PLANET p,2,1:54.

3rd Dam

CLEAR COPY
p,2,1:56; BT1:55 ($14.300) by Jate Lobell. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in elim. Sweetheart P. From 9 foals, dam of 9 winners, 8 in 1:54, 9 in 1:56, including:

IMAGE OF DAWN

LIFETIME MEMBER

Producers: HAVE NO SECRETS p,2,1:58f; 3,1:51 ($238,641) (dam of TELL ALL p,3,1:48.3-$1,509,227), SOUNDS PERFECT p,2,1:57.3; 3,1:55.1 ($17,150) (grandam of AMERICAN HISTORY p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:47-$1,534,333).

Next Dam - SHIFTING SCENE
p,3,1:59.2 (Race Time-SHIFTING SANDS p,3,2:02.3-Shadow Wave)
VERSIE NINE (KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled March 22, 2022
Reg. No. 0XH71 Microchip No. 985141001401879

Consigned by ANVIL AND LACE FARM, AGENT for Euro Stall SE.
Raised at Anvil and Lace Farm, Cynthiana, KY

North Hall
Row D
Stall 7

| 401 |

VERSIE NINE

Gimpanzee 4,1:50:5 --------- Chapter Seven 4,1:50:1 --- Windsong's Legacy 3,1:53
La Riviera Lindy 3,2:01:1f --- Muscle Massive 3,1:51
Steamy Windows 3,1:50:3 --- Commando Queen 3,1:59:1

Acom Kronos It  ----------- Trixton 3,1:50:3 --- Muscle Hill 3,1:50:1
Emilie Cas El 3,1:57:1f --- Love You

1st Dam

ACORN KRONOS IT by Trixton. Starter at 3. First colt. From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:58, including:


2nd Dam

TRENDY KRONOS (£2,518) by Love You. Starter at 2 and 3. From 3 foals, dam of 1 winner, including:

CHIPPER KRONOS  (SEK919,000) (Southwind Frank). 4 wins at 2 and 3.

3rd Dam


At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold (2), Garden State, Final New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State; second in Buckette, Coaching Club Oaks, elim. Del Miller Mem.; third in Helen Smith Mem., elim. Matron S. Full sister to LOOKOUT VICTORY 2,1:57:2; 3,1:54:3; 1:54:3; BT1:53:3 ($1,422,829; $498,782 Intl.). dam of KEENAN 2,1:57:3; 3,1:54:4f; 4,1:53.2f-$573,427; $1,450 Intl.), to the grandam of CEDAR DOVE 2,1:58; 3,1:53:2; 4,1:52.3 ($1,178,930). From 9 foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:54, 5 in 2:00, including:


MR INVINCIBLE 3,2:02f; 4,1:56:2h ($252,880) (Angus Hall). 38 wins, 3 thru 10.


Next Dam - HIGHER LOVE 2,1:59:3 (Joie De Vie-ALLEGRO 2,2:00:2-Arnie Almahurst)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champlain
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Emilie Cas El
Hambeltonian
Horseman
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
Kentucky KDF/KSBF
Old Oaken Bucket
Standardbred
Yonkers Trot
Zweig Memorial

Reg. No. 0XH71 Microchip No. 985141001401879
D A LOVE BOAT
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BLACK COLT Foaled April 26, 2022
Reg. No. 6XC94 Microchip No. 985141001370461

Captaintreacherous p,3,1:47.1
Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4

Captain Crunch p,3,1:47.2
Worlly Treasure p,2,1:53.1

Sweet Paprika p,4,1:51.1
Artscape p,3,1:49.3

Sweet Future p,3,1:54.2

Main Hall
Row F
Stall 15

1st Dam

ADDICTED TO LOVE p,3,1:59h; 1:56.4f; BT1:55.4f ($39,854) by Camluck. 11 wins, 3 thru 6. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:56, including:

Sport Addiction p,2,Q1:57.2; 3,1:55.4f; BT1:53s ($16,855) (Sportswriter). Winner at 3. At 2, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.

2nd Dam

VILLAGE MIRAGE p,2,1:55.2f; 3,1:52.2; BT1:51.3s ($237,332) by Western Hanover. 14 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Keystone Classic, leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at the Meadows. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:50, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 1:56, including:

GONE GIRL (M) p,2,2:04.2h; 3,1:50.1f; BT1:49 ($488,998). From 7 foals, dam of 6 winners, 5 in 1:55, including:


ARMBO RO CATCHER p,3,1:53.1; BT1:52.3s ($71,138) (Western Ideal). 23 wins, 3 thru 10.

VILLAGE MADONNA (M) p,3,1:56.2f; 4,1:55f; BT1:53f ($28,950). From 3 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:55, 1 in 1:56, including:

ARMBO RO DEUCE p,2,1:57.1f; 3,1:50.2h; BT1:50 ($488,998). From 7 foals, dam of 6 winners, 5 in 1:55, including:

ARMBO RO MIRAGE (M) p,2,1:55.2f; 3,1:52.2; BT1:51.3s ($237,332). Dam of 13 winners, 12 in 1:55, 1 in 1:56, including:

ARMBO RO ARTIST p,3,1:53.1; BT1:53.3s ($237,332). Dam of 13 winners, 12 in 1:55, 1 in 1:56, including:

ARMBO RO MADONNA (M) p,3,1:56.2f; 4,1:55f; BT1:53f ($28,950). From 3 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:55, 1 in 1:56, including:

ARMBO RO STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Delvin Miller Adios Arden Downs Bluegrass Series Breeders Crown
Cane Pace Champlain Fox Hoosier Stake
Horseman International Stallion Little Brown Jug Messenger
Manitoba Great Western Meadowlands Pace Penna. Sires (Fair) Progress Pace

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
DAM OF
TRAVEL PLAYLIST p,2,1:49.2 ($327,217). LEANNE'S CHOICE p,3,1:53.1; STAYINALIVEHAHAHA p,2,Q1:57f; 4,1:54.2h; LIGHT WIND p,2,1:58.4h. Producers: Village Michelle p,2,Q0:01 ($1,855) (dam of AMY FOWLER p,2,2:00.3h; 3,1:57.3h; BIRDIE p,3,1:58.3h).
Consigned by CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT for The Ok Corral.
Raised at Concord Stud Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ

ALIEN POWER
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 19, 2022
Reg. No. 3XG17 Microchip No. 985141001376714

West Hall
Row H
Stall 12

Tall Dark Stranger p,3,1:47.1 ————
Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4
Classic Wish p,3,71-52

ALIEN POWER

Precocious Beauty p,4,1:50.1 ————
Art Major p,4,1:48.4

Microchip No. 985141001376714

ALIEN POWER

Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50

1st Dam

AHTZIRI HANOVER
p,2,1:59.1f; BT1:55.4f ($7,475) by Captaintreacherous. Winner at 2. First colt. From 1 previous foal, dam of:
Madam X (M) BT1:55.1-’23 ($1,500) (Bettor’s Wish). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam

ANADARKO HANOVER
p,2,1:55f; BT1:54f ($76,384) by The Panderosa. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S.; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S.; Arden Downs S.; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. From 10 foals, dam of 9 winners, 4 in 1:52, 7 in 2:00, including:

AVALANCHE HANOVER p,2,Q1:57.1; 3,1:51.2f; 4,1:51.1f; BT1:49.4 ($371,091) (Somebeachsomewhere). 31 wins, 3 thru 12. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S.; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S., Arden Downs S. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; second in leg and Final Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; third in Pennsylvania All-Stars. At 11, second in leg Signature Ser. at H Hicksville; third in leg Late Closer at Northville (2).

ARTIFACT HANOVER p,2,1:55.1; 3,1:53.2f; 1:51.3f; BT1:50.4f ($319,022) (Bettor’s Delight). 23 wins, 2 thru 8.


ANDRES HANOVER p,2,1:54f; 3,Q1:53.3f; 1:50.4f-'23 ($83,616) (Betting Line). 6 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia.

ARRYOYO HANOVER p,2,Q1:58.4f; BT1:56.3f ($15,839) (Stay Hungry). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. (3); second in Pennsylvania Fair S. (6); third in Pennsylvania Fair S. (3).

LYONS ZEPHR (M) p,3,1:57f; BT1:56f ($11,230) (Somebeachsomewhere). 3 wins at 3. Dam of LYONS ZEPHR p,2,2:00.4h-'23, LYONS LADYLUCK p,2,2:01h.


3rd Dam

ARTAFFECTION p,3,1:55.4h; 4,1:51.1; BT1:49.2s ($86,488) by Artie Schleck. Winner at 3. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S.; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S.; Arden Downs S.; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. From 12 foals, dam of 10 winners, 9 in 1:51, 7 in 1:55, 8 in 1:56, including:


AROCKIN HANOVER p,2,1:53; 3,1:51.3f; 1:49.2 ($471,221) (Rocknroll Hanover). 33 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner New Jersey Fut., leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres; second in Abe Lincoln S., Goshen Cup, leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres (2). At 3, winner Jersey Cup, leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres (2); third in New Jersey Futy.

Next Dam - SWEET AFFECTION p,4,1:56.2h (Direct Scooter-SWEEET REFLECTION p,3,1:53.1-Big Towner)

Dalvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champlin
Fox
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Meadowlands Pace
Messenger
Penna. Sires (Par-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champlin
Fox
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Meadowlands Pace
Messenger
Penna. Sires (Par-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
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Simcoe
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Tattersalls Pace
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Breeders Crown
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Champlin
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STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champlin
Fox
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Meadowlands Pace
Messenger
Penna. Sires (Par-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
Consigned by BLUE CHIP FARMS LLC, AGENT for Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc.
Raised at BLUE CHIP FARMS, WALLKILL, NY

**WONDROUS BLUE CHIP**

(PENNYSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled February 18, 2022
Reg. No. 3XB28 Microchip No. 985141001402278

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ardien Downs</th>
<th>Currier &amp; Ives</th>
<th>Horseman</th>
<th>Old Oaken Bucket</th>
<th>Simcoe</th>
<th>Ralph Witting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bluegrass Series</td>
<td>Dexter Cup</td>
<td>International Stallion</td>
<td>Penna. Sires (Pt)-Muscle</td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
<td>Yonkers Trot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeders Crown</td>
<td>Hambletonian</td>
<td>Kentucky Futurity</td>
<td>Penna. Sires (Pt)-Muscle</td>
<td>Swedish Breeders Crown</td>
<td>Zweig Memorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champiaun</td>
<td>Hoosier Stake</td>
<td>Hoosier Stake</td>
<td>Penna. Sires (Pt)-Filly</td>
<td>Swedish Breeders Crown</td>
<td>Zweig Memorial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1st Dam**

**DUNK THE DONATO** by Donato Hanover. From 6 previous living foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:50, 3 in 1:54, 5 in 1:58, including:


- **SPLASH BLUE CHIP** (M) 2,1:58; 3,1:51 ($474,623) (E L Titan). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg NYSS at Saratoga; second in International Stallion Stallion S., leg NYSS at Tioga, Vernon, Yonkers; third in elim. and Final Breeders Crown at Hoosier. At 3, winner leg NYSS at Monticello, Tioga, Yonkers; third in elim. and Final Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, leg NYSS at Saratoga, Final NYSS at Yonkers.

- **NACO BLUE CHIP** 3,1:57.3; BT1:57.1h ($52,746) (Explosive Matter). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg NYSS at Saratoga; second in elim. and Final Miss Versatility T. at Meadowlands; third in Armbror Flight T., leg Miss Versatility T. at Meadowlands.

- **TNT BLUE CHIP** 2,1:55; 3,1:53.3 ($138,027) (Walner). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Matron S. At 3, winner leg NYSS at Batavia, Buffalo, Tioga, Vernon, Yonkers (2); second in leg New York Sire S., Reynolds Mem. At 4, winner leg NYSS at Saratoga, leg NYSS at Tioga, Vernon, Yonkers; third in elim. of the Year in 2005.

At 2, winner Bluegrass S., elim. and Final Harold R. Dancer Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S.; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Hazel. From 6 foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:59, including:


At 3, winner leg NYSS at Batavia, Buffalo, Tioga, Vernon, Yonkers (2); second in leg New York Sire S., Reynolds Mem. At 4, winner leg NYSS at Saratoga, leg NYSS at Tioga, Vernon, Yonkers; third in elim. of the Year in 2005.

- **I.D. Entity** (M) BT1:56.3f ($56,298 Intl.) (Explosive Matter). At 3, Norsk Trav Oaks at Momarken (Norway).

**2nd Dam**

**IRENE'S LUCKY LADY** 2,2:03; 3,1:54.3 ($136,794) by Winky's Pine. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. and Final Goldsmith Maid T., Matron S., leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Buffalo, Tioga, Vernon, Yonkers (2). At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Yonkers, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers, Hudson Filly T., Del Miller Mem., elim. Kentucky Filly Futurity, elim. Breeders Crown at Pocono, elim. Empire Breeders Classic; second in Final Empire Breeders Classic; Zweig Mem. Filly, leg New York Sire S. at Tioga; third in elim. and Final Hambletonian Oaks, Final Breeders Crown at Pocono, Matron S. At 4, winner leg Miss Versatility T. at Tioga, Final Miss Versatility T. at Delaware; second in Charlie Hill Mem., Allerage Farm Mare T., leg Graduate Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. Armbror Flight T., elim. Breeders Crown at Mohawk; third in Final Breeders Crown at Mohawk, Joie de Vie T. At 5, winner Final TVG Mare T., Joie de Vie T., leg Miss Versatility T. at Meadowlands, Final Miss Versatility T. at Delaware; second in Breeders Crown at Hoosier, Dr. John R. Steele Mem., leg Miss Versatility T. at Meadowlands; third in Armbror Flight T., leg Miss Versatility T. at Meadowlands.

- **URCHIN BLUE CHIP** (M) 2,1:56; BT1:55.1s-'23 ($30,678) (Chapter Seven). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. Now 3 and racing.

**3rd Dam**

**MEADOWBRANCH** IRENE 2,Q2:04.4; BT2:03.1s by Meadow Road. Record at 2. From 10 foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:55, 4 in 1:59, including:

- **MR MUSCLEMAN** 2,1:59; 3,1:53.3; 1:51.1 ($3,430,982; $151,841 Intl.) (Muscles Yankee). 37 wins, 2 thru 7. World Champion. At 2, winner Bluegrass S., elim. and Final Harold R. Dancer Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Hazel. From 6 foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:59, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MR MUSCLEMAN</th>
<th>2,1:59; 3,1:53.3; 1:51.1 ($3,430,982; $151,841 Intl.)</th>
<th>Muscles Yankee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Muscles Yankee). 37 wins, 2 thru 7. World Champion.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At 3, winner Final Canadian Trotting Classic, Final Breeders Crown, Kentucky Futurity, Bluegrass S., elim. Stanley Dancer T., leg New Jersey Sires S. (2); second in Final Stanley Dancer T., leg New Jersey Sires S., elim. Breeders Crown, elim. Canadian Trotting Classic. At 4, winner Final Maple Leaf T., American-National S., elim. Final Maple Leaf T.; second in Final Allerage Farm T., elim. Maple Leaf T., elim. Titan Cup. At 5, winner Breeders Crown, Maple Leaf T., Titan Cup, leg Classic Ser. (2) and Final Classic Ser., elim. and Final Cutting Mem., leg Su Mac Lad Ser.; second in Final Su Mac Lad Ser. At 6, second in leg Classic Ser. (2); second in $625,000 Elitlopp Final at Solvalla; third in $60,000 Elitlopp Elimination.

**Next Dam - Joyful Crown** 3,1:50; 3,1:55f; 3,1:54.2f (Speedy Crown-BLUE CHIP FARM).
Donna Summer p,2,1:59.3h; 3,1:56.4; BT1:54.1 ($23,341) by Life Sign. 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner 2nd Dam ALLAMERICAN SUMMER p,2,Q1:56.4; 3,1:53.3; BT1:52.4f ($123,472) by Western Ideal. 16 wins, Arden Downs Delvin Miller Adios Next Dam 1st Dam 405

MADEWRITE

p,3,1:53.2; 3,1:50.4 ($269,459) (Always A Virgin). 17 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner elim. TOUGH MUDDER p,2,1:54.2 (No Nukes-SONSPREE-Sonsam) SUMMERTIME LEA p,3,1:56.4 ----------- Summersome (ONTARIO ELIGIBLE) BAY COLT Foaled May 1, 2022 Reg. No. 2XP64 Microchip No. 985141001419648

MADEWRITE

Sportswriter p,3,1:48.3 -------------- Abercrombie p,4,1:53.1 Miss Elvira p,2,2:00.1f Jate Lobell p,3,1:51.2 Precious Beauty p,2,1:53.3 ------------ Dominique Semalu p,3,1:56.2f

MADEWRITE

Western Ideal p,1:48 ------------- Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4 Leah Almahurst p,3,1:52.3 Allamerican Summer p,4,1:53.2f Donna Summer p,3,Q1:56.4 ---------------- Summer Child p,2,1:54.2

1st Dam

ALLAMERICAN SUMMER p,2,Q2:00.1f; 3,1:55.4f; 4,1:53.2f; BT1:52.4f ($123,472) by Western Ideal. 16 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, second in leg Late Closers at Scioto (2); third in leg Late Closers at Scioto (2). At 4, third in leg Petticoat Ser at Mohawk. From 7 previous living foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:48, 4 in 1:55, 6 in 1:58, including: JIMMY FREIGHT p,2,1:52.3; 3,1:48.3; 1:48; BT1:47.1 ($1,704,176) (Sportswriter). 35 wins, 2 thru 8. O'Brien 3-Year-Old Pacing Colt of the Year in 2018. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk (2), Iowa Fair S., (2); second in Ontario Sires S. - Super Final at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at London; Mohawk. At 3, winner Ontario Sires S. - Super Final at Mohawk, Invitational P. at Pocono, leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, Mohawk (2), Rideau Carleton, Somebeachsomewhere P., elim. Messenger S., elim. Progress P.; second in leg Final Messenger S., Carl Milstein Mem., Final Progress P.; third in Matron S., Jennas Beach Boy P. at Hoosier, Mohawk Gold Cup, elim. Meadowlands P. At 4, winner Dayton Pacing Derby, Mohawk Gold Cup; second in Non-Stop at Lake Erie, Final Conference Cup, leg Graduate Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Dan Rooney Inv., Prix d'Elle, leg Graduate Ser. at Mohawk. At 7, winner Camluck Classic, Mohawk Gold Cup, elim. Canadian pacing Derby; second in Battle Of Lake Erie. At 8, winner leg MGA Borgata P. at Yonkers; second in leg MGA Borgata P. at Yonkers (2).

Frog Pond Princess (M) p,3,1:54.4h; 4,1:52.4f; BT1:52.3s ($171,749) (Sportswriter). 10 wins, 3 thru 5.

Art Official Flavor (M) p,3,1:51.4; BT1:51.3s ($91,829) (Art Official). 14 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, second in Iowa Fair S., third in leg Valedictory Ser. at Woodbine, Iowa Fair S. at Sioux Center. At 4, winner leg Snowshoe Ser. at Woodbine; third in Final Snowshoe Ser. at Woodbine. At 6, second in Topline S. at Hawthorne; third in Topline S. at Hawthorne.

Chantilly Rose (M) p,3,1:57.1h; BT1:55s ($42,848) (Artistic Fella). 7 wins, 3 thru 5.


2nd Dam

Donna Summer p,3,Q1:56.4; BT1:54.1 ($23,341) by Life Sign. 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. La Paloma P.; third in Final La Paloma P. At 3, third in leg Newcomer Ser. at Freehold (2). From 12 living foals, dam of 9 winners, 6 in 1:54, 9 in 1:59, including:

Summertime Lea (M) p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:50.4; 4,1:50.4f; BT1:49.3s ($715,804) (Lislea). 19 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg (7) and Final New York Sire S.; second in leg New York Sire S. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. (7); second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in elim. Matron S. At 4, winner leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers (2); second in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers, elim. Roses Are Red P. at Mohawk, elim. Milton S.; third in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers. Dam of River Ness p,2,1:53.3; 3,1:49.4 ($292,344), Coxcomb (M) p,3,1:52.4f; 4,1:51.4f ($140,044).


ALLAMERICAN DOVE (M) p,2,1:56.4; 3,1:53.3; 4,1:51.4 ($190,044) (Western Ideal). 10 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Quebec Plus - Elite at Montreal (2); second in Lucien Bombardier S., leg Quebec Plus - Elite at Montreal, leg Quebec Plus - Distinction at Montreal. At 3, winner leg Quebec Plus - Distinction at Montreal; second in leg Snow Angel Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Final Snow Angel Ser. at Meadowlands. Dam of American General p,3,1:53.3f; 1:51.4f ($279,673).

Next Dam - Summer Child p,2,1:54.2 (No Nukes-SONSPREE-Sonsam)
ALSO ENCOURAGING

Arden Downs
Delvin Miller
Adios Next Dam
1st Dam
406
Bluegrass Series
MAGIC MOMENTS
2nd Dam
MANNART WAVE MAKER
3rd Dam
CALAMITY HOUR
Also Encouraging p,3,1:52f

MANNART NIAWAVE

For Now p,3,1:54.1; BT1:53.2 ($144,031) (Western Terror). 45 wins. 3 thru 4.

CALAMITY HOUR

Wild West Show p,3,1:53.3f

Western Terror p,3,1:50.4

Magic Moments p,3,1:53.1

Mannart Wave Maker p,4,1:58.2f

1st Dam


MOMENTSTRUTH (M) p,3,1:55.3f; BT1:54.1f ($33,195) (Western Shore). 4 wins at 3 and 4.

CROOK BOYZZ p,2,Q1:59.4; 3,1:50; BT1:49.3 ($236,735) (Always A Virgin). 14 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier (2), Harold Barnes Mem. at Hoosier, leg and Final Jerry Landess Ser. at Hoosier, elim. Joe Patchen P. at Hoosier; second in leg and Final Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier; third in leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier (2), Final Joe Patchen P. At 4, second in Gerry Kazmaier Mem. at Hoosier.


FOR NOW p,3,1:54.1; BT1:53.2 ($144,031) (Western Terror). 45 wins, 3 thru 7.

BLACK IS BACK p,2,Q1:54.4f; 1:52.1h; BT1:51.3f ($490,701) (Western Terror). 48 wins, 3 thru 10.

CROOK BOYZZ p,2,Q1:59.4; 3,1:50; BT1:49.3 ($236,735) (Always A Virgin). 14 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier (2), Harold Barnes Mem. at Hoosier, leg and Final Jerry Landess Ser. at Hoosier, elim. Joe Patchen P. at Hoosier; second in leg and Final Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier; third in leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier (2), Final Joe Patchen P. At 4, second in Gerry Kazmaier Mem. at Hoosier.

MOMENTSTRUTH (M) p,3,1:55.3f; BT1:54.1f ($33,195) (Western Shore). 4 wins at 3 and 4.

RAMBLINETIME p,3,1:54.1; BT1:54.3 ($36,494) (Always A Virgin). 7 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner Indiana Fair S. at Corydon, Kentland; second in Final Indiana Fair S. at Indianapolis; third in Elkhart County Classic P. at Goshen, Indiana Fair S. at Frankfort, Shelbyville (2).

MAGICSHORE (M) p,3,1:53.3f; BT1:54.1f ($33,195) (Western Shore). 4 wins at 3 and 4.

MANNART WAVE MAKER p,2,Q2:00.1; 3,Q1:59; 4,1:58.2f; BT1:54.3 ($10,220) (Western Terror). Winner at 3.

TERROR BY MAGIC (M) p,2,Q2:00.1f; 3,1:57.1f; BT1:55.1f ($13,079) (Western Terror). Winner at 3.

2nd Dam

MAGIC MOMENTS p,3,1:53.1; BT1:52.4 ($30,979) by Artiscape. 5 wins at 3. From 12 foals, dam of 11 winners, 1 in 1:50, 8 in 1:55, 11 in 1:58, including:

BLACK IS BACK p,2,Q1:54.4f; 1:52.1h; BT1:51.3f ($490,701) (Western Terror). 48 wins, 3 thru 10.

MOMENTSTRUTH (M) p,3,1:55.2; 4,1:52.2; BT1:52.7s ($37,807) (Always A Virgin). 6 wins at 3 and 4.

RAMBLINETIME p,3,1:54.1; BT1:54.3 ($36,494) (Always A Virgin). 7 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner Indiana Fair S. at Corydon, Kentland; second in Final Indiana Fair S. at Indianapolis; third in Elkhart County Classic P. at Goshen, Indiana Fair S. at Frankfort, Shelbyville (2).

MAGICSHORE (M) p,3,1:53.3f; BT1:54.1f ($33,195) (Western Shore). 4 wins at 3 and 4.

MANNART WAVE MAKER p,2,Q2:00.1; 3,Q1:59; 4,1:58.2f; BT1:54.3 ($45,647) by Jate Lobell. 10 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Saratoga; second in New York State Fair S. at Syracuse, leg New York Sire S. at Batavia. From 8 foals, dam of 7 winners, 4 in 1:54, 5 in 1:56, including:

FIVE CARD CAM p,2,1:58.2f; 3,1:54.3; 4,1:52.1; BT1:51.2s ($381,335) (Cam's Card Shark). 37 wins, 2 thru 10. 10. At 2, winner leg Battle Of Freedom; second in Final Battle Of Freedom, Final Standardbred Retirement Fdn P. at Freehold, leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, elim. Lou Babic S.; third in Final Lou Babic S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, New Jersey Futly., elim. Standardbred Retirement Fdn P. at Freehold.

At 3, third in elim. Art Rooney P. At 4, winner elim. Gold Cup And Saucer.

NATURAL OPTION p,3,1:59.1f; 1:50.2 ($162,722) (Falcon Seelster). 20 wins, 3 thru 8.

GILT EDGE p,2,Q2:02.2h; 3,1:56.4h; 1:52 ($94,876) (Cam's Card Shark). 18 wins, 3 thru 8.

Next Dam - MANNART NIAWAVE p,3,1:56.1 (Niatross-REBA WAVE p,3,2:04.1f-Shadow Wave)
1st Dam
PERFECT STORY by Captaintreacherous. First colt. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, including:
Ea Perfect Wish (M) BT:1:59.4f-'23 (Bettor's Wish). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam
SO PERFECT p,2,1:51.3; BT:1:51.1 ($272,516) by Western Ideal. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Kentuckiana Stallion Mgmt P., International Stallion S., cons. She's A Great Lady S.; second in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in Eternal Camnation P., Champlain S., Debutante S. From 8 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:47, 3 in 1:51, 5 in 1:57, including:
DR J HANOVER p,2,Q1:50.4f; 3,1:50.4f ($24,159) (Somebeachsomewhere). 22 wins, 2 thru 6.

3rd Dam
PERFECT BOY HANOVER p,3,1:52.3 ($140,018). From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands (2); third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. At 3, second in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, Pocono, leg Sagamore Hill Ser. at Yonkers.

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Next Dam - CLEAR COPY p,2,1:56 (Jate Lobell-SHIFTING SCENE p,2,1:59.2-Race Time)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

AMERICA HANOVER
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY Filly Foaled May 8, 2022
Reg. No. 2XE54 Microchip No. 985141001419126

Tall Dark Stranger p,3,1:47.1 -------
Betto's Delight p,3,1:49.4 ---------

American Ideal p,3,1:47.4 ---------
Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50

Precocious Beauty p,4,1:50.1 ---------

Art Major p,4,1:48.4

Precious Beauty p,2,1:53.3

Main Hall
Row C
Stall 15

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series

Ameraway p,3,1:52.3f

American Ideal p,3,1:47.4

Shyaway p,2,1:52.3

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series

Ameraway p,3,1:52.3f

American Ideal p,3,1:47.4

Shyaway p,2,1:52.3

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series

Ameraway p,3,1:52.3f

American Ideal p,3,1:47.4

Shyaway p,2,1:52.3

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series

Ameraway p,3,1:52.3f

American Ideal p,3,1:47.4

Shyaway p,2,1:52.3

AMERICA HANOVER

BAY Filly Foaled May 8, 2022
Reg. No. 2XE54 Microchip No. 985141001419126

1st Dam

AMERAWAY p,2,1:53; 3,1:52.3f; BT1:50.4f ($72,298) by American Ideal. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon; third in Reynolds Mem. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia; third in Final Empire Breeders Classic, leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers. From 3 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:51, 3 in 1:54, including:


REMEMBER THE ALAMO p,2,1:51.2-'23 ($19,048) (Captaintreacherous). Winner at 2. Now 2, winner leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk; third in Nassagaweya S.

2nd Dam

SHYAWAY p,2,1:52.3; BT1:51.3f ($140,824) by Artiscape. 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner elim. Sweetheart P. at Meadowlands; second in Bluegrass S., Champlain S., Countess Adios S., elim. She's A Great Lady S. At 3, second in Tompkins-Geers S., elim. Empire Breeders Classic; third in leg New York Sire S. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners, 2 in 1:50.6 in 1:55, 7 in 1:56, including:


3rd Dam

ARMBRO BERLIN (M) BT1:59.1-'23 ($116,164) by Village Jiffy. 5 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Princess Ser. at Mohawk, leg Town Pro Ser. at Woodbine. From 7 foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:57, including:

SHY AWAY (F) p,3,1:52.3f ($140,824) (Artiscape). As above.

Next Dam - ANGAAL (M) p,3,1:52.2 (Laag-SHY DEVIL (p,3,1:53.3-No Nukes)
Consigned by ALL AMERICAN HARNESSBREDS, Seaford, DE
Raised at All American Harnessbreds, Federalsburg, MD

BETOUT
(ONTARIO & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled June 4, 2022
Reg. No. 4XN02 Microchip No. 985141001413756

Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50.4 ———— Cam Fella p,4,1:53.1
Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4 ———— Jef's Magic Trick p,2,2:02f

BET OUT
Jeromes Jet p,4,T1:47 ———— Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4
Jeremes Sweetheart p,4,1:50.4f ———— Ohyouprettything p,3,1:50.4

1st Dam
JEREMES SWEETHEART p,2,Q1:56.1; 3,1:52.1; 4,1:50.4f ($474,847) by Jereme's Jet. 25 wins, 3 thru 7. At 2, second in Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots (3); second in leg and Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold. From 4 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 3 in 1:54, including:

1st Dam
SWEETON THE BEACH (M) p,3,1:56.3f; 4,1:52.3f ($93,574) (Somebeachsomewhere). 3 wins at 3 and 4.

Sweetheart Deal p,2,1:55.3f; 3,1:53.2f-'23 ($64,182) (Downbytheseaside). 7 wins at 2 and 3. Now 3, second in Maryland Sbdf. Race Fund at Ocean.


2nd Dam
FOX VALLEY EVANNA p,2,1:57.4s by Incredible Finale. Starter at 2 and 3. From 9 foals, dam of 8 winners, 6 in 1:55, 7 in 1:57, including:

CLOS PEGASE p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:51.3; 1:51.2f; BT1:51 ($427,197) (Sportsmaster). 55 wins, 2 thru 12. At 2, winner elim. and Final Cardinal S., elim. Orange & Blue S.; third in Final Orange & Blue S. At 3, winner Hanover Colt S.; third in Final Late Closer at Hawthorne.


LES NOMADES (M) p,2,1:53.3; 3,1:51.2; BT1:50.3 ($118,409) (Sportsmaster). 13 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Incredible Finale Ser. (2); second in Final Incredible Finale Ser., leg Late Closer at Hawthorne. At 3, winner elim. Langley Mem., Sportsmaster S., elim. Illinois State Fair Colt S.

OLIVIA MARIE (M) p,2,1:53.3; 3,1:52.4; BT1:52.2s ($79,003) (Real Desire). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. Indiana Sires S., Hoosier S.; second in elim. Indiana Sires S. (2); third in Final Indiana Sires S. (2). At 3, winner cons. Indiana Sires S. Dam of MISTER MATT p,2,1:53; 3,1:50.1-23, DECISION TIME p,2,2:01.2h-23.

MISS LAUREN (M) p,2,1:54.3f; BT1:51.2s ($72,853) (Cam's Card Shark). 2 wins at 2. At 2, second in leg New Jersey Sires S.; third in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. Dam of THE GREAT I AM p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:51.1 ($119,545).

EIGHTYONE RUBICON (M) p,2,1:56.2; BT1:56 ($13,388) (Sportsmaster). 3 wins at 2 and 3. Dam of FIFTYFIVE RUBICON p,3,1:51.3, MER SOLEIL p,3,2:00.2h; Q1:58.4f.

3rd Dam


Producers: FOX VALLEY CHERISH p,2,1:55.2 ($95,200) (dam of OUTLAW GUNPOWDER p,2,1:58.4; 3,1:53.3; 1:51.3-$362,449; grandam of PROBERT p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:52.3f; 1:51f-$445,689).

Next Dam - RORTY'S TIME p,1:58.4f (Rorty Hanover-BEAUTY TIME p,2,02.2f-Combat Time)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

ALWAYS ANA HANOVER

410

(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 25, 2022
Reg. No. 0XF42 Microchip No. 985141001419591

Main Hall
Row C
Stall 14

Western Ideal p,1:48
Neverhaveneverwill p,3,Q1:55.3
Artsplace p,4,1:49.2
Artstopper -----------------------------------Ain't No Stopn Me p,3,1:55.1h
Always A Virgin p,3,1:48.4 --------------

Always B Miki p,1:46 ---------------

ALWAYS ANA HANOVER
Mach Three p,3,1:49
Wheres The Beach
Camluck p,T1:48.4
Armbro Cachet p,3,1:52.4 --------------Armbro Purse p,3,1:57.2
Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 --Ana Hanover p,3,1:53.2f ----------

1st Dam
ANA HANOVER p,2,1:56.2f; 3,1:53.2f; BT1:52.4f ($68,885) by Somebeachsomewhere. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At
2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; third in Keystone Classic, leg Pennsylvania
Ser. at Philadelphia, The Meadows. From 2 previous foals, dam of:
Arbitrage Hanover BT1:52.2-’23 ($17,550) (Bettor's Wish). Now 2 and racing.
2nd Dam
ARMBRO CACHET p,3,1:52.4; BT1:52.2s ($98,877) by Camluck. 5 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S.
Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro. From 12 foals, dam of 9 winners, 3 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, incl.:
ARACACHE HANOVER p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:50.1f; 1:48.1f; BT1:47.3 ($1,726,617) (Dragon Again). 34 wins, 2
thru 7. At 2, third in Bluegrass S. At 3, winner Confederation Cup, Windy City P., leg Pennsylvania Sires
The Meadows; third in Hoosier Cup, Burlington P. At 4, winner Winbak Farm P., elim. Ben Franklin P.,
Kane Inv. at Batavia; second in U.S. Pacing Champ. at Meadowlands; third in Final Ben Franklin P., elim.
Molson P. At 5, winner elim. Ben Franklin P., elim. Molson P.; second in U.S. Pacing Champ. at
Meadowlands, Final Allerage Farm P., leg Spring Pacing Champ. at Woodbine; third in Final Ben Franklin
P., William R. Haughton Mem. at Meadowlands, Final Battle Of Lake Erie. At 7, winner elim. Gold Cup And
Saucer; second in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; third in elim. Quillen Mem.
LYONS SNYDER p,2,Q1:55.1; 3,1:49; 4,1:48.3; BT1:48.1s ($580,201) (Well Said). 29 wins, 3 thru 9. At 3,
winner Somebeachsomewhere P., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono; second in Simcoe S., heat Little
ABBIJADE HANOVER (M) p,3,1:54; 1:49.4 ($197,198) (Dragon Again). 13 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, third in leg
Town Pro Ser. at Mohawk. Dam of REIGNING JADE p,2,1:52.2-’23.
ARRIVISTA HANOVER (M) p,2,Q1:58.2; 1:52.1f ($94,274) (Badlands Hanover). 9 wins at 4 and 5. At 2,
second in elim. Battle of the Belles. Dam of SELF MADE p,2,1:53f; 3,1:51.3f ($153,668), WATERBOARD
p,2,Q1:56.2f; 3,1:54f; 4,1:53.3f.
ALEXA HANOVER (M) p,3,1:54.2f; BT1:52.3s ($33,613) (Dragon Again). 3 wins at 3.
ANDEROSA HANOVER (M) p,2,Q1:59.2; BT1:55.3s ($2,051) (The Panderosa). Record at 2. Dam of
ALLYWAG HANOVER p,2,1:52.1; 3,1:48; 1:46 ($1,873,293), AUTOTUNE HANOVER p,2,1:51.2
($447,260), ALEPPO HANOVER p,2,1:54.3f; 3,1:53h; 4,1:52.3h ($204,985), ABLE HANOVER p,3,1:52.2f
($103,482), ARMADA HANOVER 2,1:52.3f-’23 ($31,440), AVIA HANOVER p,2,1:55f.
3rd Dam
ARMBRO PURSE p,3,1:57.2; BT1:55.4s ($24,258) by No Nukes. 2 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Miss Vera Bars
Ser. at Woodbine (2). From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:50, 5 in 1:54, including:
SHIPPS XPECTANCY p,2,1:51.1; 3,1:50.2; 1:49.1 ($614,945) (Mach Three). 28 wins, 2 thru 11. At 2, winner
Sires S. - Gold.
ARMBRO DOWRY p,3,1:57.2h; 4,1:52.1; BT1:50.2f ($238,394) (Bettor's Delight). 13 wins, 3 thru 10.
ARMBRO ABSTRACT (M) p,2,1:54.4; 3,1:53; BT1:52.3 ($126,600) (Matt's Scooter). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2,
winner leg New Jersey Sires S. Dam of MAURICE p,2,1:59.2h; 3,1:56.3h; 1:52.1f ($286,460), ELODIE
p,3,1:53.2f; 4,1:52f ($237,984), BASHER p,2,Q1:56.4; 3,1:52.4f; 4,1:52.2f ($150,745). Grandam of
SHE’SONEBADMOMMA p,2,1:54f; 3,1:52f; 4,1:50f-’23 ($166,985).
Producers: CHIPMUNKS CAN SING p,3,1:53.2 ($49,716) (dam of SAND SONG p,2,1:54.3; 1:53.4$241,643).
Next Dam - ARMBRO BALA p,2,1:58.1 (Albatross-ARMBRO TOSCA p,2,2:01.4-Airliner)
STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series

Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champlain Filly

Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion

Little Brown Jug
Messenger
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)

Penna. Sires (Fair)
Simcoe Filly

Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace


BIZZY BRENDA
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled March 3, 2022
Reg. No. 3XF11· Microchip No. 985141001375155

Consigned by NORTHWOOD BLOODSTOCK AGENCY, AGENT for Winning Key Inc.
Raised at Winning Key Farm, Leechburg, PA

BIZZY BRENDA
Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1 ———— Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Southwind Frank 3,1:52.1 ———— Yankee Blondie 3,1:59.4f
Flawless Lindy 3,1:58.1f ———— Cantab Hall 3,1:54
Andovermizbrenda 3,1:57.4 ———— Classically Designed 3,1:56.2

1st Dam
ANDOVERMIZBRENDA 2,Q1:59.4f; 3,Q1:57f; BT1:54.4f ($31,448) by Andover Hall. Winner at 3. At 3, second in Arden Downs.

2nd Dam
WINNING MISSBRENDA 2,Q1:59.4f; 3,Q1:57f; BT1:54.4f ($31,448) by Andover Hall. Winner at 3. At 3, second in Andovermizbrenda.

WINNING AMERICAN 3,1:57.1; 1:55.4f ($170,736), PHI ALPHA 2,Q1:59.4f; 3,1:56.2f ($104,052), MAGICAL WINNER K 2,Q2:01.2; 3,1:54.1; 4,1:53.3f, SHE MUST BE MAGIC 3,1:55.4f, WINNING MISTER 2,1:56.1; 3,1:54.3; 1:51.3; BT1:51 ($1,116,484) (Angus Hall). 39 wins, 2 thru 7.

WINNING MISTRESS 2,1:53.3; 3,1:52; BT1:51.4s ($1,599,436) (Conway Hall). 19 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner elims. and Final Peaceful Way S., elim. and Final Goldsmith Maid T.; Kantuckiana Stallion Mgmnt T., International Stallion S., New York State Fair S. at Vernon; second in Final Breeders Crown at Woodbine, Bluegrass S., Tompkins-Geers S. At 3, winner Kentucky Filly Futurity., leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Vernon, Yonkers, elim. Matron S., Currier & Ives Filly S., Reynolds Mem.; second in elim. and Final Hambletonian Oaks, Final Breeders Crown at Woodbine, Del Miller Mem., Zweig Mem. Filly, Final Matron S., Casual Breeze T., Bluegrass S.; third in elim. and Final Elegantimage S. Dam of A B SUPERHERO 2,1:55.1; 3,1:51.2 ($207,317; $68,000 Intl.), WINNING AMERICAN 3,1:57.1; 1:55.4f ($170,736), PHI ALPHA 2,Q1:59.4f; 3,1:56.2f ($104,052), MAGICAL WINNER K 2,Q2:01.2; 3,1:54.1; 4,1:53.3f, SHE MUST BE MAGIC 3,1:55.4f, WINNING MISTER 2,1:56.1; 3,1:54.3; 1:51.3; BT1:51 ($1,116,484) (Angus Hall). 39 wins, 2 thru 7.

CASTLE HOUSE 2,1:57.1f; 3,1:54.4f; BT1:53.2 ($146,784) (Conway Hall). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Vernon, Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Tiega, Muscle Hill T.

STINGLIKE A B 3,1:56.2f; 1:55h; BT1:54.3; 3,1:56.1 ($132,294) (Andover Hall). 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, second in leg Ben Wood Mem. at The Meadows; third in Currier & Ives S. At 5, winner leg John Brennan Mem. at Yonkers.

MONEY MAN 2,2:03.1f; 3,1:59.3; 1:55.4f; BT1:54.4f ($94,228) (Revenue S). 8 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner New Jersey Futurity.; leg New Jersey Sire S. - Green Acres at Freehold (2).

MISTER B’S WAY 3,1:54.3; BT1:54.2f ($66,334) (Conway Hall). 6 wins, 3 thru 6.

MIZZY BRENDA K (M) 2,Q1:59.4f; 3,Q1:57 (Andover Hall). As above.

Producers: Missy Money Bags 3,Q2:02.3f (dam of MONEY MATTERS 2,1:58f; 3,1:56.3f, 4,1:54f-23, CANTABMYMONEY 3,1:55.1f, DOLLAR BILLIARDS 2,1:58; 3,1:57.2f; grandam of MONEYYWORTH 2,1:56.1; 3,1:56.1h), Miz B Winnn (dam of B PLOSIVE MATTER 3,Q2:01.2f).

Next Dam - Miss Brenda B 2,02f (Sunday Model-BRENDAB LOBESELL-Noble Victory)
ANGELINA HALL by Striking Sahbra. Half-sister to 2nd Dam

3, 1:57.1; BT1:56f ($62,750) by Cantab Hall. Winner at 3. At 2, second in leg

ANGEL EYES HANOVER

Arden Downs

Next Dam

1st Dam
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Champlain Filly

Breeders Crown

Bluegrass Series

2, 1:57.1; 3, 1:57.1f, (M) 2, 1:58.2f; 3, 1:54f, $18 9,564, 

3, 1:53.1; 1:52.1f ($381,228), Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, Arden Downs S.; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. At 3, 1:56.4f; 1:52.4 ($509,287), Muscle Hill 3, 1:50.1 

2nd Dam

ANGELINA HALL by Striking Sahbra. Half-sister to Dan Patch, Nova 2-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 2001, World Champion ANOVER HALL 2,1:56.2; 3, 1:51.3 ($870,510), World Champion ANGUS HALL 2,1:54.4z; 3,1:54.3; BT1:52.3 ($830,654), Dan Patch, Nova, O’Brien 2-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 1997, World Champion CONWAY HALL 2,1:57.2; 3,1:53.4; BT1:53.2z ($682,016; $136,868 Intl.), from 8 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 8 winners, 7 in 1:59, including:

ANONYME HANOVER (M) 2,1:56.3; BT1:55.3 ($317,892) (Yankee Glide). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover, elim. Balanced Image T. at Hanover. Amstel Hanover 2,Q1:58.1-'23; BT1:55.3-'23 ($9,505) (Bar Hopping). Record at 2. Producers: Angels Grace (dam of EXPEDITION PASS 2,2:02.1f-'23).

ANONYME HANOVER

2,1:56.3f; 3,1:56.1f-$113,658, 

1:58.1. Grandam of ROBIN BANKS 2,Q2:02f; 3,1:55.4h; 1:54f ($189,564), QUEEN OF THE NORTH 3,1:57.1f, YOU DON’T FOOL ME 2,Q2:01.1h-'23, AIR JORDYN L 2,2:05.1h.

ANNIE HALL (M) 3,1:57; BT1:56.4 ($103,469) (Like A Prayer). Winner at 3. At 3, second in Final Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; third in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. At 4, third in leg Super Bowl Ser. at Meadows. Dam of BUZZ 3,1:56f; 1:52.4 ($509,287), WOODY 2,2:04.4h; 3,1:57.2f ($134,475), GRACE JOURNEY 1:58.1f; BT1:56.1f Intl. Grandam of DIRTY MONEY 3,1:55.2h.

RAPHAELELL 2,Q2:03f; 3,Q2:00.3f; 4,1:56.3f; BT1:56.1f ($63,346) (Cantab Hall). 8 wins, 3 thru 5.

ANGELINA HALL by Striking Sahbra. Half-sister to Dan Patch, Nova 2-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 2001, World Champion ANOVER HALL 2,1:56.2; 3, 1:51.3 ($870,510), World Champion ANGUS HALL 2,1:54.4z; 3,1:54.3; BT1:52.3 ($830,654), Dan Patch, Nova, O’Brien 2-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 1997, World Champion CONWAY HALL 2,1:57.2; 3,1:53.4; BT1:53.2z ($682,016; $136,868 Intl.), from 8 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 8 winners, 7 in 1:59, including:

ANGELINA HALL

2,2:04.4h; 3,1:57.2f ($134,475), GRACE JOURNEY 1:58.1f; BT1:56.1f Intl. Grandam of DIRTY MONEY 3,1:55.2h.

RAPHAELELL 2,Q2:03f; 3,Q2:00.3f; 4,1:56.3f; BT1:56.1f ($63,346) (Cantab Hall). 8 wins, 3 thru 5.


UP FRONT MURRAY 3,1:56.2f ($36,598) (Muscle Massive). 5 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows.

Producers: MUSCLE AMOUR 2,1:59.1; 3,Q1:58.4 ($31,112) (dam of SAXON 2,1:56.3f; 3,1:56.1f-$113,658, 

LOVE ME BADLY 2,Q2:00.1; 3,1:55.4f, CITIZENSHIP 2,Q2:05f; 3,Q1:57.2, AD ASTRA 2,Q2:00; 3,1:57.3f, BRAXTON 2,2:13h; 1:58-'23).

Next Dam - AMOUR ANGUS 3,2:03.1f (Magna Force-KENWOOD SCAMPER-Texas)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

ANGEL FACE HANOVER (ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)

BROWN FILLY Foaled April 16, 2022

Reg. No. 8XN00 Microchip No. 985141001418942

Main Hall

Row F

Stall 18

Muscles Yankee 3, 1:52.2

Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f

Enjoy Lavec 3, 1:52

Dame Lavec 2, 1:59.3f

Self Possessed 3, 1:51.3

Canland Hall 3, 1:57

Striking Sahbra 3, 1:56

Amour Angus 3, 2:03.1f

Canland Hall 3, 1:57

ANGEL FACE HANOVER

3, 1:57.1; BT1:56f ($62,750) by Cantab Hall. Winner at 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Chester; third in Reynolds Mem. Front from 7 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:52, 5 in 2:00, including:

AMBASSADOR HANOVER 2,1:56; 3,1:51.2; BT1:50.2 ($744,816) (Chapter Seven). 10 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Tioga, Vernon, Yonkers. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, Yonkers, Tompkins-Geers S., elim. Breeders Crown; second in elim. and Final Yonkers T., Empire Breeders Classic; third in elim. and Final Hamiltonian S., leg New York Sire S. at Tioga. At 4, second in Allerage Farm T., leg Graduate Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Hamiltonian Maturity, Final Graduate Ser. at Meadowlands.

SAINT TRIXIE (M) 2,1:55.3; BT1:54.3f-'23 ($87,020) (Trixton). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Final NJ Classic B; second in Reynolds Mem.


ALLISONANN HANOVER (M) 2,1:59.4f; BT1:58.1f ($16,479) (Archangel). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover, elim. Balanced Image T. at Hanover. Amstel Hanover 2,Q1:58.1-'23; BT1:55.3-'23 ($9,505) (Bar Hopping). Record at 2. Producers: Angels Grace (dam of EXPEDITION PASS 2,2:02.1f-'23).

ANGUS HANOVER

2,1:56.3f; 3,1:56.1f-$113,658,
ANONYME HANOVER
2,1:56.3; BT1:54.4 ($57,818) by Explosive Matter. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires Stallion Ser. at The Meadows, leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington (2); second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, Arden Downs S.; third in Bluegrass S. From 6 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:53, 5 in 1:59, including:
DONATOVER 1:56.2; BT1:54.4 ($381,228) (Donato Hanover). 38 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono.
ADJURE HANOVER (M) 1:56.2; BT1:54.4s ($75,037) (Chapter Seven). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg
DONAVOVER
3,1:53.1; 1:52.1f ($38,122) (Donato Hanover). 38 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, winner leg
DONAVOVER
3,1:56.4f; BT1:56.3s ($51,539) (Kadabra). 6 wins at 3. At 3, winner Final City of London T. at London, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian, elml. Dream of Glory T. at Hanover; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton; third in Final Dream of Glory T. at Hanover.
ANGELINA HALL by Striking Sahbra. Half-sister to
APEROL HANOVER
3,1:56.1f-'23; BT1:53.1f-'23 ($42,187) (Walner). 3 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg New Jersey Sires S.; second in Final Hudson Filly T. Dam of
ANGELINA HALL
2,1:58.2f; 3,1:54f, $62,750 (dam of
ANGELINA HALL
2,1:56.2; 3,1:51.3 ($870,510), ANDOVER HALL
3,1:56f; 1:52.4 ($509,287), You Don't Fool Me 3,1:55.2f. Grandam of
ANGELINA HALL
2,2:05.1h. Dam of
ANGELINA HALL
2,2:03.1f (Magna Force-KENWOOD SCAMPER-Texas)

1st Dam
ANONYME HANOVER 2,1:56.3; BT1:54.4 ($57,818) by Explosive Matter. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires Stallion Ser. at The Meadows, leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington (2); second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, Arden Downs S.; third in Bluegrass S. From 6 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:53, 5 in 1:59, including:
DONATOVER 1:56.2; BT1:54.4 ($381,228) (Donato Hanover). 38 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono.
ADJURE HANOVER (M) 1:56.2; BT1:54.4s ($75,037) (Chapter Seven). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg
DONAVOVER
ADJURE HANOVER (M) 1:56.2; BT1:54.4s ($75,037) (Chapter Seven). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Vernon, Yonkers; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Saratoga, Tioga, Final Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon; third in The Standardbred S. At 3, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Goshen, Saratoga, Vernon, Yonkers; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Monticello.
ABSYNTE HANOVER (M) 1:56.4f; BT1:56.3s ($51,539) (Kadabra). 6 wins at 3. At 3, winner Final City of London T. at London, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian, elml. Dream of Glory T. at Hanover; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton; third in Final Dream of Glory T. at Hanover.
2nd Dam
ANGELINA HALL by Striking Sahbra. Half-sister to Dan Patch, Nova 2-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 2001, World Champion ANDOVER HALL 2,1:56.2; 3,1:51.3 ($870,510), World Champion ANGUS HALL 2,1:54.42; 3,1:54.3; BT1:52.3 ($80,654), Dan Patch, Nova, O'Brien 2-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 1997, World Champion CONWAY HALL 2,1:57.2; 3,1:53.4; BT1:53.2z ($682,016; $136,868 Int.). From 8 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 8 winners, 7 in 1:59, including:
ANGELETTE HANOVER (M) 2,1:56.3; BT1:55.3 ($317,892) (Yankee Glide). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in Final Breeders Crown at Pocono, Kentuckiana Stallion Mgmt. T.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, elml. Breeders Crown at Pocono. At 3, second in Coaching Club Oaks; third in Final Hudson Filly T. Dam of ANGELS FOLLY 2,1:58.2f; 3,1:54f, CELEBRITY ROXIE 1:56.2h, ARIELLA 3,1:57.2, NICK OF TIME 3,1:57.2, TIME IS FLEETING 2,2:03.4h; 1:58.1h. Grandam of GRACE 2,1:56.2; 3,1:54f, $189,564, QUEEN OF THE NORTH 3,1:57.1f, YOU DON'T POOL ME 2,2:01.1h-'23, AIR JORDYN L 2,2:05.1h.
ANNIE HALL (M) 3,1:57; BT1:56.4 ($103,469) (Like A Prayer). Winner at 3. At 3, second in Final Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; third in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. At 4, third in leg Super Bowl Ser. at Meadowlands. Dam of BUZZ 3,1:56f; 1:52.4 ($509,287), WOOODY 2,2:04.4h; 3,1:57.2f ($134,475), GRACE JOURNEY 1:58.1f; BT1:56.1f Intl. Grandam of DIRTY MONEY 3,1:55.2h.
RAPHAELE 2,2:02.3f; 3,2:00.3f; 4,1:56.3f; BT1:56.1f ($63,346) (Cantab Hall). 8 wins, 3 thru 5.
ANGELEYE ES HANOVER (M) 3,1:57.1; BT1:56.6f ($62,750) (Cantab Hall). Winner at 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Chester; third in Reynolds Mem. Dam of AMBASSADOR HANOVER 2,1:56.2; 3,1:51.2 ($744,816), SAINT TRIXIE 2,1:55.3, ANGUS HANOVER 2,1:59.2, ALLISONANN HANOVER 2,1:59.4f. Grandam of EXPEDITION PASS 2,2:02.1f-'23. Producers: MUSCLE AMOUR 2,1:59.1; 3,1:58.4 ($31,112) (dam of SAXON 2,1:56.3f; 3,1:56.1f-$113,658, LOVE ME MADLY 2,2:00.1; 3,1:55.4f; CITIZENSHIP 2,2:05f; 3,1:57.2, AD ASTRA 2,2:00; 3,1:57.3f; BRAXTON 2,2:13h; 3,1:58.23).
Next Dam - AMOUR ANGUS 3,2:03.1f (Magna Force-KENWOOD SCAMPER-Texas)
SPECIAL APPEAL

Arden Downs

Next Dam

1st Dam

414

Champlain

Breeders Crown

Bluegrass Series

Horseman International Stallion

NJ Garden State Trot

Self Possessed 3,1:51.3

Andover Hall 3,1:51.3

Deanella Hanover 3,1:56.4

CRESSIDA HANOVER BT1:59.2 by Mr Lavec. Starter at 2 and 3. From 12 living foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:59, including:

SIGNAL HILL 2,1:55.1; 3,Q1:55.1; 1:53.1 ($216,582) (Muscle Hill). Winner at 3. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows, leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono. From 7 previous living foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:59, including:

SPECIAL ACTION 2,1:54.3; BT1:54.2f ($135,110) (Yankee Glide). 9 wins, 3 thru 10. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Late Closer at Lexington; second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows, leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono.

COAST ALONG 3,1:58.3f; BT1:56.3 ($13,835) (Yankee Glide). Winner at 3. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia.

SWANS UPON A TIME 2,2:17.1h; BT2:03 ($1,580) (Swan For All). Winner at 2. At 2, winner Topline S. at Lincoln; third in Topline S. at Springfield.

Solanke Hanover (M) BT1:59.3f-'23 (Walner). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam

CRESSIDA HANOVER BT1:59.2 by Mr Lavec. Starter at 2 and 3. From 12 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 8 winners, 4 in 1:55, 8 in 1:58, including:

GLIDEMASTER 2,1:55.3; 3,1:51.1 ($1,968,023) (Yankee Glide). 11 wins at 2 and 3. Dan Patch Horse of the Year; Dan Patch Trotter of the Year; Dan Patch, Nova 3-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 2006. World Champion. At 2, winner leg Bridger Ser. at Mohawk, Late Closer at Lexington; third in cons. Wellwood Mem. At 3, second in elim. and Final Goodtimes T., third in Simcoe S.

CANAPA HANOVER 2,Q1:56.1; 3,1:51.1 ($320,239) (Muscle Hill). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 3, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Simcoe S., elim. Goodtimes T., Late Closer at Lexington; second in Zweig Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in Stanley Dancer T., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 4, second in leg Graduate Ser. at Meadowlands.

CUPID HANOVER 2,1:55.4; 3,1:54.4f; 4,1:53.2f; BT1:52.4f ($173,901) (Father Patrick). 11 wins, 3 thru 7. At 2, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; second in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth; third in Final Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth.

GLOBAL DESIRE (M) 2,1:57.1; BT1:56.2 ($131,287) (Yankee Glide). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner Champlain S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Simcoe S., elim. Goodtimes T., Late Closer at Lexington; second in Zweig Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in Stanley Dancer T., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 4, second in leg Graduate Ser. at Meadowlands.

GANGSTER HANOVER 2,1:52.3; 1:52.1f ($972,166, $143,427). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; second in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth; third in Final Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth.

BELLA GLOS 2,1:56.1f ($1,580) (Swan For All). Winner at 2. At 2, winner Topline S. at Springfield.

CONSEJILA FASHION (M) 2,1:59.3f; 3,1:55.4f; BT1:54.4f ($40,694) (Muscle Hill). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia. Producer: Think Twice (dam of TEMPORAL HANOVER 2,1:53.2; 3,1:52.2-$972,166, HILL STREET 2,1:57.2, 3,1:54.4f-$149,607; $202,239 Int.), TAMANDE HANOVER 2,1:54.2-'23, TWICE IS RIGHT 2,1:56.1.

SCIROCCO BIG JOHN 2,Q2:03.1f; 3,1:57.4f; 4,1:56.3f; grandam of PAYMAQ 3,1:55f, HEY THERE DELILAH 2,1:55.3, Beshear 2,Q2:03.3 (NEW JERSEY ELIGIBLE)

Next Dam - CRISTI HANOVER 3,T2:04 (Florida Pro CRYSTAL RODNEY-Rodney)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

Main Hall

Row G

Reg. No. 4X27H Microchip No. 985141001419741
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Propulsion 4,1:52.1

Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1

Danae 3,1:54.2

Cantab Hall 3,1:54

Cressida Hanover 3,1:57.3

SUPERNOWC HANOVER

Ralph Wilfong

Horseman International Stallion

NJ Garden State Trot

Old Oaken Bucket

Andover Hall 3,1:51.3

Deanella Hanover 3,1:56.4

Canland Hall 3,1:57

Mr Lavec 3,1:54.3

Cristi Hanover 3,T2:04

NJ Sires (Pari-Mutual)

Simscoe

Standardebred

Zweig Memorial

Arden Downs

Currier & Ives

Hammeltonian

Hoosier Stakes

Currier & Ives

Hammeltonian

Hoosier Stakes

Bluegrass Series

Dexter Cup

Kentucky Futurity

NJ Sires (Part-Mutual)

NJ Sires Dev. Fund

NJ Sire's

Stake

Breeders Crown

Champlain

Hammeltonian

Hoosier Stakes

Hammeltonian

Hoosier Stakes
**MISS VANGOGH**

*Ontario Eligible*

Bay filly foaled May 6, 2022

Reg. No. 3XN42

Microchip No. 985141001418365

Northeast Hall

Row B

Stall 3

Miss Vangogh was consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Jeffery E. Ruch.

Originally raised at Pinestone Farms, Innisfil, ON.

**Breeders**

- Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4
- Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50
- Classic Wish p,3,T1:52
- Apothic p,4,1:52
- Permafrost

**Progeny**

- Cam Fella p,4,1:53.1
- Jef's Magic Trick p,2,2:02f
- Ambro Emerson p,4,T1:51.4
- Best Of The Best p,3,2:04.1f
- Art Major p,4,1:48.4
- Perfect Profile p,2,Q1:59.1
- Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4
- Cool World p,3,1:55.2f

**1st Dam**

- **APOTHIC**
  - p,2,Q1:59f; 3,1:53.1f; 4,1:52; BT1:50.3s ($112,639) by Art Major. 4 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, second in cons. New York Sire S. at Batavia, leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga; third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Vernon. From 1 previous foal, dam of:
    - Miss Sarajevo (M) (Bettor's Delight). Now 2.

**2nd Dam**

- **PERMAFROST** by Western Hanover. From 7 foals, dam of
  - **SHOREVIEW**
  - **MAJOR FROST (M)**
  - **KEMPENFELT (M)**
    - p,3,2,00.3h; 4,1:55.2f; BT1:55.1f ($50,507) (Sunshine Beach). 8 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, second in leg Ontario Autumn Ser. at Flamboro.
  - **METROSIXSHOOTER**
    - p,2,Q2:02.2h; 3,1:58.3f; 1:55.4f; BT1:55.2f ($19,976) (Bettor's Delight). 5 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, second in New York County Fair S. at Malone; third in New York County Fair S. at Plattsburgh.

**3rd Dam**

- **COOL WORLD**
  - p,3,1:55.2f ($15,652) by Nihilator. 5 wins at 3. From 13 foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55.9 in 1:57. including:
  - **ETERNAL CAMNATION (M)**
    - p,2,1:52.3; 3,1:51.1; 1:49.2; BT1:49.1 ($3,748,574) (Cam Fella). 47 wins, 2 thru 7.  Dan Patch, Nova, O'Brien 2-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 1999; Dan Patch, O'Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2001; Dan Patch, O'Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2002; O'Brien Horse of the Year; Nova Older Pacer of the Year; Dan Patch, O'Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2003; O'Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2004; World Champion. At 2, winner elim. and Final Breeders Crown at Mohawk, International Stallion S., Kentucky Sbd. Sale Co. P., Bluegrass S., Champlain S., Harvest S., leg (2) and Final Ezra Eads Ser. at Hoosier, John Simpson Mem. At 3, winner Final Fan Hanover S., Jugette, Bluegrass S., Glen Garnsey Mem.; second in leg Hopewell Ser. at Hoosier. At 4, winner elim. and Final Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, Lady Liberty P., Final Rosas Are Red P. at Woodbine, Milton S., leg Classic Ser. at Meadowlands, Mohawk. At 5, winner elim. and Final Rosas Are Red P. at Woodbine, Milton S., elim. Lady Liberty P. At 6, winner Breeders Crown at Woodbine, leg Classic Ser. at Dover, Meadowlands, Mohawk, Final Classic Ser. at Dover, Milton S. At 7, winner leg and Final Classic Ser. at Mohawk. Dam of **ROCKEN CAMNATION** p,2,1:57.3h; 3,1:53.2; 1:50f ($523,910).
  - **AMERICANATION**

**Next Dam**

- **TRILOGY LOBELL (Tyler B-THREE DIAMONDS p,3,1:53.1-Albatross)**

**Stakes Engagements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakes</th>
<th>Pacer</th>
<th>Money</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All American Cool</td>
<td>p,2,1:57.1f ($58,066) (dam of Caviart Ally)</td>
<td>1:50.1f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abelard Hanover</td>
<td>p,3,1:51.2f</td>
<td>1:48f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force Hanover</td>
<td>p,2,1:51</td>
<td>1:50.1f</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Producers**

- All American Cool p,2,1:48.4f ($58,066) (dam of Caviart Ally)
- Abalard Hanover p,3,1:51.2f
- Air Force Hanover p,2,1:51

**General Manager**

- Fran Miller

**Operations Manager**

- Arden Downs

**Trainer**

- Bluegrass Series

**2022 Stakes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakes</th>
<th>Pacer</th>
<th>Money</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All American Cool</td>
<td>p,2,1:57.1f ($58,066) (dam of Caviart Ally)</td>
<td>1:50.1f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abelard Hanover</td>
<td>p,3,1:51.2f</td>
<td>1:48f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force Hanover</td>
<td>p,2,1:51</td>
<td>1:50.1f</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Next Dam**

- Trilogy Lobell (Tyler B-Three Diamonds p,3,1:53.1-Albatross)**
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

A LA CARTE HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY Filly Foaled May 3, 2022
Reg. No. 9X168 Microchip No. 985141001419478

Main Hall
Row C
Stall 13

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3 ------------ Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 ---

My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1 ---------- Wheresthebeach

Mach Three p,3,1:49

Dragon Again p,1:48.3

My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2

A LA CARTE HANOVER

Cam Fella p,4,1:53.1

Lucky Lady p,3,1:55

Armbro Bala p,2,1:58.1

Armbro Cachet p,3,1:52.4 ---------

A LA CARTE HANOVER

Camluck p,T1:48.4 -----------------

Cam Fella p,4,1:53.1

Armbro Bala p,2,1:58.1

Wheres The Beach

My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2

A LA CARTE HANOVER

Armbro Purse p,3,1:57.2 ---------

A LA CARTE HANOVER

No Nukes p,3,T1:52.1

Armbro Bala p,2,1:58.1

Armbro Cachet p,3,1:52.4; BT1:52.2s ($98,877) by Camluck. 5 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, London, Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro. From 11 previous foals, dam of 9 winners, 3 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, including:


ARRIVISTA HANOVER (M) p,2,Q1:58.2; 1:52.1f ($94,274) (Badlands Hanover). 9 wins at 4 and 5. At 2, second in elim. Battle of the Belles. Dam of SELF MADE p,2,1:53f; 3,1:51.3f ($153,668), WATERBOARD p,2,Q1:56.2f; 3,1:54f; 4,1:53.3f.


ALEX A HANOVER (M) p,3,1:54.2f; BT1:52.3s ($33,613) (Dragon Again). 3 wins at 3.

ALLOW ME HANOVER (M) p,2,1:55f; BT1:54f ($15,424) (Artspeak). Winner at 2.

ARTOCOLO HANOVER p,3,1:59h; BT1:58.2h ($10,452) (Sportswriter). Winner at 3.

ANDEROSA HANOVER (M) p,2,Q1:59.2; BT1:55.3s ($2,051) (The Panderosa). Record at 2. Dam of ALLEYWAG HANOVER p,2,1:52.1; 3,1:48; 1:46 ($1,873,293), AUTOTUNE HANOVER p,2,1:51.2 ($447,260), ALEPPO HANOVER p,2,1:54.3f; 3,1:53h; 4,1:52.3h ($204,985), ABLE HANOVER p,3,1:52.2f ($103,482), ARMADA HANOVER p,2,1:52.3f-23 ($31,440), AVIA HANOVER p,2,1:55f, AILEY HANOVER p,2,Q1:56.2; 3,1:56.2f.

Alfred Hanover BT1:55.2h ($6,250) (Fear The Dragon). Now 3. At 2, second in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Northfield.

Avid Reader (M) BT1:57.2f-23 (Stay Hungry). Now 2.

2nd Dam

ARMBRO CACHET p,3,1:52.4; BT1:52.2s ($98,877) by Camluck. 5 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, London, Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro. From 11 previous foals, dam of 9 winners, 3 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, including:


ARMBRO PURSE p,3,1:57.2 ---------

ARMBRO BALA p,2,1:58.1 (Alabatross-ARMBRO TOSCA p,2,T1:48.4-Airline)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Breeder's Crown
Hoosier Stake
Little Brown Jug
Pennsylvania Sires (Fair)
Pennsylvania Sires (Par-Mutual)
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
Arodasi p,1:50.1f

ALLEGRA HANOVER

Western Terror p,3,1:48.3

Do Me Justice p,3,1:53.2f

Ann Arbor Hanover (M) BT2:02.1f-23 (Betting Line). Now 2.

2nd Dam

PRINCESS JUSTICE (M) p,2,1:54.3; 3,1:54f; 4,1:51.2f; BT1:50.4f ($75,463) (Cambest). 12 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner in Final Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; third in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington (2).


STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Next Dam - ALWAYS IN STYLE p,2,T1:58 (Bacardi-ALWAYS READY p,4,2:05.3h-Worthy Boy)

Dalvin Miller Adios

Bred by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA
LEMON DROP HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled April 27, 2022

Reg. No. 3XG96 Microchip No. 985141001419682

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

Main Hall
Row F
Stall 19

418

LEMON DROP HANOVER
Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1
Cocktail Hour 4,1:55.1

Bar Hopping 3,1:51.4

Cocktail Hour 4,1:55.1

LEMON DROP HANOVER
Explosive Matter 3,1:52.3
Prime Mistress 3,1:58.3

Lady Astor

Bar Hopping 3,1:51.4

Prime Mistress 3,1:58.3

1st Dam
LADY ASTOR by Explosive Matter. From 2 previous foals, dam of:
- Green Zone (M) BT2:04.2f-'23 (Greenshoe). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam
PRIME MISTRESS 3,1:58.3; BT1:57.1 ($20,898) by Super Bowl. 2 wins at 3. At 3, second in Review S.; third in leg PASS at The Meadows. From 15 foals, dam of 8 winners, 3 in 1:55, 6 in 2:00, incl.:

- THE CHANCELLOR 2,1:57.3h; 3,1:54.1f; BT1:55.4s ($659,141) (Self Possessed). 9 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner NC SS at Freehold; second in leg NC SS - Green Acres at Freehold, leg NJ SS at Freehold. At 3, second in Colonial T., leg (2) and Final NJ SS at Meadowlands; third in elims. Hambletonian S. At 4, winner leg Harrah's Boulevard Ser. at Chester, leg Hiram Woodruff Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Final Hiram Woodruff Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Harrah's Boulevard Ser. at Chester, leg Horse & Groom Ser. at Meadowlands.


- TAXED TO THE MAX 2,Q2:00.1; 3,1:58.4f; 4,1:56.2f; BT1:55f ($79,735) (Yankee Glide). 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Gratz. At 4, winner leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono; second in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono.

- POWERFUL EMOTION 2,Q2:01; 3,1:54.2 ($36,202) (Self Possessed). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Review S.

Producers: Noble Miss (dam of ALEXANDER LUKAS 3,Q1:57.1; 1:56.1h-$124,416, MISSPRIMETIMEMEL 2,2:06.4h; 3,1:56; 4,1:54.4f, THE JAZZ SINGER 3,1:58.2f), Queen Of Grace (dam of LIFETIME PURSUIT 2,1:52.3; 3,1:50.4-$1,065,586, ROYAL CHARM 3,1:54.4; 4,1:54.1-$142,969, QUEBEC HANOVER 3,1:53.4-23, QUICKEST HANOVER 3,1:56.1f, BTL PRIME 3,1:58.2f), Smarty Had A Party (dam of QUICKSILVER KEMP 3,1:54.5f; 4,1:54.3f-$145,616, KAREN'S LADY 2,Q2:00.1, 3,Q1:57.2).

3rd Dam

- DORNELLO (M) 2,1:57.3f; 3,1:56.2; BT1:55.4s ($253,467) (Angus Hall). 9 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elims. (2) and Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold; second in elim. and Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold, Kawartha. At 3, winner leg (4) and Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold. Dam of LAUDBERDALE 2,1:55.4; 3,1:54.1; 1:53.1 ($451,199).

Producers: POSTER PRINCESS 2,Q2:00; 3,1:56.4h; 4,1:56.2 ($153,407) (dam of FINE TUNED LADY 2,1:55.1f; 3,1:52.2-$643,987; grandam of OH WELL 2,1:53.1; 1:51.2-23-$1,140,585), Bourbon Belle (dam of WHISKEY TAX 3,1:56.1; 1:52.1-$1,033,833).

Next Dam - GRASSBED 2,1:59.1 (Bonefish-PURE LILY-Florish)
**ASHER HANOVER**

(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled March 20, 2022

Reg. No. 2XL14  Microchip No. 985141001402293

**Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Stakes Engagements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GREENSHOE</strong></td>
<td>2,1:49.4</td>
<td>Cantab Hall 3,1:54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KIMMIE HALL</strong></td>
<td>2,2:00.3</td>
<td>Gala Dream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DONATO HANOVER</strong></td>
<td>3,1:50.1</td>
<td>Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sheer Soul</strong></td>
<td>3,1:54f</td>
<td>Valley Victory 3,1:55.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRATIS YANKIE</strong></td>
<td>2,2:03</td>
<td>Striking Sahbra 3,1:56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KENWOOD SCAMPER</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kenwood Scamper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ASHER HANOVER**

2nd Dam

**KIMMIE HALL** 2,2:00.3; BT1:59.4  ---------------------

Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f  ---------------

Cantab Hall 3,1:54

**KIMMIE HALL** 2,2:00.3  ---------------------

Designed To Be 3,1:51.3f  ---------------

Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1

**KIMMIE HALL** 2,2:00.3  ---------------------

Yankee Glide 3,1:55.1  ---------------

Valley Victory 3,1:55.3

**KIMMIE HALL** 2,2:00.3  ---------------------

Kimmie Hall 2,2:00.3  ---------------

Gratis Yankie 2,2:03

**KIMMIE HALL** 2,2:00.3  ---------------------

Kimmie Hall 2,2:00.3  ---------------

Striking Sahbra 3,1:56

**KIMMIE HALL** 2,2:00.3  ---------------------

Kimmie Hall 2,2:00.3  ---------------

Kenwood Scamper

**1st Dam**


**AUNT SUSIE** (M) 3,1:56.1f; BT1:55.3s ($44,016) (Credit Winner). 3 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. At A at Batavia, Yonkers; third in cons. Zweig Mem. Filly, leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Goshen, Tioga, Yonkers. Dam of KNOW STOPPING NOW 2,1:56s; 3,1:53.2-'23.

**ALLSWELL HANOVER** (M) 3,1:56f; BT1:54.2f ($40,352) (Cantab Hall). 3 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Tioga. At 3, third in Keystone Classic, Pennsylvania All-Stars.

**EOWYN** (M) 2,1:56.4; BT1:55.2 ($17,080) (Donato Hanover). 2 wins at 2. second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia.

Antilles Hanover BT1:58.2f-'23 ($3,730) (International Moni). No 2 and racing.

**2nd Dam**

**KIMMIE HALL** 2,2:00.3; BT1:59.3 ($2,000) by Striking Sahbra. Winner at 2, winner leg Early Closer at Lexington. Half-sister to EMILE ANGUS 2,2:19.3h; BT1:59.3 ($129,542). From 7 previous foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:54, 3 in 1:58, including:

**AEQUITAS** 2,2:02.2f; 3,1:58f; 4,1:55.3f; BT1:54.2f ($155,286) (Glidermaster). 10 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in John Simpson Mem. At 3, second in leg PA Stallion Ser.; third in leg PA Stallion Ser.

**KITEFIN HANOVER** (M) 2,2:00.2; BT1:56.1 ($64,985) (Muscles Yankee). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold; second in New Jersey Futuy.; third in The Standardbred S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, second in Final Helen Smith Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, third in Lady Suffolk T. Dam of FINS UP 4,1:58.3f; Grandam of HIGH INTO THE SKY 3,1:57.3f Intl.

**KEEPSAKE HANOVER** (M) 2,1:58f; BT1:56.2s ($54,315) (Cantab Hall). Winner at 2. At 2, leg Pennsylvania Sires S. - Pennys in All-Stars, leg PA Stallion Ser. (2); third in Acorn S., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington. Dam of LINDSEY’S PRIDE 3,1:56f; 1:54f ($542,800). BIG WEEZY 2,1:59.1f; 3,1:57.3h ($129,542). KINGPIN HANOVER 2,1:56.4f; 3,1:55.3f-'23, KEEPTHETAB HANOVER 3,1:56f. KIXTON HANOVER 2,1:57.4f.

**KELSEY HANOVER** (M) 2,2:02.1f; BT2:00.1f ($11,766) (Muscle Massive). Winner at 2. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S.; second in leg PA Stallion Ser.; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. At 3, third in Quaker State Fair S. Dam of ELHELPSKI 2,1:56.1-'23.

Producers: Kimbridge Hanover (dam of KEGLER HANOVER 2,2:00.3; 3,1:56.3; 1:55.3f-$256,664. KIRSI HANOVER 2,1:55.3f-$240,345, KAPOW HANOVER 2,1:56; KAI HANOVER 2,1:55.3f; 3,1:50.1f; 3,1:50.1f; Grandam of KIRSI DREAM 2,1:58.1h; 3,1:54.2f-$124,740, TO BE FRANK 2,1:56.2f).

**Next Dam** - KENWOOD SCAMPER (Texas-LINDY’S SPEEDY LADY 3,2:03.1f-Speedy Count)
### LANDS END

**BAY COLT Foaled March 28, 2022**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reg. No.</th>
<th>1XF00</th>
<th>Microchip No.</th>
<th>985141001417427</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### REG. No. 1XF00 - BAY COLT

**Name:** Hornby Lucky

**Date of Birth:** March 28, 2022

**Breed:** Standardbred

**Sire:** Somebeachsomewhere

**Dam:** Hornby Lucky p,3,1:53.4

**First Dam:** Hornby Lucky p,3,1:50f

**Second Dam:** Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4

**Third Dam:** Wheres The Beach

**Producers:** HB B BOLD (dam of BETTOR B LUCKY)

**Progeny:**
- **BETTOR B LUCKY:** p,2,1:56.3; 3,1:54 (League Leader-HORNBY KATE p,3,2:02.4-Armbro Omaha)
- **Hornby Lucky:** p,3,1:53.4

---

### STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakes</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Prizes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breeders Crown</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>$182,620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoosier Stake</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>$571,741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Ideal</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>$152,969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artstopper</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>$102,409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always A Virgin</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>$137,897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always B Miki</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>$168,658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluegrass Series</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>$25,988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Consigned by CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT for Ernie Lambright.**

**Raised at Ernie Lambright Farm, Shipshewana, IN.**

---

**FLAT SIRE LINES**

1st Dam

**BALESTR A HANOVER** p,2,1:55.4f; BT1:54.2f ($15,120) by Somebeachsomewhere. Winner at 2. First colt.

From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:56, including:

**UNBRIDLED FURY** (M) p,2,1:55.2f-23; BT1:54.4f-23 ($25,988) (Fear The Dragon). 2 wins at 2. Now 2, winner leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto, Urbana; third in Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Northfield, Ohio Fair S. at Xenia.

2nd Dam

**BETTER B LUCKY** p,2,1:55h; 3,1:50f; BT1:49f ($756,441) by Bettor's Delight. 11 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Fall Harvest P. at Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. (4); third in John Simpson Mem. At 3, winner Final Empire Breeders Classic, Lady Maud S., elim. Jugette, Fall Harvest P. at Yonkers; second in Final Jugette, leg New York Sire S. (3), Shady Daisy P.; third in Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, leg New York Sire S. 4. At 4, winner leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers; second in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers, elim. Roses Are Red P. at Mohawk; third in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers.

From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:49, 4 in 1:59, including:

**BU TTER BAY HANOVER** p,2,1:54.1f; 3,1:52.4f; 1:49f ($236,837) (Captaintreacherous). 23 wins, 2 thru 7.


**BONKERS HANOVER** p,3,1:58.3h; BT1:56.4f ($2,625) (Captaintreacherous). Winner at 3.

**AREN DOWNS** p,4,1:53.4e; BT1:51.1s ($175,730) (Bettor's Delight). 23 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S., New York State Fair S.; second in Eternal Camnation P. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final New York Sire S. (2); third in leg New York Sire S. (2); dam of GOTTHEGREENLIGHT p,2,1:51; 3,1:51f ($571,741), IDEAL WHEEL p,2,1:51.4; 1:50.1f ($356,226), J K LUC KY CHARMS p,3,1:50.4f ($182,620).

**READ THE PROPOSAL** p,2,Q1:56; 3,1:54.2; 1:53.4e; BT1:51.1s ($175,730) (Bettor's Delight). 23 wins, 3 thru 10. At 4, second in Final Jim Vinnell Mem.; third in elim. Jim Vinnell Mem.

Producers: Royal Distraction (dam of BETTOR FOCUS)

**BETTOR FOCUS** p,2,1:56; 3,1:53.3f, 4,1:50.4f, CHICKIE LOVE p,3,1:54.3; 4,1:53.3, APRIL ANGEL p,2,1:55.2h; 3,1:54.3h), B So Lucky (dam of BETTER B ROLLING)

**BETTER B ROLLING** p,3,1:52.1; 1:51.1f-$168,658, CHEESE MELT p,2,1:53.3f; 3,1:51.1f-$152,969, LUCK B MINE p,3,1:55.2h; 1:51.4-$137,897, BETTER B BOLD, BETTER B BOLD p,2,1:57; 3,1:49.3-'23, STIRRING ELECTRA p,3,1:52.2.)

Next Dam - **HORNBY JUDY** p,3,T1:54 (Leader-JUDE KUDY KATE p,3,2:02.4-Armbro Omaha)
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Tara Hills Stud Ltd, Glenn E Bechtel, and Jon B Brinkerhoff. Raised at Tara Hills Stud Farm, Port Perry, ON

TH TEETER
(ONTARIO & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BROWN FILLY Foaled February 8, 2022
Reg. No. 8XN32  Microchip No. 985141001418129

Northeast Hall
Row G
Stall 11

Muscles Yankee S 3,1:50.1
Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f
Enjoy Lavec 3,1:52
Dame Lavec 2,1:59.3f

TH TEETER

Feel Invincible As 3,1:56h

Broadway Hall 2,1:56.4

Conway Hall 3,1:53.4
B Cor Tamgo 4,1:56.3

Credit Winner 3,1:54
Psychotherapist 3,2:01.3f

1st Dam
FEEL INVINCIBLE AS 2,1:58h; 3,1:56h; BT1:55.2f ($135,352) by Broadway Hall. 6 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Ohio Sires S. at Scioto, leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Delaware, Scioto; third in Ohio State Fair S., leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. At 3, winner leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Northfield; second in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Delaware, Miami Valley, Final Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Dayton; third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto. At 4, winner leg Ray Paver Sr. Mem. at Miami Valley (2). This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
THERE’S A WAY 2,2:00.2; 3,1:56.3; BT1:55.1 ($150,591) by Credit Winner. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, elim. Oakville S., New York State Fair S. at Tioga. At 3, winner Late Closer at Lexington; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga, elim. Hudson Filly T.; Late Closer at Lexington; third in final Hudson Filly T. From 9 foals, dam of 8 winners, 3 in 1:54, 7 in 2:00, including:

THE LIONKING AS 2,2:02; 3,1:56.3f; 1:53.2f; BT1:52.4s ($427,151) (Lionhunter). 27 wins, 2 thru 8. At 4, winner leg and Final Ray Paver Sr. Mem. at Miami Valley; second in leg Dr. Dan Farwick Mem. Ser. at Miami Valley; third in leg George Lucas Ser. at Hoosier.

TOUCHDOWN AS 2,Q2:07.1h; 3,1:55.3; 1:53; BT1:52.2s ($239,668) (Deweycheatumnhowe). 29 wins, 3 thru 11. At 5, winner leg and Final Dr. Dan Farwick Mem. Ser. at Miami Valley; second in Final Dr. Dan Farwick Mem. Ser. at Miami Valley.

TRIATHLON AS (M) 2,2:00.3f; 3,1:55.1; 1:53.1-'23; BT1:52.3s-'23 ($208,875) (Trixton). 19 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner EVH Mem. at Hoosier. At 4, winner elim. Harrah’s Joliet T. at Hoosier; third in final Harrah’s Joliet T. at Hoosier.

LOSE MY MIND AS (M) 2,1:59.2; 3,1:57.3f-'23; BT1:54.3f ($71,990) (Long Tom). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Urbana, Kentucky Fair S.; second in leg and Final Late Closer at Scioto, leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto, Kentucky Fair S. (3); third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Northfield, Scioto, Final Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Dayton. At 3, winner leg John Konesky Ser. at Scioto (2); third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Miami Valley.

MANHATTAN AS (M) 2,1:57f; BT1:56.4f ($43,000) (Muscles Yankee). 4 wins at 2 and 3.

TILMYLASTDAY AS (M) 2,1:59.1; BT1:58.4 ($23,575) (Stormin Normand). Winner at 2. At 2, winner Final Kentucky Fair S.; second in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Urbana, Kentucky Fair S. (3); third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Northfield, Kentucky Fair S.

3rd Dam
PSYCHOTHERAPIST 3,2:01.3f ($2,279) by Yankee Glide. Winner at 3. From 13 foals, dam of 11 winners, 4 in 1:55, 8 in 1:58, including:

THERAPUTIC 2,2:01.3h; 3,1:58.2h; 4,1:53.3f; BT1:52.3s-'23 ($208,875) (Trixton). 19 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner EVH Mem. at Hoosier. At 4, winner elim. Harrah's Joliet T. at Hoosier; third in final Harrah's Joliet T. at Hoosier.

OUR WHITE KNIGHT 2,1:59.2; 3,1:57.3f-'23; BT1:54.3f ($71,990) (Long Tom). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Urbana, Kentucky Fair S.; second in leg and Final Late Closer at Scioto, leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto, Kentucky Fair S. (3); third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Northfield, Scioto, Final Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Dayton. At 3, winner leg John Konesky Ser. at Scioto (2); third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Miami Valley.

ANANDAMIDE (M) 2,Q1:59.4; 3,1:55.4; BT1:54.2s ($310,346) (Credit Winner). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Fall Harvest T. at Yonkers, leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Yonkers. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Saratoga, Vernon, elim. Empire Breeders Classic.

Next Dam - PSYCHIATRIST (Supergill-PSYCHOLOGIST-Royal Prestige)

Next Dam - PSYCHIATRIST (Supergill-PSYCHOLOGIST-Royal Prestige)
**INTL AFFAIR**

(PENNSYLVANIA & MASSACHUSETTS ELIGIBLE)

**BAY FILLY Foaled April 24, 2022**

Reg. No. 7XK69 Microchip No. 985141001402581

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horse Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Love You</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>1:51.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilty Of Love</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>1:57.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nan’s Catch</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>1:54.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter Seven</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>1:50.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windsong’s Legacy</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>1:57.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Riviera Lindy</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>2:01.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscles Yankee</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>1:52.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crown Dream</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>2:02f</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam

**DREAM CHAPTER** 2,1:57.1; 3,1:56.2f; BT1:55s ($49,696) by Chapter Seven. 2 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Vernon, elim. Peaceful Way S. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

**LUNAR DREAM OM** 2,1:59.2h; 3,1:55.3 ($150,879) by Muscles Yankee. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Final Harold R. Dancer Mem., Final New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in Coaching Club Oaks, leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. From 6 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:55, 5 in 2:00, including: **LUNAR CREDIT** 2,1:59.3; 3,1:55.4f ($228,835) (Credit Winner). 27 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Buffalo, Goshen, Monticello, Tioga.

**BEST OF DREAMS** (M) 3,1:56.3f; BT1:56f ($89,995) (Donato Hanover). 3 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, The Meadows, Pennsylvania All-Stars. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. Dam of **EASY RIDER** 2,1:54.3; LEDGES 3,1:57.1h.

**DAPPER DON** 2,1:56; 3,1:54.3; BT1:54f ($40,291) (Donato Hanover). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon; second in Late Closer at Lexington; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Tioga.

**HALL OF A DREAM** (M) 2,1:59.4; BT1:58.3 ($8,150) (Cantab Hall). Record at 2. Dam of **HANKINS HANOVER** 2,1:54.4-23.

3rd Dam


**MR DREAM OM** 2,2:00; 3,1:54.2; BT1:54 ($117,647) (Mr Vic). 3 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner cons. Kentucky Sires S.; third in Arden Downs S. At 3, fourth in leg Su Mac Lad Ser., leg Father Foley Mem. Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Horse & Groom Ser.; third in Final Su Mac Lad Ser., leg Horse & Groom Ser.


**Producer:** DREAM ON VICTORY 2,2:00; 3,1:54.2; BT1:54 ($86,344) (Garland Lobell). 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner cons. Kentucky Sires S.; third in Arden Downs S. At 3, fourth in leg Su Mac Lad Ser., leg Father Foley Mem. Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Horse & Groom Ser.; third in Final Su Mac Lad Ser., leg Horse & Groom Ser.

**Garland Crown OM (M)** 2,1:57.4; 3,Q1:56.4; BT1:56.2 ($86,344) (Garland Lobell). 7 wins and 3. At 2, winner elim. and Final Kentucky Sires S., Lexington Breeders Classic; second in Bluegrass S. At 3, winner elim. Kentucky Sires S.

Next Dam - **VIVA HILL 2,12.1h (B.F.Coaltown-VICKIE HILL 3,2:07.2h-Victory Song)**

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Race Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bluegrass Series</td>
<td>Dexter Cup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeders Crown</td>
<td>Kentuckit Futurity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champlain Filly</td>
<td>Massachusetts Sire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Penna. Sires (Par-Mutuel)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Penna. Sires (Fair)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standardbred</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yonkers Trot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zweig Memorial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1st Dam

**Bathsheba BT1:54f ($5,850)** by Somebeachsomewhere. Starter at 2. From 2 previous foals, dam of:
- **Arden Downs**
- **Delvin Miller Adios**

**Parentage**

- **423**
- **First Dam**
  - **Breeders Crown**
    - **p,3,1:53.1f; BT1:51.3s ($16,134)** by Art Major. 2 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at 2nd Dam
  - **Grand Lady**
    - **3rd Dam**
      - **WINCHESTERBLUECHIP**
        - **p,2,1:52 ($487,122)** (Artsplace). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. and Final Three

**Producers**

- **Fourbyfour Hanover** (dam of **SQUARE DEAL**
- **Forkner Hanover**

**Bathsheba**

**2nd Dam**

**FIT TO FRAME**

- **p,3,1:53.1f; BT1:51.3s ($16,134)** by Art Major. 2 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga; third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Saratoga. From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:49, 4 in 1:52, including:

**FABRICE HANOVER**


**GLOWING REPORT**

- **p,2,1:55f; 3,1:51.2f; 1:49.3; BT1:49f ($699,700)** (Artsplace). 24 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner elim. and Final Three

**3rd Dam**

**GRAND LADY**

- **p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:52.4 ($235,571)** by Matt’s Scooter. 17 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Molly Pitcher P., leg New Jersey Sires S. (2); second in elim. and Final Lou Bubic Filly S., leg New Jersey Sires S. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. (2), leg Rancocas Ser. At 4, second in leg Cape & Cutter Ser. From 16 foals, dam of 14 winners, 4 in 1:50, 12 in 1:55, 14 in 1:56, including:

**PERFECT UNION**


**URGENT ACTION**


**MUST SEE**

- **p,2,1:52 ($487,122)** (Artsplace). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. and Final Sweetheart P. at Meadowlands, International Stallion S., Bluegrass S., elim. She’s A Great Lady S. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. Dam of **WELL SAID** **p,1:51.3f; 3,1:47.3 ($2,569,342)**.

Producers:

- **SUBTLE CHARM**
  - **p,2,1:55.3 ($28,850)** (grandam of **MISO FAST**
  - **p,2,1:53.1f; 3,1:49.2f; 4,01:49-877,947, TREACHEROUS REIGN** **p,2,1:51.1f; 3,1:48.3-$877,933**.

**Next Dam - GRAND VITESSE**

- **p,1:57.2 (Albatross-SUSIE TUP)** **p,1:57.4-Race Time**

**Stakes Engagements**

- **Delvin Miller Adios**
  - **American Ideal**
  - **Bathsheba**
  - **Western Ideal**
  - **Lifetime Success**
  - **Somebeachsomewhere**
  - **Leah Almahurst**
  - **Matt’s Scooter**
  - **Three Diamonds**
  - **Mach Three**
  - **Where’s The Beach**
  - **Art Major**
  - **Grand Lady**
Consigned by HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC. for Hanover Shoe Farms and Frank Baldachino.

Raised at Hanover Shoe Farms, Hanover, PA

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled May 16, 2022

Reg. No. 9X515  Microchip No. 985141001375427

424  Main Hall

Row F  Stall 40

GO ON BB

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 ---  Mach Three p,3,1:49
Panera Hanover p,4,1:51.2f  ------  Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

Go On Bb p,4,1:50f  -------------  No Sugar Added p,4,1:54.1f

1st Dam

GO ON BB p,2,1:54.4; 3,1:51; 4,1:50f; BT1:49 ($1,461,538) by Dontgetinmyway. 69 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner leg (2) and Final Indiana Sires S. at Indiana, leg (2) and Final Genesis Ser. at Indiana; second in leg Indiana Sires S. at Indiana (2); third in leg Indiana Sires S. at Indiana. At 3, winner American-National S., leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier (2), Indiana (3). Final Indiana Sires S. at Indiana, leg (2) and Final Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands, leg (3) and Final Genesis Ser. at Hoosier; second in Final Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier; third in Courageous Lady P. At 4, winner leg and Final Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier. At 5, winner Indiana Sires S. at Indiana; second in leg Overbid Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers, leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands. At 6, winner leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers, elim. Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier; second in Final Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier, leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers. At 7, winner Final Indiana Sires S. at Indiana; second in leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Final Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands. At 8, winner elim. and Final Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier; third in leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands. From 7 previous foals, dam of 6 winners, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:56, including:


GOING GONE HANOVER (M) p,2,1:53; 3,1:51f; BT1:49.2f ($752,648) (Tell All). 26 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers, leg Seven O'Clock ($38,320) (dam of)

1st Dam

GOTTA BET HANOVER (M) p,2,1:54.2f; 3,1:50.3; 4,1:50; BT1:49.2f ($70,986) (dam of)

1st Dam

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

1st Dam

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

1st Dam

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

1st Dam

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

1st Dam

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

1st Dam

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

1st Dam

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

1st Dam

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

1st Dam

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

1st Dam

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

1st Dam

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

1st Dam

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

1st Dam

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

1st Dam

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

1st Dam

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

1st Dam

GOLD GLOVE HANOVER

1st Dam
**Enchanted Beauty**

2nd Dam

**Beautiful Liz** p,2,1:55f ($27,631) by Dragon Again. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto, Ohio Fair S. at Dayton; third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto. At 3, winner Ohio Fair S. at Lebanon; second in Ohio Fair S. at Bellefontaine, Eaton, Greeniville, Paulding, Van Wert; third in Ohio Fair S. at Chillicothe, Circleville, Hicksville, Wauseon. From 1 previous foal, dam of:

- Twin B Crunch Time (Captain Crunch). Now 2 and racing.

**1st Dam**

**Beautiful Liz** p,2,1:55f ($27,631) by Dragon Again. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto, Ohio Fair S. at Dayton; third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto. At 3, winner Ohio Fair S. at Lebanon; second in Ohio Fair S. at Bellefontaine, Eaton, Greeniville, Paulding, Van Wert; third in Ohio Fair S. at Chillicothe, Circleville, Hicksville, Wauseon. From 1 previous foal, dam of:

- Twin B Crunch Time (Captain Crunch). Now 2 and racing.

**2nd Dam**

**Enchanted Beauty** p,3,1:53 ($40,810) by Western Ideal. 3 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold. At 3, winner leg Early Closer at Lexington; second in leg Early Closer at Lexington; third in leg May Flowers Ser. at Pocono (2), leg Early Closer at Lexington (2). At 4, third in leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners, 6 in 1:55, 7 in 2:00, including:

- **Bettor's Delight** p,3,1:54f ($6,936) (Art Major). At 2, third in Tompkins-Geers S., leg New York Sire S. at Freehold; second in leg Early Closer at Lexington (2). At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Monticello, Vernon; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Buffalo, Saratoga; third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Goshen.

**3rd Dam**

**Worldly Beauty** p,2,1:54.3; 3,1:53; BT1:52.4 ($267,205) by Nihilator. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Kentucky Sbd. Sale Co. P. at Meadowlands; second in leg Early Closer at Lexington; third in leg May Flowers Ser. at Pocono (2), leg Early Closer at Lexington (2). At 4, third in leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners, 6 in 1:55, 7 in 2:00, including:

- **Bettor's Delight** p,3,1:54f ($6,936) (Art Major). At 2, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; second in leg Early Closer at Lexington (2). At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Monticello, Vernon; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Buffalo, Saratoga; third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Goshen.

---

**Twin B Bodacious**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reg. No.</th>
<th>2NX95</th>
<th>Microchip No.</th>
<th>985141001418455</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bettor's Delight</strong> p,3,1:49.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dragon Again</strong> p,1:48.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beautiful Liz</strong> p,2,1:55f</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1st Dam**

**Beautiful Liz** p,2,1:55f ($27,631) by Dragon Again. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto, Ohio Fair S. at Dayton; third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto. At 3, winner Ohio Fair S. at Lebanon; second in Ohio Fair S. at Bellefontaine, Eaton, Greeniville, Paulding, Van Wert; third in Ohio Fair S. at Chillicothe, Circleville, Hicksville, Wauseon. From 1 previous foal, dam of:

- Twin B Crunch Time (Captain Crunch). Now 2 and racing.

**2nd Dam**

**Enchanted Beauty** p,3,1:53 ($40,810) by Western Ideal. 3 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold. At 3, winner leg Early Closer at Lexington; second in leg Early Closer at Lexington; third in leg May Flowers Ser. at Pocono (2), leg Early Closer at Lexington (2). At 4, third in leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners, 6 in 1:55, 7 in 2:00, including:

- **Bettor's Delight** p,3,1:54f ($6,936) (Art Major). At 2, third in Tompkins-Geers S., leg New York Sire S. at Freehold; second in leg Early Closer at Lexington (2). At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Monticello, Vernon; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Buffalo, Saratoga; third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Goshen.

**3rd Dam**

**Worldly Beauty** p,2,1:54.3; 3,1:53; BT1:52.4 ($267,205) by Nihilator. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Kentucky Sbd. Sale Co. P. at Meadowlands; second in leg Early Closer at Lexington; third in leg May Flowers Ser. at Pocono (2), leg Early Closer at Lexington (2). At 4, third in leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners, 6 in 1:55, 7 in 2:00, including:

- **Bettor's Delight** p,3,1:54f ($6,936) (Art Major). At 2, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; second in leg Early Closer at Lexington (2). At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Monticello, Vernon; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Buffalo, Saratoga; third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Goshen.
BEHOLD THE DREAM by Trixton. From 1 previous living foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:59, including:

Bluegrass Series
Next Dam
1st Dam
426
Breeders Crown
Sleep Tight My Luv
2nd Dam
BOLD DREAMER
2,1:57.4; 3,1:55
BT1:54.2 ($531,258) by Donerail. 14 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Bluegrass
3rd Dam
DREAMS COME EASY
BELLE MEADE
BRODEUR
Producer: This Dreams On Me (dam of
G O A T
Producer: Social Chatter (M) BT1:59.2f-'23 ($2,950) (Swan For All). Now 2 and racing.

NOTHING BUT CLASS
CHASIN' DREAMS
WAS IT A DREAM
(M) 2,1:54.4; 3,1:53; BT1:52 ($1,648,362) (Andover Hall). 16 wins at 2 and 3.

PAMPERED PRINCESS
2,1:59 ($92,933) (Conway Hall). dam of

LABYAD BROS
BEDTIME SONG
2,Q2:03f; 3,1:59.4 ($1,234) ( dam of

Sires S. - Commonwealth at Lexington; third in leg and Final KYSS at Oak Grove. At 3, winner leg KYSS
at Oak Grove, leg KYSS - Champ. at Lexington; second in leg and Final KYSS at Oak Grove.

Social Chatter (M) BT1:59.2f-'23 ($2,950) (Swan For All). Now 2 and racing.

Producers: SATIN PILLOWS 2,1:59 ($92,933) (Conway Hall). dam of TO DREAM ON 2,1:53.2; 3,1:52.1-
$975,395), BEDTIME SONG 2,02:03f; 3,1:59.4 ($1,234) (dam of MAGIC NIGHT 3,1:55.1; 4,1:54.3f-
$441,269, LAYBAD BROS 1:57.3f Intl.).

Next Dam - MADAM COOL 4,1:57 (Florida Pro-MEDAL FROST 2,2:05.3-Black Frost)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Dexter Cup
Hambletonian
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
Kentucky Futurity
Kentucky KDFF/KSBIF
Standardbred
Swedish Breeders Crown
Zweig Memorial
Consigned by NORTHWOOD BLOODSTOCK AGENCY, AGENT for Lindwood Farm and Rojan Stables.
Raised at Lindwood Farm, Greensburg, PA

MISS CRUNCH
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BLACK FILLY Foaled February 5, 2022
Reg. No. 0XD88 Microchip No. 985141001376630

427
Main Hall
Row E
Stall 6

Captain Crunch p,3,1:47.2
Sweet Paprika p,4,1:51.1f
Better Said p,4,1:51.2f

MISS CRUNCH
BLACK FILLY Foaled February 5, 2022
Reg. No. 0XD88
Microchip No. 985141001376630

1st Dam

BETTER SAID p,2,1:52.1f; 4,1:51.2f; BT1:51f ($284,946) by Well Said. 17 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner Debutante S., Late Closer at Lexington; second in Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner Liberty Bell P. at Philadelphia; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, Adioo Volo S.; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, The Circle City P., elim. Fan Hanover S. From 1 previous foal, dam of:

- Better Crunch (M) (Captain Crunch). Now 2.

2nd Dam

ULTIMATE BET p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:52; 4,1:51.1f; BT1:51f ($275,608) by Bettor's Delight. 15 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Hayes Mem. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final Princess Ser. at Woodbine; second in World Series P. From 10 foals, dam of:

- BETTER SAID (M) (Well Said). As above.
- LOGAN'S BET p,2,1:58.1f; 3,1:52.4f; BT1:52.2f ($48,808) (Well Said). 4 wins at 2 and 3.

3rd Dam

SIGN OF RAIN p,2,1:59.2h; 3,1:53; BT1:51.3 ($140,890) by Life Sign. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. at Thunder Ridge; third in Final American-National S. At 3, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, Horsemare, leg Hopewell Ser. at Hoosier; second in Review S., Hanover Filly S., leg Hopewell Ser. at Hoosier; third in American-National S., cons. Breeders Filly P., leg Hopewell Ser. at Hoosier. Half-sister to REIGNING SHARK p,2,Q1:57.2; 3,1:52.1; 1:51.2; BT1:50.2 ($250,133). 7 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:52, 5 in 1:58, including:

- BETTER SAID (M) p,2,1:52.1f; 4,1:51.2f; BT1:51f ($284,946) (Well Said). As above.
- LOGAN'S DRAGON p,3,1:58f; 1:57.1h; BT1:55.4h ($98,620) (Dragon Again). 6 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, second in leg Watson Provost Mem. at The Meadows.
- HERE COMES THERAIN p,3,1:56.1f; 1:55.3f; BT1:52.3 ($61,899) (Dragon Again). 6 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, second in leg Dana Irving Mem. at The Meadows.

Stakes Engagements

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cania Pace
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Message
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Smoke Filly
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace

Producers: Blissful Thinking p,2,Q2:06.2h (dam of BLISTLETTOE p,3,2:03n; 4,1:51.2. R ES MISS MCARDLE p,3,1:58h; 1:56f; grandom of CHECKPOINT CHATTER p,3,1:56.1f; 1:52.4f-23-$147,310, JOE DOMINO p,3,Q2:00.4h; 4,1:51.2).

Next Dam - PRAY FOR RAIN p,2,1:54.2 (No Nukes-CANADIANA p,3,1:55.3-Niatross)

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cania Pace
Hoosier Stake
Horseman
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Message
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Smoke Filly
Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
Consigned by VIEUX CARRE' FARMS, AGENT for Roll The Dice Stable.
Raised at Roll The Dice Stable, Wilmington, DE

428

North Hall
Row J
Stall 4

U GOTTA B JOKING
(PENNSYLVANIA & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 3, 2022
Reg. No. 5XF90 Microchip No. 985141001376725

Always B Miki p,1:46 -------------
Western Ideal p,1:48
Always A Virgin p,3:1:48.4

Nevehaveneverwill p,3,Q1:55.3
Artstopper ---------------------

Mach Three p,3:1:49
An't No Stopn Me p,3:1:55.1h

Betterluck Hanover -------------
Somebeachsomewhere p,3:1:46.4
Blind Ambition p,2,Q2:00.3

Where's The Beach
Art Major p,4:1:48.4

1st Dam

BETTERLUCK HANOVER by Somebeachsomewhere. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:52, including:


Lucky Miki (M) (Always B Miki). Now 2.

2nd Dam

BLIND AMBITION p,2,Q2:00.3; BT2:00 by Art Major. Record at 2. From 9 living foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:50, 4 in 1:51, including:


BOMBSHELL HANOVER p,2:1:54.4f; 3,1:52.3; 4,1:49.3-$1,458,850). 12 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in Reynolds Mem., Tompkins -Geers S., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia.

3rd Dam


Producers: Artstopper (dam of ALWAYS B MIKI p,2:1:47.4; 3,1:46-$2,715,368, YAGONNAKISSMEORNOT p,2:1:54.4f; 3:1:52.3; 1:49.3-$1,458,850).
BETTOR B LUCKY  
Arden Downs  
Delvin Miller  
Adios  
Next Dam  
429  
Bluegrass Series  
Champlain Filly  
International Stallion  
Little Brown Jug  
Penn. Sires (Fair)  
Simon Filly  
Penn. Sires (Par-Mutuel)  
STAKES ENGAGEMENTS  
Delvin Miller Adios  
Breeders Crown  
Hoosier Stake  
Horseman  
Message  
Penna. Sires (Fair)  
Standardbred  
Tattersalls Pace  
BETTOR B LUCKY p,2,1:55h; 3,1:50f; BT1:54f ($756,441) by Bettor's Delight. 11 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Fall Harvest P. at Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello, Yonkers (2); third in John Simpson Mem. At 3, winner Final Empire Breeders Classic, Lady Maud S., elim. Jugette, Fall Harvest P. at Yonkers; second in Final Jugette, leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Monticello, Saratoga, Shady Daisy P.; third in Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. At 4, winner leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers; second in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers, elim. Roses Are Red P. at Mohawk; third in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:49, 4 in 1:59, including:  
BUTTER BAY HANOVER p,2,1:54f; 3,1:52.4f; 1:52.3f; BT1:51.4f ($15,120) (Somebeachsomewhere). Winner at 2. Dam of Gingertree Michele  
BONKERS HANOVER p,3,1:58.3h; BT1:56.4f ($2,625) (Captaintreacherous). Winner at 3.  
READ THE PROPOSAL (M) p,2,1:56.3f; 3,1:52.3; 1:52.3f; BT1:51.4f ($531,617) (Bettor's Delight). 22 wins, 2 thru 7.  
LUCKY BETTOR p,3,1:55h; 1:50f ($138,841) (Bettor's Delight). Dam of 7 winners, 2 in 1:50, 6 in 1:54, 7 in 1:57, including:  
UNBRIDLED FURY p,2,1:55.2f-'23.  
BONKERS HANOVER p,3,1:58.3h; BT1:56.4f ($2,625) (Captaintreacherous). Winner at 3.  
Gingertree Michele (M) BT2:01.2f-'23 ($2,950) (Sweet Lou). Now 2, third in Pennsylvania Fair S. - A at Hughesville, Meyersdale, Pennsylvania Fair S. – B at Stoneboro.

1st Dam  
BETTOR B LUCKY p,2,1:55h; 3,1:50f; BT1:49f ($756,441) by Bettor's Delight. 11 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Fall Harvest P. at Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello, Yonkers (2); third in John Simpson Mem. At 3, winner Final Empire Breeders Classic, Lady Maud S., elim. Jugette, Fall Harvest P. at Yonkers; second in Final Jugette, leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Monticello, Saratoga, Shady Daisy P.; third in Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. At 4, winner leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers; second in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers, elim. Roses Are Red P. at Mohawk; third in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:49, 4 in 1:59, including:  
BUTTER BAY HANOVER p,2,1:54f; 3,1:52.4f; 1:52.3f; BT1:51.4f ($15,120) (Somebeachsomewhere). Winner at 2. Dam of Gingertree Michele  
BONKERS HANOVER p,3,1:58.3h; BT1:56.4f ($2,625) (Captaintreacherous). Winner at 3.  
Gingertree Michele (M) BT2:01.2f-'23 ($2,950) (Sweet Lou). Now 2, third in Pennsylvania Fair S. - A at Hughesville, Meyersdale, Pennsylvania Fair S. – B at Stoneboro.

2nd Dam  
HORNBY JUDY p,2,1:55h; 1:50f ($102,409) by Dexter Nukes. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Saratoga; second in leg Trillium P. at Flambo, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Elmira; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Woodbine. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Dresden, Elmira, Hanover; second in leg Trillium P. at Saratoga; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Woodstock. Half-sister to HORNBY BLAZE p,2,1:58f; 3,1:55f; 1:51.3 ($598,495). From 10 living foals, dam of 7 winners, 2 in 1:50, 6 in 1:54, 7 in 1:57, including:  
LUCKY BETTOR p,3,1:51.4f; 1:49f; BT1:49f ($766,404) (Bettor's Delight). 36 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, winner leg (3) and Final Ali-Frazier Ser. at Pocono, leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, leg May Flowers Ser. at Pocono (2); third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga. At 4, third in leg Fox Sports Net Ser. Net at Meadowlands. At 5, winner leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers (2); second in Bruce Hamilton P. at Vernon, leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; second in Final Levy Mem. at Yonkers. At 6, winner leg (2) and Final I-95 Ser. at Chester. At 7, winner leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; third in leg Levy Mem. (2).  
BET ON LUCK (M) p,2,1:56.3f; 3,1:52.3; 1:52.3f; BT1:51.4f ($531,617) (Bettor's Delight). 22 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, second in New York Sire S. at Vernon, New York State Fair S. at Tioga; second in Eternal Camnation P. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers (2), Final New York Sire S. at Vernon, Maryland Stbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello; third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. Dam of GOTTHEGREENLIGHT p,2,1:51; 3,1:51f ($576,581), IDEAL WHEEL p,2,1:51.4; 1:50.1f ($356,226), JK LUCKY CHARMS p,3,1:50.4f ($185,980), STARSHIP TROOPER p,2,Q1:55, HEY LOLLY LA p,3,1:56.2h.

Next Dam - HORNBY JUDY p,3,1:54 (League Leade-HORNBY KATE p,3,2:02.4f-Ambro Omaha)
CREAM PUFF BT1:59 by Pine Chip. Starter at 3 and 4. From 13 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foal Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Groom</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Reg No</th>
<th>Microchip</th>
<th>Owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yankee Bambi</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yankee Glide</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOUTHWIND DANI

DOLCE DELIGHT by Glidemaster. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foal Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Groom</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Reg No</th>
<th>Microchip</th>
<th>Owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yankee Glide</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cressida Hanover</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam

DOLCE DELIGHT by Glidemaster. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foal Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Groom</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Reg No</th>
<th>Microchip</th>
<th>Owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yankee Glide</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cressida Hanover</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOUTHWIND DANI

1st Dam

DOLCE DELIGHT by Glidemaster. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foal Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Groom</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Reg No</th>
<th>Microchip</th>
<th>Owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yankee Glide</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cressida Hanover</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam

DOLCE DELIGHT by Glidemaster. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foal Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Groom</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Reg No</th>
<th>Microchip</th>
<th>Owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yankee Glide</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cressida Hanover</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam

DOLCE DELIGHT by Glidemaster. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foal Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Groom</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Reg No</th>
<th>Microchip</th>
<th>Owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yankee Glide</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cressida Hanover</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam

DOLCE DELIGHT by Glidemaster. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foal Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Groom</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Reg No</th>
<th>Microchip</th>
<th>Owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yankee Glide</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cressida Hanover</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam

DOLCE DELIGHT by Glidemaster. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foal Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Groom</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Reg No</th>
<th>Microchip</th>
<th>Owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yankee Glide</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cressida Hanover</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam

DOLCE DELIGHT by Glidemaster. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foal Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Groom</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Reg No</th>
<th>Microchip</th>
<th>Owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yankee Glide</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cressida Hanover</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam

DOLCE DELIGHT by Glidemaster. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foal Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Groom</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Reg No</th>
<th>Microchip</th>
<th>Owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yankee Glide</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cressida Hanover</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam

DOLCE DELIGHT by Glidemaster. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foal Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Groom</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Reg No</th>
<th>Microchip</th>
<th>Owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yankee Glide</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cressida Hanover</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>985141001416433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**THE DRinker**

(KENTUCKY, KENTUCKY STALLION BONUS & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled April 8, 2022

Reg. No. 4XG19 Microchip No. 985141001376762

---

1st Dam

**BIRD ON MONEY** by Muscle Hill. From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 2:00, including:

- **Bird And Grenade** 2,Q1:59.3f-'23; BT1:55.2f-'23 ($74,809) (Father Patrick). Record at 2. Now 2, second in PA All-Stars, leg PASS at The Meadows, Philadelphia, Arden Downs S.; third in leg PASS at Pocono, The Meadows.

2nd Dam

**ORDER BY CREDIT** 2,Q1:58.1; BT1:56.2f ($96,714) by Credit Winner. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg NYSS at Batavia, Yonkers, Fall Harvest T. at Yonkers; third in elim. Matron S. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:54, including:

- **GOLDEN KRONOS** 3,1:54.4; 1:53.1f ($381,163) (Chapter Seven). 37 wins, 9 thru 9. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Saratoga, Yonkers, Final Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon, leg Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga; second in Final Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga, leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Tioga.

3rd Dam

**HOSTESS** 3,T1:57.1 ($3,680) by Donerail. Record at 3. At 3, third in Late Closer at Lexington. From 6 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:59, including:

- **INFAMY** 3,1:56.3; 4,1:55; BT1:54.4s ($98,249) (Conway Hall). 6 wins Int'lly.

4th Dam

**CONCH** 2,1:57.4 ($485,889) by Bonefish. 14 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Acorn S., heat Hayes Mem., heat Review S., Debut Ser. at Lexington, Breeders Filly S.; second in heat Hayes Mem., elim. Merrie Annabelle T.; third in Final Merrie Annabelle T. At 3, winner Hambletonian Oaks, Coaching Club Oaks, Hanover-Hemp t S., Breeders Filly S.; second in elim. and Final Simcoe S. From 10 foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 2:00, including:

- **VIKINGS KRONOS** 2,1:59.4f; 3,1:56f ($823,115) (American Winner). 12 wins Int'lly. World Champion. At 2, 6-6-0-0 winner GP Alvatori at Tor di Valle, Gran Criterium at SanSiro, Criterium Acroveggio at Bologna, Criterium Vento at Pavoda. At 3, 8-6-1-0 winner GP Nazionale at San Siro, Premio Tito Giovanardi at Modena, E3 elim. and Final at Gavle and Orebo, GP Elwood Medium at Padova; second in Premio Uturia at Firenze.


Producers:

- **LAKESIDE BRIDE** 2,1:59.1 ($106,568) (dam of **TROLLEY** 2,1:56.1f; 3,1:54.4f; 1:51.4-$510,888).

Next Dam - **VIKINGS BRIDE** (A. C.'s Viking-CARMITA HANOVER 2:04.2h-Star's Pride)
LOOKATMEGOAMIGO  
(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)  
BAY COLT Foaled May 30, 2022  
Reg. No. 0XP56  
Microchip No. 985141001418923  

Main Hall  
Row G  
Stall 14  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lookatmeagainamoigo</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muscle Mass 2:1:53.4</td>
<td>Valley Victory 3:1:55.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscles Yankee 3:1:52.2</td>
<td>Maiden Yankee 3:1:59.4f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady Bling 3:1:56.4</td>
<td>Act Of Grace 3:1:52.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Striking Sahbra 3:1:56</td>
<td>Superill 3:1:53.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tymal Abracadabra</td>
<td>Supreme Sahbra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kadabra 4:1:51.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam: 
LADY BLING 3:1:56.4; BT:1:55.3s ($39,439) by Striking Sahbra. 3 wins at 3. At 3, winner elim. and Final City of London T. at London, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk. From 6 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:  
BLING IM A WINNER (M) 4:1:59.1f; BT:1:57 ($21,420) (Credit Winner). 2 wins at 4 and 5.  

2nd Dam: 
TYMAL ABRACADABRA by Kadabra. From 8 living foals, dam of 4 winners, 3 in 1:59, including:  

3rd Dam: 
WITSENDS ROBIN by Meadow Road. From 13 foals, dam of 8 winners, 4 in 2:00, including:  

Next Dam: ROBINTRON 4,2:02.4f (Speedy Somolli-NESSANDA 2:06.4f-Rodilo)  

Stakes Engagements:  
Arden Downs  
Bluegrass Series  
Breeder's Crown  
Champlain  
Currier & Ives  
Dexter Cup  
Hambeltonian  
Hoosier Stake  
International Stallion  
Kentucky Futurity  
Ontario SBOA  
Simcoe  
Swedish Breeders Crown  
Ralph Wilfing  
Yonkers Trot  
Zweig Memorial
BARRANCOS

BLUFF 3,1:54h ———— Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1———— Andover Hall 3,1:51.3
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2 ———— American Winner 3,1:52.3
Bluff 3,1:54h ———— D Train
Blur 3,1:55.1 ———— Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2

1st Dam
BLUFF 2,1:56.2; 3,1:54h; BT1:52.4 ($171,309) (Credit Winner). 20 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Chester; third in Reynolds Mem. At 3, winner Buckette; third in Bluegrass S., Duenna Inv. From 5 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:54, 3 in 1:59, including:


ACTIVIST 2,2:01th; 3,1:58.2h; BT1:54.1 ($116,926) (Credit Winner). 15 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello, Yonkers. At 3, winner cons. Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga, leg Homestretch Ser. at Freehold (2); second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon, Final Homestretch Ser. at Freehold; third in leg Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga.

2nd Dam
BLUF 2,1:57.2; 3,1:55.1; BT1:53.4 ($172,182) by Donato Hanover. 9 wins, 2 thru 4. World Champion. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Chester; third in Reynolds Mem. At 3, winner Buckette; third in Bluegrass S., Duenna Inv. From 5 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:54, 3 in 1:59, including:

Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Bax Stable, Glengate Farms and David Richard Hudson. Raised at Glengate Farms, Erin, ON

TUBER

(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled April 17, 2022

Reg. No. 1XP42 Microchip No. 985141001416515

Northeast Hall
Row F
Stall 15

TUBER

Resolve 4,1:50.4

Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1

Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f

Anikawiesahalee 3,1:59.2h

Credit Winner 3,1:54

Sahalee 4,1:58.1

Northeast Hall
Row F
Stall 15

TUSK 2,2:01.3f

Holiday Road 3,1:52.4

Yankee Glide 3,1:55.1

Pure Ivory 3,1:53.1

Jambo

Striking Sahbra 3,1:56

Image Control 3,1:56.3

1st Dam

TUSK 2,2:01.3f; BT1:57.4s ($8,455) by Holiday Road. Winner at 2. From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:57, including:

Lookslikagoodfella 2,1:56.3; BT1:54.4s-'23 ($35,549) (Lookslikeachpndale). Now 3. 2 wins at 2. At 2, second in leg Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk.

2nd Dam


3rd Dam

IMAGE CONTROL 2,2:07.3h; 3,1:56.3 ($240,514) by Balanced Image. 8 wins at 2 and 3. O'Brien 3-Year-Old Trotting Filly of the Year in 1998. At 3, winner elim. and Final Canadian Breeders Champ., elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold (2), leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots, leg Bluewater Ser. at Sarnia (2); second in elim. (2) and Final (4) Ontario Sires S. - Gold, Flambo creative S., leg Bluewater Ser. at Sarnia; third in Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold. From 12 foals, dam of 9 winners, 3 in 1:55, 8 in 1:58, including:


Next Dam - Armbro Garnish 3,2:04.3h (Dream Of Glory-ARMBRO SPICE 2,2:08.3f-Speedy Crown)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs Currier & Ives International Stallion Old Oaken Bucket Ontario SBOA Yonkers Trot
Champlain Hambletonian Kentucky Futurity Ontario Sires Simcoe Zweig Memorial
Trade Secret (M) BT1:59.3s ($15,521) (Kadabra). At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, Mohawk. Highly Prized BT2:03s-'23 (Kadabra). Now 2 and racing.

Highly Prized BT2:03s-'23 (Kadabra). Now 2 and racing.
BOLDNBRASH HANOVER

p,2,1:56f; 3,1:54f; BT1:52.1f ($94,778) by The Panderosa. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Chester; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Reynolds Mem. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Chester; third in cons. Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono. From 10 previous foals, dam of 7 winners, 3 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, including:


ODDS ON BUCKEYES (M) p,3,1:53.4f; 4,1:53.1f; BT1:52.4f ($98,650) (Racing Hill). 5 wins at 3 thru 5. At 2, third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Delaware, Northfield, Scioto. At 3, second in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto.

Barrett Hanover p,2,1:54.1; BT1:53.3-$22,810 (Captaintreacherous). 3 wins at 2 and 3.

Biscotti Hanover (M) (Stay Hungry). Now 2.

2nd Dam

BOLDBRASHER HANOVER p,2,1:56f; 3,1:54f; BT1:52.1f ($94,778) by The Panderosa. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Chester; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Reynolds Mem. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Chester; third in cons. Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono. From 10 previous foals, dam of 7 winners, 3 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, including:


ODDS ON BUCKEYES (M) p,3,1:53.4f; 4,1:53.1f; BT1:52.4f ($98,650) (Racing Hill). 5 wins at 3 thru 5. At 2, third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Delaware, Northfield, Scioto. At 3, second in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto.

Barrett Hanover p,2,1:54.1; BT1:53.3-$22,810 (Captaintreacherous). 3 wins at 2 and 3.

Biscotti Hanover (M) (Stay Hungry). Now 2.
From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 2:00, including:

**2nd Dam**

**BRIDGE TO TOMORROW**

Arden Downs

Delvin Miller

Adios

Next Dam

**1st Dam**

**Bridge To Tomorrow**

Arden Downs

Delvin Miller

Adios

Next Dam

**1st Dam**

**436**

Breeders Crown

Bluegrass Series

VILLAGE JIG

3rd Dam

**SNACK ATTACK**

Better's Delight p,3,1:49.4

Classic Wish p,3,1:52

Bridge To Tomorrow p,3,1:51.4f

Village Journal p,3,1:56f


1st Dam

**BRIDGE TO TOMORROW** p,2,1:55.3f; 3,1:51.4f; BT1:51.2 ($112,811) by Bettor's Delight. 9 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono, The Meadows. At 3, winner Pennsylvania All-Stars, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. **First colt.** From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, in 1 at 1:53, including:

**MENDING FENCES** (M) p,2,1:53.3; 3,1:52.1-23 ($57,216) (Artspeak). 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg Ontario Autumn Ser. at Flambo, leg Ontario Prospect Ser. at Hanover, Kawartha; third in leg and Final Pop Up Ser. at Mohawk, leg Ontario Autumn Ser. at Flambo. Now 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk (2), Hanover.

2nd Dam

**VILLAGE JOURNAL** by Western Hanover. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 2:00, including:

**LUCKY JOURNAL** p,3,1:54.3; BT1:52.1s ($43,664) (Camluck). 17 wins, 3 thru 6.

**DON'T OVERLOOK ME** (M) p,2,1:59.2h; 3,1:55.1; BT1:53.3s ($33,996) (Cam's Card Shark). 2 wins at 2 and 3. Dam of **IMARYABEAVER** p,4,1:58.2h.

**MEET THE WORLD** p,2,1:59f; 3,1:58.3f; BT1:55.4f ($24,949) (Dragon Again). 5 wins at 2 and 3. Producers: Irish Day (dam of **IRISH DAYDREAM** p,3,1:58.4f; 4,1:52.1f-$121,581, **BEST BREW** p,3,2:01.2h; 1:56.1h).

3rd Dam

**VILLAGE JIG** p,2,1:56; 3,1:56f ($342,505) by Direct Scooter. 21 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Canadian Ser. at Blue Bonnets, Greenwood, Final Canadian Ser. at Mohawk, leg and Final New Jersey Sires S at Garden State, elim. Champlain S., leg Trillium P. at Elmira, Flambo, Mohawk, Rideau Carleton, Windsor, leg Maiden Ser. at Greenwood; second in Final Champlain S. At 3, winner elim. Simcoe S., elim. Fan Hanover S.; second in Lady Maud S., Bronx Filly P., elim. Roses Are Red P. at Greenwood; third in elim. Bluegrass S. From 12 living foals, dam of 8 winners, 2 in 1:50, 5 in 1:55, 7 in 1:58, including:

**VILLAGE JIFFY** p,2,1:53.2f; 3,1:52.4f; 1:50 ($1,527,683) (Camfella). 22 wins, 2 thru 5. **O'Brien Older**


**VILLAGE JACKSON** p,3,1:56.1f; 1:51.1 ($337,992) (Camfella). 42 wins, 3 thru 12.


Producers:

**VILLAGE JARGON** p,2,1:59.3-Good Time)

**VILLAGE JOLT** p,2,1:51.1; 3,1:49.4 ($607,787), Village Junior

**SNACK ATTACK**

Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

**436**

( PENNSYLVANIA & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled February 6, 2022

Reg. No. 4XE44 Microchip No. 985141001377326

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

**Somebeachsomewhere** p,3,1:46.4 --- (Mach Three p,3,1:49)

Whereas The Beach

My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1 --- (Dragon Again p,1:48.3)

My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2

**SNACK ATTACK**

Better's Delight p,3,1:49.4

Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50

Bridge To Tomorrow p,3,1:51.4f

Village Journal p,3,1:56f

Village Journal p,3,1:56

VILLAGE JIG

2nd Dam

**SNACK ATTACK**

Better's Delight p,3,1:49.4

Classic Wish p,3,1:52

Bridge To Tomorrow p,3,1:51.4f

Village Journal p,3,1:56f

Village Journal p,3,1:56

VILLAGE JÖGE

p,2,1:58.1 (Nero-

STILES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios

Canoe Pace

Horseman

Maryland Stb. Race Fund

Penna. Sire (Part-Mutuel)

Simcoe

Arden Downs

Champlain

International Stallion

Meadowlands Pace

Penna. Sire (Fair)

Standardbred

Bluegrass Series

Fox

Little Brown Jug

Messinger

Progress Pace

Tattersalls Pace

Breeders Crown

Hooister Stake

Penna. Sire (Pari-Mutuel)
Consigned by ALL AMERICAN HARNESSBREDS, Seaford, DE
Raised at All American Harnessbreds, Federalsburg, MD

PRECLUDE
(PENNSYLVANIA & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 26, 2022
Reg. No. 2XD72  Microchip No. 985141001402506

Bettor's Wish p,4,1:47.3 ------ Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50
Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4 ------ Classic Wish p,3,1:52
Preclude p,2,1:54.6 ------ Western Ideal p,1:48
Lifetime Gal p,2,Q1:55.4 ------ Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3

Main Hall
Row D
Stall 57

1st Dam
HEAVEN FORBID p,2,1:58.1; BT1:53.4f ($7,595) by Rock N Roll Heaven. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Vernon. From 4 previous living foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:50, 2 in 1:59, including:

CHIEF MATE p,2,1:50.4; 3,1:50f; BT1:47.2 ($408,585) (Captaintreacherous). 16 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner cons. Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands (3); second in leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands (2). At 3, second in Final Adios S., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, elim. Adios S. At 4, third in leg Graduate Ser. at Meadowlands (2), leg MGM Borgata P. at Yonkers (2).

ANGEL ON EARTH (M) p,2,1:58.1; BT1:53.2 ($10,500) (Artspeak). Winner at 2. At 2, second in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth at Lexington.

2nd Dam
BE A SUCCESS BT2:00.4s by Real Desire. Starter at 2. From 11 foals, dam of 4 winners, 3 in 1:54, 4 in 1:59, including:


CERTITUDE (M) p,3,1:55.3f; 1:54; BT1:53.2 ($121,059) (Western Ideal). 28 wins, 3 thru 9.


3rd Dam
BEST OF MEMORIES by Jate Lobell. Three -quarter sister to Dan Patch Older Pacing Horse of the Year; Nova Older Pacer of the Year in 2000, World Champion WESTERN IDEAL p,2,1:54.3f; 1:48 ($1,455,422). From 12 foals, dam of 9 winners, 2 in 1:50, 7 in 1:52, 8 in 1:57, including:


Next Dam - LEAH ALMAHURST p,3,1:52.3 (Abercrombie-LIBERATED ANGEL p,3,1:55.4-Meadow Skipper)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series

Champion Fifty
Cane Pace
Little Brown Jug
Maryland Stdb. Race Fund

Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Simcoe Fifty
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace

Producers:
CHERISH THE MEMORY p,2,1:58.1f; 3,1:56.4f ($19,337) (dam of
WHO DEY p,3,1:56.2h; 1:52.1f-$262,334).
GUINNESS STOUT
438
BAY COLT Foaled April 7, 2022
Reg. No. 0X099 Microchip No. 985141001417768

BUCK I ST PAT 1:51:50.2

Tactical Landing 3,1:51.5

Southwind Serena 3,1:55.2

Name It Something 3,2:06h

GUINNESS STOUT

Buck I St Pat 1:51

Jailhouse Jesse 4,T1:53.3

Spice On Ice 3,1:57.4

1st Dam

BUCK I ST PAT 2,1:58.4f; 3,1:54.2f; 1:51; BT1:50.4 ($2,320,637) by Jailhouse Jesse. 51 wins, 2 thru 8. Dan Patch, Nova Older Trotting Mare of the Year in 2008; Dan Patch Older Trotting Mare of the Year in 2009; Dan Patch Older Trotting Mare of the Year in 2010. World Champion. At 2, winner leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield (2). Raceway, Scioto (2), Ohio Fair S. at Circleville; second in Final Ohio Sires S. at Northfield. At 3, winner Casual Breeze T., elim. Elegantimage S., elim. Matron S., Ohio State Fair S., leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield (2); second in Bluegrass S., Ohio Breeders Champ.; third in Final Matron S. At 4, winner leg Classic Ser. at Dover, Meadowlands, Mohawk, Final Classic Ser. at Mohawk; second in Conway Hall T., Allerage Farm T.; third in Patriot Inv. At 5, winner elim. and Final Maxie Lee Mem. at Chester, Perretti Matchmaker S., leg Classic Ser. at Dover, leg and Final Mack Lobell T. at Pompano, elim. Armbrro Flight T., leg Miss Versatility T. at Meadowlands; second in leg Miss Versatility T. at Tioga; third in Final Armbrro Flight T. At 6, winner Final Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, Conway Hall T., leg Miss Versatility T. at Meadowlands, Tioga, Final Miss Versatility T. at Delaware, Allerage Farm Mare T., leg Classic Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. Armbrro Flight T.; second in leg Classic Ser. at Dover, elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands. At 7, winner Final Armbrro Flight T., Breeders Crown at Pocono, American-National S., Earl Rowe Mem. - Gold at Georgian, Maxie Lee Mem. at Chester, Perretti Matchmaker S., Allerage Farm Mare T.; second in Credit Winner T.; third in Titan Cup, leg Miss Versatility T. at Tioga, Final Miss Versatility T. at Delaware. At 8, winner elim. Armbrro Flight T.; second in Cutler Mem., leg and Final Maxie Lee Mem. at Chester, Final Perretti Matchmaker S. From 9 previous foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:55, 6 in 2:00, including:


I KEEP TABS 1:59f ($35,304 Intl) (Cantab Hall). 10 wins Intlly.


DO I (M) 2,Q1:59.3f (Donato Hanover). Record at 2. Dam of DODAD 2,Q2:01f.

Sweet Tactics (M) 3,1:56.4f-'23; BT1:55.4f ($41,919) (Muscle Hill). 3 wins, 3 thru 5. At 4, second in leg Robert J. Brown Mem. Ser. at Miami Valley.


Lindsey's Loophole (Tactical Landing). Now 2.

2nd Dam

NAME IT SOMETHING 2,2:09h; 3,2:06h; BT2:03.3f ($26,302) by Speed In Action. 15 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Ohio Fair S. at Piketon, Rocksprings, elim. Ohio Fair S. at Ashland, heat Ohio Fair S. at Logan, Woodfield; second in heat Ohio Fair S. at Marietta, Final Ohio Fair S. at Croton, elim. Ohio Fair S. at Bucyrus, Coshocton, Croton. At 3, winner heat Ohio Fair S. at Old Washington, Wellston, elim. Ohio Fair S. at Croton, Ohio Fair S. at Marietta, Rocksprings, Caldwell; second in Final Ohio Fair S. at Croton, heat Ohio Fair S. at Logan (2), Cadiz (2), Chillicothe (2), Piketon (2), Woodfield (2), Zanesville (2), Ohio Sires S. at Owensville. From 10 foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:51, 3 in 1:59, including:

HE'S MINE STRATTO 3,2:02.3f; 1:56.2f; BT1:55.4f ($166,397) (Striking Sahbra). 38 wins, 3 thru 11. At 3, second in leg Ohio Fair S. at Circleville. At 4, winner leg (2) and Final Spring Training Ser. at Pocono.

BUCK I TIME 2,2:03.3f; 1:58.3h; BT1:56.4f ($42,900) (Jailhouse Jesse). 11 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner leg Ohio Sires S. at Raceway, Ohio Fair S. at Zanesville.

Next Dam - I'M AN EARLY BIRD 3,Q2:07.4f (Yellow Knife-APRIL'S DISH-Ideal Rodney)

Stakes Engagements


438
Northeast Hall
Row F
Stall 14

Reg. No. 0X099 Microchip No. 985141001417768

Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Howard A. Taylor, Edwin J. Gold, Abraham N. Basen and Sharon D. Fuller. Raised at Fair Winds Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ
Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

MOM'S POINT
(NEW YORK & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)
(EMBRYO TRANSFER)
BAY FILLY Foaled March 24, 2022
Reg. No. 1X561 Microchip No. 985141001377469

439

1st Dam
BULLET POINT p,3,1:52.1; 1:49.4; BT1:49.3f ($598,866) by McArdle. 40 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, winner elim. Niagara P. at Woodbine, second in Final Niagara P. at Woodbine. Dam of 1 previous foal.

2nd Dam
DRAWING CARD p,3,1:55; 4,1:50.4 ($70,170) by Cam's Card Shark. 9 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner leg and Final White River Ser. at Hoosier; second in leg White River Ser. at Hoosier; third in leg White River Ser. at Hoosier. At 4, third in late Closer at Lexington. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:55, 6 in 1:56, including:

SHOOTERS BAY (M) p,2,1:59.1h; 3,1:53; BT1:51.4s ($167,733) (Western Ideal). 26 wins, 2 thru 8. At 3, second in leg Town Pro Ser. at Mohawk. At 5, winner leg Spud Island Ser. at Charlottetown. At 6, third in leg Erwin Andrew Mem. at Charlottetown. Truro, Final Erwin Andrew Mem. at Summerside, elim. Lobster Carnival S., leg Spud Island Ser. at Charlottetown. At 7, third in cons. Spud Island Ser. at Charlottetown. At 8, third in leg Atlantic Aged Mares Pacing Ser. at Fredericton.

BENEZETTE (M) p,1:55.3f; BT1:54.2f ($73,492) (Art Major). 10 wins, 4 thru 10.

QUEENS OR BETTER (M) p,3,Q1:59.4; 4,1:53.2z; BT1:53.1z ($47,582) (Dragon Again). 18 wins, 3 thru 5. Dam of:

GROOGRUX KING p,2,Q2:06.1h; 3,1:55.2f, DOUBLEJACKSANDACES p,2,1:59.1h; 1:56.1h, ELM GROVE RUSTICO p,3,1:57.2h-'23 ($6,255).

WESTERN DEALER p,3,1:54.4; BT1:54.2 ($13,961) (Western Hanover). 3 wins at 3 and 4.

3rd Dam
ARMBRO LORNA p,3,1:58; BT1:54 ($8,420) by Jate Lobell. Winner at 3. At 3, winner Southern Belle Ser. at Lexington; second in leg Commonwealth Ser. at Lexington; third in leg Mary Todd Lincoln Ser. at Lexington (2). From 10 foals, dam of 10 winners, 4 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, including:

LORNAKIN (M) p,2,1:57.2; 3,1:55.4; 4,1:53.3; BT1:53 ($113,958) (Cam Fella). 17 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg Starlet Ser. at Hoosier; second in leg American-National S. At 3, third in leg Niagara Ser. at Woodbine. At 4, second in leg Apple Blossom Ser. at Hoosier; third in leg Apple Blossom Ser. at Hoosier. Dam of:

SHORTSTACKED p,2,1:54.4; 3,1:53.3; 1:51.2f ($810,776), MIZUNO p,2,1:56.1f; 3,1:51.2f; 1:51.1f ($455,473), MISS INTUITION p,2,1:52, ELEVEN ELEVEN p,3,1:57f; 4,1:54.1f, NATURALLY WON p,3,1:55.2, Grandam of MISS FIRE p,2,2:00.2h; 3,1:53.3h; 4,1:52.1 ($115,123), DOLLY'S GIRL p,2,2:06.3h; 3,1:53.3; 1:52.2 ($114,144), LIL MISS GORGEOUS p,2,1:55.1, ELEVEN ELEVEN p,3,1:54.3, NATURE WON p,3,1:55.1, TOWNLINE LORNA p,3,1:55.1, Riptide p,2,1:58.1f; 3,1:55.1f ($14,379) (Jenna's Beach Boy). 12 wins at 2 and 3. Producers:

LORNA DOONE p,3,1:56.4f; 4,1:55.5f ($39,409) (Artiscape). 6 wins, 3 thru 5.

Next Dam - ARMBRO FAN (Abercrombie-ARMBRO TRIXIE p,2,2:06.4-Most Happy Fella)
CABRINI HANOVER p,2,1:51; BT1:50.4 ($1,303,790) by Western Ideal. 13 wins at 2 and 3.

Arden Downs
Delvin Miller
Adios

Next Dam
First Dam
440

CATHEDRA p,2,1:54; 3,1:50.1f; BT1:51.4f ($1,048,117) by Western Ideal. Two thru 3.

Arden Downs
Delvin Miller
Adios

2nd Dam
3rd Dam

LAUREN LOU DAM

JOE'S LIL LADY

ROSE CATHEDRA

KAWANDAG

BAY COLT Foaled February 7, 2022
Reg. No. 9X140  Microchip No. 985141001328395

KAWANDAG (PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE) Northeast Hall
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ROW D
Stall 8

CATHEDRA p,3,1:52.3 Run The Table p,3,1:51

WESTERN IDEAL p,1:48 Worldly Treasure p,2,1:53.1

SWEET PAPRIKA p,4,1:51.1f Sweet Future p,3,1:54.2

WESTERN IDEAL p,1:48 Cathedral City

KAWANDAG

1st Dam


WHERE THE GIRLS ARE (M) p,2,1:53f; 3,1:51.2f; BT1:50.3f ($153,342) (Mach Three). 14 wins at 2 thru 4.


WHERE THE GIRLS ARE (M) p,2,1:53f; 3,1:51.2f; BT1:50.3f ($153,342) (Mach Three). 14 wins at 2 thru 4.


WHERE THE GIRLS ARE (M) p,2,1:53f; 3,1:51.2f; BT1:50.3f ($153,342) (Mach Three). 14 wins at 2 thru 4.


WHERE THE GIRLS ARE (M) p,2,1:53f; 3,1:51.2f; BT1:50.3f ($153,342) (Mach Three). 14 wins at 2 thru 4.


WHERE THE GIRLS ARE (M) p,2,1:53f; 3,1:51.2f; BT1:50.3f ($153,342) (Mach Three). 14 wins at 2 thru 4.


WHERE THE GIRLS ARE (M) p,2,1:53f; 3,1:51.2f; BT1:50.3f ($153,342) (Mach Three). 14 wins at 2 thru 4.

STRATEGIC VISION

(NEW JERSEY & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)

BROWN FILLY Foaled April 9, 2022

Reg. No. 0X161  Microchip No. 985141001376311

Tactical Landing 3,1:50.2

Southwind Serena 3,1:55.2

Calchips Finisher 3,2:02

STRATEGIC VISION

Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1

Yankee Blondie 3,1:59.4f

Varenne 1:51.1

Spice On Ice 3,1:57.4

American Winner 3,1:52.3

Lawn Tennis

Pine Chip 4,T1:51

Blue Ridge Girl 3,1:56.4

1st Dam

Calchips Finisher 3,2:02; BT1:58.3 ($17,532) by Credit Winner. Record at 3. At 2, third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. From 6 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:54, 3 in 1:58, including:

FINISH LINE 2,1:57.4f; 3,1:54.3; 1:53.2; BT1:52.4s ($342,050) (Yankee Glide). 37 wins, 2 thru 11. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono. At 7, winner elim. Late Closer at Northfield. At 9, third in leg Signature Ser. at Canton.


ONE TRIX PONY (M) 2,2:02f; 3,1:59.1f; 4,1:56.1h; BT1:55 ($244,327) (Muscles Yankee). 21 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in cons. Zweig Mem., Charles I. Smith Mem.; third in Townsend Ackerman T.

STEALIN MONEY 2,2:11.1h; 3,2:02h-'23.

2nd Dam

MOUNTAIN PINE by Pine Chip. From 4 foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:57, including:

MONEY TALKS 2,2:02f; 3,1:59.1f; 4,1:56.1h; BT1:55 ($244,327) (Muscles Yankee). 21 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 3, second in Zweig Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold.

CASH COW (M) 2,1:57.2; 3,1:55.1; BT1:53.4 ($1,022,268) (Muscles Yankee). 9 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. Dam of

VICTOR GIO IT 3,1:58.2f; 4,1:54.2 ($171,309), MOOLAH MOOLAH 2,1:56.2f, TREASURE 2,2:04.2f, CEDAR POINT 2,2:05.3h. Grandam of

STEALIN MONEY 2,2:11.1h; 3,2:02h-'23.

3rd Dam

BLUE RIDGE GIRL 3,1:56.4 ($13,450) by Supergill. Winner at 3. At 2, another leg New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State. Half-sister to the grandam of VICTOR GIO IT 2,1:54.4; 3,1:53.3 ($175,117). From 5 foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:56, including:


BLUFF 2,1:56.2f; 3,1:57.3f ($104,152), JK LOL 2,1:58.3 ($122,540), BLUTO 2,1:59h; 3,1:58h ($126,574), MOOLAH MOOLAH 2,1:56.2f, TREASURE 2,2:04.2f, CEDAR POINT 2,2:05.3h. Grandam of

INSURED AM S 2,1:58f; 4,1:55.2 ($13,450), BLUFF 2,1:57.4f; 3,1:57.3f ($104,152), GRACE AM 2,1:57.2f, 4,1:57f, JK LOL 2,1:59.2f, STREAK 2,2:00.4h, Grandam of BLUFFINNER 2,1:58.2; 3,1:54.1; 4,1:53.2f ($256,343), FOLLOW STREAK 2,1:56.3f; 3,1:54.3f ($146,817), SUMMIT IN SIGHT 2,1:57.1; 3,1:53f ($128,182), ACTIVIST 2,2:01h; 3,1:58.2h ($116,926), NORTHERN BLIZZARD 2,2:01.2; 3,1:58.2f.

DON'T BLINK TWICE 2,1:59.3f; 3,1:55.1; BT1:54.2 ($51,113) (Andover Hall). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Tompkins-Geeers S., leg Early Closer at Lexington (2). At 3, third in elim. Hamiltonian S. Producers: Dream Girl 2,Q2:01.4 ($4,595) (dam of DOUBLE UP HANOVER 2,Q1:59; 3,1:54.3-$122,540), Odds On Tammy 3,Q2:03.2 ($2,439) (dam of WINDSHEAR 2,1:57.3; 3,1:56.4-$104,152).

Next Dam - QUAIN'T CUSTOM (Prakas-GRETCHEN C. 3,2:06-Sharpshooter)
CALABRIA HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled January 26, 2022
Reg. No. 8X8995 - Microchip No. 985141001404944

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA
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Main Hall
Row F
Stall 20

Love You --------------------------------- Coktail Jet
Guilty Of Love ------------------------- Speedy Crown 3,1:57.1
Moni Maker 1:52.1 ------------------------ Nan's Catch 3,1:54.4

CALABRIA HANOVER

International Moni 3,1:51.4

Keystone Betty 3,1:56

Cankeysto

Cantab Hall 3,1:54

Self Possessed 3,1:51.3

Keystone Betty 3,1:56

Canland Hall 3,1:57

Windsong's Legacy 3,1:53

Keystone Betty 3,1:56.4

1st Dam

CANKEYSTO BT2:01.1 by Cantab Hall. Starter at 2. From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, including:


2nd Dam

KEYSTONE BETTY 2,2:01.4; 3,1:56 ($36,387) by Windsong's Legacy. 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg In Free Ser. at Mohawk; third in Bud Light Ser. At 3, third in Casual Breeze T. From 8 living foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:54.2, 2 in 1:58, including:

MISS AULTSVILLE (M) 2,1:58.1; 3,1:57.4; BT1:56s ($156,625) (Kadabra). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Grand River; second in Ontario Sires S. - Super Final at Mohawk, Ontario Sires S. - Gold - Mid Season, leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Georgian, Mohawk. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk. Dam of KEYSTONE ABBEY 2,1:59.1h; 3,1:56.3f ($156,495).

CHIMEBELLE 2,1:57.2f-'23.


KEYSTONE BRYNN (M) 2,2:08.1h; BT2:03.1f ($4,050) (Andover Hall). Winner at 2. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Clearfield; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Honesdale, Hughesville.

Hotel Bravo BT2:01.1f-'23 (Andover Hall). Now 2 and racing.

3rd Dam

KEYSTONE BRITTANY 2,2:04.2f; 3,1:56.4z ($56,843) by Lindy Lane. 5 wins at 3. At 2, third in cons. and leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Tompkins-Geers S. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, leg Late Closer at Colonial, Bloomsburg Fair S.; second in elim. Currier & Ives Filly S., leg Treasure Her Ser. at The Meadows, Pennsylvania Fair S.; third in Final Treasure Her Ser. at The Meadows. From 9 foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 2:00, including:

KEYSTONE BLADE 2,2:04h; 3,Q1:57.3f; 1:54.2; BT1:54.1 ($257,591) (Yankee Glide). 32 wins, 2 thru 10. At 2, winner PA Fair S. (4); second in Final PA Fair S. at The Meadows, PA Fair S.; third in Liberty Bell T. at Philadelphia. At 3, winner PA Fair S. (2); second in PA Fair S. (2).

KEYSTONE BOUNTY 2,2:01.4; 3,1:56 ($11,964) (dam of

PRINCESS TIGERLILY 3,1:51.3

Speedy Crown 3,1:57.1

CHIMEBELLE 2,1:57.2f-'23.


KEYSTONE BRYNN (M) 2,2:08.1h; BT2:03.1f ($4,050) (Andover Hall). Winner at 2. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. at Clearfield; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Honesdale, Hughesville.

Hotel Bravo BT2:01.1f-'23 (Andover Hall). Now 2 and racing.

4th Dam

NEVERLAND 3,1:59f; BT1:56.4 ($36,678) by Supergill. 2 wins at 3. At 3, second in Lady Suffolk T. From 11 foals, dam of 6 winners, 4 in 2:00, including:

PRINCESS TIGERLILY (M) 2,2:01; 3,Q1:57.4; BT1:56 ($137,257) (Speedy Crown). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Review S., Hayes Mem., Hall Of Fame T. at Lexington. Dam of PICTURE FH 1:53.4f Intl. Grandam of WERE GONE 2,2:02h; 3,1:58.3f ($129,736).

NAURU BLUE CHIP 2,Q2:03.4; 3,1:59.3h; BT1:57.3 ($126,487) (Sir Taurus). 11 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S., Landmark S. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S., New York State Fair S. (2), leg Wyoming Valley Ser.

Producer: Yournonpandidcamera (dam of CRÈME BRULEE 3,2:00.1f; 1:55.3f- $168,332-Finland).

Next Dam - KRISTEN'S CROWN 3,2:02f (Crysta's Crown-EMILY D 3,2:00-Arnie Almahurst)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Ardan Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champion Filly
Easter Cup
Hambeltonian
International Stallion
Penn. Sires (Par-Mutual)
Standardbred
Swedish Breeders Crown
Harness Horseman
Meadowlands
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Old Diaken Bucket
Simcoe Fifty
Yonkers Trot
Zweig Memorial
Consigned by VIEUX CARRE' FARMS, AGENT for Roll The Dice Stable.
Raised at Roll The Dice Stable, Wilmington, DE

I THINK I LIKEYOU
(PENNYSYLVANIA & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 26, 2022
Reg. No. 9XD43 Microchip No. 985141001376700

North Hall
Row K
Stall 7

Always B Miki p,1:46  ---------------
Always A Virgin p,3:1:48.4  --------------
Western Ideal p,1:48

Neverhaveneverwill p,3:1:55.3

Artsstopper -----------------------------
Rich N Elegant p,3:1:56.4

An't No Stopn Me p,3:1:55.1h

I THINK I LIKEYOU

Can'tgetenuffofyou p,3,1:57f  ----
Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3  ----------
Western Ideal p,1:48

Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3  (Always B Miki)

Disarmed

NECROLOGY

1st Dam
CANTGETENUFFOFYOU p,3:1:57f; BT1:56f ($11,995) by Rocknroll Hanover. Winner at 3. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:52, including:
CANTGETOUTAMYMIND (M) p,2,Q1:51.2; BT1:49.3-'23 ($110,376) (Always B Miki). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth at Lexington, leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Kentucky Sires Ser. at Meadowlands at Philadelphia, Pa. At 3, second in leg Kentucky Sires S. - Commonwealth at Lexington.

2nd Dam
KISS MY LIPS p,3,1:57f; BT1:54.1 ($15,955) by Artsplace. 2 wins at 3. From 5 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:50, 2 in 1:51, 5 in 1:57, including:

ONE LUCKY DRAGON p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:51.2f; 1:50f ($431,757) (Dragon Again). 44 wins, 2 thru 13. At 2, second in leg and Final Here We Go Again S. at The Meadows, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono. At 3, second in leg and Final Here We Go Again S. at The Meadows, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

KISS MY ROCK p,4,1:56.4f; BT1:55.3f ($16,403) (Rocknroll Hanover). 2 wins at 4.

3rd Dam
DISARMED BT1:58f ($1,520) by No Nukes. Starter at 3. From 8 foals, dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:50, 5 in 1:55, 7 in 1:59, including:
JO PA'S SHARK p,2,Q1:57; 3,1:50 ($355,901) (Cam's Card Shark). 6 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S.; leg Trendsetter Junior Ser. at Meadowlands, leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres; second in elims. and Final New Jersey Classic, elim. CalPin P., leg New Jersey Sires S., leg Matt's Scooter Ser. at Meadowlands (2); third in elims. Berry's Creek P.
GINGERBREAD SQUARE (M) p,2,1:57.3f; 3,1:53.4; BT1:51.4s ($97,850) (Life Sign). 11 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Arden Downs S., leg Little Mermaid Ser. at Pocono. At 3, winner leg Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands (2), leg Tender Loving Care Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Tender Loving Care Ser. at Meadowlands; third in elims. and Final James Lynch Mem., elim. Fan Hanover S. Dam of PANCETTA p,3:1:51.3; 4,1:51.1f ($564,680), ENDEAVORS PRIDE p,2,1:54.2; 3,1:52; 1:52f ($275,677), PANSEL AND GRETEL p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:54h; 4,1:53.2 ($263,652), SCHWARTZ BROS PAT p,2,1:56.3; 3,1:51.3 ($162,657), PEGGY J p,2,1:56.3; 3,1:53.4; 4,1:52 ($119,659)

RED BALL EXPRESS p,3:1:53.3f; 1:53f ($96,128) (Albatross). 9 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner cons. May Flowers Ser. at Pocono; second in leg May Flowers Ser. at Pocono; third in Reynolds Mem., leg May Flowers Ser. at Pocono. At 4, winner leg Adios Harry Ser. at Harrington; second in leg Adios Harry Ser. at Harrington; third in Final Adios Harry Ser. at Harrington.

Next Dam - SALES SLIP (Airliner-POPLAR AQUILANA p,2,2:03.3-Good Time)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Cane Pace
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Missionary Messenger
Progress Pace
WinStar Farm
Consigned by and Raised at TWINBROOK FARMS, Embro, ON

TWIN B BRIGADE
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled February 21, 2022
Reg. No. 2XG73 Microchip No. 98514101416592

East Hall
Row A
Stall 11

Sweet Lou p,1:47f ------------------
Yankee Cruiser p,3,1:49.3z

Sweet Future p,3,1:54.2 ------------------
Falcons Future p,3,1:51f

TWIN B BRIGADE
Captchaentreacherous p,3,1:47.1 ---------
Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4

TWIN B CAPTIVATING by Captaintreacherous.
This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
SMART CARD BT1:59f by Cam's Card Shark. Starter at 2. From 8 living foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 2:00, including:
TWIN B CUZISAIDSO (M) p,2,2:00.3h; 3,1:57.2f; BT1:56.2f ($12,094) (Well Said). 3 wins at 2 and 3.

3rd Dam
SMART DIALING p,2,1:57; 3,1:55f; BT1:53.1 ($25,904) by Abercrombie. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elims.
Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. From 10 foals, dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:50, 6 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, including:
DIAL OR NODIAL p,2,1:51.2; 3,1:50.1; 1:48.3f; BT1:48.1f ($1,774,600) (Western Ideal). 42 wins, 2 thru 12. At 2, winner leg (3) and Final (2) New Jersey Sires S., International Stallion S., Bluegrass S., elim. Governor's Cup; third in Final Breeders Crown at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Final New Jersey Sires S., elim. North America Cup, elim. New Jersey Classic; second in Tattersalls P., leg New Jersey Sires S.; third in Final New Jersey Classic. At 4, winner Allerage Farm P.; third in elim. Graduate S. at Meadows. At 5, third in Allerage Farm P. At 7, second in leg Presidential Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Final Presidential Ser. at Meadowlands, leg TVG P. at Meadowlands.
SMART SHARK p,3,1:58.3f; 1:51.3 ($153,932) (Cam's Card Shark). 16 wins, 3 thru 8. At 4, winner elim. Borden Park P. at Northlands; third in elim. and Final Sunwapta S. at Northlands. At 8, second in elim. Albertan P.
PHONE IN p,3,1:55.2f; BT1:53.2s ($116,435) (Vintage Master). 26 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, winner leg CCQ-Region at Saint Esprit.
DIAL HIM UP p,3,1:54.1f; 4,1:52.3f; BT1:52.2f ($97,226) (Shadow Play). 7 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, second in elim. and Final Late Closer at Dayton. At 4, winner leg George Williams Mem. Ser. at Miami Valley.

4th Dam
START DIALING p,2,1:55.2; 3,1:53.3 ($236,125) by Niatross. 14 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner American-National S., The Standardbred S., Final Hoosier Futurity. At 3, winner Macfarlane Mem., elim. Glen Garney Mem., elim. Scarlett O'Hara P. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners, 2 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, including:

Producers:
KWIK TALKIN p,2,1:53.4h; 3,1:51.1f-$215,998), Speed Dialing p,2,Q2:00.4f ($4,233) (dam of C C SPICE p,2,1:54.1f; 3,1:51.4f-$696,080)
Consigned by BLUE CHIP FARMS LLC, AGENT for Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc.

Raised at BLUE CHIP FARMS, WALLKILL, NY

WINDEMERE BLUECHIP
(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled May 20, 2022

Reg. No. 4XN18  Microchip No. 985141001415796
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WINDEMERE BLUECHIP

Cam's Card Shank p,3,1:50

Betor's Delight p,3,1:49.4

Cam Fella p,4,1:53.1

Classic Wish p,3,T1:52

Jef's Magic Trick p,2,2:02f

Best Of The Best p,3,2:04.1f

1st Dam

CAROLINE HANOVER p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:53.3f; BT1:52.2f ($61,400) by Yankee Cruiser. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Late Closer at Lexington. From 3 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:55, 3 in 1:56, including:

TAKECHARGEBLUECHIP p,2,1:55.2f; BT1:53.2f ($120,615) (Roll With Joe). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge (2); second in Final Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge. At 3, third in Final Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge.

URANIA BLUE CHIP (M) p,2,1:54.3f; 3,1:52.4f-'23; BT1:51f-'23 ($36,730) (Downbytheseaside). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto. At 3, third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto, leg Skip Hoovler ser. at Scioto.

VICEVERSA BLUECHIP (M) p,2,1:55-'23; BT1:58.1h-'23 ($30,916) (Huntsville). Winner at 2. Now 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Batavia, Saratoga, Yonkers.

2nd Dam

CAROLINA ANGEL p,3,1:52.3z ($17,425) by Western Ideal. 4 wins at 3. At 3, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk. From 9 living foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:51, 5 in 1:54, including:

CAPTIVATIVE HANOVER p,2,1:56.2; 3,Q1:54.3-; 1:51f-'23; BT1:50.3f ($355,320) (Bettor's Delight). 18 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton, Mohawk. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk (2). At 5, second in leg Late Closer at Yonkers; third in Final Late Closer at Yonkers.

CRUSH HANOVER p,3,1:54.3f; 1:52.3f ($120,546) (Russell Hanover). 23 wins, 3 thru 8.

COLIGNY HANOVER p,2,1:53.1; 4,1:53.1f-'23; BT1:50.3s ($110,859) (Sunshine Beach). 7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro; second in leg and Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro; second in leg and Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.

CANTUS HANOVER (M) p,2,Q1:57.3f; 3,1:53.3f; BT1:52.4f ($86,418) (Dragon Again). 5 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. Dam of GUNNABALLRIGHT p,2,2:00.4h.

3rd Dam

DEER VALLEY MISS p,2,1:58.3h; 3,1:52.4; BT1:51.4 ($187,125) by Artsplace. 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner elim. Lou Babic Filly S. At 3, winner New Jersey Futurity, leg Blossom Ser.; second in leg New Jersey Sires S., leg Newcomer Ser. From 17 foals, dam of 14 winners, 1 in 1:48, 12 in 1:55, including:


DOO WOP HANOVER p,2,1:51.3f; 3,1:49f; 4,1:47.4f; BT1:47.3 ($866,312) (Rocknroll Hanover). 26 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner elim. Breeders Crown; second in Tompkins-Geers S. At 3, winner and Final New Jersey Sires S., cons. Max Hempt Mem. At 4, winner leg (3) and Final Graduate Ser. Jim Ewart Mem.; second in U.S. Pacing Champ.

KNOCK THREE TIMES (M) p,2,1:55.1; 3,1:51; BT1:49.3 ($645,922) (Western Ideal). 13 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, second in Final Sweethart P., International Stallion S., Countess Adios S.; At 3, winner Final Miss New Jersey S., Glen Garsney Mem., Ladyship S., leg New Jersey Sires S. (2); second in Final New Jersey Sires S. Dam of MAXI BON p,2,1:52.1f; 3,1:49.4 ($325,569).

Next Dam - SEA BISCUIT p,3,1:54.3f (Sonsam-SEA QUICK p,2,1:54.4-Seahawk Hanover)

Delvin Miller Adios

Breeders Crown

Canterbury Pace

Century Classic Filly Pace

Stakes Engagements

Dalvin Miller Adios

Breeders Crown

Canterbury Pace

Champlain Filly

Horseman

Ontario Sires

Simcoe Filly

Adrian Coves

Cane Pace

Hoover Stake

Little Brown Jug

Ontario SBOA

Standardbred

BC Stake

Century Classic Filly Pace

Horseman

Messenger

G & I Rumpel Memorial

Tattersalls Pace

Bluegrass Series

North Hall

Row L

Stall 7

 Winning at 2. Now 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Batavia, Saratoga, Yonkers.
Consigned by DIAMOND CREEK, AGENT for Caviart Farms.
Raised at Caviart Farms, Paris, KY

CAVIART VOODOO
(PENNSYLVANIA, KENTUCKY & VIRGINIA FUND ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled May 7, 2022
Reg. No. 7XG94 Microchip No. 98514100149254

Main Hall
Row J
Stall 9

CAVIART VESPER by Betting Line. This is her first foal.

1st Dam
CAVIART VESPER by Betting Line. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
WORLDLY BEAUTY p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:51.1; 4,1:49.3 ($1,900,255) by Artsplace. 21 wins, 2 thru 4. Dan Patch 2-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 2001; Dan Patch, Nova 3-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 2002. At 2, winner elim. and Final She's A Great Lady S., elim. and Final Three Diamonds P., elim. Breeders Crown. At 3, winner elim. and Final Fan Hanover S., elim. and Final Miss New Jersey S.; Glen Gamsey Mem., elim. and Final Matron S., leg and Final New Jersey Sires S., Tarport Bp. P., elim. Breeders Crown, Late Closer at Lexington; second in final Breeders Crown, elim. and Final Mistletoe Shalee P. At 4, winner Lady Liberty P.; second in Final Roses Are Red P. at Woodbine; third in Golden Girls P. At 5, second in leg Overbid Ser., leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Final Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands. From 15 foals, dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:49, 6 in 1:54, 8 in 2:00, including:


WORLDLY DOMINATION p,2,1:53.1f; 3,1:52f; 4,1:51h-'23 ($267,205) by Nihilator. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner cons. Lou Babic Filly S. At 3, third in Late Closer at Lexington. Dam of LYDEO p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:52f; 4,1:51h-'23 ($211,831), YEAHBOY YEAH p,3,1:55.3f; 1:51 ($132,767), DEO PICASSO p,3,1:53.1, SAILAJA DEO p,2,1:55.5. Producers: Worldly Deo ($10,258) (dam of ODDS ON LAUDERDALE p,3,1:49.1-$362,043, DALI DEO p,3,1:54.4h. World Of Her Own (dam of SIR RICHARD Z TAM p,2,1:51.4f, 3,1:50.1-$377,874, GUNSLINGER HILL p,3,1:53.3f; 1:51.3f-$288,493, BANK SEA p,3,1:53.4f; 1:50.2-$254,654; grandam of BENEVOLENC p,3,2,1:54h; 4,1:54.2h, One For The World (dam of CRAZY WORLD p,3,1:52.3h-'23).

3rd Dam

Next Dam - RODINE HANOVER p,2,1:54 (Big Towner-ROMONA HANOVER p,3,2,02.4-Dancer Hanover)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consigned by DIAMOND CREEK, AGENT for Caviart Farms.</th>
<th>Raised at Caviart Farms, Paris, KY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAVIART VOODOO</td>
<td>(PENNSYLVANIA, KENTUCKY &amp; VIRGINIA FUND ELIGIBLE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAY FILLY Foaled May 7, 2022</td>
<td>Reg. No. 7XG94 Microchip No. 98514100149254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CAVIART VESPER by Betting Line. This is her first foal.

WORLDLY BEAUTY p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:51.1; 4,1:49.3 ($1,900,255) by Artsplace. 21 wins, 2 thru 4. Dan Patch 2-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 2001; Dan Patch, Nova 3-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 2002. At 2, winner elim. and Final She's A Great Lady S., elim. and Final Three Diamonds P., elim. Breeders Crown. At 3, winner elim. and Final Fan Hanover S., elim. and Final Miss New Jersey S.; Glen Gamsey Mem., elim. and Final Matron S., leg and Final New Jersey Sires S., Tarport Bp. P., elim. Breeders Crown, Late Closer at Lexington; second in final Breeders Crown, elim. and Final Mistletoe Shalee P. At 4, winner Lady Liberty P.; second in Final Roses Are Red P. at Woodbine; third in Golden Girls P. At 5, second in leg Overbid Ser., leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Final Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands. From 15 foals, dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:49, 6 in 1:54, 8 in 2:00, including:


WORLDLY DOMINATION p,2,1:53.1f; 3,1:52f; 4,1:51h-'23 ($267,205) by Nihilator. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner cons. Lou Babic Filly S. At 3, third in Late Closer at Lexington. Dam of LYDEO p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:52f; 4,1:51h-'23 ($211,831), YEAHBOY YEAH p,3,1:55.3f; 1:51 ($132,767), DEO PICASSO p,3,1:53.1, SAILAJA DEO p,2,1:55.5. Producers: Worldly Deo ($10,258) (dam of ODDS ON LAUDERDALE p,3,1:49.1-$362,043, DALI DEO p,3,1:54.4h. World Of Her Own (dam of SIR RICHARD Z TAM p,2,1:51.4f, 3,1:50.1-$377,874, GUNSLINGER HILL p,3,1:53.3f; 1:51.3f-$288,493, BANK SEA p,3,1:53.4f; 1:50.2-$254,654; grandam of BENEVOLENC p,3,2,1:54h; 4,1:54.2h, One For The World (dam of CRAZY WORLD p,3,1:52.3h-'23).


Next Dam - RODINE HANOVER p,2,1:54 (Big Towner-ROMONA HANOVER p,3,2,02.4-Dancer Hanover)
PRODIGY HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled May 22, 2022
Reg. No. 3XE79 Microchip No. 985141001419344

Main Hall
Row D
Stall 15

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

447

PERFECTIONIST
2nd Dam
p,2,1:55.3; BT1:54.2 ($7,890) by Bettor's Delight. Winner at 2. At 2, second in Late Closer at Lexington. From 2 previous living foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:55, including:

PERFECTBOY HANOVER
p,2,1:52f; 3,1:52.2; BT1:51.1f ($354,421) by Western Ideal. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; third in leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk. At 4, second in leg MGM Rewards Gents at Yonkers (3).

PERFECT TRUTH
p,2,1:56.1f; 3,1:56.1f ($25,742) (Racing Hill). 5 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono (2).

DONT TELL WAYNE
p,2,1:59.1h; 3,1:54h; 4,1:52.3h; BT1:51f ($143,215) (Tell All). 17 wins, 2 thru 6. At 4, second in leg MGM Rewards Gents at Yonkers.

STRICTLY PERFECT
p,2,1:54.3f-23; BT1:54.1f-23 ($29,340) (Racing Hill). 2 wins at 2. Now 2, winner leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto; second in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Northfield; third in leg Buckete Stallion Ser. at Scioto.

3rd Dam
SOUNDS PERFECT
p,2,1:57.3; 3,1:55.1 ($17,150) by Artsplace. 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner leg Tender Loving Care Ser. at Meadowlands. Half-sister to IMAGE OF DAWN p,2,1:52.3; 3,1:50.4; BT1:49.4 ($1,248,536). From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, including:

SO PERFECT
(M) p,2,1:51.3; BT1:51.1 ($727,516) (Western Ideal). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Kentuckiana Stallion Mgmnt P. At 3, winner cons. Valley Forge P.; second in Tarport Hap P., Shady Daisy P., Reynolds Mem.; third in elim. and Final Lady Maud S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold. From 6 foals, dam of 5 winners, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:56, including:

PERFECT BET

CEDAR DUNES
p,3,1:53.4f; BT1:53.2f ($46,806) (Somebeachsomewhere). 14 wins at 3 and 4.

SHELBY'S COBRA
p,3,1:51.2; 1:50; BT1:49.3s ($169,311) (Western Ideal). 12 wins, 3 thru 7. At 4, winner leg Beat The Heat Ser. at Mohawk; second in leg Beat The Heat Ser. at Mohawk; third in Final Beat The Heat Ser. at Mohawk.

WOODMERE CLARA
(M) p,2,1:57h; 3,1:54.1; BT1:51.2f ($354,421) (Bettor's Delight). 27 wins, 2 thru 11. At 2, winner leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono (2).

PERFECTIONIST
p,2,1:52f; 3,1:52f; BT1:51.1s ($140,018) (Somebeachsomewhere). 7 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; third in leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk. At 4, second in leg MGM Rewards Gents at Yonkers (3).

Pink Floyd Hanover p,3,1:56.3; 4,1:54.4; BT1:52f-23 ($57,646) (A Rocknroll Dance). 5 wins at 3 and 4.

By (dam of

PERFECT BOY HANOVER
p,2,1:59.1h; 3,1:54h; 4,1:52.3h; BT1:51f ($143,215) (Tell All). 17 wins, 2 thru 6. At 4, second in leg Sagamore Hill Ser. at Yonkers.

PERFECT TRUTH
p,2,1:56.1; 3,1:55h; 4,1:54.1h-$108,239). From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, including:

SHERRY MY SHERRY
p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:51h-'23. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; third in leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk. At 4, second in leg MGM Rewards Gents at Yonkers (3).

Perfect Cents p,2,1:55.3; BT1:54.2 ($7,890) by Bettor's Delight. Winner at 2. At 2, second in Late Closer at Lexington. From 2 previous living foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:55, including:

PERFECTBOY HANOVER
p,2,1:52f; 3,1:51.3; BT1:51.1s ($140,018) (Somebeachsomewhere). 7 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; third in leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk. At 4, second in leg MGM Rewards Gents at Yonkers (3).

Pink Floyd Hanover p,3,1:56.3; 4,1:54.4; BT1:52f-23 ($57,646) (A Rocknroll Dance). 5 wins at 3 and 4.
Consigned by TWINBROOK FARMS, AGENT for Century Spring Farms Inc.
Raised at Century Spring Farms Inc., Gorrie, ON

CENTURY LOUELLA
(Pennsylvania Eligible)
Bay Filly Foaled April 16, 2022
Reg. No. 9XG62 Microchip No. 985141001414257

Sweet Lou p,1:47f ------------------ Yankee Cruiser p,3,1:49.3z
                                      Artscape p,3,1:49.3z
Sweet Future p,3,1:54.2 ------------------ Falcons Future p,3,1:51f
                                      Sweet Dahrin p,3,1:55.4

CENTURY LOUELLA

Century Halapeno ------------------ Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4
                                      Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50
                                      Classic Wish p,3,1:51.52
                                      Artspalce p,4,1:49.2
                                      Sounds Perfect p,3,1:55.1
                                      Clear Copy p,2,1:56

1st Dam
CENTURY HALAPENO by Bettor's Delight. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
SOUNDS PERFECT p,2,1:57.3; 3,1:55.1 ($17,150) by Artsplace. 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner leg Tender Loving Care Ser. at Meadowlands. From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, including:


SO PERFECT (M) p,2,1:51.3; BT1:51.1 ($272,516) (Western Ideal). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Kentuckiana Stallion Mgmt P., International Stallion S., cons. She's A Great Lady S.; second in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in Eternal Camnation P., Champlain S., Debutante S. Dam of DR J HANOVER p,2,Q1:55f; 3,1:50.1f; 4,1:46.4f ($824,076), MACHIAVELLI p,2,1:52.4f; 4,1:50.4f ($546,169), SOUTHEAST HANOVER p,1:51; 3,1:51.1; 4,1:49.2 ($175,954).

SHELBY'S COBRA p,3,1:51.2; 1:50; BT1:49.3s ($169,311) (Western Ideal). 12 wins, 3 thru 7. At 4, winner leg Beat The Heat Ser. at Mohawk; second in leg Beat The Heat Ser. at Mohawk; third in Final Beat The Heat Ser. at Mohawk.


SHERRY MY SHERRY (M) p,4,1:53.3f; BT1:53.1f ($38,742) (Rocknroll Hanover). 5 wins at 4. Dam of MOSSY'S DRAGON p,2,Q1:56h; 3,1:51h-$23, WE THE FEMALE p,3,1:55.4.

PERFECT TOUCH (M) p,2,1:55.1; 3,1:53.2 ($25,742) (Camluck). 3 wins at 2 and 3. Dam of AMERICAN HISTORY p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:47 ($1,533,343), TOUCHAMATIC p,2,1:57h; 3,1:53; 4,1:50f ($489,907), PERFECT TRUTH p,2,2:05.1f; 1:54.2f ($10,364), PACINO HANOVER p,2,1:53.3f; 3,1:50.3f-23.

WOODMERE CLARA (M) p,2,1:57h; 3,1:54.4f-23 ($16,361) (He's Watching). 7 wins at 2 and 3. Now 3, winner Turner Mem. at Truro; second in Stanfield Mem. at Truro, PEI Colt S. - Gold at Summerside. Producers: She's Rockin ($1,320) (dam of ILANA Z TAM P,2,1:56.1f; 3,1:52.2f; 4,1:52f-$107,090, ROCKNONTHESEAS p,3,1:57.4; 4,1:50.4-$106,926, THREE DREAMS p,2,1:54.3, 1:53.1f-$100,959, JM'S ROLLIN p,3,1:53.4h, CANT YOU SEE p,3,1:57.3f; 4,1:54), Rock On By (dam of SKYWAY ROCKATOP p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:55h; 4,1:54.1h-$108,239, SKYWAY ROYALTY p,2,1:55.2; 3,1:53.3).

3rd Dam
CLEAR COPY p,2,1:56; BT1:55 ($14,300) by Jate Lobell. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in elim. Sweetheart P. at Meadowlands. From 9 foals, dam of 9 winners, 8 in 1:54, 9 in 1:56, including:


Next Dam - SHIFITNG SCENE p,3,1:59.2 (Race Time-SHIFITNG SANDS p,3,2:02.3-Shadow Wave)
CARIBBEAN HANOVER
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 3, 2022
Reg. No. 2XL28  Microchip No. 985141001419054

CARIBBEAN HANOVER
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

449  Main Hall
Row F
Stall 21

CHARMED LIFE 4,1:52.2f  ------------
Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f ————- Cantab Hall 3,1:54
Greenshoe 3,1:49.4  ----------------
Galaxy Dream 2,1:50.1
Designed To Be 3,1:51.3f ————- Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1
CARIBBEAN HANOVER
Majestic Son 3,1:52.2  ————- Angus Hall 3,1:54.3
Charmed Life 4,1:52.2f ————- Celtic Contessa 4,02:02.4
Christina M 4,1:57.3f ————- Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Rowdy Doll 4,2:02.3h

1st Dam
CHARMED LIFE 2,1:57.4f; 3,1:54.3; 4,1:52.2f; BT1:50.4 ($1,446,387) by Major Son. 34 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Rideau Carleton, Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro; second in Ontario Sires S. - Super Final at Woodbine, Champlain S., elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, Mohawk; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Georgian, Kawartha, Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Rideau Carleton. At 3, winner leg New WEG/SBOA S., leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Grand River. At 4, winner leg Miss Versatility T. at Tioga; second in leg Miss Versatility T. at Meadowlands, Final Miss Versatility T. at Delaware; third in Earl Rowe Mem. at Georgian. At 5, second in Final Armbrno Flight T., Miami Valley Distaff, leg Miss Versatility T. at Mohawk; third in Breeders Crown, leg Miss Versatility T. at Mohawk. At 6, second in leg Miss Versatility T. at Mohawk (2), Final Miss Versatility T. at Delaware, Miami Valley Distaff, Earl Rowe Mem. at Georgian; third in leg Miss Versatility T. at Meadowlands. At 7, winner Miami Valley Distaff, elim. Armbrno Flight T.; second in Final Armbrno Flight T.; third in Maxie Lee Mem. at Philadelphia, Allerage Farm Mare T. At 8, third in Charlie Hill Mem., Allerage Farm Mare T. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner. 1 in 1:54, including:

CANTERBURY HANOVER (M) 2,1:57.3f; 3,1:53.3-23; BT1:52.2s-23 ($171,290) (Chapter Seven). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga. Now 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Batavia, leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga; third in Empire Breeders Classic, leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. Callixtus Hanover (Father Patrick). Now 2.

2nd Dam
CHRISTINA M 3,1:59.1f; 4,1:57.3f; BT1:56.4f ($44,475) by Muscles Yankee. 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold (2). From 9 foals, dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:58, including:

APPRENTICE M (M) 2,1:57.2; BT1:56.1s ($150,479) (Kadabra), 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Georgian; third in WEG/SBOA S., leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk.

MERCEDES TALMA (M) 3,1:57.3; BT1:55.4s ($62,073) (Kadabra). Winner at 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk. At 3, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk. elim. WEG/SBOA S.


3rd Dam
ROWDY DOLL 2,2:02.3f; 4,2:02.3h ($76.078) by Rowdy Yankee. 7 wins. 2 thru 4. At 2, winner California Breeders Champ., California Sires S. (3), Final California Sires S. At 3, second in elim. California Sires S. From 12 living foals, dam of 9 winners (1 Exported prior to racing). 8 in 1:59, incl.: MR TROT 2,2:02.4f; 3,1:57.4; 4,1:55.2 ($216,324) (Sierra Kosmos). 29 wins. 2 thru 9. At 2, winner Pennsylvania All-Stars. At 3, winner leg Cherry Hill Ser. at Garden State. Producers: MISS MADISYN ROSE 3,1:58.4; 4,1:58.1 ($104,264) (dam of VC CHOCOHOLIC 2,02:01; 3,1:54.4-$238,203).

Next Dam - PERT STAR 4,2:02 (Hunter's Star X PERT DOT-Jet Ace)
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Andy E. Miller.
Raised at Mervin Miller Farm, Wooster, OH

**SWEETMISSBELL**
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY Filly Foaled May 16, 2022
Reg. No. 0XF76

Northeast Hall
Row B
Stall 2

Sweet Lou p,1:47f ------------------
Yankee Cruiser p,3,1:49.3z
- Artiscape p,3,1:49.3z
SWEETMISSBELL

Sweet Future p,3,1:54.2
- Falcons Future p,3,1:51f

Cheyenne Deo p,3,1:55.2h -----
Rock N Roll Heaven p,3,1:47.3
- Artistic Vision p,4,1:50.2

Reg. No. 0XF76

1st Dam
CHEYENNE DEO p,2,1:57.1h; 3,1:55.2h; BT1:54.3s ($36,409) by Rock N Roll Heaven. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Tioga; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Saratoga, Yonkers. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
ELECTRIC FOOL p,2,1:58.4h; 3,1:54.2f; BT1:52.4f ($63,615) by I Am A Fool. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows. From 10 foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:49, 7 in 1:54, 9 in 1:57, including:


MAKE MY DEO p,2,1:54.1f; 4,1:52.1f; BT1:50.4f ($145,378) (American Ideal). 8 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, second in NJ Home Grown P. At 5, winner Signature Ser. at Painesville.

EDISON p,2,1:52.3f ($12,910) (Western Terror). Winner at 2.

AMERICAN FARRAH (M) p,3,1:54 ($10,875) (Well Said). 3 wins at 3.

GRACIE LANE (M) p,2,1:56.4; 3,1:54; BT1:52s ($6,856) (Bettor’s Delight). 3 wins at 2 and 3.

Ameritectic p,2,Q1:56.3-23; BT1:53f-23 ($56,055) (American Ideal). Record at 2. Now 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello; third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Yonkers.

High Voltage Deo p,3,1:53.1f-23; BT1:52f-23 ($12,043) (Sweet Lou). Winner at 3. At 3, third in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono.

3rd Dam
ARTOMATIC p,2,2,01.2f; 3,1:57.2 ($10,945) by Artispace. 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, third in leg Blizzard Ser. at Woodbine. From 14 foals, dam of 13 winners, 2 in 1:50, 10 in 1:55, 13 in 1:58, including:

WESTERN SHORE p,2,Q1:56.2; 3,1:51; 1:48.3f; BT1:48.2 ($1,247,985) (Western Hanover). 36 wins, 3 thru 10. At 4, winner leg Four Leaf Clover Ser. (2), leg Exit 16W Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Four Leaf Clover Ser., leg Exit 16W Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands (2); third in Final Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. Canadian Pacing Derby. At 5, winner elim. Canadian Pacing Derby; second in Des Smith Classic, leg Spring Pacing Champ. at Woodbine; third in Final Canadian Pacing Derby, elim. William R. Haughton Mem. At 6, second in Final Presidential Ser.; third in leg Classic Ser. at Dover, leg Presidential Ser. At 7, winner leg Presidential Ser.; third in leg and Final Presidential Ser. At 8, winner leg Presidential Ser.; second in leg Presidential Ser.

LIVEFREEORDIEHARD p,3,1:53.3f; 1:50 ($568,406) (Western Hanover). 52 wins, 3 thru 14. At 4, winner leg Cam Fella Ser. at Woodbine; third in leg Cam Fella Ser. at Woodbine. At 5, winner leg Joe Gerrity Jr. Mem. at Saratoga; third in leg Four Leaf Clover Ser. at Meadowlands (2), leg Joe Gerrity Jr. Mem. at Saratoga (2). At 6, third in Mclean Mem. Inv. at Clinton.

Next Dam - DELINQUENT ACCOUNT p,1:51.4 (On The Road Again-AL DENTE p,3,2,01.1-Bret Hanover)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

CHEERS HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY Colt Foaled March 7, 2022
Reg. No. 9X462  Microchip No. 985141001377633

531 Main Hall
Row G
Stall 43

#451 CHEERS HANOVER

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Yankee Blondie 3,1:59.4f
Credit Winner 3,1:54
Ambro Vermouth 2,2:12.3h

Bar Hopping 3,1:51.4
Cocktail Hour 4,1:55.1

CHEERS HANOVER

Malabar Man 3,1:53.1
Lady Love Mcbur 3,2:07.3h
Valley Victory 3,1:55.3
Divine Spirit 3,1:59.2f

1st Dam

CHEZ LUCIE 2,1:58; BT1:57.2 ($112,981) by Malabar Man. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg NJSS at Meadowlands, elim. Merrie Annabelle T.; third in Final Merrie Annabelle T. At 3, second in leg NJSS at Freehold; third in leg NJSS at Freehold. From 10 previous foals, dam of 9 winners, 3 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, including:

COMBS HANOVER 2,1:59.1; 3,1:53.3; 4,1:52; BT1:51.4s ($267,985 ) (Archangel). 15 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk. At 5, third in Earl Rowe Mem. at Georgian.


CHEZ MAHMO (M) 2,Q2:03.1f; 3,1:56.1f; BT1:54.4f ($142,983) (Andover Hall). 8 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in leg PASS at The Meadows; third in leg PA Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. Dam of

CHEZ CASH (M) 2,1:56.4f ($123,116).

CHEZ LUCIE 2,1:58; BT1:57.2 ($112,981) by Malabar Man. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg NJSS at Meadowlands, elim. Merrie Annabelle T.; third in Final Merrie Annabelle T. At 3, second in leg NJSS at Freehold; third in leg NJSS at Freehold. From 10 previous foals, dam of 9 winners, 3 in 1:55, 8 in 2:00, including:

COMBS HANOVER 2,1:59.1; 3,1:53.3; 4,1:52; BT1:51.4s ($267,985 ) (Archangel). 15 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk. At 5, third in Earl Rowe Mem. at Georgian.


COACH K HANOVER 2,1:54.4f ($160,712).


CHEZ MAHMO (M) 2,Q2:03.1f; 3,1:56.1f; BT1:54.4f ($142,983) (Andover Hall). 8 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in leg PASS at The Meadows; third in leg PA Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. Dam of

CHEZ CASH (M) 2,1:56.4f ($123,116).

2nd Dam

SANDRA VICTORY 2,2:00.4; BT2:00 ($21,866) by Valley Victory. 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner Maryland Stbd. Race Fund; second in Futurity Farm T. at Lexington, leg New Jersey Fair S. From 11 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 9 winners, 2 in 1:55, 6 in 1:59, including:

DOUBLEDAY 3,1:58h; 1:53.2f ($212,318) (Crazed). 10 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers. At 4, second in Bonus B at Yonkers. Dam of

SANDRA VOLO (M) 2,2:00.1f; 3,1:54.2f ($ 33,400; $137,937) (Cantab Hall). 11 wins. At 2, winner leg PA Stallion Ser., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington. At 3, second in leg PA All-Stars. At 5, second in $28,000 Bruns Division at Eskilstuna; third in $48,000 Mare Elite at Solvalla.

SANDPIPER VOLO (M) 3,2:01.3h; 4,Q1:58.3f; BT1:58.1f ($53,925) (Angus Hall). 7 wins at 3 and 4.


Producers: Hot Chili Girl 2,Q2:06.2f; 3,Q2:00.2f ($7,894) (dam of TEXICAN 2,2:00.1h; 3,1:55.3; 4,1:54.1-$156,700, HOW BOUT CASH 2,Q2:01.2; 3,1:56.4f; 4,1:54.1f-$123,116).
MUSIC ROW p,2,1:55.2; BT1:52.4f ($86,036) by Western Ideal. 5 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; third in elim. Matron S., Arden Downs S. From 8 previous foals, dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:49, 4 in 1:53, 8 in 1:58, including:


ACT LIKE A DIVA (M) p,2,1:55.1j; 3,1:52.3f ($94,685) (Huntsville). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Vernon, Maryland Sbd. Race Fund at Ocean; second in Final Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Vernon, Maryland Sbd. Race Fund at Ocean; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello, Late Closer at Lexington, Maryland Sbd. Race Fund at Ocean. At 3, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello, Vernon, Yonkers. Dam of

BARLEY NATION p,3,1:52.3f; 1:50.4f ($275,988), Allamerican Nation (dam of

CANNONBALL HANOVER p,2,1:50.4 ($983,118), APPRENTICE HANOVER p,2,1:49.4f; 3,1:49.4f; 4,1:49.2 ($983,118), RUSTY'S ALL IN p,2,1:57.2; 3,1:52.4f; 1:50f ($481,585), ADKINS HANOVER p,2,Q1:57.2; 3,1:52.3; 1:51.4f ($238,232), ANWAR HANOVER p,3,1:51.2f; 1:51.1f ($160,251), Grandam of CAVIART SHELLY p,2,1:56.1f; 4,1:50.4f ($310,668),COMMENTARIAT p,3,1:53.3f; 1:50.4-23 ($308,027), CAVIART CARI ANN p,3,1:54.1f; 1:51.2f ($725,988), SHE'S ALLRIGHT p,2,1:52.2f; 3,1:50.1f ($194,229), CODE CRACKER p,2,1:54.3f; 3,1:51.4f; 4,1:49.4f-$173,855),

Next Dam - TRACY SARNE p,2,T1:57.1 (Sonsam-TIMONA HANOVER p,3,1:57.4-Steady Star)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																												
to
Consigned by NORTHWOOD BLOODSTOCK AGENCY, AGENT for Joie De Vie Farm LLC.

Raised at Joie De Vie Farm, Jobstown, NJ

CAPTAINESS DE VIE
(PENNSYLVANIA & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)
BAY Filly Foaled February 25, 2022
Reg. No. 2XE01 Microchip No. 985141001402023

Main Hall Row E Stall 5

CAPTAINESS DE VIE
CAPTAINESS DE VIE

CHILLIN IT DE VIE p,2,1:56.4f; 3,1:51.3; BT1:51.1f ($141,897) by Well Said. 10 wins, 2 thru 5. At 3, winner John Simpson Mem. From 1 previous foal, dam of:
Chillax De Vie (M) BT1:58.2h-'23 (Huntsville). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam

FLIBBERTIGIBBET p,3,1:54.4f; 4,1:49 ($188,383) by Albert Albert. 18 wins, 3 thru 5. At 4, second in leg Huronia Ser. at Georgian; second in leg Huronia Ser. at Georgian. From 12 foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:50, 4 in 1:54, 9 in 1:59, including:

VALENTINA DE VIE (M) p,2,1:54.3f; 3,1:53.2f; BT1:52 ($100,436) (Western Ideal). 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner leg Rainbow Blue Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg and Final Rainbow Blue Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows.


BABBLING p,3,2:00.4h; 4,1:58.4h; BT1:55.3f ($10,799) (Art Major). 6 wins at 3 and 4. Swift Talker (M) BT1:55.1-'23 ($3,040) (Mcwicked). Now 2 and racing.

3rd Dam

ALBA GIRL p,3,1:59.1f; BT1:57.1s ($17,854) by Albatross. 4 wins at 3. From 11 foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:49, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:58, including:


IM GETTIN MAD p,4,1:56f; BT1:55.2f ($104,104) (Intrepid Seelster). 21 wins, 4 thru 8. SAINTSBURY LASS (M) p,2,1:57.3h; 3,1:57.2h; 4,1:56.3; BT1:55.2h ($29,987) (Big Jim). 6 wins, 2 thru 4.

LIQUOR LOGIC p,3,1:59.2h; 4,1:58f; BT1:55.5f ($15,674) (Intrepid Seelster). 2 wins at 3 and 4. Producers: Saintsbury Lady ($2,761) (dam of J ONE TWENTY p,2,Q2:02.4h; 3,1:55.3h).

4th Dam

FUN GIRL p,3,1:58.3; 1:56.2 ($67,206) by Bruce Gimble. 19 wins, 3 thru 5. From 6 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:55, 5 in 2:00, including:

ALBAGOLD p,3,1:58.2h; 1:54.1f; BT1:53f ($373,318) (Albatross). 45 wins, 3 thru 14.

Next Dam - VICE IN LIFE (Silent Majority-WIND AND FIRE-Windshield Wiper)
Consigned by HUNTERTON SALES AGENCY, AGENT for Tymal Farms.
Raised at Tymal Farms, Old Castle, ON

TYMAL POWERPLAY
(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)
BAY Filly Foaled March 30, 2022
Reg. No. 9XN95  Microchip No. 985141001418692

Muscle Mass 2,1:53.4
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2 Valley Victory 3,1:55.3
Maiden Yankee 3,1:59.4f
Graceful Touch 2,1:56.1 Pine Chip 4,T1:51
Act Of Grace 3,1:52.3

TYMAL POWERPLAY
Chivaree Hanover 3,1:54.4
Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1 Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f
Celebrity Nike 2,01.3f Yankee Glide 3,1:55.1
Gutsy Lobell 2,200.2

1st Dam
CHIVAREE HANOVER 2,1:56.3; 3,1:54.4; BT1:52.2 ($185,147) by Muscle Hill. 6 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Bluegrass S., Reynolds Mem.; second in Champlain S. At 3, second in Bluegrass S.; third in Simcoe S. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:56, including:
TYMAL TULLO 3,1:59.2f; 4,1:55.3f ($129,018) (Kadabra). 11 wins, 3 thru 4. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Georgian. At 5, winner leg "Bullet" Bob Meyer Mem. at Saratoga; second in Final "Bullet" Bob Meyer Mem. at Saratoga.
Jula Uppercut BT1:56.3s ($20,298) (Kadabra). At 2, second in leg Define The World Ser. at Mohawk; third in Final Define The World Ser. at Mohawk, leg Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk.

2nd Dam
CELEBRITY NIKE 2,Q2:01.3; BT2:00.4 ($2,184) by Yankee Glide. Record at 2. From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:55, 5 in 1:59, including:
LADYLILLI (M) 2,Q0:00.3f; 3,1:55.4f ($57,486) (Cantab Hall). 4 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; third in Pennsylvania All-Stars. At 3, third in Arden Downs S. Consigned to Paul Daugherty, cons. 2 winners in 1:58 and 1:59, including:
Cersei Hanover 2,2:02.2f; 3,2:00.3f; BT1:56.4 ($13,011) (Andover Hall). Winner at 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. Dam of WILD DREAM MEN 2,2:03.3h-'23 ($10,769).
Nikes Shining Star (M) 2Q1:58.1-'23; BT1:57.1-'23 ($8,820) (You Know You Do). Winner at 2. Dam of 3 winners in 1:56 and 1:57, including:
PAN FARÈ 2,1:59.1; BT1:56 ($75,949; $262.000 Intl.) (Cumin). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S., elim. Harold R. Dancer Mem.; second in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S., cons. Peter Haughton Mem., leg New Jersey Fair S. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Fair S. Exported to Italy and winner Premio Vourasie, etc.

Next Dam - GLEE HANOVER 3,2:05.1h (Hoot Mon-GLEEFUL HANOVER 3,2:06.2-Dean Hanover)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Dexter Cup
Hoosier Stake
Kentucky Futurity
Ontario SBOA
Swedish Breeders Crown
Breeders Crown
Hambletonian
Horsemanship
Old Danik Bucket
Simcoe Filly
Yankee Trot
Champion Filly
International Stallion
Ontario Sires
Standardbred
Zweig Memorial

Consignor: HUNTERTON SALES AGENCY, AGENT for Tymal Farms.
CRYPTO HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 10, 2022
Reg. No. 2XL31 Microchip No. 985141001419464

HOUSETHATRUTHBUILT 3,1:52.4
CRRYPTO HANOVER
1st Dam
Claire 2,2:00.4f; BT1:55.4 ($15,568) by Chapter Seven. Winner at 2. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Yonkers; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Saratoga. From 2 previous living foals, dam of 1 winner, including:

CONTANGO HANOVER 2,2:06.2h-'23; BT2:03.1f-'23 ($9,481) (Greenshoe). Winner at 2. Now 2, winner PA Fair S. - A at Clearfield; second in PA Fair S. - A at Washington, Waynesburg, Meadville; third in PA Fair S. – A at Stoneboro, Wattsburg.

2nd Dam
HOUSETHATRUTHBUILT 2,1:57; 3,1:52.4; BT1:55.1 ($1,164,931) by Muscles Yankee. 13 wins, 2 thru 4. Dan Patch, Nova 3-Year-Old Trotting Filly of the Year in 2004. At 2, winner Bluegrass S.; second in International Stallion Stallion, leg NJSS at Meadowlands (2); third in elim. and Final Merrie Annabelle T., Final NJSS at Meadowlands. At 3, winner elim. and Final Breeders Crown at Woodbine, leg (2) and Final NJSS at Meadowlands, Hudson Filly T., Simcoe S., Bluegrass S., KY Filly Fut., elim. Del Miller Mem.; second in Final Hambletonian Oaks, Final Del Miller Mem., leg NJSS at Meadowlands; third in elim. Hambletonian Oaks. At 4, winner leg Classic Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg and Final Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Breeders Crown at Mohawk, el. Armbr Flight T. From 12 foals, dam of 10 winners, 3 in 1:55, 9 in 1:58, including:

REAL BABE (M) 2,1:56.4f; 3,Q1:56.1f; 1:52.2; BT1:56.1 ($383,425) (Donato Hanover). 13 wins, 2 thru 4. Dan Patch, Nova 3-Year-Old Trotting Filly of the Year in 2004. At 2, winner leg PASS at Chester, Tompkins-Geers S.; third in International Stallion Stallion S. At 3, second in Final Hudson Filly T., leg PASS at Pocono, The Meadows; third in leg PASS at Philadelphia, The Meadows. At 4, winner leg and Final Charles Singer Ser. at Meadowlands; leg Ima Lula Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Miss Versatility T. at Mohawk; third in leg Miss Versatility T. at Woodbine, leg Charles Singer Ser. at Meadowlands.

HOUSE ON FIRE 3,Q1:57; 4,1:54.1f ($242,420) (Conway Hall). 21 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, winner leg NYSS at Monticello, leg NY-Bred LC at Saratoga, Vernon; second in leg NY-Bred LC at Batavia, Vernon; third in leg NYSS at Vernon. At 4, winner leg Bobby Weiss Ser.; second in Final Bobby Weiss Ser.; third in leg Bobby Weiss Ser.

MURDERERS ROW (M) 2,1:56.1; 3,1:55f; BT1:54.1 ($146,256) (Donato Hanover). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington, leg Late Closer at The Meadows (2); second in Reynolds Mem. At 3, winner elim. and Final Hudson Filly T., Final PA Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; second in leg PA Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; third in John Simpson Mem., Tompkins-Geers S., leg PA Stallion Ser. at The Meadows.

CHAPTER AND RUTH 3,1:59.2f; 1:56.1; BT1:54.1 ($96,135) (Credit Winner). 7 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A (2); third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A. At 4, winner leg Bobby Weiss Ser.; second in Final Bobby Weiss Ser.; third in leg Bobby Weiss Ser.

HURRIKANE WILLIE G 3,1:55.2f; BT1:54.2f ($80,229) (Donato Hanover). 8 wins at 3 and 4. At 4, winner leg Dale McConnell Mem. at The Meadows; second in leg and Final Dale McConnell Mem. at The Meadows.

RUTH-LIKE 2,2:01; 3,1:57.2; 4,1:57.2f; BT1:56.1s ($55,275) (Credit Winner). 5 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. (3); second in landmark S. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser.; second in leg Excelsior Ser. (3); third in landmark S., leg Excelsior Ser.


SHES A BRONXBOMBER (M) 2,Q1:56.2f ($17,100) (Donato Hanover). 2 wins at 2. At 2, third in Liberty Bell T. at Philadelphia.

Hit Like Crazy 2,Q2:01.3; 3,1:57.2-'23; BT1:55.3s-'23 ($39,011) (Crazy Wow). Winner at 3. At 2, third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. At 3, second in leg John Mongeon Sr. Mem. at Saratoga, leg Excelsior Ser. at Batavia; third in leg John Mongeon Sr. Mem. at Saratoga (2).

Producer: Million Heiress (dam of STARO JERSEY SIDE 1:55f Intl., STARO KIPLING 1:58f).

Next Dam - SUPER SHANN 4,1:59.3f (Speed In Action-SUGAR BREECHES 3,2:13.2h-Arnie Almahurst)
SHOT IN THE ARM
(PENNSYLVANIA & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled May 7, 2022
Reg. No. 4XD03 Microchip No. 985141001373170

Consigned by HUNTERTON SALES AGENCY, AGENT for Resita Racing Stables Inc.
Raised at Hunterton Farms at Stoner Creek, Paris, KY

456

SHOT IN THE ARM

Sweet Lou p.1:47f
Yankee Cruiser p.3,1:49.3
Artiscape p.3,1:49.3z
A Yankee Classic p.3,1:56.1f
Falcons Future p.3,1:51f
Sweet Dahrin p.3,1:55.4

Yankee Cruiser p.3,1:49.3f
A Yankee Classic p.3,1:56.1f
Falcons Future p.3,1:51f
Sweet Dahrin p.3,1:55.4

SHOT IN THE ARM

Claireabell
Jereme's Jet p.4,T1:47
Western Hanover p.3:1:50.4
Ohyouprettything p.3,1:50.4
Art Major p.4,1:48.4
Parcel p.4,1:58.2f

Claireabell
Jereme's Jet p.4,T1:47
Western Hanover p.3:1:50.4
Ohyouprettything p.3,1:50.4
Art Major p.4,1:48.4
Parcel p.4,1:58.2f

1st Dam

CLAIREABELL by Jereme's Jet. From 4 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:52, 2 in 1:56, including:

ONE FOR JULIUS p.2,1:52.4; 3,1:51.4; BT1:50.3s ($86,773) (He's Watching). 4 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk.

Clairedeilou (M) BT1:57.3f-'23 ($3,000) (Sweet Lou). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam

PULSE SEELSTER by Art Major. From 5 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:50, 2 in 1:56, including:


BROOKDALE OLLIE p.3,1:58.3h; 4,1:55.3h; BT1:55.1h ($27,733) (Shadow Play). 8 wins, 3 thru 6. At 4, winner leg PEIHRIA P. at Charlottetown; second in leg PEIHRIA P. at Charlottetown.

3rd Dam

PARCEL p.3,2:00f; 4,1:58.2f ($27,767) by Abercrombie. 8 wins at 3 and 4. At 4, winner leg Ambassador Ser. at Windsor (3); second in Final Ambassador Ser. at Windsor. From 18 foals, dam of 15 winners, 6 in 1:55, 12 in 2:00, including:


PAULINE SEELSTER (M) p.3,1:57.3h; 1:55.1; BT1:53.1s ($210,958) (Camluck). 29 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, Grand River; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Kawartha; second in Final Canadian Breeders Champ., leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Kawartha; second in Final Canadian Breeders Champ. At 3, third in Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Windsor. At 4, winner Exhibition Cup at Truro; second in Ferguson Mem. at Tartan; third in Conroy Mem. at Truro.


PAULINE SEELSTER (M) p.3,1:57.3h; 1:55.1; BT1:53.1s ($210,958) (Camluck). 29 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, Grand River; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Kawartha; second in Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Kawartha; second in Final Canadian Breeders Champ. At 3, third in Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Windsor. At 4, winner Exhibition Cup at Truro; second in Ferguson Mem. at Tartan; third in Conroy Mem. at Truro.


Next Dam - BARBRET p.3,2:05f (Bret Hanover-BARBARA EDEN p.3,2:03.1-Good Time)
CONSIGNED BY PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT FOR EDWIN J. GOLD AND CONRAD E. ZURICH.
raised at FAIR WINDS FARM, CREAM RIDGE, NJ.

SOFT LANDING
(NEW JERSEY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled May 21, 2022
Reg. No. 0X268 Microchip No. 985141001375357

1st Dam

TACTICAL LANDING
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2

CLASSIC MARTINE 4,1:51.1

MARTINE LOBELL by Joie De Vie. Half-sister to 3rd Dam

3rd Dam
MARTINE LOBELL by Joie De Vie. Half-sister to DAN PATCH 2-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 1986; Dan Patch Horse of the Year; Dan Patch Trotter of the Year; Dan Patch 3-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 1987; Dan Patch Horse of the Year; Dan Patch Trotter of the Year; Dan Patch Older Trotting Horse of the Year in 1986; World Champion MACK LOBELL 2,1:55.3; 3,1:52.1 ($2,770,144; $1,147,450 Intl.). From 14 foals, dam of 8 winners, 2 in 1:55.5, 8 in 1:58, including:


Producers: MARLA BAR 2,1:58.2f; 3,1:58.2-'23 ($240,637) (dam of BAR SLIDE 2,1:55.1; 3,1:52.4-$647,971; grandam of BRIGHT BABY BLUES 2,1:55.1; 3,1:54.2-$492,203).

Next Dam - MATINA HANOVER 4,2:04.2h (Speedy Count-MATORA HANOVER 3,2:04.4-Nibble Hanover)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs Bluegrass Series Currier & Ives Hoosier Stake Manhattan Great Western NJ Garden State Trot
Breeders Crown Dexter Cup Horsemen NJ Sires (Pari-Mutuel) Smoove
Champain Great Mid-West International Stallion NJ Stb. Dev. Fund Standardbred
Hambletonian Kentucky Futurity Swedish Breeders Crown

Yonkers Trot

Zweig Memorial

RAISED AT FAIR WINDS FARM, CREAM RIDGE, NJ

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Edwin J. Gold and Conrad E. Zurich.

Raised at FAIR WINDS FARM, CREAM RIDGE, NJ
Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

JESS'S BRIGHT IDEA
(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled April 17, 2022
Reg. No. 3XN78 Microchip No. 985141001405030

Northwest Hall
Row D
Stall 7

Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4

Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50

JESS'S BRIGHT IDEA

Best Of The Best p,3,2:04.1f

Classic Wish p,3,T1:52

American Ideal p,3,1:47.4

MCROCHIP No. 985141001405030

Western Ideal p,1:48

Northwest Hall
Row D
Stall 7

Stall 7

1st Dam

CLEAR IDEA p,2,1:59.2h; 3,1:50.4f; BT1:49.3 ($639,323) by American Ideal. 26 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Monticello. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Buffalo, Vernon, Yonkers (2), elim. Empire Breeders Classic; second in Final Empire Breeders Classic, leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga. At 4, second in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers (3). This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

GLASS MAKER p,2,Q1:59.4; 3,1:54; BT1:51.4z ($53,937) by Artsplace. 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in Final Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Tioga, Vernon (2). At 3, second in leg Late Closer at Tioga (3). From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners, 4 in 1:55, 6 in 1:57, including:

CLEAR IDEA (M) p,3,1:54.2; 4,1:53.2; BT1:51.2 ($143,945) by Troublemaker. 20 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner leg (3) and Final Comforter Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Four Leaf Clover Ser. at Meadowlands.


STOCK MARKET WIZ p,2,1:56.1; 3,1:55.2; 1:49.3 ($739,283) (Three Wzzards). 33 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello, Saratoga, Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in Final Matron S., Champlain S. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello, Saratoga, Vernon; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers.

BREAKIN THE LAW p,2,1:57.4h; 3,1:50.3; 4,1:49.4; BT1:48.1f ($524,805) (Artiscape). 22 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner Maryland Stbd. Race Fund at Ocean (2). At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Yonkers, leg (3) and Final Spring Survivor Ser. at Meadowlands; second in elim. and Final Empire Breeders Classic, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in Final Adios S.

SOLO STORY p,2,1:57.2f; 3,1:52.4; 1:50; BT1:49.1 ($374,874) (Bettor's Delight). 26 wins, 2 thru 8. At 3, winner leg Alliance Ser. at Georgian; second in leg Alliance Ser. at Georgian. At 7, winner elim. Fall Harvest P. at Meadowlands.

THUMBPRINT (M) p,2,2:01.1h; 3,1:54.2; 1:53.3f; BT1:51.1f ($205,925) (Art Major). 12 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg New York-Bred LC at Batavia; second in leg New York-Bred LC at Vernon, Yonkers. At 3, winner New York State Fair S. at Goshen, leg Late Closer at Tioga (2); second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, New York State Fair S. at Tioga.

3rd Dam

ARL'S TROUBLEMAKER p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:54.2; 4,1:53.2; BT1:51.2 ($143,945) by Troublemaker. 20 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner leg (3) and Final Comforter Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Four Leaf Clover Ser. at Meadowlands.


STOCK MARKET WIZ p,2,1:56.1; 3,1:55.2; 1:49.3 ($739,283) (Three Wzzards). 33 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello, Saratoga, Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in Final Matron S., Champlain S. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello, Saratoga, Vernon; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers.

BREAKIN THE LAW p,2,1:57.4h; 3,1:50.3; 4,1:49.4; BT1:48.1f ($524,805) (Artiscape). 22 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner Maryland Stbd. Race Fund at Ocean (2). At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Yonkers, leg (3) and Final Spring Survivor Ser. at Meadowlands; second in elim. and Final Empire Breeders Classic, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in Final Adios S.

SOLO STORY p,2,1:57.2f; 3,1:52.4; 1:50; BT1:49.1 ($374,874) (Bettor's Delight). 26 wins, 2 thru 8. At 3, winner leg Alliance Ser. at Georgian; second in leg Alliance Ser. at Georgian. At 7, winner elim. Fall Harvest P. at Meadowlands.

THUMBPRINT (M) p,2,2:01.1h; 3,1:54.2; 1:53.3f; BT1:51.1f ($205,925) (Art Major). 12 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg New York-Bred LC at Batavia; second in leg New York-Bred LC at Vernon, Yonkers. At 3, winner New York State Fair S. at Goshen, leg Late Closer at Tioga (2); second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, New York State Fair S. at Tioga.

Next Dam - KAWARTHA QUALITY p,1:59f (Southampton V-VIOLET RAINBOW-Best Of All)
Consigned by NORTHWOOD BLOODSTOCK AGENCY, AGENT for Joie De Vie Farm LLC.
Raised at Joie De Vie Farm, Jobstown, NJ

SHEHASRISEN DE VIE
(BAY FILLY Foaled April 18, 2022)
Reg. No. 3XB10 Microchip No. 985141001374848

Main Hall
Row E
Stall 1
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Huntsville p,3,1:47.4 ------------ Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4
Wild West Show p,3,1:53.3f ------- Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4
Clear View Hanover p,1:50.2 --- Cloudfly p,3,1:57f

SHEHASRISEN DE VIE

Western Ideal p,1:48 ----------------- Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4

1st Dam
CLEAR VIEW HANOVER p,2,1:54f; 3,1:51.3f; 1:50.2; BT1:49.2 ($251,647) by Western Ideal. 23 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner Final Lou Babc Filly S., leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold; third in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold, elim. Lou Babc Filly S. At 3, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:52, including:
LYONS PRIDE p,3,1:54.2; 4,1:50.4-$23 ($55,100) (Bettor's Delight). 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, leg Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk.

2nd Dam
CLOUDING OVER p,2,1:58.3h; 3,1:57f; BT1:54.1 ($20,417) by Artsplace. 4 wins at 2 and 3. From 12 foals, dam of 10 winners, 2 in 1:50, 9 in 1:53, 10 in 1:56, including:
CAPE COD HANOVER (M) p,2,1:51.4f; 3,1:51.2h; BT1:50.3f ($461,754) (Downbytheseaside). 10 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Ohio Breeders Champ., leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield (2), Scioto, Ohio State Fair S.; second in leg Ohio Sires S. at Scioto, Final Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, Kentuckiana Stallion Mgmt P. At 3, winner Ohio Breeders Champ., leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, elim. and Final Hackett Mem. Filly; second in Ohio State Fair S., leg Ohio Sires S. at Miami Valley, Scioto; third in leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield.
ARTSY PRINCESS (M) p,2,1:57.4h; 3,1:53f; 4,1:52f; BT1:51.4f ($294,973) (Western Hanover). 21 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Chester. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Stallion Ser. at Pocono, leg Late Closer at Tioga; second in leg Late Closer at Tioga.

3rd Dam
OVER THE CLOUDS p,2,1:50.4s; 3,1:52.4; 1:51.3f ($240,011) (Western Ideal). 26 wins, 2 thru 7. Dam of M-M'S TONY p,2,1:52.2s; 3,1:50.3-$23, M-M-S BUD p,2,1:51.23.

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Breeders Crown
Empire Breeders
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
New York Sires
Renaissance
Stakes Engagements
Arden Downs
Cane Pace
Empire Breeders
Little Brown Jug
New York Sires
Simcoe Filly

Over the Clouds p,2,1:58.4h (Storm Damage-Cloud Time p,3,2:01.3h-Albatross)

Next Dam - CLOUDY DAY p,2,1:58.4h (Storm Damage-Cloud Time p,3,2:01.3h-Albatross)
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

AQUINAS HANOVER
(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 13, 2022
Reg. No. 3XN21 Microchip No. 985141001419152

Main Hall
Row F
Stall 43

Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4
---
Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50
---
Jef's Magic Trick p,2,2:02f
---
Ambro Emerson p,4,T1:51.4
---
Best Of The Best p,3,2:04.1f

AQUINAS HANOVER

Bet's Delight p,3,1:49.4
Cam Fella p,4,1:53.1

Classic Wish p,3,T1:52
Ambro Emerson p,4,T1:51.4

Both Best p,3,2:04.1f

Microchip No. 985141001419152

Main Hall
Row F
Stall 43

1st Dam

ALLAMERICAN COED

ABELARD HANOVER
p,3,1:51.2f; 1:48f ($820,461) (Rocknroll Hanover). 63 wins, 3 thru 11. World Champion. At 9, third in Maryland Inv at Rosecroft.

ASAP HANOVER
p,2,1:50.4; 1:49.3f; BT1:48.4f ($255,582) (Somebeachsomewhere). 18 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner Goshen Cup, Late Closer at Lexington; third in International Stallion S. At 6, third in leg Gold Cup And Saucer.

A PLUS HANOVER

ARMYCAPTIN HANOVER
p,3,1:55.3; 1:51.4f; BT1:51.1f ($20 6,108) (Captaintreacherous). 36 wins, 3 thru 7

ALLNIGHT MICKI (M)
p,2,1:56.4f; 3,1:51.1f; BT1:50.4h ($169,517) (Downbytheseaside). 9 wins at 2 and 3.

At 2, second in leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, Arden Downs S.; third in leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, Scioto. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final Dr. Davis Ser. at Scioto, Final Dr. Davis Ser. at Scioto, leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Miami Valley, Northfield, Scioto; second in leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, elim. Hackett Mem. Filly, leg Dr. Davis Ser. at Scioto; third in Ohio State Fair S., leg Falcon Almahurst Ser. at Scioto.

ABBAY ROAD HANOVER

2nd Dam

ALLAMERICAN COOL
p,2,1:53.4 by No Nukes. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Maryland Sbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft. At 3, winner cons. Green With Envy Ser. at Meadowlands, Maryland Sbd. Race Fund at Ocean. From 13 foals, dam of 12 winners, 2 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, 12 in 2:00, including:

CAVIART ALLY (M)
p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:50.2f; 1:48; BT1:47.2 ($1,974,971) (Bettor's Delight). 28 wins, 2 thru 6.

O'Brien Older Pace Mare of the Year in 2019. At 2, winner elim. Three Diamonds P., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final Pennsylvania Sire S. - Jugette, Bluegrass S. At 4, winner elim. and Final Milton S., leg Great Northeast Ser. at Philadelphia. At 5, winner Breeders Crown at Mohawk, Milton S., Final TVG Mare P., Allerage Farm Mare P., leg (2) and Final Rainbow Blue Ser. at Meadowlands. At 6, winner Blue Chip Matchmaker P. at Yonkers.

Producers: ALLAMERICAN COCO p,2,1:57.1; 3,1:54.4; BT1:53.1 ($58,066) by No Nukes. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Maryland Sbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft. At 3, winner cons. Green With Envy Ser. at Meadowlands, Maryland Sbd. Race Fund at Ocean. From 13 foals, dam of 12 winners, 2 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, 12 in 2:00, including:

O'Brien Older Pace Mare of the Year in 2019. At 2, winner elim. Three Diamonds P., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final Pennsylvania Sire S. - Jugette, Bluegrass S. At 4, winner elim. and Final Milton S., leg Great Northeast Ser. at Philadelphia. At 5, winner Breeders Crown at Mohawk, Milton S., Final TVG Mare P., Allerage Farm Mare P., leg (2) and Final Rainbow Blue Ser. at Meadowlands. At 6, winner Blue Chip Matchmaker P. at Yonkers.

Producers: ALLAMERICAN COCO p,2,1:57.1; 3,1:54.4; BT1:47.2 ($1,974,971) (Bettor's Delight). 28 wins, 2 thru 6.

Next Dam - COOL WORLD

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champain
Fox
Hooiser Stake
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Messenger
Meadowlands Pace
Ontario Sires
Ontario SBOA
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace

2022

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champain
Fox
Hooiser Stake
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Messenger
Meadowlands Pace
Ontario Sires
Ontario SBOA
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Bellevue Farms.
Raised at Walnut Hall Farm, Lexington, KY

ALBRIGHT
(NEW JERSEY & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled March 26, 2022
Reg. No. 0X568 Microchip No. 985141001402306

¬ Northeast Hall Row B Stall 1

Cattlewash p,3,1:46.4 ------------- Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 Mach Three p,3,1:49
Road Bet p,4,1:52f --------------- Wheres The Beach                      Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4
ALBRIGHT                                                                        Road To Pandalay p,2,1:55.3

Condoleezza ------------————--- Yankee Cruiser p,3,1:49.3                        Artiscape p,3,1:49.3z

ALBRIGHT
(BAY FILLY Foaled March 26, 2022)

1st Dam
CONDOLEEZA BT1:57.2f by Yankee Cruiser. Starter at 2. From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:54,
including:
Pompeo p,2,1:53.3f-'23; BT1:52.4f-'23 ($17,100) (Captaintreacherous). Winner at 2. Now 2, second in leg
Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; third in Pennsylvania All-Stars.

2nd Dam
SPRING DELIGHT by Bettor's Delight. From 7 foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:52, including:
ZOE ELLASEN (M) p,2,1:54.4f; 3,1:52.4f; 4,1:54.4f ($84,870) (Santanna Blue Chip). 31 wins, 2
thru 8. At 2, winner leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, Scioto, Ohio State Fair S.; second in leg Ohio Sires S.
at Northfield; third in leg Ohio Sires S. at Scioto, Final Ohio Sires S. at Northfield, Ohio Breeders Champ.
At 3, winner leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield (2), Ohio Fair S. at Marysville, Northfield, Upper Sandusky; third

ALLGONOWHOA p,2,1:59f; 3,1:55.2f; 4,1:51.3 ($183,213) (Dragon Again). 18  wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner
Ohio Fair S. at Kenton, Urbana, Washington CH; second in Ohio Fair S. at Greenville, Sidney, Xenia; third
in Ohio Fair S. at Celina, Lima.

3rd Dam
SPRING WIND p,3,1:51.2 ($180,024) by Life Sign. 16 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner Hayes Mem., leg Town Pro
Ser. at Woodbine (2); third in Scarlett O'Hara P. At 4, winner leg Damsel Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg
Classic Ser. at Balmoral, leg Damsel Ser. at Woodbine. From 6 living foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:49, 2
in 1:53, 3 in 1:58, including:

BETTOR'S EDGE p,2,1:52.3; 3,1:49f; 1:48.1; BT1:47f ($2,022,327) (Bettor's Delight). 48 wins, 2 thru 11. At
2, second in elim. Breeders Crown at Woodbine, elim. Governor's Cup; third in Bluegrass S., International
Stallion S., leg New York Sire S., Tompkins-Geers S. At 3, winner The Monument Circle P., elim. Adios S.,
At 5, winner Hoosier Park Racing Derby, leg Levy Mem. at Yorkers (3); second in Final Ben Franklin P.,
William R. Haughton Mem. at Meadowlands, Dan Patch Inv. at Hoosier, leg Levy Mem. at Yorkers, elim.
Canadian Pacing Derby, elim. Quillen Mem. At 6, winner Final TVG P., leg Levy Mem. at Yorkers: second
in elim. Breeders Crown at Woodbine. At 8, second in leg Levy Mem. at Yorkers. At 9, winner leg Great
Northeast Ser. at Philadelphia, Pocono; second in leg Great Northeast Ser. at Pocono (2).

LIGHT OF DAY (M) p,2,1:57.2h; 3,1:52.2; BT1:52.1 ($55,739) (Rocknroll Hanover). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2,
winner leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold (2); second in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green
Acres at Freehold. At 3, second in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold. Dam of

4th Dam
CACTUS FLOWER p,2,1:58.3; 3,1:53 ($67,287) by Jate Lobell. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner Ladyship S.
From 16 foals, dam of 14 winners, 1 in 1:50, 10 in 1:55, 14 in 2:00, including:
At 2, winner leg Lexington Early Closer. At 3, winner final Adios S., heat Little Brown Jug, leg Matt's
Scooter Ser., leg Trendsetter Junior Ser.

ALL MY LIFE p,2,1:57.2; 3,1:51.4; BT1:50.3 ($46,643) (Life Sign). 40 wins, 2 thru 14. At 2, winner
leg Scioto Late Closer. At 3, winner New Jersey Futurity, leg New Jersey Sires S. (2).

Next Dam - BLUE HORIZON p,2,1:58 (Meadow Skipper-SHIFTING SCENE p,2,1:59.2-Race Time)

Delvin Miller Adsro
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Canes Pace
Champion Filly
International Stallion
Kentucky KDIF/KSBIF
Little Brown Jug
Messenger
NJ Home Grown Pace
NJ Sires (Pari-Mutual)
NJ Stb. Dev. Fund
Renaissance
Simcoe Filly
Tattersalls Pace

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Consigned by HUNTERTON SALES AGENCY, AGENT for Amos S Schwartz.
Raised at Oakridge Farm, Monroe, IN
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West Hall
Row B
Stall 8

FLASH BUD
(ONTARIO & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 27, 2022
Reg. No. 0XP01

Muscle Mass 2,1:53.4
-------------
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
-------------
Valley Victory 3,1:55.3
Maiden Yankee 3,1:59.4f
Graceful Touch 2,1:56.1
-------------
Pine Chip 4,1:51
Act Of Grace 3,1:52.3
FLASH BUD
Crazed For Lindy
-------------
Crazed 3,1:52.2
-------------
Credit Winner 3,1:54
Peace A Pie
-------------
Mary Lou Hall 3,2:02.4h
Valley Victory 3,1:55.3
Ambro Eclair 2,1:59

1st Dam
CRAZED FOR LINDY by Crazed. From 4 previous foals, dam of 8 winners, 2 in 1:55, 7 in 1:58, including:
2nd Dam
CRAZED FOR LINDY

CONFESSION SESSION (M) 3,1:57.2f; BT1:56.1s ($33,382) (Father Patrick). 3 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg Pure Ivory Ser. at Mohawk; third in Final Pure Ivory Ser. at Mohawk. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final Sharpes Summer Ser. at Georgian. Dam of ROBINHOOD 2,1:55–23.

2nd Dam
PEACE A PIE by Valley Victory. From 14 foals, dam of 8 winners, 2 in 1:55, 7 in 1:58, including:
PIZZA DOLCE (M) 2,1:57f; 3,1:52.4 ($668,824) (Conway Hall). 14 wins at 2 and 3.

FORGIVE ME FATHER

FOR YOU ALMOSTFREE


BIG STICK LINDY 2,2:01.2h; 3,1:55.4 ($236,176) (Conway Hall). 20 wins, 2 thru 11. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello; second in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga. At 3, winner leg and Final Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Tioga. At 7, winner leg Ralph Waldo Emerson Ser.; second in leg Ralph Waldo Emerson Ser.

Producers:
MACKADAMIAN 1,56.4 ($64,076) (grandam of DIAMONDSTONE US 2,2:00.1h; 3,1:58.1f–$123,767). STONEFIRE US 2,2:02.1h; 3,1:56.1f–$120,046). SCREAMTIGHTLY LINDY 2,2:00.3 ($25,254) (dam of LINDY LUCIOUS 2,2:01.2h; 3,1:58.4f; 4,1:56.3 ($289,423) (Conway Hall). 20 wins, 2 thru 11. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello; second in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga. At 3, winner leg and Final Jim Derue Memorial at Saratoga; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Tioga. At 7, winner leg Ralph Waldo Emerson Ser.; second in leg Ralph Waldo Emerson Ser.

Next Dam - ARMBRO ECLAIR 2,1:59 (Speedy Crown-ARMBRO WHIRL 3,2:01.2-Super Bowl)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breeders Crown</th>
<th>Currier &amp; Ives</th>
<th>Horseman</th>
<th>International Stallion</th>
<th>Kentucky KSDF/KSBF</th>
<th>Ontario SBOA</th>
<th>Ralph Wilfing</th>
<th>Yankees Trot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adair Downs</td>
<td>Dexter Cup</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>Old Oaken Bucket</td>
<td>Simcoen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluegrass Series</td>
<td>Hambeltonian</td>
<td>Horse</td>
<td>Kentucky Futurity</td>
<td>Ontario Sires</td>
<td>Swedish Breeders Crown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breders Crown</td>
<td>Hoosier State</td>
<td>Coat</td>
<td>Old Oaken Bucket</td>
<td>Simcoen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champlain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Swedish Breeders Crown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Producers</th>
<th>Breeder</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>HNTR</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MACKADAMIAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1,56.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CATWOMAN HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 24, 2022
Reg. No. 7XE32 Microchip No. 985141001419027

1st Dam
CROOKED HALO p,2,1:54.4f ($10,615) by Big Bad John. 2 wins at 2. From 4 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:52, including:

COALITION HANOVER p,2,1:55.1f, 3,1:51.3f; BT1:50.1f ($282,007) (Somebeachsomewhere). 17 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, second in elim. MGM Springfield S. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows, leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono (2); second in Reynolds Mem., leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono; third in Final Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. At 4, third in leg Late Closer at Yonkers.

Candescent Hanover p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:49.2f; BT1:49.2f ($282,007) (Somebeachsomewhere). 17 wins, 2 thru 5. At 3, winner leg and Final Zelica p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:49.2f; BT1:49.2f ($282,007) (Somebeachsomewhere). At 4, third in leg Late Closer at Yonkers.

2nd Dam

3rd Dam
KATIES LUCKY LADY p,3,1:54.2 ($901,756), p,2,1:52.2f; 3,1:48.4 ($490,695). Cam Fella. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, second in Shady Daisy P. At 4, second in Ellamony P., Hanover Shoe Farms Inv. At 5, in Betsys Ross P., elim. Roses Are Red P.


KWIK KATIE p,2,1:58.4f (grandam of EARLY ACTION p,2,1:49.4-$607,794).

Next Dam - LUCKY LADY p,3,1:55 (Striking Image-JUST OUR LUCK-Truluck)
CRYSTAL GUMDROP 3,1:56.3f; BT1:55.3s ($63,294) by Angus Hall. 4 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk (3). From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:58, including:


Forsuchatimeasthis (M) BT2:00.3-'23 (Greenshoe). Now 2 and racing.

Crysta's Legacy (M) 3,1:56.3f; 1:54.3; 2,1:57.1h (Malabar Aqua). 16 wins at 2 and 3.

First AQUA 3,1:59.2h; 4,1:58.4; BT1:57.4h ($97,673) (Winning Fireworks). 16 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River; elim. Dream Of Glory T. at Hanover.

Win and Dream 2,2:01.4h; 3,Q2:00; 4,1:57.3h; BT1:55.4f ($67,685) (Angus Hall). 11 wins at 3 and 4.

Dan Patch, O'Brien 2-Year-Old Trotting Mare of the Year in 2010.

EX KING 2,2:00.3h; 3,1:57.1h ('23) (Like A Prayer). 8 wins, 2 thru 5.

TAE KWON DEO 2,1:57.3f Intl.; 3,1:54.4; 1:52f ($1,042,508). 10 wins, 2 thru 5.
CUTOFFS by Muscle Hill. Arden Downs
Next Dam
1st Dam
465
Champlain
Breeders Crown
Bluegrass Series
SOUTAINE HANOVER
2nd Dam
SUPEROO by Supergill. From 14 foals (4 Exported prior to racing), dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:53, 5 in 2:00, incl.:
3rd Dam
TYMAL GREENLINE
IN THE MEAN TIME (M) 2,1:57; 3,1:55.3; BT1:54.2 ($290,797) (Kadabra). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner
SMOKE AND MIRRORS (M) 2,1:57; 3,1:55.3; BT1:54.2 ($290,797) (Kadabra). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner
2,1:57; 3,1:55.3; BT1:54.2 ($179,439) (Kadabra). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in elim. WEG/SBOA S.; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; second in Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk.

2nd Dam
SOUTAINE HANOVER 2,2:00.3; 3,1:57; BT1:56.1 ($32,161) by Donerail. 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner
NO LESS THAN MAGIC 2,1:58.1; 4,1:55.3; BT1:53.2 ($81,067) (Kadabra). 3 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, second in
2,1:57; 3,1:55.3; BT1:54.2 ($1,473,311 Intl.).

3rd Dam
SUPEROO by Supergill. From 14 foals (4 Exported prior to racing), dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:53, 5 in 2:00, incl.:
HURRI KANE BILLY G 2,2:17.3h; 3,2:10.1h; Q1:59.2. 11 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, winner John Simpson Mem.; second in elim. and Final Goldsmith Maid T., Kentuckiana Stallion Mgmt T., elim. Merrie Annabelle T.; third in International Stallion S. At 3, winner Coaching Club Oaks; second in Zweig Mem. Filly; third in elim. Hambletonian Oaks. Dam of MAGIC PRESTO 2,1:55.2; 3,1:55.2f; (652,685),
CHURCH SOUT 3,1:59.2f; 1:55.1f; BT1:54.1f ($130,789 Intl.). Dam of BAG OF TRICKS 2,1:58.1-
YANKEE BLONDE 3,1:59.4f; 4,1:55.3f; BT1:54.2h-$368,617).

3rd Dam
SUPEROO by Supergill. From 14 foals (4 Exported prior to racing), dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:53, 5 in 2:00, incl.:
HURRI KANE BILLY G 2,2:02; 3,1:54.4; 4,1:53; BT1:52.3 ($297,106) (Donerail). 8 wins at 3 and 4. At 4, winner elim. Cutler Mem., leg Father Foley Mem. Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Horse & Groom Ser. at Meadowlands.

3rd Dam
SUPEROO by Supergill. From 14 foals (4 Exported prior to racing), dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:53, 5 in 2:00, incl.:
HURRI KANE BILLY G 2,2:02; 3,1:54.4; 4,1:53; BT1:52.3 ($297,106) (Donerail). 8 wins at 3 and 4. At 4, winner elim. Cutler Mem., leg Father Foley Mem. Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Horse & Groom Ser. at Meadowlands.

3rd Dam
SUPEROO by Supergill. From 14 foals (4 Exported prior to racing), dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:53, 5 in 2:00, incl.:
HURRI KANE BILLY G 2,2:02; 3,1:54.4; 4,1:53; BT1:52.3 ($297,106) (Donerail). 8 wins at 3 and 4. At 4, winner elim. Cutler Mem., leg Father Foley Mem. Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Horse & Groom Ser. at Meadowlands.

3rd Dam
SUPEROO by Supergill. From 14 foals (4 Exported prior to racing), dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:53, 5 in 2:00, incl.:
HURRI KANE BILLY G 2,2:02; 3,1:54.4; 4,1:53; BT1:52.3 ($297,106) (Donerail). 8 wins at 3 and 4. At 4, winner elim. Cutler Mem., leg Father Foley Mem. Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Horse & Groom Ser. at Meadowlands.

3rd Dam
SUPEROO by Supergill. From 14 foals (4 Exported prior to racing), dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:53, 5 in 2:00, incl.:
HURRI KANE BILLY G 2,2:02; 3,1:54.4; 4,1:53; BT1:52.3 ($297,106) (Donerail). 8 wins at 3 and 4. At 4, winner elim. Cutler Mem., leg Father Foley Mem. Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Horse & Groom Ser. at Meadowlands.
LADYKING by Cam's Card Shark. From 11 foals, dam of 9 winners, 2 in 1:49, 9 in 1:54, including:

2nd Dam
LADY DALE BT2:03.3h by Western Ideal. Starter at 3.

1st Dam
CINDY B p,2,1:56.1f

This is her first foal.

LADYKING by Cam's Card Shark. From 11 foals, dam of 9 winners, 2 in 1:49, 9 in 1:54, including:


LOOKOUT HANOVER p,2,1:56.2f; 3,1:50.3f; 4,1:48.3s ($405,774) (The Panderosa). 17 wins, 2 thru 5.


LANNISTER HANOVER p,2,1:55.3f; 3,1:51f; BT1:50.4f ($316,019). At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Indianapolis, elim. Captain Bill P.; elim. Messenger S.

LATISSIMUS HANOVER p,2,1:56.1f; 3,1:56.1f; 4,1:53 ($21,280) (Western Ideal). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, The Meadows. From 12 foals, dam of 8 winners, 8 in 1:55, including:

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Sires: Arden Downs Delvin Miller Adios Fox Simcoe Cane Pace Champions Hoosier State Homan Little Brown Jug Meadlows Pace Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel) Standardbred

Bluegrass Series Broodmares Crown Tattersalls Pace
**DANCING FLAMES 2,Q2:02.1f; BT1:58.1f ($5,330) by Donato Hanover.** Record at 2. From 3 previous foals, Dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:54, including:

**DISCUS HANOVER 2,1:56.4; 3,1:56.2; 1:53.4 ($163,318) (Credit Winner).** 36 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner cons. New York Sire S. at Vernon, NY. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Batavia, Monticello, Saratoga, Vernon. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Vernon; third in New York County Fair S.


**Dancing Flames 2,Q2:02.1f; BT1:59.2-'23 (Bar Hopping).** Now 2 and racing.

**2nd Dam**

**Angel Fire Hanover 3,T1:55.2 ($3,345) by Cantab Hall.** Record at 2. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Chester. From 5 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:58, including:

**GO FOR MANNY 1:57.1f ($19,912 Intl.) (Googoo Gaaga).** 2 wins at 4 (Sweden).

**1st Response 2,1:56 ($17,767) (Conway Hall).** 2 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Vernon.

**3rd Dam**

**Angel Fire Hanover 3,T1:55.2 ($2,955) by Lindy Lane.** Winner at 3. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Chester. From 5 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:56, including:

**Spicy Wings 2,1:55.3; 3,1:54.1f; BT1:54.1 ($179,976) (Donato Hanover).** 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sire S.; Bluegrass S.; leg in and Final Pennsylvania Sire S.; third in International Stallion S. Dam of **Zack To The Max 2,1:58 ($136,106), Austral Hanover 2,1:56.4f; 3,1:54.1f-23**

**4th Dam**


Producers: Angelique Hanover (granddam of **Beads 2,1:56.4; 3,1:51.2; 4,1:50.2-$643,235; $81,622 Intl.**)

---

**Next Dam - Flickering Halo 3,2:03.1h (Bonefish-ROSE BOWER-FLORIS) STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

|-------------|-----------------|--------------|--------|--------------|------------|-------------|-------------|----------|------------------------|----------------|------------------------|----------------|------------------------|------------------|------------------|

**Reg. No. 7XD83 Microchip No. 985141001374893**

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA
Consigned by CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT for Gates Hill Stables.
Raised at Gates Hill Stables, Middlefield, OH

**SANDAL WASHER**

*(NEW JERSEY ELIGIBLE)*

**BAY FILLY** Foaled May 25, 2022
Reg. No. 0X424  Microchip No. 985141001375000

West Hall  
Row E  
Stall 11  

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mare Name</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cattelwash</strong></td>
<td><strong>Shadow Play</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p,3,1:46.4</td>
<td>p,4,1:47.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SANDAL WASHER</strong></td>
<td><strong>Dancing Shadows K</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p,3,1:53.3</td>
<td>p,3,1:53.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shadow Play</strong></td>
<td><strong>Boheman Dancer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p,4,1:47.4</td>
<td>p,2,1:59f</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1st Dam**

**DANCING SHADOWS K** p,2,2:00.1f; 3,1:53.3; BT1:51.2s ($94,388) by Shadow Play. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, second in elim. WEG/SBOA S.; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk. From 2 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:55, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horse Name</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shadow Dancer</strong></td>
<td><strong>DANCING SHADOWS K</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M) p,2,1:54.4f; 3,Q1:53.3; 4,1:50.3f-'23 ($73,224) (Always B Miki). 7 wins, 2 thru 4. Downbythedanceclub p,2,1:54.1f-'23 ($6,500) (Downbytheseaside). Winner at 2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2nd Dam**

**BOHEMAN DANCER** p,2,1:59f; BT1:53.4h ($33,074) by Artsplace. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Early Closer at The Meadows; second in Arden Downs S., Easy Closer at The Meadows; third in The Standardbred S. From 10 foals, dam of 7 winners, 5 in 1:54, 7 in 1:58, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horse Name</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Choreographer</strong></td>
<td><strong>BOHEMAN DANCER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p,3,1:55f; 1:51.1; BT1:50.3s ($205,484) (Well Said). 21 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River, leg Late Closer at The Meadows.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3rd Dam**

**FIRELIGHT DANCER** p,3,2:01f; BT1:59f ($4,042) by Cam Fella. Winner at 3. From 5 foals, dam of 5 winners, 3 in 1:53, 5 in 1:58, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horse Name</th>
<th>Dam Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Twilight Bonfire</strong></td>
<td><strong>FIREWITHIN</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fire WithIN** K p,2,Q1:59.2f; 3,1:52.1; BT1:51.1s ($288,894) (No Nukes). 26 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, winner leg Horseman S. At 4, winner leg Trendsetter Senior Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Trendsetter Senior Ser. at Meadowlands. At 5, 2nd leg Complex Ser. at Meadowlands.

**DANCING WITH FIRE** p,3,1:54.3f; 1:52.1f; BT1:49.2f ($169,683) (The Panderosa). 14 wins, 3 thru 7. At 4, winner leg (2) and Final Opening Bell Ser. at The Meadows; second in leg Cam Fella Ser. at Woodbine, leg Opening Bell Ser. at The Meadows. Producers: **NUCLEAR LIGHT K** p,3,1:56f ($30,004) (dam of ROCK LIGHTS p,2,Q1:55.4; 3,1:50.4; 4,1:49.4f-$353,956, HOTOFFTHEPRESS K p,3,1:54.4h, **NUCLEAR RAYS** p,2,2:01z; 3,1:55.2f; grandam of **DRAGON SPARKS** p,2,Q2:00.4f; 3,1:57.3f; 4,1:55f ($16,022) (Real Artist). Winner at 3. At 3, third in leg Niagara Ser. at Woodbine. Dam of **SANDAL WASHER** p,3,1:55f; 4,1:54.3f ($128,355), **SHADOW SPARKS** p,2,1:54.4.

Next Dam - **KEY’S GYPSY QUEEN** p,3,1:55.2 (Tyler B-ELEGANT GYPSY p,4,1:54.1-Falcon Almahurst)
DANGLE THEN DEKE
Bar Hopping 3,1:51.4
Cocktail Hour 4,1:55.1
Dangle Then Deke 2,1:55.1f

DAFFY HANOVER
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f
Credit Winner 3,1:54
Ambro Vermouth 2,2:12.3h

Cantab Hall 3,1:54
Self Possessed 3,1:51.3
Canland Hall 3,1:57
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2

Love My Muscles
Amour Hall

1st Dam

Dahquist Hanover 2,02:01.4; 3,1:55.4-'23; BT1:53s-'23 ($64,486) (Walner). 4 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands.

Dryden Hanover 2,2:00-'23; BT1:58.2s-'23 ($10,280) (Walner). Winner at 2.

Dahlquist Hanover (M) 2,2:01.4; 3,1:56.2f; BT1:58s ($1,836) (Father Patrick). Now 2 and racing.


L DEES BELLA 3,1:57.3f; BT1:56.4f ($44,980) (Cantab Hall). 4 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, The Meadows Stallion Ser. at Pocono;

Brother Love BT1:59.3f-'23 ($1,836) (Father Patrick). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam
LOVE MY MUSCLES by Muscles Yankee. From 8 foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 1:58, including:

IMALOVELYLADY (M) 2,2:01.4h; 3,1:56.2h; 4,1:55.1; BT1:53.4s ($172,185) (My MVP). 12 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Ohio Fair S. at Bowling Green, Upper Sandusky; second in Ohio Breeders Champ., leg Ohio Sires S. at Northfield; third in leg Ohio Sires S. at Scioto. At 3, winner leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Northfield; second in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Miami Valley, leg Iron Maiden Ser. at Northfield, Ohio Fair S. at Northfield; third in Final Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Northfield, Ohio Fair S. at Jefferson. At 4, second in leg Beth Dutton T. at Hoosier, leg Leonard Perrin Mem. at Hoosier (2).


L DEES BELLA 3,1:57.3f; BT1:56.4f ($44,980) (Cantab Hall). 4 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, The Meadows Stallion Ser. at Pocono;

Love My Muscles

3rd Dam
AMOUR HALL by Garland Lobell. Full sister to Dan Patch, Nova 2-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 2001, World Champion ANDOVER HALL 2,1:56.2; 3,1:51.3 ($870,510), World Champion ANGUS HALL 2,1:54.4; 3,1:54.3; BT1:52.3 ($830,654). Dan Patch, Nova, O'Brien 2-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 1997, World Champion CONWAY HALL 2,1:57.2; 3,1:53.4; BT1:53.2z ($682,016, $136,868 Intl.), to the dam of TRIXTON 2,1:54.4; 3,1:50.3 ($947,057), to the grandam of ANGUS 2,1:54.4z; 3,1:54.3; BT1:52.3 ($830,654)

AMOUR HALL by Garland Lobell. Full sister to Dan Patch, Nova 2-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 2001, World Champion ANDOVER HALL 2,1:56.2; 3,1:51.3 ($870,510), World Champion ANGUS HALL 2,1:54.4; 3,1:54.3; BT1:52.3 ($830,654). Dan Patch, Nova, O'Brien 2-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 1997, World Champion CONWAY HALL 2,1:57.2; 3,1:53.4; BT1:53.2z ($682,016, $136,868 Intl.), to the dam of TRIXTON 2,1:54.4; 3,1:50.3 ($947,057), to the grandam of ANGUS 2,1:54.4z; 3,1:54.3; BT1:52.3 ($830,654). From 12 living foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:55, 3 in 1:59, including:


SWEET LOVE (M) 2,1:56.2f ($109,807) (Chocolatier). 4 wins at 2. At 2, winnerelim. Matron S., elim. Breeders Crown at Pocono; second in leg Ohio Matron S., International Stallion S.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold. Dam of MISSWALNER FASHION 2,1:53.3; 3,1:52.2 ($432,619), to the grandam of ANGUS 2,1:54.4; 3,1:50.3 ($947,057), to the grandam of LINDY THE GREAT 2,1:55.3; 3,1:52.1; 1:51.1 ($1,498,464), VENERATE 2,1:51.4; 1:50.1-'23 ($1,113,245). From 12 living foals

CHEESE DANISH (M) 3,1:58.2f; BT1:58s ($15,938) (Tagliabue). 2 wins at 3. Dam of WARWAAE ONX 3,1:58.4f; 1:54.1f ($236,303), CLIMB HIGHER 3,1:58.2; 4,1:54.4. Grandam of BRITISH STEEL 2,02:06; 3,1:54.3, WARWAAE UHNRORI 3,1:57.1, COME HOME FOR LIFE 3,1:57.1.

Producers: AMOUROUS TAG 2,2:01.1f ($12,794) (dam of MIRADO 2,02:07; 3,1:58.1f; 4,1:55.4), Amourato 2,02:03f ($3,400) (dam of SISTER'S PROMISE 2,1:55.4; 3,1:53.4-$170,809, STIFF DRINK 2,01:54.1), Love Tactics (dam of TACTFUL WAY 2,01:56.4f; 3,1:55f; 4,1:54.1, THUNDERING LOVER 2,01:55; 3,1:57.3f; 4,1:56.4f, ESCAPE TACTICS 3,2:00f; 4,1:58.1f, grandam of RIPPLE OF HOPE 2,2:10.4h; 3,1:57.2f; 4,1:54.3f-$100,720, CELEBRITY STALONE 3,1:56.4f; 4,1:56.3f), Bocha Mea (dam of LADYDINI 2,2:00.1), Midgard Supremacy (dam of DAN PATCH 2,2:01f; 3,1:57.2f; 4,1:56.3f, to the dam of CONWAY HALL 2,1:54.4; 3,1:50.3 ($947,057), to the grandam of ANGUS 2,1:54.4z; 3,1:54.3; BT1:52.3 ($830,654)

Next Dam - AMOUR ANGUS 3,2:03.1f (Magna Force-KENWOOD SCAMPER-Texas)
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Patrick J. Hoopes.
Raised at Hoopes Farm, Ulysses, PA

H SEVEN
(NEW YORK ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled March 19, 2022
Reg. No. 7XC95 Microchip No. 98514100874162

Chapter Seven 4,1:50.1 -----------
Windsong's Legacy 3,1:53.4
Yankee Windsor 3,02:02.1f

La Riviera Lindy 3,2:01.1f
Dream Vacation 4,1:52

Royal Lindy

Northeast Hall
Row G
Stall 15

1st Dam
DANICA HALL 2,1:55.3 ($103,850) by Deweycheatumnhowe. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Champlain S., leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, elim. Peaceful Way S.; third in Ontario Sires S. - Gold - Mid Season, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Rideau Carleton. From 5 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:59, including:

PORT PERRY 2,1:56.2; 3,1:55.4; BT1:54s ($259,016) (Kadabra). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk (2); second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Georgian, Mohawk, Super-Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, Champlain S., elim. Wellwood Mem. At 3, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk.

DELAINE HALL 3,Q1:58.2f; BT1:56.2f ($13,745) (Credit Winner). Winner at 3. At 3, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Tioga.

2nd Dam
DEBBIE HALL 2,1:55.1 ($247,146) by Like A Prayer. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg and Final Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, Bluegrass S.; second in International Stallion S., leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. At 3, second in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington (3), Reynolds Mem. From 6 foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:59, 4 in 1:56, including:

DUNBAR HALL 2,Q1:58.2; 3,1:54.1; 1:51.2; BT1:51.1s-'23 ($601,973) (Deweycheatumnhowe). 35 wins, 3 thru 9. At 2, second in Bluegrass S. At 4, winner leg Graduate Ser. at Mohawk; second in leg Graduate Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. Breeders Crown at Pocono.


DUNSIANANE HALL 3,1:56f; BT1:55f ($47,110) (Conway Hall). 3 wins at 3.

3rd Dam
DESTINY'S VISION S 2,2:02.3; 3,Q1:59.1; BT1:57.4 ($94,863) by Vision's Pride. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Final Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier; second in leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier (2); third in Kentucky Fair S. at Lebanon, Lexington. At 3, winner leg Indiana Sires S. at Indiana (2); second in elim. Late Closer at Indiana; third in Final Late Closer at Indiana. Half-sister to ABC EASTER 2,1:59, 3,1:56.4; 4,1:56.3; BT1:56.1s ($347,379). From 9 living foals, dam of 6 winners, 5 in 2:00, including:

THE TRAVELER 2,2:01.2f, 3,1:57.2f; 4,1:56f; BT1:54.2f ($62,403) (Yankee Glide). 4 wins, 2 thru 4. At 3, winner leg Winning Mister Ser. at The Meadows; second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows, leg Winning Mister Ser. at The Meadows; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia.

DESTINY'S PRAYER (M) 2,2:00; BT1:58 ($34,507) (Like A Prayer). Winner at 2. At 2, winner Final Kentucky Wildcat T. at Lexington; second in elim. Kentucky Wildcat T. at Lexington. Dam of FIREBALL'S PRAYERS 3,1:55.3 ($170,633).


PONDA'SBLITZVISION 2,2:01.1f, 3,1:59.2; BT1:57.3s ($15,466) (Keystone Blitz). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner leg Cardinl Ser. at Hoosier; second in leg Expresson Ser. at Hoosier, leg Cardinl Ser. at Hoosier.

SOCIAL QUEEN (M) 2,2:00.3; BT2:00 ($10,040) (Daguet Rapide). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; third in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, Kentucky Fair S. at Lebanon, Lexington. Producers: Ponda's Lucky Lady (dam of PONDA JET 2,1:56.2, 3,1:51.4-23-$209,807).

Next Dam - SWISS ANN S 2,2:05.3 (Swiss Connection-COUNTESS FRANCES S 3,2:07.4f-Jubilee Tricount)
Consigned by NORTHWOOD BLOODSTOCK AGENCY, AGENT for CT Stables, LLC.  
Raised at Thomas B. Cave & CT Stables, LLC., Campbellsville, KY

IDEALOFADAY  
NEW YORK ELIGIBLE  
BAY COLT Foaled April 1, 2022  
Reg. No. 0X226  
Microchip No. 985141001502025

1st Dam  
DAY BLUE CHIP p,2,1:54.1f; 3,1:52.4; BT1:52.3 ($49,603) by Art Major. 6 wins, 2 thru 4. At 3, winner John Simpson Mem. At 4, winner leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands (2); third in Final Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands. From 7 previous foals, dam of 6 winners, 3 in 1:52, 5 in 2:00, including:

REAGAN BLUE CHIP p,3,1:51; BT1:50s ($142,925) (American Ideal). 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga. At 5, winner leg and Final Late Closer at Mohawk.


QUEENJANE BLUECHIP (M) p,3,1:57.1f; BT1:55.4f ($19,117) (Shadow Play). 4 wins, 3 thru 5. Bobby's Blue Chip p,2,1:59.4h-'23; BT1:56.4f-'23 ($4,330) (Betting Line). Winner at 2.

2nd Dam  
MISTY FLIRTS p,2,Q1:57.3; 3,1:54.4f; BT1:53.2f ($68,451) by Jenna's Beach Boy. 2 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo; second in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga; third in leg Dream Maker Ser. 


MANHATTAN BLUECHIP p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:52.2; BT1:51.4s ($54,935) (Art Major). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, third in Burlington P., leg Summertime Ser. at Mohawk.


SEBOOMOOK PRINCESS (M) p,2,1:59.2h; BT1:51.4 ($21,349) (Brian P). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in leg Delaware Sbd. Breeders S. at Harrington. At 3, third in leg Delaware Sbd. Breeders S. at Dover. 

LIVING BY FAITH p,3,1:57.4h; BT1:55.1f ($10,990) (Gamblers Dream). 2 wins at 3.

3rd Dam  
MISTY BRETTA by Bret Hanover. From 20 foals, dam of 14 winners, 1 in 1:50, 8 in 1:55, 10 in 1:56, including:

SANDS A FLYIN p,2,1:52.1; 4,1:50 ($481,436) (Beach Towel). 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg (2) and Final New Jersey Sires S. Niatross P. At 3, winner elim. Adios S. Producers: BEACH BRETTA p,2,1:59; 3,1:52.2 ($251,960) (grandam of SOUTHWIND GENDRY p,2,1:50f; 3,1:49.1f; 1:47.2f-'23-$173,259), SAND SPEED p,2,1:57.1; 3,1:55.1f ($14,195) (dam of SPEED AGAIN p,2,1:50; 3,1:49.4; 4,1:48.1-$1,072,058).

Next Dam - MISTY RAQUEL p,3,1:55.3 (Meadow Skipper-RICHELLE HANOVER p,2,2:00.1-Dancer Hanover)
LUCCI
(NEW JERSEY & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled May 11, 2022
Reg. No. 4XG86 Microchip No. 985141001373615

Main Hall
Row D
Stall 58

LUCI
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Walner 3,1:50.2 ---------------------
Chapter Seven 4,1:50.1

La Riviera Lindy 3,2:01.1f

Ken Warkentin 3,1:52.3

Front Porch Swing

Random Destiny 3,1:54.1

Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1

Emilie Cas El 3,1:57.1f

Donerail 2,1:55.4

Texas Winner 2,1:59.4f

LUCI

Dramatra 3,1:55.1f

Trixton 3,1:50.3

Emilie Cas El 3,1:57.1f

Donerail 2,1:55.4

Texas Winner 2,1:59.4f

1st Dam

DRAMATRA
2,1:57.3; 3,1:55.1f; BT1:54.3 ($66,875) by Trixton. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 3, second in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge (3); third in Final Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

BOURBON 'N GRITS
2,2:04h; BT1:59.1 ($16,246) by Donerail. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold (2); third in Final New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold. From 11 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:55, 6 in 1:59, including:

ROYALTY FOR LIFE

DRAMATRA (M) 2,1:57.3; 3,1:55.1f; BT1:54.3 ($66,875) (Trixton). As above.

PRECISION
2,1:57.1 ($64,134) (Muscle Hill). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg and Final Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge; third in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge (2).

CONTRARIAN (M) 3,2:01h; BT1:58 ($24,550) (Conway Hall). 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge; second in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge; third in leg and Final Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge, leg New York-Bred LC at Monticello. Dam of ROYAL RIGHT 2,1:59.3f; 3,1:59h ($123,959).

DEFINE ROYALTY
2,2:01; BT2:00.1s ($17,543) (RC Royalty). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Buffalo, Tioga, leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Vernon. Dam of DURHAMVILLE 2,Q1:58.1; 3,1:57.3f; 4,1:56.2f.

PRETTY PHYLLY G
2,2:05.4; 3,1:56.1 ($27,889) (Trixton). 4 wins at 3. At 3, third in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge.

Bravado
2,Q2:02; 3,1:55.4f-'23; BT1:56.1f ($39,850) (Trixton). 4 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge, leg Wood End Light Ser. at Plainridge. Dam of

Chiara Tiara (M) (Six Pack). Now 2.

3rd Dam

TEXAS WINNER
2,1:59.4f; BT1:59.1f ($128,323) by American Winner. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Keystone Classic, The Standardbred S., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, Pennsylvania All-Stars; second in Hanover Filly S. At 3, winner Landmark S., second in Hudson Filly T., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, The Meadows, elim. Harrington Sophomore T. From 6 foals, dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:54, 4 in 2:00, including:

TEXAS PHOTO
3,1:58.2; 1:53 ($415,811) (S J's Photo). 25 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, winner leg Bluewater Ser. at Sarnia (2). At 4, winner leg Molson Canadian Light Ser. at Georgian (2); second in Final Molson Canadian Light Ser. at Georgian. At 5, winner leg Glorius Comet Ser. at Woodbine.

TEXT WINNER
2,1:56.2; 4,1:55.3f; BT1:54f ($202,725) (Tom Ridge). 9 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Final Matron S., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon, leg in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon.

Next Dam - TEXAS STARELLETTE 2,2:02.1 (Texas-PATSY ADIOS p.3:2.05.4h-Direct Adios Clay)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS


Consigned by ALL AMERICAN HARNESSBREDS, Seaford, DE Raised at All American Harnessbreds, Federalsburg, MD
DELI BEACH p,2,1:52.1; BT1:49.4 ($106,181) by Somebeachsomewhere. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner John Simpson Mem., Reynolds Mem. At 3, second in Liberty Bell P. at Philadelphia; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania All-Stars, elim. James Lynch Mem. From 2 previous living foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:50, 2 in 1:51, including:

DEAN B HANOVER p,2,1:52.1; 3,1:50.3; 1:49.3f-'23; BT1:49.2s ($366,048) (Betting Line). 15 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg and Final Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono. At 4, 2nd in leg MGM Borgata P. at Yonkers (2); third in elim. and Final Charles Juravinski Mem. Cup, leg and cons. MGM Borgata P. at Yonkers. At 5, third in leg MGM Borgata P. at Yonkers (2).


LITTLE MISS DRAGON p,2,1:58.4h; 3,1:52.1; BT1:51 ($92,703) (Cam's Card Shark). 6 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold. At 4, second in leg Battling Brad Ser. at Chester; third in leg Battling Brad Ser. at Chester.

2nd Dam

JASMINE HANOVER p,2,Q2:01.1h; BT1:56.2 ($4,300) by Western Hanover. Record at 2. At 2, third in elim. American-National S. Half-sister to World Champion JAGUAR SPUR p,2,2:04.1f; 3,1:51.2; 4,T1:49.2 ($1,806,473). From 15 foals, dam of 11 winners, 11 in 1:54, 11 in 1:58, including:


Next Dam - J. D.'S BRET p,1:59.2 (Bret Hanover-MYRT HANOVER-Nibble Hanover)
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Clay Harland Horner.
Raised at Seelster Farms Inc., Lucan, ON

HOTCHKISS
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 1, 2022
Reg. No. 9XF71 Microchip No. 985141001374499

Northeast Hall
Row D
Stall 7

Papi Rob Hanover p,3,1:47.1f  --  Papi Rob Hanover p,3,1:47.1f

HOTCHKISS  
(BAY COLT)  
Reg. No. 9XF71  
Microchip No. 985141001374499  

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4  --  Mich Three p,3,1:49

WHEREAS THE BEACH  
Panera Hanover p,4,1:51.2f  --------  Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3

Delizabeth p,3,1:49.4  -------  Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50

BETTER'S DELIGHT  
Lady Mattgalane p,3,1:51  -------  Artiscape p,3,1:49.3z

1st Dam
DELLIZABETH p,3,Q1:59; BT1:56s ($7,301) by Bettor's Delight. Record at 3. From 1 previous foal, dam of: Mr Commodore (Sportswriter). Now 2.

2nd Dam
LADY MATTGALANE p,2,1:53; 3,1:51; BT1:50 ($378,257) by Artiscape. 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Eternal Camnation P., Countess Adios S., elim. She's A Great Lady S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; second in Champlain S. At 3, winner Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Tarport Hap P., Ladyship S., Miss New Jersey S.; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, elim. Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands; third in Final Miss New Jersey S., Bluegrass S. From 7 living foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:50; 3 in 1:59, including:

VELOCITY LADY (M) p,1:49.4f; BT1:49.3f-'23 ($287,856) (Bettor's Delight). 19 wins, 4 thru 6.

MASADA ROCKS p,3,1:55.2; BT1:54.1 ($28,396) (Rocknroll Hanover). 6 wins at 3 and 4.

3rd Dam
MARY MATTGALANE p,2,1:59.2; 3,1:53.2 ($97,897) by Matt's Scooter. 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, third in elims. Breeders Crown at Colonial. At 3, second in leg Niagara Ser. at Mohawk (2); third in Final Niagara Ser. at Mohawk. At 4, winner leg Damsel Ser. at Woodbine; third in leg Damsel Ser. at Woodbine. Half-sister to ARTICULATOR p,2,1:52.3; 4,1:49.2 ($439,107). From 13 foals, dam of 12 winners, 2 in 1:50, 10 in 1:55, 12 in 1:58, including:

MEIRS HANOVER p,2,1:53.4f; 3,1:51f; BT1:49.3f ($740,191) (Artsplace). 34 wins, 4 thru 8.

MY TIME HANOVER p,2,1:55.1; 3,1:51.3; BT1:51f ($387,036) (Western Hanover). 55 wins, 2 thru 13. At 2, second in leg Nassagaweya S., Late Closer at Lexington.

MCKENNA HANOVER (M) p,3,1:53.4f; BT1:53.2f ($35,700) (Sportswriter). 7 wins at 3 and 4.

MOGUL HANOVER p,3,Q1:55; 4,1:53.4f; BT1:53.1s ($32,857) (Somebeachsomewhere). 4 wins at 3. At 4, winner leg Walter Russell Mem. at The Meadows (3).

MEGABALL HANOVER (M) p,3,1:54.2f ($27,000) (Western Terror). 3 wins at 3. Dam of MEGA MIKI p,3,1:55s; 4,1:54.2h.

MEDICI HANOVER (M) p,2,1:55.2f; 3,1:55.1; BT1:54s ($26,444) (Sportswriter). 9 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk.


Next Dam - NARACULOUS p,3,2:02.3f (Big Towner-NADIA LOBELLI p,3,1:53.4f-No Nukes)

Delpin Miller Adios  
Ardon Downs  
Bluegrass Series

Breeders Crown  
Care Pace  
Champion

International Stallion  
Ralph Klein Memorial  
Little Brown Jug

Meatloafend Pace  
Messenger  
Penna. Sires (Fair)

Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)  
Progress Pace  
Tattersalls Pace
BEAU BEAR

(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled May 24, 2022

Reg. No. 0XP09 Microchip No. 985141001340812

Main Hall
Row G
Stall 15

Muscle Mass 2,1:53.4  -------------
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2  -------------
Valley Victory 3,1:55.3
Maiden Yankee 3,1:59.4f  -------------
Pine Chip 4,T1:51
Act Of Grace 3,1:52.3

BEAU BEAR

Delmonica  ----------------------------
Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1  ---------------
Andover Hall 3,1:51.3
D Train
Credit Winner 3,1:54
Ambro Temple 3,1:54

Delmonica by Donato Hanover. From 3 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:57, including:

DASHING MUSCLE (M) 2,1:56.1; BT1:54.3s ($230,742) (Muscle Mass). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg and Super-Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk (2). At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Georgian; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk.

Sante Del Rae (M) BT2:01.3f-'23 (E L Titan). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam

Temple Of Athena BT1:58.4s ($11,110) by Credit Winner. At 2, third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Monticello, leg Excelsior Ser. at Batavia, Saratoga. From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:56, including:


Producers: Easy Money (dam of HS WINCHESTER 2,1:58f; 3,1:56.3f-'23, BUTTER N SYRUP 2,1:59.1h-'23,

3rd Dam


ROCK RICO 3,1:56.4f ($55,729) (Kadabra). 8 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots.

TEMPLE OF DREAMS 3,1:58.4f; BT1:55.1f ($19,319) (Yankee Glide). Winner at 3. At 3, third in Tompkins-Geers S.

TEMPLE OF HEAVEN (M) 2,1:59.4; BT1:58.2 ($8,425) (Muscles Yankee). Winner at 2. At 2, second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. Dam of TEMPLE RUINS 2,1:54.4; 3,1:53.3f ($288,526), SOUTHERN CROSS 2,1:56.4f; 3,1:53.1 ($160,088), SWAN TRIXIE 2,1:56.4; 3,1:53.4 ($158,970). Grandam of TALKIN’ BOUT YOU 3,1:55.3-'23; 3,1:54.1-'23, SEVEN CREDITS 3,1:59.3f; 4,1:56.2f, SEVENS UP 2,2:00.4h; 3,1:58f.

Legion Of Doom 3,2:00.4h; BT1:59.3h ($34,299) (Donato Hanover). Winner at 3. At 4, second in leg John Mongeon Sr. Mem. at Saratoga.

Next Dam - DELMEGAN 4,T1:55.3 (Super Bowl-DELMONICA HANOVER 1:59.2-Speedy Count)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champlain
Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Hambletonian
Hoosier Stake
Honeymoon
International Stallion
Kentucky Futurity
Old Oaken Bucket
Ontario SBOA
Simcoe
Swedish Breeders Crown
Yonkers Trot
Zweig Memorial
DEVIN HANOVER by Muscle Massive. From 6 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 3 in 1:59, including:

Arden Downs
Next Dam
Breeders Crown
Bluegrass Series
D Train BT1:59.2 by Donerail. Starter at 2 and 3. From 14 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 9 winners, 2nd Dam
DIANNE HANOVER
Dejerate Hanover 2,Q1:59.4f-'23 ($5,000) (International Moni). Winner at 2.
Donatello Hanover
DETOUR HANOVER
2,1:58f; 3,1:54.2; BT1:53.4 ($25,375) (Andover Hall). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner (M) 3,1:58.1f; BT1:55.1 ($19,140) (Muscle Hill). Winner at 3. At 2, third in DEMOISELLE HANOVER
2,2:05h; BT2:00f ($16,939) (Cantab Hall). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Classic Ser. at Lexington; third in International Stallion S. At 3, third in Pennsylvania Sires S.; second in Pennsylvania Fair S. (7); third in Pennsylvania Fair S.

DETOUR HANOVER

HERE COMES HERBIE
DONATO HANOVER
Here Comes Herbie 2,1:56.2f; 3,1:53.1f-$88,038), Doris Deo (dam of Late Closer at Lexington.

Lady Sherry Lyns
International Stallion S. At 3, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. Dam of...

1st Dam
DEVIN HANOVER by Muscle Massive. From 6 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 3 in 1:59, including:


Donatello Hanover 3,1:58.4f; 4,1:57.4f-'23; BT1:56.2f-'23 ($68,091) (Cantab Hall). 2 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, second in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono.

Dejerate Hanover 2,Q1:59.4f-23 ($5,000) (International Moni). Winner at 2.

2nd Dam

HERE COMES HERBIE

DREAM ON HANOVER

CELEBRITY EXPRESS
2,1:58.4; 3,Q1:55.4; 4,1:53.4f; BT1:52.2 ($74,952) (Andover Hall). 5 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon, Late Close at Lexington; second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Lexington; third in International Stallion S.

DETOUR HANOVER
2,1:58f; 3,1:54.2; BT1:53.4 ($25,375) (Andover Hall). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington.

DEMOISELLE HANOVER
(M) 3,1:58.1f; BT1:55.1 ($19,140) (Muscle Hill). Winner at 3. At 2, third in International Stallion S. At 3, third in leg New Jersey Sire S. at Meadowlands. Dam of SHERRY LYN'S LADY 2,1:54.1 ($354,078), THE IRISHMAN 2,1:56.4f; 3,Q1:54.3 ($141,948).

DEREK J HANOVER
2,2:05h; BT2:00f ($16,939) (Cantab Hall). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Pennsylvania Fair S. (2); second in Pennsylvania Fair S.; third in Pennsylvania Fair S. (3). At 3, winner Pennsylvania Fair S.; second in Pennsylvania Fair S. (7); third in Pennsylvania Fair S.

Producers: DECIMAL HANOVER 2,Q2:00 ($1,536) (dam of MICHAEL'S TURN 2,Q2:00; 4,1:55; granddam of RECIPROCALBLUESCHIP 2,Q1:59f, 3,1:55.4f; 4,1:54.2f. S H E R R Y LADY 2,1:56.3). D L ite HF anover (dam of HL REVA DON 3,1:54; 1:52f-$490,452, EPSOM AS 3,1:57 Intl.-$147,214 Intl., PAULIE WAL NUTS 2,1:56.2f; 3,1:53.1f-$88,038), Doris Deo (dam of MAXIMUS DEO 3,Q1:57.1; 1:54.4h-$151,619, MAVENS WAY 2,1:55.3; 3,1:51.4-$147,214 Intl.; SETTE DEO 2,1:56.4; 3,1:55.1, DEWY DEO 3,1:56.2, DIVA DEO 1:57.3 Intl., Danielle Hanover (dam of DARLENE HANOVER 2,1:53.4; 3,1:51.4f-$91,250, DELILAH HANOVER 2,1:54.4; 3,1:54.2f-$308,331).

Next Dam - ALDYTH HANOVER 2,Q2:00.4 (Giant Victory-ANOTHER GEISHA 3,Q2:00.1-Prakas)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arden Downs</th>
<th>Currier &amp; Ives</th>
<th>Hoosier Stake</th>
<th>Kentucky Futurity</th>
<th>Penna. Sires (Fair)</th>
<th>Swedish Breeders Crown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bluegrass Series</td>
<td>Dexter Cup</td>
<td>Horsemen</td>
<td>International Stallion</td>
<td>Penna. Sires (Par-Mutual)</td>
<td>Yonkers Trot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeders Crown</td>
<td>Hambletonian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Zweig Memorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champion Filly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DELPHI HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled February 23, 2022
Reg. No. 2XL41 Microchip No. 985141001376742

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA
477
Reg. No. 2XL41 Microchip No. 985141001376742

DELPHI HANOVER

Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f --- Cantab Hall 3,1:54
Designed To Be 3,1:51.3f --- Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1
Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3

DELPHI HANOVER

Deweycheatumhnowe 3,1:50.4 ------ Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Trolley Square 3,2:00.4f
Credit Winner 3,1:54
Only Dreaming 3,1:59.3

Dew To Win 3,1:55.4

1st Dam

DEW TO WIN 3,1:55.4; BT1:55.2s ($45,368) by Deweycheatumhnowe. 2 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. From 2 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 2:00, including:

Diamante Hanover (M) 2,1:56.3f-'23 ($37,758) (Cantab Hall). Winner at 2. Now 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Pennsylvania All-Stars; third in cons. Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono.

2nd Dam

WINNERS ONLY 3,1:56.2 ($46,460) by Credit Winner. 5 wins at 3. At 3, winner Late Closer at Lexington, leg New York-Bred LC at Batavia, Syracuse; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga; third in New York State Fair S. at Goshen, leg New York-Bred LC at Saratoga. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners, 2 in 1:53, 4 in 1:58, including:

WAR CRY HALL 2,2:00.4h; 3,1:55.2; 4,1:52.2f ($698,541) (Cash Hall). 51 wins, 2 thru 12. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga, Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Yonkers. At 3, winner elim. Empire Breeders Classic; second in Fall Harvest T. at Yonkers; third in Final Empire Breeders Classic, leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, Tompkins-Geers.

WALDORF HALL 2,1:58.3f; 3,1:56.4f; 1:52.4f; BT1:54.3f ($165,955) (Mr Lavec). 14 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, New York State Fair S. at Tioga; third in Zweig Mem., Galt Mem., Fall Harvest T. at Yonkers.

WINNERS ONLY 3,1:56.2

ONE WAY TO WIN (M) 2,2:01.3f; 3,1:58f ($28,253) (Conway Hall). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Tioga; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Vernon. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Goshen; second in leg Winners Circle OTB Ser. at Hoosier, leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Batavia, Tioga, Yonkers; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Saratoga, Yonkers.

HALL IN THE CASH 2,2:18h; 3,2:04h; BT2:02.4h ($15,298) (Cash Hall). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner New York County Fair S. at Gouverneur, Plattsburgh; second in New York County Fair S. at Afton, Malone; third in New York County Fair S. at Owego, Sandy Creek, Final New York County Fair S. at Monticello. At 3, second in New York County Fair S. at Cobleskill, Gouverneur, Malone, Plattsburgh; third in New York County Fair S. at Westport.

Wellington Hall 2,Q2:05.1h; 3,2:02.3h; BT1:59 ($11,705) (Conway Hall). Winner at 3. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Goshen.

3rd Dam

ONLY DREAMING 2,2:00.3; 3,1:59.3; BT1:58.3 ($58,843) by Royal Prestige. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner New York State Fair S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Yonkers. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. From 10 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 1:57, including:

SO YOU DE VIE (M) 2,Q2:06h; 3,1:55.1; 1:54.1f; BT1:53.3 ($202,760) (Yankee Glide). 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in Late Closer at Lexington; third in Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, John Simpson Mem., Late Closer at Lexington; second in Zweig Mem. Filly, leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold. Dam of VINNY DE VIE 2,1:57f; 1:53.3-'23 ($218,376).

DREAM ALONE (M) 3,2:00.4f; 4,1:55.4f; BT1:54.3f ($165,955) (Mr Lavec). 14 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sire S. - Grassroots (3), leg Trillium T. at Woodstock; second in elim, Ontario Sires S. - Gold, Flamboro Breeders S., elim. Canadian Breeders Champ.; third in Final Ontario Sire S. - Gold, Final Ontario Sire S. - Grassroots, leg Trillium T. at Sarnia. At 4, winner Late Closer at Colonial; second in Late Closer at Colonial (2), leg Iiram Woodruff Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Lifetime Dream Ser. at Woodbine; third in leg Late Closer at Scioto, Late Closer at Colonial, leg Iiram Woodruff Ser. at Meadowlands.

Producers: Secret Thoughts 2,Q2:03.2 (dam of SECRET BRO 3,1:57.1h; 1:54.1h-$422,907).

Next Dam - DAWDLE (Bonefish-LINGER AWHILE 2,2:06.4-A. C.'s Viking)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Adonzo Dovers---Currier & Ivie---Hoosier Stake---Kentucky Futurity---Pennsylvania Sires (Fair)
Bluegrass Series---Dexter Cup---Horseman---Old Deaden Bucket---Simcoe Filly---Swedish Breeders Crown
Breeders Crown---Hambeltonian---International Stallion---Pennsylvania Sires (Par-Mutuel)---Yonkers Trot
Champion Filly---Yonkers Trot---Zweig Memorial
BROWN COLT Foaled March 1, 2022
Reg. No. 0XF55  Microchip No. 985141001370926

DO NOT KNOW (PENNYSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

- Brown Colt
- Foaled March 1, 2022
- Reg. No. 0XF55
- Microchip No. 985141001370926

1st Dam
DO NOT UNDERSTAND BT2:01.2f by Western Terror. Starter at 2. First colt. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:56, including:
- Did Not Know (M) (Always B Miki). Now 2.

2nd Dam
SUSURRUS HANOVER p,2,Q1:56.2f; 3,1:55.4f; BT1:55.3f ($45,867) by Dragon Again. 2 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, The Meadows. From 8 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:50, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:59, including:
- FIRST CLASS HORSE p,2,1:55.2; 3,1:52.3e; 1:50; BT1:49f ($525,679) (Western Terror). 36 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner Horizon P., ASHA S. At 3, winner Brad Gunn S., Western Canada Pacing Derby, Keith Linton Mem. at Fraser, elim. and Final As Promised P., Gordon Rumpel P., ASHA S.
- TWO BEAT p,2,1:56.3f; 3,1:54.3f; 1:52.2; BT1:52h ($104,622) (Western Terror). 27 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono. At 3, winner Late Closer at Northville; third in leg Late Closer at Northville.

LAST TIME TO PLAY (M) p,2,1:57e; 3,1:53.2f; 4,1:53.1f ($80,843) (Western Terror). 16 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Emerald Filly S. At 3, winner elim. Northlands Filly S.; third in elim. Penny Bath Mem. at Fraser.

3rd Dam
SUBTLE CHARM p,2,1:55.3; BT1:54 ($28,850) by Die Laughing. 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State; leg Follow My Star Ser. at Garden State; second in leg Follow My Star Ser. at Garden State. From 13 foals, dam of 11 winners, 1 in 1:50, 6 in 1:52, 10 in 1:57, including:
- JAZZ BAND p,2,Q1:56; 3,1:52; 1:51.4 ($397,062) (Real Artist). 52 wins, 3 thru 10.


Producers:
- SAKURA HANOVER p,3,Q1:56.3 (dam of MISO FAST p,2,1:53.1f; 4,1:49.2f; 4,1:49-$877,947, FORTY FIVE RED p,2,1:51.1; 4,1:50.1h-$750,388, THEBEACHISCALLING p,2:Q1:56.3; 3,1:50f-$447,432, WE THINK ALIKE p,3,1:53.3f; 1:50f-$433,458, THIRTY TWO RED p,2,1:53.4f; 3,1:52.2f-$431,205), No One Is Alone (dam of ROLL WITH JR p,2,1:50.4-$344,924).

Next Dam - GRAND LADY p,3,1:52.4 (Matt's Scooter-GRAND VITESSE p,4,1:57.2-Albatross)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
- Delvin Miller Adios
- Bluegrass Series
- Cane Pace
- Messenger
- Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)
- Penna. Sires (Fair)
- Progress Pace
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Lindwood Farm and Thomas W. Fanning.
Raised at Lindwood Farm, Greensburg, PA

**JOB CRUNCH**
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled February 8, 2022
Reg. No. 5XC25 Microchip No. 985141001401278

- Captaintreacherous p,3,1:47.1
- Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4
- Worldy Treasure p,2,1:53.1
- Captaintreacherous p,4,1:51.1f
- Artiscape p,3,1:49.3z
- Sweet Paprika p,4,1:51.1f
- Sweet Future p,3,1:54.2

**Microchip Details:**
- Microchip No. 985141001401278
- Captaintreacherous p,3,1:47.1
- Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4
- Worldy Treasure p,2,1:53.1
- Captaintreacherous p,4,1:51.1f
- Artiscape p,3,1:49.3z
- Sweet Paprika p,4,1:51.1f
- Sweet Future p,3,1:54.2

**Northeast Hall**
Row A
Stall 1

1st Dam

**DO YOUR JOB**
p,2,1:54f; 3,1:51.4f; BT1:50.3f ($398,498) by Western Terror. 26 wins, 2 thru 7. At 3, winner Keystone Classic, leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, The Meadows. From 1 previous foal, dam of:
- Job Hunter (M) BT1:54.1'-23 (Huntsville). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam

**Tootsie J**
BT1:55.3f ($17,037) by Real Artist. At 2, second in Tompkins-Geers S., Reynolds Mem. At 3, third in Pennsylvania Fair S. at Dayton, Honesdale, Indiana, Meadville. From 10 foals, dam of:
- **SHOCK IT TO 'EM**

- **WAY TO CLOSE**

- **COME GET THE CASH**

- **OPTIONS ARE ADREAM**
p,3,1:51.3f; 1:51f; BT1:49f ($180,720) (If I Can Dream). 19 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono.

- **SPECIAL PACKAGE**
p,2,1:54.1f; 3,1:51.4f; BT1:51.1 ($148,144) (If I Can Dream). 6 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Petticoat Ser.; third in leg Petticoat Ser. Dam of **EQUULS SEQUEL**

- **GOING FAST**
p,3,1:52.3; 1:51.3z; BT1:50.4 ($133,735) (Western Terror). 9 wins, 3 thru 6. At 5, winner leg Late Closer at Mohawk; second in leg (2) and Final Late Closer at Mohawk.

- **Doll** (M) (Western Terror). Now 2.

3rd Dam

**KEYSTONE MARCIA**
p,2,1:56.1f; 3,1:54.4f; BT1:54.3h ($149,460) by Warm Breeze. 20 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Keystone Classic, leg Pennsylvania Fair S. at Dayton, Gratz, Holly Hurst, Indiana, The Meadows, York. At 3, winner leg and Final New Castle OTB Ser. at The Meadows, elim. Scarlet O'Hara P., Bloomburg Fair S., Pennsylvania Fair S. at Holly Hurst, Indiana, Washington. From 10 foals, dam of 6 winners, 6 in 1:55, including:

- **LAHAYE**

- **PEYOTE**
p,2,1:52.3; 3,1:52.2; 1:51.3z; BT1:50.4 ($234,969) (Cambest). 28 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner Review S., leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington.

**Next Dam - KEYSTONE MARCIA**
p,3,1:58.4 (Bye Bye Byrd-MEADOW JULIA-Thorpe Hanover)
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Southwind Farms LLC.
Raised at Southwind Farm, Pennington, NJ

SOUTHWIND BAMBAM
(NEW JERSEY ELIGIBLE)
BROWN FILLY Foaled March 27, 2022
Reg. No. 4XL27 Microchip No. 985141001417673

Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1 ---------- Valley Victory 3,1:55.3
Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2 ------- Maiden Yankee 3,1:59.4f
Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f ------- American Winner 3,1:52.3
Yankee Bambi                        

SOUTHWIND BAMBAM

Beyond Magic --------------------
Kadabra 4,1:51.3 ---------------
Primrose Lane 1:57.2f
Quillo                         
Habit Of Creature ----------
Andover Hall 3,1:51.3 
Habit 2,1:58.2

1st Dam
BEYOND MAGIC by Kadabra. From 1 previous foal, dam of:
Southwind Bianca (M) (Muscle Hill). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam
HABIT OF CREATURE BT1:58.1s ($4,983) by Andover Hall. Starter at 3. From 6 foals, dam of 5 winners, 5 in 1:59, including:
GOTTA GET CRACKIN (M) 2,1:56.3; BT1:56.1 ($20,250) (Walner). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner elim. NJ Classic B; third in leg New Jersey Sbd. Dev. Fund at Freehold.
GO TO HILL 2,Q1:59.1; 3,1:56.2f; BT1:53.2 ($18,960) (Muscle Hill). 2 wins at 3.
FANCY STEP (M) 3,Q1:59.4; 4,1:59h; BT1:57.2s ($113,759) (Cantab Hall). 4 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton. Dam of FREEBORN 2,1:58.2f; 3,1:54.4f-'23 ($113,759).

3rd Dam
CIVIL ACTION 2,1:56.4; 3,1:53 ($1,123,053) (Pine Chip). 8 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner elim. and Final Peter Haughton Mem., elim. Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; second in elim. and Final Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, leg Margot Taylor Mem. Ser. at Hoosier. From 13 foals, dam of 12 winners, 6 in 1:55, 11 in 1:59, including:

HABIT'S LADY (M) 2,1:58.4; 3,1:54.2; BT1:54.1 ($104,796) (Muscles Yankee). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. American-National S. At 3, winner Bluegrass S.; second in heat Kentucky Filly Futy. Dam of TAKE MY PICTURE 2,2:00.2h; 3,1:54.1; 1:52.3 ($1,171,061; $18,125 Intl.), ROYAL ASSETS 2,1:55f ($466,884). Grandam of BRICKHOUSE BABE 2,1:54.1; 3,1:53.2 ($346,162).

GOLDEN GLOVE 3,Q2:02f; 4,1:55.2f ($61,064) (Muscles Yankee). 13 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, second in Reynolds Mem.

Producer: Habit's Best 2,2:02.2 ($1,940) (dam of HABITAT 2,1:53.4; 3,1:53f-$1,262,221, ON A STREAK 2,1:52.4-$803,475, HAT TRICK HABIT 2,1:55.1; 3,1:52.3-$220,054).
Next Dam - CUSTOM 2,2:01.1 (Homesick-KIMBERLY DUTCHESS 3,2:02.1-Kimberly Kid)
DAISY DUKE HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 4, 2022
Reg. No. 9XG88 Microchip No. 985141001419662

Stay Hungry p,3,1:47.3

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 - Mach Three p,3,1:49

Stay Hungry p,3,1:49.4 - Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4

My Little Dragon p,4,1:48.1 - Incredible Margie p,3,1:58.4f

My Little Pretty p,3,1:56.2

DAISY DUKE HANOVER

Allamerican Ingot p,3,1:50.3f - Pacific Rocket p,4,1:50

Don't Deny Me p,1:50 - Staying Happy p,3,1:54.2

1st Dam

DONTPASSME HANOVER p,2,1:51.2; 4,1:49.4f ($135,787) (Always B Miki). 10 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg (M) p,2,1:57.3h; 3,1:53.3h; 4,1:50; BT1:49.4s ($119,437) (Captaintreacherous). At 3, second in elim. Gold Cup And Saucer; third in elim. Ben Franklin P. At 4, winner James "Roach" MacGregor North America Cup, Simcoe S., Somebeachsomewhere P., cons. Meadowlands P., Final Diplomat P. at Woodbine; second in Bluegrass S., elim. Diplomat P. at Woodbine; third in leg (2) and Final Diplomat P. at Meadowlands. Dam of YES IM HUNGRY p,4,1:54.2f. 7 living foals, dam of 7 winners, 3 in 1:50, 6 in 1:55, 7 in 1:58, incl.: Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:50.1 ($1,096,981; dam of 2001; O'Brien 3-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 2002)

PRICELESS EDITION p,3,1:50.1f-$555,942). From JEREMES GENERAL (M) p,2,1:57.3h; 3,1:53.3h; 4,1:50; BT1:49.4s ($119,437) (Captaintreacherous). 17 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner leg Wallflower Ser. at Northfield; third in leg and Final Wallflower Ser. at Northfield.


2nd Dam
CANTBUYMEHAPPINESS by Pacific Rocket. Half-sister to O'Brien 2-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 2001; O'Brien 3-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 2002 PRECIOUS DELIGHT p,2,1:53.3f; 3,1:51.1: BT1:51 ($1,096,981; dam of PRICELESS EDITION p,2,1:56.4h; 3,1:51.3h; 1:50.3f-$601,406, ROCK ON PRECIOUS p,3,1:51.4; 1:50.4f-$514,736, grandam of JEREMES GENERAL p,3,1:50.1f-$555,942). From 7 living foals, dam of 7 winners, 3 in 1:50, 5 in 1:55, 7 in 1:58, including:}

UP THE CREDIT p,2,1:51.4; 3,1:49; 1:48.3: BT1:48.2s ($1,349,252) (Western Terror). 15 wins, 2 thru 6. O'Brien 3-Year-Old Pacing Colt of the Year in 2011. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk; second in Final Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk. At 3, winner leg Miss Vera Bars Ser. at Woodbine; second in leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk. At 4, winner leg Late Closer at Scarborough (2), Final Late Closer at Bangor; second in leg (2) and Final Late Closer at Scarborough. Dam of WISH YASHY GIRL p,3,1:53.3h; 1:51.1f ($610,702), NO EASY DAY p,2,1:53f; 3,1:50.1 ($252,129), WILD COUNTRY p,3,1:58.4 - LYIN TED p,3,1:57.2f. YES YOU CAN (M) p,2,1:55.2; 3,1:53.2h; 4,1:50.4f ($190,524). From JEREMES GENERAL (M) p,2,1:57.3h; 3,1:53.3h; 4,1:50; BT1:49.4s ($119,437) (Captaintreacherous). 17 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner leg Wallflower Ser. at Northfield; third in leg and Final Wallflower Ser. at Northfield.

WISH ALL YOU WANT (M) p,3,1:57.1; 4,1:52.1f; BT1:51 ($220,557) (Western Terror). 20 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, second in leg Miss Vera Bars Ser. at Woodbine; third in Final Miss Vera Bars Ser. at Woodbine. At 4, winner leg Late Closer at Scarborough (2), Final Late Closer at Bangor; second in leg (2) and Final Late Closer at Scarborough. Dam of WISH YASHY GIRL p,3,1:53.3h; 1:51.1f ($610,702), NO EASY DAY p,2,1:53f; 3,1:50.1 ($252,129), WILD COUNTRY p,3,1:58.4 - LYIN TED p,3,1:57.2f. YES YOU CAN (M) p,2,1:55.2; 3,1:53.2h; 4,1:50.4f ($190,524). From JEREMES GENERAL (M) p,2,1:57.3h; 3,1:53.3h; 4,1:50; BT1:49.4s ($119,437) (Captaintreacherous). 17 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner leg Wallflower Ser. at Northfield; third in leg and Final Wallflower Ser. at Northfield.

JOHNNY CHARISMA p,2,1:57.1; 3,1:49.3 ($184,298) (Artscape). 13 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner Chicago P. at Hawthorne, Review S.; second in Hanover Colt S.}

Next Dam - STAYING HAPPY p,3,1:54.2 (Jate Lobell-HAPPILY INVOLVED-Armbro Alert)
1st Dam

**DON'T POINT AT** p,1:50.4f ($203,040) by At Point Blank. 12 wins, 4 thru 6. At 5, second in leg Girls Night Out Ser. at Mohawk (2); third in Final Girls Night Out Ser. at Mohawk. From 5 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 4 in 1:55, including:

**HELLO LOVE** (M) p,3,1:51.2; 1:50.2; BT1:51.0s ($221,472) (Shadow Play). 22 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, Kawartha, Mohawk; second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Grand River.

**POINT SOMEWHEREELSE** p,2,1:53.3f; 3,1:51.4f; BT1:51f ($151,176) (Somebeachsomewhere). 7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Liberty Bell P. at Philadelphia; second in Keystone Classic; third in John Simpson Mem., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono. At 3, second in leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier; third in leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier, Hoosier S. at Pocono; third in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono (2).

**LADY LONGLEGS** p,2,1:58.1 ($258,149) by B.G's Bunny. 7 wins at 2. At 2, winner elim. International Stallion S. at Yonkers; third in Pennsylvania All-Stars. At 4, winner leg Sagamore Hill Ser. at Yonkers (2); second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono; third in Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in leg Pennsylvania All-Stars. At 4, winner leg Sagamore Hill Ser. at Yonkers (2); second in Final Sagamore Hill Ser. at Yonkers.

**LIGHT AND TIGHT** (M) p,2,1:53.4h; 3,1:51.2f; 1:49f-$457,355), Itsallchemistry (grandam of **GRACE HILL** p,4,2:02.1h-Tar Heel). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Reynolds Mem.; third in leg Bluegrass S., International Stallion S. Now 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Yonkers and Batavia; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon; third Empire Bredmers Classic.

**BACI BACI** (M) p,3,1:56f; 1:52 ($124,645) (Falcon Seelster). 9 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, second in leg **WINNIE DOWNS** p,2,1:53.4 ($197,984) (Most Happy Fella). At 4, second in leg **GREAT MID-WEST** p,2,1:52.3f; 3,1:52.4f-$323,347), Itsallchemistry (grandam of **BLUE SPANX** p,3,1:56.1; 1:51.4f-$323,347). At 3, runner-up leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Lexington; third in leg Fayette County Ser. at Lexington.

**WEATHER RELATED** p,2,1:53f; 3,1:52.4f-'23; BT1:50.3 ($115,658) (American Ideal). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Reynolds Mem.; third in leg Bluegrass S., International Stallion S. Now 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Yonkers and Batavia; second in leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon; third Empire Bredmers Classic.

**DON'T GO THERE** p,3,1:51.2; 1:50.2; BT1:50.1s ($221,472) (Shadow Play). 22 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, winner leg Liberty Bell P. at Philadelphia; second in Keystone Classic; third in John Simpson Mem., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono. From 5 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 4 in 1:55, including:

**DOCTOR TERROR** p,2,1:54.4h; 3,1:50.4f ($287,973). At 2, winner leg Liberty Bell P. at Philadelphia; second in Keystone Classic; third in John Simpson Mem., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono. From 5 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 4 in 1:55, 9 in 1:58, including:

**COBRA A BUNCH** p,2,1:54.1; BT1:52.1s ($1,498,216), **SHINE N SHIMMER** p,2,1:59.2f; 3,1:54.2 ($267,961). 7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Liberty Bell P. at Philadelphia; second in Keystone Classic; third in John Simpson Mem., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono. From 5 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 4 in 1:55, 9 in 1:58, including:

**GRANDMA LADY** p,2,1:51.4; 3,1:50.3f-$267,961). 7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg Liberty Bell P. at Philadelphia; second in Keystone Classic; third in John Simpson Mem., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono. From 5 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 4 in 1:55, 9 in 1:58, including:

**LADY A** p,2,1:56.2 ($16,732) (Rockin Image). 7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner elim. International Stallion S., Molly Pitcher P., elim. and Final Lou Babbit Filly S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Meadowlands; at 3, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 3, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; third in elim. and Final Bluegrass S., Breeders Filly S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold. From 13 foals, dam of 9 winners, 5 in 1:55, 9 in 1:58, including:


**EXTEMPOREANOUS** (M) p,3,1:55.2f; 1:54.4f; BT1:53.2f ($111,847) (Jenna's Beach Boy). 14 wins, 3 thru 7. Dam of **WESTERN SILK** p,2,1:52.1; 3,1:50.1 ($1,679,347), **COWBOY WISDOM** p,2,1:51.1f; 3,1:49f, 1:47.4-$457,355), **ANNIE HILL** p,2,1:51.4, 3,1:50.3f ($217,984).

**Producers:** **LADY A** p,2,1:56.2 ($16,732) (Rockin Image). 7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner elim. International Stallion S., Molly Pitcher P., elim. and Final Lou Babbit Filly S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Meadowlands; at 3, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 3, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; third in elim. and Final Bluegrass S., Breeders Filly S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold. From 13 foals, dam of 9 winners, 5 in 1:55, 9 in 1:58, including:


**CATCH THE FALCON** p,3,1:56f, 4,1:52 ($124,645) (Falcon Seelster). 9 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in leg New Jersey Fair Ser. at Garden State. At 3, second in leg Green With Envy Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Clara Barton Ser. at Garden State (2), leg New Jersey Fair Ser. at Garden State; third in Reynolds Mem. At 4, winner leg Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands; second in final leg Final Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg and Final Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands. Grandam of **DOCTOR TERROR** p,2,1:54.4h; 3,1:50.4f ($287,973).

**EXTEMPOREANOUS** (M) p,3,1:55.2f; 1:54.4f; BT1:53.2f ($111,847) (Jenna's Beach Boy). 14 wins, 3 thru 7. Dam of **WESTERN SILK** p,2,1:52.1; 3,1:50.1 ($1,679,347), **COWBOY WISDOM** p,2,1:51.1f; 3,1:49f, 1:47.4-$457,355), **ANNIE HILL** p,2,1:51.4, 3,1:50.3f ($217,984).

**Next Dam - SILK STOCKINGS** p,3,1:55.2 (Most Happy Fella-MARYELLEN HANOVER p,4,2:02.1h-Tar Heel)
SUAVITY
(PENNSYLVANIA & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled May 26, 2022
Reg. No. 9X251  Microchip No. 985141001373262

483  West Hall
Row A  Stall 6

Bettor's Wish p,4,1:47.3  -----  Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50
Class's Wish p,3,T1:52  
Lifetime Star p,2,Q1:55.4  -----  Western Ideal p,1:48

SUAVITY
Grinfromeartoear p,3,1:50.1  -----  Artsplace p,4,1:49.2
Smile Upon
Jate's Strait p,3,1:54.2f  -----  Jate Lobell p,3,1:51.2
Secret Passage

1st Dam
DON'T YOU SMILE p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:53.1f; BT1:51.1s ($270,797) by Grinfromeartoear. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, elim. She's A Great Lady S.; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk (2), leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover; third in Final She's A Great Lady S., Ontario Sires S. - Super Final at Woodbine; Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, Champlain S. At 3, winner elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, Windsor; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Woodbine, elim. Canadian Breeders Champ.; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Kawartha, Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro. From 12 previous living foals, dam of 10 winners, 1 in 1:49, 8 in 1:55, 10 in 2:00, including:


IMSTAYNALIVE p,2,1:55.2; 3,1:50.4f; 4,1:50.1f ($400,133) (American Ideal). 22 wins, 2 thru 7. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A; second in leg (4) and Final Excelsior Ser. - A. At 6, winner leg Late Closer at Yonkers.

NOTREADYTOBENICE (M) p,2,1:54.2f; 3,1:54.1f; BT1:51.1 ($212,910) (Western Ideal). 10 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands (2); second in Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Eternal Camnation P., elim. Matron S.; third in Final Matron S. Dam of SKIP TO MY LOU p,3,1:51f; 1:49f ($225,072), IN LOU OF MONEY (M) p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:49.4 ($114,853).

SUCHASENSEOFFHUMOR p,3,1:52.2f; 1:51.2f; BT1:50.4f ($181,152) (American Ideal). 16 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers.


BRAEMAR p,2,1:53.3f; BT1:53.1f ($38,819) (Betting Line). 2 wins at 2.


NEVADA (M) p,2,2:01e; 3,1:59.4e; BT1:58e ($14,608) (Western Terror). 4 wins at 2 and 3. Dam of VEGAS GAMBLER p,2,1:56.1e; 3,1:53.4e; 4,1:52.4e-'23 ($136,803), NEVADA VACATION p,3,1:54.2e; 1:51.2f-'23 ($36,843).

Duchenne (M) 2,Q1:57.4; 3,1:53.4-'23; BT1:50.4f-$136,803 ($173,915), NEVADA VACATION p,3,1:54.2e; 1:51.2f-'23 ($136,803).
Consigned by ANVIL AND LACE FARM, AGENT for Shaffer and Sons.
Raised at Winning Key Farm, Leechburg, PA

**THE CAPTAIN'S LADY**
(PENN SYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY Filly Foaled April 1, 2022
Reg. No. 2XF74 Microchip No. 985141001375214

**Captaintreacherous p,3,1:47.1 — Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4**
Mahree p,3,1:49
Where's The Beach
Worldly Treasure p,2,1:53.1 — Art Official p,3,1:48.4
Artsplace p,4,1:49.2
World Order p,3,1:53

**THE CAPTAIN'S LADY**

**DRAGON LADY ART p,4,1:51.2** — Art Official p,3,1:47
Naughty Shady Lady p,3,1:55.4
Dragon Again p,1:48.3
Lucky Cindy

---

1st Dam

**DRAGON LADY ART** p,2,1:57.2f; 3,1:55f; 4,1:51.2 ($99,684) by Art Official. 15 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Ohio Fair S. at Circleville, Croton, Richwood; second in Ohio Fair S. at Chillicothe, Upper Sandusky; third in leg Buckeye Stallion Ser. at Scioto. At 3, winner Ohio Fair S. at Canton, Jefferson, Wooster; third in Ohio Fair S. at Dover, Lisbon. From 1 previous foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 2:00, including:

Free Art p,2,1:54.4-23 (American Ideal). Winner at 2.

2nd Dam

**DRAGON Flier K** p,2,1:58.3f; 3,1:54.3; BT1:52.3f ($97,372) by Dragon Again. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Early Closer at The Meadows; second in The Standardbred S., Tompkins-Geers S., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Reynolds Mem., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon. At 3, in Helen Dancer Mem., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows. From 12 foals, dam of 8 winners, 6 in 1:55, 8 in 1:58, including:


**OFF THE PRESS** (M) p,2,1:52; BT1:51.2s ($183,341) (Sportswriter). 6 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Grand River, Mohawk; third in Eternal Camnation P., leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk (2). At 4, third in leg M life Rewards Ladies Ser. at Yorkers.

**DRAGON LADY ART** (M) p,2,1:57.2f; 3,1:55f; 4,1:51.2 ($99,684) (Art Official). As above.

---

3rd Dam

**LUCKY CINDY** ($4,876) by Tyler B. Starter at 3 and 4. From 13 foals, dam of 13 winners, 6 in 1:55, 11 in 1:59, including:

**ALWAYS LUCKY K** p,2,1:56.4f; 3,1:53.3f; 1:51.4f; BT1:51.2f ($218,556) (No Nukes). 33 wins, 2 thru 10. At 2, winner Final Ambassador Ser. at Rosecroft; second in leg Ambassador Ser. at Rosecroft (2).

**TOWN GAMBLER** p,2,1:57.1; 3,1:54.4f ($177,148) (Big Towner). 43 wins, 2 thru 11. At 2, winner leg Barberry Spur Ser. at Garden State; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. S. at Garden State; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. S. at Garden State.

**MYSTICAL MAIDEN** (M) p,3,1:55.3; BT1:53s ($104,299) (No Nukes). 11 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, second in leg Genesis Ser. at Hoosier. Dam of **BAROCKEY** p,3,1:55f; 4,1:50.2 ($523,962).**

**NUKE'S LUCK** p,3,1:53.1; 4,1:52.2 ($81,776) (No Nukes). 10 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner Final New Kids Ser. at Garden State; second in leg New Kids Ser. at Garden State.


Next Dam - LUCINDA CEDAR p,3,1:59.4h (Keystone Ore-TIMELY LOBELL p,3,2:02.3-Adios Vic)

### STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Cana Pace
Champlain Filly
Dulany's Hill
Horseman
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Messenger
Parshall Memorial
Pennsylvania (Fair-Mutual)
Pennsylvania (Fair)
Pennsylvania (Fair)
Pennsylvania (Fair)
Pennsylvania (Fair)
Rumley Memorial
University Park

### Produce

**CIN N BLISS** p,2,1:57.4; 3,1:52.3f; 4,1:51.2-$245,456.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breeders Crown</th>
<th>Bluegrass Series</th>
<th>Empire Breeders</th>
<th>Kentucky Futurity</th>
<th>Maryland Bred. Race Fund</th>
<th>Old Oaken Bucket</th>
<th>Yonkers Trot</th>
<th>Zweig Memorial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yankee Windsong</td>
<td>3:2:02:2:02:2:02:2:02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1st Dam**

**MRS FRANK** 2,Q1:59; BT1:58.4 by Kadabra. Record at 2. From 3 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:55, including:

- **ZAPPA** 2,Q2:00.4f; 3:1:55; 4:1:55.3-'23 ($55,791) (Chapter Seven). 8 wins at 3 and 4.

**2nd Dam**

- **SO SO CHIC** 2:2:02.1; 3:Q1:58.2; BT1:58.2 ($100,475) by Sir Taurus. 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Vernom, Landmark S.; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Yonkers, New York State Fair S. at Syracuse; third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Vernom, elin. Harrington Sophomore T.; second in New York State Fair S. at Syracuse; third in Landmark S. Three-quarter sister to **LITTLE ANTHONY** 3:2:03h; 1:58.1h; BT1:57.2h ($252,927); full-sister to the dam of **DEWEY ARNOLD** 2,1:58.3; 3,1:52.4f; 4,1:52.2f ($443,270). From 13 living foals, dam of 11 winners, 2 in 1:55, 9 in 1:56, including:
  - **YANKIE SLIDE** 2,Q2:01.2; 3,1:54.2f ($300,174) (Self Possessed). 4 wins at 3. At 3, winner Breeders Crown at Woodbine, elim. Matron S., leg Charles Singer Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Early Closer at Lexington; third in heat Kentucky Futuy. Exported.
  - **HOMERUN HITTER** 2,1:57.2; 3,1:55.1f ($134,382) (Muscles Yankee). 10 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. Dam of **YOGA** 2,1:54.4 ($132,343); **ALITTLEBITOSUGAR** 2,1:58.2f; 3,1:55.2f. Grandam of **WARRIOR ONE** 2,2:01.1h; 3,1:56.2; 4,1:51.4 ($624,789); **SHISHITO** 2,1:53; 3,1:52.2 ($327,383); **SWAN CAPTAIN** 2,1:57.4; 3,1:52.1 ($238,975); **VINYASA** 3,1:54.3f.
  - **SOUTHERN STRENGTH** 3,2:02.1; 1:58.4h; BT1:57.1s ($55,071) (Andover Hall). 9 wins, 3 thru 6.
  - **SPECIAL YANKEE** 1:59.2; BT1:58.4s ($7,995) (Muscles Yankee). 3 wins at 4 and 5.
  - **CHIC CHICK** 3,1:58.2 ($7,715) (Kadabra). Winner at 3. Dam of **AVENIR** 2,1:55; 3,Q1:52.4 ($105,376). Dam of **MUSCLES SECRET** (M) 2,Q1:59.3; BT1:58.2 ($6,280) (Muscles Yankee). Record at 2. At 2, third in Marion Dancer Mem., John Simpson Mem. Dam of **ODYSSEY BLUE CHIP** 2,1:59; 1:56.1h ($124,317). DAM of **REALLY BLUE CHIP** 2,2:01h, **SECRET KAOS THEORY** 2,Q2:02.4f-'23, **UNCLE PETES SECRET** 2,2:07.3h. **SCROLL ON BY** 3,2:01 (Andover Hall). Winner at 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono Downs. **MAIN HALL**

**Next Dam - SO CHIC** (Meadow Road-KRISTI THUNDER 4,2:02.3h-Nevele Thunder)
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for K R Breeding LLC.

Raised at Lindy Farms, Somersville, CT

OUR FATHER LINDY

(new York & Massachusetts Eligible)

Bay Colt Foaled June 6, 2022

Reg. No. 5XF35 Microchip No. 985141001365113

486

Windsong's Legacy 3,1:53.4

Chapter Seven 4,1:50.1

Conway Hall 3,1:53.4

La Riviera Lindy 3,2:01.1f

Yankee Windsong 3,2:02:1f

Royal Lindy

Dream Vacation 4,1:52

OUR FATHER LINDY

Our Father 3,1:50.2f

Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f

Cantab Hall 3,1:54

Emilie Cas El 3,1:57.1f

Mother Teresa 2,1:55.2

Galadream 3,1:54

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2

Northeast Hall

Row F

Stall 12

1st Dam

MOTHER TERESA 2,1:55.2; BT1:54.4 ($120,817) by Father Patrick. 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner cons. KYSS at Lexington; second in Final MASS at Plainridge; third in leg MASS at Plainridge, leg KYSS at Lexington. At 3, winner leg MASS at Plainridge; second in cons. KYSS at Lexington, leg MASS at Plainridge; third in leg MASS at Plainridge. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

HIGHSCORE KEMP 2,1:58.1; 3,1:51.4 ($111,546) by Muscles Yankee. 5 wins, 2 thru 4. World Champion. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington (2); third in elim. Goldsmith Maid T. At 3, winner World Trotting Derby Filly S.; third in Bluegrass S. At 4, third in leg Miss Versatility T. at Vernon, Late Closer at Lexington. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners, 3 in 1:55, 5 in 1:56, including:


ORIGIN STORY (M) 2,Q2:02.2f; 3,1:54.4f ($25,100) (Walner). 4 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg Massachusetts Sires S. at Plainridge.

3rd Dam

EMILIE CAS EL 2,1:59.2f; 3,1:57.1f ($245,199) by Garland Lobell. 19 wins at 2 and 3. O'Brien Horse of the Year; O'Brien 2-Year-Old Trotting Filly of the Year in 1994. At 2, winner leg (2) and Final Coupe Des Eleveurs, elim. and Final Canadian Breeders Champ., leg Quebec Circuit - A (5), leg Quebec Circuit - B. At 3, winner leg Quebec Circuit - A (4), leg Coupe Des Eleveurs. From 12 foals (3 Exported prior to racing), dam of 9 winners, 3 in 1:55, 5 in 1:58, including:


IMPRESSIVE KEMP (M) 2,1:55.3; 3,1:54.3; BT1:53.4f ($501,074) (Credit Winner). 9 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Bluegrass S. At 3, winner Final Breeders Crown, Bluegrass S., Zweig Mem. Filly, leg New York Sire S. (2), John Simpson Mem., elim. Empire Breeders Classic. Dam of NATURAL KEMP 2,1:57.1; 3,1:56.2f; 1:54.4f ($272,484).

Producer: FABULOUS KEMP 2,1:59.1; 3,Q1:57.3 ($36,062) (grandam of RAISED BY LINDY 2,1:51.3; 3,1:51.1; 4,1:51.1-23-$749,686, DELAYED HANOVER 2,1:53.4; 3,1:51.1-$579,711, SPY BOOTH 2,Q1:59.3; 3,1:52.3-$521,031, Peaceful Kemp 2,2:02.4 (dam of VENERATE 2,1:51.4; 1:50.1-23-$1,117,167, Blazing Kemp 1:51.1-$301,196 Intl.; dam of REFI 2,Q2:01; 3,1:54.4f; 4,1:53.1-$314,437, Julia Kemp (dam of LULIUS BOKO 3,1:59f; 1:55 Intl.-$222,443 Intl., JOSEPH BOKO 1:56.4f Intl.).

Next Dam - AMOUR ANGUS 3,2:03.1f (Magna Force-KENWOOD SCAMPER-Texas)
Consbyed and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

BLAZING INFINITY
(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 19, 2022
Reg. No. 3XN79 Microchip No. 98514100419412

Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

Northwest Hall
Row E
Stall 3

1st Dam
DREAMFAIR INFINITY by Camluck. From 5 previous foals, dam of:
Fair Deal (M) BT2:02.3-'23 (American Ideal). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam
J CS Nathalie p,2,2:01h; 3:1:56.2f; 1:55.2f ($258,921) by Flight Of Fire. 17 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner elim. and Final La Trifluvienne P. at Trois Rivieres, leg Perfecta Ser. at Blue Bonnets, leg Quebec Circuit - A at Blue Bonnets, Connaught, Quebec; second in leg Quebec Circuit - A at Trois Rivieres, leg Coupe Des Eleveurs at Blue Bonnets, Quebec; third in Final Coupe Des Eleveurs at Blue Bonnets. At 3, winner leg Quebec Circuit - A at Quebec; second in leg Quebec Circuit - A at Blue Bonnets, Trois Rivieres, leg Coupe Des Eleveurs at Blue Bonnets. From 12 living foals, dam of 11 winners, 2 in 1:50, 8 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, incl.: DREAMFAIR ETERNAL (M) p,3,1:55.3h; 1:49f ($2,478,093) (Camluck). 56 wins, 3 thru 8. O'Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2009; O'Brien Horse of the Year; Dan Patch, O'Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2010. World Champion. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro. At 4, winner leg Huronia Ser. at Georgian (2). At 5, winner Final Roses Are Red P. at Mohawk, leg Masters Ser. at Georgian (2); second in Final Masters Ser. at Georgian, elim. Milton S. At 6, winner elim. and Final Milton S., Final Breeders Crown at Pocono, elim. and Final Forest City P., Artscape P. at Tioga, Final Masters Ser. at Georgian, elim. roses Are Red P. at Mohawk, leg Masters Ser. at Georgian, elim. Lady Liberty P., elim. Ellamony P.; second in Final Roses Are Red P. at Mohawk, Final Ellamony P.; third in Final Lady Liberty P. At 7, winner Final Roses Are Red P. at Mohawk, Final Lady Liberty P., Golden Girls P., Ellamony P., Final Masters Pacing Ser. at Georgian, elim. Milton S.; second in Final Forest City P. At 8, winner Artscape P. at Tioga. Dam of DREAMFAIR ARNIE B p,2,Q2:01h; 3,1:49.3 ($222,077), DREAMFAIR CHARRO p,2,1:58.1h; 3,1:54f; 1:51.1h ($218,673), DREAMFAIR TECATE p,3,1:54.1; 1:53f, DREAMFAIR ETERNITY p,3,Q2:02.1h; 4:1:54.1h.


DREAMFAIR KOVIU p,2,1:53.1f; 3,1:51.4; 1:51.3h; BT1:50.3f ($237,634) (P-forty-seven). 47 wins, 3 thru 14. At 13, second in leg Governor's Cup Ser. at North Side. At 14, second in elim. Ferguson Mem. at North Side. Producers: DREAMFAIR LUCKIVEE p,3,1:57.4; 4,1:54.2f ($101,399) (dam of GE'S TOY p,1:54.3h), DREAMFAIR NATHALIE p,3,1:59.4f ($11,564) (dam of DREAMFAIR JPAI p,3,1:56.2f), Dreamfair Orchid p,3,Q2:01.1 ($) (dam of DREAMFAIR B J p,2,1:54; 3,1:49.2-$223,364, JIMMY CONNOR B p,3,1:56.1f; 4,1:50f-$224,496, RUTHY B p,2,Q1:55.3s; 3,1:51.4s-'23).

Next Dam - BEFORE THE WIND p,2,2:01.1f (Strike Out-LITTLE MOTHER p,3,T2:00.3-Right Time)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arkla Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champion
Fox
Hoosier Stake

Horseman International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Meatowards Pace
Messenger
Ontario Sires
Ontario SBOA
Progress
Simcoe
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Princeton Farms Inc.
Raised at Princeton Farms, Princeton, ON

CHIEF BOGO
(PENNYSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BROWN COLT Foaled February 24, 2022
Reg. No. 5XG75 Microchip No. 985141001414752

Northeast Hall
Row D
Stall 6

Always B Miki p,1:46
Always A Virgin p,3:1:48.4
Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4
Twin B Dream Girl p,3:1:58h

Microchip No. 985141001414752

Northeast Hall
Row D
Stall 6

1st Dam
TWIN B DREAM GIRL p,3:1:58h; BT1:57.1s ($16,482) by Bettor's Delight. 3 wins at 3. This is her first foal.
2nd Dam
ZIP CODE ENVY p,2,1:54.1; 3:1,51.3; BT1:51.3 ($74,782) by Rock N Roll Heaven. 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga; third in International Stallion S., leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. From 4 foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 2:00, including: TWIN B BEACHDREAMS (M) p,3:1,56h; BT1:54.2s ($18,186) (Somebeachsomewhere). 2 wins at 3.
TWIN B ENVIOUS (M) p,2:1:59.3 ($3,432) (American Ideal). Winner at 3. Now 3, winner New York County Fair S. at Norwich; second in New York County Fair S. at Malone; third in New York County Fair S. at Boonville, Plattsburgh.
Twin B Hungergames p,2,Q1:57-'23; BT1:54.4s-'23 ($2,432) (Stay Hungry). Record at 2.
3rd Dam
NEVERHAVENEVERWILL p,2:1,56.1; 3,Q1:55.3 ($94,738) by Big Towner. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Delaware Sbd Breeders S. at Dover; second in Keystone Classic, Delaware Sbd Breeders S. at Dover. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows (2). From 12 living foals, dam of 10 winners, 2 in 1:55, 9 in 1:59, including:
ITS JUST NUMBERS p,3:2,03.4h; 1:58.1h; BT1:55f ($60,872) (Art Major). 14 wins, 3 thru 8.
VIRGINONTHEBEACH p,2:1,51.3; 4:1,54f; BT1:53.2f ($51,551) (Somebeachsomewhere). 8 wins, 3 thru 5.
QUET HERO p,2:1,54.1; BT1:53.1f ($50,218) (Western Ideal). 8 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner John Simpson Mem.; third in New Jersey Futy., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold.
WHO CAN YOU TRUST (M) p,3:1,55.1f; BT1:52.3f ($36,352) (Art Major). 2 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, third in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers.
SKYS IDEAL p,3:1,58.4h; BT1:58h.1 ($11,755) (Western Ideal). 3 wins at 3 and 4.
ONE TIME ONLY p,2:1,57z ($1,872) (Western Hanover). Winner at 2.
Producers: Lovin A Fool (dam of STIRLING ESCORT p,3:1,54f; 1:51.4f-$250,186, SUPERFICIAL p,3:1,51.4f-$250,050, IN LOVE AGAIN p,3:1,52.1f-$139,795, ERA OF LOVE p,4,1:52f-'23, ROLLIDIN p,3,1:55.4h; 4,1:53.4), Whiskey A Go Go (dam of BOOZER p,2:1,58h; 3,1:54.2h-'23).
4th Dam
KEYSTONE WALLIS p,2:1,55.3f ($618,256) by Albatross. 18 wins, 2 thru 4. World Champion. At 2, winner elim. and Final Robert Stewart S., Champlain S., elim. Breeders Crown at Pomponio, leg (2) and Final Maiden Ser., leg Trillium P. (2). At 3, winner heat Jugette, Fleur de Lys. From 14 foals, dam of 10 winners, 2 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, including:
BLACKWALLS p,2:1,59h; 3:1,56.2f; 1:53.3; BT1:51.4s ($168,245) (Camluck). 32 wins, 2 thru 9. At 3, winner elim. Jugette, Fleur de Lys. From 14 foals, dam of 10 winners, 2 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, including:
Producer: MONITRIX p,2:1,56.3; 3:1,54.4 ($61,090) (dam of TRICKY GRIN p,2,1:54.2; 3,1:51.4; 4,1:51.1-$243,362, TRICKY AGAIN p,2,1:54.5; 1:52f-$204,408).
Next Dam - STEEL WOOL p,3:1,59.4 (Overtick-DEAR CHUNGA p,2:08.4-Storm Cloud)
DRINKING MONEY
Next Dam
1st Dam
Champlain Breeders Crown Bluegrass Series

YANKEE SENORITA by Yankee Paco. From 10 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:52.2
2nd Dam
2,2:06.1f; 3,2:00.1f ($68,088) by Joie De Vie. 4 wins at 3. At 2, second in M D Stbd. Race
SPIFFEY YANKEE
3rd Dam
2,1:55.2; BT1:54.1 ($387,092) (Yankee Glide). 11 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner Champlain S.,
MUSCLE FASHION
Producers: Senorita Glide 3,2:01h ($8,315) (dam of
NEXTROUNDSONME
Six Gun Yankee BT2:01.3s-'23 (Six Pack). Now 2 and racing.
3,2:00.1f; 1:58.4f ($34,228 Intl.) (Yankee Glide). 5 wins Int’lly.
RED WHITE N BLUE
SUNDAY YANKEE
SONIC YANKEE
KNOWS NOTHING
Producers: Savvy Yankee (dam of
SAVAGE YANKEE
2,2:02.1f; 3,2:01.1f; 4,2:00.1h; BT1:58.3h ($20,278) by Cantab Hall. Record at 2. At 2, second in Liberty Bell T. at Philadelphia; third in leg PA Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. This is her first foal.
1st Dam
DRINKING MONEY 2,Q1:58.1f; BT1:56.4f ($20,278) by Cantab Hall. Record at 2. At 2, second in Liberty Bell T. at Philadelphia; third in leg PA Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. This is her first foal.
2nd Dam
YANKEE SENORITA by Yankee Paco. From 10 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:52.2, 4 in 1:59, including:
SENIOR GLIDE 2,1:55.2; BT1:54.1 ($387,092) (Yankee Glide). 11 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner Champlain S., Final NUS at Freehold, elim. Wellwood Mem.; second in leg NJS at Freehold, Meadowlands, elim. Peter Haughton Mem.; third in Bluegrass S. At 3, winner elim. Yorkers T.; second in elim. Dexter Cup; third in Final Yorkers T., leg NJS at Meadowlands.
MUSCLE FASHION 2,1:57f; 3,1:55.4f; 1:51.1-'23 ($332,780) (Muscle Hill). 23 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, second leg PA Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; second in leg PA Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. At 6, winner leg Frank O'Mara Mem. at Hoosier; second in Final Frank O'Mara Mem. at Hoosier.
RED WHITE N BLUE 3,2:00.1f; 1:58.4f ($34,228 Intl.) (Yankee Glide). 5 wins Int’lly.
Six Gun Yankee BT2:01.3s-'23 (Six Pack). Now 2 and racing.
Producers: Senorita Glide 3,2:01h ($8,315) (dam of
NEXTROUNDSONME
3,1:54.3f; 1:52.4-'23-$407,765).
3rd Dam
SPIFFEY YANKEE 2,2:06.1f; 3,2:00.1f ($68,088) by Joie De Vie. 4 wins at 3. At 2, second in MD Stbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft. At 3, winner leg NJSS at Garden State, MD Stbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft; second in MD Stbd. Race Fund at Delmarva, Freestate. From 11 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 9 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:58, including:
SUNDAY YANKEE (M) 2,1:59.2f; 3,1:55:1; 4,1:54.4; BT1:54.1 ($382,392) (Muscles Yankee). 9 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner elim. Matron S., MD Stbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft, Late Closer at Lexington; second in MD Stbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft, leg NJS - Green Acres at Freehold. At 3, winner Bluegrass S., MD Stbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft; second in leg NJS at Meadowlands, elim. Matron S., elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, elim. Del Miller Mem., Late Closer at Lexington. At 5, winner leg Classic Ser. at Dover. Dam of SWINGFORTHEFFENCES 2,1:57.1; 3,1:52.1f ($732,544), MISS SUE V 2,1:56.1; 4,1:55.3f Intl. ($222,252; $457,024 Intl.), HILLER THAN THOU 2,1:55.2; 3,1:53.1f ($152,778). Grandam of SWEET SOUL DAVID 2,2:00.3h; 3,1:55f; 1:54.3h- '23 ($297,619), CHAPOLIER 3,1:54.2s; 4,1:54f ($184,444), SWEET DETERMINATION 2,1:58h ($166,577), GREEN KEEPER 1:56.3f Intl.
YANKEE SPIRIT (M) 2,2:01.4h; 3,1:57.4; BT1:57.1 ($251,633) (Speedy Crown). 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg (2) and Final NYSS; second in NY State Fair S., leg NYSS. At 3, winner leg NYSS (3), Lady Suffolk T.; second in Coaching Club Oaks, John Simpson Mem. Grandam of UNFORGETTABLE 3,1:59.3; 1:55.4f ($1,081,005 Intl.), EXPO EXPRESS 3,1:59.3 ($184,444), FLASHBACK 3,1:56 ($102,088 Intl.), USE FACE 1:56.5f Intl., JUAN LAYSONS 3,1:58; 1:57.3 Intl. PEARL FACE 1:57.3 Intl.
SONIC YANKEE 3,Q1:58.1; 1:55.4; BT1:55 ($163,330) (Donerail). 18 wins, 3 thru 9. At 3, winner Maryland Stbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft; second in leg NYSS at Saratoga, MD Stbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft; second in leg NYSS at Saratoga; second in leg NYSS at Saratoga.
SPLENDID YANKEE 2,1:56; 3,1:53.4 ($71,303) (Muscles Yankee). 9 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg NYSS at Saratoga. At 3, winner MD Stbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft, leg NYSS. at Buffalo; second in leg NYSS at Saratoga. Dam 

- Modified: 2,2:09.1f (Hickory Pride-PETITE YANKEE-Hickory Smoke)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

| Arden Downs | Currier & Ives | Hoosier Stake | Kentucky KSDF/KSBIF |
| Bluegrass Series | Dexter Cup | Horsemen | Manitoba Great Western |
| Breeders Crown | Great Mid-West | International Stallion | Old Oaken Bucket |
| Champlain | Hambletonian | Kentucky Futurity | Pangall Memorial |
| Reg. No. 3XG43 | | | Standardbred |
| Microchip No. 965141001375087 | | | Zweig Memorial |

Consigned by NORTHWOOD BLOODSTOCK AGENCY, Agent for Daryl D. Miller. Raised at Bluebird Meadows, Middlebury, IN
LIAM'S ACE
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 23, 2022
Reg. No. 8XB91 Microchip No. 985141001417439

North Hall
Row N
Stall 12

LIAM'S ACE

ALHAMBRA p,3,1:55.1h; 1:53.3h; BT1:51.2f ($313,999) by Art Major. 15 wins, 3 thru 7. At 2, second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga. From 2 previous living foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:55, including:
A Deal's A Deal p,3,1:55.2; 4,1:54.4f-'23; BT1:52.3f-'23 ($54,566) (American Ideal). 3 wins at 3 and 4.

2nd Dam
BON MOT p,2,1:56.2f; 3,1:53.4f; BT1:53.1f ($74,060) by Allamerican Ingot. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Keystone Classic, leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows; second in Reynolds Mem., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners, 5 in 1:54, 6 in 2:00, including:
VALAR DOHAERIS (M) p,3,1:51f; 4,1:50; BT1:49.1-'23 ($306,560) (Huntsville). 8 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner Empire Breeders Classic, leg New York Sire S. at Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga, Final New York Sire S. at Tioga, Courageous Lady P., John Simpson Mem.; third in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon, Yonkers, NJ Home Grown P. At 4, 3rd in elim. and Final New Jersey Maturity at Meadowlands, Clara Barton P.

FRENZIE (M) p,2,Q2:04.1h; 3,1:55.1h; 1:53.3h; BT1:53.2h ($156,248) (Bettor's Delight). 23 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Saratoga; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Tioga. At 4, 3rd in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Saratoga.

OUJIA (M) p,2,Q1:56.3f; 3,1:53.3f; BT1:53.1 ($35,629) (So Surreal). 2 wins at 3.
BOTSWANA (M) p,3,Q1:57.4f; BT1:53.1s ($9,049) (Art Major). Winner at 4.

3rd Dam
CHERCHEZ LA FEMME BT1:56.4 by Life Sign. Starter at 3. From 3 foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:54, including:
SUGAR'S PRIDE p,3,1:53f; 4,1:51.1f; BT1:50.3 ($271,155) (Allamerican Ingot). 30 wins, 3 thru 8. At 5, second in leg Late Closer at Pompano (2).

BON MOT (M) p,2,1:56.2f; 3,1:53.4f; BT1:53.1f ($74,060) (Allamerican Ingot). As above.

COVERED CALL (M) p,3,2:15h; BT2:01.4f ($3,650) (Bettor's Delight). Winner at 3. New York County Fair S. at Sandy Creek; second in New York County Fair S. at Boonville; third in elim. New York County Fair S. at Plattsburgh, New York County Fair S. at Gouverneur (2).

4th Dam
LA FEMME FATALE p,3,Q2:04.4f by Big Towner. Record at 3. Full sister to World Champion LUSTRA'S BIG GUY p,2,2:01.3f; 3,1:53.4; 1:52.4 ($977,914). From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:55, 5 in 2:00, including:


LARCHMONT p,4,1:54.1f; BT1:54f ($22,186) (Life Sign). 6 wins, 4 thru 6.

S'IL VOUS PLAIT (M) p,3,1:59.3h; BT1:58.2h ($12,907) (Magical Mike). 2 wins at 3. At 3, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Goshen.

Producers: LAURA ELIZABETH p,2,T1:58.3 (dam of MAGICAL LIZA p,2,2:00.1h; 3,Q1:59.4h; 1:58.3h-$112,033, MIKEY Wants more p,3,1:56.4f; 1:53.3f, LIZZ BIZZ p,2,2:02.1h; 3,1:56.3f; 4,1:56.2f, STRAIGHT NATE p,3,1:57.2f, LAGAVULIN p,2,1:56.2f).

Next Dam - LUSTRA Hanover p,2,2:02.2 (Tar Heel-LUSTROUS Hanover-Adios)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

EURHYTMIC HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled May 26, 2022
Reg. No. 0XA38 Microchip No. 985141001413476

Main Hall
Row D
Stall 18

1st Dam
EASY GO GO p,2,Q2:03h; 3,2:00.3h; BT1:58.3 ($1,364) by Pro Bono Best. Winner at 3. From 10 previous foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:48, 5 in 1:54, 6 in 1:59, including:

EASY LOVER HANOVER p,2,Q1:53.2; 3,1:49f; 1:48.1; BT1:48s ($934,638) (Somebeachsomewhere). 51 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner Final Progress P., leg Youthful Ser. at Woodbine (2); second in elim. Progress P., Final Youthful Ser. at Mohawk. At 4, third in leg Graduate Ser. at Mohawk. At 5, third in Camluck Classic.


EASY BIG FELLA p,2,Q2:03.3; 3,1:53.4; 4,1:50.4; BT1:50.2 ($238,834) (Pacific Fella). 17 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, second in elim. Dignity P. At 3, second in leg Trendssetter Junior Ser.

FIREDRAKE p,3,1:53.3f; 4,1:51.2f; BT1:50.4f ($208,974) (Dragon Again). 26 wins, 3 thru 6. At 4, winner Dan Patch P. at Running Aces. At 5, second in Final Dan Patch P. at Running Aces; third in elim. Dan Patch P. at Running Aces. At 6, second in elim. Dan Patch P. at Running Aces; third in Final Dan Patch P. at Running Aces, leg Galactic Empire Ser. at Hoosier.

DUCKY T FRA p,1:52.3f; BT1:52.1f ($41,107) (The Panderosa), 7 wins, 4 thru 6. Producers: HARD TO DESIRE p,3,1:55.3f; 4,1:51.2f; BT1:50.4f ($125,917, SWEET SSYLOU p,2,1:55.3f; 3,1:53.4f; Aeterna Deo ($1,212) (dam of ROCKIN DEO p,3,1:55.1; 1:52.1f ($202,830, YOUR MOM N EM p,2,2:04h; 3,1:58.4f; 1:54f), Sweet Christine (dam of TWISTED SWEETNESS p,1:53.3h), Farewell Streams (dam of BETTAGETTAJETTA p,3,1:52.4; 4,1:52f).

3rd Dam
EASY BIG FELLA p,2,Q2:03.3; 3,1:53.4; 4,1:50.4; BT1:50.2 ($238,834) (Pacific Fella). 17 wins, 3 thru 8. At 2, second in elim. Dignity P. At 3, second in leg Trendssetter Junior Ser.

3rd Dam
EASY TO LOVE p,3,1:57.1; 4,1:53 ($342,033) by No Nukes. 21 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg (5) and Final New Jersey Fair S.; at 3, Follow My Star Ser. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S.; leg Night Styles Ser. At 4, winner leg Overbid Ser. From 11 living foals, dam of 7 winners, 2 in 1:55, 7 in 1:59, including:

EVERYTHING'S GREAT (M) p,2,1:56.2; 1:52.1f ($240,391) (Artspeak). 15 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Fair S. Dam of MCGREAT p,2,1:52.4; 3,1:52.3f; 1:50.4f ($266,658) (dam of JUST BETTOR p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:52.1f; 4,1:50.3f ($446,024). Grandam of JUST BETTOR p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:52.1f; 4,1:50.3f ($446,024).
MAHOGANY RIDGE
(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY FILLY Foaled April 22, 2022
Reg. No. 4XB36 Microchip No. 985141001417057
Northeast Hall Row G Stall 13

MAHOGANY RIDGE
Bar Hopping 3,1:51.4  Muscle Hill 3,1:50.1  --------------
MAHOGANY RIDGE
Cocktail Hour 4,1:55.1  Yankee Blondie 3,1:59.4f
MAHOGANY RIDGE
Ebbtide Hall 2,Q2:04.2f  Cash Hall T1:51.1h

1st Dam
EBBTIDE HALL 2,Q2:04.2f; BT2:00.4 by Cash Hall. Record at 2. From 9 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:56, including:
DOG GONE LUCKY 2,1:54; 1:54f; BT1:52.3f ($672,572) (Lucky Chucky). 13 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner elim. and Final Valley Victory T., Matron S., leg and Final Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon, leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, International Stallion S., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Vernon.


EBBTIDE HALL 2,Q2:04.2f; BT2:00.4 by Cash Hall. Record at 2. From 9 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:56, including:
DOG GONE LUCKY 2,1:54; 1:54f; BT1:52.3f ($672,572) (Lucky Chucky). 13 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner elim. and Final Valley Victory T., Matron S., leg and Final Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon, leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, International Stallion S., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Vernon.


LUCKY JUNE BUG 2,2:00h; 3,1:56.3h; 1:54.3f; BT1:54.2s ($131,545) (Lucky Chucky). 20 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Tioga, Vernon, Yonkers; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Batavia, Goshen, Monticello, Saratoga, Tioga, Yonkers (2); second in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Vernon; third in New York County Fair S. at Buffalo.


Producer: Chuckys Luckycharm (dam of SIERRA GIRL 2,1:55.2f-'23, HIP HOP GRACIE 2,Q2:02.3h; 3,1:56.2f).

2nd Dam
ENCHANTING LADY 3,T1:55.2 ($1,742) by Angus Hall. Record at 3. From 9 foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:58, including:
JESSE STONE 2,1:57.3; 3,1:57; 4,1:55.1; BT1:54.2s ($88,099) (Jailhouse Jesse). 11 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner elim. Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier; second in elim. Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier. At 3, second in cons. Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier.

ENCHILADA AS (M) 2,2:01.2; 3,1:57.2; BT1:56.3 ($14,857) (In Dix Huit). 3 wins at 2 and 3.

Producer: Chuckys Luckycharm (dam of SIERRA GIRL 2,1:55.2f-'23, HIP HOP GRACIE 2,Q2:02.3h; 3,1:56.2f).

3rd Dam
ENCHANTED VICTORY by Valley Victory. From 6 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:53, 3 in 1:57, including:

FEEL THE RUSH 3,2:00.4f; 4,1:57; BT1:55.1 ($149,570) (Conway Hall). 11 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S., New York State Fair S. at Tioga; third in leg New York Sire S. (4).

Producer: Malibu Gal 2,2:00.1 ($2,680) (dam of DONATELLA CENTER 3,1:57.1f; 1:53.4f-$131,479 Intl.).

Next Dam - CAMELIA LOBELL 3,1:56.1 (Speedy Crown-CRYSTAL LOBELL-Noble Victory)
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Glenda J. Collins.
Raised at Cheveaux Volants Farm, Zanesville, OH

SUMMER IN PARIS
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY Filly Foaled May 20, 2022
Reg. No. 4XC01 Microchip No. 985141001422784

Northeast Hall
Row A
Stall 2

1st Dam

EIFFEL TOWER p,2,1:57.4f; 3,1:52.4f; BT1:51.3f ($231,762) by The Panderosa. 16 wins, 2 thru 9. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows (2); second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, leg Do Me Honor Ser. at The Meadows; third in leg Donna Dunn Mem. at The Meadows. At 9, winner cons. Late Closer at Northfield; third in leg Late Closer at Northfield. From 1 previous foal, dam of:
- Belle Fille (M) (Downbytheseaside). Now 2.

2nd Dam

C'EST TOUT p,3,1:57.4f; BT1:55.4f ($12,255) by No Pan Intended. 3 wins at 3 and 4. From 6 foals, dam of:
- EIFFEL TOWER (M) p,2,1:57.4f; 3,1:52.4f; BT1:51.3f ($231,762) (The Panderosa). As above.
- TOUT DA LOU (M) p,2,1:58.3f; 3,1:54f; 1:53.3f-'23; BT1:52.4f ($122,045) (Sweet Lou). 13 wins, 2 thru 6.

3rd Dam

ALL OUT OF LOVE p,4,1:55 ($50,998) by Falcon Almahurst. 10 wins, 4 thru 6. At 3, second in leg Nobleland Sam Ser. at Scioto. At 4, second in leg (2) and Final I-69 Corridor Ser. at Hoosier, Fennell's Horse Supplies P. at Lexington, leg and Final Wildcat Ser. at Lexington, leg Biomet – Ross, Inc. Ser. at Scioto. From 10 foals, dam of:
- CHROMINATOR p,2,Q2:06.1h; 3,1:55.1; 1:49.4 ($143,617) (Pacific Rocket). 10 wins, 3 thru 6.

4th Dam

STEADY MISS KAREN by Steady Beau. From 16 foals, dam of 14 winners, 3 in 1:55, 11 in 1:59, including:
- SERPICO p,2,2:07.2; 3,2:00.1h; 4,1:58 ($289,944) (True Duane). 21 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner leg and Final Hopeful Ser. at Yonkers; leg Sagamore Hills Ser. at Roosevelt; second in leg Hopeful Ser. at Yonkers (2).
- NEVER MY LOVE (M) p,3,T1:54.2 ($259,579) (Governor Skipper). 28 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, winner leg and Final Courtney J. Ser. at Scioto; second in Final Gurney Mem. at Hoosier, Fennell's Horse Supplies P. at Lexington, leg and Final Gurney Mem. at Hawthorne; third in elim. Gurney Mem. at Hawthorne; third in Pretty Direct P. at Hawthorne. At 6, winner leg Miss Single Star Ser. at Hawthorne (2); second in leg and Miss Single Star Ser. at Hawthorne; third in Pretty Direct P. at Hawthorne. At 8, winner Late Closer at Delaware. Dam of CLARETT p,2,1:56.1f; 1:51.3f ($296,054), CADAFAEL p,2,1:58.2f; 3,1:54.4f ($201,884), T N T p,2,1:57.3f; 1:53.1 ($165,728).


CONAN p,2,1:59.3h; 4,1:58.3h ($122,087) (Governor Skipper). 16 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner elim. Peter Haughton Mem. at Roosevelt. At 3, third in cons. Goudreau Mem. at Los Alamitos. Dam of:

Producers: License To Love (dam of MIDDLEMARCH p,2,1:57.3f; 3,1:56f; 4,1:53.1-$208,013).

Next Dam - MISS PENNY p,3,2:14.3h (Scottish Pence-PILGRIM MISS p,3,2:11.1h-Volomite)
Bay Colt Foaled June 1, 2022

**EVANDER HANOVER**

(Pennsylvania Eligible)

Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

Reg. No. 6XD12 Microchip No. 985141001375330

Main Hall
Row F
Stall 46

**Stay Hungry**

p,3,1:47.3 (Western Ideal)

**My Little Dragon**
p,4,1:48.1 (Dragon Again)

**Erma La Em**
p,3,1:53 (Somebeachsomewhere)

**Western Ideal**
p,1:48 (Western Hanover)

**Eight Mile Hanover**

---

**1st Dam**

**Eight Mile Hanover**

BT1:57.3f by Western Ideal. Starter at 2. From 4 previous living foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:50, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 2:00, including:

- **WESTMONT Z TAM** (M) p,1:55h; 4,1:52.3f ($118,908) (Captaintreacherous). 12 wins, 3 thru 6.
- **EMINEM HANOVER** p,2,1:55f; 3,1:53f; 4,1:50f; BT1:53.4f ($51,310) (Downbytheseaside). 8 wins, 2 thru 4.
- **EMORI HANOVER** p,3,1:52.3f; 4,1:50.4; BT1:49.4 ($159,718) (Somebeachsomewhere). 12 wins, 3 thru 5.

**2nd Dam**

**ERMA LA EM**
p,2,1:59.2h; 3,1:53; BT1:52.3f ($195,668) by Cam's Card Shark. 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Molly Pitcher P.; second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Tioga, Vernon, Final Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Tioga, leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Tioga. At 3, winner leg Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. Miss New Jersey S.; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, leg Tender Loving Care Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Final Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands, leg and Final Tender Loving Care Ser. at Meadowlands, leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. From 9 foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:50, 4 in 1:55, including:


**ENVIRONS HANOVER** p,3,1:52.3f; 4,1:50.4; BT1:49.4 ($195,668) (Somebeachsomewhere). 12 wins, 3 thru 6. At 5, third in leg Late Closer at Yonkers.

**ENERGYZONE HANOVER** p,2,1:58.1h; 3,1:55h; 4,1:54.3h; BT1:53h ($72,751) (American Ideal). 13 wins, 2 thru 5. At 3, winner leg J. P. Morel Mem. at Saratoga; second in leg and Final J. P. Morel Mem. at Saratoga.

**EMORI HANOVER** (M) p,3,1:54.4f; BT1:53.4f ($67,610) (Captaintreacherous). 5 wins at 3 and 4.

**3rd Dam**

**I'M PRIME TIME**
p,3,2,00.1f; 4,1:56.4f; BT1:55.4f ($76,031) by Kentucky Spur. 10 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Sire S. at The Meadows. From 9 foals, dam of 7 winners, 5 in 1:54, 6 in 1:59, including:

- **GRISINI** p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:54.4h; 4,1:52.4; BT1:50.3 ($416,460) (Cam's Card Shark). 36 wins, 2 thru 13. At 2, winner elim. Battle Of Freehold, Final Standardbred Retirement Fdn P. at Freehold, leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Freehold, Reynolds Mem., elim. Standardbred Retirement Fdn P. at Freehold; third in Final New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold. At 3, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold.

**MAY DAY JOJO**
p,2,1:58.1h; 3,1:54f; 4,1:51.1f ($357,615) (Dragon Again). 45 wins, 2 thru 14. At 2, second in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. At 10, third in Final Spring Fling P. at Plainridge.

**JAUREZ** p,3,1:53f; BT1:52.3 ($148,510) (The Panderosa). 30 wins, 3 thru 11. At 3, winner leg Late Closer at Saratoga.

**LAUREN ORDER** (M) p,2,1:54 ($78,968) (Dragon Again). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Tioga. At 3, winner leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Tioga, Final Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon; second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows. At 3, winner leg Breit Hanover-Adios Vic Ser. at Pocono; second in Keystone Classic, leg Breit Hanover-Adios Vic Ser. at Pocono. Dam of **LUCAN HANOVER** p,2,1:53.1; 3,1:48f ($1,384,603).

**LAWGIVER HANOVER** p,2,1:53f; 3,1:52.2h; 1:51.1 ($623,179), **NIGHT STICK** p,3,1:53f; 4,1:52, **LASER HANOVER** p,2,1:59.1f; 3,1:56.4f; 4,1:55.3f. Grandam of **LOUPHORIA** p,2,1:53f ($109,761).

**LITTLE ROBEAR** p,3,1:58.1h; BT1:55f ($17,954) (Dragon Again). 2 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Chester.

**Next Dam - KEYSTONE HERA** p,3,1:55.4 (Albatross-Keystone Hula) p,4,1:59.3-Bye Bye Byrd)

---

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

- **Delvin Miller Adios**
- **Arden Downs**
- **Bluegrass Series**
- **Breeders Crown**
- **Cane Pace**
- **Champian**
- **Hoosier Stake**
- **International Stallion**
- **Little Brown Jug**
- **Meatwalks Pace**
- **Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)**
- **Progress Pace**
- **Penna. Sires (Par-Mutual)**
- **Simoore**
- **Standardbred**
- **Tattersalls Pace**

---

- **Microchip No. 985141001375330**
- **Main Hall**
- **Row F**
- **Stall 46**

---

**Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA**

Bay Colt Foaled June 1, 2022

Reg. No. 6XD12 Microchip No. 985141001375330

Main Hall
Row F
Stall 46
JS BETUCANTBEATME
(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)
BROWN COLT Foaled May 4, 2022
Reg. No. 3XN95  Microchip No. 985141001414575

JS BETUCANTBEATME
p,2,1:50.2f

Little Miss K p,2,1:52.2 
------------------

Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3 ------------------
Western Ideal p,1:48

Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4 
--------

Cam’s Card Shark p,3,1:50 -
-----

Empress Deo p,1:50.2f 
----------

Classic Wish p,3,T1:52 
------------------

Jef’s Magic Trick p,2,2:02f

Best Of The Best p,3,2:04.1f

Brow ADAMS

1st Dam

EMPERESS DEO p,3,1:54; 1:50.2f; BT1:49.1f ($688,159) by Rocknroll Hanover. 39 wins, 3 thru 9. At 3, second in elim. Stars Of The Future P. at Dayton. At 4, winner leg Burning Point Ser. at Meadowlands (2), leg Worldly Beauty Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Worldly Beauty Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Final Burning Point Ser. at Meadowlands. At 6, winner leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers; second in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers. First Colt. From 1 previous foal, dam of:

Saint Idea (M) (Betting Line). Now 2.

2nd Dam

LITTLE MISS K p,2,1:52.2 ($530,089) by Artsplace. 6 wins at 2. At 2, winner elim. and Final She's A Great Lady S., Lexington Selected Sale P., Champlain S., elim. Three Diamonds P.; second in Final Three Diamonds P. From 13 foals, dam of 6 winners, 5 in 1:54, 6 in 1:56, including:

REIGNING DEO p,2,1:54.2f; 3,Q1:54.1f; 1:51.2f; BT1:48.3 ($496,307) (Rock N Roll Heaven). 14 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga, Final New York Sire S. at Yonkers; second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Yonkers; third in Matron S., leg New York Sire S. at Tioga. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga, elim. Adios S., leg New Jersey Sbld. Dev. Fund at Freehold; third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. At 6, second in leg Late Closer at Yonkers; third in leg Late Closer at Yonkers.

MAGNUS DEO p,2,1:54.1f; 3,Q1:53.2f; BT1:51.2 ($219,822) (Rocknroll Hanover). 17 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold (3); in Three in The Standardbred S.

MAKE MAGIC (M) p,3,1:55h; 4,1:53.4f; BT1:52.3f ($137,133) (Western Ideal). 20 wins, 3 thru 8.

SPECIAL KAY DEO (M) p,2,1:56f; 3,1:52f ($97,500) (Rocknroll Hanover). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Tioga; second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Monticello, Yonkers. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers (2), Final Excelsior Ser. - A at Saratoga; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello. Dam of LISA LANE p,2,1:53.3; 3,1:52.2f-23 ($155,411).

HARD ROCK DEO p,1:55.1f-23; BT1:53.2f-23 ($60,143) (Rock N Roll Heaven). 8 wins, 4 thru 6.

3rd Dam

LADY MATTINGLY p,3,1:53 ($107,615) by Matt's Scooter. 3 wins at 3. At 2, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Ladyship S.; second in elim. and Final John W. Miller Mem., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. From 10 foals, dam of 6 winners, 3 in 1:55, 5 in 1:56, including:

LORD MATTINGLY p,3,1:53; 1:53; BT1:51.3s ($100,266) (Artsplace). 12 wins, 3 thru 10. At 3, second in cons. Trendsetter Junior Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Trendsetter Junior Ser. at Meadowlands.

HOLY MCMOSES p,3,1:55; 2,1:54.3h; BT1:53.1 ($59,793) (McArdle). 9 wins, 3 thru 7.


LADY JBB (M) p,2,1:59.3h; BT1:59.1 ($4,613) (Jenna's Beach Boy). 2 wins at 2. Dam of RUSSIAN RIVER p,2,1:53.1. ROCKABOUT p,3,1:56.3f.

Producers: Mbeth Lady ($4,804) (dam of MACE HANOVER p,3,1:58.3f). L’artesienne p,2,Q2:02f (dam of CAMERON LUCKY p,3,1:53.2f; 1:51.4f-$282,831, CAM COOL p,2,1:59.4h; 3,1:51.2-$219,362, LADY K p,3,1:54; 4,1:52.1-$120,958, CAMERON D ART p,3,1:52.1, PAINTING THE TOWN p,3,1:54, BAD ARTE J p,3,1:54.1f, COOL AND COLLECTED p,2,1:58.2h; 3,1:56.3h, KRUEGER p,3,Q1:57.1f, TNT DYN O MITE p,2,2:01.1h; grandam of AVATARIST p,3,1:51; 4,1:50-$411,054, SEA SHADOWS p,2,1:55.4f; 3,1:54.4; 4,1:50.1f-$363,487, SIR GALAHAD p,1:51-$192,600, ROCKINGCAM PARK p,2,1:52.4; 3,1:51.2-$164,152, MATTPARAZI p,3,2:01.3h; 4,1:55.3, SEA BREEZES p,3,2:00f; 4,1:57f).

Next Dam - LADY HATHAWAY p,2,1:57.4 (No Nukes-SABLE HANOVER p,3,1:58.4-Albatross)
SUMMER FLING

BROWN FILLY Foaled March 15, 2022
Reg. No. 1X57 Microchip No. 985141001401201

Endless Summer p,1:52.4f -------

Tall Dark Stranger p,3,1:47.1 ----

SUMMER FLING

Endless Summer p,1:52.4f -------

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 -------

Artistic Vision p,4,1:50.2 -------

1st Dam

ENDLESS SUMMER p,3,1:55.4f; 1:52.4f; BT1:52.2f ($104,359) by Somebeachsomewhere. 13 wins, 3 thru 6.

At 2, third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono, The Meadows. From 1 previous foal, dam of:

Endless Wager (M) BT2:01.1f-23 (Betting Line). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam

ARTISTIC VISION p,2,1:55.1; 3,1:54.3h; 4,1:50.2; BT1:50 ($634,808) by Artsplace. 34 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner Hayes Mem. At 4, winner leg and Final Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands, leg (2) and Final Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands, leg (2) and Final White Ruffles Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands. At 5, winner leg (2) and Final Overbid Ser. at Meadowlands, Fairy Mother S. At 6, third in leg Classic Ser. at Dover. From 12 foals, dam of 11 winners, 2 in 1:49, 10 in 1:55, 11 in 1:56, including:

ROCK N ROLL HEAVEN p,2,1:50.2; 3,1:47.3 ($2,748,818) (Rocknroll Hanover). 20 wins at 2 and 3. Dan Patch Horse of the Year; Dan Patch Pacer of the Year; Dan Patch, O'Brien 3-Year-Old Pacing Colt of the Year in 2010. World Champion. At 2, winner Final New Jersey Sires S., Bluegrass S., elim. Governor's Cup; second in elim. and Final Metro S., Final Governor's Cup, leg New Jersey Sires S.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. At 3, winner Tattersalls P., elim. and Final Breeders Crown at Pocono, Final Battle Of The Brandywine P., Final Messenger S., Little Brown Jug, Final Berry's Creek P., leg and Final New Jersey Sires S., elim. and Final Matron S., Bluegrass S., elim. Meadowlands, leg. North America Cup; second in Final Meadowlands P., Oliver Wendell Holmes P.; third in elim. Berry's Creek P.


WINNING DESIGN p,3,1:58.1f; 1:53.2f; BT1:52.3f ($177,360) (Rocknroll Hanover). 25 wins, 3 thru 12. At 7, winner leg Baystate P. at Plainridge; second in leg Baystate P. at Plainridge.

LYONS FRIENDS p,3,1:53.2f; 4,1:51.1f; BT1:50.4f ($176,629) (Western Ideal). 22 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, second in leg Gridiron Ser. at Northfield; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, The Meadows, leg Gridiron Ser. at Northfield. At 4, second in leg Late Closer at Northville, leg Signature Ser. (2); second in leg Late Closer at Northville, leg Signature Ser. At 6, second in Signature Ser. at Oak Harbor.

BIGRISK p,2,1:51.2f; BT1:49.3f ($172,052) (Somebeachsomewhere). 12 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, third in Reynolds Mem. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. (2).

Next Dam - ARMBRO OPHELIA p,2,1:56.4f (Cam Fella-JOLLIE DAME p,3,1:55.1f-Sonsam)
ENJOY YOUR FLIGHT

(NEW YORK & MARYLAND ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled March 28, 2022

Reg. No. 1XA93 Microchip No. 985141001402476

Consigned by and Raised at WINBAK FARM, Chesapeake City, MD

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
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ENJOY THE VIEW
p,2,1:58.1h; 3,1:57.3h; 4,1:56.2f; BT1:54f ($54,580) by Life Sign. 5 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold; second in Maryland Stbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft. At 3, second in Tompkins-Geers S., leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold, Maryland Stbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft. From 7 previous foals, dam of 7 winners, 5 in 1:55, 7 in 1:58, including:

INSPIRATION VIEW p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:50.2 ($309,621) (Shadow Play), 23 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in Champlain S. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in cons. Battle Of The Brandywine P., leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Kawartha; third in Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.

MARTER VIEW p,3,1:52.4f; BT1:52.1s ($170,536) (Vintage Master). 17 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Flamboro, Grand River; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian, Mohawk. At 3, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.

VIEW LAND p,3,1:59.2h; 4,1:54.3f; BT1:54f ($7,458) (Bettor's Delight). Winner at 3. At 3, third in Maryland Stbd. Breeders S. at Dover, Harrington.

AERIAL VIEW (M) p,3,1:55.1f; Q1:54.2f-'23; BT1:53.3-$54,770) (American Ideal). 10 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Kawartha; third in Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.

VIEW OF THE LAND (M) p,4,1:57.3f; BT1:55.3 ($9,973) (Badlands Hanover). 2 wins at 4.

HIDDEN VIEW (M) p,3,1:57.1f; BT1:54.3s ($7,458) (Bettor's Delight). Winner at 3. At 3, third in leg Ontario Prospect Ser. at Georgian.

2nd Dam

DAYLON FLYER p,2,1:58.4f; 3,1:55.2f; 4,1:53.2 ($196,839) by Camluck. 15 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Woodbine; third in Final Canadian Breeders Champ.; elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at London, Rideau Carleton, Woodbine. At 3, winner elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Windsor, leg Miss Vera Bars Ser. at Woodbine; second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Woodbine; third in elim. Rose Red P. Half-sister to DAYLON FRONTIER p,2,1:55; 3,1:52.3f; 1:50.4f; BT1:50.2 ($92,335), HEAL B FLASHY p,2,1:59.3h; 1:55.2f ($317,830). From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:50, 3 in 1:55, 5 in 1:57, including:


ARMED O'HANNON p,3,1:57.4f; 4,1:53.4f; BT1:51.4f ($59,111) (Island Fantasy). 14 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Belleville.

ENJOY THE VIEW (M) p,2,1:58.1h; 3,1:57.3h; 4,1:56.2f; BT1:54f ($54,580) (Life Sign). As above.


Next Dam - FRECKLED PETAL (Storm Damage-PEACE ROSE-Good Time)
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Jeffery E. Ruch and Stephen J. Palermo.
Raised at Pinestone Farms, Innisfil, ON

**FLEETWOOD MAC**
(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 16, 2022
Reg. No. 8XN29  Microchip No. 985141001412880

---

**1st Dam**
**ENJOYIN MY LIFE** 2,2:00f; BT1:59.1s ($14,764) by Royalty For Life. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg ONSS - Grassroots at Sarnia; second in leg ONSS - Grassroots at Grand River. This is her first foal.

**2nd Dam**
**ENJOY N MY LADY** 2,1:58.2; BT1:56.3 ($78,170) by Enjoy Lavec. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg NJSS at Meadowlands; second in leg NJSS at Freehold, Final NJSS at Meadowlands, elim. Oakville S., cons. Merrie Annabelle T.; third in NJ Futy. From 9 living foals, dam of 7 winners, 2 in 1:55, 6 in 2:00, including:

- **OKEANOS** 2,1:56.4; 3,1:54.3; 1:52.1 ($228,140) (E L Titan). 14 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner leg ONSS - Gold at Mohawk; second in leg ONSS - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in Final Wellwood Mem., leg ONSS - Gold at Mohawk, Champlain S. At 3, second in leg (2) and Final ON Harvest Ser. at Mohawk.
- **LADY DYNAMITE** (M) 2,1:56; 4,1:55; BT1:54.2s ($127,848) (Muscles Yankee). 13 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands (2). Dam of **CAN YOU SWING IT** 3,2:00.4; 4,1:58.3h.
- **CHARMING CHARLIE** (M) 3,1:58.1f; BT1:56.4s ($48,061) (Cantab Hall). 8 wins at 3 and 4.
- **Ladies First** (M) 2,1:59; BT1:56.2s-'23 ($16,802) (Muscle Mass). Winner at 2. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg Pure Ivory Ser. at Mohawk.

**3rd Dam**
**EVER A LADY** 2,2:02; 3,1:56.4; BT1:55s ($37,475) by Malabar Man. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, second in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands (2). Dam of **GLOBAL WONDERFUL** 1:57.3f; BT1:55.4.

**4th Dam**
**LIFELONG VICTORY** 2,1:57.3; 3,1:54.1; BT1:54 ($350,587) by Valley Victory. 2 wins at 2. 200 Int'l. At 2, second in leg World Champion. At 2, winner leg NJSS at Freehold, Meadowlands (3), Final NJSS at Meadowlands, Acorn S., elim. Merrie Annabelle T., leg New Jersey Fair S. at Garden State; second in Final Merrie Annabelle T., Kentucky Sbd. Sale Co. T. At 3, winner leg NJSS at Freehold, Garden State (2), Final NJSS at Freehold. At 4, winner Vine Street Trust T. at Lexington, Late Closer at Delaware. From 9 living foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 6 winners, 3 in 1:59, including:

- **ACHIEVED VICTORY** 2,2:02.3; 3,1:56.3; BT1:55.3s ($79,857) (Mr Lavec). 4 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, second in Final Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk; third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Windsor, elim. Canadian Breeders Champ.

Producers: Shes The Limit (dam of **LIMITLESS** 2,2:02.3; 3,1:56.1; 4,1:56.1f-$286,687).

**Next Dam - MISS FLIRT** 2,2:01 (Speedy Crown-Rhapsody In BLUE-Super Bowl)

---

**Stakes Engagements**
- Arden Downs
- Champlain
- Bluegrass Series
- Harness Racing
- Stakes Engagements
- Simcoe
- Breeders Crown
- OldDan Bucket
- Harness Racing
- Ontario SBOA
- Standardbred
- Zweig Memorial
- Canadian Breeders Crown
GREENLIGHT SESSION
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled May 24, 2022
Reg. No. 2XL45  Microchip No. 985141001376317

Main Hall  Row C  Stall 6

ENS TAG SESSION
2,1:57.1f; 3,1:56.1f ($94,668) by Tagliabue. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Arden Downs.

Near Dam

1st Dam

GREENLIGHT SESSION
3,1:56.1f

Designed To Be 3,1:51.3f

Regression 3,2:02.3f

WINSMOUCHE

Tagliabue 4,1:53.3

Breeders Crown 3,1:55.3f

TACTICAL CAVIAR

Bluegrass Series

Next Dam

Reg.

Enn Tag Session 3,1:56.1f

3,1:55.4; 3,1:53.2; BT1:51.1 ($775,605) (Like A Prayer). 39 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner

Carlton Hall 3,1:54

EUNICE BOKO

Breeders Crown

3,1:54.2f

Breeders Crown

3,1:56.1f ($37,525) (SJ's Caviar). 7 wins at 3. At 3, winner Maryland Stbd. Race Fund at

Cantab Hall 3,1:54

Gala Dream

Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1

Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3

Tagliabue

Super Bowl 3,1:56.2

Double Coverage 3,1:57

Town Escort 1:57.4

WINSOMUCH

GREENLIGHT SESSION 2,1:57.1f; 3,1:56.1f ($94,668) by Tagliabue. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono. The Meadows, Arden Downs.; second in Pennsylvania All-Stars; third in Final Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, elim. Breeders Crown at Woodbine, Keystone Classic. At 4, third in leg Lifetime Dream Ser. at Woodbine. Half-sister ENS GLIDING CONDOR 3,1:56; 1:54.3f; BT1:53.1f ($191,624) ENS SNAPSHOT 2,2:02.1f; 3,1:54.4f; 1:54 ($434,248); full sister to the dam of

SORTIE 2,1:55; 3,1:52.3 ($452,180), SOUTHWIND WARSAW 2,1:57.3; 3,1:55.4; 1:53.1f ($427,564). From 16 previous foals (2 Exported prior to racing), dam of 11 winners, 4 in 1:54, 10 in 2:00, including:

TRIUMPHANT CAVIAR 2,1:59.1f; 3,1:54.2; 4,1:51.4 ($796,794) (SJ's Caviar). 16 wins, 2 thru 5. World


PRAYER SESSION 2,1:55.4; 3,1:53.2; BT1:51.1 ($775,605) (Like A Prayer). 39 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner

Final Graduate Ser. at Meadowlands, Dayton Trotting Derby.

THEATRICAL SESSION 2,Q2:01f; 3,1:55.3f; BT1:53.2f ($192,620) (Broadway Hall). 10 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, leg and Final Connors Mem., The Circle City T., leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; second in Final Goodtimes T., leg and Final Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, Hanover Colt S., Late Closer at Lexington, Kentucky Fair S. at Lexington; third in elim. Goodtimes T.

CENTURION ATM 2,1:53.2; BT1:51 ($728,894) (SJ's Caviar). 9 wins, 2 thru 5. World


TACTICAL CAVIAR (M) 2,1:59.4f; 3,1:53.3 ($88,265) (SJ's Caviar). 5 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner

reynolds Mem.; second in leg PA Stallion Ser. at The Meadows; third in leg PASS at Chester, leg PA Stallion Ser. at The Meadows. At 3, second in leg P Stallion Ser. at Chester. At 5, third in Late Closer at Lexington. Dam of ANTONIA 2,1:56.4f; 3,1:54.3f ($114,350), CALLAS 2,1:56.4f.


MAN ON FIRE 3,1:55.3f ($37,525) (SJ's Caviar). 7 wins at 3. At 3, winner Maryland Stbd. Race Fund at Rosecroft (2).

ENS CAVIAR'S SUN 1:56.4 (Russia) (287,861 Rubles) (SJ's Caviar). 34 wins Intl.'ly. Set track record at Moscow Hippodrome winning Zvenigorod S.

LOVE SESSION (M) 2,1:59.4f; BT1:58f ($28,643) (Muscle Massive). 2 wins at 2.

Tantalizing Donna (M) BT2:00.3 ($10,824) (Donerail). At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Fair S. at Dayton, Gratz. Dam of DON'TTEASEHIM 2,2:07.2h; 3,2:01.2f; 4,Q2:00.3h, DONNA'S HALL 2,2:07.2h; 3,2:01.2f; 4,Q2:00.3h. Grandam of FORGET TEASING MAE 3,2:02.3h.


Next Dam - REGRESSION 3,2:02.3f (Town Escort-WINSOMUCH-Florlis)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs  Champlain

Bluegrass Series  Currier & Ives

Breeders Crown  Dexter Cup

Champion  Great Mid-West

Donato Hanover  Hambeltonian

Horseman  International Station

Hosier Stake  Kentucky Futurity

Manitoba Great Western  Old Oaken Bucket

Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)  Parshall Memorial

Penna. Sires (Fair)  Simcoe

Raised at Winterwood Boarding LLC, Bellville, OH

Consigned by NORTHWOOD BLOODSTOCK AGENCY, AGENT for Eliezer N Solomon.
Standardbred
Swedish Breeders Crown
Ralph Wilfong
Yonkers Trot
Zweig Memorial
TWIN B HIGH TIDE

BAY COLT Foaled March 23, 2022
Reg. No. 0XD67 Microchip No. 985141001414290

Consigned by and Raised at TWINBROOK FARMS, Embro, ON

500

**TWIN B HIGH TIDE**

Downbythe seaside p,3,1:48.3f — Mach Three p,3,1:49

Sprig Hanover p,3,1:52.1 — Allamerican Native p,3,1:49.4

Sportswriter p,3,1:48.3 — Artsplace p,4,1:49.2

Lovely Erin p,3,1:52.2 — Precious Beauty p,2,1:53.3

Lovely Lady p,3,1:57.4 — Die Laughing p,3,1:51.1f

**1st Dam**

**LOVELY ERIN** p,3,1:52.2: BT1:51.1s ($82,746) by Sportswriter. 10 wins at 3. At 3, winner leg Ontario Sires S.
- Grassroots at Georgian, Mohawk. Semi-Final Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; second in leg Town Pro Ser. at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk. From 5 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:54, 3 in 1:57, including:

**BET THE LINE** p,3,1:56.2f; BT1:52.4f ($42,844) (Betting Line). Winner at 3.


Producers: Twin B Imabeach (dam of GREATEST PLEASURE)

Producers: Theladylovesart (dam of BIG ART)

**2nd Dam**

**LOVELY LADY** p,2,Q1:59.4; 3,Q1:57.4; BT1:55.3 ($6,565) by Die Laughing. Record at 3. At 3, second in leg Tender Loving Care Ser. at Meadowlands; third in cons. Tender Loving Care Ser. at Meadowlands. Half-sister to Dan Patch 2-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 2001; Dan Patch, Nova 3-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 2002 WORLDLY BEAUTY p,2,1:52.2; 3,1:51.1; 4,1:49.3 ($1,900,255), to the dam of Dan Patch Pacer of the Year; Dan Patch, O'Brien 2-Year-Old Pacing Colt of the Year in 2012; Dan Patch Pacer of the Year; Dan Patch 3-Year-Old Pacing Colt of the Year in 2013 CAPTAIN TREACHEROUS p,2,1:49.2; 3,1:47.1 ($3,148,657). From 9 foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:50, 5 in 1:55, 6 in 2:00, including:

**WAKE UP PETER** p,2,1:51.1; 3,Q1:50; 4,1:48.3; BT1:48f ($907,535) (Rocknroll Hanover). 19 wins, 2 thru 5.

At 2, winner elim. Breeders Crown at Woodbine, leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; second in Final Breeders Crown at Woodbine; third in Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. 2 wins at 3, in elim. North America Cup, leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in Final North America Cup, Cane P., American-National S., Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Bluegrass S., heat Little Brown Jug. At 4, winner leg Whata Baron Ser. at Meadowlands (2), leg Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Final Whata Baron Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Final Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands.


**JOES ON A ROLL** p,2,1:57.1h; 3,1:54.2f; 1:53.3h; BT1:51.4f ($102,145) (Roll With Joe). 10 wins, 3 thru 7.

At 2, third in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia. At 3, winner leg Omar Hiteman Mem. Ser. at Miami Valley (2); second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Monticello.


Producers: Theladylovesart (dam of BIG ART) p,3,1:54.1; 4,1:52.3, LADY IN FASHION p,2,1:53.4; 3,1:53, KING’S MASTERPIECE p,2,1:54.4f, FOLK ART p,3,Q1:57.3; 4,1:54.4f, MONA MONA p,3,1:59.1h; grandam of ALWAYS MONA p,3,1:54.4, GO ALL NIGHT JOE p,2,Q2:03.2h; 3,1:55.4f. In A Whisper (dam of AIMS WHISPER) p,2,1:53.2f-$171,844, SILENT BET p,3,1:57.4f.

**Next Dam - WORLD ORDER** p,3,1:53 (Nihilator-RODINE HANOVER p,2,1:54-Big Towner)

East Hall
Row A
Stall 9
EXTRA PAPIRONI

(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled May 12, 2022
Reg. No. 7XC68 Microchip No. 985141001421773

Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Cheveaux Volants Farm, LLC. Raised at Cheveaux Volants Farm, Zanesville, OH

Northeast Hall
Row D
Stall 5

501

COOL WORLD
3rd Dam
ETERNAL CAMNATION
p,2,1:52.3; 3,1:51.1; 1:49.2; BT1:49.1 ($3,748,574) by Cam Fella. 47 wins, 2 thru 7.

2nd Dam
ETERNALEXPECTATION
Arden Downs
Delvin Miller
Adios
Next Dam
1st Dam
501

Breeders Crown
Bluegrass Series
Penn. Sires (Pari-Mutuel)

EXTRA PAPIRONI

p,4,1:55f

Art Official p,3,1:47

Naughty Shady Lady p,3,1:55.4

Eternal Camnation p,1:49.2

Cam Fella p,4,1:53.1

Cool World p,3,1:55.2f

1st Dam
ETERNALEXPECTATION
p,3,2:08.1h; 4,1:55f ($20,730) by Art Official. 5 wins at 3 and 4. First living colt.

From 1 previous living foal, dam of:

Hungry Heart (M) (Stay Hungry). Now 2.

2nd Dam
ETERNAL CAMNATION
p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:51.1; 1:49.2; BT1:49.1 ($3,748,574) by Cam Fella. 47 wins, 2 thru 7.

Dan Patch, Nova, O'Brien 2-Year-Old Pacing Filly of the Year in 1999; Dan Patch, O'Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2001; Dan Patch, O'Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2002; O'Brien Horse of the Year; Nova Older Pacer of the Year; Dan Patch, O'Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2003; O'Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2004; World Champion. At 2, winner elim. and Final Breeders Crown at Mohawk, International Stallion S., Kentucky Sbld. Sale Co. P., Bluegrass S., Champlain S., Harvest S., leg (2) and Final Genesis Ser. at Hoosier, Final Ezra Eads Ser. at Hoosier, John Simpson Mem.; second in leg Ezra Eads Ser. at Hoosier. At 3, winner Final Fan Hanover S., Jugette, Bluegrass S., Glen Gamsey Mem.; second in leg Hopewell Ser. at Hoosier; third in elim. Fan Hanover S. At 4, winner elim. and Final Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, Lady Liberty P., Final Roses Are Red P. at Woodbine, Milton S., leg Classic Ser. at Meadowlands, Mohawk; second in Final Classic Ser. at Woodbine, leg Roses Are Red P. at Woodbine (2). At 5, winner elim. Roses Are Red P. at Woodbine, Final Roses Are Red P. at Woodbine, Milton S., elim. Lady Liberty P.; second in Final Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, Final Lady Liberty P.; third in Final Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. At 6, winner Breeders Crown at Woodbine, leg Classic Ser. at Dover, Meadowlands, Mohawk, Final Classic Ser. at Dover, Milton S.; second in Lady Liberty P. At 7, winner leg and Final Classic Ser. at Mohawk; second in Final Milton S., Allerage Farm Mare P.; third in elim. Milton S. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, 3 in 1:56, including:

ROCKEN CAMNATION
p,2,1:57.3h; 3,1:53.2; 1:50f ($195,226),

- TRILOGY LOBELL (Tyler B-

p,2,1:56.1f; 3,1:55h).

Forex

PROGRESS PACE

1st Dam
EDITH KEELER
p,2,1:55.3f; 3,1:53,1:48f-

APRIL DEO
p,2,1:57.3h; 3,1:53.1f;

p,3,1:53.2f; 4,1:50.4f;

GRANDAM of

STEPHANIE DEO
p,3,1:53.2f; 4,1:50.4f;

p,2,1:55.2; 3,1:53f;

AMERICAN NATION
p,3,1:55.1.

Grandam of

GREG THE LEG
p,3,1:55.5f;

4,1:52.1h-23 ($324,419),

DOCTOR MICKEY
p,3,1:53.2f;

4,1:53.1f.

Producers:

DOCTOR VALENTIA
p,3,2:00.2f ($1,240) (dam of

APRIL DEO
p,2,1:55.3f; 3,1:53; APRIL DEO
p,2,1:57.3h; 3,1:53.1f; EDITH KEELER
p,3,1:57.3h; 3,1:53f; grandam of

YANKEE KEELER
p,2,1:56.2h; 3,1:54.2f;

D J Cameo (dam of

DON'T ASK LOGAN
p,2,2:00.4h; 4,1:52f;

MCFOOLEY
p,3,1:56.4f;

DRAGON QUEST
p,2,2:05.2h; 4,1:54.2h;

WELL N DOWN
p,2,1:56.1f; 3,1:55h).

3rd Dam
COOL WORLD
p,3,1:55.2f ($15,652) by Nihilator. 5 wins at 3. From 13 foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, 9 in 1:57, including:

AMERICANATION
p,2,1:56.2f; 3,1:54f; BT1:52.1h ($223,202) (American Ideal). 38 wins, 2 thru 9. At 2, winner New York County Fair S. (2), Final New York County Fair S. at Monticello, leg Excelsior Ser. - B: second in leg Excelsior Ser. - B. At 3, winner leg Excelsior Ser. - B (4), New York County Fair S. (6); second in leg Excelsior Ser. - B. At 5, second in leg Stars & Stripes Ser. at Saratoga.

Producers:

ALLAMERICAN COOL
p,2,1:57.1f; 3,1:54.4; BT1:53.1 ($58,066) (dam of

CIAVARI ALLY
p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:50.2f; 1:48-$820,461; JJ FLYNN
p,2,1:52.3f; 3,1:51.3f; 4,1:49.2f-$748,849).

Next Dam - TRILEGY LOBELL (Tyler B-THREE DIAMONDS p,3,1:53.1-Albatross)
EVERMORE by Deweycheatumhowe. From 4 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:53, 2 in 1:56, including:

Arden Downs

Next Dam

1st Dam

EVERMORE by Deweycheatumhowe. From 4 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:53, 2 in 1:56, including:


Elista Hanover (M) BT1:55.2f-'23 ($6,590) (International Moni). Now 2 and racing.

ENDLESSLY HANOVER

M STEWART by American Winner. From 10 living foals (2 Exported prior to racing, dam of 7 winners, 5 in 1:55, 3 in 2:00, including:


GALLOWAY (M) 2,1:59.4 ($17,194) (Credit Winner). Winner at 2. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Tioga; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon, Yonkers (2). Dam of GHETTO BOY 2,Q2:01.4f; 3,1:57.3h; 4,1:56.3f.

Epic Thrill (M) 3,1:58.1f; BT1:56f ($23,048) (Kadabra). 2 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg Ontario Autumn Ser. at London; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover.

Producers: Watch The Show (dam of LADYFLIX 2,2:00.4; 3,1:58.4h; 4,Q1:57.3h-23).}

2nd Dam

GLIDE BY 2,02:01.3f; 3,1:55.2 ($98,030) by Yankee Glide. 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold; second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Acorn S.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, elim. Peaceful Way S. At 3, second in Bud Light S. From 8 living foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:


GALLOWAY (M) 2,1:59.4 ($17,194) (Credit Winner). Winner at 2. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Tioga; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Vernon, Yonkers (2). Dam of GHETTO BOY 2,Q2:01.4f; 3,1:57.3h; 4,1:56.3f.

Epic Thrill (M) 3,1:58.1f; BT1:56f ($23,048) (Kadabra). 2 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg Ontario Autumn Ser. at London; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Hanover.

Producers: Watch The Show (dam of LADYFLIX 2,2:00.4; 3,1:58.4h; 4,Q1:57.3h-23).
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for 1876472 Ontario Inc. and Auciello Stables.
Raised at Princeton Farms, Princeton, ON

**LAYDEE FREIGHT**
(ONTARIO & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY Filly Foaled March 31, 2022
Reg. No. 1XM38 Microchip No. 985141001402244

| 1st Dam | EXHILARATED p,2,1:53.3; 3,1:53.2; 1:50.1 ($525,472) by Mach Three. 38 wins, 2 thru 8. O'Brien Older Pacing Mare of the Year in 2018. At 2, second in leg Autumn P. at Woodbine; third in leg Autumn P. at Woodbine. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Georgian, Mohawk (2); third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk. From 1 previous foal, dam of:  
Jimmy Jets BT1:56.3s-'23 (Jimmy Freight). Now 2 and racing. |

| 2nd Dam | ANIMATED ART p,3,1:50.3; 4,1:49.3 ($560,346) by Arltspace. 11 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner Bluegrass S., Helen Dancer Mem., leg and Final Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands, heat Jugette, Ladyship S., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, elim. Fan Hanover S.; second in elim. and Final Mistletoe Shalee P. at Meadowlands, elim. and Final Nadia Lobell P., Tarpot Hap P., elim. Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, leg Jersey Girls S. at Meadowlands; third in elim. Miss New Jersey S., leg Tender Loving Care Ser. at Meadowlands. At 4, winner Golden Girls P. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:52, 3 in 1:56, including:  
HOBE SOUND (M) p,3,1:53.2f; 4,1:51f; BT1:50.3 ($114,744) (Somebeachsomewhere). 10 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in Late Closer at Lexington; third in Late Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner Pennsylvania Stallion S. at The Meadows; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion S. at Pocono. At 4, winner Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers (2). Dam of  |

| 3rd Dam | TRULY A LADY p,3,1:53.1; 1:52.2; BT1:51.4 ($271,565) by Cam Fella. 16 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State; third in leg Blazard Ser. at Greenwood. At 4, second in Milton S. From 10 foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:50, 4 in 1:54, 5 in 1:59, including:  
TRUE DESIRE p,3,1:57.4h; 1:51.1f ($287,663) (Real Desire). 30 wins, 3 thru 9. At 2, second in leg Trendsetter Junior Ser. at Meadowlands (2); second in Final Trendsetter Junior Ser. at Meadowlands. |


Next Dam - MY TRUE LADY p,3,2:02.2f (True Duane-LADY IVANHOE-Meadow Skipper)
ENNA HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY FILLY Foaled February 27, 2022
Reg. No. 9X538 Microchip No. 985141001402156

Main Hall
Row I
Stall 22

EXOTIC DESTINATION
3,1:52.2; 4,1:52.1 ($282,328) by Dream Vacation. 12 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, winner World Trotting Derby Filly S., Zweig Mem. Filly, leg and Final Late Closer at Tioga; elim. Tully Mem.; second in leg Chester Ser. at Chester, leg Late Closer at Tioga; third in leg and Final Chester Ser. at Chester, leg Late Closer at Tioga, Late Closer at Lexington. At 4, third in Final Breeders Crown at Mohawk, Perretti Matchmaker S. From 9 previous foals, dam of 6 winners, 1 in 1:53, 3 in 1:59, including:


ELLERIE HANOVER 2,Q1:57.3; 3,Q1:55.4f; 1:52.2; BT1:51.1 ($324,185) (Donato Hanover). 27 wins, 2 thru 6. At 5, winner Don Mills Ser. at Mohawk; second in Vincennes T.; third in leg Don Mills Ser. at Mohawk.


TAHITIAN TASHA by Sierra Kosmos. From 6 living foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:53, 3 in 1:59, including:

T-BALL 2,2:01.4f; 3,1:59 ($65,887) by Super Bowl. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Arden Downs S.; second in leg Marie Monahan Stbd. Ser. at Vernon; third in Final Fancy Crown S. at The Meadows, Final Marie Monahan Stbd. Ser. at Vernon. At 3, second in Colonial Lady T., Arden Downs S., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, Zweig Mem. Filly, Hanover Filly S.; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono. Half-sister to Dan Patch, Nova 2-Year-Old Trotting Colt of the Year in 1994 DONERAIL 2,1:55.4 (703,049); three-quarter sister to GRAMOLA 2,1:55.2; 3,1:54.4 ($484,208; grandam of R FIRST CLASS 3,1:53.1; 1:52.3-$388.099). From 2 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of:

Producers: Ambra OK (dam of LOVER FACE 1:55.1-$471,336-Sweden), Tshort As (dam of CORREGIDORE 3,2:00f; 1:58f-$145,198, Yonkers Trot; 4,1:57.3f; grandam of NAPOLEON 2,1:59.1h; 3,1:53-$789,229, TIKI TAKA 3,1:56; 4,1:54.4-$136,592, BLASCO 2,2:04.1h; 3,2:00.2h; 1:55.3f-$132,104, MABEL SIMMONS 2,2:04h; 3,1:56.4f, OVERGROWN 2,2:02; 3,1:59.4f; 4,1:58.1f).
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

ELAN HANOVER
(PENNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled February 8, 2022
Reg. No. 3XD09 Microchip No. 985141001402359

Main Hall
Row G
Stall 45

Bar Hopping 3:1:51.4 --------------
Muscle Hill 3:1:50.1  ------------------
Expect A Lot 3:1:58.1f  -----------------

ELAN HANOVER

Muscles Yankee 3:1:52.2
Cocktail Hour 4:1:55.1  --------
Gildemaster 3:1:51.1

Yankee Glide 3:1:55.1
Credit Winner 3:1:54

Main Hall
Row G
Stall 45

Muscles Yankee 3:1:52.2
Elan Hanover

Expect A Lot 3:1:58.1f; BT1:55f ($27,085) by Glidemaster. 2 wins at 3. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia. First colt. From 2 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:58, including:

PANTERA (M) 2:1:57.2f; BT1:55.4f ($879,804) (Cantab Hall). Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia; second in cons. and leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono; third in Pennsylvania All-Stars.


EXPECTATIONS 2:1:55.3; BT1:53.4 ($139,399) (Muscle Hill). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington (2); second in Final Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington, Pennsylvania All-Stars; third in Final Peter Haughton Mem.

Bright Expectation 3:1:55.1h-'23; BT1:54.3f-'23 ($25,034) (Cantab Hall). 2 wins at 3. At 3, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows


MUSCULAR 1:54.4; BT1:54.2f ($145,303) (Muscles Yankee). 28 wins, 4 thru 8. At 6, winner leg Mack Lobell T. at Pompano; second in leg Mack Lobell T. at Pompano.

MUSCULAR 1:54.4; BT1:54.2f ($145,303) (Muscles Yankee). 28 wins, 4 thru 8. At 6, winner leg Mack Lobell T. at Pompano; second in leg Mack Lobell T. at Pompano.

NEW DAY (M) 2:1:56.1; 3:1:58; BT1:56.1 ($63,865) (Conway Hall). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Late Closer at Lexington, leg Early Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. (2); second in New York State Fair S., leg Late Closer at Tioga. Dam of NEW HEAVEN 2:2:00f; 3:1:56f; 1:54h ($770,096), WOMEN'S LIB 2:1:55.2.

MUST BE DONERAIL 2:2:03.2; 2:01.1h; BT1:57.3 ($52,826) (Donerail). 8 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres. At 3, third in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres. At 4, second in leg and Final Late Closer at Saratoga. At 5, second in leg Late Closer at Saratoga.

Next Dam - SUNBEAM HANOVER (Super Bowl-SURREY HANOVER 2:2:03.2-Hoot Mon)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs, Currier & Ives, Horseman, Old Danie Bucket, Simcoe, Ralph Wilfing
Bluegrass Series, Dexter Cup, International Stallion, Penna. Sires (Pari-Mutuel), Yonkers Trot, Yonkers Trot
Breeders Crown, Hambletonian, Kentucky Futurity, Penna. Sires (Fair), Swedish Breeders Crown
Champion, Hoosier Stake, Hooiser Stake, Penna. Sires (Fair), Zweig Memorial
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

EVERGREEN HANOVER

(PENNNSYLVANIA ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled April 2, 2022

Reg. No. 2XL48 Microchip No. 983141001419522

Main Hall
Row G
Stall 46

EVERGREEN HANOVER

Greenshoe 3,1:49.4

Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f

Designed To Be 3,1:51.3f

Explosive Matter 3,1:52.3

Flyer Mel

Green Jacket (Greenshoe). Now 2.

1st Dam

2nd Dam
FLYER MEL by Muscle Hill. From 7 foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:55, 3 in 1:59, including:
EXPLOSIVE MEL (M) 3,1:58.1h; BT1:56.1f ($50,771) (Explosive Matter). As above.
Love Walks In (M) 2,1:59f ($4,500) (Father Patrick). Record at 2. At 2, third in leg Kentucky Sires S. at Oak Grove.

3rd Dam

4th Dam
SOUNDS SWELL 2,1:59f; 3,1:58.1 ($186,922) by Super Bowl. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg and Final Pennsylvania Sires S., Keystone Classic, John Simpson Mem. At 3, winner Reynolds Mem. From 15 foals, dam of 11 winners, 3 in 1:54, 8 in 1:59, including:
UP FRONT BEN 3,1:55.3f; 1:54f; BT1:52.1 ($419,775) (Andover Hall). 39 wins, 3 thru 11. At 3, winner leg (2) and Final Pennsylvania Sires S. Producers: SYMPHONY HANOVER 2,2:07.1f; 3,1:56.3 ($114,967) (grandam of MUFASA AS 3,1:57f-282,264), SORBET HANOVER 2,2:03.2f; 3,1:51.5 ($1,974) (grandam of SMEXI 2,1:54.4; 3,1:53.3f-506,610), Sea Level Hanover (grandam of WINNER'S BET 2,1:54.1s; 3,1:51.3-$445,617), Sobti Hanover 2,Q2:00.4 ($3,600) (dam of JOHAN PALEMA 3,1:50.4-$445,617), Slow Dance Hanover 2,1:56.1f; 3,1:53.3f-$517,731). Next Dam - SONNET LOBEL (Speedy Crown-SONATA HILL 2,2:01.2-B.F.Coaltown)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs
Breeders Crown
Saratoga
Currier & Ives
Chevalier
Horseman
Old Oakan Bucket
Simcoe
Breeders Crown
Breeders Crown
Breeders Crown
Kentucky Futurity
International Stallion
Penna. Sires (Par-Mutuel)
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Ralph Witting
Dexter Cup
Hamblerian
Horse Stakes
Penna. Sires (Fair)
Swedish Breeders Crown
Yonkers Trot
Horse Stakes
Penna. Sires (Par-Mutuel)
Standardbred
Zweig Memorial
ARVONNA

BAY FILLY Foaled April 16, 2022
Reg. No. 2XK77 Microchip No. 985141001413082

Muscles Yankee 3,1:52.2
Graceful Touch 2,1:56.1
Cantab Hall 3,1:54
Victory Please

Pleasing Lady 3,1:56f

Justice Hall 4,1:54.4
Just Having Fun 4, 1:59.2h

Patti Page

American Winner 3,1:52.3
Lady Three Oaks 3,2:05.4

1st Dam

EXPRESSION JUSTICE 2,1:59.1; 3,1:57.2; 1:54.3f ($282,231) by Justice Hall. 26 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner leg Indiana Sires S. - Gold at Indiana; second in leg Late Closer at Indiana; third in leg Indiana Sires S. - Gold at Indiana, Late Closer at Indiana. At 3, second in leg Indiana Sires S. - Gold at Hoosier; third in leg Indiana Sires S. - Gold at Hoosier (2). From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:58, including: EXPRESS MAN 2,1:57.3f; 3,1:54.2f-’23; BT1:55f-’23 ($58,898) (Southwind Frank). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in leg Late Closer at The Meadows; third in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, Pocono; second in Currier & Ives S.; third in leg Terry Altmeyer Mem. at The Meadows.

Express Pac (M) (Six Pack). Now 2.

2nd Dam

PATTI PAGE BT2:03f ($1,685) by American Winner. Starter at 2 and 3. Full sister to AMER I CAN 2,1:57.3; 1:55.2; BT1:54.1 ($464,730). From 15 foals, dam of 11 winners, 3 in 1:55, 8 in 1:56, including: GET CHIPPED (M) 2,1:59.3h; 3,1:56.3f; 1:54.3 ($415,424) (Chip Chip Hooray). 27 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, winner leg Ohio Sires S. (2), Ohio Breeders Champ., Ohio State Fair S.; second in leg Ohio Sires S.; third in Final Ohio Sires S. at Scioto. At 3, winner Ohio State Fair S., leg Ohio Sires S. (4); third in Ohio Breeders Champ. Dam of CHIP CHIP CONWAY 2,1:58f; 4,1:55.1f ($311,871).

PAGE MASTER 2,2:02.1h; 3,1:59.3h; 4,1:58h; BT1:56.3 ($139,162) (Master Lavec). 23 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner Night Of Champions at Northfield, cons. Ohio Breeders Champ., Ohio Fair S. at Jefferson; second in Ohio Fair S. at Canfield, Dover; third in Ohio Fair S. at Cortland, Mansfield, Wellington. At 3, winner Ohio Sires S., Ohio Fair S. at Berea, Cortland, Norwalk, leg Late Closer at Scioto; second in Night Of Champions at Northfield, leg Ohio Sires S., Ohio Fair S. at Coshocton, Northfield, Wooster; third in Ohio State Fair S., Ohio Fair S. at Bucyrus.

PATTIS MAIN MAN 2,1:56.2f; 3,1:55.1f; 1:54.4f ($127,506) (Manofmanymissions). 10 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Ohio Breeders Champ., Ohio Fair S. at Wellston, WIlmington; second in Ohio Fair S. at Circleville; third in leg Ohio Sires S. (2). At 3, winner leg Ohio Sires S. (2); third in Ohio Fair S. at Mcconnellsville, Wellston.

BREWING MASTER 2,2:02.2f; 3,2:02h; 1:56.4f; BT1:56.3 ($86,044) (Master Lavec). 16 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner Ohio State Fair S., Ohio Fair S. at Canfield, Canton, Mansfield, Mount Vernon; second in Ohio Breeders Champ., leg Ohio Sires S.; third in leg Ohio Sires S. At 3, winner Ohio Sires S., Ohio Fair S. at Burton, Carrollton, Coshocton, Jefferson, Mansfield, Wellington; second in Ohio Fair S. at Canfield, Dover, Marion, Wooster; third in leg Ohio Sires S., Champion of Champions at Raceway, Ohio Fair S. at Berea, Canton, Mount Vernon.

ATTACHE’ 2,1:57.3h; BT1:56.1h ($84,573) (Broadway Hall). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ohio Sires S.; second in leg Ohio Sires S. (2). At 3, third in Ohio Fair S. at Croton; in Ohio Fair S. at Richwood; third in Ohio Fair S. at Mount Gilead, Upper Sandusky.

CHIP CHIP PAGE (M) 3,2:00.2f; 1:56f; BT1:55.4s ($69,485) (Chip Chip Hooray). 6 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, third in Ohio Breeders Champ. At 3, third in Ohio State Fair S.; third in leg Ohio Sires S. At 4, second in leg Catherine Burton Ser. at Vernon; third in leg and Final Catherine Burton Ser. at Vernon.

JAILHOUSE CAMRYN 3,2:01.4f; 4,1:57f; BT1:56.4f ($39,940) (Jailhouse Jesse). 6 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, third in leg Ohio Sires S. At 4, third in leg and Final Ken Weaver Mem. at The Meadows.

PAT PATT HOROAY (M) 2,2:03.3f; 3,2:01.4h ($35,211) (Chip Chip Hooray). 4 wins and 2 at 3. At 2, winner Ohio State Fair S., Ohio Fair S. at Bucyrus, Cortland; second in Ohio Fair S. at Dover, Tiffin, Wooster; third in Ohio Breeders Champ., Night Of Champions at Northfield, Ohio Fair S. at Canton, Coshocton, Marion.

Next Dam - LADY THREE OAKS 3,2:05.4 (Tarport Devlin-BLYTHE GEURSTE 3,2:07.2f-Noble Gesture)
Consigned by COOL WINDS FARM for Jay M. Burkholder. 
Raised at Jay Burkholder Farm, Applecreek, OH

**NIGHT HUNTER**  
**NEW YORK & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE**  
**BAY COLT Foaled February 9, 2022**  
Reg. No. 4XF87  
Microchip No. 985141001400755

North Hall  
Row B  
Stall 1

Huntsville p.3:1:47.4  
Somebeachsomewhere p.3:1:46.4  
Wild West Show p.3:1:53.3f

**NIGHT HUNTER**  
Mach Three p.3:1:49  
Wheres The Beach  
Sweet On Art p.4:1:52.4

Faithnflowers  
Roll With Joe p.3:1:48.2  
Weeping Wanabe p.4:1:51.1

**NIGHT HUNTER**

**1st Dam**

FAITHNFLOWERS by Roll With Joe. From 2 previous foals, dam of: 
Huntingfaith (Huntsville). Now 2.

**2nd Dam**

WEPPING WANABE p.3:1:53.1; 4:1:51.1; BT1:51 ($346,248) by Artsplace. 20 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, second in American-National S.; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 4, second in Milton S., leg and Final Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands. From 12 foals, dam of 9 winners, 6 in 1:55, 7 in 1:57, including:

NO MONKEYS ALLOWED p.3:1:51.3f; 1:50.3 ($358,624) (Rocknroll Hanover). 43 wins, 3 thru 10. At 3, winner Blue Route Ser. at Chester (2), leg Escort Ser. at Meadowlands (2), Hopeful Ser. at Yonkers; second in leg Blue Route Ser. at Chester, leg Trendsetter Junior Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Hopeful Ser. at Yonkers. At 4, second in leg Exit 16W Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg and Final Exit 16W Ser. at Meadowlands, leg (2) and Final Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands.


MONKEY OFF MY BACK p.3:1:53.2; BT1:52.1f ($134,263) (Bettor's Delight). 12 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, second in leg Summertime Ser. at Mohawk; third in Final Art Rooney P., elim. Empire Breeders Classic.

**3rd Dam**


EVEREST HANOVER p.3:2:00.1h; 4:1:52.3 ($80,606) (Artsplace). 17 wins, 3 thru 6.


Next Dam - RAU-D-MICHELLE (Bret Hanover-A LITTLE HOT p.2:Q1:58.1; 3:1:54h, QUICKCALLBLUECHIP p.3:1:56.1)

**STAKES ENGAGEMENTS**

Delvin Miller Adios  
Arden Downs  
Bluegrass Series  
Breeders Crown  
Cane Pace  
Champian  
Fox  
Hoosier Stake  
Horseman  
International Station  
Little Brown Jug  
Meadowlands Pace  
Messenger  
New York Sires  
Parshall Memorial  
Progress Pace  
Simpce  
Standardbred  
Tattersalls Pace  

---

1st Dam  
2nd Dam  
3rd Dam  
Next Dam - RAU-D-MICHELLE (Bret Hanover-A LITTLE HOT p.2:Q2:00.4-Meadow Skipper)
Consigned by CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT for Jonas L. Schlabach.
Raised at Jones L. Schlabach Farm, Apple Creek, OH

**KING OF THE USA**

**(OHIO ELIGIBLE)**

BAY COLT Foaled March 26, 2022

Reg. No. 5XE80  Microchip No. 985141001375316

West Hall  
Row H  
Stall 14

**Downbytheseaside p,3,1:48.3f —**  
Mach Three p,3,1:49  
Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4 —  
Where’s The Beach  
Special Beauty p,3,1:53.4

**KING OF THE USA**

**Roll With Joe p,3,1:48.2 —**  
Cam’s Card Shark p,3,1:50  
Princess Character p,1:51.4f —  
Red Sea

**Queen Josephine p,1:54.1h —**  
Roll With Joe p,3,1:48.2  
Classic Wish p,3,T1:52  
Allamerican Native p,3,1:52.1

1st Dam

**QUEEN JOSEPHINE** p,3,1:54.4; 1:54.1h; BT1:52.3 ($311,915) by Roll With Joe. 10 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Batavia, Saratoga, Yonkers. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

**PRINCESS CHARACTER** p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:54.1; 1:51.4f; BT1:51.2f ($93,504) (American Ideal). 17 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Saratoga, Vernon; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Buffalo, Yonkers. At 3, winner leg OCM Elite S. at Saratoga; second in leg Holiday Ser. at Saratoga. At 5, winner leg Holiday Ser. at Saratoga (2); third in leg Freedom Ser. at Saratoga.

**ROCKNROLLROYALTY** p,2,1:54.2; 3,1:53.4; 4,1:52.2 ($147,563) (Rock N Roll Heaven). 16 wins, 2 thru 8. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Saratoga, Vernon; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Batavia, Buffalo, Yonkers. At 3, winner leg OCM Elite S. at Saratoga; second in leg Holiday Ser. at Saratoga. At 4, winner leg Holiday Ser. at Saratoga; second in leg Holiday Ser. at Saratoga.

**ODDS ON COLUMBUS** p,2,Q1:55.2; 3,Q1:52.4; BT1:51.1 ($94,152) (Yankee Cruiser). 10 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, third in leg Ohio Sires S. at Scioto. At 3, winner Ohio Fair S. at Findlay, Greenville, Kenton, Lima; second in leg Wilbur Zendt Mem. at The Meadows.

**LADY KAHN** p,3,1:55.1f; 4,1:57.3f; 1:52.3 ($176,192) (Shady Character). 22 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner leg Late Closer at The Meadows. At 3, winner Keystone Classic, leg Snow Angel Ser. at Meadowlands.

**LETS GO TO PADDYS** p,2,1:56.2; BT1:55.1h ($32,446) (Mr Wiggles). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in Ohio Fair S. at Chillicothe, Eaton. At 3, winner Ohio Fair S. at Canton, Jefferson; second in Ohio Fair S. at Bucyrus, Wooster; third in Ohio Fair S. at Lisbon.

3rd Dam

**Red Sea** BT1:58.2s by Beach Towel. Starter at 2 and 3. At 2, third in elim. Virginia E.C. at Colonial. From 10 foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:50, 6 in 1:55, 8 in 1:59 including:


**COOL CHARACTER** (M) p,2,1:57.3f; 3,1:53.1f; 4,1:52.3; BT1:52 ($176,192) (Shady Character). 22 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner leg Late Closer at The Meadows. At 3, winner Keystone Classic, leg Snow Angel Ser. at Meadowlands. At 4, winner leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands.

**SEAYOUINSEPTEMBER** p,2,2:02h; 3,1:57.4f; 1:54.1f ($76,406) (Real Artist). 11 wins, 2 thru 6.

Next Dam - **RED HEAD** p,1:55.1 (Direct Scooter-REACH FOR GLORY-Most Happy Fella)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakes Engagements</th>
<th>Stakes Engagements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delvin Miller Adios</td>
<td>Canoe Pace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arden Downs</td>
<td>Champion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluegrass Series</td>
<td>Fox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeders Crown</td>
<td>Great Mid-West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hampshire</td>
<td>International Stallion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Brown Jug</td>
<td>Messenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock N Roll Heaven</td>
<td>Messenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shady Character</td>
<td>Messenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardbred</td>
<td>Messenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tattersalls Pace</td>
<td>Messenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Canada Pacing Derby</td>
<td>Messenger</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Consigned by CONCORD STUD FARM, AGENT for Jonas L. Schlabach.**

**Raised at Jones L. Schlabach Farm, Apple Creek, OH**
Consigned by and Raised at HANOVER SHOE FARMS, INC., Hanover, PA

FABIO HANOVER
(Ohio Eligible)
BAY COLT Foaled March 8, 2022
Reg. No. 0XB31 Microchip No. 985141001404755

Main Hall
Row F
Stall 47
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FABIO HANOVER
BAY COLT Foaled March 8, 2022
Reg. No. 0XB31
Microchip No. 985141001404755

Somebeachsomewhere p,3,1:46.4f — Where's the Beach
FABIO HANOVER (Ohio Eligible)
Bay Colt Foaled March 8, 2022
Reg. No. 0XB31 Microchip No. 985141001404755

FABIO HANOVER
Main Hall
Row F
Stall 47

1st Dam
FASHION MAJORETTE p,2,1:55.3f; 4,1:50.1f ($140,350) by Art Major. 12 wins, 2 thru 6. At 4, winner leg Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers (2). From 6 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 3 in 1:55, 5 in 1:59, including:
FILTER HANOVER (M) p,2,1:57.1; 3,1:54.4; BT1:53.3f ($71,143) (Bettor's Delight). 7 wins, 2 thru 4. At 3, winner leg Niagara Ser. at Mohawk, leg Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk; third in Final Ontario Harvest Ser. at Mohawk. At 4, winner leg Blizzard Ser. at Mohawk, leg Late Closer at Mohawk; second in leg Blizzard Ser. at Mohawk, leg Late Closer at Mohawk; third in Final Blizzard Ser. at Mohawk, Final Niagara Ser. at Mohawk.
FARGO HANOVER (M) p,3,1:52.4f; 4,1:51.3 ($70,297) (Somebeachsomewhere). 9 wins at 3 and 4.
DIXIE CHICK (M) p,2,Q1:57.2f; 3,1:55f; BT1:54 ($9,900) (Somebeachsomewhere). Winner at 3.
Frazier Hanover p,2,Q1:58.3-'23; BT1:55.4s-'23 (Stay Hungry). Record at 2.

2nd Dam
THE REAL WEST p,3,2:01f; 1:53.4; BT1:53.3 ($59,981) by Western Hanover. 12 wins, 3 thru 6. At 3, third in leg Stampede Princess S. At 4, second in leg Forty Niner Ser. at Cal Expo (2). From 12 foals, dam of 12 winners, 6 in 1:55, 12 in 2:00, including:
SOUTHWIND ROULETTE p,2,1:51.4f; 4,1:50.1f ($670,985),
SOUTHWIND RICARDO p,2,1:57.1f; 3,1:53.1f ($115,942),
SOUTHWIND RAMSAY p,2,1:58.2h; 3,1:56.3h; 1:53.2f-'23,
SOUTHWIND RAMBO p,3,1:56h; 4,1:54.3h,
SOUTHWIND RAPUNZEL p,3,1:55h.
WICKED TONY p,3,2:06.1; 4,1:54.1 ($98,402) (Wicked Island). 42 wins, 3 thru 11.
MURDER MYSTERY p,3,2:02.3e; 1:54.2f; BT1:53.4f ($83,940) (Mystery Chase). 18 wins, 3 thru 7. At 6, second in elim. Shelly Goudreau Mem. at Cal Expo.
CLINTONS MEMORY (M) p,2,2:02e; 3,1:56f; 1:55.4f; BT1:54.4f ($51,765) (Clintons Cigar). 8 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, second in leg Alberta Sires S. At 4, second in elim. Fraser Downs S.
ART'S REAL DEAL p,3,1:54.1f; BT1:53.3f ($49,076) (Artiscape). 8 wins at 3.
SOUTHWIND THISTLE (M) p,3,1:56f; BT1:55.1s ($21,497) (Artiscape). 5 wins at 3.
ODDS ON TEAL (M) p,3,1:56f; BT1:55.9 ($19,739) (Artiscape). 3 wins, 3 thru 5. Dam of SHE'S NOBEACHBOY p,3,1:55h.
WESTERN SHOOT OUT p,2,2:01; 3,1:58.1f; BT1:56.1f ($14,181) (Real Desire). 5 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, third in Horizon P.
SOUTHWIND TEVA (M) p,2,1:58f; BT1:55.4f ($13,770) (Art Major). Winner at 2. At 2, third in leg New York Sires S. at Buffalo. Dam of HOLLYWOOD NIGHTS p,2,2:10.1h; 1:53.4f; 1:54.4f. Grandam of DREAM ON A ROLL p,2,Q2:04.1h; 1:53.1; 1:52-'23.

3rd Dam
AUTHENTIC p,2,1:58.4; 3,1:55f ($245,350) by Niatross. 28 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner New York State Fair S. At 5, winner Pretty Direct P., leg Miss Single Star Ser. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners, 4 in 1:54, 6 in 2:00, including:

Next Dam - SILKY ALMAHURST p,3,1:55 (Windshield Wiper-SAVILLA ALMAHURST-Shadow Wave)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios
Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Cane Pace
Champlain
Fox
Hooiser Stake
International Stallion
Little Brown Jug
Horseman
Little Miss Pace
Meatowlands Pace
Messenger
Ohio Sire
Progress Pace
Simcoe
Standardbred
Tattersalls Pace
1st Dam  
**BALLINEEN** p,2,1:54.1; 1:51; BT1:50.2 ($291,524) by Art Major. 15 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg Excelsior Ser. at Vernon; third in leg New York Sire S. at Tioga. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers; second in Empire Breeders Classic; third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Tioga. From 4 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 1 in 1:50, 2 in 1:54, including:  
**UCANTTOUCHTHIS** p,3,1:52.2h; 1:49.4f-23; BT1:49 ($259,430) (Control The Moment). 14 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in Nassagaweya S., leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Mohawk, Final Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flamboro, leg Dream Maker Ser. at Mohawk.  
**Sake Tumi** (M) p,3,1:53.2; BT1:52.4s ($75,838) (Shadow Play). 4 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk. At 3, second in leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk.  
T H Mrs McMurry (M) BT1:58.3-'23 (Lazarus N). Now 2 and racing.

2nd Dam  
**LISLEA PHIA** p,2,Q1:56.3; 3,1:51.3f; 4,1:50h; BT1:50 ($542,450) (Shadow Play). 17 wins, 2 thru 3. At 2, winner leg New York State Fair S. at Goshen, Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga. At 3, winner leg New York State Fair S. at Monticello, Saratoga; third in leg New York State Fair S. at Buffalo; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo Back Ser. at Freehold, New York Sire S. at Buffalo; third in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Freehold. At 4, second in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers. From 9 living foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:53, 4 in 1:58, including:  
**ANNAACLOY** (M) p,2,Q1:56.2; BT1:55f ($19,568) (Art Major). 2 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Saratoga; third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Yonkers.  
**TANTALIZING TRISH** (M) p,2,1:58.2h; 3,1:57.4h; BT1:54.4h ($16,855) (Art Major). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in leg Excelsior Ser. - B at Buffalo. At 3, winner leg Iron Maiden Ser. at Northfield; second in leg Iron Maiden Ser. at Northfield; third in leg Wallflower Ser. at Northfield, leg Iron Maiden Ser. at Northfield.

3rd Dam  
**CAT THIEF** p,2,1:55.1 ($23,055) by Die Laughing. Winner at 2. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. From 7 foals, dam of 5 winners, 3 in 1:54, 5 in 2:00, including:  
**LISLEA BELLA** (M) p,2,1:56.4f; 3,1:54.1h; 4,Q1:53.3; BT1:52.3f ($234,996) (Lislea). 15 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, second in leg New York-Bred LC at Monticello, Saratoga; second in leg New York State Fair S. at Monticello, Saratoga; third in leg New York State Fair S. at Monticello, Saratoga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. Dam of THATS MY GIRL G p,2,1:56.1f; 3,1:54.4f; 1:52.3h ($259,599).  
**LISLEA SOPHIA** (M) p,2,1:58f; 3,1:53.4f ($140,991) (Lislea). 8 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, New York State Fair S. at Tioga; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Saratoga, Tioga. At 3, winner leg New York State Fair S. at Monticello, Tioga; cons. Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers, Maryland Sbtd. Race Fund at Rosecroft; second in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo, Yonkers, leg Petticoat Ser. at Yonkers. Dam of ART FRENZY p,2,1:58.4f; 3,1:53.2f; 1:51.2f ($271,750), ARDEEN p,2,2:02.1h; 3,1:54.4f; 4,1:52.3f ($150,429). Grandam of THEREALPRINCESS p,2,1:57h; 3,1:54.1h ($117,602). Producers: CLARA p,2,1:58.1h ($29,087) (dam of LYONS PEGASUS p,3,1:50.2; 1:49.4-$131,531), CLEAR THE WAY p,2,Q2:08.3h; 3,1:55.2h-$117,731, Enniskerry (dam of DASHIKI p,2,1:53.4f-$182,383; grandam of SUBBAN p,2,1:58h; 3,1:55f; 4,1:51.2f-$264,815).

Next Dam - **PLAYTOWN** p,3,1:54.2 (Sonsam) TOY TOWN p,2,1:57-Big Towner)
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Ross G. Bonafield.
Raised at Forty Hill Farm, West Edmeston, NY

BUTANE
(PENNSYLVANIA & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled April 13, 2022
Reg. No. 1XG62 Microchip No. 985141001419481
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Sweet Lou p.1:47f ------------------
Yankee Cruiser p.3,1:49.3 Artiscape p.3,1:49.3z
Sweet Future p.3,1:54.2 A Yankee Classic p.3,1:56.1f

BUTANE

Firefly p.3,1:52.2f ------------------
Somebeachsomewhere p.3,1:46.4 Mach Three p.3,1:49
Music City p.2,1:55.1f ------------------
Bettor's Delight p.3,1:49.4
Elusive Prey p.4,1:51.2

1st Dam

BUTANE

Sweet Lou p.1:47f --------------------
Yankee Cruiser p.3,1:49.3 -------
A Yankee Classic p.3,1:56.1f
Sweet Future p.3,1:54.2 -------
Sweet Dahlen p.3,1:55.4

1st Dam

FIREFLY

p.2,1:54; 3,1:52.2f; BT1:50.4f ($78,977) by Somebeachsomewhere. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington; second in Liberty Bell P. at Philadelphia; third in Pennsylvania All-Stars. At 3, second in John Simpson Mem. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

MUSIC CITY

p.2,1:55.1f; BT1:53 ($8,150) by Bettor's Delight. Winner at 2. From 6 foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:53, including:

OCTAVE
p.3,1:54.3f; 4,1:52.4f; BT1:51.4f ($128,471) (Always B Miki). 16 wins, 3 thru 5. At 4, second in leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Pocono.

ACOUSTIC
p.3,1:52.1; 4,1:50 ($44,460) (A Rocknroll Dance). 5 wins at 3. At 3, winner Kentucky Fair S. at Oak Grove.

Mare Of The City (M) BT1:54.3f-'23 ($15,070) (Always B Miki). Now 3, third in Kentucky Fair S. at Lebanon (3), Oak Grove. Captain Nashville (Captaintreacherous). Now 2.

3rd Dam

ELUSIVE PREY

p.2,1:55.4; 3,1:52f; 4,1:51.2; BT1:49.3f ($802,706) by Western Hanover. 30 wins, 2 thru 7. At 2, winner Tompkins-Geers S., leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Tioga (3), Vernon (2); second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono; third in Final Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon. At 3, winner Tompkins-Geers S., leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows (2), Keystone Classic; second in Lady Maud S., Final James Lynch Mem., Lismore P., heat Jugette, leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Chester; third in Final Breeders Crown at Meadowlands, elim. James Lynch Mem., Reynolds Mem. At 5, winner leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers; third in leg Blue Chip Matchmaker Ser. at Yonkers. From 1 foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:56, including:

MUSIC CITY (M) p.2,1:55.1f; BT1:53 ($8,150) (Bettor's Delight). As above.

4th Dam

DUCK DUCK GOOSE

p.2, Q2:01f; 3,1:55; BT1:54.2 ($53,597) by Goalie Jeff. 5 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, second in leg and Final Hill Farms Ser. at Scioto. At 3, third in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. At 4, winner leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands. From 12 foals, dam of 12 winners, 1 in 1:50, 7 in 1:55, 10 in 1:58, including:

ABA DABA DOO
p.2,1:56.2f; 3,1:52f; 4,1:49.1 ($541,037) (Cam's Card Shark). 28 wins, 2 thru 6. At 4, winner leg Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Fox Sports Net Ser. at Meadowlands; second in Battle Of Lake Erie, elim. and Final Governor's Cup at Rosecroft, Final Exit 16W Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Exit 16W Ser. at Meadowlands. At 5, winner leg Presidential Ser. at Meadowlands. At 6, third in elim. Graduate S. at Meadowlands.

DUNESIDE PERCH
p.2,1:50.2 ($160,325) (Cam's Card Shark). 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner leg (2) and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands.


Producers:

CHILD'S PLAY p.2,1:53.3f ($65,059) (Cam's Card Shark) 2.1:53.3f; $143,332).

Producers:


ACEY DEUCEY p.3,1:57.1h ($14,690) (dam of POKERFACE p.3,1:56.2h; 4,1:54.4h-$210,793, SWEET SUE p.3,1:56.1f; 1:52.2f-$203,234).

Next Dam - MISTY BRETTA (Bret Hanover-MISTY RAQUEL) p.3,1:55.3-Meadow Skipper

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Delvin Miller Adios Cane Pace
Ardien Dovers Champlian
Bluegrass Series Fox
Breeders Crown Hoosier Stake

Penna. Sires (Par-Mutual) Simcoe
Penna. Sires (Fair) Standardbred
Progress Pace Tattersalls Pace

Next Dam - MISTY BRETTA (Bret Hanover-MISTY RAQUEL) p.3,1:55.3-Meadow Skipper
Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., AGENT for Fair Winds Farm Inc.
Raised at Fair Winds Farm, Cream Ridge, NJ

SEA SKIPPER
(PENNSYLVANIA & NEW JERSEY STD. DEV. FUND ELIGIBLE)
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Reg. No. 3XE63  Microchip No. 985141001375105

BAY FILLY Foaled June 13, 2022

Northeast Hall
Row A
Stall 5

Somebeachsomewhere p,3:1:46.4 ---

Captaintreacherous p,3:1:47.1 ---

Mach Three p,3:1:49

Where The Beach

Artsplace p,4:1:49.2

World Order p,3:1:53

Worldy Treasure p,2:1:53.1

BAY FILLY

Cam's Card Shark p,3:1:50

Classic Wish p,3:1:51.5

Dream Away p,3:1:50.3

Supremeness p,3:1:54.4

SEA SKIPPER

Miss Jones p,3:1:52.2f

DREAMS ARE GREAT p,1:50.3

1st Dam

MISS JONES p,2:1:55.4f; 3:1:52.2f; BT1:51.2f ($127,815) by Bettor's Delight. 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in cons. Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia, leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, The Meadows, leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Meadowlands. At 3, winner leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at The Meadows, leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono (2); second in leg Bobby Weiss Ser. at Pocono; third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Philadelphia. From 2 previous foals, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:56, including:

Blue Pacific (M) p,2,Q1:55.3-'23; BT1:53.3-'23 (Sweet Lou). Record at 2. At 2, third in elim. New Jersey Classic Ser.

2nd Dam

DREAMS ARE GREAT p,2:1:54.3; 3:1:53.3; 1:50.3; BT1:51.5f ($443,400) by Dream Away. 20 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, leg Whenuwishupononster Ser. at Woodbine. At 3, second in leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 4, winner leg Damsel Ser. at Woodbine. From 9 living foals, dam of 4 winners, 3 in 1:55, 4 in 1:56, including:


3rd Dam

SUPREMENESS p,2:2:03.2h; 3:1:54.4 ($296,174) by No Nukes. 12 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, winner Helen Dancer Mem., leg and Final Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands, heat Jugette, New Jersey Futuy., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Freehold, Garden State, Meadowlands (2), elim. John W. Miller Mem.; second in Final Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands, race-off Jugette, leg Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Final John W. Miller Mem., heat Jugette, leg Blossom Ser. at Meadowlands (2). From 12 foals, dam of 7 winners, 7 in 1:54, including:

PINNACLE p,3:1:56f; 1:50.2; BT1:50 ($361,647) (Artsplace). 33 wins, 3 thru 8. At 3, winner leg Late Closer at Lebanon; second in leg Late Closer at Lebanon. At 5, second in Final Sprinng Pace Champ. at Mohawk.


Next Dam - KEYSTONE SHORE p,4:1:55.1 (Keystone Ore-KEYSTONE SPARKLE-Overtrack)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

SUGAR CONE BT1:59.2 by Andover Hall. Starter at 3. From 5 previous living foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 1:59,

1st Dam
SUGAR CONE BT1:59.2 by Andover Hall. Starter at 3. From 5 previous living foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 1:59,

Arden Downs

Next Dam

MOTIVATING FORCE

1st Dam
SUGAR CONE BT1:59.2 by Andover Hall. Starter at 3. From 5 previous living foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 1:59,

2nd Dam

MOTIVATING FORCE

1st Dam
SUGAR CONE BT1:59.2 by Andover Hall. Starter at 3. From 5 previous living foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 1:59,

2nd Dam

MOTIVATING FORCE

1st Dam
SUGAR CONE BT1:59.2 by Andover Hall. Starter at 3. From 5 previous living foals, dam of 4 winners, 4 in 1:59,
Joyful Crown 2,T2:00.2 (3,T2:00.2 ($28,194) by Speedy Crown. Record at 3. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Yonkers (2); third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Tioga, Yonkers (2), Tompkins-Geers S.; second in Final Empire Breeders Classic; third in leg New York Sire S. at Vernon. From 2 previous foals, dam of: Fortunista (M) (Tristox). Now 2.

2nd Dam
Fortunista 2,Q2:03.3f; 3,1:55.4f; 1:53.1f; BT1:51.3f ($506,689) by Credit Winner. 15 wins, 3 thru 7. At 2, Arden Downs Stakes; second in leg New York Sire S. at Monticello, Yonkers (2); third in leg New York Sire S. at Buffalo. At 3, winner leg New York Sire S. at Meadowlands, leg Early Closer at Lexington. At 3, winner leg Scarnon Sar. At Pocono; second in leg Scarnon Sar. At Pocono; third in leg New Jersey Sire S. at Meadowlands. Dam of DUNE HILL 2,1:56.2f; 1:52.4f ($159,577).


PRODUCERS: Mary Got Lucky 3,1:57.4f; 1:55.3f-'23 (dam of Simon Got Lucky 3,1:57.4f; 1:55.3f-'23).

3rd Dam
Joyful Crown 2,T2:03.3; 3,T2:00.2 ($28,194) by Speedy Crown. Record at 3. At 3, second in leg New York Sire S. at Yonkers, leg Royal Wire Products Ser. at Scioto; third in leg Royal Wire Products Ser. at Scioto. From 11 foals (1 Exported prior to racing), dam of 6 winners, 3 in 1:59, including:


Producers: Mary Got Lucky 3,1:57.4f; 1:55.3f-'23.
Consigned by BLUE CHIP FARMS, LLC AGENT for Pimpicks SRL.
Raised at Blue Chip Farms, Wallkill, NY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Foaled</th>
<th>Reg. No.</th>
<th>Microchip No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAHALYA MIL</td>
<td>Bay</td>
<td>Filly</td>
<td>Feb 16, 2022</td>
<td>2XL54</td>
<td>985141001402611</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**North Hall**
- **Row L**
- **Stall 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f</th>
<th>Cantab Hall 3,1:54</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gala Dream</td>
<td>Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designed To Be 3,1:51.3f</td>
<td>Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Microchip No. 985141001402611**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stall 3,1:49.4</th>
<th>Greenshoe 3,1:49.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Father Patrick 3,1:50.2f</td>
<td>Cantab Hall 3,1:54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gala Dream</td>
<td>Donato Hanover 3,1:50.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designed To Be 3,1:51.3f</td>
<td>Sheer Soul 3,1:54.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Maternal Lineage**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>1st Dam</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FRISKY MAGIC</strong> 2,2:01.1f; 3,1:54.1; BT1:54s ($107,515) by Kadabra. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Rideau Carleton, leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Mohawk; third in leg Celia's Counsel Ser. at Woodbine. At 4, second in leg Lifetime Dream Ser. at Woodbine (2). From 3 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 1:56, including:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRAVINISKY</strong> 3,1:54.3; BT1:54s ($66,191) (Sebastian K S). 5 wins, 3 thru 6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MERCUTIO</strong> 3,1:54.3; BT1:54.1s ($40,458) (Bar Hopping). 2 wins at 3. At 2, third in Champlain S.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>2nd Dam</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FRISKY FERGI</strong> 2,Q1:58.1f; 3,1:56f; BT1:54.3 ($148,127) by Garland Lobell. 7 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Kentucky Stbd. Sale Co. T., Reynolds Mem.; second in cons. Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. At 3, winner Hudson Filly T., Reynolds Mem., elim. Kentucky Spring Champ. at Lexington, Landmark S.; second in elim. Hambletonian Oaks, Late Closer at Lexington; third in elim. and Final Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. From 8 foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 1:55, 5 in 1:58, including:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FRISK’EM</strong> 2,Q2:02.1; 3,1:56.3; 4,1:55.2; BT1:54.1s ($145,124) (Muscles Yankee). 10 wins, 3 thru 5. At 2, second in John Simpson Mem.; third in leg Early Closer at Lexington. At 3, second in leg Late Closer at Lexington; third in Hanover Colt S., John Simpson Mem., leg Late Closer at Lexington.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASS FLOW</strong> 3,1:59f; 1:57.3h; BT1:56.3f ($77,055) (Muscle Massive). 3 wins, 3 thru 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FREE WHEELING</strong> (M) 3,Q1:56.2 ($13,178) (Credit Winner). 3 wins at 3 and 4. Dam of <strong>MAY BABY</strong> 2,1:53.2; 3,1:52.2 ($673,266), <strong>WHEELS A TURNING</strong> 2,1:58.2; 3,1:56.2 ($258,217), <strong>SWAN FLYER</strong> 3,1:54.2 ($182,917), <strong>BIG WHEEL</strong> 2,1:58.4; 3,1:57.4 ($100,778), <strong>GOLDEN WHEEL</strong> 3,1:57.2; 1:54, <strong>WHEELINNOMTHEEDGE</strong> 3,1:58. Grandam of <strong>JASMINE</strong> 2,1:58.4.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>3rd Dam</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BRIGHT LEAF</strong> BT2:10.1h by Dream Of Glory. Starter at 3. From 10 foals, dam of 6 winners, 2 in 1:55, 4 in 1:57, including:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEARDO MORE</strong> 2,1:59.4; 3,T1:54.4 ($463,717) (Angus Hall). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in John Simpson Mem.; third in leg Early Closer at Lexington. At 3, second in leg Late Closer at Lexington; third in Hanover Colt S., John Simpson Mem., leg Late Closer at Lexington.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRUTTIN CONWAY</strong> 3,1:58.4f; 1:54.2f ($118,608) (Conway Hall). 13 wins, 3 thru 6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DA BESS</strong> (M) 2,2:02f; 3,1:56.3 ($96,193) (Cumin). 14 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner Delaware Sbd Breeders S.; third in Maryland Sbd. Race Fund. At 3, winner Maryland Sbd. Race Fund (2); third in Maryland Sbd. Race Fund. Dam of <strong>PENN STIX</strong> 2,2:01.2; 3,Q1:58.3. Granddam of <strong>MIKE THE TRADER</strong> 2,Q2:06f; 3,1:58.4f; 1:53.4f ($508,689), <strong>BIG AND LITTLE</strong> 2,1:56.4f; 3,1:55.3f; 1:52.4f ($337,781).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next Dam - SUPER MISS CHRIS (Super Bowl-PEARADA 3,2:03.2-Yellow Knife)